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PACEMAKERS REVISITED: A SAGA OF BENIGN
NEGLECT

FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Heinz (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senator Heinz.
Also present: Stephen R. McConnell, staff director; Robin Kropf,

chief clerk; Jim Michie, chief investigator; Terri Kay Parker, inves-
tigative counsel; David Schulke, investigator; Michael Rodgers, ma-
jority professional staff; Sara White, assistant press secretary; Jane
Jeter and Bill Benson, minority professional staff; Lucy Savidge,
legislative correspondent; Leslie Malone and Kimberly Kasberg,
staff assistants; and Dan Tuite, printing assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, CHAIRMAN
Chairman HEINZ. Good morning. This hearing of the Special

Committee on Aging will come to order. We are here today to find
out why this Nation's 400,000 pacemaker-dependent older Ameri-
cans still face serious risks from unnecessary and defective cardiac
pacemakers.

It has been over 3 years since this committee's initial investiga-
tion, 1 year since the legislative remedy passed Congress, and 4
months since that remedy was to be in operation-and here we are,
still asking when will fraud, waste and abuse end.

Last summer, Congress recognized the pressing need to protect
the lives of pacemaker-dependent persons from the potentially life-
threatening abuses in the pacemaker industry. At that time, we
passed a law, which I authored, requiring the Department of
Health and Human Services to establish a National Pacemaker
Registry. The registry would enable the Department to keep track
of defective pacemakers and protect consumers from the impending
danger of pacemakers that may short-circuit and go dead. Congress
thought the problem so threatening that the law required the reg-
istry to be operational by January 1 of this year. That deadline has
come and gone, 5 months later, almost, and we are no better off
than before.

This committee's investigation, I am sorry to say, reveals a Pan-
dora's box full of crooked manufacturers, greedy doctors and defec-
tive products. Congress passed a law last year to close the lid on

(1)
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this box of abuses. But today we will find that the benign neglect of
certain Federal agencies to carry out an act of Congress continues
to endanger the lives of thousands of pacemaker patients.

Kickbacks are not a thing of the past, either. They are as present
today as they were back in 1982. While the Justice Department
was successful last year in prosecuting two major pacemaker man-
ufacturers for hundreds of thousands of dollars in kickbacks to doc-
tors, these illegal practices persist in ever more sophisticated
schemes.

Defective pacemakers still haunt and endanger older Americans.
An ongoing FDA investigation of a major pacemaker company re-
vealed that potentially defective pacemakers have been implanted
in the hearts of thousands of Americans. Fortunately, this manu-
facturer has seen fit to notify physicians and hospitals of their
pacemaker problems so that patients are not unduly threatened
with hazard or injury.

Unnecessary surgery remains largely unchecked. The commit-
tee's investigation has found that an estimated 110,000 older Amer-
icans will undergo initial pacemaker surgery this year, and an-
other 30,000 will have their pacemakers replaced. Yet experts esti-
mate that as many as one in three pacemaker implants may still
be unnecessary.

Such waste carries great cost in human pain and suffering and
the price of an estimated 32,000 unnecessary pacemaker surgeries
paid by American taxpayers may run as high as $320 million each
year. If the Government collected on warranties from explanted
pacemakers, the ones that are replaced alone, at least $25 million
could be saved by the Medicare Program each year. Now, $25 mil-
lion may not sound like a lot of money in Washington. But when
we are faced with cuts in essential health care because of the enor-
mous budget deficits, any savings to be had by eliminating waste,
abuse or fraud is a far preferable alternative.

Unfortunately, a GAO study I am releasing today shows that
sales practices by some manufacturers actually discourage returns
of pacemakers which effectively precludes warranty credit. These
roadblocks, when added to the inertia in enforcing pacemaker pro-
tections, mean that warranties continue to be uncollected, and con-
sumers continue to be vulnerable to inept and unscrupulous pace-
maker manufacturers.

Further, it appears that officials in one of the agencies responsi-
ble for setting up the registry to correct these ills-namely, the
Health Care Financing Administration-have been playing hot
potato amongst themselves with the health and safety of pacemak-
er-dependent Americans.

Apparently, after HCFA told the PRO's, the Peer Review Organi-
zations, to start collecting the warranty data which has to go into
the Pacemaker Registry, they turned around and told the PRO's to
stop collecting that information because the Food and Drug Admin-
istration, and I quote, "now maintains a national registry of pace-
makers." But as we know, and as HCFA hopefully knows by now,
there is still no pacemaker registry, and specifically, not one at
FDA.

The unfortunate consequence of this either incompetence or bla-
tant disregard for the law is that thousands of lives are at risk.
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I hope the testimony we will receive today from the representa-
tives of FDA and HCFA and pacemaker patients and experts will
shed light on the continuing need for a registry and on the likeli-
hood that it will be put into place in the very near future.

Before hearing from our first witness, I am going to insert into
the record the statement of Senator Lawton Chiles, who unfortu-
nately cannot be with us today due to a previous commitment.

[The statement of Senator Chiles follows:]
STATEMENT OF SENAToR LAWTON CHILo

In 1982, after a lengthy investigation, this committee held hearings focusing onsales practices within the pacemaker industry and the costs of pacemaker devices to
patients and Medicare.

Those hearings and later legislation prompted several more in-depth reviews ofpacemaker practices, and the development of new medical guidelines for implanta-tion and monitoring of pacemaker performance. Still under development are moreaccurate schedules for Medicare reimbursement.
Today's hearing focuses on one specific aspect of our earlier recommendations:

The development of a national pacemaker registry to provide the public, physicians,and patients with accurate information on pacemaker performance.
Pacemaker technology is changing rapidly. New pacers offer the promise of a

mnore comfortable and satisfying life to patients with heart conditions. But there are
also problems-and failures. Properly establishcd, a national pacemaker registrycan track those failures, provide vital information to physician responsible for mon-
itoring pacer performance, and protect pacer patients from avoidable stress and, in
some cases, life-threatening harm.

A registry was mandated by law to be established over 3 months ago. Virtually
nothing has been done to date. I don't see why. It is not a question of cost: A regis-try could result in considerable savings to the Government through Medicare recov-
eries under failed pacer warranties.

Most importantly, if Medicare is to continue paying for needed pacers for thou-sands of Medicare beneficiaries we clearly need to have a better way to monitor thesafety and effectiveness of these devices.

Chairman HEINZ. Our first panel consists of Dr. Carolyne Davis
of the Health Care Financing Administration and Dr. Frank
Young, Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration.

Dr. Davis, I know that you have to leave here by 10:15, and we
will accommodate you. I will therefore ask both you and Dr. Young
to be as concise as possible in your opening statements, so that
there is adequate time for questions.

I know that-I want everyone to know that-you are the two in-
dividuals who head the agencies which are directly responsible for
the implementation of the National Pacemaker Registry. I do ap-
preciate your appearance here to respond to our inquiries on the
status of that registry.

Dr. Young, I want to also take this opportunity to compliment
you and your investigators for their thorough and complete inspec-
tions of a pacemaker company. Two of those investigators, as you
know, will testify later in this hearing on their findings.

I will now ask both of you, Dr. Davis and Commissioner Young,
to rise so I can administer the oath. Would you please rise and
raise your right hand?

Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth, so help you, -God?

Dr. DAVIS: I -do.
Dr. YOUNG. I do.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you very much. Let the record show

that the witnesses responded in the affirmative.
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Dr. Davis, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF CAROLYNE K. DAVIS, PH.D., WASHINGTON, DC,
ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

Dr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to introduce Dr. Henry Desmarais, who is the Direc-

tor of our Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage, on
my left, who accompanies me today.

I just want to highlight briefly the testimony itself, which has
been submitted.

Briefly, as you know, the Medicare Program covers the pacemak-
er services under both the Hospital Insurance Program, or part A,
as well as part B services, and the part B services cover the physi-
cian services that are related to the implant surgery, whereas part
A covers the services that the beneficiary needs while in the hospi-
tal.

We estimate that Medicare is paying for approximately 100,000
permanent pacemakers, according to our 1982 estimate.

Chairman HEINZ. Did you say 100,000 permanent pacemakers?
Dr. DAVIS. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. What is the difference between a permanent

pacemaker and an impermanent one, just so I understand?
Dr. DAVIS. A less-than-permanent pacemaker is one that is put in

for a transient problem.
Chairman HEINZ. Just for a brief period or a few weeks?
Dr. DAVIS. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. All right. Thank you.
Dr. DAVIS. Since October 1983, medical review entities, such as

our peer review organizations, have been reviewing 100 percent of
permanent cardiac implants and reimplants for medical necessity
and appropriateness. To date, we have found that there is approxi-
mately a 2-percent decrease in 1984 as compared to prior years,
and we believe that probably this is due to the sentinel effect of the
peer review organizations.

We have also found that there appears to be an increase in the
pacemaker populations that are sicker and have more significnat
symptoms. We believe that we can attribute that to the fact that
the guidelines that have been issued in relation to the appropriate-
ness of implantation are indeed being followed.

In July 1984, the Deficit Reduction Act [DEFRA] was signed into
law, and that included several provisions that dealt specifically
with pacemakers. I want to just highlight our progress in imple-
menting them.

First, DEFRA required that we revise the guidelines on the fre-
quency of transtelephonic monitoring. In October 1984, we issued
those guidelines, and that did reduce the maximum frequency for
the physicians' monitoring the pacemaker transtelephonically and
visits by approximately 45 percent. Our guidelines defined the min-
imum amount of service that was necessary in order to claim reim-
bursement as a pacemaker monitoring service. Separate guidelines
were established for monitoring the single and the dual-chambered
pacemaker, rather than having an average for the two, and sepa-
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rate requirements were established for pacemakers that have a
proven record of superior performance.

The Deficit Reduction Act also required studies of the appropri-
ateness of part A and part B payments that were associated with
the pacemakers. The Prospective Payment Assessment Commis-
sion, or PROPAC, has completed its study of the appropriateness of
part A payments, and in a recent report that it issued, concluded
that the payment under the DRG is appropriate, on the average.

We in HCFA are now in the process of conducting a study of the
appropriateness of the Medicare part B reimbursement for cardiac
pacemaker services. This study will look at changes in the time,
the difficulty and the cost of implantation and replacement of the
pacemakers.

Since we did not have the data in-house to analyze the physician
costs or time, it was necessary for us to undertake an on-site
survey. We expect the results of that study to be available this fall.
When it is completed, we will be able to compare our costs in 1984
with costs when the program started, and to report on the appro-
priateness of the payment amount.

The third requirement was the establishment of a registry of all
cardiac pacemaker devices and leads for which payment is made
under Medicare. DEFRA stipulated that the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration would operate the registry, and since the enactment
of DEFRA, we have been working closely with the FDA in order to
establish the required pacemaker registry.

We have also been developing a draft regulation that is sched-
uled for publication later this year. Our plans would require that
hospitals report the specified pacemaker information to the inter-
mediaries as a condition for Medicare payment. This data would
then be transmitted to the FDA. The FDA would maintain the na-
tional registry, analyze the data that is submitted by the manufac-
turers, and inform HCFA of cases where payments may be denied
when the devices are not returned when requested, or when the
test results are not reported as is required.

I would like to point out that there is some limitation in terms of
the potential effectiveness of the registry. Manufacturers are not
required to offer warranties on pacemaker devices, and the terms
of the warranties when available do vary widely and are sometimes
modified during the life of the device-in other words, they are
sometimes prorated.

Most of the warranties will only allow for replacement by the
manufacturer of a pacemaker of the same type. Frequently, we
find that hospitals and physicians may choose to switch to another
brand or model. Warranties also vary as to the amount of credit
that they do give, prorated as they might be, and sometimes the
related medical costs of hospitalization or the surgery are not cov-
ered.

It is difficult to determine the amount available under the war-
ranties. Prior to implementation of prospective payment, hospital
recoveries on warranties were expected to be included on the Medi-
care cost report and to be deducted from the hospital's reimburse-
ment. Under the prospective payment system, we have assumed
that to the extent that the hospitals did collect on those warran-
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ties, it is reflected in the base, and any collections now would be
retained by the hospitals.

We did require our peer review organizations to collect informa-
tion on warranties as a part of their effort to review pacemaker ne-
cessity. But we found that the PRO's were not uniformly successful
in obtaining warranty information. We deleted the PRO warranty
requirement in March 1985. Effective April 1, the warranty infor-
mation will be collected by the fiscal intermediaries.

So, in summary, Mr. Chairman, we believe that we are well
along in fulfilling the DEFRA pacemaker requirements. There are
some complicating factors, and I will be happy to highlight those in
answering any questions that you may have.

Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Davis, thank you.
Dr. Davis, normally, I would ask Dr. Young to testify, but so that

we have plenty of time for you, let me proceed in a sense out of
order to ask you some questions on your testimony.

First, by the way, let me compliment you on the job you did on
transtelephonic monitoring. I think that was a very significant
area of abuse. You will recollect that in 1982, our investigators had
to go undercover. They had some extraordinary television taped
footage of salesmen coming in and explaining to a doctor how, by
overmonitoring patients, they could make an extra $150,000 a year
with a receptionist who just stayed an hour or two after 5 o'clock,
and used the telephonic monitoring system to make $150,000 or
$200,000, or as one of the salesmen said, "The reason you ought to
use our pacemaker is that you can make $150,000 extra, and all it
costs is stamps," mailing in the receipts or the claims on Medicare
for monitoring.

You have done an excellent job, I think, in cracking down on
that. I wish that we were that successful in everything we try and
do, both you and I together.

Let me also say that I think you understand perhaps better than
anyone the major effort that both Congress and the administration
have been making to make Medicare a prudent buyer of health
services, and any prudent buyer of a complex device costing $4,000
or $5,000-which is what a pacemaker costs-with the kind of
track record of recalls-we are up around 22,000 recalls annually
the last couple of years-would shop for a good warranty on that
device and ask to redeem it.

Now, I want to be certain I understand your testimony on that
point. Aside from suing the pacemaker manufacturer for insurance
payments, are you saying that HCFA has no authority under
present law to recover moneys owed to the Medicare Program for
pacemakers that fail due to defects and are explanted during the
term of an applicable warranty? Are you suggesting you do not
have authority there?

Dr. DAVIS. I think our authority is somewhat murky in relation-
ship to processing the warranty itself. However, if it is a question
of liability, and the individual company has a liability insurance
policy, we believe that that is covered under Medicare as the sec-
ondary payor. So we do have that authority, and we are recom-
mending that we pursue the liability aspect rather vigorously.-

But there is some question in relationship to our authority to ac-
tually collect on the warranty itself.
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Chairman HEINZ. Do you see any reason why we should not give
you that authority? I think you would want, assuming that it was
cost effective, to go and collect every, single warranty that the Gov-
ernment was owed.

Dr. DAVIS. No, sir; I think our major problem has been that the
law, as reviewed by our General Counsel, is a little uncertain in
relationship to whether or not we could collect.

Chairman HEINZ. So, you would like us to clarify that. You do
not mind having the authority to get money?

Dr. DAVIS. Oh, no.
Chairman HEINZ. Good.
I also know that your agency, the Health Care Financing Admin-

istration, has studied the warranty question for a long time. One of
the reasons I know is I have a memorandum I dated January 27,
1984, by HCFA's Associate Administrator for Operations, which
refers to HCFA's study of this issue, going back to the early
summer of 1983. And I must say, the memorandum demonstrates
an impressive understanding of the problems of collecting warran-
ties. In fact, it really states the same things that you are stating
today-that recovering warranty moneys would be possible if the
regulations issued were changed, but that it would be difficult to
change those regulations effectively because the manufacturers
who manufacture the pacemakers control the terms of the warran-
ties, and by changing those warranty terms, may be able to contin-
ue to get around the regulations.

Is that a fair characterization of what you are concerned about?
Dr. DAVIS. Well, I think that it is very clear that even if you

have the authority there are other problems relative to the multi-
ple manufacturers of these various devices. As I said earlier, in
order to be able to collect on the warranty, you would have to have
the hospital and the physician agree to use the same model from
the same manufacturer the second time around, because that is
usually how the warranty is written.

Second, there is also the issue of whether or not the problem is
the fault of the lead or the pacemaker itself, or whether it is a
fault due to the recipient's tissues, or whether it is the fault of the
physician. So you get into some very complex problems, legally,
that would have to be sorted out. And that has been part of our
concern. We had estimated that the maximum that we could col-
lect, would be in the neighborhood of $17 million, or perhaps even
less, depending upon whether or not the warranties were prorated.
Again, that is the other issue; failure might occur at some point
after the implant, 2, 3, or more years beyond, and many of them do
have a prorated warranty.

Chairman HEINZ. Other than rewriting your regulations so that
they either do one or both of two things-one, to shop for warran-
ties that are easier to collect under, or two, to write regulations
that deal with some of those ambiguities that you just described-is
there any other way that you have of getting at this problem?

Clearly, there are a lot of pacemakers that are being reimplant-
ed. Your number is 21,000 a year; our estimate is 30,000 a year.

' See appendix IV, p. 220.
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The estimates of what proportion of them are under warranty
range, I guess, from a low of maybe 20 percent in our case to a
high-and I will tell you where your numbers come from; they
come from the PRO's-of 70 percent-if our numbers are correct,
we are talking about an $80 million a year bonus that somebody is
getting at our expense. If your numbers are correct, it is probably
around $17 million-a large difference.

But without arguing too much over whose numbers are right, is
there any other method of getting at more than $17 million, that
you know of?

Dr. DAVIS. Well, I think that the major problem, as I indicated
earlier, has to do with the law itself, not with the regulations. I
think we do need more clarity in the law in order to capture more
of these dollars. But I am simply making a cautionary statement
that even if we have that, there will be lots of litigation that could
result in our getting somewhat less than our total.

Chairman HEINZ. Let me return, then, to the subject of the diffi-
culties of obtaining warranties. You have cited that we wrote the
warranty provisions of the pacemaker registry section of the Defi-
cit Reduction Act, DEFRA.

The memo I referred to a moment ago, the January 27 memo,
indicates that you knew at HCFA that you were having problems
back then, a year ago. And I quote from the memorandum: "I am
aware of the promises made to Senator Heinz to ease the pressure
for passage of his pacemaker legislation. Nonetheless, I believe it is
important to note that some of the other difficulties"-and we have
just gotten into some of those other difficulties-involved in obtain-
ing warranty recoupment, besides revision of the prospective pay-
ment regulation."

What HCFA seems to be saying here is that at least a year or so
ago, you knew that there were real problems doing this, but you
did not come and tell anybody up here, most specifically, the
author of the legislation-me. Why didn't you come and tell us
that you had problems then? Why do we have to wait a year to
find out that there are problems?

Dr. DAVIS. Well, no, sir. I think we had pointed out last year,
when we were discussing this, or 2 years ago, that we believed that
the prospective payment system itself does give back to hospitals
the incentive to collect on the warranty. Since the prospective pay-
ment itself includes the cost of the pacemaker, hospitals have the
incentive now to go after warranties, and we can take advantage of
that as we recalibrate the DRG's.

Chairman HEINZ. And yet, you are saying that you would like a
clearer law, and you would like more authority. What is different
today'versus a year ago? Are you wiser, or am I misinterpreting
what you are saying?

Dr. DAVIS. No. I think there are occasionally times when we
would believe that it would be appropriate for us to try to go after
those dollars, and we think that the law is not clear at this point in
time. That is, it allows the hospital to go after warranties, but we
do not think that under the prospective payment legislation we
have the authority to go after them.
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Chairman HEIz. Do you have any doubts about whether or notit would be cost effective for HCFA to go after the $17-plus million
in warranties that you have indicated?

Dr. DAVIS. Well, as I indicated earlier, that does depend some-
what upon whether they might be prorated. They might go into
litigation-frequently, if you go after a warranty, I think that
might happen, particularly if there was a large volume. And to the
degree that you would then have to offset your court costs, it might
well be that we end up without a large savings to the program.

Chairman HEINz. Well, if you were in the right, wouldn't defend-
ant pay the court costs?

Dr. DAVIS. Assuming that we won-but I long ago realized that
not always when we are in the right do we win.

Chairman HEiNz. I assume you would always be in the right.
Dr. DAVIS. We would like to think so, yes.
Chairman HEINZ. But I gather that if we gave you the additional

clarification and the additional authority, it would be even easier
for you; is that right?

Dr. DAVIS. Yes. What I would be cautious of is that we ought not
to assume that the dollar volume, whatever it ends up from what
we think it is at this moment, would actually be the amount that
we could recoup.

Chairman HEINZ. But you are not contending that even under
current law, you are not contending that it is not cost-effective
right now for you to go after those warranties?

Dr. DAVIS. If you are talking specifically of the warranty issue
and not the liability issue, because I see them as two separate
issues.

Chairman HEINz. Yes.
Dr. DAVIS. I think here again, given the fact that our estimates

were in the neighborhood o the $17 million, that there would po-
tentially be some cost savings. But I would caution that it is prob-
ably far less than what we had initially anticipated, because of theprorating and litigation as to whose fault it really is.

Chairman HEINz. But your number of $17 million, as I under-
stand it-and correct me if I am wrong-is what HCFA would get
if they went out to-

Dr. DAVIS. That is what we had estimated our maximum that we
could collect would be.

Chairman HEINZ. All right.
Now, we are paying PRO's to review 100 percent of pacemaker

surgeries, and on the second or third page of your statement, you
make the comment that the PRO's have reviewed 100 percent o all
permanent cardiac implants and reimplants for medical necessity
and appropriateness. I would like to look at what we have really
bought, because I think that information may turn out to be inac-
curate. I do think that PRO's have gathered a great deal of valua-
ble information on warranties. You did hint in your statement
there were some problems. I think you said that the PRO's were
not uniformly successful gathering the warranty information. I
would say that that is, from what I know, a great understatement.
Reviewing their monthly reports, it becomes clear that what they
were successful-or, should I say, uniformly unsuccessful-in gath-ering the warranty information. According to the 336 monthly re-
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ports filed by PRO's with your agency, HCFA, up through Janu-
ary-and that, I believe, is the total number of monthly reports
filed by PRO's-they only reviewed pacemaker surgeries not at 100
percent, but at an annual rate of only 35 percent, one-third of what
you and I would have hoped to have been the case, and that 35 per-
cent is based on their very best month. So that is a high figure, if
anything. And those reports also indicate that the PRO's gathered
appropriate warranty information in only about one-quarter of
those 35 percent of the cases which they actually reviewed.

My question is, I suppose, what has HCFA done about the poor
performance of the PRO's in this area. Maybe you are not aware of
it, because in your statement you were saying they are reviewing
100 percent. Our information, going through the actual reports,
report by report, 336 of them, is that they are doing one-third of
that.

Dr. DAVIS. Well, let me clarify a couple of points on that, if I can,
Mr. Chairman. It is still my belief that they are doing 100 percent
review. That is what we have told them to do. When our people in
the regional offices go onsite to check, we find that is what they
are doing. I think the problem is a perception problem because of
the reporting mechanism. Our reports come in on only those hospi-
tals that are under prospective payment. In fiscal year 1984, rough-
ly about 42 percent of all our bills were processed under prospec-
tive payment. Because the PRO reviews were from a prospective
payment report, our PRO reports show only that portion of pace-
maker cases. So, if you take the 35,000 that were performed and
assume that that is the 42 percent Performed in PPS hospitals, we
would come out with approximately 78,000, I believe, pacemaker
reviews for all hospitals.

In addition, there is a lag time, and I think it is important to
recognize that in relation to the total reviewing mechanisms. They
must wait for what we call the PATBILL to be sent to them, and
then for the medical records component. So there is usually about
a 3- to 6-month lag time in their reporting mechanism. In relation-
ship to our being able to check on the volume that is actually being
paid, we rely upon the PATBILL, which comes to us generally
about 21/2 months after the actual implantation.

So we think that we do have evidence that they are reviewing
100 percent. Second, with maybe one exception-

Chairman HEINZ. On that point, let me suggest this. We have
had very good cooperation from your agency, and because of that
cooperation, we sent a member of my staff down to your agency,
and we physically, staff physically went through, the 336 monthly
reports, the totality of the PRO reports, that you have received.

I think if you either sit down with our staff, or you send a
member of-how many people work at HCFA?

Dr. DAVIs. About 4,000.
Chairman HEINZ. About 4,000. If 1 of those 4,000 people would

take the time just to go through those 336 reports, it would prob-
ably take them several hours, maybe a day, and I think you would
find, contrary to your impression, that rather than 100 percent of
the implantations being reviewed, less than one-third, or no more
than one-third, are being reviewed. And that is a matter of fact,
and I think you can set that in order. I would like you to please
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double-check your numbers and give us a note, a letter, an amend-
ment to the testimony, so that that is clear.

Dr. DAVIS. I would be happy to do that.
Chairman HEINZ. Either our investigators cannot count-and I

know we have educational problems in this country, but I do not
think they are that bad-or the information that is down there is
not filtering up.

I know there are things I do not know, too, that I ought to know,
so maybe you are a victim of those kinds of circumstances.

Dr. DAVIS. I would be happy to have our groups sit down togeth-
er and go over that data.2

The monthly PRO reports do not reflect their total review of
pacemaker insertions. These reports only include reviews of pace-
maker procedures performed in prospective payment [PPS] hospi-
tals, or approximately 42 percent of all pacemaker insertions.

During 1984, we estimate that approximately 83,000 pacemakers
were inserted or reinserted in Medicare beneficiaries. Of this total,
35,000 pacemakers were inserted in PPS hospitals and were report-
ed on the PRO monthly reports. An additional number of pacemak-
er procedures were performed in PPS hospitals but were not in-
cluded in the 1984 reports because inaccurate data from processed
bills delayed the PRO review. We estimate that an additional
43,000 pacemaker insertions were performed in non-PPS hospitals
and were reviewed by PRO's. These non-PPS procedures were not
included in the monthly reporting system. We believe this accounts
for very close to 100 percent of our pacemaker insertions.

Chairman HEINZ. I apologize. I interrupted you in the midst of a
summation.

Dr. DAVIS. If I could just make one other point there, and that
was in relation to the fact that you indicated that the Peer Review
Organizations are not doing a good job of collecting on the warran-
ty information. We would agree with that. That is exactly why we
stopped having the Peer Review Organization responsible for that.
They are a medical review entity, and as such they simply were
not equipped to get that kind of data back from the hospitals. It
was excessively time consuming, burdensome; they were not get-
ting it. And so it seemed more appropriate, since they are a medi-
cal review agent, to return that function to the fiscal intermediary
that is accustomed to dealing with reimbursement recoupment
issues.

So, as of April 1, the fiscal intermediaries are the ones who are
directed to collect that data.

Chairman HEINZ. Are the fiscal intermediaries going to do that
for free, or are you going to have to pay them?

Dr. DAVIS. Well, it will be encompassed as a part of their overall
budget activity. We estimate that it will cost some money for them
to do that, but we include that within the overall budget that is
negotiated with them.

Chairman HEINZ. It is going to cost you, what, at least $1 mil-
lion?

Dr. DAVIS. About $1.3 million.

2 See appendix IV, p. 508.
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Chairman HEINZ. In the Request for Proposal that we sent to
PRO's, didn't we spell out very clearly that we expected that as a
condition of participation or fulfillment of contract, that they were
required, in order to meet the terms of a contract between the Gov-
ernment and themselves, that they would, No. 1, review 100 per-
cent of pacemaker implantations and No. 2, collect that warranty
information? Is that not a contractual requirement which we, the
Government, are paying for?

Dr. DAVIS. It is very clear that in our contracts we did indicate
that we expected 100 percent review. As to whether or not within
the contract we had language as to the specific warranty part, I
would have to go and check and submit that for the record.3 But I
am comfortable with the fact that we are monitoring them on the
100 percent compliance part.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, my concern is that we are going to pay
twice for the information we only need once; that we have signed
these contracts-and I do not want to spend a lot of time on that
point, but you may want to see if there is some way we do not have
to pay for the same information twice.

I do have here, thanks to my efficient staff, on page 65 of a docu-
ment from HCFA Request for Proposal.4 It does at this point say,
"For every pacemaker reimplantation, obtain warranty informa-
tion necessary to identify pacemaker costs reimbursable to Medi-
care." And then there is a double asterisk, and it says, "The con-
tractor shall perform these activities according to the specifications
in attachment 4 to the RFP." I do not happen to have attachment
4 handy, but I would imagine that when anything is pointed out
with that kind of specificity, that it is probably pretty clearly
covered.

Dr. DAVIS. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, let me move on a little bit, here. There is

a HCFA Interim Manual Instruction 5 dated March 1985, which
says, and I quote: "HCFA eliminated the requirement to collect
pacemaker warranty information by the PROs, as the Food and
Drug Administration now maintains a national registry on pace-
makers." That is from 2 months ago, March.

As Dr. Young will testify to in a minute, there is not yet at FDA
any national pacemaker registry. It was supposed to be in effect
the first of this year. We all miss deadlines now and again. But I
am concerned that the important decision to stop collecting infor-
mation on pacemakers through the PRO's, without making sure
that there was some other method of collecting that information-
you yourself have indicated that the fiscal intermediaries are going
to be at some future point collecting that information, once you
work out the details, get the money, and so forth-that the decision
to stop the PRO's doing it appears to have been reached based on
erroneous information-namely, the rationale described in the
memorandum, that FDA was already keeping the registry.

How is it possible that your folks did not know that there was no
registry?

See appendix 111, pp. 161-193.
See appendix 111, p. 163.

6See appendix IV, p. 465.
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Dr. DAVIS. I think, if I may go back, that that point must be
clarified, because I think you may have misperceived something I
said earlier.

What I was trying to indicate was that we had made the decision
to stop having the PRO's do the collection of the data, but the
fiscal intermediaries are already doing that. As of April 1, 1985,
they are now collecting that data, so that there is not a gap.

Chairman HEINZ. All right. What about the perception, though,
that there already is a national registry?

Dr. DAVIS. I think the intent, probably-and I have not seen that
memo recently-was simply to indicate that the FDA registry
would be the sole source which we would be utilizing for all of our
pacemaker activities, and therefore it is no longer a component
that we would have done by the Peer Review Organizations.

I think the most important part is that we do have a mechanism
in place to collect that data. The Peer Review Organizations were
not successful-and I think it was mostly not their fault-they
simply are not equipped to collect the kind of data that is absolute-
ly necessary to have onhand. When you think about tracking a
warranty issue, you realize that we have to have data as it relates
to the manufacturer, the model number, the serial number, the re-
cipient's health insurance number, the date that it was implanted
or reimplanted, the provider numbers, the physicians' I.D. num-
bers. There are so many numbers that the ability of the Peer
Review Organization to even possibly get all those correct is very
limited. We think it needs to be within the fiscal intermediary,
where there is a different edit system that can actually guarantee
our success in this, because our success in collection will only be as
good as our data base.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, when you say it is not possible for the
PRO's to get that kind of information, if they cannot get it, I guess
there are two things that trouble me. One thing that troubles me is
that they agreed to get it. That is what all this fine print is about.
And either the ones we signed contracts with were incompetent, or
they were unfamiliar, or they just wanted to take us to the clean-
ers, or they could not read-one of those three explanations seem
to cover all of the bases.

I have some trouble with the notion that this information is all
too complicated to get. It is there, and in this day and age, when
computers really keep track of everything, it troubles me that we
are saying that that information is just not available.

Dr. DAVIS. Well, let me clarify a couple of points here. First of
all, I would want to check the actual contract itself. What you were
reading from, I believe, was the request for proposal, and we some-
times modify the proposal to the actual contract. So I will submit
for the record exactly what the language is in the specific contracts
as it relates to that:

The original PRO contracts (Article m.B.l.a. (iii) and (iv)) included two require-
ments related to pacemakers:

"Review every permanent cardiac pacemaker implantation or reimplantation pro-
cedure and deny payment for all that are unnecessary."; and,

"For every pacemaker reitnplantation, obtain warranty information necessary to
identify pacemaker costs reimbursable to Medicare."

We decided subsequently that this activity was not an efficient use of the PROs.
Our March 1985 Interim PRO Manual Instruction rescinded the requirement for
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PROs to collect pacemaker warranty information, but at the same time, added new
PRO review requirements in other areas, such as review of DRG claim adjustments
requested by hospitals. In effect, we have achieved an offset of cost and labor under
the PRO contracts.

Chairman HEINZ. All right.
Dr. DAVIS. Second, the medical review is a review of the medical

necessity of admission. The PRO's get a chart that contains that
type of information sent to them from the hospital that does not
necessarily contain the kinds of data relating to the serial num-
bers, the model numbers and things of that nature. That is, I
think, where the problem lies. We were requesting data that was in
addition to the medical data that would normally be submitted. Be-
cause it was not forthcoming, we felt that it was better for us to
obtain that information through an edit in the fiscal intermediar-
ies' claims systems. The intermediaries relate back to the hospitals
and can send the letter directly to request additional information, I
think, far better than a medical review entity, which is simply not
equipped to do that-they are not into reimbursement and recoup-
ment issues, whereas the fiscal intermediaries are.

And as a final note, I would just simply say that when we allow
a Peer Review Organization to not do a particular task, we substi-
tute another one, so we are not paying double money. We would be
asking them to do something in lieu of that.

Chairman HEINZ. I guess my last question is, I understand that
there has been some discouragement and some criticism within the
staff at FDA that the cooperation of HCFA with FDA, in setting up
the registry, has been something less than terrific.

Now, I do not know whether that is justified'or not, but I do
know that there is a memorandum 6 from staff at FDA-and I
quote-that says-and I will put the entire document, as soon as I
can get the sticker off of it, into the record-it says at the begin-
ning at the paragraph,

The major stumbling block and cause for the delays-in setting up a pacemaker
registry-has been a reluctance by HCFA to commit to any role which, given the
thrust and intent of the legislation, is critical.

I think what they are saying, Dr. Davis, is that there was a
somewhat uncoordinated response at HCFA to the legislative man-
date, and apparently, no single person was ever put in charge and
held accountable for the effort.

Is there someone besides yourself-and I am not saying it should
be yourself, because I know the enormous responsibilities that
HCFnA has-but is there someone other than yourself who has been
charged with the accountability of making your agency's role help-
ful and accountable for cooperating with FDA in the establishment
of the registry?

Dr. DAVIS. Yes, there is. That would come through our Bureau of
Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage, primarily the Coverage
Division.

I would like to say, however, that I would differ very significant-
ly with whomever wrote that memorandum, that we have not been
cooperative. We could submit to you for the record a list of times
and meetings that have taken place going back to last August

I See appendix VI, p. 444.
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when we first started meeting, and the record would show that we
have met almost monthly on this issue, with discussions on some of
the details.

As I indicated, getting the registry in place is very complex. Get-
ting the regulations to reflect what you need to collect the data for
the registry is also complex. There have been just an enormous
series of meetings that have been taking place, and to the best of
my knowledge, I think Dr. Young would indicate, as I do, that
there has been mutual cooperation.

Chairman HEINZ. Is the nub of the problem, though, that you are
just not getting good information from the PRO's?

Dr. DAVIS. No, sir. I think that in relationship to the regulation
itself, there has been a great deal of discussion going on relating to
the complexities of the data that we need to collect in order to
have the data base for the registry itself; the issues as they relate
to the legalities of the issues involved. We need to always, as we
write these, get General Counsel involved in what our statutory au-
thorities are. Those need to be ironed out. And I think there were
some issues that the FDA itself had, related to how you would
structure that. We need all of that in the decisionmaking process
before we can write the regulations with great clarity.

Chairman HEINZ. I gather Dr. Young has a comment he would
like to make.

Dr. YOUNG. Senator, I would be happy to submit for the record
the chronology that we have put together of those activities. They
did begin on August 14, 1984, and we have had 16 meetings over
that period of time. The difficulties that are present are more relat-
ed to the types of information, which I would be happy to also
submit for the record, as I have asked those to be summarized as
well.

Chairman HEINZ. Very well.
Dr. YOUNG. It is a very complex task to get a registry together

for 150,000 important cases per year. But I will submit this for the
record.

[Subsequent to the hearing, the following was submitted for the
record:]

CHRONOLOGY OF MEETINGS BETWEEN HCFA AND FDA

August 14, 1984: Letter from FDA to HCFA scheduling first meeting between the
two agencies to discuss registry.

August 29, 1984: First meeting between FDA and HCFA. Purpose was to review
statutory requirements and share initial ideas on implementation strategy.

September 9, 1984: Letter from FDA to HCFA containing a list of FDA's data re-
quirements.

September 26, 1984: Letter from HCFA to FDA containing HCFA's list of data re-
quirements.

November 16, 1984: Second meeting between FDA and HCFA. Purpose was to dis-
cuss how HCFA's intermediary network could be used to collect registry data.

Januar 23, 1985: Letter from HCFA to FDA stating HCFA's understanding re-
garding FDA's and HCFA's respective areas of responsibility.

January 24, 1985: Third meeting between FDA and HCFA. Purpose was to discussthe development of regulations.
January 25, 1985: Letter from HCFA to FDA transmitting draft form to be used

by intermediaries to collect registry data from hospitals.
February 22, 1985: Letter from FDA to HCFA suggesting establishment of a

formal FDA /HCFA working group.
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March 1985: HCFA phone response to FDA's memo of February 22 agreeing to
establishment of formal group and providing names of HCFA representatives.

March 29, 1985: Memo to HCFA/FDA working group members from group chair-
person (FDA) announcing first meeting of working group.

April 3, 1985: Fourth meeting between FDA and HCFA. Purpose was to discuss
schedule for the development of regulations.

April 5, 1985: First meeting of formal FDA/HCFA working group. Each represent-
ative was asked to submit his or her group's response to a list of unresolved issues.
HCFA provided FDA with preliminary specifications for regulations.

May 2, 1985: FDA received first draft of the regulations from HCFA.
May 8, 1985: FDA received second draft of regulations from HOFA.
May 8, 1985: Letter from HCFA of FDA requesting comments on proposed data

collection form and instructions to intermediaries on data collection.
May 9, 1985: Submission of HCFA/FDA working group of HCFA assignments on

various issues from 4/5 meeting.
May 30, 1985: Meeting between FDA and HCFA to discuss the drafting of a

Memorandum of Understanding between the two agencies.
May 31, 1985: FDA responded to HCFA's May 8 letter providing formal comments

on both the elements and May 8 draft of regulations.
Note: In addition to the above items, there have been numerous phone calls (ap-

proximately one per week) between FDA and HCFA staff from August 1984 to the
present.

-DEPARTMENT OF HEALFH & HUMAN SERVICES Public Health Service

Food and Drug Adnviririton
Ruekuria MD 208bW

JUtI2N 9i

The Honorable John Heinz
*Chairman, Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I would like to take this opportunity to correct my testimony before
the Special Committee on Aging on May 10, 1985 concerning our efforts
to establish the cardiac pacemaker registry mandated by the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984. 1 testified that officials from the Food and
Drug Administration and the Health Care Financing Administration had
held sixteen formal meetings to discuss the establishment of the
registry.

As the chronology I am submitting for the record indicates, significant
interactions occurred between the two agencies on sixteen dates prior
to the hearing, five of which took the form of formal meetings. There
were, of course, numerous and regular phone conversations that are not
specifically listed in the chronology. I apologize for the error and
appreciate the opportunity to offer this correction.

Frank E D ung
Commissio ner of Fd dnd Drugs

Chairman HEINZ. All right.
Dr. Davis, I know you have some other commitments this morn-

ing. I want to thank you for being here. Is there anything else you
would like to comment on or say? I think you have covered the wa-
terfront pretty thoroughly, as always.

Dr. DAVIS. Yes, I think we have. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you very much.
We appreciate your coming.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Davis follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP CAROLYNS K. DAVIS, PH.D.
I am pleased to be here today to discuss the cardiac pacemaker provisions under

the Deficit Reduction Act (DEFRA) and the Health Care Financing Administration's
(HCFA) progress in meeting them. Accompanying me today is Dr. Henry Desmarais,
Director of the Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage.

BACKGROUND

The first pacemaker was developed in 1932 and it was a large device with an ex-
ternal generator and motor. By 1958, with the availability of the transistor battery,
pacemakers could be implanted in the body; by 1970, pacemakers were much small-
er and lighter, and the pacing frequency could be controlled to the patient's needs.
In recent years more sophisticated devices have been developed that pace both
chambers of the heart, and that use lithium-powered batteries, thus extending the
life of a pacemaker. These cardiac pacemakers have improved the quality of life,
and in many cases the life expectancy, of over 500,000 heart disease patients.

Medicare covers pacemaker services under the hospital insurance program (part
A) and medical insurance program (part B). The part A program pays for services
needed by the beneficiary in the hospital related to implantig a pacemaker, includ-
ing the device, chiefly through four diagnosis related groups (DRG's) under our hos-
pital prospective payment system.

Part B covers physician services related to the implant surgery, followup care,
and monitoring and clinic visits. These services are reimbursed at 80 percent of the
reasonable charge.

Medicare pays for approximately 100,000 permanent pacemaker implants (or
reimnplants) per ;r. Since 1981, the average price of a pacemaker and lead has in-
creased 32 percent due to changes in both the price and mix of pacemakers implant-
ed in Medicare beneficiaries. In addition, the number of beneficiaries who receive
pacemakers has increased with technological advances that increase the number of
cardiac conditions where pacemaker implantation is safe and efficacious.

In October 1983, we implemented a prospective payment system for hospitals. We
believe the prospective payment system corrects many of the problems found under
our cost-reimbursement system related to excessive payment and overutilization.
This system provides hospitals with a greater financial incentive to assure that the
price they pay for pacemakers and related services is prudent. For example, hospi-
tals now have an incentive to identify when devices are "marked up" unnecessarily
and to take advantage of bulk purchase discounts. By prohibiting the shifting of
costs covered under part A to part B, the prospective payment system also assures
that payment for all pacemaker devices is controlled through our diagnostic related
group (DRG) payment.

Since October 1983, medical review entities, such as our peer review organizations
(PRO's) have reviewed 100 percent of all permanent cardiac implants and reim-
plants for medical necessity and appropriateness. To date, we have found that the
percentage of implant procedures decreased by about 2 percent in 1984 compared to
the prior year. We also found an increase in permanent cardiac pacemakers in pa-
tients who are sicker and have more significant symptoms.

Prior to 1938, we did not have specific guidelines to determine which medical con-
ditions should be considered for cardiac pacemaker implantations. Thus, our inter-
mediaries made individual decisions based on whether an implant was "reasonable
or necessary" for an individual patient. In March 1983, based on recommendations
from the Public Health Service, we issued guidelines that grouped specific medical
conditions into three categories according to whether the peacemaker is considered
appropriate or not. These guidelines permit our contractors to determine clearly
whether a given implant should or should not be covered, serve as the basis of PRO
review criteria, and help ensure national consistency in processing claims for these
services.

In July 1984, the Deficit Reduction Act (DEFRA) was signed into law, DEFRA in-
cluded several provisions that deal specifically with pacemakers, I will describe ourprogress in implementing them.

TRANSTELEPHONIC MONITORING

DEFRA required that we revise the guidelines on the frequency of transtele-
phonic monitoring. In October 1984, we issued guidelines which reduced the maxi-
mum frequencies for physician monitoring of pacemakers by transtelephone and
visits by about 45 percent. Our guidelines also define the minimum amount of serv-
ice necessary to claim reimbursement as a pacemaker monitoring service; establish
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separate guidelines for monitoring single-and dual-chamber pacemakers, rather
than averaging the two; and establish separate requirements for pacemakers which
have a proven record of superior performance. The increased specificity of these
guidelines should reduce the incidence of unnecessary monitoring. We are continu-
ing to review additional refinements that may be appropriate, such as the establish-
ment of standards for equipment and training of Laboratory staff.

PACKMAKER STUDIES

The Deficit Reduction Act required studies of the appropriateness of part A and
part B payment amounts associated with pacemakers.

The Prospective Payment Assesment Commission (PROPAC) has completed its
study of the appropriateness of part a payment. It concludes that the payment
under DRG's is appropriate on average, since Medicare payment is very nearly
equal to the estimated average costs to the hospital. The study recommended that
our DRG's for pacemakers be recalibrated in the same manner as other DRG's, to
reflect changes in practice since 1981. The study identified a number of factors that
might affect future recommendations for changes in the pacemaker DRG's, such as
the increase in use of more sophisticated pacemakers with higher cost per discharge,
and the lack of specificity in procedure coding for pacemaker recipients. However,
further analysis needs to be conducted before specific recomendations can be made,
PROPAC is conducting additional studies to review these issues.

HFCA is now in the process of conducting a study of the appropriateness of Medi-
care part B reimbursement for cardiac pacemaker services as requid in the Deficit
Reduction Act. This study will look at changes in the time, difficulty and costs of
implantation and replacement of pacemakers. Since we did not have the data in-
house to analyze physician costs or time, it was necessary to undertake an on-site
survey. Our teams are now visiting hospitals and carriers to collect data on average
time for pacemaker procedures, patient condition, surgical team composition, and
part B costs. When this information is analyzed, we will be able to compare our
costs in 1984 with costs when the program started and report on the appropriate-
ness of payment amounts. We expect the results of this study to be available this
fall and will be making recommendations as necessary.

PACEMAKER RFGWTY

A third requirement in the Deficit Reduction Act is the establishment of a regis-
try of all cardiac pacemaker devices and leads for which payment was made under
Medicare. DEFRA stipulates that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) operate
the registry. The registry is to include information on the manufacturer, the device,
the recipient, the physician or provider, and warranties. The registry is intended to
trace the performance of pacemakers and leads; to assist in the determination of
when Medicare payments may be proper; and to determine when inspection by the
manufacturer may be necessary. The Secretary may deny Medicare payment if phy-
sicians and providers fail to comply with these reporting requirements. In addition,
the Secretary may require that any devices or leads removed from a Medicare recip-
ient be returned to the manufacturer for testing and that the manufacturer report
on the test results and warranty coverage to the provider. Medicare payment may
also be denied if the manufacturer fails to perform the test and report on the test
results.

Since the enactment of DEFRA, we have been working closely with the FDA to
establish the required pacemaker registry. We have been developing a draft pro-
posed regulation that is scheduled for pubircation later this year. Our plans would
require hospitals to report specified pacemaker information to intermediaries as a
condition of Medicare payment. This data would be transmitted to FDA. FDA would
maintain the national registry, analyze the data submitted by manufacturers, and
inform HFCA of cases where payment may be denied when devices are not returned
when requested or test results are not reported. We are working out the details of a
number of operational issues such as a method to deny Medicare payments through
intermediaries and carriers and methods to transmit information among the various
parties.

However, it should be pointed out that the potential effectiveness of the registry
may be limited. Manufacturers are not required to offer warranties on pacemaker
devices and related medical costs. Thus, many devices are not covered under a war-
ranty. The terms of warranties when available vary widely, and are sometimes
modified during the life of the device. Most warranties only allow for the replace-
ment by the manufacturer of a pacemaker of the same type. Hospitals and physi-
cians may choose to switch to another brand or model. Warranties also vary as to
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the amount of credit they ve. For example, most warranties pro-rate the costs ofthe device. Related medica costs such as hospitalization or surgery are often !notcovered, or only covered in part-usually limited to'those costs not paid by a thirdparty insuror or by Medicare. Warranties may limit payment only to, thd benefici-ary. In addition, a warranty can only be honored by a company that remains inbusiness, and there has been much turnover in the pacemaker industry.For these reasons, we believe that actual recoupments under pacemaker warran-ties are very small. It is difficult to determine the amount available under warran-ties. Prior to implementation of PPS, hospitals who recovered on warranties wereexpected to include the amount of such recoveries on the Medicare cost reports to bededucted from reimbursement. There was no incentive for hospitals to collect orreport warranties. A 1982 look at 129 patient records regarding pacemaker experi-ence showed a maximum available from defective or warranteed pacemakers mightbe $17 million nationwide. But this number assumed that warranties would coverthe full costs of the device, an assumption we know to be incorrect.
Under PPS, we have assumed that to the extent that hospitals did collect on war-ranties, it is reflected in the base-any collections now will be retained by the hospi-tals. They are not, however, required to report such collections discretely. As aresult, it is not possible to determine the amount being collected on pacemaker war-ranties. Based on the limitations of warranties it is not likely to be substantial.We did require our PRO's to collect information on warranties as part of theireffort to review pacemaker necessity. We found that the PRO's were not uniformlysuccessful in obtaining warranty information for a number of reasons-warrantiescannot be considered medical review"; collecting warranty information is generallynot part of the medical records reviewed by PRO's and information was usually col-lected after Medicare DnRymn t was- made. Since the Defic>t Reduction Act mandateda registry through the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). we deleted the PROwarranty report requirement in March 1985. The initiation of warranty data collec-tion by intermediaries as of April 1, 1985, assures that a continuous mechanism forcollecting information on pacemaker warranties is in place and can be utilized bythe registry once it is operational.
As no above, warranties do not cover the medical costs, such as hospitalizationand surgery, associated with replacement of defective pacemakers. Medicare mustpay there costs. Medicare may be able to recoup some of the medical costs from themanufacturer's liability insurer, however, we may have to establish negligence andmake a claim through the legal system which is clearly time-consuming.

CONCLUSION

We believe that we are well along toward fulfilling the DEFRA pacemaker re-quirements. We believe our revised medical necessity and monitoring guidelines willencourage physicians to be more cost conscious, however, we will consider the needfor additional part B payment reforms when the results of our study are availablelater this year. We are also working closely with the FDA to assist in the establish-ment of the pacemaker registry. Finally, the prospective payment system has reor-dered priorities and incentives for hospital payment that should correct earlierproblems with pacemakers. Preliminary evidence suggests that this is in fact occur-ring, and we will continue to monitor performance in this area.
Chairman HEiNz. Dr. Young, you were kind enough to permitAdministrator Davis to make her opening remarks. It is now yourturn.

STATEMENT OF FRANK YOUNG, M.D., WASHINGTON, DC,
COMMISSIONER, FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Dr. YOUNG. Thank you very much. In view of the materials thatyou have already covered, there is really very little information
that I can add beyond my prepared statement.

Chairman HEINz. Please proceed.
Dr. YOUNG. A few points are very important. First, it is neces-sary to emphasize that FDA has, with the device amendments, theimportant responsibility of ensuring the health and safety of theAmerican public in regard to devices. This is a responsibility thatwe take very seriously. We undertake it in a number of ways.
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First, FDA regulates the pacemakers and other industry by re-
quiring manufacturers to demonstrate before marketing whether
in this case, pacemakers, or in another case, other devices, meet
the appropriate standards that make them safe and effective and/
or are equivalent to devices produced before the 1976 act.

Sekcond, we inspect-the plants, looking for good manufacturing
procesA. You will be hearing some of the reports of our inspectors
later on fodayi

Third, we keep track by three mechanisms of a variety of de-
vices. The first method deals with the device experience notifica-
tion. This primarily comes in from physicians.

More recently, through the MDR registry, we are collecting in-
formation on many devices and we have received, in the very short
time since it has been in operation 392 reports relating to pace-
makers themselves.

The third is the development of the registry described in the tes-
timony of Dr. Davis based on your own efforts. The most important
thing in bringing the registry forward was the establishment of an
effective registry that not only would fulfill the requirements of
the law, but the spirit of the law. Therefore, we have been working
with our group at FDA under the leadership of Mr. John Villforth,
who is on my immediate right, and is the Director of the Center for
Devices and Radiologic Health, and my counsel, who is Mr. Scarlet,
next down on the right, to determine how this registry can be im-
plemented from a scientific standpoint and from a regulatory
standpoint.

At the moment, we are looking at the types of data that should
be submitted. These include the model number, the serial number,
not only of the pacemaker, but of the leads as well; the date of im-
plantation of the leads and the pulse generator, and the date of ex-
plant, when that is required. Of the approximately 150,000 pace-
makers that will be implanted per year, approximately 20 percent
of those receiving the pacemaker are pacemaker-dependent or
pacemaker-strongly influenced.

It is also important to note that approximately 3 to 4 percent of
pacemaker patients will have the potential for a life-threatening
event if the pacemaker fails, and therefore, this type of informa-
tion is very critical to protect not only in a retrospective, but as
you pointed out, in a prospective basis, those individuals that are
getting pacemakers.

In addition, we need to design data forms for the new implants,
the explants and the explants of pacemaker needs, and we need to
be able to put these forms together to require a minimum effort for
filling out, and also a maximum possibility, that these forms will
be fully complied with.

I have previously had the privilege of directing a medical center
with a hospital of 760 beds, and I know the complexity of gathering
this type of information and having such information available for
a registry.

So, in summary, FDA is working very hard with HCFA; we
intend to see the registry put into place as rapidly as we possibly
can effect it, and we look forward to this registry providing infor-
mation that will help us and will complement the other types of
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reporting activities that we have, so that we can deal with this
very difficult question of medical technology devices.

I need not add or remind you that there is a problem as we build
more and more artificial parts for mankind. The parts that we
were created with have a shelf-life. Regretfully, there is a shelf-life
to parts that are transplanted and implanted. It is our job to make
sure that that shelf-life is as long as possible, that it is put in with
the best possible forward analysis, but we must realize as physi-
cians that it is very difficult to guarantee devices fully.

That concludes my informal remarks. Thank you.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, thank you, Dr. Young, and I will see that

your entire statement, as if given in full, is part of the record.
One of the things you said, and Dr. Davis touched on it herself,

that really puzzles me is that you say, well, I have been working on
this since August 1983-is that right--

Dr. YOUNG. No; 1984.
Chairman HEINZ [continuing]. Since August 1984, you have had

16, 18, 20 meetings.
Dr. YOUNG. Sixteen, yes.
Chairman HEINZ Sixteen meetings. And one of the purposes of

those meetings is to decide what kind of information you need for
the pacemaker registry. Now, for the life of me, I cannot see why
that is so difficult and complex.

Dr. YOUNG. Let me try. It sounds incredibly bureaucratic to say
we are still working on it. As you know, I have just come down to
government 10 months ago from managing a medical center in up-
state New York.

But these are the facts that I think must be looked at. We have
to have a registry that is machine readable. There are approxi-
mately 16 firms that produce pacemakers and over 200 models. We
have to be sure that we do not just punch in the information; we
must retrieve it out again; we also have devices that have multiple
parts. I brought one of these. As you can see, it is a relatively small
device, but compared to the sinus auricular node that is within our
own heart, it is huge. And not only does that have to be transplant-
ed in, but we have the leads to go to this, and we have to document
not only the parts and subparts within this, but the leads as well.
We need information as to the physicians that have put these in,
the hospital setting and, though it sounds simple, there is an in-
credible amount of programming that has to be put into place.

Also, it is important that we do not fire up a machine that is
going to collect 200,000 reports per year-150,000 pacemakers and
possibly 50,000 other components-and not have tested it in some
sort of a pilot study to know that what we are doing is right.

So, accordingly, we went back to some of the other registries that
are in place, the V.A. Hospital-and I will give you for the record
some of the things that we found there. We found no registry that
was already underway that we could adopt lock, stock, and barrel.

[Subsequent to the hearing, the following was submitted for the
record:]

56-653 0-86-2
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REVrEw OF OTHER REGITRITs

VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION PACEMAKER REGISTRY

The Veteran's Administration established a computerized registry of all pacemak-
ers implanted in the Veteran Administration Hospital system in 1980. Subsequently
they have added a monitoring function for in-use pacemakers and examination of
explanted pacemakers which also feed information into the registry data base. After
five years of data accumulation the registry contains useable data on approximately
88 percent of pacemakers implanted. The centralized monitoring system does not
yet cover all pacemaker patients, although the participation is growing rapidly. The
amount of information in the basic registry data base is now becoming sufficient for
some brands and/or types of pacemakers that limited statistically based analysis
can be performed. Utilization trend data which is available, however, will not be as
useful as performance data, which is now beginning to accumulate, in identifying
problems with pacemakers.

NATIONAL IMPLANT REGISTRY

The National Implant Registry was established in 1982 as a nonprofit organiza-
tion providing a national information base regarding all types of implants. Their
service also includes trend analysis and notification service for physician alerts and
recalls. Pre-implementation development activities for the registry required two
years, $200,000, and support from ECRI, which is a well established institution for
the evaluation of medical technology. Despite this extensive investment in develop-
ment of computer technology and the access to the hospital network created by
ECRI, less than 1 percent of U.S. hospitals currently subscribe to the National Im-
plant Registry. [Cost may be a factor in this low participation. Basic enrollment is
$895, which includes up to 50 implant registrations. After the initial fifty, rates per
implant range from $24.40 to $16.50, depending on volume.] Because of the low par-
ticipation the data in this information base is not really useful for national trend or
problem analysis.

BMD CONTRACT REGISTRY

The Cardiac Pacemaker Registry funded under contract by the Bureau of Medical
Devices essentially allowed FDA to "piggy-back" on information which was already
being collected. The time to implement the effort was subject only to the normal
time sequence required to negotiate a federal government research contract. Costs
and additional work involved primarily the work needed to put the information into
a form usable to FDA and to provide some analysis and evaluation of the data by
the contractor.

Dr. YOUNG. So, although it sounds wooden and difficult, there
are some decisions that have to be made in getting the data out.
We could punch it in easily. But if we just punched it in, we would
not be able to analyze it, and both of us would be very disappoint-
ed.

Chairman HEINZ. I gather that you did. examine the registries
maintained by pacemaker companies?

Dr. YOUNG. I looked at a number of them, sir. These are the ones
that we studied. We looked at the Veterans' Administration Pace-
maker Registry; we looked at a National Implant Registry that was
established in 1982 as a nonprofit organization providing a national
information base; we looked at the BMD Contract Registry to see
whether we could piggyback on the back of those, as well-and I
will provide the analyses for this. And we have put a substantial
staff on this, trying to get the best possible registry.

I must also add that once we get the registry put together as far
as the technical terms, then we need to go through some degree of
rulemaking and interaction with the American physician commu-
nity to make sure that we are getting the right information back,
and we will do that in a pilot study.
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Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Young, you sound very committed to get-ting this registry operational.
Dr. YOUNG. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. What is your current timetable, before it willbe fully operational?
Dr. YOUNG. This is a difficult timetable to come to, because it de-pends on the degree of rulemaking. If we were to go in rulemaking

in the normal fashion, there is a minimum of 180 days just by the
time you complete the rulemaking process-the preliminary Notice
of Rulemaking, the comments period, the analysis of the com-
ments, and the rulemaking itself.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, let me make it easier for you and justask how close are you to getting to the beginning of any rulemak-
ing process?

Dr. YOUNG. I think that technically, we could meet the beginning
of the rulemaking process in less than 6 months.

Chairman HEINZ. In less than 6 months. So you are saying
that--

Dr. YOUNG. We will have the data--
Chairman HEINZ [continuing]. By November or December of thisyear, at the latest, you will know exactly what information you

need, you will know how to get it, and then sometime between nowand there, you will decide on what methodology you will use,whether you are going to need the Administrative Procedures Act,
or other legal methodology to actually implement and require thegathering of that information.

Dr. YOUNG. This would be my goal. I want to be sure that this is
very clear. This would be the fulfilling of the technical information
that we need, and then we would need to go through the rulemak-
ing.

And John, you feel that that would be appropriate, from your
center's analysis?

Mr. ViLLFoRTH. Yes; June 1986.
Dr. YOUNG. So that this would enable us to then use the 6-month

period after that for the rulemaking, and at the latest, we feel thatby June 1986, we would have the complete rule in place. Now, thatis our target, sir, but remember, I have added the 180 days into
that, dealing with the rulemaking process itself.

Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Young, in a memorandum, I believe ad-dressed to you, from the Center for Devices and Radiological
Health, dated March 15, 1985, it indicates that the Office of Man-agement and Budget has had a great deal of influence on your abil-ity to set up a registry.

Have you got a copy of the memorandum? Has that been provid-
ed to you?

Dr. YOUNG. I do not have a copy in front of me--
Chairman HEINZ. Staff will provide you a copy.'
Dr. YOUNG. That would be very helpful.
Chairman HEINZ. Could you elaborate on OMB's role in all ofthis and tell us what is now the status of the funding and person-nel needed to establish the registry?

i See appendix IV, p. 467.
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Dr. YOUNG. I think that this relates, as I look at your highlight-
ed portions, to resources that the Center was interested in and felt
essential. The Center Director knows, and the staff knows, that I
have made resources available from other programs within the
agency, particularly from my own Commissioner's staff, and those
resources are available.

Chairman HEINZ. I gather, though, that OMB did disapprove of
resources being placed directly in that particular unit, sufficient to
carry out the responsibilities of setting up the registry.

Dr. YOUNG. I believe that, as you said earlier, Senator, it is our
responsibility to work with the budgets as prudently as we can and
keep the deficit to an absolute minimum, and therefore, OMB rec-
ommended that I find ways to manage this and still keep our focus
on some of the deficit problems.

Accordingly, I have been able to move some funds around and
make those resources available to the Center.

Chairman HEINZ. Is something else important suffering as a
result of that, do you think?

Dr. YOUNG. Well, we all have to make tough choices in these dif-
ficult times, and I have tried to keep any impact on operations to
an absolute minimum.

Chairman HEINZ. You know, FDA is constantly criticized for
being very slow.

Dr. YOUNG. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Is this part of the problem, that you do not

have the resources to do the job?
Dr. YOUNG. Let me see how I can best answer that. [Laughter.]
Chairman HEiNZ. I am afraid you have opened a large bear trap,

put your foot in it, and I do not know-
Dr. YOUNG. No. Let me try to answer it in a way
Chairman HEINZ. I am not trying to trap you, but
Dr. YOUNG. Let me try to answer it in a way that I think can be

very constructive. At any time and place, we have to make difficult
priority decisions. FDA touches upon 25 cents of every dollar that
you and I spend-an enormous responsibility-cosmetics, drugs, de-
vices, radiologic health, foods-and it oversees $450 billion of indus-
try per year, in looking at public safety. In these, we have to make
difficult priority choices.

I have been examining a plan of action that will help us meet
some of the issues that you made reference to in regards to slow-
ness of some of our actions, and I feel pleased to see that these will
be forthcoming, and I think we can meet those commitments. But
it is a tough time in the American financial scene, and the public
health arena, and we have to do our best to order our priorities to
stay within the mandate of budget that we have available.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, in view of a statement made on page 2 of
the memorandum, which says, and I quote:

Notwithstanding your recent offer to redirect five staff-years from your immedi-
ate office to the Center in support of this activity, we will still suffer a net loss of
resources after the cuts planned for fiscal 1986 take effect. Thus, implementation of
the registry legislation will require some compromise in our other statutory respon-
sibilities in the device area.
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What that really sounds to me like is that the budget cuts arecompromising the ability of the FDA to safeguard the public
health.

Are we robbing Peter to pay Paul?
Dr. YOUNG. Well, in one sense, we do have these difficulties. But

we must, as an agency, deal with the distribution of any reductions
that we have

Chairman HEINZ. I sense that what you would like to say, except
for the fear or the wrath of God who, in the executive branch, Isuppose, is David Stockman, is "Yes, Senator, we are having a very
difficult time meeting our statutory mandate to protect the public
health, because the budget cuts and additional responsibilities thatgrow daily are incommensurate one with the other."

I have a sense that that is what you would like to say.
Dr. YOUNG. Well, a couple of small corrections, sir. I have no God

that is a man, No. 1. So I would not fear any man as a God
Chairman HEINZ. Well, then, let's change that to "Shogun."
Dr. YOUNG. But I do think that it is incumbent upon anyone

working in government to work in the most prudent fashion in re-directing and directing funds. Thus, I have used funds, and what
this memo refers to is the fact that each of us had to take cuts, andit looked difficult when I had to take away budgets in some areas,
but specifically, took a harder cut myself in my own Commission-
er's Office, and did add these resources directly to the Center. Butit is a difficult time for any of us to meet our requirements that
are increasing at times of diminishing resources.

Chairman HEINZ. Commissioner Young, in nothing that I am
saying am I in any way intending to denigrate your sense of dutyor your commitment to doing the right thing. To the contrary, Ithink you really do want to do the right thing. I think you are justgetting a very rough time of it from people in the Office of Man-
agement and Budget. And you do not really need to answer my hy-pothetical question. The facts are plain. The facts are that you do
not have the resources to do the job that you are statutorily man-dated by Congress-and believe it or not, Congress does not man-
date every good thing, or every necessary thing, or every helpful
thing.

You know as well as I do that your agency is charged with not
just doing specific things by Congress, but by meeting a much
higher standard than just those things we tell you that you abso-
lutely, positively have to do. So I respectfully submit to all, not justyou, that the facts are plain; you do not have the resources to dothe job.

This, however, is not the Appropriations Subcommittee onHealth and Human Resources, chaired by Lowell Weicker, whom I
imagine you will, if you have not already, will or have testified
before. But if I sound a little bit like him on this particular issue, itis because I think we have both a deep concern in this area.

Let me ask you this. Does FDA have in hand a written commit-
ment yet from HCFA to collect all of the data, including the war-ranty information, sufficient to fulfill the requirements of section
2304 of DEFRA, or is that something you do not expect to haveuntil later this year?
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Dr. YOUNG. We do not expect to have all the full agreements, but
we are working now on beginning draft documents and looking at
how we can best make these agreements.

Chairman HEINZ. And that is what you hope to have, in a sense,
within the next 6 months?

Dr. YOUNG. Yes. And we do have some of the material that I will
submit to the record-on the second of May, we received the first
draft of the regulations from HCFA, and on May 8, we had the
second draft of the regulations from HCFA; and we are working
through on this schedule, and we are working very rapidly with
them.

Chairman HEINZ. Is there anything this committee can do to be
of help-or the Finance Committee, on which I also serve?

Dr. YOUNG. I think one of the most important things that will
come down the line are the issues that face us in this total, 100
percent registry. This is a registry that I have not had experience
with. We are searching for 100 percent of the cases. We will need
to determine how the information comes in, what sort of ways we
can best analyze it, and I would be happy to keep you informed,
particularly as we do the pilot studies. I would then be able to tell
you much more specifically how you might be able to help, and I
would be delighted to do so.

Chairman HEINZ. All right.
One other thing. I know you missed the deadline for January 1

on the registry.
Dr. YOUNG. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Is there any reason that you could not have

come and told us up here on the Hill that there was going to be a
problem? Someone must have known that it was going to be a
problem well before January 1.

Dr. YOUNG. We did not communicate with you effectively on that
and, knowing your interest in it, we should have. And we will keep
you informed in the future. That was not appropriate on our part.

We were looking at a number of other analyses. We have been
following the medical device reporting trends; we have looked at
the variety of malfunctions of different devices, deaths, and serious
injuries. This does not particularly relate to the case of registry
that you are interested in, but we have broken down some of these
and have analyzed the review of pacemaker-in this case, I am
showing you deaths in relation to reports. So we have been analyz-
ing this. I believe some of your staff are familiar with the type of
reports that we have used.

We have put an awful lot of emphasis on trying to get this MDR
reporting mechanism up. Some of it has been very useful. In a case
most recently, when we had a problem with defibrillators, it was
this registry that began to show us some problems, and we could
see the increase in it, and then FDA dealt with it with a variety of
actions that were very helpful.

So we have been very interested, and John Villforth has been ex-
ceptionally interested in getting good reporting information so that
we can meet the needs of public health protection. But we did not
notify you that we were having trouble with this. We should have.
We knew that we were not going to make the deadline.
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Chairman HEINz. One last question on a different subject, but
still in your area of responsibility, namely, that part you have iden-
tified as kind of your second responsibility, namely, monitoring the
manufacture of devices. With respect to the FDA investigation at
Cordis, a major manufacturer of pacemakers, you mentioned in
your testimony that that company has made many improvements.
Can you tell us whether or not the company is now fully complying
with FDA regulations, and have all of the necessary changes rec-
ommended by FDA been implemented?

Dr. YOUNG. We are going to make the next inspection within the
next few weeks to follow up on that, but they have been quite re-
sponsive to FDA. Just a short time ago, they destroyed approxi-
mately half a million dollars in parts that we felt did not meet
some of the standards. And we have been making substantial
progress on this. As you know, from the very fine staff work that
you have, there has been a lot of activity at FDA, really trying to
follow through on making sure that good manufacturing practices
are followed, and I have been pleased with the intensity with
which our investigators have worked.

Chairman HEINZ. When was the last inspection there?
Dr. YOUNG. I do not know off the top of my head the exact

time
Mr. VILLFORTH. The 19th of April.
Dr. YOUNG. The 19th of April, 1985.
Chairman HEINZ. The 19th of April, a little less than a month

ago.
Dr. YOUNG. And we are due to be back within the next few

weeks.
Chairman HEINZ. Let me ask-maybe I should properly address

this to the gentleman to your right-as of your inspection on the
19th of April, was Cordis fully complying with all FDA relevant
regulations, and have all of the necessary changes as of April 19th
that you recommended earlier been implemented by the company?

Mr. VILLFORTH. They have assured us that they were moving in
that direction, but we have still some actions that have to be veri-
fied, and that is one of the purposes of the inspection. There are
still some applications to the agency for approval of products that
they have made some modifications and changes on that are under
review, and this has not been completed, so we will not know for
some weeks until those reviews are completed.

Chairman HEINZ. Were they out of compliance with any FDA
regulations as of April 19?

Mr. VILLFORTH. To the best of my knowledge, that is still under
investigation, and we do not have the complete answer to that.
They may be; we are still investigating that.

Chairman HEINZ. In terms of the necessary changes that the
FDA required or recommended, I gather that while they may be
making improvements, or at least going down the right path, there
are a number that have not yet been implemented. How many are
we talking about? What kinds of things are we talking about thathave not been implemented?

Mr. VILORTH. I do not have the details on that.
Chairman HEINZ. Is there anybody here who does?
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Mr. VILLFORTH. I think the field staff will be able to comment in
more detail on that.

Chairman HEINZ. But they are not represented here?
Mr. VILORTH. Well, you will have an opportunity to talk to

them in the next panel.
Chairman HEINZ. All right.
Well, Dr. Young, I want to thank you and your staff. You have

been an excellent witness. I have no doubt that you really do
intend to move along on this.

Dr. YOUNG. We do.
Chairman HEINZ. I am concerned that there is difficulty with the

Office of Management and Budget, and your getting the necessary
funds to protect the public health. I think based on the facts, not so
much based on opinion-we operate on both here, sometimes too
much the latter-that indeed, there have been difficulties on this
program in the past. You may have remedied that to a certain
extent, but something else is probably falling through the cracks,
at least based on the information that has been provided to us. I
know you are doing the best you can. I hesitate to urge you to work
harder. I understand, however, that you are going to work harder.
I understand you are going to move on to Assistant Secretary for
Health shortly; is that right?

Dr. YOUNG. I do not know, sir. [Laughter.]
I read it in the papers every once in a while.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, it is certainly a promotion. I do not know

whether it is a good thing or a bad thing. But if you do come u for
confirmation before the Finance Committee, we will probably have
another chance to discuss this. I hope it will not be necessary.

Dr. YOUNG. Well, it is a privilege to serve, sir, in any capacity,
and I look forward to working with you, and I will be happy to
keep you fully informed on our progress on this, by whatever types
of reports that you would like, so that we can really see that this
important issue is dealt with well.

Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Young, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Young follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY FRANK E. YOUNG, M.D., PH.D.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to describe for you today the progress
we have made in establishing the cardiac pacemaker registry that is required by
P.L. 98-369, the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. This Act was signed into law in July
1984.

Under the new law, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) must provide for a
registry of all cardiac pacemakers and pacemaker leads for which payments are
made under Medicare. The four expressed purposes of the registry are to assist the
Secretary of Health and Human Services in (1) determining when Medicare pay-
ments for pacemakers and pacemaker procedures may properly be made; (2) tracing
the performance of pacemaker devices; (3) determining when inspections of pace-
maker devices by the manufacturer may be necessary; and (4) carrying out studies
with respect to pacemakers of leads.

As we understand the intent of the legislation, the pacemaker registry is meant to
be a mechanism to help contain costs and provide additional safeguards for Medi-
care beneficiaries. It stems at least in part from Congressional concerns that the
Medicare program has been paying excessive reimbursements for pacemakers and
pacemaker procedures. The registry is intended to provide the Health Care Financ-
ing Administration (HCFA) with a means of determining the warranty status of ex-
planted devices and could also serve as a mechanism for determining the rates at
which different makes and models of pacemakers are being replaced and the length
of time that they are in service before being replaced.
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The statute requires that whenever payment under Medicare is requested ormade for a pacemaker procedure, the physician or provider of services must submitcertain information to the registry, including the manufacturer, model and serialnumber of the device; the name of the recipient; date and location of the procedure;name of the implanting physician; name of the hospital or provider billing for serv-ice; and any express or implied warranties associated with the device. The informa-tion must submitted in accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary.In addition, the Secretary may, by regulation, require providers to return pace-makers or leads which have been removed from patients to manufacturers for test-ing and that FDA personnel be present when a device that may have malfunctionedis being tested. Medicare payments may be denied for failure to comply with anyaspect of either regulation.

PACELAKERS AND FDA

There are approximately 500,000 to 600,000 people in the United States with im-planted pacemakers, and about 150,000 new and replacement implantations are per-formed each year. The replacements occur for a variety of reasons, including rou-tine battery depletion, the development of improved models, and patient symptomsthat are suspected as being related to the performance of the pacemaker.For most pacemaker wearers, the pacemaker is needed to support or sustain lifeonly during isolated periods of time. However, approximately 20 percent of pace-maker wearers are always "pacemaker dependent,' that is, they would suffer no-
ticeable effects if their pacemakers failed. Most of these people would be limited intheir activity by a lower heart rate and a general feeling of lethargy. A portion ofthese pacemaker dependent people-about 3 to 4 percent of all pacemaker wear-ers-would experience abrupt symptoms, such as dizziness or fainting, if their pace-makers failed. Roughly I to 2 percent of all pacemaker wearers would be at risk ofdeath.

FDA regulates pacemakers by requiring manufacturers to demonstrate beforemarketing either that a pacemaker is safe and effective or that it is substantiallyequivalent to ones that were marketed before the enactment of the Medical DeviceAmendments of 1976. After marketing, FDA regularly inspects manufacturers andmonitors reports of adverse reactions to ensure the safety and effectiveness of thesedevices.
Our recently-issued medical device reporting (MDR) regulations are designed toenhance our ability to spot performance problems that may occur with any market-ed device, including pacemakers. These regulations require medical device manufac-turers to report all deaths, serious injuries and malfunctions associated with theseproducts to FDA. Our initial experience with the MDR program has been encourag-ing and indicates that this system will provide the information necessary to uncoverserious safety problems. For example, MDR has already been effective in revealinga life-threatening problem with defibrillator batteries that were failing prematurelyand without warning. This enabled us to send safety alerts to thousands of hospitalsand emergency care facilities so that they could take immediate precautionarymeasures.
Since December 1984, when data first started flowing into the MDR system, wehave received over 500 reports of possible pacemaker and pacemaker lead failures.However, as with any new data collection system, we have not yet received suffi-cient data to draw firm conclusions about whether the problems that have been re-ported are outside the range of normal pacemaker failures.

IhPLEMENTATION ACrIVrrITS

Immediately after the legislation was signed in July 1984, we established an in-house task force within our Center for Devices and Radiol gical Health to developan implementation strategy and to begin consultations wi't HCFA. A number ofbroad issues began to emerge, including
How the registry could best be established and maintained;
How HCFA and FDA would collaborate in establishing and maintaining theregistry and what the role of each Agency should be; andHow the data that would be generated could be used to fulfill the four statu-tory purposes for the registry.

Meetings between FDA and HCFA staff began in August. Our discussions withHCFA resulted in a preliminary implementation agreement and efforts are now un-derway to develop a more specific interagency working plan.As the same time, our in-house task force started analyzing implementationissues, researching existing registries and estimating the resource requirements of
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implementing the registry. Several existing registries were researched to determine
whether they already contained the kinds of information required by the statute.
The task force concluded, however, that in their present form these existing regis-
tries could not supply all the information that was needed, although they could
serve as models for our own registry in some respects. Moreover, with sufficient
funding they could possibly be expanded to meet our needs and, in fact, several or-
ganizations have expressed an interest in this respect.

The information provided to us by our task force also led us to conclude that es-
tablishing and maintaining a registry in-house would pose substantial problems that
might be resolved by contracting with a private organization. An in-house registry
would require additional computer equipment and storge capacity, as well as spe-
cialized computer staff that might be difficult to obtain. Fortunately, a number of
computer management firms, some specializing in cardiac pacemakers and leads,
have brought their interest and capabilities to our attention, and we will be consid-
ering these and perhaps other organizations in the coming months.

Since a portion of the information required for the registry is already available
through the Medicare payment system, FDA and HCFA agreed that physicians and
providers should report the statutorily-prescribed information to HCFA through its
intermediary network. Once collected by HCFA, the data will be sent to FDA, where
it will be analyzed in such a form that it will be useful to FDA and HCFA. HCFA
will be sent reports, probably on a quarterly basis. This agreement will allow us to
implement the registry at a lower cost than was orginally estimated.

A memorandum of understanding between FDA and HCFA will be drafted to de-
scribe the responsibilities of both Agencies in greater detail. To accomplish this, a
formal FDA/HCFA Pacemaker Registry Working Group has been established.
Along with the memorandum of understanding, the Group is concerning itself with
matters such as developing regulations, and identifying issues that still need to be
resolved.

Developing regulations for the registry is to be a joint responsibility of FDA and
HCFA with FDA assuming the lead role. The first regulation will be that required
by law to establish the registry. It will specify the information that physicians and
providers of services must submit to the registry as well as how and when they
must do so.

The second regulation will address the return of the explanted devices to manu-
facturers, the testing of devices by manufacturers and sharing of test results with
providers, and the circumstances under which FDA staff will participate in product
testing.

I should note that as part of our efforts to design an effective registry system, we
are soliciting views from affected groups outside the government. For example, we
have discussed the proposed registry with a number of pacemaker manufacturers,
which have formed a group under the aegis of the Health Industry Manufacturers
Association. We will also continue to consult physician groups such as the American
College of Cardiology, and the North American Society for Pacing and Electrophy-
siology.

The major unresolved issues involve the identification of each agency's data anal-
ysis requirements and, from our own standpoint, how the information from the reg-
istry will fit into the decision-making processes of FDA. The registry will better
allow us to determine the rate at which implants and explants are occurring and to
compare these rates among the different pacemakers. In addition, it will help to
identify pacemaker wearers when problems are discovered. It remains to be seen
how important this information will be in determining whether a problem relating
to safety or effectiveness exists or in designing and implementing a solution.

We expect to analyze the registry data to determine gross performance problems,
e.g., unusually high rates of premature device explants. We also can make use of
this information to help confirm the MDR data concerning problems that may exist
with particular makes or models. Once a problem is found, we will select a followup
that is most appropriate for the situation and its potential for harm. Options in-
clude gathering more data, invoking the device return and testing provisions of the
registry legislation to study the problem more closely, initiating an investigation of
the manufacturer and manufacturing facility, or some combination of these. The re-
sults of these measures will help clarify the extent to which a problem exists and
will aid in determining what regulatory actions should be taken to protect pacemak-
er wearers.
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CORDIS CASE

In your letter of invitation Mr. Chairman you ask, among other things, for thestatus of FDA's investigation of the Cordis Corporation, a manufacturer of pacemak-ers. We have nearly completed our inspections of the firm. As a result of the inspec-tions the firm has undertaken many corrective actions including the recall of cer-tain products. We are now considering whether additional regulatory action shouldbe taken in this matter.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we share your interest in assuring the safety of pacemaker wearers.Indeed, FDA believes that it is essential to provide the highest possible level of pro-tection for all medical device users. To that end we continue to work with the regu-lated industry to assure adequate design and quality control procedures and havedeveloped a mandatory reporting requirement for all manufacturers to reportdeaths, serious injuries and malfunctions. In addition, we are working with healthprofessionals to encourage voluntary reporting of product problems. We believe thatthe pacemaker registry will contribute to our overall efforts in these areas.
We are carrying out cardiac pacemaker registry provisions of the 1984 Deficit Re-duction Act. The planning and design that have gone into this effort thus far shouldhelp establish a reporting system designed to advise HCFA of possible reimburse-ment problems and assist FDA in confirming performance problems reported bymanufacturers through MDR. Moreover, it should enable us to compare the prob-lems reported against the total number of implants and provide data for more com-plete patient identification and follow-up.
That concludes my formal testimony, I will be happy to answer any questions youmay have.

Chairman HEINZ. I would like to extend a very warm welcome to
our next panel of witnesses who have traveled in some cases rather
far to be with us today. As they are coming up, let me just observe
that from my home State of Pennsylvania, we have Mrs. Wanda L.
DeHart of Millersville, accompanied by Mr. Al Lewis, from Lancas-
ter. Mrs. DeHart is a former schoolteacher and councilwoman.

Also, from California, Mr. Howard Bliss, all the way from Ojai,
accompanied by Mr. Fred Bysshe, from Ventura; Mrs. Jacqueline
Fischer, from Indian Harbor Beach, FL; and last, but not least, Dr.
Brendan Phibbs, from Jackson, WY, who is at the University of Ar-
izona.

I want to thank you for your patience. My questions of the earli-
er panel went a little longer than I had intended, but we are not
too far from being on schedule.

I want to also express my appreciation for the traveling that you
have done, for your being willing to tell us all of your personal ex-
periences with failed or potentially defective pacemakers and leads.
Sometimes, you know, in our oversight role here in Congress, when
we discover problems, they tend to be statistical problems, and we
forget that human lives, real people, are involved. And your testi-
mony, I think, will be invaluable in documenting that this is notjust a statistical difficulty, but it is all very real in how you and
others are affected.

I know it is not easy to recount some of your experiences in
public, so I am really doubly grateful and appreciative of your will-
ingness to share your thoughts and feelings with us today.

I would like Mrs. Wanda DeHart, accompanied by Al Lewis, to
please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF WANDA L. DeHART, MILLERSVILLE, PA,
ACCOMPANIED BY AL LEWIS, LANCASTER, PA

Mrs. DEHART. Thank you very much, Senator Heinz, for inviting
us here to tell our side of the story, so to speak. So, that the Sena-
tor and others here will understand that I am no stranger to pain,
and I know the different kinds of pain, in 1979, I suffered a heart
attack which left me with considerable heart damage. In January
1980, I underwent triple bypass at York Hospital. At that time,
there was no facility in Lancaster for that kind of treatment. In
1981, I underwent surgery, almost exactly a year to the day, for a
kidney stone removal.

Now, this sounds unrelated-however, it was quite painful, and
as a result of that, after the kidney operation, I began to feel ill,
dizzy, and all of these symptoms that I had had before the heart
attack. I had some consultation with a cardiologist in Lancaster,
and he suggested that a pacemaker was needed-after he had
eliminated the possibility of other problems. That was fine.

I underwent the surgery in February 1982. Having gone through
surgery in the past, I understood that it took some time, perhaps,
to recuperate from any kind of invasion of your body by a knife,
and I suffered along with it for about a month or two, and it did
not seem to be getting any better.

In fact, in April, it was getting much worse, and I was hospital-
ized. The pacemaker seemed to be working fine when I would get
to the hospital or to the doctor's office. Again in May, I suffered
these symptoms and went back to the hospital. Again, the pace-
maker seemed to be working fine.

The monthlychecks with the teletrace showed no indication that
there was anything wrong with the pacemaker. However, the
symptoms persisted, and worsened, until it came to this, that I was
afraid to be left alone. I felt dizzy, light-headed; my pulse would get
weak and thready; I felt as if I were falling.

In short, they were the same symptoms that I was experiencing
before the heart attack. I kept nitroglycerine with me constantly.
The major problem apart from the pain was the fear of not know-
ing when these things were going to strike. I could maybe go 2 or 3
days and nothing would happen, and then suddenly it would
happen.

For instance, one night I was bathing, and suddenly, all of these
things began to happen-the profuse perspiration, the pain spread-
ing, light-headed dizziness-and that is not a very good place to
have those symptoms. You could fall and kill yourself without
having a heart attack there.

After that, I refused to take a bath unless my husband was in
the next room, because I had this terrible-the word "anxiety" is
used and has been used in connection with people who have had
heart problems. Anxiety of any kind-it sounds like a very simple
word. Frankly, I think it goes from anxiety to panic to terror.

When my husband would leave for work in the morning, I felt a
feeling of terror of being alone, not safe. And my friends would call
and ask me to lunch or to the theater, different places, and I could
not accept their invitations because I did not know if I was going to
be ill. Now, that sounds crazy, and that is exactly what happened-
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people began to suspect that I was, and I also begin to think that
perhaps there was a little something wrong-you know, hypochon-
dria.

But again, I recognized these feelings of pain. The fact that the
pacemaker was working properly when the doctor checked it overthe telephone or when I was in his office did not indicate that the
lead wire, which was eventually discovered

Chairman HEINZ. What finally happened, Mrs. DeHart? You fi-
nally went to a hospital, did you?

Mrs. DEHART. I was in the hospital three times between the firstimplant and the second implant. That summer, my husband and Idrove-they felt a change of scenery would be good for me-so wewent to New Mexico. When we reached Colorado Springs, I was soill that we did not tour the Air Force base as we had planned. I
said, "We will go to your brother's house"-his brother lives inAlamagordo-and I went to the hospital there. I did not have anypulse. My husband took my pulse and could not find one, and hehad been a hospital corpsman and was not unfamiliar with taking
this kind of thing. But by the time I got to the hospital, the symp-
toms again had disappeared.

The doctor there called back and conferred with the doctor in
Pennsylvania, the cardiologist. They determined that perhaps itwas the altitude. So, we started driving east, and I thought, good,
the closer I get to the east coast, the altitude will lessen and I will
feel better. In fact, it got so bad that I thought I would not gethome; I thought I was going to die.

We got back home. I went to the doctor immediately. I was onthe EKG machine, strapped with all those things, and he said to
me: "You have either just had a heart attack, or you are having
one right now. Go straight to General Hospital. Do not go home,
even to get a toothbrush.'

I did that-and that was in early September-and the second im-plant was done that same day, in a matter of hours. I am talking
about the lead wire.

Now, since
Chairman HEINZ. What did the doctor diagnose-that there wasa problem with the original lead wire?
Mrs. DEHART. I beg your pardon-I also have a bad ear.
Chairman HEINZ. I gather that the doctor who examined you

back in Lancaster found that there was a bad lead wire; is that cor-rect?
Mrs. DEHART. He did at that point. Apparently, sometime be-tween the time I left for the trip and I returned, the thing hadgotten so bad that when I got on the-I was in almost constant

pain by this time-and when I got on the machine, this was whenit showed up.
Chairman HEINZ. So, as I understand it, then, what happened

was that the pacemaker was working correctly, but the lead wasnot?
Mrs. DEHART. Right.
Chairman HEINZ. And the lead was causing you to feel desperate-

I ill, to the point where you said you thought you were going to
Mre.
Mrs. DEHART. I really did.
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Chairman HEINZ. When your doctor discovered that, I gather he
felt it was a matter of some urgency, did he?

Mrs. DEHART. He felt it was extremely urgent. He told me to go
immediately to the hospital, which was about a block or two away,
from his office.

Chairman HEINZ. And right at that second-not tomorrow,
now-right at that second.

Mrs. DEHART. No; right immediately, immediately.
Chairman HEINZ. So, he must have felt it was life-threatening.
I understand that the lead that you had was a lead that had

been recalled, and that it was a defective design in the lead that
was causing the failure of the pacemaker to sufficiently regulate
your heart; is that correct-or, Mr. Lewis-either one of you.

Mrs. DEHART. Well, I did not recognize that there could be a
problem with the lead wire. I have two cards here. This was the
first one, the identification card with the lead number; and the
other came somewhat later, well over a year after the second im-
plant.

Chairman HEINZ. What does the second card say?
Mrs. DEHART. It has a different lead number on it, 4002.
Chairman HEINZ. Whether you knew it or not, the original lead

that you had had been recalled.
Mrs. DEHART. I did not know. I knew that only when my cardi-

ologist called me the night before the story broke in the newspaper,
because he did not want to have me very upset.

He said: "You did have one of those faulty leads. That has been
corrected. The one you now have implanted is not faulty. You have
a different number. So, you do not have to feel any anxiety about
it." And of course, then, General Hospital called all of the people
in who had had that number, and-and I use the word "replace"
guardedly, because in many cases, they are not replaced; mine was
not.

Chairman HEINZ. I understand. Yours was left in. It was very im-
bedded, I understand, and it was left in.

Mrs. DEHART. Yes; and I was told it would be very, very painful
and dangerous to remove it. So, it was disconnected, and another
lead was inserted.

Now, understand that you are awake all the time this is happen-
ing. You are not put to sleep. You watch it-you may even watch it
on the monitor if you are ghoulish enough. I was not. It is bad
enough to have to go through it once. The second time was really
traumatic.

Chairman HEINZ. Mrs. DeHart, I thank you very much for some
very helpful testimony.

I now want to call on the gentleman who has probably come far-
ther than anybody else, Mr. Bliss, from Ojai, CA.

Mr. Bliss, I understand you would like to summarize your experi-
ence, and I have maybe one or two questions for you.
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STATEMENT OF HOWARD BLISS, OJAI, CA, ACCOMPANIED BY
FRED BYSSHE, VENTURA, CA

Mr. Bum. Yes, thank you, Senator, for making it possible for meto be here so that I can hope to shed some light on the problems ofwhat some of the recipients of pacemakers have had.
I will review a little history of how this happened, and I have a

prepared statement here, and I may embellish upon it a little bit.While on vacation in Idaho in 1980, I suffered a drastic slowdown
of my pulse due to stress, which left me very short of breath. Ichecked into the Ashton Hospital in Idaho, which is a-very small,
one-doctor, 1,200-people-in-the-town hospital; however, I was very
impressed.

After an examination, the doctor suggested that I stay overnight
so they could run some tests. I was told that he actually could donothing for me, that the pulse rate could not be speeded up withdrugs. And so the doctor at the hospital suggested I might wait aweek or two and see if my condition improved, if I quit working.
My vacation place there was a place I owned, and I had been fixingit up, and the altitude was a little too much, and I think this waswhat perhaps brought it on.

So, after approximately a week, I decided there were no signs ofimprovement. I could not walk but maybe 15 steps, and would stopand gasp for breath. I could not do much of anything, and I amalone. I had no one else with me.
My son happened to be in the area at the time on a trip, and hehad to leave. So, I made arrangements with my grandson in Ven-

tura to fly up to West Yellowstone which was the closest airport,and he was picked up and brought down to my place, and we start-
ed packing to come home.

I went immediately to my doctor, who is an M.D., general practi-tioner. After examining me-this was in Ojai-he suggested that Isee a cardiologist for further checking, which I did, and it was notentirely satisfactory to me his diagnosis.
So, I had had an experience with my wife, with the surgeon, adoctor in Ventura. She had some cardiovascular trouble, which

happened to be terminal, but I was very happy with the thorough-
ness of the man. So, I made an appointment and went to see him,not realizing at the time that he was not a cardiologist; he was justa cardiovascular or thoracic surgeon. So, this time schedule goes onto December. After a lot of checks that he made, we decided thatthe pacemaker would be helpful to me. And so in December 1980,the original pacemaker was implanted.

Everything went fine, and I began to feel much better in a shortwhile. In 2 or 3 months, I was feeling quite normal again.
I continued to have the pacer checked about every 3 months,

sometimes by the cardiologist in Ojai, which the surgeon suggested
I do, because as he put it, he was not a medicine doctor; he did onlythe operative procedures. And he also informed me that he hadprobably implanted 2,500 heart pacers.

So, I alternated between the two of them for my approximately
90-day checkups.

In July 1984, I went to the surgeon for a checkup, and. he asked-me if the cardiologist in Ojai had been in contact with me, and my
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answer was no. The surgeon then advised me of the suspect leads,
and also showed me a copy of an AMA news item about them. He
advised that I have them replaced within a reasonable period of
time. And so, after thinking it over for a couple of weeks, I decided
that was the way to go. So, a time was set for the operation, which
was performed to change the leads which were suspect in August
1984.

Everything went fairly well except for the fact that the old leads
were stuck in the vein and could not be removed. The new leads
had to be inserted along the old ones, which meant that the old
leads had to be capped off. To take care of the extra space needed,
the generator pocket had to be enlarged quite a lot and left a
rather large bulge in the chest area, that still is somewhat tender.
I was also informed by the surgeon that while transferring the old
leads and capping them off, to the new leads that had been im-
planted, that there was about a 5-second delay in getting the one
final lead capped onto the generator, which was not removed at the
time, and my heart stopped. I was aware of it at the time-this was
done under a local-I had this sinking feeling, and they informed
me that I was now 100 percent dependent upon the pacer.

I have had regular checkups since and am feeling sometimes up
and sometimes down. I worry quite a lot about what is happening
to the old leads in there that could not be taken out. I do not know
what deterioration might take place, and when. Sometimes it wor-
ries me quite a lot. As I said, I live alone. I am trying to make the
best of what is left.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Bliss, may I ask you a question or two?
Mr. Buss. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. I gather, in a sense, you were quite fortunate.

Even though you were the victim of a lead that was recalled, that
lead was prophylactically replaced by your doctor before any prob-
lems developed.

Mr. Buss. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Mrs. DeHart, who testified just before you, was

not so lucky. Her lead was already malfunctioning when it was re-
placed, and I gather, had your lead begun to malfunction the way
hers did, given the fact that you were, according to your doctor, 100
percent dependent on the operation of your pacemaker, as evi-
denced by the fact that your heart stopped for 5 seconds, there is a
fairly clear implication that, had what happened to Mrs. DeHart
happened to you, you could actually have died, due to the failure of
the leads.

Mr. Buss. That is the impression I received from the doctor. He
was happy that he made the decision, and I made the decision to
have them replaced, because if they had ever shorted out, or one of
them had gone bad, it could have been goodbye.

Chairman HEINZ. Your life could have been extremely jeopard-
ized if the pacemaker, had failed earlier.

Mr. Buss. That is right.
Chairman HEINZ. The other inference or lesson from your testi-

mony, to my mind, is that the quality control over what manufac-
turers are doing cannot be too careful. And even if, as in your case,
someone is lucky enough to have a deficient lead removed, none-
theless, that is still a very traumatic experience.
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This is a photograph-do you recognize the person in that photo-graph?
Mr. BLIss. I am sorry-I do.
Chairman HEINZ. Those are huge scars. And that is a picturetaken after you had the defective leads-not actually removed, be-cause they could not get them out-but you had to have new leadsinserted.
Mr. Bu ss. That is right.
Chairman HEINZ. And that was really all you had done, as I un-derstand. You just had the leads fixed.
Mr. BLss. That is correct.
Chairman HEINZ. They could not take the old ones out and putin some new ones. And that looks like a major piece of sculpturethere on you. I gather it was a little painful, too.
Mr. BLIss. Well, a week later after that was taken, it was allblack across the front.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, I thank you for your information. I thinkit will drive the point home to people that when we talk about re-placing leads, we are just not changing the batteries in a flashlightin a couple of minutes. This is major surgery. It is traumatic, itleaves lasting marks, and so much the more reason to make surethat when we do things right, we do them right not the secondtime, but the first time.
I thank you very much.
Mr. Buss. Thank you for the opportunity.
Chairman HEINZ. Our third pacemaker expert is Mrs. JacquelineFischer of Indian Harbour Beach, FL.
Mrs. Fischer, we are delighted to have you here, and we thankyou.

STATEMENT OF JACQUELINE FISCHER, INDIAN HARBOUR
BEACH, FL

Mrs. FISCHER. Thank you, Senator Heinz. It is nice to be heretoday.
I developed a terrible infection called endocarditis, and it wentundetected for almost 2 years. In August 1979, I had my first pace-maker put in. Shortly thereafter, we moved, but I went back to thedoctor every few months, and I had a cardiobeeper, and I beepedthem every month, in order that it was checked.
About 3½2 years after it was put in, I went back to the doctor onone of those routine visits, and he told me that my pacemaker hadlost 10 percent of its power, and I would have to have it removed. Iwas really shocked, and my husband was shocked, too, because justthe visit before that, he had said that my pacemaker was aDemand Pacemaker and that it probably would last more than itsprojected 5 to 7 years.
Anyway, he said that it would be a 20-minute operation. Well, itwas a terrible operation. It was 1 Y2 hours, and as everyone herehas said, it was under a local anesthetic, and I could see a clock outof the corner of the drape over my face, so I knew that it wastaking a very long time. I finally asked the surgeon why it wastaking so long, and he said that he had a rough time getting thepacemaker out, it was so covered with scar tissue, and then he said
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the leads were entwined, and they too had scar tissue, but he did
not remove the leads. Then he said he had to fashion a new pocket
in order to put the new pacemaker in-this was my second pace-
maker-because it was a different size than the first one.

When I got back to my room a day or so later, and I was begin-
ning to think about going back home, the cardiologist came in and
he said that I would have to stay in the hospital because I had an
infection and a fever, and he said I would have to have antibiotics
intravenously until it went away. So I must have been there, I do
not know, maybe 10 days or 2 weeks, and they finally said I was
fever free, and I could come home.

Well, I found I was not fever free when I got home. I had shak-
ing chills, and I had a fever almost all the time. The doctors at
home gave me antibiotics, thinking I had a virus, or I had an infec-
tion, and they gave me antibiotics for that. At night when I would
go to bed, I would have night sweats, and I would get up just soak-
ing wet and have to change my nightclothes and put something
down on the bed before I could go back to sleep.

This went on and on, all through 1983 and 1984. Finally, in April
1984, I got a call from the Pacemaker Data Center, who asked me
if I still had in my original leads, number 6972 they were, and I
said yes, I did. And they said, well, those leads had faulty insula-
tion, and I should call the doctor and ask to have them removed, or
ask him about them, anyway.

So I called the cardiologist, and he told me that if those leads
were faulty, my pacemaker would have to work extra hard, and
therefore it would fail prematurely. Well, what he failed to note
was that the one that had failed prematurely was the one they
took out the year before. This one was only a little over 1 year old,
and it had not had time to fail.

So I continued along these same lines. Finally, I hemorrhaged a
couple of times, and I was in the hospital, I guess as a result of the
antibiotics. And, in September 1984, my husband took me to a res-
taurant, and this was kind of a rare occurrence, because I was so
cold all the time that I could not go in a grocery store or a mall-
and this was summer in Florida, when it is hot-without having a
heavy sweater on. He took me to this restaurant, and I got such
shaking chills that I had to wait out in the car while he finished
dinner. I could not eat. And I told him to take me to the hospital.

The hospital ran blood cultures, and that is how they isolated the
infection. They found that I had staphylococcus epidermis, which is
staph-epi for short, and they told me that it probably had settled
on the leads and in the pacer pocket, and that I would have to
have the pacer and leads removed, that I would have to go back to
the original site where they had put it in, have antibiotic treat-
ment for 4 weeks, and then have a new pacer implanted at the end
of that time.

So I did that. I returned, and at that time, they removed the
pacer, and they removed the leads. And when the doctor took the
leads out, he said they were cracked and brittle. Then I was in the
hospital for 4 weeks with antibiotics, and that was terrible. My
arms got all swollen from the needles every day, and they finally
had to put a line down my neck in order to feed me the antibiotics
intravenously that way.
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And finally, at the end of 4 weeks, I was so dizzy I could hardlywalk, and I had lost about 13 pounds, and they said, though, that itwas OK if I came home.
I was home about I month, I guess, or maybe 6 weeks, when Inoticed something was wrong with my right eye. I kept trying towipe something away from it. I called the ophthalmologist, andwhen I went to see him, he said that I had a problem with theoptic nerve, and he said it could have been caused by the endocar-ditis or the fact that the antibiotics I took were so toxic.
I am still terribly fearful. It was like a nightmare, those 2 years,and I really hope it will never happen again.
I thank you for listening to me today.
Chairman HErNZ. Mrs. Fischer, you really have had it all.Mrs. FiscHER. It was terrible.
Chairman HEINZ. You went in for the initial implant. Then youhad a problem with batteries, you had battery depletion, and thathad to be fixed. Then they discovered that you had lead problems,so you had another operation, a third, for the removal of recalledleads. And then you have just described that involved with thatwas an infection, and you had to go in for another total replace-ment of leads and the pacemaker itself, and as a result, you notonly spent a lot of time in the hospital, you not only had a staphinfection, which is one of the most dangerous that you can; youmay have had a loss of vision in your right eye, simply because ofthe stress of all of that, the physiological stress-
Mrs. FIscHER. Not only that. I was alone-I was 3Y2 hours away,so I was alone. My husband was home and I was away, and it wasreally a terrible experience.
Chairman HEiNz. What I think your case illustrates is that thereare just extraordinary, serious, lifethreatening medical complica-tions even if your heart is not 100 percent dependent on a pace-maker. If you have a fairly good heart and just need some smooth-ing out, you can still have life-threatening problems as a result ofeither leads or pacemakers not functioning properly.
So this panel as a whole has really demonstrated a series of dif-ferent kinds of problems.
You are not unique. There are somewhere between 21,000 and30,000 reimplantations of pacemakers each year. That is both goodnews and bad news. It is good news when a pacemaker that iscoming to the end of its useful life is necessarily and properly re-placed. Nothing works forever. We do not, and pacemakers cannot.On the other hand, there are times when devices, particularlythe leads, as we have heard, do not function properly; problemswith them are not properly detected. If they are detected by themanufacturer, or FDA, the ability to recall them seems to be, atbest, sluggish in all too many cases. People are not notified prompt-ly. Doctors, fortunately, do at least call you ahead of time to letyou know when the news release is going out, but by that time, itmay be a little late.
What, in sum and substance-and I am going to call on Dr.Phibbs next-you have all really testified to is the fact that thereneeds to be a better system for keeping track of the ability of thesedevices, the proper manufacture of these devices, the timeliness of
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replacement of flawed devices, so that we really minimize the risk
to people.

Let me call on-
Mr. LEwis. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HEINZ. Yes?
Mr. LEwis. I wonder if I could just correct an inference in this

hearing that bears specifically on the reasons for the hearing.
At the time of Mrs. DeHart's problem, there was no recall. In

fact, our investigation showed, and so did the House investigation,
that there was a deliberate effort on the part of the manufacturer
to hide it from the public, hide the fact that they were having
these problems. And no one knew why Mrs. DeHart and so many,
many other hundreds and possibly thousands of people in the
United States were having this problem.

It was only years later, 2 years, as an accident, really, in Lancas-
ter, PA that some technicians in a hospital discovered it.

So I think it bears on the need for a registry such as you are
talking about, so that there can be this computerized information-
gathering and research.

Chairman HEINZ. Al, you are quite right. It bears on the need; it
also bears on the urgency. Congress established the need by legisla-
tion quite some time ago. The registry was supposed to have been
setup, as you know, by the first of this year. Therefore, the urgency
is really highlighted by the kinds of problems we are talking about
today. I thank you for making that point doubly clear.

Mr. LEwis. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Phibbs.

STATEMENT OF BRENDAN P. PHIBBS, M.D., JACKSON, WY,
PACEMAKER CONTROL EXPERT

Dr. PHIBBS. Thank you for letting me reappear here.
First, I would like to congratulate the Senator and the commit-

tee-what you do not know is he has been working on your behalf
for quite a while-and they have made significant inroads on what
we perceive to be a major medical problem.

I would like to also say that I do not hate pacemakers; I love
them. I was responsible for the first pacemaker implantation in the
Northern Rocky Mountains a long time ago. They are miraculous,
properly applied. They save lives, they sustain health.

Having said that, I must say that pacemaker technology is being
abused and overutilized, at heavy financial and human cost.

I was part of a PSRO review. Three cardiologists independently
reviewed 13 implantations in a small city recently, and independ-
ently reached the conclusion that 11; 11-were not necessary. Our
findings were reviewed by the chief of cardiology at a major medi-
cal center, who confirmed it; so they are beyond argument.

In Philadelphia, a city not unknown to our chairman, a study
has been completed which will be presented in Toronto at a major
meeting on pacing in a few weeks. And, after reviewing many im-
plantations there, they found that 15 percent were grossly abused.
There was no reason to put the pacemaker in the patient. And 45
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percent were questionable. And given the terms of that study, ques-tionable means extremely questionable. I
Talking to my colleagues around the United States as recently asa seminar in Tucson last weekend, the situation has improved insome areas, but in many parts of the country, about one-third ofthe pacemakers being implanted are not justified by any medicalstandard, so it is a major consideration.
Now, there are both financial and human costs to this abuse.Even if only 10 percent of the 150,000 pacemakers being implantedannually were unnecessary, you are looking at a waste of $150 mil-lion.
Second, the human cost. Some data will shortly appear in a med-ical journal, which I had a role in collecting, pointing out that-what you have been hearing-about 2 percent of all pacemakerswill be complicated by blood clots which form around the wire, andthey break off into the lungs or back up into the brain.Don't let me frighten you too much, Mrs. Fischer.About 1 to 7 percent will be infected-like yours-and whenthey become infected, you must remove the wire, or the patientdoes not recover from the infection. And of course, the hooker- hereis they become adherent, as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman. There-fore, removal requires open heart surgery. A heavy cost.Now, why is this overutilization going on? Two reasons. One isignorance. I say that bluntly. I am on the ElectrocardiographicStandards Committee of the American College of Cardiology, andwe are concerned that the major flunk rate for our young cardiolo-gists taking their board examinations is in the realm of cardiac ar-rhythmias and electrocardiography, the very skills you need todecide is someone needs a pacemaker.

We are addressing this by education, but it is a long-term proc-ess. Immediately, Mr. Chairman, you need standards promulgat-ed-effective, tough-minded standards-uniformly around the coun-try as an immediate answer to an immediate problem.Second is, I hate to say, the financial rewards are inappropri-ate-inappropriately large. Testimony before this committee 3years ago by a very competent thoracic surgeon from ColoradoSprings established $500 as a very adequate fee for implanting apacemaker, considering the modern techniques and time; it isplenty.
The fees range, in fact, from $1,000 to $2,000. They are compara-ble to gall bladder fees and major cancer surgery. They are basedon the time when pacemaker implantation required open thoracicsurgery, when you had to cut someone's chest open. Now, as you allknow, they thread the pacer leads down a vein.
So if you applied a $500 saving to your 100,000 or 150,000 pace-maker insertions, you are again saving $50 to $100 million a year.So now we are up to about $250 million in savings, very realistical-ly.
The new, more complicated pacemakers, dual-chambered pace-makers-these are electronic miracles when needed-but they arenot needed that often. And there is a nasty incentive for implant-

'See appendix V, p. 537.
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ing too many of these, and that is most of the surgeons charge
about double fee for implanting a dual-chambered pacemaker.

Mr. Chairman, you mentioned $5,000 as the cost of a pacemaker.
Out at my hospital, where I was chief, in Tucson, I negotiated hard
for the simple type, and we got it under $2,000, $1,900.

If you cut down overutilization and take the profit motive out of
the use of these more complicated pacemakers, you will save an-
other $50 million.

Now, after the hearings last time, six of us got together and
formed a national committee from Harvard to Washington to study
the problem of utilization of pacemakers, and we evolved a set of
guidelines-the indications for pacing in the slow heart rates.
These were, I am glad to say, published in The Journal of the
American Medical Association last September 15. Coincidentally,
the American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Asso-
ciation appointed a committee some months later to study all as-
pects of pacemaker utilization. And they found almost substantial-
ly identical indications.

So, there are two committees of real experts-I can say this un-
abashedly-who have addressed this problem. Now, I met with a
representative of HCFA here to go over the Medicare guidelines
which, to all of us, have some obvious loopholes, and some potential
for abuse. The medical representative agreed that these loophole
potentials did exist. As far as I know, nothing has been done about
it to change that.

So in conclusion, on behalf of a lot of concerned cardiologists, I
have about three recommendations, Mr. Chairman.

First, we recommend that you establish precise and exhaustively
worded guidelintes for pacemaker insertion, based on the two com-
mittee requests available. And incidentally, we have had reprint
reports from as far away as Moscow for these things. The rest of
the world is very interested in these committee reports.

Second, implement a policy of second opinion review before
anyone gets a permanent pacemaker. As a physician, I would be
delighted to have a consultant come in; it would not hurt my feel-
ings a bit. There is never an emergency implantation of a perma-
nent pacemaker. You can always put in a temporary wire while
you wait.

Third, cut the surgical fee to a reasonable number, that is, about
$500, and pay the same fee whatever kind of pacemaker is being
put in; it is still ample for the work.

And there is a tangential field that time does not permit me to
get into, but it is in the prepared statement-the possibility that
so-called electrophysiologic studies are being overutilized at consid-
erable expense.

I will slow down and stop right there.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Phibbs follows:]

PREPARED SrATEMXNT OF BRENDAN PHIBBS, M.D.

First, as a physician I should like to congratulate the Committee. As a result of
the previous hearings and of the continuing work of the staff, there has been a sig-
nificant improvement in health care delivery in the specific context of pacemaker
utilization in all its aspects.
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The development of pacemaker technology has been a godsend, as all of us whopracticed in the days before they were available are especially aware. I had the firstpacemaker implanted in the Northern Rockies, in a patient of mine with severeheart block, and it was clearly lifesaving. I have remained close to the field, andhave lectured to medical audiences nationally on the subject of indications forpacing and of conduction defects in the heart for years.
Significant problems persist, chief among them being overutilization. In a smallWestern city, as recently as last Spring, a PSRO review by three independent cardi-ologists, of whom I was one revealed that eleven of thirteen pacemaker insertionswere unjustified. These findings were reviewed by the chief of cardiology at a majormedical center, and confirmed; they are established beyond question.Discussions with leading cardiologists in such centers as Los Angeles, KansasCity, various parts of Florida and elsewhere suggest that in many parts of the coun-try as many as thirty percent of pacemaker insertions are unjustified. A carefullydocumented study from Philadelphia, soon to be reported at a major medical centerfound 15% of all pacemaker insertion to be totally unjustified and 45% question-able.
There is a high cost to overutilization. If only 10% of the 100,000 pacemakers ini-tially inserted each year are not needed, the waste of health dollars will be$100,000,000.
The human cost is more serious. Data that will appear shortly in a leading medi-cal journal summarize the complications of pacemaker insertion including a 2% riskof blood clots that may be catastrophic, a 1.7% possibility of endocarditis, or infec-tion of the heart lining, which is fatal if untreated, and a possibility of openheartsurgery to remove infected pacing wires. In addition, the patient suffers loss of in-surability, limitation of employment, and a high incidence of psychological and psy-chiatric complications.
One of the reasons for overutilization is ignorance. I serve on the EKG standardscommittee of the American College of Cardiology and it has come to our attentionthat the highest failure rate in the cardiovascular board examinations is in the areaof electrocardiography and disorders of heart rhythm-precisely those areas in-volved in the decision to implant pacemakers. The College is attempting to addressthis problem through education, but more immediately it is essential to promulgatereasonable standards and see that they are followed.
Second is the excessive fee paid for pacemaker implantation. This fee was setwhen implantation involved an incision in the chest and major surgery. Now theprocedure has become greatly simplified and does not justify the $1,000 to $2,000 feebeing paid. Previous testimony in 1982 by Dr. Bloom, a thoracic surgeon before thisCommittee made it clear that $500 is an ample fee for this procedure, which is oftencarried out by cardiologists with no surgical training. Reducing the surgical fee tothis reasonable figure would save $50 to $100 million per year.The more complicated dual-chamber pacemakers are electronic miracles, but theyare being overused. The specific indications for these pacemakers are spelled out inthe medical literature, but physicians seem to be prescribing these instruments in-discriminately.
Dual chambered pacemakers cost about $2,000 to $3,000 more than the simpletyps. The surgical fee is usually almost double, although the difference in time ande ort especially with the newer techniques, is minimal.
Again, a waste of $30,000,000 or more may be involved. The Prospective PaymentAssessment Commission study of pacemaker payments and practices contains analarming misstatement in this context. It is claimed that invasive electrophysiologicstudies are needed before implantation of these more complicated pacemakers. infact, all authorities, including Dr. Furnan who testified before this Committee threeyears ago, agree that these complicated and expensive studies are virtually neverneeded to reach a decision about implanting a pacemaker. These studies involveplacing three or four catheters within the heart, and a system of recording withvery sophisticated electronic equipment. The physician's fee alone is $2,000. This issomething like the $2,000 monkey wrenches in the defense budget. It is using anenormously complicated, expensive instrument to do what could be done with a fivedollar tool-in this case, an ordinary fifteen dollar EKG.At this time a State Blue Cross/Blue Shield organization is using a physician for

some $4,000 for wrongful utilization of this type of study.If these procedures are being reimbursed under Medicare, the cost may well be inthe range of $50,000,000 annually.
As a result of the Committee hearings three years ago, a group of cardiologistsorganized a Committee to study and define indications for pacemaker implantation.I had the privilege of chairing that Committee. The study was published in the Sep-
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tember 15, 1984 issue of JAMA, and requests for reprints of the article have come in
from all over the world. Six months later the ACC and the AHA organized a joint
Committee to study all aspects of pacemaker utilization and function. This Commit-
tee addressed the problem of indications in more limited form. The findings of the
two committees were virtually identical. I personally went over the present Medi-
care guidelines with a physician who was representing the Health and Human Serv-
ices Department, pointing out some serious loopholes that were major potential
sources of abuse. Despite his apparent agreement on these shortcomings, apparently
nothing has been done to correct them. It is fair to say that the Independent Study
Report and the ACC AHA report include the opinions of some of the leading experts
in the world.

On behalf of a number of concerned cardiologists, therefore, I should like to make
several specific recommendations:

1. We recommend that you establish precise and exhaustively worded guidelines
for pacemaker insertion, utilizing the two committee reports available.

2. Implement a policy of second opinion review before pacemaker implantation is
authorized. Pre-review rather than post-review is essential if significant results are

to be attained. There is, after all, no such thing as an emergency permanent pace-
maker implantation.

3. Cut the surgical fee for pacemaker implantation to a reasonable figure such as
$500. Pay the same fee regardless of type of pacemaker implanted, unless open thor-
acotomy is required.

4. Investigate the very real possibility that electrophysiologic studies are being
overutilized in the study of heart block and related disorders, and implement correc-
tive action.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

COMPLICATIONS OF PERMANENT TRANSVENOUS PACING
BRENnAN PtIBBS, %I D, AND HEYRYy J.L. MARRtto-rr, M.D.

DERMANENT cardiac pacing, particularly by the
Prelatively simple and safe transvenous method,
Miust rank as one of the great cardiologic advaittes of
the 20th century, with a record of thousands of lives
saved and more thousands of patients relieved nf
symptoms previously heyond the reach of medical
therapy. It would be wrong, however, to pretend that
the procedure was innocuous; permanent implania-
tion of a foreign body within the heart must always
entail some risk, and hefore recotsii.eniding or imple-
melting permanent pacing, the phvsician must know
what complications may arise and hov likclv thev are
to occur.

Data recorded in the world medical literature over
the past 20 years make it possible to state the risk of
such medical contplications as thrombosis and infec-
tIon in relatively precise quastitative terms. In addi-
tion, socioeconomic and psychological coiplications
have emeiged as important problems as larger nui,-
bers of patients with permanent pacemakers have at-
tempted to live and function in modern society.

MEDZiCral. CoMPotnCArws

Medical complications fail into three major catego,
ties: thrombosis and embolism, infection, and rarer
conplications, such as pacemaker-generated airhyth-
mias, myocardial perforation, and tamponade.
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15724.

Throsuois and Emboltism

The risk ofsrrnotis thronibotic or embolic complica.
dons is approximately 2 per rent. A relatively benign
lo.rin of thrombosis of the veins of the upper arm and
shoudder may be expected in about 30 per cent of pa.
tients with transvenous pacemakers; clinical manifes-
tations such as edema of the am or face will appear in
ottly about S per cent.' Thrombosis of the axillary and
stIhClavian veils is much more serious; the clinical
course is often stormy, and ailticoagulant and throm-
bolytic therapy is usually requircd." Supe-ior vena
cava syndrome was detected in 4 of 1000 cases in one
series; the syndronie has been reported to follow the
formation of a thmmhtis around a broken pacing wire
and fibrosis at the junccion of the supenor veita lava
and the right atrium."' Cerebral venous thrombosis
has been reported to follow propagation from a clot in
the subclavian vein, with involvemient of both trans-
verse sinuses, a short distal segment of the straight
sinus, the vnous confluence, and the distal superior
sagittal sinuses Throtmsb.sis of the external jugular
vein has been produced by a superfluous pacing wire
that resisted removal by traction and stibsequently
migrated front the subclavian to the external jugular
vetn. Large right-atrial thronibi are extremely haz-
ardous; four cases of sudden death one to two months
after itssertion of the pacemaker have been reported
Death was preceded by intractable right-heart failure,
and occlusion of the trictspid valve by thrombus was
postulated as the immediate cause of death °

Piimonaiy embolism, often fatal, complicating per-
manent cardiac pacing has been the subject of many
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COPUPLICA rTNS OV PACING -Al HIIIIIS A\DMSIARR0itF

cast' reitrts. Pulnonasy riholi haI e 1cl-e i-.iid to

arise fromn usal thrombi attached to a pacrig ,irc i

the tight atrium or the right ventricle. one paihologi-
cal study points out that thrombus formaotitit along a

pacing wire is the rule Wooni afier implantation, with

subsequent endothelialization of the dot around the

wire.'2 8 It is clear that pulmonary embolism in a

patient with a pacemaker should always arouse the

suspicion of thrombosis on the pacing wire as the

source.
The real dimensions of this problem remain to be

defined.

Infection of the pacemaker pocket, the endocardial

lead, or both, must be accepted as a predictable com-

plication in a small percentage of patients with perma-

nent pacemakers. Fstimates of rates of tifection vary

from I to 7 per cent.t " The infection may present

as simple septicemia or as endocarditis.i The pace-

maker pocket is the commonest site of entry, oftet
with subsequent involvement of the pacing wire In-

fection may also otiginate on the pacing wire itself or

on adjaceit traumatized endothelium. Infection ofthe

pacing wire appears later than infection of the pace-

maker pocket and has a more serious prognosis.23.2
Large-scale reviews by Morgan," Chanto

25
Crogler,2i

and Cedlni and their colleagues, as well as case re-

ports hy Chavez and Conn," Eichhorn et al. anid

Yarnoz ct al.," have yielded a comsemisus oli the man-

agement of infected pacemaker systems. It is univer-

sally agteed that in the presenceofinfection the pacing
apparatus must be removed; the mortality associated

wifh infection if the pacemaker is tot seittoved is in the

range of66 per ccit Siter at least a third of th older

types oh pacemakers will become permanentilv en-

trapped in the ventriclea thoracotomy is esse ial to

remove the infected pacemaker and, ii the opinion of

all investigators, should be used without hesitation in

this situation

Other Complicatoins

Rarer complications include coisittietive pericardi-

tis," formation of painful contractile fibroblasts around

the pacemaker pocket," ventricular perforation," tri-

cuspid-valve insufficienc'," and reciprocatiig aii hyth-

mias with some of the newer niodels of dchal-ciameh r

pacemakers .

SOCIOErcONostIC PROWSints

Inituraldllty

The question of the insurability of patients with

pacemakers fias been addressed in discussiois with

executives of insurance coipanies and by actual ap-

plication on behalf or patients.

LilA insviancs

No major life insurance company in the Untited
States will provide a patiest who has a permanent
pacemaker with a standard insurance policy or stand-

,ird rat-. Such pcid sa io, ;.Wa hi . fcrred .;pr
ciai high-r isk' iiriers f ihr are accepted, the prt-
micnums ar very high. This siricture also applies to

special forms of life insurance, such as those included

in mortgage arrangeniteits or as part of tuition-pay-
ment loans.

Hea~t Irsrai

Applications on behalf of theoretical patients sith

pacemakers have been made to a number of health

insurance carriers. It appears that no major health

insurance carrier will accept these patients as individ-

ual applicants; some will accept them as part ofa large
group when 'the risk is diluted." One state's Blue

Cross organization reported the same restriction, a
second stated that insurability would be determined
'on an individual basis` afier consultation with the

patient's physician- Fortunately, many patients with

pacernakers are in the age group covered by Medicare,
hot for those who are not, health itsurance, in practi-

cal terms, is not available.

Emntpoyabitity

Federal antidiscrimination laws make employers re-
luctant so discuss litittations imposed by a pacemak-
cr. Certain obvious exclusions include any work that

involves flying or proximity to high-energy sources.

Inabilitv to qualify for required life insurance has prm-

sented problems ii executive placement. To investi-
gate the employahility of patients with pacemakers,

newspaper advertisements have been atswered on he-

half of theoretical patients,' atnd industrial phycicians
responsible for ettiployment policy have been inter-
viewed. There appears to be a difference betweeti pio-

Fessed poliicy and actual practice: ot the one hand,

emplovers are forced to give lip service tn the 'nondis-
crimination" statutes, but on the other hand. many

are appiehensive about hiring patients wish per.i..-
nent pacemakers and will seek reasonable excuscs not

to do so. The workmen's comipensaiion laws in most
states compel ile employer to accept the patient "as
is" or "as found" - i.e.. to accept responsibility fo,

any medical disability or dysfunctioti existing at the
time of employment and for the consequences that

may follow it. Although cliches about "finding a suit-

able ntiche for the handicapped patient" are coistio-
place, the truth is that the presence ol a permanent

pacemaker is a seriou lianidicap in the job market.

PSYCHOLcc.XC.L PROe. VMS

In one of the earliest studies otl the psychological

implications of pt :triastent paring, Becker et al." not-
ed that of 97 patients, 55 responded normally to thr
implantation and were able to adjust satisfactorily,
whereas 3 were severely aiis.,ius 4 had evidence of a

denial mecsiattisn, and 7 were clinically depressed.
Green and Moxss" reported the reactiors of 5i0 p-

tenis who survived longer than thrte months after
implantation of a peimanent pacemaker. They noted

that 73 per cent had made an excellent short-tmll

VAo 3 '! No. )
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adjustment, ss-hereas 27 per ccill lhd m-afkd s.Mp-
toms of atxiety (described as Concern-) or rejectinot
of the necessity or desirability of the procedure.
Blacher and fBasch3 studied 50 patilets, 47 to 90
years ofage, after permanent pacemaker implantation
and noted thiee phases of adaptation (I) preoper.
atively and while in (he hospital the patients suffered a
reaction to acute stress and were preoccupied with
death and with medical terminology, (2) afier dis-
charge from the hospital, the patients reactions varird
with their basic personalities, fantasies concerning the
pacemaker and its functioning emerged, atd depres-
sion was common; and (3) after the pacemakers finally
became integrated into the patients' daily lives, some
ignored it, others centered their existence around it,
and many expressed ambivalence Serious postoper.
alive depression developed in 12 patients and was at-
tributed to feelings of loss of self-control and of inde-
pendence. The highest risk of this comoplication was
round in patients with previously independent and
controlling personalities Eight patients expressed a
feeling of "being different," but the authors noted that
this attitude was probably more widespread than was
evidenit.

In describing a program to meet the psychosocial
needs ofpatients with pacemakers, Hess10 commented
that after implantation "a suhstantial nutiber" expe-
rienced difficulties in adjusting to their medical condi-
tion. Anxiety and depression were the commonest
forms of psychoneurosis encourte r d. An organized
program of skilled psychological support brought a
considerable decline in adjustment problems within a
year. Romirowsky ' compared psychological adapta-
tton in pattents with pacemakers and patients v-ho had
uttdergone coronary bypass surgery T he paiients
with pacemakers could be differentiated from the pa-
tients who had undergone bypass by all psychometric
dimensions studied. The were foultd to be more anx-
ions, less expressive of aggressive feelings, sore self-
restricting in their leisure activities, and ver ambiva-
lent about the need for a pacemaker. They vere less
concerned about the actual surgery arid more con-
cerned about the problems of continued living All
psychological reviews stress the contrast between the
effects ofpacemakcr implantation, and ofother types of
heart surgery, such as valve replacemetit. Il other
types of heart surgery the patient has the sensatioin of
being "cured" ofan illnos, whereas in pacemaker im-
plantation the patient is assured (hbi thr artificial de-
vice must remain in place for lifi, that frequetit rc-
checks will be required, and that there is a possibility
of battery or wire failure This situation imposes a
strain that many psyches do not find tolerable

THE SPECIAL PROBLEM OF THE UNNeCeSSARV
PACEMAKer

With Ilime statistics in mind, the cardiologist is
ready to confront a distressing problem - i e, the
patient who presents with a pacemaker that was need-
lessly implanted. A related difficulty is presented by
the patient ii whom a pacemaker has been implantcd

for ai altiirwnmait thit pri,-s-li foil ilhsr- aliixn
to as- c Ix CSn trilsi-Ilt-1 "ith little iriispri it recur-

The magiitude of rhis probler remains utdefinrd,
but several sources suggest that it is substaitial Chok'
shi et ali noted the effect of peer review on pacemak-
er implantations ill a irrajor medical center A set of
reasonable criteria for permanent pacing verr pub-
lished and revicessd with the attending stall, the ibm'
her or pac-eaker implantations declined by 30 per
cent over the subsequent it years Selzer" compared
pacemaker use in the United States, the United King-
dom, Canada, and Australia. He concluded that is the
United States, "se use betiveen ts-o and three times
as many pacemakers as prudecet would indicate."
Among other data he recorded the startling statistic
that implantations for the sick sinus svndrome in the
United States were eight times as high as in the Unit-
ed Kingdom, three times as high as in Canada, and six
mimes as high as in Australia. Ko.ev ct al described

the remiroval of3O unnecessary pacemakers, comment-
ing on the socioecolomic waste implicit in such
abuse."

We ha-e had th, opportu-niv review a nuriiber
ol hospital friles recording pacemaker implantation
some as part of the federally mandated Medicare
peer review process, and others in the course of medt-
colegal assessment In addition, because of ieh con-
tinuing isierest in the subject of pacemaker use, col-
leagues have brought cases from a number of sidely
separated medical centers to our attentiot. On this
basis it is possible to make several statements with
confidence

In a few. -ocalities as Mtalny as 75 per cent of pace-
maker implantations htav been fnieiid unjustifirblc by
aily reasonable standards after review- by several dis-
interested experts The total figure for larger areas is
certainly much lovrr, hbot in sotne regions and states it
approximates 30 per cent.

Several groups of errors in diagnosis and prognosis
recur prominently Predictably transient abnormali-
ties are often cited to jisiify pacetnaker implantation
before the acute process has had time to resolve 'cte
ultimately benign depression ofsinus-node function or
ofatrioventricilar conduction that often accompanies
inferior-.all myocardial infarction is an egregious
example; the harmless, reversible sinus hradycaidia
thai may attend ,ri follow influenza or other viremias
is anothter Hypoithyroidistn is a prime example of an
extracardiac correctable cause of depressior of im-
pulse formation or conduction that has led to inap-
prpriete pacemaker implantation. Misinterpretation
of the clectrocardiogram is comrrtoi. Nonconducted
atrial premature beats are sometimes diagnosed as si-
nus pauses or Type 1i block; simple atriovetiricular
dissociation caused by the accelerated discharge ofan
ectopic pacemaker is Frequently confused with com-
plte atrioventricular block. Misunderstanding of thc
criteria for the diagnosis of Type 11 block seems to be
widespread; confusion with 2-1 atrioveritricuLtr nodal
block (Type I) is common.

7.%i, 31it triSS
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Mr. BYSSHE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add a fourth recom-
mendation with regard to the registry issue that is before this com-
mittee.

Chairman HEINZ. Yes.
Mr. BYSSHE. We found in Mr. Bliss' case-and I am the attorney

representing Mr. Bliss in the litigation that ensued as a result of
the defective pacemaker-that the serial number and model
number were not accurately recorded in the surgical record or the
doctor's own records. Because the efficacy and usefulness of this
registry is dependent upon accurate information being inputted
into that registration, it is important that you address, in terms of
the regulations that are developed, a methodology to get accurate
information into that record.

Doctors, nurses, support and clerical personnel are not bank tell-
ers, used to dealing accurately with numbers. Their primary con-
cern is the patient welfare; numbers are secondary.

My recommendation would be to require the manufacturers to
imprint a label that would be a duplicate of the serial and model
numbers of the implant device, whether it be a pacemaker, a lead,
or any other apparatus; that that duplicate label could be torn off
and inserted on your form number; further, that that duplicate
label be machine and human readable. That way, you have a meth-
odology that would eliminate the potential for error. The computer
term, 'Garbage in, garbage out", is no less applicable in computer-
ese as it is in dealing with human lives.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Bysshe, I thank you very much for that
suggestion.

On that, Dr. Phibbs, do you think that is a good suggestion?
Dr. PHIBBS. Indeed. You cannot be too precise in this setting.
Chairman HEINZ. It sounds excellent to me.
By the way, it is nice to have you back before the committee.

You have not changed a bit in 3 years. You are just as full of life
and go-getum as you were-you keep getting better with an extra
year or two.

You did, in your last recommendation, just touch upon the need
or the lack of need for electrophysiological testing. Now, these tests
are relied on, I am told, for a lot of important information. I would
like to know just briefly why the Prospective Payment Assessment
Commission, [PROPAC], in particular-what you think, or other
experts think, about PROPAC relying so much on that kind of test-
ing.

Dr. PHIBBS. I was alarmed to see that in the PROPAC publica-
tion. Electrophysiologic testing, as you know, is an elaborate
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method of studying the electric activation of the heart. It is expen-sive and somewhat hazardous. You have to introduce three or fourcatheters from the groin, the neck and the arms, inside the heartitself, and you record the electric events of the heart on very so-phisticated equipment. This is basically a research procedure.There was some hope years ago that it might detect subtle formsof heart block. But the consensus now, includes the distinguishedcardiac surgeon who testified at the last hearing, Dr. SeymourFurman, you may recall, who published an article last August inthe American Heart Journal, saying he does not use these anymoreto select patients for heart block.
Other equally prominent men have reached the same conclusion.All you need is an electrocardiogram recorded at rest and duringexercise and some simple clinical horse sense. That is 99.9 percent.At a major center like ours, we might use these studies once ortwice a year. Yet they are being used, I think, very promiscuously.Chairman HEINZ. In the case of, let us say, the 100,000 or so im-plantations that we have, how often would they be used-10 per-cent, 20 percent-
Dr. PHiBBs. We do not have a number on that, but I would cer-tainly recommend that staff or somebody look at it, because youare looking at many millions of dollars being wasted. It is anala-gous to those $2,000 monkeywrenches over in the Pentagon. Youare using a very expensive diagnostic mode for something thatcould be done with a $15 electrocardiogram. There is a big profitmotive for administrators and physicians in overusing this method.Chairman HEINZ. Once again, as you did 3 years ago, you havetestified to the vast overutilization of pacemakers in hospitals,citing Philadelphia, where up to 60 percent either should not havebeen done or were questionable.
Dr. PHuB8s. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. And you estimate still today, 3 years after ourhearing, that still one-third of the pacemakers that are implanteddo not need to be.
Dr. PHIBBS. By regions, yes. Now, in some cities, you have had aneffect. I want to tell you that. In Albuquerque, NM, the cardiolo-gists reacted to the hearings and to the publicity, and they have astrictly controlled system, and they are very effective. Others, it iscarte blanche, spotty.
Chairman HEINZ. But on an average national basis, you wouldsay about one-third?
Dr. PHIEBs. I would say, yes.
Chairman HEINZ. After the last hearing, some cardiologists ap-parently got upset at the results and documentation, and they con-ducted a study which repudiated the information received by thecommittee relating to the degree of overutilization, and recently,this study has been cited in the PROPAC report, the Prospective
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Payment Assessment Commission's report, on pacemaker reim-
bursement.

I understand that you have looked at this study and have some
information about it. What have you learned about this particular
study?

Dr. PHIBBS. I am delighted to have the opportunity to comment.
You remember that a study in a nearby State suggested that one-
third of pacemaker implantations were inappropriate.

A prominent cardiologist in that State came forward with a
report saying that the study was inaccurate, and only 1 percent
were inappropriate-a figure that brought smiles to most cardiolo-
gists' faces.

We looked into his study, and it turned out that that cardiologist
never looked at the charts himself. He concentrated on the small
technical point that there was discrepancy between the discharge
sheet diagnosis and the sheet within the chart-bad recordkeeping
by doctors.

As for the decision as to whether the pacemakers were justified,
he relied on the physicians in the hospitals that were criticized.
They did their own in-house review.

Chairman HEINZ. Are you saying that his report was based on
the opinions of the surgeons who did the work--

Dr. PHIBBS. Who were being criticized, yes.
Chairman HEINZ. In effect, they were criticizing themselves.
Dr. PHIBBS. Yes. They went out to the foxes and said, "Fellows,

have you been picking on the henhouse?" and all the foxes said,
'No."

Chairman HEINZ. Absolutely not.
I hope there is someone here from the Commission who will look

into the appropriateness of using that kind of data to justify what-
ever it is they are justifying.

Now, you have made another recommendation which is to pay a
single fee for pacemaker implantation; do not pay double for a
double-chamber pacemaker.

Dr. PHIBES. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Now, GAO found that it took 49 minutes of op-

erating room time to implant a single-chamber pacemaker, and 79
minutes of operating time to implant a dual-chamber pacemaker.
That would seem on the surface to indicate that we ought to pay
more for a dual implantation.

Do you think that that study is right, wrong-how do we recon-
cile that with your recommendation?

Dr. PHIBBS. Well, first, that study is several years old, and tech-
niques have again improved dramatically. The subclavian vein
technique has made it quicker and easier to do. Most of the people
doing these are not even skilled surgeons. They are cardiologists.
And in Albuquerque, they are charging $480 for any kind of im-
plantation today.

So that $500 is a generous fee when you compare it to what they
pay for major abdominal surgery or major cancer surgery. It is a
very generous fee, whatever they do, and it is a matter of minutes,
15 minutes plus or minus. It is a generous fee. I say that as an ex-
perienced employer of physicians, the head of a PC, the chief of
staff at a hospital. That is plenty of money.
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Chairman HEINZ. You are saying, I guess, that $500 would be an
adequate fee for this procedure. What does Medicare pay?

Dr. PHinBS. I was astounded to find they are paying $1,000 to
$2,000-$2,000 on their list that we looked at. And that is as much
as you pay to have your gall bladder taken out, which is a 1- to 3
hour major life-threatening procedure. It is more than a surgeon
gets for removing a cancerous breast. It is as much as an orthope-
dic surgeon gets for a hip repair, a prosthetic hip, which is the big-
gest thing they do.

It is something of a joke among doctors. They all say, gosh, they
set this back when it was a major thoracic surgery; now, it is a
very minor procedure, and they are still paying us all this money.

Chairman HEINZ. Can you explain why the Health Care Financ-
ing Administration would not look into that, talk to a few doc-
tors-maybe a lot of doctors-they have to do things-it takes
them a long time to do something simple-and make this same dis-
covery, that it does not take a long time to do a pacemaker oper-
ation. It is not the same as doing a radical mastectomy. Indeed,
maybe doctors really are overpaid.

If you can figure it out, why can't they figure it out?
Dr. PHIEBS. I think you just paraphrased it-you said it takes a

long time to do something simple, and that is true in certain quar-
ters.

Chairman HEINZ. If you had Carolyne Davis' job, what would you
do?

Dr. PuBes. I would change the fee schedule. I would get consul-
tation with some responsible people. It would take about a day-a
week, if you were dragging your feet-and I would have a new fee
schedule out.

Chairman HEINZ. Would you be run out of town by the medical
profession?

Dr. PHIBBS. No. The responsible elements know perfectly well
what is an adequate fee. I think the others have a certain sense of
guilt that would keep them quiet; I do not know.

Chairman HEINZ. Very well.
I must say, Dr. Phibbs, that you have the same gusto in your tes-

timony that you do obviously in your practice, and everything else,
as do all of our witnesses who have come a long way.

I see Mrs. DeHart has one last comment.
Mrs. DEHART. Yes, I do. I understand that the other people who

spoke here are discussing Medicare payments. I have never been
under Medicare care-

Chairman HEINZ. No; you certainly look nowhere close to 65.
Mrs. DEHART. These bills were paid by my husband's medical in-

surance, and I feel that this is an important part of it, too, because
everybody shares in the cost rise. When someone who is not on
Medicare suffers this many bouts of surgery, the fees, the rates go
up. And in addition to that, at this point in my life, I am still
young enough, I believe, that I could work, teach, do whatever I am
capable of doing within the limits of my physical capabilities, and
yet, what company would hire me? The insurance would be prohib-
itive to the company. I would not stand a chance of getting a full-
time job anywhere.

56- 05 -86-3
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Chairman HEINZ. Well, that point is well-taken. I guess about 90
percent of the implantations are paid for by Medicare; is that
about right, Dr. Phibbs?

Dr. PHIBBS. YES.
Chairman HEINZ. You are one of the 10 percent of the implanta-

tions. But your point about the cost of unnecessary surgery, the
cost of not properly diagnosing things, the cost of having to have a
second set of leads-all of those costs are borne by somebody; even
if it is paid for by Medicare, it is borne by the taxpayer, which is
you, by the way; you, if you are working; by Al Lewis, if he is work-

every time someone makes a mistake, somebody else neces-
sarily pays for it, even if the cost is being run through the Federal
Government; it is still a waste, it is still a threat to your life or to
Mr. Bliss' life or to Mrs. Fischer's. And I think that is really what
you have all been so valuable in describing here today.

Mrs. DEHART. I realize that this is not pertinent to the cost, but
it is not a very nice feeling to go to a swimming pool and have
people staring at your scars, which are visible unless you revert to
the 1928 style

Chairman HEINZ. They are not in yet, at least according to
Sports Illustrated.

Mrs. DEHART. Maybe a touch of vanity-I do not know about
that part-but it is all part of the whole picture. When you cut in a
place once, there is a scar. When you cut in that same place again,
the scar becomes terrible looking. My goodness, it is a dreadful-
looking thing. And then, of course, the lump underneath does not
help, either, for the pacemaker-I am glad to have it there, believe
me. I do not believe that my doctor made a mistake. I think he was
absolutely correct in stating that I needed it.

Chairman HEmNz. Clearly. You were victimized by leads, essen-
tially.

Mrs. DEHART. I believe that is absolutely correct.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, I want to thank all of you for your trav-

els. We are so deeply appreciative of your telling your stories,
which as I said at the outset, is not easy to do. It is nice of all of
you to do us that kind of public service.

Thank You.
I would like Mr. Casey and Mr. Spanioli of the FDA to be our

next panel. Then we will proceed to the FBI and GAO.
I understand that the FDA investigators are accompanied by Mr.

Donald Biers of the FDAA's Office of General Counsel.
Let me just say that the two gentlemen, Mr. Casey and Mr.

Spanioli, have been associated with the FDA's investigation at the
Cordis Corp. beginning in early December 1983.

Gentlemen, on behalf of the committee, I welcome both of you,
together with your counsel, and want to compliment you on your
investigative work. Prior to our questioning you, the FDA has
asked me to state that an investigation of the type conducted by
the agency at Cordis could ultimately result in a decision by FDA
to recommend to the Justice Department that legal action be
taken.

This committee, of course, does not in any way wish to interfere
in matters of that kind. Therefore, I would urge all present and
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any committee members that might decide to attend to refrainfrom asking these two witnesses for comment on potential legalramifications of the conditions they have observed at Cordis.
Also, I wish to make clear that Mr. Casey and Mr. Spanioli areappearing here today under subpoena issued by the chair of thiscommittee to answer questions relevant to the purpose of this hear-ing.
Gentlemen, would you mind please rising, stand, raise your righthands-do each of you swear or affirm to tell the truth, the wholetruth and nothing but the truth, so help you, God.
Mr. BIERs. I do.
Mr. SPANioLi. I do.
Mr. CASEY. I do.
Chairman HEINZ. Gentlemen, thank you. Let the record showthat all the witnesses responded in the affirmative.
Mr. Casey, your records show that the FDA investigation atCordis Corp. began on Saturday, December 3, 1983, 1 day after youroffice received a call from the company. What was that phone callabout?

STATEMENT OF JAMES CASEY, MIAMI, FL, SUPERVISORY INVES-
TIGATOR, MIAMI RESIDENT POST, FDA, ACCOMPANIED BY
VICTOR SPANIOLI, INVESTIGATOR, AND DONALD BIERS, COUN-
SEL
Mr. CASEY. Mr. Chairman, the phone call was concerning theCordis Corp. intended notification involving approximately 10,000pacemakers referred to as Gamma pacemakers, due to an earlybattery depletion problem.
Chairman HEINZ. And they had mailed that out as an urgentmedical device notification; is that correct?
Mr. CASEY. They were notifying us that they intended to mail itout, which is customary, and in this particular instance, the notifi-cation had already been printed, and it was mailed out the follow-ing Monday.
Chairman HEINZ. Now, does the fact that there was a notifica-tion of early battery depletion mean that the batteries in some ofthese pacemakers were going dead sooner than they should have?Mr. CASEY. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Spanioli, there are 34 pages of findingsthat you presented to the company in April 1984, and we have pro-vided you with copies. You state in finding number 46 1 that ap-proximately 6,327 pacemakers which incorporated cells with unpro-tected feedthroughs were distributed from November 1980 throughAugust 1983 "after the Gamma cell design was improved"-that

latter phrase is a quote.
Were all 6,327 of these pacemakers subject to the problem ofearly battery depletion, and if so, how many of these pacemakershave failed prematurely?
Mr. SPANIOLI. The entire population of Gamma pacers that hadunprotected feedthroughs as I described here were subject to thesame failure mechanism.

See appendix VI, p. 606.
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As to the number of these 6,327 that failed as a result of early
battery depletion, I do not have that information.

Chairman HEINz. I am advised that as of April 1, 1985, that the
company informed FDA that there were a total of 2,053 implanted
Gamma pacemakers containing these earlier batteries that failed
prematurely. Is that the information that you have?

Mr. SPANIoLI. That would include the pacemakers that were dis-
tributed prior to the modification being made in November 1980.
That would be correct as to the entire population of pacers.

Chairman HEINZ. In finding number 26 again, Mr. Spanioli, you
state, quote:

As of February 1984, there were a total of 270 expired patients that had Gamma
pacemakers subject to the December 1983, Gamma notification," and that, "Prior to
this inspection, no effort had been made to determine that the recognized pacemak-
er early battery depletion failure problem could have resulted in a patient death
that might have mistakenly been attributed to nonpacemaker-related causes be-
cause a physician had no reason to suspect early pacemaker failure.

Now, we had a witness a moment ago, Mr. Bliss, who discovered
that he was entirely dependent on the proper functioning of his
pacemaker. We had another witness from my own State, Mrs.
DeHart, whose experience was that she was, in fact, having failure
of the pacemaker leads.

Could you explain to us the meaning of your particular finding?
Mr. SPANIoLI. This was a perception that I raised with regard to

the possibility that despite the fact that the firm may not have re-
ceived any complaints or any reports with regard to a patient expi-
ration being associated with a pacemaker malfunction, it was my
judgment that there was sufficient cause to have the firm consider
the possibility that there may have been a cause-and-effect rela-
tionship.

Chairman HEINZ. So here, we have 270 patients that died. They
had pacemakers that everyone had reason to believe were not
working the way they should. And what you are saying is the com-
pany made no investigations of any of these 270 deaths to deter-
mine whether or not there was a mistake by the physician in the
cause of death; they did not do anything about that?

Mr. SPANioLi. That is correct, at the time of the inspection. Sub-
sequently, they looked into this further.

Chairman HEINZ. At that time, did the company have reason to
consider investigating these deaths? Did they have any data or
study findings pertaining to the battery problem that might have
prompted them to want to investigate these deaths?

Mr. SPANiou. Not based on the records that were made available
to me by the company. There was no indication that these deaths
may have been associated with pacer malfunctions.

Chairman HEINZ. Now, you use the term, "not based on the in-
formation that was made available to you at that time". Was there
other information?

Mr. SPANiom. I have not become aware of any other information.
Chairman HEINZ. It is my understanding that the company had

begun a study 2 in October 1980 involving 200 Gamma battery

2 See appendix VI, p. 575.
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cells. That study was terminated 2 years later, October 1982, andapparently, there was no written report of the study prepared bythe company. However, as a result of pacemaker failures in mid-1983 attributed to early battery failure or depletion, the data fromthis study was resurrected and evaluated. There was no explana-tion as to why the data from the 1982, 200-battery cell study wasnot evaluated until the middle of 1983.
And as I understand it, this is, I believe, an inspection report byyourself, Mr. Spanioli-is it not?
Mr. SPANIOLI. Yes, sir, it is.
Chairman HEINZ. And doesn't it say essentially what I just said?Mr. SPANioui. That is correct.
Chairman HEINZ. How does that square with your earlier state-ment that the company had no reason to investigate these deaths?
Mr. SPANIOLu. I was referring to the fact that, to my knowledge,the company had not received any complaints from physicians thatspecified that the pacers had malfunctioned. Based on my findings,

there was no reason to believe that those pacers had, in fact, mal-functioned. There was the potential for malfunction, and that was
my concern at the time of the inspection.

Chairman HEINZ. What about the internal documentation by thecompany?
Mr. SPANIOLI. I am sorry, I do not understand your-
Chairman HEINZ. Well, your point was, as I understand it, thatthe company had not received any external complaints from doc-tors that would have caused them to investigate. On the otherhand, they had already started investigating themselves.
Mr. SPANIOLI. That is correct.
Chairman HAINZ. And that is what I mean by internal informa-tion, internal documentation.
What they apparently found, and what you have confirmed, isthat there was a predicted mean time to failure extrapolated to 37degrees Centigrade, body temperature, which is 32 months. Thesepacemakers were in longer than that. A problem-no?
Mr. SPANiou. There are a couple of aspects. Specifically, withregard to the company's failure to follow up on the patient deaths,

one could make the argument, as I presented in my findings, thatthey had an obligation to pursue those deaths, even though theyhadyno reports of any adverse reactions or any connection with the
deaths and pacer malfunctions.

As far as the 200-cell study is concerned, that was a very signifi-cant observation, and
Chairman HEINZ. How long, according to the company, were thebatteries supposed to last?
Mr. SPANIou. They vary with the model type. On the average,they are designed to last between 7 to 11 or 12 years, depending onhow they are set.
Chairman HEINZ. And yet here, the mean time to failure was 32months, less than 3 years. Am I interpreting the information cor-rectly?
Mr. SPANioLi. This is based on a special study. It does not neces-sarily reflect performance at body temperature. This is a studythat involved 200 cells that were placed at different temperatures.

The data that was obtained and subsequently analyzed in mid-1983
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showed a correlation of the failures that they had at elevated tem-
peratures with a theoretical failure (mean time to failure) at body
temperature, which is what you stated, 32.1 months.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Casey, do you have any comment on this
particular situation?

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Chairman, maybe I can clarify it a little bit. The
fact of the matter is that if the 200-cell study had been evaluated
timely and properly by Cordis, I think their evaluation of the early
battery depletion problem could have been recognized much sooner
than before August 1983.

In regard to following up on expired patients, unfortunately, of-
tentimes, the pacemaker is buried with the patient. Therefore, it is
difficult to follow up on these. And I have to qualify this as an
opinion, sir, but I believe it is common practice throughout the
pacemaker industry not to follow up on patient expirations unless
they receive a report from the physician or hospital, or possibly,
their own salesman, as to some adverse consequence associated
with that death.

It is difficult to say that because of the 200-cell study, that they
should have followed up on all these patient deaths. To say that as
a matter of practice they should be concerned enough to follow up
on any patient death, I think that is a judgment value that the au-
dience can make themselves.

Chairman HEINZ. If you had been handed on October 3, 1980, the
study that we were just talking about, Mr. Spanioli and as a profes-
sional in the field charged with protecting public health and safety,
would you have done something based on that report if it had come
into your hands back on October 3 or 4, 1980?

Mr. CASEY. As a point of clarification, I believe that was when
the study was started. If we had been provided interim results that
showed adverse battery depletions based on that study, we would
have promptly begun an inspection.

Chairman HEINZ. Now, Mr. Casey, prior to your investigation,
FDA had received from an anonymous source an internal Cordis
report titled, "Special Audit: Gamma Battery Cell Depletions",
dated September 22, 1983.3 Do you have a copy of that?

Mr. CASEY. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Is this a copy of the Cordis report that FDA

received anonymously?
Mr. CASEY [perusing document]. Mr. Chairman, I do not believe it

is.
Mr. SPANIom. I do not believe it is, either; it is not.
Chairman HEINZ. Do you have one similar to it?
Mr. SPANiou. The copy that we have is the one that was ob-

tained from Cordis.
Chairman HEINZ. Did you not receive one anonymously before

you received one from Cordis?
Mr. CASEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we did. The primary difference is

that this one is annotated with margin comments and so forth, and
the one that the agency received was not.

Chairman HEINZ. But otherwise, they are identical?

3 See appendix VI, p. 575.
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Mr. CASEY. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. So you had the nonannotated version of this?
Mr. CASEY. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Anonymously. OK.
Briefly, what did it indicate?
Mr. CASEY. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I will refer this to Investiga-

tor Spanioli. He is more intimately familiar with it, and if I canhelp, I will be more than happy to.
Chairman HEINZ. All right, whoever; what does the report indi-

cate?
Mr. SPANioLi. The report basically summarized the problem withregard to premature battery depletions regarding Gamma pacers.As part of the firm's investigation, an audit of the battery manu-facturing plant was undertaken to try to determine what was caus-ing these failures, and the report summarizes the findings of thataudit.
Chairman HEINZ. And is it or is it not accurate that it summa-rizes that there had been 134 premature Gamma battery depletions

as of 9-22-83; that about 65 percent of the failures were from bat-tery lots manufactured over a 9-week period in mid-1980; and thatthere are many process anomalies in the suspect time frame to in-dicate an overall lack of control?
Mr. SPANiou. That is correct.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Casey, after you began your investigationin December 1983, did either of you ask the company for a copy ofthis report? I guess the answer is "Yes", is it not?
Mr. CASEY. That is correct.
Chairman HEINZ. What were you initially told by the company?
Mr. CASEY. We were initially told that all internal audit reports,as a matter of corporate practice, are destroyed.
Chairman HEINZ. They were destroyed. So this report that wehave a copy of was routinely destroyed, they said, by the company.Now, we are providing you with a copy of a document 4 dated

September 22, 1983. Is this the company's record of the destructionof the report?
Mr. CASEY. Yes, it is.
Chairman HEINZ. What did you tell the company after receivingthis, and how did they respond?
Mr. CASEY. We informed the company that we thought the spe-cial audit, internal audit report, was in our interpretation a follow-up to a device failure or a defective device, and therefore, that itshould not be destroyed and that we were entitled to see it.Chairman HEINZ. Did you tell the company that you would con-sider the failure to supply a copy of the report as an inspectional

refusal? 5
Mr. CASEY. Yes, we did.
Chairman HEINZ. Then what happened?
Mr. SPANioui. Subsequently, we did obtain a copy of the specialaudit report from the company.
Chairman HEINZ. The company gave it to you. They told youthey did not have it, that it had been destroyed, they proved to you

* See appendix VI, p. 598.
5 See appendix VI. p. 608.
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it had been destroyed; you said, "Sorry, that is not good enough; we
are going to cite you for an inspectional refusal"; and then they
provided it to you?

Mr. SPANIOLI. That is correct.
Chairman HEINZ. That is pretty clear. They lied, and then they

were proved to be a liar.
Mr. Casey, a document in the possession of the committee indi-

cates that a Cordis official informed you and Mr. Spanioli, in a
meeting in February 1984, that the company was considering a

policy to prevent audit reports on specific product failures from
being destroyed in the future.

Do you know if the company has adopted this policy since that
meeting?

Mr. CASEY. No, I do not.
For the record, I might add that within the past month, we have

requested a copy of the internal audit that they did, conducted as a
followup to our October-November comprehensive GMP inspection,
and they told us-we were informed-that we did not have the au-
thority to obtain a copy.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Spanioli, FDA records show that on De-

cember 3, 1983, you asked the company for any and all documents
pertaining to the formation of an internal Cordis task force that
had been established in the summer of 1983 to study the early fail-
ure problem with the Gamma battery. Is that correct?

Mr. SPANIOLI. Yes sir, it is.
Chairman HEINZ. Could you briefly tell us what happened as a

result of your request?
Mr. SPANIOLI. Later on, during the inspection in December of

1983, I received a one-page memorandum 6 dated August 19, 1983,
regarding the formation or the establishment of the task force.

Subsequently, I asked to see the task force memorandum at the
battery plant, this would have been in January of 1984. At that
time, I again was shown the same one-page task force assignment
memorandum with the August 19, 1983 date.

The following day, I was told that this memorandum had been
revised. The original memorandum, with the August 19, 1983 date,
was a two-page memorandum, and that was subsequently provid-
ed to me on that date, with an explanation of the circumstances
regarding the two different August 19, 1983 task force memoranda.

Chairman HEINZ. So you originally were provided with an al-
tered version of an original memorandum with an explanation as
to why you were provided with the wrong document.

Mr. SPANIOLij. Originally, I was provided with a one-page memo-
randum; that is correct.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, we are providing you with a copy of a
two-page memorandum dated August 19, 1983, and with a copy of a
one-page memorandum, bearing the same date, both entitled
"Gamma Cells and Gamma Pacers Task Force".

How does the original differ from the altered version of the
memo?

5 See appendix VI, p. 572.
7See appendix VI, p. 573.
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Mr. SPANIOLU. The original appears to include eight paragraphs,each of them are numbered, 1 through 8, that describe some of thebackground investigative work that the firm had undertaken withregard to the cause of their Gamma early battery depletion prob-lem.
The initial one-page version I received does not include thoseeight areas.
Chairman HEINZ. It is interesting, isn't it, that in the memoran-dum you were provided with first, the first paragraph appears tobe exactly the same, typed word-for-word, and then, it simply de-generates, the altered version, into some generalities; whereas theoriginal version, the one you did not get the first time, as you men-tioned, is quite specific, eight separate instances of a genuine prob-lem.
Take one of those problems, the average implant time to deple-tion is approximately 30 months. That is the battery we are talkingabout-30 months; the range is somewhere between zero and 35months. And this is on a product where, as you said earlier, theexpected battery life is between 7 and 11 years. And so it goes ondown through the list.
What reasons did the company officials give you for providingyou with an altered version that deleted the eight items of informa-tion concerning the battery problem?
Mr. SPANioui. The reason that was presented to me by the indi-vidual who prepared
Chairman HEINZ. Well, what was the initial reason they gaveyou?
Mr. SPANioLI. The initial reason-this was a documented expla-nation, a written explanation-for revising the memo was to moreclearly define the basis for the formation of the task force.Chairman HEINZ. Did anybody tell you anything else later aboutwhy there had been an altered memorandum?
Mr. SPANioui. In a subsequent conversation with a corporate offi-cer, I was informed that the reason was clear, that it was to mini-mize the examination of the investigation that Cordis had conduct-ed in trying to identify their battery problem.
Chairman HEINZ. What you are saying is if you got the originalmemorandum, they were afraid FDA would really look into thematter, and they did not want you to; is that what that reallymeans?
Mr. SPANIOLi. That would be correct.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Casey, FDA records show that in earlysummer of 1984, the FDA discovered a wiring defect problem in an-other group of Cordis pacemakers, certain models of the Lambda,Theta and Stanicor devices; is that correct?
Mr. CASEy. That is correct, sir. I believe it was a little bit beforethe summer.
Chairman HEINZ. Very well. Could you describe how this wiringproblem affected these pacemakers and how many of the deviceswere involved?
Mr. CASEY. The printed wiring board was subject to vaporswithin the pacemaker. As a result, the printed wiring board hadholes in it. As a result, the vapors would cause the board to sepa-rate, and therefore create a short. Insofar as a pacer-dependent pa-
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tient is concerned, this means that the pacer would go to a sudden,
no output, failure mode and the pacer would not operate, in certain
instances. The pacer-dependent patient would be at risk.

Chairman HEINZ. How many of those devices did you find the
company to have distributed?

Mr. CASEY. I believe they may have distributed-and please for-
give me for not being specific, but I cannot be at this time-some-
where between 30,000 and 37,000 pacemakers.

Chairman HEINZ. Has Cordis issued a recall on these pacemakers
and notified physicians of this problem?

Mr. CASEY. They have notified physicians of the problem on se-
lected models where both in-house testing or field failures have
been confirmed with the printed wiring board problem. The notifi-
cation involves approximately 28,000 pacemakers which we believe
may be implanted at this time.

Chairman HEINZ. Now, here are a large number of pacemakers.
You have just said that they could fail in the case of some of the
people who are dependent on pacemakers. That could be a fatality
in their case, if they were 100 percent dependent.

What were the physicians told to do with patients having these
pacemakers?

Mr. CASEY. For pacer-dependent patients, the physicians were ad-
vised in the notification issued in April of this year to prophylacti-
cally replace the pacer.

Chairman HEINZ. Finding No. 46 8 on this issue, Mr. Casey-and
we have provided you with a copy-appears to indicate that the
company corrected the wiring defect in September 1980, but failed
to rework those already in inventory and continued to sell them
until the summer of 1983.

Could you explain this and tell us the total number of pacemak-
ers involved in that?

Mr. CASEY. OK. The statement, Mr. Chairman, that you made is
true; however, I do not quite understand what you want me to ex-
plain about that action.

Chairman HEINZ. How many pacemakers were there?
Mr. CASEY. Approximately 2,200 pacemakers were shipped out

between September 1980, when they corrected the defect in the
printed wiring board, and the summer of 1983.

Chairman HEINZ. So it is a reasonable inference that the compa-
ny knew that they had these defective pacemakers, but shipped
them out, anyway; is that a reasonable inference?

Mr. CASEY. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Casey, as you know, Cordis maintains its

own pacemaker registry for keeping track of these devices. Has the
FDA determined whether there is full accountability in the Cordis
registry, and if not, can you give us an example or two where the
company's registry was incomplete?

Mr. CASEY. As a routine, whenever we do a medical device in-
spection, one of the first places we go is to the complaint files and
the return pacemaker files, where Cordis routinely tests any re-
turned pacemaker. The reason we do this is because our primary

8 See appendix VI, p. 606.
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concern, of course, is consumer protection, and we want to identifyany trends of failure in any particular model number or any par-ticular device which may impact adversely on the health of theuser population.
For a number of years, we have been routinely looking at thesecomplaint files, with the belief that they were fully accurate. Welearned later, through possibly poor communications on behalf ofCordis, or for whatever reason they may say, that there were com-plaints in the legal department concerning device failures thatwere not reported into the complaint file. There were approximate-

ly 57 of these complaints in the legal department identified as notbeing in the normal complaint files.
Chairman HEINZ. Is it also accurate that with respect to theLambda, Theta, and Stanicor recalls that according to Cordis, therewere more than 7,000 of those pacers that were not in the CordisMiami registry, while over 6,000 of those were distributed in for-eign country; nonetheless, 783 of the total were distributed in theUnited States, and that the reason that they were not in the Cordisregistry is because the physicians had not returned the registryforms to the company; is that correct?
Mr. CAS-. That is correct. That is my perception.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Spanioli, Cordis states that prior to theApril 1985 recall and notice on the Lambda/Theta/Stanicor pace-makers, the company informed physicians of a potential problem intheir product updates. In a June 1984 meeting 9 with company offi-cials, however, you and Mr. Casey expressed concern over the prod-uct update that was sent to physicians in April 1984.
What was that concern about?
Mr. SpAxiom. As has just been described, the Lambda pacers hadbeen identified to have a potential printed wiring board failuremechanism that would result potentially in a sudden no-output sit-uation.
The concern that we expressed to the company at that time wasthat if indeed this was a potential problem, we could not under-stand why they would not continue to relate the failure mechanism

to physicians in their product update letters that they mailed tophysicians.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Casey, FDA finding No. 22 '°-and we havegiven you a copy-states that, quote, "Complaints pertaining toany hazard to safety are not immediately reviewed, evaluated, andinvestigated, nor are they maintained"-this is by Cordis-in a sep-arate portion of the complaint file.
Could you give us an example or two of this deficiency, and hasthe company corrected this problem to the satisfaction of the FDA?Mr. CASEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman; I will be glad to. If you will allowme, I would like to comment on the last item concerning productupdates, that was just discussed.
Chairman HEINZ. BY all means.
Mr. CASEY. We pointed out to Cordis that even though they hadomitted the sudden no-output failure mode from the April 1984

product update, that we certainly did not feel that the product up-

9 See appendix VI, p. 650.
I See appendix VI, p. 603.
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dates were an adequate mechanism to notify physicians of a signifi-
cant health problem.

In regard to your question concerning complaints, and to give a
couple of examples, there was one complaint that concerned a
Model 334A pacer that had a rate decrease and also was reported
to be a runaway pacer at 160 to 170 pulses per minute. The pacer
was explanted on October 18, 1983, and returned to Cordis on No-
vember 1, 1983. The pacer was analyzed by Cordis on November 16,
1983, with the conclusion that the pacer failed due to early battery
depletion. A health hazard assessment in this instance was not ini-
tiated until December 16, 1983, after this particular complaint was
brought to the attention of management at Cordis.

Chairman HEINZ. And it was FDA that brought that to Cordis'
attention; is that right?

Mr. CASEY. Pardon, sir?
Chairman HEINZ. Did FDA bring that particular situation to

Cordis' attention?
Mr. CASEY. Yes; we did.
Chairman HEINZ. Not the other way around.
Mr. CASEY. Correct.
Chairman HEINZ. There are other findings-No. 24 '-would

you summarize No. 24 for us?
Mr. CASEY. This concerned a pacer-dependent patient who had a

failure in her pacer on December 25, 1983. We found out about
this, I believe, in February, and even though the sales representa-
tive for Cordis had physically picked up that particular pacer after
explantation, on December 26, it was not returned to Cordis for
testing or evaluation until February 6, 1984.

Chairman HEINZ. So, that is 5 or 6 weeks later, and that pacer
failure resulted in cardiac arrest of that patient; is that right?

Mr. CASEY. Yes, sir; I believe that is the case.
Chairman HEINZ. All right. Well, gentlemen, you have been ex-

tremely helpful. I think what we have learned here is that it is pos-
sible to have many significant problems, as good and necessary as
pacemakers can be, should be, and often are for patients, nonethe-
less, you have documented, I think, the need for a good deal more
effort on our part. By effort on our part, I mean your agency, FDA,
which is charged by us with maintaining the pacemaker registry.
There is no doubt in my mind-I am not going to put you on the
spot and ask you what you think on that-but the Commissioner of
FDA has testified as to the need for the pacemaker registry and for
a number of other improvements as well.

You have given us really a case history of how something can go
wrong, and it has been very instructive. I commend you for your
professionalism, for your patience, for your painstaking care, not
just here but in your everyday work. You, clearly, spent an enor-
mous amount of time trying to get to the bottom of the facts and
circumstances regarding this case. You have done it in the interest
of protecting the public health, and I think we are all grateful to
you. And we particularly appreciate your time and effort here
today. You could have been working on something else if you had

"See appendix VI, p. 604.
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not been here. But, hopefully, this will make your jobs easier in the
future, and make it not only easier but more effective.

So, I thank you, all three of you, for being here. Thank you very
much.

Chairman HmNz. Our next witness will be Dr. Weldon of CordisCorporation.
Dr. Weldon, while you are arranging yourself there, let me say Iwant to thank you for being here today to share with us your com-

pany's response to the findings of the FDA investigation of Cordisthat began in December 1983.
May I say that I do not believe that the kinds of problems anddeficiencies which the FDA found at Cordis are limited to your

company alone; but wherever and whenever these problems exist,
they are a matter of grave concern, I suspect to you, but certainly,
to us; they have to be addressed, preferably, by internal company
management. But if not, then, as everybody understands, it isthrough the efforts of the appropriate regulatory agencies. And welook forward to learning and understanding how your company hasresponded to the FDA findings.

Would you please stand and raise your right hand? Do you swearto tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, sohelp you, God?
Dr. WELDON. I do.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you.
Let the record show that the witness responded in the affirma-

tive.
Your prepared testimony, Dr. Weldon, has been received and wiil

be made a part of the record. In the interest of saving time, howev-
er, you certainly can summarize your testimony if you would liketo. So, please feel free to proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN R. WELDON, PH.D., PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CORDIS CORP., MIAMI, FL

Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir; In the interest of time, I will summarize
that testimony.

As you stated, I am Norman R. Weldon, president of Cordis Corp.With me today are Dr. Patricia Kelsch Woolf and Harold Hershen-
son. Dr. Woolf is a Cordis director and the chairperson of our Qual-ity Committee. Dr. Woolf is also a member of the faculty of Prince-
ton University with an academic specialty in biomedical ethics. Mr.Hershenson is executive vice president of Cordis Corp. and is theprincipal quality official of the company.

We are here to comment upon the Cordis response to a longseries of FDA investigations, to offer our thoughts on the national
pacemaker registry, and to attempt to answer any questions whichthe committee may have.

I have given your staff the written response, which you acknowl-
edged, and which is too lengthy to present in my allotted time. Butlet me begin this testimony by assuring you that Cordis shares
your interest in advancing the health care of all our citizens. Overthe past 26 years, Cordis Corp. has made a series of major technicalcontributions to medical science. Few companies, regardless of size,
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can approach our record of continuous, prolific medical achieve-
ments.

We are equally proud of our reputation for ethical business and
marketing practices. The record clearly shows that Cordis has
never compromised ethical standards, even when our policy has
cost us customers and market share.

But I suspect that we were invited here not because of our vir-
tues and many accomplishments, but because of two design errors
which occurred in 1975 and 1979, which have led to less than opti-
mal performance in certain pacemaker models sold by the compa-
ny.

In both cases, product performance was adversely affected sever-
al years after the date of sale, by factors that were both unknown
and unknowable at the time the designs were completed and re-
viewed.

Unknowable problems will always be a major concern for those
of us who use technology to serve the medical needs of our citizens.
But I can assure you that we at Cordis place the safety of the
public and of patients at the very top of our priority. We employ
exceptionally well-qualified scientists, engineers and technicians,
and we provide them with the finest tools to do their jobs.

And I can also assure you that all Cordis employees are working
as hard and as smart as we know how to produce products of the
highest possible quality.

In addition, both senior management and the Cordis board of di-
rectors are totally committed to patient safety and product quality.

In addition to our goals and intentions, I am certain that you are
interested in some of the actions that we have taken in response to
these problems.

First, our board of directors has established a quality committee,
authorized to hire its own independent quality auditor, to perform
quarterly reviews and to make reports directly to the board of di-
rectors. I consider this an innovation which will eventually be
adopted by many health care companies.

Second, Cordis has retained two internationally known consult-
ants to help our management team attain world-class quality
standards in areas where Cordis has not previously been a leader.

Third, the company has upgraded, restaffed and redocumented
two operating areas which were extensively examined by the FDA.

Fourth, with leadership from our board of directors, we are more
seriously considering the FDA's perspective in problems, and at-
tempting to resolve all of the outstanding issues cooperatively and
not confrontationally.

And fifth, we have launched major corporate and divisional pro-
grams to emphasize excellence in every job at every level through-
out the company. Our management team has a threefold motiva-
tion to do a more effective job.

First, we have a very strong concern for the patients who use our
products.

Second, we have a sense of pride that our products must be supe-
rior to all others made anywhere in the world.

And third, producing products of the highest possible quality is
also consistent with our own economic self-interest.
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Next, we would like to briefly share our experience and thoughtsabout the pacer registry.
Cordis maintains its own pacer registry as a quality safeguardand to comply with medical device legislation. Five people and amoderate amount of computer time are required to follow ourshare, perhaps 17 percent of the pacers sold in the United States.The information gained from the registry and from the products re-turned from the field is very important in operating our business.A national registry would be expensive for U.S. taxpayers, butwould be very useful to protect the health of pacer patients.But we do have two concerns. Even though the Commissioner ofthe FDA was reticent to say so, a national registry is impossiblewithout adequate staffing and funding, and I am not certain thatproper staffing and funding is now available.

Second, two of the objectives of Congress-namely, policing of themanufacturers' warranties and prompt reporting of pacemaker de-fects-have already been addressed by legislative changes thatwere made in the interim from the time that the national pace-maker registry was proposed to the present.
In summary, the national pacemaker registry is a good idea, butit might not give as much benefit for the dollars expended as wasoriginally anticipated.
Thank you very much for this opportunity to express our views.We will try to answer any questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Weldon follows:]
[The oral testimony resumes on p. 88.]
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Norman R. Weldon
President and Chief Executive Officer

Cordis Corporation

Testimony Before
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

Washington, D.C.

MIy 10, 1985

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Norman R. Weldon. For the

put six years, I have served ts President of Cordis Corporation in Miami, Plorida.

Prior to my association with Cordis, I was active in the early development of

hybrid microcircuitry. I worked with a team that designdi and manufactured

miniature, high-reliability electronic circuits for the medical electronics industry and

for other high-technology firms. I am also familiar, indirectly, with many of the

issues facing this committee. My wife serves as the volunteer chairman of the

Area Agency on Aging Committee of Dade and Monroe Counties, an organization

that serves the mote than 350,000 elderly in Florida's two southern-most counties.

I am here today at this committee's invitation to discuss two general topics: First,

the Company's response to the FDA's inspections and investigation; second, my

thoughts and views on the National Pacemaker Registry. Before responding

specifically to these issues. I want first to provide committee members some

insights into Cordis. Doing so should help place my formal opening remarks, as well

as my answers to individual questions, in an appropriate context.
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Cordis Corporation was founded in 1959 by Wmi P. Murphy, Jr., M.D, a physician
and engineer sod the son of one of America's first Nobel laureates in medicine.
Throughout its 26-year history, the Company has focused upon the application of
innovative technologies to patient care. Cordis was an early participant in both
the anglographic and heart pacer industries; today, the Company is one of the top
three firms in the world in these two fields. Out annual revenues are
approximately f200 million and we employ some 3000 individuals in the U.S. and
Europe.

Dr. Murphy and Cordis have been partly or solely responsible for a number of major
innovations in medical care. These include the following

The first angiographic injector 
1961

The first physiologically responsive pacer 1962
The leading implantable valve for treating hydrocephalus 1965
The first torque-controtiablc disposable angiographic catheters 1966
The first hollow fiber kidney dialyzers 1970
The first non-invasively programmable pacers 1972
The first totally implantable neural stimulators 1975
The first microproc essor-controlled dual-chamber pacer 1980

However immodest this observation might appear, I would point out to the
committee that few other companies, of whatever size, can match this record.
These innovations, individually and collectively, have helped shape the face and
character of medicine and health care, resulting in numerous benefits to patients,
especially elderly patients, throughout the world. Cordis has been successful
because, from the start, its board and management have had both the foresight and
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the resolve to position the Company for technological leadership. We have invested

heavily in research and development-even when doing to dcearly was not in the

best short-term interest of shareholders. In recent years, for example, spen-ing on

R&D bha averaged some 13 percent of sales, ranking Cordis at the forefront of the

industry and near the top for all U.S. publicly held companies.

I trust that members of this committee appreciate thc enormous financial risks

posed by such heavy investments in RED. In fact, in today's medical marketplace,

influenced as it is by prospective payment and increased competition. companies

simply cannot afford as large a commitment to new product development as in the

put. Cordis, in fact, is in tht process of cutting back its rate of erpenditures to

some 10 percent of sales.

Another risk inherent in Cordis' approach is technological. The simple fact is that

whenever the state-of-the-art is being advanced in either materials science or

electronics, unforeseen problems sometimes occur. Such difficulties should be

viewed in perspective, however. In the case of paces, for cxample, technical

problems may increase risks for ome patients, and every reasonable effort must be

taken to prevent them. Even so. these same devices provide a far greater number

of individuals a far higher quality life than they previously enjoyed. Many pacer

patients, in fact, return rapidly to the workforce, making cardiac pacing one of the

most medically effective and cost-effective therapies.

Also, according to most medical cperts, very few pacer problems pose serious

health risks for patients. Most such problems are relatively easy to detect and to

deal with. Manufacturers' records indicate which pacers are implanted in which

patient Should a product problem occur, the manufacturer, in cooperation with
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the FDA. alerts individual physicians and recommends specific actions. More often

than not the recommendation Calls for increased monitoring of the suspect device.

Seldom does a problem result in loss of pacing without warning or, more seriously,

runaway rates or eztra beats. Moreover, should pacing assistance be completely

lost, most patients enjoy sufficient intrinsic beset activity that they are not placed

in life-hteateing situations. Acknowledging this fact, of course, does not minimist

the problem, nor does it Ilssen the need for vigilance throughout a product's life

cycle.

Many companies, including some major competitors, operate under a philosophy that

is different from Cordis'-sad they do so rather successfully. Tbeir strategy is to

minimize technological risks and to maximize marketing muscle. Committee members

should consider the question of which of these approaches-technological innovation

or marketing aggressiveneas-best serves the long-term medical and health-care

interests of the American people.

Also, in September 1982, this committee conducted hearings on fraud, waste, and

abuse in the pacemaker industry. Much of the testimony concerned abusive

marketing practices. As a relative newcomer to Cordis at the time, I was proud of

the Company' record. No criticism was directed at Cordia. Expressing a viewpoint

shared by many, a leading security analyst wrote at that time, ".-at the same time

as much of the rest of the pacemaker industry labors under the cloud of a federal

investigation into sales practices and pacemaker utilization generally, Cordis is

armed with a spotless marketing reputation." I can assure you that the Company

continues to both preach and practice adherence to the same ethical marketing axi

business practices that have guided it during the past 26 years.
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CORDIS AND THE FDA

During the early 1970r, Cotdis management opposed Increased regulation of the

medical device Industry. In 1974, when certain of Cordia' first generation of

programmable pacets failed to achieve their projected reliability, the Company

became one of the principal case studies for the passage of the Medical Device

Amendments of 1976. Today, led by a new management team, Cordis supports the

aims of device regulation and encourages cooperation with the FDA.

Following the long and costly confrontation between Cordis and the FDA in ehe

mid-1970s, a constructive atmosphere prevailed for nearly a decade. During this

period Cordis significantly improved its quality systems, regained the confidence of

the medical community, and developed a new generation of devices that dramatically

improved the quality of life for thousands of elderly persons.

From 1975 until Late 1953, the relationship between the FDA and Cordis was, in my

opinion, professional and cooperative. Cordis was inspected regularly by the FDA

and, starting in April 1982, the agency has been informed regularly of the field

performance of our products through semi-annual updates, which are mailed to

approximately 15,000 physicians worldwide. FDA inspections, between 1975 and late

1983, were relatively brief and resulted in modest numbers of suggestions for

improvements, which Cordis management promptly addressed.

During 1983, with gains from the Company's technologically advanced dual-chamber

pacers, Cordis' sales soared. Companies with older technology, and competitors

whose integrity had been questioned in hearings before this committee, did less

well. During the second half of 1983, however, some Cordis pacer batteries
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manufactured prior to October 1980 began to exhibit early depletion. The cause of

the problem was determined in late November 1983, and the FDA and physicians

were notified during the first week of December. Concurrent with the notification,

the FDA initiated an inspection of the Company.

During the next four months, the inspection continued in a manner consistent with

the detailed. tenacious thoroughness which the public expects, snd has a right to

expect. from the FDA. But then the tone appeared to change. Part of the

reason, undoubtedly, related to receipt by FDA, a: approxunately that time, of

stolen Company internal quality audits ad engineering reports. Such reports are a

normal and fundamental part of the Company operation, but they are also purposely

self-critical. They point out problems, or possible problems, in early stages of

di=ni, development ad mariuufacure. it is, in iact, on the basis of such

information that companies axe able to make refinements, changes, and improvements

in subsequent products or subsequent generations of the same product. It is

standard industry practice not to share such internal documents with the FDA or

with any other regulatory agency. Doing so doubtless would result in the reports

becoming less candid, negating their usefulness. It is precisely because engineers

and internal auditors feel unconstrained in their freedom to make such observations

that the reports make valuable contributions to the production of high-quality

medical devices. Neverthelas, what made the reports so damaging in this instance

was that the thief apparently presented them in such a way to allege that Cordis

management had made decisions inconsistent with protecting public health and

safety. These allegations, although totally without merit, resulted in a variety of

well-publicized actions and accusations that reflected negatively On the Company

and on the ordcrly functioning of the regulatory process. Several months elapsed

before inspections of the Company resumed a constructive focus and manner.
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In September 1984, a team of six FDA inspector# began a thorough review of

Cordis' manafacturing and engineering documentation, its operating discipline and its

practices and procedures. Lasting through November and extremely detailed in its

focus, the redirected inspection addressed Cordis' compliance with the FDA's Good

Manufacturing Practices. The resultant report outlined several areas that needed

management's attention. It also indicated that most problems were confined to two

manufacturing units. Other operations were, as they continue to be, in relatively

good compliance.

INSPECTION OBSERVATIONS

Typically, a company can expect to receive two criticisms (or observations, in FDA

parlance) per inspector for each day worked. For example, if an inspection lasts

one man-week, a company can expect ten observations; ten man-weeks, 100

observations, etc. Since December 1983, FDA inspections of Cordis have consumed

more than an estimated 50 man-wreeks. They also have resulted in 432 observations.

I know of no other company that has been as thoroughly reviewed.

One of the FDA's general concerns relates to the Company's adherence to its own

specifications. Let me attempt to place this issue in context. As part of its

manufacturing practices, and as is common in the electronics industry where I

gained my experience, Cordis established stricter specifications for components "an

work-in-process than was needed for the final products. Known as 'guardbanding,"

the practice is designed to assure that finished products always meet or exceed

specifications and to direct management's attention to "near miss' situations.

However, because guardbanding standards ate more strict, the practice also results

in the use of components that earlier had not met the higher guardband
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specificatioms. The concept of guardbanding WAS not anticipated by GMPs and was
unfamiliar to FDA inpectors. Consequently it led to needless and totally
unjustified criticism of the Company. Nevertheless, to avoid a similar problem in
the future, Cordis has changed its practice to conform to regularory expectations.

I would also Like to call the committee's attention to a letter from a Cordig

suppliet to Mr. John VUllforth, director of the FDA's Center for Devices and
Radiological Health (Exhibit A). The letter, which was neither solicited nor
encouraged by the Company, reads in pat, 'In our opinion, the Cordis specifications
for electronics are the most demanding of any implantable electronics we
manufacture.e IThe Company's reliability requirements] add significantly to uzdt
cost, which over the years, Cordis has been willing to accept to insure that they
receive the quality product that they deiand."

The go-called charity pacers provide another perspective on the specifications issue.
As one of the FDA's regulatory actions, Cordis was required to write letters to
monitoring physicians about minor out-of-specification conditions of 30 pacers that
the Company had earlier donated for use in indigent patients. This action made it
appear that Cordis gave away or, worse yet, sold defective or substandard units-
placing, it might appear, a reduced value on the lives and safety of indigent
patients. In fact, the devices in question were both safe and effective; they simply
did not meet Cordis' own exacting specifications. For example, whereas the
Company might specify a rate range of 68-7Z beats per minute for a given model
pacer, the donated pacer could have been known to function at 67.9 or 72.1 beats
per minute. In other instances a donated device might have surpused its use-
before-date yet still offer many years of useful life. In each case, Cordis alerted
the physician to the specific out-of-specification or out-of-date condition To my
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knowledge, there has not been a single report of a problem associated with any of

these charity units. Nevertheless, the Company now conforms to the FDA policy in

letter and in spirit All nonconforming product is destroyed. It might also interest

members of this committee that Cordis did not treat the donated units as

'charitable contributions" for tax purposes. The Company's only interest was to

provided needed help for patients who otherwise might not have received it.

I would also like to emphasize for the record, Cordis' prompt action of informing

both customers and the FDA of potential product problems. In the cast of Gamma

pacers, Cordis voluntarily notified the FDA on December 2, 1983, and physicians on

December 5. within days after extensive testing revealed the source of the problem.

The Company's first warning on the Lambda/Theta series pacers was issued by way

of a Product Update in April 1982, with additional updates to both the PDA and

physicians every six months thereafter.

Several additional observations are germane to the Gamma and Lambda/Theta

notifications. One is the fact that Lambda and Theta series pacers were introduced

to the market in late 1975. almost a decade ago. The first Gamma units were

marketed in November 1979. In each instance, the problems that concern us today

had their origin in the earliest models of these devices. Moreover, having joined

Cordis in mid-1979, I can assute you that considerable progress has been made on

virtually every front since then, It is also worth noting that many of the original

Lambda units continue to function with high reliability after more than 8 years of

service. In fact, overall, Lambda and Theta series pacers have achieved excellent

performance relative to longevity and reliability (Exhibit B).
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I would also Like to call to the attention of members of this committee an
important fact concermng Cordis' pacer battery. Even given all past notifications

of Gamma units and allowing for continued improvements in battery manufacturing

operations. the only ongoing study of industry pacer power sources confirms that
Cordisa battery outperforms all other lithiu power sources (Exhibit C. In fact,

the only power souzce that surpasses Cordis' lithium battery is the Company's
nuclear battery, which is no longer produced. The Company stands totally behind

the efficacy and reliability of its lith;um battery.

Another of the FDA's concerns was that the Company had made product changes
without first securing the agency's approval. The preamble to the 31O(k) regulations

indicates that a manufacturer is the "person best qualified' to decide which changes
could significantly affect the safety or effectiveness of a device and that a 31O(k)

is not required for "every change in design, material, chemical composition, energy
source or manufacturing process ... ". Also, in the past, FDA officials speaking at

trade meetings discouraged the submission of 51O(k~s for minor changes.
Consequently, and in the absence of definitive guidelines, Cordis has used its best
judgment in submitting 10,(k)s. Nevertheless, the Company is now taking into

account and complying with the more stringent current policy in decisions regarding

product changes.

CORDIS RESPONSES

It is important that members of the committee not read into my testimony that I or
the Company view the FDA observations as without merit. That clearly is not the
case. In fact, many of the observations deal with essential elements of our
operations. Moreover, I can state categorically, that in response to these

observations the Company has taken, or is in the process of taking, a series of
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actions designed to implement improvements and to further asure product quality.

Pot eample;

The Cordis Board of Directors recently implemented two basic modifications in the

management of the Company's product assurance system. First, it his established a

standing board committee on quality. Second, the board has authorized the hiring

of an independent quality auditor to perform quarterly reviews at both the division

and corporate levels. Reporting to the quality committee, that individual will

perform a function analogous to that of the independent financial auditor.

Another change involves the appointment of two GMP consultants. One is William

W. Hines, Ph.D., a Georgis Institute of Technology professor, who, as a member of

an FDA advisory panel, helped write the device GMPs. The other is Bernard T.

Loftus, a retired FDA official who helped write the drug GMPs and who was

responsible for their interpretation and enforcement. These consultants have been

reviewing the Company's operations and acting in an advisory capacity to Cotdis

management and the board of directors.

The Company also has launched major new corporate and divisional programs in

pursuit of excellence. Involving product design and specifications, purchased

material, process capability and control, and manufacturing and training. the

programs will set the stage for furthet advances in product quality and reliability.

All levels of the Company art involved in one or another of the programs.

The Company's battery operation has been completely tedocumented, as reported in

specific responses to FDA 4B3 reports. A Battery Manufacturing Task Force has

completed a detailed manufacturing review to assure the implementation of all
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necessary changes identified by the FDA and by Coedis' outside and inside auditors.

ln addition, the tads force has reviewed every activity, station-byastation. to

identify any other opportunities for improvements In the battery manufacturing area.

In the sterilization area, Cordis has engaged the services of an expert in designing,

building and validating ethylene oxide sterilization equipment. Although confident

that all products have been sterilized effectively, the Company neverthdeless has

made major policy. practice an equipment changes designed to enhance sterility

assurance and to follow the most recent scientific findings concerning sterility

control.

An even more important change, perhaps, concerns the ongoing relationship between

Cordis and the FDA. It continues to improve. Both sides, it appears to me, se

now focused on ensuring that Cordis is optimally positioned to design and produce

products of the highest possible quality and safety. For Cordis' pat, nothing is

more important, managerially or financially, than answering the FDA's immediate

concerns and restoring the agency's confidence in the Cordis quality system.

Let me assure members of the committee that we, the Cordis board and

management, regret the circumstances which have brought us here today. We care

very deeply about or customers and our reputation. We intend to allow noding to

stand in the way of out achieving a still higher level of product quality and

reliability. Doing so will serve the best interests of our employees. our customers

and the American public.
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THE NATIONAL PACEMAKER REGISTRY

Mr. Chairman, I will now focus my attention on the Notional Pacemaker Registry.

As the president of a company that is a major supplier of pacemakers. I currently

have available to me four sources of information about the field performance of

our products. The first and most important of these is our own pacer registry.

The Company attempts to track each pacer sold. We slso try to retrieve each

device after it is replaced or the patient expires. Based upon our own analysis, we

believe that the registry is highly accurate for the first three years of pacer

service, very useful from three to five years, and only marginally useful beyond

that. The registry provides Cordis an excellent "beat case' continuing meuure of

field performance.

Our second most important source of information relates to in-vitro test samples.

Bach week the Company randomly selects pacers from production and places them in

bottles of salt water kept at body temperature. The pacers are adjusted to a

pacing rate of 70 beats per minute and operated continuously until their batteries

are depleted. The performance of these pacers is measured and recorded monthly.

In addition, physicians return to the Company pacers which have been electively

removed for various reasons. We also operate these field returns under identical

conditions and measure their performance. These test samples give us an excellent

oworst case continuig measure of field performance. The information becomes

progressively more useful as pacer models age and as the sample sizt is augmented

by field return devices. Bfy monitoring both in-vitro and pacer registry data

monthly, Cordis management has an accurate representation of the performance of

the Company's pacers. I would also point out to members of this committee that

both the in-vitro and registry data are made available to the FDA.
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A third source of data is the continuing study of pacer performance at six major

pacing centers by Bilitch et L1. This study was initially funded by the FDA and, in

my judgment. represented an excellent investment. Cordis uses the Bilitch data to

check against our own ttgistry aod to compare the performance of both our pacers

and battery system (LiCuS) against those of other manufacturers. (A portion of the

most recent Bilitch data appears as Exhibits B and C.)

The fourth source of data is the Stimarec Bulletin published by Dr. Welti in France.

Stimarcc provides useful anecdotal information but does not attempt to achieve

statistical validity.

Given the above information sources, the National Pacer Registry would replace the

Bilitch data and, if a way can be found to encourage hospitals and physicians to

cooperatt, would offer excellent statistical validity. A well-developed and well-

accepted National Registry would become a primary source of data for short-term

and medium-tertm performance. It might also be preferred to the Company's in-vitro

test data as a source of long-term performance data.

Cordis Corporation supports the National Pacemaker Registry as provided for in

Section 2304 of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1954. However, we have a related

concern. The FDA is a very major and very necessary regulatory agency. It must

function efficiently and it must keep pact with the demands of both the public

and thost of us who are constantly applying new technologies to human needs.
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Ai a citizen and a president of a health-cate company, I am very concerned about

the staffing, funding and work load of FDA. The problem, doubtless, is no less

acute for the Heuith Care Financing Administration, but I personally am not as

familiar with that agency as with the FDA. During the past six years, I have seen

change after change place greater work loads on the FDA. Some of these changes

have come via legislation, i.c., Pre-Market Approval, while others have resulted

from congressional oversight and pressure. An example of the latter would be the

demand that the FDA now require documentation for minor changes previously made

by companies without specific FDA study and review.

Another factor that should be considered is that two of the original and principal

motivations behind the National Registry no longer exist. First, a cleat

Congressional intent was that the registry would police manufacturers warranties

and, as a result, help to reduce medical costs. Two years ago hospitals were not

diligent in pursuing warranty credits. However, with the introduction of prospective

payment, that situation has significantly changed. Hospitals have almost universally

switched from policies of lethargic neglect to determined insistence on receiving

warranty credits. The other obvious tole envisioned for the registry was to provide

an early warning alert on potential problem devices. The Mandatory Device

Reporting requirements accomplish much the same thing. Therefore, to the ertrnt

that you as public representatives wanted the registry to police warranties or to

provide ao early warning alert, other lcgislation has already accomplished those

ends.

In summary, the National Pacemaker Registry is desirable and would be useful. It

is also time-consuming and expensive. This committee should understand that a

shift in FDA manpower and budget to the National Registry could result in less

effective regulation and a reduction in services to the public. If resources are

available, charge ahead. But, if not, I respectfully suggest that you consider the

opportunity costs of redirecting the already limited resources that the FDA has at

its disposal.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committte for this opportunity.
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John C. Villforth, Director
(H F X -1) Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Department of Health a' Human Services
Public Health Service Food & Drug Administration
Rockville. Maryland 20857

Dear Mr. Villforth:

Since 1970. the Microelectronics group at Raytheon Company,Quincy Massachusetts, has been involved in suppling hybrid micro
circuits for use in inplantable devices; primarily in pacemakers
but also for such devices as neurostimulators. defibrilators and
bone growth stimulators. Wie initially were drawn into this business
because of our experience with configuration controls and traceability
methods in making hi-rel micro circuits for satalite and missile
applications. Infifteen years, we have manufactured over 50 thousand
circuits for use in in-vivo applications for a dozen different
companies.

For the past seven years, one of our customers has been CordisCorporation of Miami, Florida. Recently I have read considerable
negative publicity concerning the reliability of Cordis' product.
It may be worthwhile for you to know how we,,- as a supplier of
electronics, view the Cordis Corporation. In our opinion, the Cordisspecifications for electronics- are the most demanding of anyinplantable electronics we manufacture. In addition to the
specifications, Cordis has developed the necessary systems and
procedures to guarantee compliance to their specifications.

For one example, Cordis was a leader of the "burn-to-zero"
concept. Because of our military experience, Raytheon was veryfamilar with PDA (percent defective allowable) requirements butwhen Cordis came up in the late 1970's with the idea that even a5% unidentified fall out was more than they would accept and that
before accepting any product a vendor had to demonstrate that aproduction lot must pass accelerated burn-in requirements with 'Zero"
defects, there was question on our part as to whether this requirement
could ever be met. In the last four years, all of the Cordis product
shipped by Raytheon Company was subject to this burn-to-zero require-
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rent and we now try and sell this concept for other hi-rel military
applications.

I must stress that we only supply the electronics to the pacer
industry and to Cordis, but I find it difficult to imagine that
Cordis would apply such rigorous quality standards on the electronics
and not to all of the other components used in their systems. The
reliability requirements of the Cordis specifications, like all
reliability requirements, add significantly to the unit cost. which
over the years, Cordis has been willing to accept, to insure that
they receive the quality product that they demand.

If our opinion is of any interest to you and you would like
to pursue it, I would be glad to come to Washington to discuss it
further with you or your staff.

Very truly yours,

RAYTHEON COMPANY
Industrial Componenps Operation

Thomas B. Gillis
Operations Manager
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Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Weldon, I commend you on your very well-
prepared statement, both the one you have just given and the one
that you provided to the committee.

You stated in your prepared remarks that in response to the
FDA investigation, Cordis has taken or is in the process of taking
"a series of actions designed to implement improvements and to
further assure product quality."

It is obvious from your written responses to FDA that you have
made improvements in your operations.

Dr. WELDON. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. But what specifically are you in the process of

accomplishing right now, at this time?
Dr. WELDON. We have made a series of improvements, and we

have asked the FDA, I believe on April 15, to come in and check
our progress.

We would not have made such a request without already using
our outside consultants to ensure that we have met the FDA's con-
cerns. But I will not consider our job finished until we have actual-
ly satisfied the two gentlemen that appeared before you earlier
today.

Chairman HEINZ. Is there a specific area, though, which you
really want to make more improvement in?

Dr. WELDON. The two areas which were of major concern both to
myself and our management team, as well as to the FDA, was our
battery manufacturing operation and the sterilization facility
within the company.

The bulk of the criticisms we received were in those areas, and
the majority of our attention in achieving improvements has been
focused on those two departments.

Chairman HEINZ. Dr. Weldon, you have stated that since Decem-
ber 1983, the FDA has presented 432 so-called observations con-
cerning the problems and deficiencies in Cordis operations.

Dr. WELDON. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. First, can you tell us if this number of observa-

tions is extraordinary for such an FDA investigation; and second,
roughly how many of that 432 do you or your company feel were
helpful and justified?

Dr. WELDON. That is a very interesting question. I have been in
this job or a similar job for 6 years. For the first 5 years, we re-
ceived, I would say, from 7 to 15 observations during the inspec-
tions that occurred each year.

Chairman HEINZ. So, in that sense, 432 is-
Dr. WELDON. So, in that sense, 432 is a very large number-I do

not know of anybody who has ever received 432 observations. It
represents an enormous amount of commitment by the FDA and
some very competent people that you were talking to, who went
through our operation in great detail.

I would say that many of the observations were useful in identi-
fying situations that could be improved. I think that if you try to
compare 432 observations at Cordis in 1984 with, say, 20 observa-
tions at another company, you would get a very incorrect impres-
sion of our company.
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The FDA has made a major expenditure of time and effort withCordis, and that resulted in many criticisms, and a number ofthese criticisms will help us do a better job for the public.
Chairman HEINZ. You have been through this lengthy compli-ance investigation by the FDA.
Dr. WELDON. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Do you have any criticisms of the process?Dr. WELDON. There are a few comments that might be useful.The device legislation is properly a very loosely drawn combinationof statements. It leaves an enormous amount of interpretation tothe FDA, to the company, and to the individual inspectors who arein the field. And I think that is proper. But it can lead to an ex-tended amount of disagreement over issues. So, the process cangenerate an enormous amount of publicity. And this one certainlyhas.
But I think the process is basically a viable one, and I would tellyou that although the FDA has been in my hair for 17 months,they have extensively looked at our operation, they have made as-sertions which I do not believe are accurate, they have still donean excellent job of serving the interests of the public, and I wishthat all my competitors could have exactly the same advantagethat I have had over the past 17 months. [Laughter.]
Chairman HEINz. It sounds like a version of the old adage,"Aren't you glad you do not get all the government you pay for?"You mentioned inaccuracies. In that earlier testimony from theFDA investigators, they related the events surrounding the de-struction of the Cordis internal audit report on the Gamma batteryearly depletion problem.
Dr. WELDON. Yes.
Chairman HEINZ. What do you know about that particularevent?
Dr. WELDON. Well, that is a perfect case of the FDA answeringexactly the question you asked, and perhaps leading the audienceto a totally different conclusion than might properly be drawn.
We have a staff of auditors within the company whose job it is tofind fault with all the rest of us. And they are routinely assignedthe task of going in and playing FDA, only with a great deal moreinformation than the typical FDA investigator has.
Their reports are biting, incisive, very direct, and extremelyuseful to our management in determining where activity needs tobe focused.
It has been the practice of the industry-defended by the FDA, Ibelieve-that these reports should never be made available to theFDA, because making them available to the FDA would mean thatthe company would have less candor in pursuing useful internalquality auditing activities.
So, over the years, there has been the understanding that theseaudits would not be seen by the FDA.
To prevent an overzealous and aggressive investigator from re-ceiving them anyway, on advice of counsel, Cordis and, I believe,all the other companies receive the reports, review them extensive-ly and destroy them. And, of course, I would also point out thatyou said that we lied in response to that testimony, and-
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Chairman HEINZ. Well, I said there was another alternative or
two.

Dr. WELDON. Yes; when the FDA came into our operation with a
copy of that audit, and asked us to supply a copy, we were at a loss
to figure out how to do it. We eventually located a draft copy that
one of our employees had, I believe in files at his home, and that is
how we were able to produce it. And that probably is the reason
why FDA personnel had trouble identifying the first document, be-
cause I believe they have the only existing copy of the final audit.

Chairman HEINZ. That is the one dated the 23rd, the one we are
talking about?

Dr. WELDON. It was dated in the fall of 1983. We had seen some
early depletions and were investigating them.

Chairman HEINZ. What is a little confusing to me about the
memorandum being at the home of the employee-

Dr. WELDON. I am not certain of that.
Chairman HEINZ [continuing]. Is that they were both dated the

same date. Now, we all take memos home, but generally, when you
produce a memo and take it home, you produce the revised version
a day later. So, it is a little unusual.

Dr. WELDON. I will check the facts of what I have just stated, and
if they are inaccurate, I will make a revision and submit it to you.

Chairman HEINZ. According to the FDA investigators, a subordi-
nate of yours-

Dr. WELDON. Excuse me. It is just being pointed out by my coun-
sel that we are confusing two documents here-but let's go ahead.

Chairman HEINZ. All right. According to the FDA investigators,
a subordinate of yours apparently stated to them in June of last
year that the company would consider adopting a policy of not de-
stroying reports prepared in response to complaints about a specific
product. Is that accurate, and if so, has Cordis adopted this policy?

Dr. WELDON. Yes; if you will recall my response to an earlier
question, Cordis does not give internal audits to the FDA and does
not plan to give internal audits to the FDA.

Chairman HEINZ. Yes.
Dr. WELDON. The FDA stated that their position was that the

Battery Department audit was not an internal audit, but was a re-
sponse to a field problem. If it was a response to a field problem,
the FDA has every right to have that document. And I believe that
they had a very valid argument in this case. As a result, we agreed
to supply the draft document. And in any other case, where we are
actually investigating a field problem, I believe that it is appropri-
ate that documents be made available, and they will be made avail-
able to the FDA. I

Chairman HEINZ. Regarding the FDA investigators' testimony
earlier on the altered Cordis memo provided to FDA, what do you
know about that particular event, the altered memo, the two-page
memo that became a one-page memo?

Dr. WELDON. Mr. Chairman, that is one of the most serious and
embarrassing aspects of this entire investigation. I did not know of
the substitution of that document until just hours before the FDA

I See appendix VI, pp. 564-565.
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was supplied with the true original copy. Although the altering of
that document probably in no way impeded the FDA's investiga-
tion, it was a severe breach of corporate policy and corporate ethics
to have changed that document and left the initial date on it.

It has been treated as a very serious matter
Chairman HEINZ. You may want to-that did not sound quite

right. I do not think it sounded the way you meant it, that it was a
severe breach of corporate policy to change it and leave the same
date on it-

Dr. WELDON. I will just stop before I made the last statement, all
right. [Laughter.]

Chairman HEINZ. I do not think you meant that.
Dr. WELDON. No.
Chairman HEINZ. What you meant was it was a severe breach of

corporate ethics and policy to create a false document--
Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ [continuing]. Irrespective of when or where it

may have been dated.
Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. And I appreciate your candor. It reflects very

well on you and your company.
In the summer of 1984, the FDA questioned the Cordis decision

about dropping from the company's April 1984 product update for
physicians the cautionary information concerning the defect:-e
Lambda/Theta pacemaker.

Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. We are, of course, aware that Cordis did iss,

a special recall and notice on those products just last month, bu.
can you tell us what happened with that product update last year?

Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir.
Let me recount a bit. The Lambda/Stanicor/Theta situation goes

back to a design problem in 1975. These pacers were sold from 1975
through 1979-virtually all of them. There may have been a few
sold in 1980.

The pacer has not performed not as well as we would have liked,
but it has performed in accordance with other products sold at the
same time in the industry, and we have given you data demonstrat-
ing that. So it is not a problem that is a widespread problem with
these units.

The units have also met the reliability projections as a part of
the labeling of the pacer at the time they were sold. But the nature
of this defect was unanticipated, and we felt that it would serve a
public interest if w'. w---,d tell the physicians about the problem,
even if we were not requi. - '^ because of the low failure rate and
the conservative labeling of the product. As a result, we began noti-
fying physicians in product updates in April 1982, and we notified
them every 6 months thereafter.

When it came time to write the update in April 1984, we felt
that the issue had been so. extensively covered and, was -so well-un-
derstood in the field that it served no useful. purpose to continue.-
repeating it. That was our motivation for not continuing it. .

The FDA disagreed with that, and in retrospect, they are right.
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There is still a question of whether or not we should have noti-
fied on that product last month, but the FDA wanted a notification
and we have notified.

Chairman HEINZ. Well, in retrospect, what you are saying is it
sure could not have hurt.

Dr. WELDON. That is correct.
Chairman HEINZ. And on these things, I suppose the lesson is it

is far better to be more complete than less complete.
Dr. WELDON. And it is far better to err on the side of conserv-

atism.
Chairman HEINZ. One of the FDA's major findings was that the

Cordis evaluation and investigation of complaints pertaining to
hazards to safety was slow and inadequate. How has Cordis reacted
to those findings?

Dr. WELDON. The specific case that was mentioned to you, and
there are other similar cases, is where the nature of the initial ex-
amination indicates that the product is part of an overall generic
problem which has already been identified to physicians.

We put our priority for failure investigation on issues that look
different, something that may be an aberration that we do not al-
ready know about. Consequently, what our people did was to place
more em hasis on some situations than others. The Gamma bat-
tery problem was so well-known, and it had happened often
enough, that those investigations were accorded a lower priority
and were not worked on as promptly.

So the FDA statements are absolutely accurate. But with respect
to the speed with which we investigate new and significant things,
I do not believe it is representative of our position.

Chairman HEINZ. Have you made any improvements, though, in
your methods of documentation of complaints?

Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir. We have improved our methods of docu-
mentation in our complaint files. Some of our documentation in the
past has been a bit cryptic, understandable only to an electronic
technician who may have performed the operation several times.
We have expanded the nature and completeness of that data and
have also incorporated any of the data that might have been re-
ceived by the Legal Department, which we had not always done
previously.

Chairman HEINZ. FDA documents indicate that Cordis recently
completed an audit and analysis of its improved pacemaker battery
manufacturing operations. Is the company willing to share with
the FDA the audit report and other internal documents pertaining
to this study, or are they really covered by your internal audit
policy and that which you say the FDA encourages, which is not to
share such internal audit reports?

Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir, our recent battery audits do fall in that
category. I think it is improper for us to share such audits. I be-
lieve it is more appropriate that the FDA comes in and looks for
themselves. And we have invited them to do that.

Chairman HEINZ. I want to thank you for going through a
lengthy list of questions. I think you have been extraordinarily
candid. When you have found a fault, ou have admitted it. That
really is to be commended. I wish al of us in politics were as
candid as that all of the time.
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Dr. WELDON. It gets me in trouble sometimes.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, there is an old Chinese proverb that goessomething like that. But let me just ask you one more question

having nothing much to do with Cordis, you will be pleased toknow-which is, despite your misgivings about the registry, the na-tional pacemaker registry, you nonetheless conclude that it is de-sirable and useful.
Dr. WELDON. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. What do you base that conclusion-even

though it is the one I am delighted to have-what is your justifica-
tion for that conclusion?

Dr. WELDON. I base my recommendation on the utility of our ownregistry in assessing the quality of our product, and the usefulness
of the nonprofit study-which was initially funded by the FDA sev-eral years ago and which was referred to earlier in the testimony-
by Dr. Bilitch and other physicians. That limited registry, was anexcellent investment for the U.S. public and has served the indus-try very well.

There are some sticky problems, and you have mentioned one ofthem in talking with the FDA people. A certain percentage of phy-
sicians and hospitals simply will not supply the data-

Chairman HEINZ. They can't write.
Dr. WELDON. I did not say that, sir. They do not see that it isimportant, and they do not see that it is their business to take thattime.
I would also point out that about 30 percent of the initial data

we receive for our registry turns out to be erroneous, and a largepart of the effort of the people who manage our registry is con-sumed in following up and calling the hospitals to get the correct
data.

Chairman HEINZ. One of our panelists, Mr. Bysshe, who accom-panied Mr. Bliss, recommended-and Dr. Phibbs concurred; al-though he is not a manufacturer, but he is a user of pacemakers-
that it might be a good idea to have a label, a duplicate label, set-ting forth what was being implanted, the number, the serialnumber, the type, the one- or two-chamber model, and so forth.

Is that a feasible, practical, good idea?
Dr. WELDON. It is a feasible idea. In fact, we are about ready toimplement such a system. Some of our competitors use it at thepresent time. But it includes only a fraction of the data that is nec-essary for the registry. Nevertheless, that part of the data is bestsupplied by the method that he described, yes.
Chairman HEINZ. And it could be made machine-readable-
Dr. WELDON. Absolutely.
Chairman HEINZ [continuing]. As well as human-readable?
Dr. WELDON. Absolutely, yes.
Chairman HEINZ. Very well.
I want to thank you, Dr. Weldon, for really being an excellentwitness. You have done very well, I think. You have answered a lotof tough questions. You have answered them honestly and well,

and that is all that we can ever ask of a witness.
We thank you very much, and we appreciate your time and at-tention.
Dr. WELDON. Thank you.
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Chairman HEINZ. Would Mr. Zimmerman and Mr. Stollhans
please come forward?

Gentlemen, you are respectively, Mr. Zimmerman, you are Asso-
ciate Director of the Human Resources Division of the General Ac-
counting Office. Mr. Stollhans, you are Assistant Chief of the
White Collar Crime Division of the FBI. Do not look at me with
such a beady eye. I have got a white shirt on today. [Laughter.]

We want to thank you for appearing here with us today. Follow-
ing this Committee's 1982 hearing on pacemakers, I asked the
GAO, Mr. Zimmerman-and welcome back; nice to see you again-
to look into the effect on Medicare of the cost of pacemaker manu-
facturers' warranty and marketing policies, and hospitals' proce-
dures for acquiring pacemakers. That review is concluded, and we
are releasing the GAO report today.

I wish to thank the Comptroller General, Mr. Zimmerman, your-
self, and everyone else who contributed to that valuable report.
And you will tell us, I understand, of your findings.

Mr. Stollhans will tell us of the FBI's activities with regard to
the prosecution and investigation of the illegal pacemaker kickback
schemes, a matter of continuing concern to the committee.

Gentlemen, would you mind rising while I administer the oath?
Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth, so help you, God?
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SroLLHANs. Yes, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you. Let the record show that both wit-

nesses responded in the affirmative.
Mr. Stollhans, would you please be our first witness, and I would

appreciate anything you can do to summarize your testimony.
Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM STOLLHANS, WASHINGTON, DC,
ASSISTANT CHIEF, WHITE COLLAR CRIME DIVISION, FBI

Mr. STOLLHANs. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear today to
discuss the FBI's experience in uncovering fraud and kickbacks in
the cardiac pacemaker industry.

In January 1982, the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, Office of Inspector General, informed the FBI of allega-
tions that pacemaker manufacturers were paying kickbacks to phy-
sicians as inducements to use their products. Such payments vio-
late title 42, United States Code, section 1395nn(b), which concerns
Medicare.

As a result, the FBI initiated an investigation of Pacesetter Sys-
tems, Inc., of Sylmar, CA, which is known as PSI, based on infor-
mation that PSI paid physicians kickbacks disguised as rebates,
consulting fees, free use of ancillary equipment, and in one case, a
kickback was recorded as a loan to a doctor.

Payments were reportedly made for each PSI pacemaker im-
planted. Regarding the consulting fees, PSI told physicians that
they would be paid to evaluate the performance of the PSI pace-
makers. However, our investigation disclosed that, in most cases,
PSI did not send the evaluation forms to the physicians. In those
instances in which the evaluation forms were provided and re-
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turned to PSI, the investigation disclosed they were not utilized byPSI.
On December 12, 1983, an indictment was returned by the Feder-al Grand Jury for the Central District of California at Los Angeles,charging PSI with four kickback counts and one count of conspira-cy.
In addition, Ronald Tracy Schaefer, the former president of PSI,was indicted for 20 counts of paying kickbacks, 20 counts of aidingand abetting, and one count of conspiracy. Jason Allen Sholder, avice president of PSI, was indicted on two kickback counts, twocounts of aiding and abetting, and one count of conspiracy. BarryLester Forwand, the PSI Northeast Regional Sales Manager, wasindicted on one kickback count, one count of aiding and abetting,and on one count of conspiracy.
The indictment charged that PSI paid $166,246 in kickbacks be-tween February 1979 and December 1982.
On December 28, 1983, the corporation plead guilty to the fourkickback counts. On January 3, 1984, Ronald Schaefer entered aplea of nolo contendere to the one count of conspiracy and 19 kick-back counts. At the same time, Barry Forwand plead guilty to onekickback count. Jason Shoider plead guilty to conspiracy on Janu-ary 4, 1984.
Subsequent to the pleas, on February 6, 1984, PSI was fined$60,000; Ronald Schaefer was sentenced to 3 years probation and a$40,000 fine; Jason Sholder was sentenced to 3 years probation anda $2,500 fine; and was ordered to do 250 hours of community serv-ice work. On March 26, 1984, Barry Forwand was sentenced to 3years probation and fined $5,000.
A second investigation resulting from the original informationwas conducted jointly by the FBI and HHS, Office of InspectorGeneral. In that case, Telectronics Proprietary, Ltd., known asTPL, a pacemaker manufacturer and distributor located in Engle-wood, CO, was charged with paying kickbacks to physicians to usetheir pacemakers. These kickbacks were paid between August 1979and January 1982.
On July 6, 1984, an information was filed in the U.S. DistrictCourt for the District of Colorado, charging TPL with four kickbackcounts. The information charged that TPL paid a physician over$134,000 in kickbacks. Initially, TPL reportedly paid $250 per im-plant; however, the kickback was later increased to $400 per im-plant.
TPL was also charged with giving free use of leased eouipmentand accessories valued at $9,065.51 to another physician to inducehim to use TPL's pacemakers.
On July 8, 1984, TPL plead guilty to the information, and onAugust 6, 1984, was ordered to make restitution of $243,115 to theMedicare Program and pay a fine of $50,000.
Additional FBI investigations are underway at this time. Al-though I am unable to discuss the specifics of these ongoing investi-gations, I can comment in general terms regarding the schemesthat were employed and the timeframes of those activities.In one instance, a pacemaker manufacturer provided free equip-ment to hospitals, clinics, and physicians who were high-volume
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purchasers of its pacemakers. Our investigation has revealed that
this policy was continued through February 1984.

In another instance, we have developed information that a pace-
maker manufacturing company offered physicians gifts and ex-
pense-paid vacations under the guise of having them attend semi-
nars relating to pacemakers. The evidence indicates that these poli-
cies were discontinued in 1982.

The evidence developed in these investigations is being evaluated
by the Department of Justice to determine if the acts violate the
payment of remuneration statute.

This concludes my prepared testimony. I would be happy to
answer any questions.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Stollhans, thank you very much.
Mr. Zimmerman.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL ZIMMERMAN, WASHINGTON, DC, ASSO-
CIATE DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, GAO, ACCOM-
PANIED BY ED STROPKO
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Let me begin first by introducing Mr. Ed Stropko. He is with me

today, and he is a new addition to our staff, working in the Medi-
care area.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Stropko, welcome.
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. We are pleased to be here today to discuss our

recent report concerning pacemaker surgeries. Under Medicare's
former cost reimbursement system, hospitals had little incentive to
seek the lowest possible price for pacemakers, because Medicare
paid them their actual cost of purchasing pacemakers.

However, with the introduction of PPS's fixed payments, im-
proved hospital procurement practices now translate directly into a
better bottom line. Hospital administrators are not likely to miss
this point because the pacemaker itself is often the single most
costly item for patients receiving pacemaker surgery.

Before PPS, hospitals often were not using economical purchas-
ing practices for pacemakers. Although manfacturers offered dis-
counts ranging from 5 to 60 percent, depending on the quantity
and type of pacemakers purchased, only 3 of the 12 hospitals we
reviewed had obtained discounts during the cost reporting period
ending in fiscal year 1981, the reporting period used by HHS to
compute the prospective payment rates.

Also, information we obtained from manufacturers showed that
on the average, discounts amounted to less than 1 percent of their
total sales.

Our report discusses two ways hospitals can enhance their ability
to obtain lower pacemaker prices. Hospitals can coordinate pace-
maker purchasing by getting physicians practicing at a hospital to
agree to use specified types of pacemakers, or they can consolidate
purchasing by combining their pacemaker needs with those of
other hospitals. Very few hospitals in our sample, including five of
the six hospitals owned by chains, were doing this.

We also found that in over half of the cases reviewed, hospitals
did not return explanted pacemakers to manufacturers for testing,
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which was a universal condition for obtaining a warranty credit.Thus, in such cases, obtaining a warranty credit was precluded.
We believe that the lack of incentives under the cost reimburse-ment system to seek warranty credits, combined with the manufac-turers' marketing policies that discourage seeking these creditscontributed to hospitals not taking full advantage of the benefitsavailable under the warranties. Also, two major manufacturersthat did not offer warranty credits in 1981 now do. Therefore, hos-pitals should now be seeking and obtaining more warranty credits,and for this reason, we believe unnecessary costs are included inthe cost data HHS uses to compute prospective payment rates forpacemaker replacement surgeries.
HHS has the authority to require hospitals to return all explant-ed pacemakers to the manufacturers and to require the manufac-turers to test all returned pacemakers and report the results. Inour report, we recommended that HHS use these authorities toobtain the information necessary to assure that Medicare benefitsfrom warranty credits when they are issued. HHS could also usethe provisions of this law to gain benefit from warranty credits bydeducting the amount of warranty credit from DRG payments. Be-cause it appears that a few credits were obtained during the baseyear used for establishing the payment rates, such action will notseverely affect the fairness of Medicare payments to hospitals.
An additional benefit from implementing our recommendation isthat all explanted pacemakers would be tested, which in turnwould continue to improve quality of care by better assuring thatproblems that cause pacemaker failures are identified and correct-ed.
We also compared the hardware warranty provisions provided inthe United States and overseas. In most cases, the warranties werecomparable. However, a significant difference in one manufactur-er's overseas warranty provisions was that the manufacturer of-fered a money-back guarantee instead of the replacement-in-kind

policy offered by manufacturers in the United States. In the U.S.market, manufacturers' warranties typically require that the pace-maker be replaced by one made by the same manufacturer, whichlimits somewhat the warranty claims. And I can certainly under-stand concern on the part of patients and physicians, given some ofthe cases that were discussed earlier today, their unwillingness toaccept a pacemaker that was manufactured by the same companywhose pacemaker failed in their case.
Our understanding is that overseas physician communities orpaying authorities thought it unethical to require anyone to use apacemaker manufactured by the same company whose pacemaker

had failed. At the time of our visit in late 1983, a number of Euro-pean companies were in the process of issuing regulations requir-ing companies to provide money-back warranties. France alreadyrequires that all pacemakers be warranted for 4 years and thatmoney-back guarantees be provided.
We also found that a large portion of pacemaker replacementsinvolved pacemakers that are later found to function within themanufacturer's specifications, and thus Medicare may be makingunnecessary expenditures. Three manufacturers provided us with
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data on over 10,000 returned pacemakers, which showed that about
70 percent of them were operating within specifications.

Although changes in patients' medical conditions can necessitate
replacing a properly operating pacemaker, industry sources point
out a number of other factors that may account for the high ratio
of replaced pacemakers that are found to be within specifications.

We believe it is necessary for HHS to review the situations re-
sulting in the replacement of properly functioning pacemakers and
take action to minimize unnecessary replacements and unneces-
sary stress on the patients and their families, and we recommend
that HHS do this.

We also assessed the data HHS used to compute the payment
rates and identified a number of problems, some of which indicate
that the rates may be too high, and others indicate that the rates
may be too low.

In our conclusion, our review showed that the data used to com-
pute the cardiac surgery payment rates contained errors that could
affect the rates' reasonableness, the data was collected at a time
when hospitals had little incentive to take full advantage of pur-
chasing efficiencies and warranty benefits offered by manufactur-
ers, and the data does not reflect the more recent shift toward use
of higher cost, more technologically advanced pacemakers.

Because of these factors, we believe HHS should use more cur-
rent data to reevaluate the reasonableness of prospective payments
for pacemaker surgeries.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. We would be glad
to answer any questions you may have.

Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Zimmerman, thank you very much.
[The oral testimony resumes on p. 117.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zimmerman follows:]
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ON

MEDICARE PAYMENT RATES FOR PACEMAKER SURGERIES

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

We are pleased to be here today to discuss the report we
prepared for the Committee entitled Medicare's Policies and

Prospective Payment Rates for Cardiac Pacemaker Surgeries Need
Review and Revision (GAO/HRD-85-39, Feb. 26, 1985). In prepar-

ing the report we reviewed four major manufacturers who account

for about 80 percent of domestic pacemaker sales. We also

gathered data on all pacemaker surgeries performed at 12 se-

lected hospitals and compared these data to the data used by

the Department of Health and Human Servtces' (HHS') Health Care
Financing Administration to establish Medicare's hospital pro-

spective payment rates for pacemaker surgery.
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Our review showed that the data used to compute the cardiac

surgery payment rates (1) contained errors that could affect the

rates' reasonableness; (2) were collected at a time when hospi-

tals had little incentive to take full advantage of purchasing

efficiencies or warranty benefits offered by pacemaker manufac-

turers; and (3) do not reflect the more recent shift toward the

use of higher cost, more technologically advanced pacemakers.

Because of the inaccuracies in the data base, stronger

hospital incentives for economical procurement of pacemakers to

reduce hospital costs, and the shift to more expensive pace-

makers, we believe HHS should use current data to reevaluate the

reasonableness of prospective payment rates Eor pacemaker

surgeries.

In fiscal year 1984 Medicare paid about S42 billion to the

approximately 6,000 hospitals that participate in the program.

we estimate that expenditures for inpatient hospital services

for pacemaker surgeries under Medicare in fiscal year 1984

amounted to about $775 million, of which about $400 million

represented hospital payments to manufacturers for pacemakers.

You asked that my statement concentrate on issues dealing

with (1) hospital purchasing practices for pacemakers, (2) pace-

maker warranties, (3) removal of working pacemakers, and (4)

problems with the data used to set Medicare's prospective pay-

ment rates for pacemaker surgeries. I will address each of

these issues. I have included as an enclosure to my statement a
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copy of the digest of our February report which summarizes all

of the issues contained in the report.

HOW HAVE INCENTIVES FOR ECONOMICAL
PURCHASING BY HOSPITALS CHANGED UNDER
MEDICARE'S PROSPECTIVE PAY4ENT SYSTEM?

Under Medicare's former cost reimbursement system, hospi-

tals had little incentive to seek the lowest possible prices for

pacemakers because Medicare paid them their actual cost of pur-

chasing pacemakers. However, with the introduction of Medi-

care's prospective payment system (PPS), hospitals now have a

much stronger incentive to obtain pacemakers at as low a price

as possible. This results because, under PPS, hospitals receive

a flat, predetermined paymentl for each pacemaker surgery and

profit or lose depending on whether their costs are below the

prospective payment rate. Therefore, hospitals should seek to

hold down their costs by obtaining pacemakers as cheaply as pos-

sible. This is especially true for pacemaker surgery patients

because the pacemaker itself is often the largest single cost

item for such patients.

We found that before PPS, hospitals often were not using

economical purchasing practices for pacemakers. Although

manufacturers offered discounts ranging from 5 to 60 percent

1When fully implemented all hospitals will receive the same
amount, adjusted to account for differences in wage levels
among areas around the country, for urban or rural location,
and for whether a hospital is a teaching facility. Currently,
rates also differ by census region.
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depending on the quantity and type of pacemaker purchased,

only 3 of the 12 hospitals had obtained discounts during their

cost reporting periods ended in fiscal year 1981, the period

HHS used to compute the prospective payment rates. Seven of the

other nine hospitals could have obtained, but did not obtain,

discounts based on the discount availability data we obtained.

Information we obtained from the manufacturers also showed

that relatively few hospitals obtained discounts. Sales where

discounts were granted represented 0.5 percent of total domestic

sales for one manufacturer and 0.7 percent for another, and 1.2

percent of total revenues for a third manufacturer.

Our report also discusses two ways hospitals can enhance

their ability to obtain lower pacemaker prices. First, hospi-

tals can coordinate pacemaker purchasing by getting physicians

practicing at a hospital to agree to use specified types of

pacemakers. This results in more units of the specified pace-

makers being used and, thus, can lead to larger discounts. Only

1 of the 12 hospitals we reviewed coordinated pacemaker use.

Second, hospitals can consolidate purchasing by combining

their pacemaker needs with those of other hospitals associated

with them through common ownership or control or through a group

purchasing arrangement. Again, consolidation increases the

quantity purchased and thereby enhances the ability to obtain

discounts. Only one of the six hospitals reviewed that belonged

to chains obtained pacemakers through consolidated purchasing.
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Also, only one hospital obtained discounts for some pacemakers

by using a group purchasing organization.

Because hospitals normally were not seeking discounts, the

data HHS used to compute prospective payment rates for pacemaker

surgeries reflected higher than necessary costs. Introduction

of PPS gave hospitals incentives to be mqre prudent purchasers--

and they have opportunities to do so. This should result in a

reduction in hospitals' cost of purchasing pacemakers compared

to those reflected in the prospective payment rates. We recom-

mended that HHS use data that reflect the improved efficiency

that should result from PPS' incentives toward more prudent pur-

chasing when it updates prospective payment rates for pacemaker

surgeries.

Did Hose tals Maximize the Use of
Warranties for Failed Pacemakers?

Medicare's former cost reimbursement system also gave hos-

pitals little incentive to seek warranty credits for failed

pacemakers because they were paid their costs whether or not a

credit was received. In fact, obtaining a credit only resulted

in a lower Medicare payment to the hospital. However, under

PPS, hospitals have a strong incentive to seek warranty credits

as a way of keeping costs below the flat prospective payment

that is not reduced when credits are obtained.

We found that, in 53 percent of the cases reviewed, hospi-

tals did not return explanted (surgically removed) pacemakers to
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the manufacturers for testing, which was a universal condition

for obtaining a warranty credit. Thus, in such cases obtaining

a warranty credit was precluded.

We identified several reasons why explanted pacemakers

might not be returned to the manufacturer. First, explanted

pacemakers must be replaced by a model made by the same manu-

facturer in order to obtain a warranty credit. We found that

36 percent of the explanted pacemakers not returned to the manu-

facturer by the 12 hospitals were replaced by a model from a

different manufacturer. Second, none of the 12 hospitals had

established procedures to assure that pacemakers were returned.

Third, manufacturers reduced sales representatives' or distribu-

tors' sales commissions when a warranty credit was issued, thus

discouraging the salesperson from providing for the return of

explanted pacemakers. Fourth, manufacturers had marketing pro-

grams that encouraged replacement of competitors' pacemakers

with their own, thus precluding a warranty credit.

We believe that the lack of incentives under the cost reim-

bursement system to seek warranty credits combined with manufac-

turers' marketing policies that discouraged seeking warranty

credits contributed to hospitals not taking full advantage of

the benefits available under warranties. Also, two major manu-

facturers that did not offer warranties in 1981, the base period

used to set prospective payment rates, now do. Therefore, hos-

pitals should now be seeking and obtaining more warranty
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credits, and we believe unnecessary costs are included in the

data HHS used to compute prospective payment rates for pacemaker

replacement surgeries.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 gave HHS discretionary

authority to require hospitals to return all explanted pace-

makers to the manufacturers and to require the manufacturer to

test all returned pacemakers and report the results. We recom-

mended that BHS use these authorities to obtain the information

necessary to assure that Medicare benefits from warranty credits

when they are issued. An additional benefit from implementing

our recommendation is that all explanted pacemakers would be

tested, which in turn would continue to improve quality of care

by better assuring that problems that cause pacemaker Eailure

are identified and corrected.

WHAT ARE THE TYPES AND
CONDITIONS OF WARRANTIES?

Manufacturers have offered two basic types of warranties.

First, some manufacturers have offered a product or hardware

warranty. Such a warranty provides a credit for pacemakers that

fail to operate within specifications during the warranty

period, usually in the amount of the trigiaal cost of the re-

placed unit or the cost of a functionally comparable unit.

Typically, these warranties require that the pacemaker be re-

placed by one made by the same manufacturer and require that the

explanted unit be returned to the manufacturer to verify that it

has malfunctioned.
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Second, some manufacturers have offered a coinsurance war-

ranty. Such a warranty covers the unreimbursed medical expenses

of the patient; that is, those expenses not covered by Medicare

or other insurance. Some companies have offered both hardware

and coinsurance warranties.

We compared the hardware warranty provisions provided in

the United States and overseas. In most cases the warranties

were comparable except that two manufacturers offered warranties

overseas, but offered no warranties in the United States until

1984.

A significant difference in one manufacturer's overseas

warranty provisions was that the manufacturer offered a 'money-

back" guarantee instead of the "replacement-in-kind" policy

offered by manufacturers in the United States. Our understand-

ing is that physician communities or paying authorities thought

it unethical to require anyone to use a pacemaker manufactured

by the same company whose pacemaker had failed. At the time of

our visit in late 1983, a number of European countries were

promulgating regulations requiring companies to provide money-

back warranties. France already required that all pacemakers

be warranted for 4 years and that money-back guarantees be

provided.
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WHAT WAS THE TESTING EXPERIENCE OF
MANUFACTURERS FOR EXPLANTED PACEMAKERS
AND WHAT DOES THIS IMPLY FOR MEDICARE?

We found that, because a large proportion of pacemaker re-

placements involve pacemakers that are later tound to function

within the manufacturers' specifications, Medicare may be making

unnecessary expenditures. Three manufacturers provided us data

on over 10,000 returned pacemakers which showed that about 70

percent of them were operating within specifications. Although

changes in patients' medical condition can necessitate replacing

a properly operating pacemaker, industry sources point out a

number of other factors that may account for the high ratio of

replaced pacemakers that are found to be within specifications.

These factors, which are detailed in our report, include such

things as marketing policies that provided for incentive pay-

ments for pacemaker replacement and inconsistencies between the

standards used by physicians evaluating a pacemaker and the

standard used by the manufacturer in factory testing.

We recommended that HHS review the situations resulting in

the replacement of properly functioning pacemakers and act to

minimize unnecessary replacements. The information that would

be obtained by implementing our recommendation, mentioned be-

fore, to use the authorities provided by-the Deficit Reduction

Act of 1984, would help provide the data necessary for such a

review.
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HOW ACCURATE WERE THE DATA HHS
USED TO COMPUTE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT
RATES FOR PACEMAKER SURGERIES?

We reviewed the 1,063 pacemaker surgeries performed at the

12 hospitals during their cost reporting years ended in 1981.

Of these, 94 cases were included in the MEDPAR data Eile2 HHS

used to compute the prospective payment-rates. Our comparison

of the MEDPAR and cost data HS used to the data we obtained

showed many problems with the IHS data.

First, fHS used unaudited cost reports. We compared the

unaudited and audited cost reports for 8 of the 12 hospitals,

and the audited reports showed significantly lower costs. For

ancillary service costs such as medical supplies and laboratory

services, which represent most costs for pacemaker surgeries,

the audited costs for these hospitals averaged about 5 percent

lower than the unaudited costs. Thus, the use of unaudited cost

reports tended to overstate the prospective payment rates.

In addition, about 10 percent of the MEDPAR pacemaker cases

were classified in the wrong diagnosis related group (DRG).3

Eight replacement cases were classified as initial implants, and

one initial implant was classified as a replacement. Because

2The Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file is a
20-percent sample of Medicare hospital discharges which in-
cludes information on patients' diagnoses and the hospital
charges for services provided.

3Each DRG contains diagnoses that are expected to be closely
related in the extent of resources devoted to treating pa-
tients, and separate payments are calculated for each ORG.
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initial implants are more costly than replacements, including

replacements with initial implants would tend to understate the

costs of initial implants, while including initial implants with

replacements would tend to overstate the cost of replacements.

Another 37 pacemaker cases, or about 40 percent, were

erroneously classified under DRGs other-than pacemaker DRGs. Of

the 37 cases, 31 were classified erroneously in lower valued

DRGs, which would tend to overstate the costs for these DRGs.

Purthermore, the process used to develop costs for

computing the prospective payment rates resulted in inaccuracies

because of hospital billing errors and placement of charges and

costs in the wrong accounts. These problems could result in
either overstatement or understatement of costs depending on the

specific facts in each case.

Although we could not assess the precise impact on DRG

payment rates of the problems we identified, it is clear tnat
better data are needed to update ORG payment rates. These

errors affected not only the pacemaker DRGs but others as well.

This concludes my prepared statement. We will be happy to

address any questions you may have.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S MEDICARE'S POLICIES AND

REPORT TO THE SPECIAL PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT RATES FOR

COMMITTEE ON AGING CARDIAC PACEMAKER SURGERIES

UNITED STATES SENATE NEED REVIEW AND REVISION

D I G E S T

Pacemaker industry sources estimate that
over 100,000 pacemaker surgeries were done
in 1984 and that about 85 percent of the
patients receiving pacemakers were eligible
for Medicare. GAO estimates Ehat in 1984

Medicare paid about $775 million to hospi-
tals for pacemaker surgeries, of which about

$400 million represented hospital payments
for pacemakers.

As a follow-up to a September 1982 hearing,
the Chairman, Senate Special Committee on
Aging, asked GAO to review a number of
issues related to the effect on Medicare
costs of certain pacemaker industry prac-
tices. In response, GAO reviewed the effect
on Medicare costs of

--pacemaker manufacturers' warranty poli-
cies,

--manufacturers' marketing policies, and

--hospitals' procedures for acquiring pace-
makers and charging for them.

When the Congress enacted a prospective pay-
ment system for Medicare hospital services
in April 1983, GAO's work was expanded to
include an analysis of the impact of manu-
facturers' and hospitals' policies on the
reasonableness of Medicare's new payment
rates for pacemaker surgeries.

The prospective payment system classifies
cases into diagnosis related groups (DRGs),
each of which covers a set of diagnoses ex-
pected to require similar levels of hospital
resources for treatment. each case falling
under a DRG receives the same predetermined
payment rate. There are four pacemaker
DRGs. All ORG payment rates were calculated
from 1981 cost report data provided to the
government by over 5,000 hospitals and from

Tow swe
GAO/HRD-85-39

FEBRUARY 26. 1985
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data on a 20-percent sample of 1981 Medicare
discharges. The Department of Health and
Human Services (sHS) is required to update
the prospective payment rates annually and
reevaluate the ORGs at least every 4 years.
(See p. 3.)

GAO obtained information about warranties
and marketing and pricing policies from the
four pacemaker Manufacturers that account
for about 80 percent of sales in the United
States. GAO also obtained data on 1,063
pacemaker surgeries performed at 12 hospi-
tals during their Cost reporting years ended
in fiscal year 1981, the period represented
by the data used by HHS' Health Care Financ-
ing Administration to compute Medicare's
prospective payment rates. The hospitals
were judgmentally selected to provide a mix
of the types of hospitals doing pacemaker
surgeries and to obtain data on the four
manufacturers.

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM
iNCENTIVES SHOULD LEAD TO
MORE EFFICIENT PURCHASING AND
BETTER USE OF WARRANTIES

To determine whether hospitals were effi-
ciently purchasing pacemakers in 1981, GAO
evaluated the purchasing practices of the 12
reviewed hospitals and obtained data related
to this area from the four manufacturers.
Although the manufacturers made discounts
available to hospitals, generally ranging
from S to 40 percent depending on the quan-
tity and type of pacemaker purchased, only
three of the hospitals had obtained dis-
counts. Based on the discount availability
data GAO obtained, at least seven other
hospitals could have obtained discounts.
(See p. 25.)

GAO believes they did not because:

--The manufacturers did not advertise the
discounts but rather waited for hospitals
to seek them.
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--Medicare's cost reimbursement system in
effect in 1981 provided hospitals little
incentive to seek discounts because they
were paid their actual purchasing cost for

pacemakers.

A hospital can enhance its ability to obtain
discounts by (1) agreeing with its practic-
ing physicians on the make of pacemaker that
will normally be used and coordinating pace-
maker purchases or (2) consolidating pace-
naker purchases with other affiliated hospi-
tals or with a group-purchasing organiza-
tion. Of the 12 hospitals in GAO's sample,
1 was coordinating its pacemaker purchases
and 2 were consolidating them. (See p. 29.)

To determine if hospitals were effectively
using the benefits available under pacemaker
warranties offered by two manufacturers on
models replaced after they failed, GAO re-
viewed replacement surgeries at the 12 hom-

2itals and obtained data frora the nanufac-
turers. Replacements accounted for about
19 percent of the 1,063 pacemaker surgeries
at the 12 hospitals.

Li iany cases, GAO coild not determtne
'i4ether a warranty credit Could nave been

received because the necessary data did not
eXist. However, CIAO did identify cases
where available inEort-ation indicated that
credits could have been available hut the
hospital had- not returned the removed pace-

tacer to the manuficturer, which is a condi-

tion of the warranty. (See p. 14.)

GAO believes that a priviary reason hospital;
frequently lid1 not see- warranty credits was
that Medicare's cost reisbursefent systen
1id not jive thie hospital an incentive to

oncain credits. Ohtainintg a c redit only r
0-

Aucetl he-3ice~re~5 payanrn to the hospital,
and M.ediicare nai Efrr the replacement pace-

niaker if a credit das obtained.

Ttnro-ljctrion i-n f iscal 'ear 1984 of *¶etI i-

cre'; :pron;pectivP paymqenIt system with its

,rJdetarnined payment For each pacemaker

caset regardless fE costs, haa given hospi-

Is financial incentives to he more cost-
conscious pgrchasers of puce naker, and to

Tae Sheet
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seek warranty credits, thereby reducing
their costs. Additionally, the two reviewed
manufacturers that did not offer warranties
in 1981 began doing so in 1984, so the
availability of warranties has increased.

DATA HHS USED TO COMPUTE
PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT RATES
CONTAINED ERRORS

GAO compared the data it obtained at the 12
reviewed hospitals to the data HHS used to
compute the prospective payment rates for
pacemaker surgeries. GAO identified a
number of problems, some of which indicate
that the prospective payment rates may be
too high and others which indicate that the
rates may be too low. Specifically:

--The data HHS used were extracted from the
unaudited cost reports for the 12 hospi-
tals, as were the data for almost all of
the hospitals involved in the rate compu-
tations. The eight cost reports that had
been audited as of June 1984 showed lower
costs than the unaudited reports. Ancil-
lary service costs, which account for t~ie
majority of costs for pacemaker cases,
averaged 5 percent lower in the audited
cost reports than in the reports submitted
by the hospitals. (See p. 33.)

-About 10 percent of the cases were classi-
fied in the wrong pacemaker DRG, usually a
lower cost replacement being classified as
an initial implant. These errors would
tend to result in lower prospective rates
for initial implants. (See p. 34.)

--About 40 percent of the pacemaker surgery
cases were classified into nonpacemaker
DRGS. Such errors tended to inflate the
payment rates for the non-acemaker DRGs
because the DRGS to which the pacemaker
cases were assigned covered less costly
treatment. Including the pacemaker cases
in the lower cost DRGs increased the aver-
age cost for those DRGs and thus increased
payment rates. (See p. 35.)
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--The process used to develop costs for com-

puting the prospective payment rates re-

sulted in inaccuracies because of hospital

billing errors and placement of charges

and costs in the wrong accounts. These

problems could result in either overstate-

ment or understatement of costs, depending

on the specific facts in each case. (See

p. 36.)

Additionally, one pacemaker DRG combined

procedures involving significantly different

levels of resource use, which is not sup-

posed to be the case. ORG 117 includes pro-

cedures for replacing, removing, adjusting,

or repositioning pacemakers or pacemaker

leads (the wires connecting the pacemaker to

the heart). Payment rates for each proce-

dure under the ORG are the same even 
though,

for example, replacing a lead costs substan-

tially more than repositioning one.

PACEMAKER TECHNOLOGY AND
MEDICAL PRACTICE IMPACT
ON ADEQUACY OF PAYMENTS

GAO identified two issues relating to pace-

maker technology and medical practice 
that

HHiS needs to address when it updates pro-

spective payment rates. First, in 1981 only

about 5 percent of the pacemakers implanted

were the more sophisticated and costly 
dual

chamber models. However, in 1984 an esti-

mated 24 percent of pacemaker implants in-

volved dual chamber models. (See 2. 43.)

Because dual chamber pace.makers and their

implantation cost substantially more 
than

single chamber models, there may be a need

to establish separate DRGs for them to pre-

vent an economic disincentive to the uise of

dual chamber pacemakers when such use 
is

medically warranted.

HHS should also establish guidance on 
the

medical conditions for which the use of the

dual chamber models is appropriate to pre-

clude the unnecessary use of this -nore ex-

pensive technology. HHS' current guidance

on pacemaker use does not distinguish among

the conditions for which single chamber

versus dual chamber models are appropriate.

(See p. 45.)

Tow Sh"I
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Another potential problem is that pacemakers
are being replaced when still operating
within specifications. Three manufacturers
provided GAO data on the results of tests of
over 10,000 returned pacemakers which showed
that about 70 percent of them were operating
within the manufacturers' specifications.
(See p. 49.)

Physicians may replace pacemakers that are
still functioning within specifications for
various medical reasons, such as changes in
a patient's condition. Manufacturers also
cited the following nonmedical reasons:
(1) marketing policies that provide for in-
centive payments from manufacturers to hos-
pitals and doctors for pacemaker replacement
and (2) inconsistencies between the stand-
ards used by physicians evaluating a pace-
maker and the standards used by the manufac-
turer in factory testing pacemakers.

REMOVED PACEMAKERS SHOULD BE
RETURNED TO MANUFACTURERS

4anufeacturers test removed pacemakers when
they are returned to determine if any prob-
lems, such as manufacturing defects or
faulty parts, could adversely affect quality
of patient care. GAO found that about 53
percent of the pacemakers removed at the
ssnple'hospitals were not returned to the
manufacturers, precluding quality assurance
testing. All four manufacturers estimated
that a substantial portion of such pace-
makers are not returned to them. This can
inhibit the manufacturers' quality assurance
programs. (See p. 22.)

Section 2304 of the Deficit Reduction Act of
1984 (Public Law 98-369) requires HHS to
establish a registry of all pacemakers and
leads implanted in Medicare beneficiaries
and requires hospitals to report to ERS the
information needed for the registry as a
condition of receiving Medicare payment.
The law also permits HHS to require hospi-
tals to returna removed pacemakers to the
manufacturers and to require the manufac-
turers to test all returned pacemakers and
report the results.
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7Hs should use these authorities to require
that all removed pacemakers be returned for
testing. This would help strengthen con-
trols over quality of care and give HHS the
tnformation necessary to know when warranty
credits are issued. This information could
in turn be used to assure that Medicare
benefits from warranty credits. As of
February 1985 MHS had not issued regula-
tions implementing section 2304. (See
2p. 20 and 24.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recommends that the Secretary of HHS:

-- acquire hospitals to return all removed
nacemakers and leads to the Manufacturers
and require the manufacturers to test all
returned pacemakers and leads and report
the results to the hospitals. (See
p. 21.)

-- Direct the Administrator of the Health
Care Financing Administration to revise
Medicare's prospective payment rates using
data reflecting current hospital pacemaker
in4olantation costs. (See P. 31.)

--. nirect the Administrator to determine
\ ) if the increased use of dual chamber
pacemakers warrants establishment of sepa-
c-tt? oRGs for them, (2) the conditions
under which the ;ie of higher cost dual
clamber pace inakers is tedically appropri-
ate, and (3) if the high percentage of
Uanctioning pacemakers that are replaced
is resulting in unnecessary 7iedicare
costs. (See p. 58. )

-- Direct the Administrator to revtewa tthe ap-
cropri tieflss i, inclusion under the same

,cosnective Pavment rate of zoth higher
and Lowe- cost n)acelnaker urocr-dures. (See
p.' 43.)

GAO did not *htatn )ffictal oents on this

zeport From PIS, the nanlieactucers, or the
' os~jil3 :s.eViCSefi.

Tew Sheet
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Chairman HEINZ. Let me start with Mr. Stollhans, of the FBI.
Mr. Stollhans, I understand that pacemaker kickback schemes

are becoming more sophisticated and complex. Would a legal re-
quirement that manufacturers disclose consultant arrangements be
helpful to you?

Mr. STOLLHANS. I think it certainly would, because it would help,
certainly from a deterrence standpoint because it obligates the in-
dividuals involved that if they are going to have any other finan-
cial relationship with a manufacturing company of pacemakers,
that now they are declaring it in black and white that at least it
exists. And, of course, if it would be found out that they would lie
about that situation, of course, it is more damaging if it is investi-
gated.

So, from a deterrence standpoint, I think it is very good. From a
prosecutor's standpoint, if he does, in fact, lie to hide that relation-
ship so that there is a way to receive some kind of kickback, as pro-
hibited by the law, this is more blatant, more black and white,
there is a longer audit trail, and it would be a much easier case to
prove in a criminal court.

Chairman HEINZ. So, that would be a very helpful change in get-
ting you to track down this new method of paying kickbacks?

Mr. SToLLHANs. I think it would be very helpful from both stand-
points.

Chairman HEINZ. Very well.
Mr. Zimmerman, your report reveals that 70 percent of explant-

ed pacemakers are found after testing to be functioning according
to manufacturers' specs. Now we know that some of those are
going to be taken out, as you mentioned in your report, for medical
reasons.

There are also a variety of sales practices of manufacturing and
companies to discourage warranty recoupment. Would you describe
those incentives in a bit more detail?

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. There are a number of practices, as you men-
tioned, Senator. Manufacturers tend to offer incentive payments to
replace defective pacemakers of other manufacturers with their
own products.

As I pointed out, replacing one manufacturer's pacemaker with
another's generally invalidates the warranty.

Also, in some cases, the manufacturers reduce commissions of
sales representatives or distributors when a warranty credit is
issued. This policy tends to discourage sales reps from providing for
the return of explanted pacemakers to the manufacturer.

In our report, we point out a situation where a manufacturer's
rep had his commission reduced by about $800 because of the
return and replacement of a $4,000 pacemaker.

So, it appears to us, at least from what was going on when we
did our work, that there are a number of marketing and incentive
practices out there that discourage the sales reps from seeing that
the warranties are achieved.

Chairman HEINZ. It is absolutely fascinating that the salesman
should have to forego an $800 commission because the pacemaker
was returned in some way. It would suggest that he was doing a
bad selling job, keeping the pacemaker in the patient, as opposed to

54-653 0-86- -5
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the doctor, who is doing a bad medical job, keeping the pacemaker
in the patient.

Mr. ZIMmERMAN. The company may have hoped that the sales-
man would convince the provider not to return the pacemaker, and
therefore preclude collecting the warranty. Maybe that is where
the sales job fell down, on the subsequent purchase. He should
have convinced them to seek some other avenue.

Chairman HEINZ. It is all right to replace them quite frequently,
but just not to have the used one come back.

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. That sounds to me like the situation that exist-
ed.

Chairman HEINZ. Yes.
Now, isn't it also true with respect to hospitals, that it is at least

theoretically possible, and may even be taking place, that under
the current reimbursement system, prospective payment, the hospi-
tals can now double dip-that is to say, if they get a defective pace-
maker, one that is covered by the warranty, they can get the
money back from the manufacturer-and indeed, the incentives
were designed that way-but under PPS, they still get paid the
same rate whether or not they got that pacemaker; in a sense, be-
cause Medicare never gets the benefit of that warranty, Medicare
is under PPS paying twice. Is that correct?

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. I think it is correct to say that the hospital can
receive two payments-one, from the manufacturer in terms of a
warranty payment, if the hospital is fortunate enough to collect it;
and one from the Government, under the Medicare Program. To
the extent that the Medicare payment will be sufficient to cover
the cost of the pacemaker and the warranty is sufficient to cover
the cost of the pacemaker, then theoretically, a hospital could re-
ceive a duplicate payment.

Chairman HmNz. Your report was fascinating in one other of
many respects, which is that overseas, the intermediaries or the
users tend to insist on a moneyback guarantee as opposed to re-
placement in-kind, and the bottom line is that the European cus-
tomers seem to want a more complete warranty package and cover-
age than is commonly offered here in the United States.

Besides the difference between paying cash, moneyback, and the
other alternative here, which is often replacement-in-kind, are
there any other key differences?

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. I think the European warranties tend to extend
for a longer period of time. But maybe Mr. Stropko could add some-
thing to that.

Mr. STROPKO. Actually, I think it is kind of a mixed bag. The
major distinction that we saw was the moneyback feature, which
precludes companies from denying a warranty on the basis of not
using their product the second time around. So that was really the
major difference, although individual countries did have, in individ-
ual instances, better warranty practices. But in other instances
countries had practices that had warranties that were not as good
as the United States.

So on balance, the major difierence seemed to be the moneyback
guarantee.

Chairman HEinz. It would seem on the surface to be in the inter-
est of hospitals to shop around for a good warranty; that they, as
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the major purchasers of pacemakers, would have a good incentive
to maximize the return to them. They are the people who areunder prospective payment and fixed, per-diagnosis payments. Why
are they not demanding moneyback guarantees?

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. I am not in a position, Senator, to explain why
they are not demanding. I think the incentives are clearly in their
behalf to be very aggressive in pursuing the best kind of arrange-
ment today with the manufacturers of pacemakers to assure that
they can make the best arrangement.

As to why they are not insisting on a moneyback guarantee, Ireally do not have an answer to that question.
Chairman HEINZ. One last point. You went to considerable

length to explain earlier how the data that HHS has used to cali-
brate payments for pacemakers is out of date, and it is my under-standing that HiHS is planning to recalibrate the DRG's for this
procedure.

Do you know whether they are going to use once again outdated
information, or are they going to use the most current up-to-date
information?

Mr. ZIMMERMAN. The only way they can really get at the issues
that we are talking about in this report is to get current data rep-resenting data, I would say, from 1984 and later. That data will notbe available for a period of time. So if they are going to be doing
something now'that does not include 1984 cost data that reflects
what is going on currently, or in the recent past, under prospective
payment, I do not believe they are going to be in a position tomake the kinds of adjustments that we are talking about and thatwe think need to be considered and made recommendations about
in this report.

They are going to need data that reflects the practices today ofthe industry, not what was going on in 1981, what was going on in1982 or 1983. And I think they have to work toward that objective.
Chairman HEINZ. Very well. Gentlemen, I have no further ques-tions.
Do either of you have anything you would like to add-Mr. Stoll-hans?
Mr. SToLLHANs: No, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Mr. Zimmerman.
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. No, sir.
Chairman HEINZ. Well, let me just thank you both for some veryilluminating testimony. I suppose it is not surprising, but it isalways disappointing to hear that no matter how much effort has

been made, there are still people out there, either still paying kick-backs, getting a little more sophisticated, a little harder to catch;that there is still a great deal of overutilization; that the incen-
tives, even though they are improved, are still not as clear as we
would like them to be; that the warranty problem, which was docu-
mented as massive in 1982, is still nonetheless a very real problem.

It seems to me, if I could summarize what we have learned fromour five panels today, it would be first, that there really does needto be a lot of public education of doctors-remembering Dr. Phibbs'
testimony-and of patients about the need to know more, but mostimportantly, to report problems-and this goes for the manufactur-
ers, too-to report on problems, share a lot more of that informa-
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tion, particularly with respect to the kinds of problems that pace-
makers indeed do encounter.

It is also my hope to get a commitment from the Office of Man-
agement and Budget with respect to the pacemaker registry, for
them to be more fully cooperative with the needs of the Food and
Drug Administration. I am convinced the FDA really does want to
do the right thing. We have testimony from the industry-in this
case, from Dr. Weldon, of Cordis, that he believes that a proper
pacemaker registry could be extremely useful. The only argument,
I think, that the Department of HHS, the Health Care Financing
Administration, has is that they have different numbers than we
and GAO and the PRO's have as to the potential returns to the
Government in pursuing warranties more carefully. They have a
$17 million recovery figure, and ours ranges all the way up to $80
million.

But even if the money angle is marginal in terms of cost benefit,
there seems to be a big health benefit from keeping track of pace-
makers much more accurately.

It clearly is going to also require a major effort on behalf of both
HHS, FDA, HCFA, to make sure we do get all the information, and
that will require the kind of cooperation, in terms of the dual-label-
ing that has been suggested here today, and as I understand it, en-
dorsed as a reasonable procedure by Dr. Weldon and others. And
finally, it has been suggested by Carolyne Davis that it would be
useful for HHS to have some additional authority to clarify their
ability to collect on warranties, although I sense from what Mr.
Zimmerman was saying that they have a good deal of authority
with respect to the hospitals right now, at least to get information,
if not the money-is that correct?

Mr. ZImMEMAN. That is correct, sir. I think before they can
start talking about making any gains in collecting money, they are
going to have to get the information first to find out what kind of
money they are talking about-is it $17 million; is it $80 million,
just what is it.

I think Dr. Davis did allude to the fact that the information is
lacking for them to make solid judgments as to just what the cost
situation is as it relates to warranties.

Chairman HEINZ. An important other conclusion is whether or
not Congress or, for that matter, HCFA, should require providers
to shop for a warranty that is a moneyback kind of warranty,
whether or not we should provide that by statute, by regulation-it
is probably controversial.

It does not seem to me, as a matter of Principle, to offend the
market principle that we should tell the Health Care Financing
people and the providers to look for something that is most advan-
tageous to them, inasmuch as they really are our agents; we ulti-
nmately pay those bills.

And finally, it ismy hope that we will, by keeping an eye on this
entire situation-and here, we commend the FDA for very thor-
ough, painstaking work, even though I am sure it was uncomfort-
able to Cordis Corp.-that it is in the public interest that not only
the FDA, but the Congress through oversight, keep our eyes on this
industry. It has grown very rapidly over the last 15 years; pace-
makers were invented, I guess, and really started to be used broad-
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ly as recently as 1973, as I recollect-maybe it is before that a few
years. But it is at a point in time at which you are implanting upto 150,000 pacemakers-implanting and reimplanting-that is amajor industry. It is a $2 billion a year industry if you include allthe costs and the payments to doctors as well as the payments tothe hospitals. And anything that has grown that fast is going tohave some growing pains, and frankly, there will be some unscru-
pulous people in the industry, as Mr. Stollhans has so clearly docu-mented. He has put people, if not behind bars, at least in communi-
ty service, and on probation.

I do not know what it is you have to do these days to get behindbars-I certainly do not want to find out firsthand. But if I had tohave anyone find out, Mr. Stollhans would be as good as any. Heseems to have his priorities fairly straight.
That is probably not an exclusive list of all the things that I

think the committee has learned today, but it is to my mind an ex-tremely valuable and important list. And I want to thank not only
you, Mr. Zimmerman, and Mr. Stollhans, and all the others, but Iwant to thank the people from the agencies who were here earlier.
I want to commend the staff of the committee for having worked
very hard to make sure that we did get into all of these issues. Wedo not have an oversight hearing on this kind of issue all thatoften. It has been 3 years. And if we are going to do it, we need todo it as well as we know how. And that is precisely what we havetried to do, and there is no doubt in my mind that from this we
will have derived a number of legislative and other initiatives thatwe can shortly move on, and perhaps in budget reconciliation,
which is now the next step after 3 a.m. last night.

So, I want to thank you all very much for being here. We appre-ciate your time and attention, your hard work. None of thesepieces of paper that we skim through easily are produced in amatter of minutes or seconds. The committee is grateful to all con-cerned.
I thank you very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]



APPENDIXES

APPENDIX I

May 9, 1985

- PACEMAKERS REVISITED: A SAGA OF BENIGN NEGLECT

Section I: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1. Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Remain Prevalent in the Pacemaker
H-lMu-s-~y -- - -

o The Justice Department was successful last year in
prosecuting two major pacemaker manufacturers for having
paid hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of kickbacks to
physicians, and the FBI is currently working on other such
cases.

o Under the new DRG system, Medicare provides incentives for
hospitals to "double dip" from both Medicare and a
pacemaker manufacturer, by collecting a warranty credit from
the manufacturer for a pacemaker that is explanted and
returned, and then also collecting a full DRG payment for
the replacement surgery, which includes the price of the
replacement pacemaker.

o GAO's new report, "Medicare's Policies and Prospective
Payment Rates for Cardiac Pacemaker Surgeries Need Review
and Revision", identifies pacemaker manufacturer policies
which provide for the manufacturer to deduct part of the
sales representatives' sales commission when a warranty
credit is issued for a returned pacemaker. One
manufacturer's policy was to reduce the distributor's sales
commission by $800 if a $4,000 pacemaker was returned and a
warranty credit was issued.

o As many as 30,000 of the estimated 110,000 initial pacemaker
implants in older Americans projected for this year may be
unnecessary.

o The pacemaker industry's own testing of pacemakers that are
removed and replaced has revealed that as many as 21,000
pacemaker replacement surgeries on older Americans this year
may be unnecessary.

2. Pacemaker Surgery Causes Serious Medical and Social
Complications for Older Americans.

According to expert testimony received by the Committee:

o Unnecessary surgery results in part from physicians' poor
understanding of electrocardiography and cardiac arrythmias.
Physicians taking specialty examinations measuring these
skills exhibit the highest failure rate in the field of
cardiovascular disease -- yet these are skills required to
make judgements of the need for pacemaker insertions. These
findings indicate an immediate need for improved geriatric
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medical education, as well as strict and clear Medicare
guidelines to define when surgery is needed.

o At least 2% of pacemaker patients suffer blood clots around
the pacer lead which can cause major illness and death.

o From 1 to 5% of patients suffer an infection of the heart
lining due to the pacemaker, the lead, or both, a
potentially fatal complication. Treatment often involves
major surgery to remove the device.

o Patients wearing pacemakers cannot obtain life insurance at
reasonable rates, and sometimes not at all. Health
insurance is very difficult to obtain, and many types of
employment are severely limited for pacemaker patients.

o Psychiatric literature establishes that from 10 to 20% of
pacemaker patients suffer severe depression, anxiety,
disorientation associated with a loss of identity, and a
variety of psychoneurotic disorders, all associated with the
unacceptable notion that they are permanent cardiac
patients, whose life depends upon a machine -- a serious
problem, particularly in cases of unnecessary implants.

3. The Government's Medicare "Watchdogs", the Peer Review
Oiganizations (PROs), Are Ineffective in Controlling
Unnecessary Pacemaker Surgery.

o Despite their federal contract requirement for 100% review,
PROs arc reviewing only 35% of pacemaker implants, and are
declaring a scant5.1% of these surgeries to be unnecessary.

o Most PRO review of pacemaker surgery is conducted after the
surgery has already taken place and, therefore, cannot
prevent unnecessary surgery before it happens.

o The government allows each of the PROS to independently
formulate its own guidelines for determining the medical
necessity of pacemaker surgeries, but this practice serves
only to perpetuate the existing disparities in pacemaker
surgery rates, disparities that now range as high as 1200%
between localities.

4. Despite a Congressional mandate to cure the problem, the
Health Care Financing Administration (HOFA) is less able
today to recover Medicare's share of pacemaker manufacturer
warranty credits than it was in 1982.

o HCFA could recoup for Medicare as much as $25 - $85 million
annually from manufacturers fo: pacemaker pulse qeneratot-i
replaced or recalled while the device is still under
warranty. Replaced or recalled warranteed pacer leads would
provide additional funds.
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o In only 26% of replacement surgeries were the PROssuccessful in obtaining all of the warranty informationnecessary for Medicare to recover monies under manufacturer
warranties.

o The Health Care Financing Adminstration has failed todevelop regulations that their internal memoranda indicatethey believe are necessary for Medicare to recover anywarranty monies.

o HCFA instructed all PROs in March of this year that theyshould cease gathering information on pacemaker warrantiesand replacement pacer leads.

5. The Marketing of Defective Pacemakers: Evidence of The Needfor a National Pacemaker Registry.

o An ongoing FDA investigation of the Cordis Corporation, oneof the largest pacemaker manufacturers worldwide, hasrevealed many serious problems and deficiencies in thefirm's manufacturing and marketing operations, resulting inthe distribution and implanting of thousands of potentiallydefective pacemakers.

o Upon FDA recommendation, the firm has notified physiciansand hospitals of potentially life-threatening defects inpacemakers discovered by the company several years earlier.

o The FDA investigation found that Cordis was slow ininvestigating and evaluating complaints concerning healthhazards from defective or potentially defective pacemaker
products.

o FDA investigators discovered that the firm had recorded thedestruction of an internal report concerning defectivepacemaker batteries, and one Cordis official had deletedfrom another internal company memo information pertinent tothe FDA investigation.

6. Confusion and Lack of Commitment Mark Federal Efforts toimplement a Nat-onal Pacemaker Registry.

o Although Congress mandated that the Registry be in place byJanuary 1, 1985, FDA and HCFA held their first "formalworking group meeting' to discuss its implementation onApril 5, 1985. A key outcome of that meeting was a decisionto write to HCFA's Administrator to ask that someone beplaced in charge of HCFA's Registry effort.

HCFA transfetred the job of collecting certain pacemakerreplacement data from PSROs and Fiscal Intermediaries (FIs)to the PROs in February 1984 by writing the task into PROcontracts, and began to pay PROs to collect this informationin July 1984. By December, HCFA's Bureau Chiefs had decided
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this duty should be performed by the PIs. In March 1985,
HCFA wrote PROs to stop collecting this data because "the
FDA now maintains a registry".

o OMB rejected DHHS' request for $1.2 million and 11 personnel
for FDA to implement and maintain the Registry, leaving the
agency to redirect scarce internal resources to meet its
Congressional mandate.

Section II: Background

(1) Introduction.

More than a half-million Americans -- 80% of them Medicare
beneficiaries -- currently rely on pacemakers to regulate their
heartbeats. This year alone, some 140,000 Medicare beneficiaries
are expected to undergo pacemaker implant and replacement surgery
at a cost of $1.4 billion. Included in this number will be from
21,000 to 30,000 pacemaker replacement surgeries costing Medicare
about $200 million.

The Senate Aging Committee's September 1982 hearing on "Fraud,
Waste, and Abuse in the Medicare Pacemaker Industry" challenged
the necessity of half of the annual Medicare expenditures on
pacemakers and related professional services.

The 1982 hearing revealed: markups on pacemaker prices were as
much as 560%; physicians were charging as much as $2,000 for
pacemaker implants, although the procedure had been simplified
and shortened; pacemaker warranties were virtually inoperative
under Medicare; 30% to 50% of implants were unnecessary; and
there were kickbacks to physicians in the form of cash payments,
stock options and travel excursions. The Committee made several
recommendations pursuant to these findings.

(2) Status of The Committee's 1982 Recommendations

o Congress should establish a price sensitive reimbursement
system to reverse incentives for overpricing and kickbacks
in health care system. Status:

Congress enacted Medicare Prospective Payment System, a
price-based reimbursement system;

o Congress should establish a National Pacemaker Registry to
monitor performance and utilization of pacemakers, and to
allow Medicare to recoup monies spent on replacing
pacemakers still under warranty. Status:

Congress enacted Heinz amendments (in the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984), including provisions that:
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-- Provided for a National Pacemaker Registry, to be in
place at the Food and Drug Administration by January
1, 1985,

-- Mandated new guidelines for monitoring of pacemakers;

-- Mandated two reports on pricing of physician and
hospital payment for pacemaker surgery, both to be
completed by March 1, 1985;

-- Empowered the Secretary of DHHS to require that
explanted pacers be returned to the manufacturer for
testing;

-- Provided the Secretary with authority to deny Medicare
payment to physicians and providers for failure to
submit Registry information or for failing to return
explanted pacemakers to manufacturers for testing.

o Department of Justice, and the FBI in particular should
aggressively pursue allegations of kickbacks connected with
pacemaker marketing and sales. Status;

The Justice Department obtained guilty pleas to criminal
charges in 1984 against two pacemaker firms which
admitted paying hundreds of thousands of dollars in
kickbacks.

o It was recommended that the Secretary of DHHIS:

-- establish adequate medical guidelines to ensure
appropriate utilization of pacemakers;

-- reduce physician payment schedules for pacemaker
surgery and monitoring;

-- develop appropriate frequency schedules for pacemaker
monitoring;

-- ensure that warranties are credited to Medicare's
purchase of pacemakers and leads.

Status:

-- HCFA issued pacemaker-implant guidelines in March
1983, but has not kept current with the state of the
art in cardiology, and has yet to publish guidelines
for sophisticated dual-chambpred pacers.

-- IICFA's study of physician payment, due March 1st, is
now scheduled for completion in late Summer.
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- Amendments to The Deficit Reduction Act resolved
monitoring schedule problems.

-- Warranty recoupment is less possible today than in
1982.

o Committee Chairman Heinz also requested GAO to examine
hospital and manufacturer pacemaker purchasing and warranty
practices, and to review the appropriateness of Medicare
payments to hospitals. Status:

The recently completed GAO study requested by the Special
Committee on Aging emphasizes very strongly the need for
a National Pacemaker Registry, and verifies many of the
Committee's 1982 findings (for further information,
please see attached GAO report and staff summary of
report.)

Section III: The Committee's 1995 Follow-Up Investigation

In late 1984, Chairman Heinz initiated a Committee inquiry into
utilization of procedures and services in the Medicare program.
Part of that inquiry included a follow-up investigation of the
Committee's findings and recommendations from its 1982 pacemaker
inquiry. This follow-up inquiry has revealed continued pacemaker
overutilization and lack of Federal control.

(1) Continued Fraud and Abuse in the Pacemaker Industry

Kickbacks, consisting of money or favors paid by pacemaker
manufacturers to physicians in order to induce demand, were
outlawed in 1977 and identified as a major problem by the
Committee in 1982. At the 1982 hearing, the FBI was encouraged
to aggressively pursue criminal prosecution of pacemaker firms
engaging in these practices. There have been two criminal
convictions since that time:

o On October 12, 1983, Pacesetter Systems Inc. (PSI) of
Sylmar, California, was indicted on four counts of Offering to
Pay and Paying Kickbacks, and one count of conspiracy. In
addition, the tormer President oP was in ite or 19
counts of Offering to Pay and Paying Kickbacks, and one count
of conspiracy. A Regional Sales Manager and a Vice-President
of the firm were also indicted on one count each of similar
charges. In late 1983 and early 1984, these officials pleaded
guilty, except the former President, who pleaded nolo
contendero, to the charges brought against them.

o On July 6, 1984, Telectronics, an Englewood, Colorado
based* pacemaker manufacturer, pleaded guilty to four counts of
having paid kickbacks totalling 5l34,050 to a cardiologist in
Rhode Island and leasing equipment valued at $9,065 for the
exclusive use of a cardiologist in New Port Richey, Florida.
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The FBI has also uncovered more sophisticated kickback schemessuch as equipment tradeoffs and phony consulting arrangementsinvolving payments by pacemaker firms of fixed amounts perpacemaker implant to physicians to monitor the firm's products inthe physician's patients. One physician reportedly received$150,000 over a two year period unr consultingarrangement. According to the FBI, these types of schemes areextremely difficult to differentiate from legitimate researchunder present disclosure laws.

The FBI believes the National Pacemaker Registry could serve asan investigative tool. Further, the Bureau endorses the conceptof requiring pacemaker manufacturers to fully disclose contractsand agreements with physicians for consultation and testing ofpacemaker products in human subjects. Such disclosure wouldfacilitate investigations of the more sophisticated kickbackschemes.

(2) Pacemaker Overutilization Remains Largely Unabated

a. Kickbacks and Manufacturer Incentive Programs May InducePhysicians to Perform surgeryrget~y:

Where pacemaker firms provide financial kickbacks tophysicians, they may encourage additional surgeries to beperformed on patients that otherwise might have been recommendedfor medical treatment for their condition, or for whom apacemaker is of no value.

b. Much Pacemaker Replacement Surgery May be Unnecessary:

Avoidable or Unnecessary pacemaker replacement surgeryresults from:

o "prophylactic explantation" of pacemakers and leadssuspected of serious and life-threatening defects;

o manufacturers' financial incentives for physicians topurchase pacemakers, particularly to buy "upgraded"replacements of greater sophistication and higher cost;

o Medicare reimbursement incentives, particularly toreplace pacers with "upgraded" models, for which
surgeons' fees arc higher;

o poor Medicare criteria for reimplanting pacemakers.

GAO's new report, "Medicare's Policies and ProspectivePayment Rates for Cardiac Pacemaker Surgeries Need Review andRevision", presents data from its review of four pacemakermanufacturers (which account for some 80% of U.S. pacer sales)and audit of 1,063 pacemaker surgeries at 12 hospitals, whichsuggests that replacement surgery frequently may beunnecessary:
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o Replacement surgeries accounted for an average of 19% of
all pacemaker surgeries at these hospitals;

o Overall, the four manufacturers stated that about 70% of
the pacemakers surgically explanted and subsequently
returned to them for testing turned out to be operating
within specifications. There was a great deal of
variation between individual manufacturers in the
proportion of explanted pacemakers the firm said were
still operating properly at the time of explant. For
example:

-- Of 1,196 pacemakers explanted and returned to one firm
for evaluation, about 33% were operating within
specifications;

-- Of 5,400 pacers explanted and returned to another firm
for testing during a recent 36 month period, 80% were
found to be operating within specifications.

Of the estimated 30,000 explant surgeries that will be
performed in 1985, then, it appears that manufacturers could
challenge -- on technical grounds -- the need for up to 21,000 of

theurgeries.

Yet, the exact proportion of unnecessary replacement surgeries
suggested by the manufacturers' test results remains unknown.
HCFA figures from their Bureau of Quality Control (BQC) study
state that over 12% of all replacement surgeries are performed on
patients wearing recalled pacemakers (see below for further
discussion on recalTs and the BgC study), but these are
pacemakers which manufacturers generally do recognize as covered
under warranty. Whether as much as 70% oT-replacement surgeries
are truly unnecessary cannot be ascertained without case by case
medical review, using appropriate criteria of medical necessity.

Moreover, manufacturers' assessments of returned pacemakers'
functional status may not represent the degree of unnecessary
surgery because of different financial and other incentives
affecting physicians and manufacturers. For example, some
physicians may desire to promptly explant a pacemaker with
declining function as it nears its End of Life, even if it is
still operating within technical parameters set by the
manufacturer. Manufacturers' judgements, on the other hand, may
be influenced by an incentive to limit outlays for warranties on
pacers and leads that fail. Both factors would tend to inflate
the number of pacemakers explanted but judged to be functioning
within manufacturer specifications.

c. Millions of dollars each year in manuiFicturer warranty
cridits are potentially available to Medicare.

For those pacers that manufacturers are willing to acknowledge
have failed during the term of a warranty. Medicare could recover
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millions of additional dollars annually, if it had a mechanism
for taking advantage of such warranty coverage (please see
Section IV, below, for further discussion of Medicare and
pacemaker warranties).

d. Recalls Of Defective Pacemaker Products Have Increased
Substantially Since 1982

The only available data on pacemaker replacement surgeries
caused by recalls of defective devices is a pilot study conducted
by HCFA's Bureau of Quality Control (BOC) and based upon 1982
data. This study found that about 12% of all pacemakers replaced
in that year were replaced after a manufacturer recall (either
voluntary or an FDA-ordered recall) of the device.

This proportion has probably increased dramatically since the
1982 study, as the number of recalled pacemaker devices has
increased. BOC's estimate, therefore, of the number of explant
surgeries may be too small, in that their estimate of recalled
pacers for each year (12% of the annual number of expected
replacement surgeries) is based on recalled pacers explanted from
patients during 1982, a year in which relatively few pacers were
recalled.

In terms of financial impact BQC estimates that Medicare will
spend $30 million in 1986 to explant recalled pacemakers.
Because the number of recalls has risen steadily each year sinceBQC-s estimate, it may represent only 33 to 50% of the actual
cost to Medicare for these surgeries, potentially $60 to $90
million annually.

The following table depicts the total annual number of recalled
pacemakers and leads according to FDA, compared to the BQC study
estimates for replacement surgeries:

* Replaced Pacers & Leads Actual # Recalls
Year (Proaected by BQC) (FDA Records)

1982 2460 7,525

1983 2675 10,878

1984 2846 18,000 - 26,000*

1985 3016 over 22.000+

Notes:
* The exact number of recalled pacer leads in 1984 was

unavi i !ble .
+ Estimated number of recalled pacers still implanted in

patients at the time of the recall.
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Section IV: Confusion and Lack of Commitment

Mark Federal Action to Implement the National Pacemaker Registry
andi toRcvrPc ker Manufacturer Warranty Mne

(1) Implementation of the National Pacemaker Registry

The Heinz amendments to the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

created a National Pacemaker Registry at the FDA to provide for a

registry of all pacemaker devices and leads for which payment is

made under Medicare. The purposes of the Registry are:

o to identify defective pacemakers and pacer leads as

specific models are found be developing a pattern of premature

or hazardous failure;

o to protect beneficiaries from such defective devices, by

ensuring that the location of each defective pacer is known,

including the identity of implanting physicians and the

patients-dependent on the devices, so they may be notified of

potential and actual hazards associated with the device;

o to ensure that Medicare is able to recover warranty

monies on pacemakers that fail during the manufacturer's
warranty period.

The new law established a deadline of January 1, 1985 for the

creation of the Registry and for implementation of the related

regulations.

The law specifies that the Registry must contain information

including at least the manufacturer, model, serial numbers, date

and geographic location of the implantation or removal, and any

express or implied warranties. The law requires submission of

this information to the Registry as a condition of Medicare

payment. Under the new law, the Secretary may also require

providers to return explanted pacemakers to manufacturers for

analysis, and may condition reimbursement to the provider on

compliance with this provision. The Secretary may require

manufacturers to test explanted devices, and to share the test

findings and related warranty information with providers.

Finally, the Secretary may dispatch FDA personnel to observe

manufacturer testing of explanted pacers.

Two components of the Department of Health and Human Services,

the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) and the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA), must collaborate and share information

in order to implement the terms of the Heinz Amendments.

HCFA, as the agency responsible both for financing and

controlling utilization of pacema.knr sutgery under Me'liceare, Can

identify data on each pacemaker surgery paid for under Medicare,

including specific information on the device, patient, provider,

and date of the procedure.. Also, HCFA alone is able to determine

if the surgery being performed is a replacement of a particular
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patient's Pacemaker, an initial implant, or another pacer-relatedprocedure.

As the agency responsible for administering Medicare, HCFA hasthe most experience at gathering data for the purpose of ensuringthat the program recovers monies owed to it as the purchaser ofdevices that fail while covered under a manufacturer's warranty.A series of HCFA contractors -- first the Professional StandardsReview Organizations (PSROs) and Fiscal Intermediaries (FIs), andnow the Peer Review Organizations (PROs) -- have been gatheringpacemaker reimplant and warranty data for these purposes since atleast October, 1983.

FDA is responsible for providing the staffing and otherresources necessary for the Registry. The agency alreadymaintains computer data bases detailing pacemaker and pacemakerlead failures, as well as records of all recalls of defectivedevices. FDA's existing information on recalls should bevaluable to HCFA, to assist that agency in recouping Medicaremonies expended for pacers and related devices that are recalledor fail while still under manufacturer warranty.
It may appear that these two agencies are well prepared, byvirtue of their existing duties and authorities, to collaborateon the implementation of a National Pacemaker Registry. Yet,despte he ongrssinaly mandated deadline of January 1TgT85,the National Pacemaker Registry and the regulations necessary tomre it are not yet finished. In fact, FDA nowestimates the completed regulations will not be issued untilDecember, 1987.

There are several reasons for DHHS' delayed implementation ofthe Heinz amendments, but the most significant of these is thatHCFA's efforts to control pacemaker utilization and recoverMedicare's share of warranty monies have been largelyunsuccessful. The agency's past and present failures in thisregard threaten to cripple the new pacemaker Registry.
HCFA has allowed its PROs to utilize antiquated reviewmethodologies and criteria to monitor and evaluate theappropriateness of implant/explant surgery:

o The agency has not updated its criteria for appropriatepacemaker-implant guidelines since 1983, despite thepublication in late 1984 of new and more strict criteriadeveloped by cardiologists.

o PRO denials are based on "retrospective review" ofmedical records, occurring after patients have undergone life-threatening surgery, and afT7erhospitals fnd physicians haveincurred unnecessary and non-reimbutseable expense.
o HCFA has allowed the PROs to slip far behind in theircontrac ua y-requir~e 100-review o pacemaker surgeries (PROs
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report having reviewed pacer surgeries at an annual rate of
only 40,000 surgeries, compared to the estimated 140,000 annual
surgeries expected to occur).

o HCFA has decided that pacemaker review by the PROs should
be reduced in the future.

o HCFA has also been hampered by infighting between two key
1ICFA offices, the Health Standards and Quality Bureau (tHSQB),
and the Bureau of Program operations (BPO). The Bureaus have
been quarreling over which of them should be responsible for
supervising the gathering of warranty information. In March of
this year HSQB -- the'winner of the internal debate -- issued
program instructions to the Peer Review Organizations (PROs),
informing them that as of March 25, 1985, they were relieved of
the responsibility for gathering data on pacemaker leads and
warranties, both items needed for the Registry.

o Although the Registry is to be maintained at FDA, FDA
must depend upon HCFA to send certain essential information --

including pacemaker replacement and warranty information --
over to FDA at regular intervals, for updating the Registry
data base. Yet, as of ADril 1985, HCFA still had no sinqle
person coordinating the agency's response to the mandate of
DEFRA.

(2) Medicare and Pacemaker Warranties: HCFA Steps Backward

The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) administers the
Medicare program, and has primary responsibility for monitoring
the quality and quantity of pacemaker services provided to
program beneficiaries. There have been a number of problems with
UCFA's previous efforts to use the PROs to review 100% of
pacemaker reimplants and to gather warranty information for these
reimplants. Now, perhaps in recognition of these problems, HCFA
intends to spend another million dollars to prepare the fiscal
intermediaries (FIs)to collect this information.

Prospects for the success of the FI reimplant review are poor.
HCFA spent months developing a draft reimplantation data
collection form to convey to FDA for comment. Each successive
draft look like the other, largely because all of the data
elements on each draft were specified in the Deficit Reduction
Act. Yet, while early drafts of the form would have assured all
essential warranty information was gathered and reported to the
Registry, the draft HCFA finally sent to FDA in April, 1985,
omits any reference to warranty data.

Internal memoranda from HCFA indicate that, under Prospective
ayment it is no longer possible for Medicare Z' realr) any
recoupment from warranties -- at least until a new DRG category
accounting for warranty credits, or a lawful way of witholding
portions of DRG payments. is created. These memoranda reveal
that HCFA has apparently decided the government has inadequate
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authority to recover money from manufacturers based onwarrantIes. but has taken no known action to secure suchauthority, either through Congress or new regulations.

Yet, a considerable amount of money is potentially recoverablefrom manufacturer warranties for pacemakers, initially purchasedby Medicare, which must be replaced due to failure or recall.
To find out how much warranty money HCFA could potentiallyrecover, Committee staff analyzed 336 monthly reports submittedby Peer Review Organizations (PROs) from 49 States and theDistrict of Columbia. These monthly reports describe the outcomeof the PROs' contractually mandated 100i review of approximately14,000 pacemaker surgeries between July 1984 and February 1985.

A STUDY OF PRO PACEMAKER REVIEW ACTIVITY
(a) Projected Annual * Reviews (from best month): 48,480
(b) Projected Annual % of Medicare Surgeries Reviewed: 35%
(c) Total # Reimplants Identified: 

1,014
(d) Percent of surgeries PROs Identified as Reimplants: 2.9%
(e) Total # Reimplants For Which PRO

Reported All Necessary Warranty Information: 268
(f) Percentage of Reimplants For Which PROReported All Necessary Warranty Information: 26.4%
(g) Number Pacers Explanted During Warranty Period: 188
(h) Percentage of All Explanted Pacers WhichWere -xplanted During Warranty Period: 70.0%

This analysis reveals that, of the 268 explanted pacemakers forwhich PROs had gathered all the warranty information necessarydetermine if the pacer was removed during the warranty period,fully 70% of the pacers were rep laced during the manufacturer'sIf HCFA were to gather all the necessary data,and hospitals were required to return expla-nted pacemakers to themanufacturer for testing, between $25 and $84 million annuallyin manufacturer warranty refunds could potentially be reeredfor tne tinancially-strapped Medicare Trust Fund.

In addition, the PROs are identifying only 2.9% of allpacemaker surgeries as replacement surgeries. This figure iscompares with GAO's estimate of 19%, and HCFA's pilot study bythe Bureau of Quality Control (BOC), which estimated that 21% ofall pacemaker surgeries are for replacement of a pacer. Theproportion of replacements may have gone dramatically downwardsince 1981 and 1982, the period which the GAO and BQC studiesfocused on, or the PROs may be failing to properly identify a
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significant number of replacement surgeries. HCFA will need to
understand the reason for this problem, even if the fiscal
intermediaries begin to monitor replacement surgeries, instead of
the PROs.

Section V: FDA Investigation of Cordis Corporation: A Case Study.

The Cordis Corporation, one of the largest pacemaker
manufacturers with worldwide sales of $132 million in 1964, has
been the target of a lengthy and ongoing FDA investigation since
early December 1983.

FDA investigators have documented many serious problems and
deficiencies in the firm's manufacturing and marketing operations
that presented potentially life-threatening health hazards to
thousands of pacemaker patiens. Te FDA addressed these
"serious health concerns" in a letter to Cordis dated September
7, 1984, and stated that "the problems *** appear to reflect a
corporate practice and a pattern of serious disregard for the
requirements of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

Much of the FDA inquiry was prompted by information and
internal Cordis documents supplied to the FDA by anonymous
sources, beginning in October 1983. The following are summaries
of several of the FDA's major findings:

(1) Early Battery Depletion in Gamma Model Pacemakers

On October 21, 1983, FDA Headquarters received in the mail from
an anonymous source a copy of an internal Cordis report titled
"Special Audit - Gamma Battery Cell Depletions." The report was
the product of an special internal Cordis problem investigation
devoted to study of the "134 premature Gamma Battery
depletions.. .confirmed to date". The finished report identified
"many process anomalies..." in manufacturing and quality control
that "...indicate an overall lack of control".

The FDA initiated its investigation at Cordis in early December
1983, after receiving official word from the Company that it had
mailed to physicians on December 2, 1983, an "Urgent Medical
Device Notification" on "early battery depletion" in certain of
the firm's Gamma series pacemakers. Upon being asked by FDA
investigators for a copy of the Cordis battery depletion report,
a Company official stated that all copies had been destroyed (see
attached copy of the destruction record). According to the FDA,
the firm did finally produce a copy after being told that failure
to do so would be considered as "an inspectional refusal." A
Cordis official also provided FDA investigators with a heaviTy
altered version of a memorandum dated August 19, 1983, which
instructed an separate internal Cor is task force on what to
c= sTder in studying the premature battery depletions.

Among the FDA findings were that the company had in 1980 made
an improvement in the Gamma battery as protection against
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premature depletion of power. The firm, however, continued to
Sell more than 6,000 Gamma pacemakers containing the unprotected
batteries between 1980 and August 1983. Cordis officials deny
having had sufficient information that would have prompted
earlier notification of physicians and a halt to sales prior to
the firm's task force study concerning the early battery
depletion problem.

FDA investigators reported that "As of February 1, 1984, there
were a total of 270 expired patients that had Gamma pacers" with
the unprotected batteries. The FDA report stated: "Prior to
this inspection, no effort had been made (by Cordis) toTdetermine
if the recognized pacemaker early battery depletion failure
mechanism could have resulted in a patient death that may have
been mistakenly attributed to non-pacemaker related causes
because a physician had no reason to suspect early pacemaker
fa ilure.-'

The FDA reports that, as of April 1, 1985, a total of 2,053
implanted Gamma pacemakers containing batteries subject to early
battery depletion had failed prematurely.

(2) wiring Defect In Certain Lambda, Theta And Stanicor
pacemakers

In June 1984, FDA investigators discovered that Cordis had
distributed more than 20,000 Lambda, Theta and Stanicor
pacemakers that potentially could go into sudden "no output"
failure due to a wiring defect.

The 'DA investigation further revealed that, in September 1980,
the Company had taken action to correct the defect after having
received "at least 10 complaints on Lambda Model 190A pacemaker
failures because of the wiring defect. The FDA reports, however,
that following the firm's correction of the problem in 1980,
Cordis "failed to repair" those pacemakers already in inventory
and continued to sell more than 3,000 of these defective devices
as late as the summer of 1983.

In September 1984, the FDA informed Cordis: "Based on the data
that we have obtained, we believe that these deficiencies expose
pacemaker dependent patients to potential serious adverse health
consequences as a result of sudden no output failure."

FDA investigators found that the firm had "not conducted
adequate investigations to determine the extent of injuries
reported by patients having their pacemakers fail" due to the
wiring defect.

Cordis had forwarded to physicians in 1932 mnd 11)93 "Product
Updates" in which the company warned that there was a problem
with several of the models affected by the wiring defect. The
FDA, however, determined that these notices were inadequate. As
a result, on April 19, 1985, Cordis forwarded to 15,000
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physicians an "Important Medical Device Notification" concerning
'Potential Sudden Loss f Output in these pacemakers. The
notification stated: `Cordis recommends that physicians reassess
the pacer-dependency of their patients with the above models and
prophylactically replace the pacemakers in totally pacemaker-
dependentipatent s.

(3) Pacemakers Subjected To High Temperatures During Testing

FDA investigation revealed that Cordis had inadvertently
subjected more than 250 pacemakers to temperatures almost 30
degrees above the boiling point (239 degrees F.) during testing.
According to the FDA, the pacemakers were distributed and
approximately 150 were implanted in patients, both in the U.S.
and in foreign countries. The batteries in some of these
pacemakers were replaced before distribution.

In its September 7, 1984, letter to the company, FDA stated:
"In our opinion, pacemakers subjected to high temperatures for
undocumented periods of time mayn result inm serious adverse
health consequences in pacemaker dependent patients as a result
of early battery depletion and sudden no-output failure." The
FDA recommended that Cordis notify "all physicians and hospitals
to whom these-pacemakers have bcen distributed." According to
the FDA, Cordis did send out notification in the U.S., but
believes it is not required to send similar notification to
foreign countries where more than a hundred of the heat-stressed
pacemakers were distributed for implant.

(4) Delays In Evaluating And Investigating Potential Health
Hazards

FDA investigation determined that Cordis' system for handling
and investigating complaints concerning potential health hazards
from its pacemaker products was deficient. For example, it was
not until FDA investigators had brought several cases to the
attention of the company that hazard assessments were finally
conducted. The following are examples: (a) "an individual who
blacked out while driving a car whose pacer was found to be
dead"; (b) a patient whose pacemaker "had a rate decrease and
also was reported to-be a runaway pacemaker at 160-170 pulses per
minute", and (c) a pacemaker that "was explanted due to a rate
decrease with a complaint that the patient experienced dizzy
spells." Cordis complied with FDA recommendations and improved
its system of evaluating and investigating such complaints.

Cordis states that it has made improvements in response to FDA
inspections, and is in the process of effecting other
improvements.
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Appendix IT

An .w~ A4 t

,,,, "junt,- United tates bumtt
SPECIAL COMM*TTiE ON AGONG

_us._~ c ~ WASHINGTON' DC 20Sto
April 8, 1985

Frank Young, M.D.. Ph.D.
Commissioner
Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857

Dear Dr. Young:

As Chairuan of the Special Committee on Aging, I am writing
to request your assistance in the Committee's ongoing inquiry
into utilization of services and procedures in the Medicare and
Medicaid programs.

Specifically, I am requesting that the Food and Drug
Adninistration (FDA) provide to Committee staff full access to
n11 correspondoecc, memoranda, establishment inspection reports
and attachments, computer and word processor-stored data and
information, and any other records and documentation pertaining
to the regulation of medical device use. It is essential for
Committee staff to have free and complete access to these materials
in order for the Committee to thoroughly evaluate the FDA's
effectiveness add efficiency in regulating utilization of medical
devices.

Should any of these materials contain trade secret or sensi-
tive information from an ongoing FDA inspection, you have my
personal assurance that such records and information will receive
appropriate treatment.

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

a irman

.111: m
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DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Nblic Hnoos Sri .

At ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fneoi a.ra Drug Aimr.nstasun
Rockv.iO MO 20S7

APR I 7 985
The Honorable John Heinz
Chairmian, Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of April 8, 1S35 to Commissioner Young
regarding your Committee's investigation of medicare/medicaid issues in
general and in particular- medical devices, many of which are reimbursed
under these prograes.

We appreciate the fact that your staff have been following Department
procedure in arranging for neetings and record reviews in advance and
in coordinating these matters with the Office of Legislative Affairs.

In response to your request, conveyed by James Michie of the Committee
staff, w are enclosing documents relating to FDA's open investigation
of Cordis Corporation. These documents involve an ongoing
investigation and information set forth in the documents could lead to
a recosmnendation for legal action. We are sure you appreciate the need
to preserve the integrity of FDA's investigation by maintaining the
confidentiality of the docunents and will therefore understand that vo
part of the documents should be disclosed to any member of the public.
Also many of the these documents contain confidential/commiercial
information which would not be releasable under FDA's Freedom of
Information regulations.

SJe will be pleased to continue to cooperate with Commnittee staff i
providing orderly access to Agency personnel and records.

Sincerely yours,

Henry H. Dausch
Acting Associate Commissioner

for Legislative Affairs

Enclosures
(w/ list of documents prrvided)
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"- hSY~a ~ ~ StneetSPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
WASHiNGTON. DC 20510
April 18, 1985

The Honorable Carolyne K_ Davis, Ph.D.
Administrator
Health Care Financing Administration
3140 Humphrey Building
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Davis:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am requestingthat you appear before the Committee on the morning of April 30,1985, to testify on HCFA's responsibilities under Section 2304of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.

As you know, Section 2304 includes several provisions thatimpact upon the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA): estab-lishing a National Pacemaker Registry with a deadline of January1. 1985. fnr implementaticn; a study of "the appropriateness ofthe amounts Tecognized as reasonable under Part B of Title XVIIIof the Social Security Act for physicians' services associatedwith implantation or replacement of pacemaker devices and pacemakerleads" with a report due on March 1, 1985; and regulations forestablishing the pacemaker registry and for requiring the testingby manufacturers of explanted pacemakers to determine whetherthe devices are defective.

The registry was designed to protect Medicare beneficiariesfrom defective pacemakers and unnecessary pacemaker implants,as well as providing Medicare with a means to recoup on defectivepacemaker warranties. Committee inquiry indicates, however, thatestablishment of the pacemaker registry and promulgation of theregulations required for operation of the registry and testingof explanted pacemakers are experiencing lengthy delays.

I, therefore, would very much appreciate your addressingthe following questions in your prepared testimony:

I. What is the current status of HCFA efforts to assist the FDAin establishing the registry and promulgating regulations requiredfor operation of the registry and testing of explanted pacemakers?
2. Does HCFA believe it has sufficient authority to promptlyrecover monies owed the Medicare program for pacers which faildue to defects and are explanted during the term of an applicablewarranty?
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Page Two
Letter to The Honorable Carolyne K. Davis

3. Why did HCFA decide to terminate the contractual obligation
of the utilization and quality control Peer Review Organization
(PROs) to collect information on pacemaker implants and reimplants
necessary to recoup warranty monies?

4. What is HCFA's assessment of the historical effectiveness
of the PROs at performing the contractually required collection
of warranty information?

5. What provision has HCFA made to ensure that such information
is now being obtained from physicians and providers by some other
qualified entity?

6. What is HCFA's estimate of the amount of revenue which could
be recouped by Medicare if it could collect on all warranties
covering defective pacemakers and leads? What is HCFA's estimate
of the cost of such an effort to recoup these warranty monies?

7. Has HCFA recouped any monies from warranted, defective pacemakers
to date? How much, if any? If HCFA has not recouped any monies
from such pacemakers, what is your best estimate of the date by
which we may. expect to recoup our first dollar of warranty recoveries?

Please provide the Committee with ten copies of your testimony
by close of business on April 26, 1985, and an additional 100
copies on the morning of April 29. 1985. Your testimony for submis-
sion into the record may be whatever length you deem appropriate.
We would appreciate your limiting your oral remarks before the
Committee to approximately five minutes.

Should you have any questions regarding the hearing, please
have your staff contact James Michie or David Schulke of the Commit-
tee staff at 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

S cr y,l

mrmanm

JH:3m J='
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- -- SPECIAL COMMMTTEE ON AGING
WASHINGTON. DC 20510
April 18, 1985

Norman R. Weldon, Ph.D.
President
Cordis Corporation
P.O. Box 025700
i1ami, Florida 33102

Dear Dr. Weldon:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am request-
ing that you appear before the Committee on the morning of
April 30, 1985, to share with us the Cordis Corporation response
to the Food and Drug Administration's investigation initiated
in late 1983 and pertaining to your firm's cardiac pacemaker/lead
manufacturing practices and compliance with FDA regulations.

The Committee also would be very much interested in your
thoughts and views regarding the establishment of a National
Pacemaker Registry and the testing by manufacturers of explanted
pacemakers as provided for in Section 2304 of the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984.

Please provide the Committee with ten copies of your
testimony by close of business on April 26, 1985, and an addi-
tional 100 copies on the morning of April 29, 1985. Your
testimony for submission into the record may be whatever length
you deem appropriate. We would appreciate your limiting yourprepared remarks before the Committee to approximately five
minutes.

Should you have any questions regarding the hearing,
please have your staff contact James Michie or David Schulke
of the Committee staff at (202) 224-5364.

Thank you for your cooperation in this important matter.

Sincerely.

t rman

JH: mm
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WASHINGTON. DC 20510

April 18, 1985

The Honorable Frank Young, M.D.
Commissioner, Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857

Dear Dr. Young:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am request-

ing that you appear before the Committee on the morning of

April 30, 1985 to testify on FDA's role in regulating and monitor-

ing utilization of cardiac pacemakers and associated devices.

As you know, section 2304 of the Deficit Reduction Act

of 1984 includes provisions for establishing a National Pacemaker

Registry with a deadline of January 1, 1985 for implementation.

The registry is to contain data on all pacemaker implants and

replacement implants, as well as pacemaker warranty information.

The registry was designed to protect Medicare beneficiaries
from defective pacemakers and unnecessary pacemaker implants,

as well as providing Medicare with recoupment on defective

pacemaker warranties. Committee inquiry indicates, however,

that establishment of the registry itself and promulgation

of the regulations required for operation and maintenance of

the registry are experiencing lengthy delays.

1, therefore, would very much appreciate your addressing

the following questions in your prepared testimony:

1. What is the current status of FDA efforts toward establishing

the pacemaker registry and promulgating regulations required

for operation and maintenance of the registry?

2. What is the FDA's current timetable for the registry to

become fully operational?

3. When will the regulations concerning the return to, and

testing by, manufacturers of explanted pacemakers become effective?

4. What are the causes of the delays in establishing the pace-

maker registry and in promulgating the regulations?

5. Has the Health Care Financing Administration agreed to

collect all the data, including warranty information, sufficient

to fulfill the requirements of Section 2304 of the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984?
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Page Two
Letter to The Honorable Frank Young, M.D.

6. How does the FDA intend to use its Medical Device Reportingand Device Experience Network systems in conjunction with thepacemaker registry?

7. In your opinion, do findings in FDA investigations of policy,practice and procedure in pacemaker manufacturing and utilizationunderscore the need for, and importance of. the Pacemaker Registryand the other FDA device reporting systems?

8. What is the status of the FDA's investigation of the CordisCorporation's compliance with Federal regulations governingmanufacturing and reporting requirements for cardiac pacemakersand leads?

Please provide the Committee with ten copies of your testi-mony by close of business on April 26, 1985, and an additional100 copies on the morning of April 29, 1985. Your testimonyfor submission into the record may be whatever length you deemappropriate. We would appreciate your limiting your preparedremarks before the Committee to approximately five minutes.
Should you have any questions regarding the hearing, pleasehave your staff contact James Michie or David Schulke of theCommittee staff at 224-5364.

Thank you for your continuing cooperation and assistance.

JH:dam 7 1m
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-.. ,--~- - SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

WASHINGTON. DC 20510

April 19, 1985

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General of the United States

U.S. General Accounting Office

Room 7000
441 G Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Pear Mr. Bowsher:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am requesting

that you appear before the Committee on 
the morning of April 30,

1985 to testify on GAO's findings in 
its major study of cardiac

pacemaker reimbursement, utilization and warranty practices under

Medicarc's cost-based and prospective payment systems for hospitals.

As you know, section 2304 of the Deficit Reduction 
Act of

1984 includes provisions for establishing 
a National Pacemaker

Registry. The Registry is to contain data on all pacemaker implants

and reimplants, as well as pacemaker warranty information. The

Registry was designed to protect Medicare beneficiaries from 
defec-

tive pacemakers and unnecessary pacemaker surgery, as well as

to provide Medicare with recoupment from defective pacemakers

covered by warranties. In addition, the Act calls for studies

of the appropriateness of current prices 
Medicare pays for such

surgery under Part A and B.

I therefore would very much appreciate 
your focusing your

prepared remarks on the following issues:

1. Pacemaker purchasing practices prior to the implementation

of PPS compared with current incentives, and the effect of these

practices on the PPS rates now being 
paid.

2. Hospital practices regarding explantation 
of pacemakers, the

return of explanted pacemakers to manufacturers for testing and

warranty recoupment, and the effect of these practices on the

PPS rates now being paid.

3. Types and duration of pacemaker manufacturer 
warranty coverage,

and the implication of these for recoupment of Medicare's cost

for equi pment and surgery associated with replacing 
defective

pacer devices.

4. Manufacturers' experience with the testing of explanted pace-

makers, and the implications of their experience for Medicare.
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Page Two
April 19, 1985
Letter to The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher

5. Based upon GAO's study of over 1,000 pacemaker surgeries at12 hospitals, please identify the extent of errors and defectsidentified in the database used to construct PPS rates, theirrelative magnitude, and their effect on present rates.

Thank you for providing me with copies of the GAO Blue Bookentitled "Medicare's Policies and Prospective Payment Rates ForCardiac Pacemaker Surgeries Need Review and Revision". In addition,I would appreciate your providing the Committee with ten copiesof your testimony by close of business on April 26, 1985, andan additional 100 copies on the morning of April 29. 1985. Yourtestimony for submission into the record may be whatever lengthyou deem appropriate. We would, however, appreciate your limitingyour oral remarks before the Committee to approximately five minutes.
Should you have any questions regarding the hearing, pleasehave your staff contact James Michie or David Schulke of the Commit-tee staff at 224-5364.

Thank you for your continuing cooperation and assistance.

Sipqeasly,

JH:dam
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrefs of the Ziniteb staitch

To yamesAllen Casey, 5620 Southwest 4th Street, Plantation.

Fla. 33317

___ ____ __ ____ _____ _ __ __ retfng:

VUruant to lawful authority, rou .IRE HEBEBY COmmAy nDED to

appear before the Spc ial Committee on ----Aging

of the Senate of the United States, on ,__May _

at 9:00 o'clock am., at thrcmmitteeroom -6,2 8 - k-

Senate- Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510 them and there

to testify what you may know relatie to the subject matters under con-

sideration by said committee.

FDA investigations of the Cordis Corporation, Miami, Fla.,

which commenced in 1983 and have continued to the present.

jbtertf fail vLt as you will answer your default under the pains and pen-

alties in such cases made and provided.

Tany Committee staff member

to serve and return.

Oibrn under my hand, by order of the committee, this

25th day of April __ ,in the year of our

Lord one tho n7ine hundr an0 eghty- five

£alto~r ommgt~ec 0 Aging



I made aendoo of the urithin eubpend

the uvit n-named -- - ------

__~>~ , _.. ,A. __ . _ a __ . _ _ ._.... . . o t

A ,4~;;< An.-f-------- _ .._-...._ 9

'ie d, day-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congrez of ttj M- niteb &tateg

Vietor Spanioli, 7315 Southwest 34th Street Road,

Miami, Fla. , 33155
_ ...... ,, ..... ,,,.._,_._*.._ _ - -,,-_--*---_- _ * -_*-__--*-_ __ * -.. -..--...-..-..----------........-..------.....-..---------- ----.........-...--. __ __-

.----- - .--- .___ _reetino:

urMuafnt to lawful authority, YOU 1RE HEREBr COMMA4NDED to

appear before the - cial. Committee or AgA_ ___ .

of the Senate of the United States, on . MAY ..l... .. . ............ 19

at _ o'clock im., at their committee room 628, Dir.ken

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510 then and there

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters under con-

sideration by said committee.

FDA investigations of the Cordis Corporation, Miami, Fla.,

w.hich commenced in 1983 and have continued to the present.

_, ........... ......

_ -_ -. .. . .... ... ....... .

rotted taU mt, as you will answer your defalit under the pains and pen-

altles in such cases made and provided.
any Committee staff member

TO ____ _ --- -................. . .. -_ --------..... __ . .. _ .... ___.-

to serve and return.

6iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this

25th day f Apriof in the year of our

Lord one tho ine hundr eiand ghtyf

c r. rnmttee -------Aging



I made ervicoe of the within swbpna.

by i•Ž/. ,

the wfthfnanamed ... ......... ...... _._...

.. . .. _. i.._........................ . .. ....... , at

I-

.. ____ _ __~~~ ....__...... _._ .. _

at . .. .o'oo . on

the ......... _ _. v
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April 26, 1985

Brendan R. Phibbs, M.D.
Skyline #11
South Parth Route
Jackson, Wyoming 83001

Dear Dr. Phibbs:

As chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am requesting
that you appear before the Committee on the morning of May 10,
1985 to testify on the relationship of governmental policies Lo
present patterns of utilization of cardiac pacemakers and associated
devices.

As you know, I authored amendments to the Deficit Reduction
Act which provided for the establishment of a National Pacemaker
Registry, and mandated studies on Medicare reimbursement of physi-
cians and hospitals for pacemaker surgery. The Prospective Payment
Assessment Commission (ProPAC) completed its report on Part A
reimbursement by the statutory deadline of March lat. I have
enclosed a copy of ProPAC's report for your review and comment.
HCFA has missed its March lat deadline for reporting on the adequacy
and appropriateness of physician reimbursement, and now anticipates
completing its review by August.

The National Pacemaker Registry was to be established by
January 1, 1985, and would contain data on all pacemaker implants
and reimplants, as well as pacemaker warranty information. The
Registry was designed to protect Medicare beneficiaries from defec-
tive pacemakers and unnecessary pacemaker reimplants, as well
as providing Medicare with recoupment on defective pacemakers
that fail while still under warranty. Committee inquiries indicate,
however, that establishment of the Registry itself and promulgation
of the regulations required for its operation and maintenance
are experiencing lengthy delays.

This hearing will update the Committee'e 1982 investigation,
with which you were involved, by examining the progress made in
recent years toward protecting beneficiaries from unnecessary,
expensive, and hazardous surgery. In addition, we will seek to
determine if problems persist today, despite these advances.
I would, therefore, very much appreciate your addressing the follow-
ing questions in your prepared testimony:

1. Is there any recent evidence of overutilization of cardiac
pacemaker surgery, including initial implanting, explanting, and
reimplanting of pacemakers?
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Page Two
Letter to Dr. Brendan R. Phibb,

2. What is known of the physiological, economic, social and psychol-ogical complications of cardiac pacemaker surgery?

3. Is Medicare paying a prudent and reasonable price for theservices of surgeons involved in implanting pacemakers?
4. According to a new General Accounting Office report to bereleased at the hearing, dual chambered pacemakers now accountfor some 24% of all pacer implants, compared with only 5% in 1981.What are the implications of the rapidly increasing use of thissophisticated device, especially for the Medicare program?
5. I have enclosed for your review a copy of HCFA'a guidelinesfor pacemaker surgery, as developed by the Public Health Servicein 1983, and a copy of the New York State Peer Review Organization'spacemaker guidelines. What is your opinion of the efficacy ofthese guidelines, in light of recent progress toward an improvedunderstanding of appropriate indications for this surgery?

Please provide the Committee with ten copies of your testimonyby the close of business on May 3, 1985, and an additional 100copies by the morning of May 9, 1985. Your testimony for submissioninto the record may be whatever length you deem appropriate.We would appreciate your limiting your prepared remarks beforethe Committee, however, to approximately five minutes. The hearingis scheduled for 9:00 a.m. in room 628 of the Dirksen Senate OfficeBuilding, in Washington, D.C.

Should you have questions regarding the hearing, please contactDavid Schulke, James Michie, or Terri Parker of the Committeestaff at (202) 224-5364.

Thank you for your continuing cooperation and assistance.

Enclosures
JH:dsm
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WASHINGTOI. DC 20 10
April 26, 1985

Howard S, Friedman, M.D.
Chief
Cardiology Section
Brooklyn Hospital
121 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn. New York 11201

Dear Dr. Friedman:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am requesting
your assistance in the committee's prcsent inquiry into the relation-
ship of governmental policies to present patterns of utilization
of cardiac pacemakers and associated devices.

Last year, I authored amendments to the Deficit Reduction
Act which provided for the establishment of a National Pacemaker
Registry, end mandated studies on Medicare Reimbursement of physi-
cians and hospitals for pacemaker surgery. The Prospective Payment
Assebssment Commission (ProPAC) completed its report on Pert A
reimbursement by the statutory deadline of March Ist. I have
enclosed a copy of ProPAC's report for your review and comment.
The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). however, has
missed its March lst deadline for reporting on the adequacy and
appropriateness of physician reimbursement, end now anticipates
completing its review by August.

The National Pacemaker Regis11try was to be established by
January 1, 1985, and would contain data on all pacemaker implants
and reimplants. as well as pacemaker warranty information. The
Registry was designed to protect Medicare beneficiaries from defec-
tive pacemakers and unnecessary pacemaker reimplants. as well
as providing Medicare with recoupment on defective pacemakers
that fail while still under warranty. Cmittee inquiries indicate,
however, that establishment of the Registry itself and promulgation
of the regulations required for its operation and maintenance
are experiencing lengthy delays.

This inquiry, which you are being invited to participate
in, will update the Committee's 1982 Investigation by examining
the progress made in recent years toward protecting beneficiaries
from unnecessary, expensive. and hazardous surgery. In addition,
we will seek to determine If problems persist today, depite thvese
advances. I would, therefore, very much appreciate you writen
response to the following questionsh

i. is Medicare paying a prudent and reasonable price for the
services of surgeons involved in implanting pacemakers?
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April 26. 1985
Page Two
Letter to Dr. Howard S. Friedman

2. I have enclosed for your review a copy of HCFA's guidelinesfor pacemaker surgery, as developed by the Public Health Servicein 1983, and a copy of the New York State Peer Review Organization'spacemaker guidelines. What is your opinion of the relative efficacyof these guidelines, both when compared to each other and in lightof recent progress toward an improved understanding of appropriateindications for this surgery?

I would very much appreciate your response to these questionsby the close of business on May 8, 1985, if possible. Shouldyou have questions regarding this request, or the materials enclosed,please contact David Schulke of the Committee staff at (202) 224-5364.
Thank you for your continuing cooperation and assistance.

Enclosures
JH:dsm
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SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

WASHINGTON, DC 20510
April 26, 1985

The Honorable Carolyne K. Davis, Ph.D.
Administrator
Health Care Financing Administration
314 G Humphrey Building
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Davis:

I am writing to inform you that the hearing

at which you were to provide testimony before the

Special Committee on Aging has been rescheduled and

will be convened on the morning of May 10, 1985 in

room 628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,

D.C. The requests in my April 19, 1985, letter concern-

ing the focus and length of your prepared testimony

remain unchanged.

Please provide the Committee with ten copies

of your testimony by close of business on May 3,

1985, and an additional 100 copies on the morning
of May 9, 1985.

Thank you for your cooperation in this important

matter.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
JH:Jmm
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SPECIAL COMMiTTEE ON AGINGWASHINGTON, DC 20510

April 26, 1985

Norman R. Weldon, Ph.D.
President
Cordis Corporation
P.O. Box 025700
Miami, Florida 33102

Dear Dr. Weldon:

I am writing to inform you that the hearingat which you were to provide testimony before theSpecial Committee on Aging has been rescheduled andwill be convened on the morning of May 10, 1985 inroom 628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,D.C. The requests in my April 19, 1985, letter concern-ing the focus and length of your prepared testimonyremain unchanged.

Please provide the Committee with ten copiesof your testimony by close of business on May 3,1985, and an additional 100 copies on the morningof May 9, 1985.

Thank you for your cooperation in this importantmatter.

Sicerely,

<hairmxan

Enclosure
JH:J=
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April 26, 1985

The Honorable Frank Young, M.D.
Commissioner, Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, AMaryland 20857

Dear Dr. Young:

I am writing to inform you that the hearing
at which you were to provide testimony before the
Special Committee on Aging has been rescheduled and
will be convened on the morning of May 10, 1985 in
room 628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C. The requests in my April 19, 1985, letter concern-
ing the focus and length of your prepared testimony
remain unchanged.

Please provide the Committee with ten copies
of your testimony by close of business on May 3,
1985, and an additional 100 copies on the morning
of May 9, 1985.

Thank you for your cooperation in this important
matter.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
JH: jmm
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WASHINGTON, DC 20510
April 26, 1985

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General of the United States
U.S. General Accounting Office
Room 7000
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher:

I am writing to inform you that the hearingat which you were to provide testimony before theSpecial Committee on Aging has been rescheduled andwill be convened on the morning of Hay 10, 1985 inroom 628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,D.C. The requests in my April 19, 1985, letter concern-ing the focus and length of your prepared testimony
remain unchanged.

Please provide the Committee with ten copiesof your testimony by close of business on May 3,1985, and an additional 100 copies on the morning
of May 9, 1985.

Thank you for your cooperation in this importantmatter.

Sincerely,

fiairman f

Enclosure
JH:jmm
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i ) nEPARTMENTOF HEALTH & HUM AN SERVICES Pbfu K.Ac Secs

Food and DnQ Ad-ui,.tb
Rockwel MD 20857

JUN 2 0 85

The Honorable John Heinz
Chairman. Special Commnittee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in further response to your letter of April 8 regarding your
Committee's investigation of medicare/medicdid issues in general and in
particular medical devices, many of which are reimbursed under these
programs.

We are enclosing additional establishment inspection reports (EIRs),
exhibits and miscellaneous memoranda and letters relating to FDA's
investigation of the Cordis Corporation. These documents involve an
ongoing investigation. and information set forth in the documents could
lead to a recommendation for legal action. We are sure you appreciate
the need to preserve the integrity of FDA's investigation by
maintaining the confidentiality of the documents and will therefore
understand that no part of the documents should be disclosed to any
member of the public. Also some of the material in the documents is
considered confidential information and as such is not releasable to
the public under FDA's Freedom of Information regulations.

Some minor deletions have been made because, in our view, the
information represents material not releasable outside of the
Department under section 301(j) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act.

If we can be of further assistance, please let us know.

Sincerely yours,

W~ /4 P
Hugh C. Cannon '
Associate Connissioner

for Legislative Affairs

Enc losures
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Appi.ndix III

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH& HUMAN SERVICES Health Cale Financing Ad,

6325 Security Boui.s
Bsaitmor., iM 21207

Reference: RFP HCFA-trOj2
OMB No. 0990-0190

0990-011 
FEB 29 1984

Ladies and Gentlemen:

You are Invited to submit a proposal in accordance with the requirements ofRequest for Proposal (RFP) No. HCFA-S4.;015 for the Utilization and QualityControl Peer Review Organizati.2n (PRO).

Your proposal must be received by the Contracting Officer no later than April 30,1984, 2:00 p.m. local prevailing time at:

Department of Health and Human ServicesHealth Care Financing Administration
DPS/Contract Branch - RFP-HCFA-84-015
Room 322, East High Rise Building
6325 Security Boulevard
N ltimore, MO 2:207

Special attention is directed to the "Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities" ofthis solicitation. You are c4utiouied that failure to agree to the certification shallrender your proposal ineligible for award of contracts exceeding $10,000 which arenot ex.-rnpt from the provisions of the Equal Opportunity clause.
Your proposal must be prepared In accordance with the attached 'ContractProvisions" and "Instructions to Offerors".

The RFP does not commit the Government to pay any cost for the preparation andsubmission of a proposal. It Is also brought to your attention that the ContractingOfficer is the only Individual who can legally commit the Government to theexpenditure of public funds in connection with this proposed procurement.
Requests for any Information concerning the RFP will be referred only to theundersigned who may be reached on (301) 594-9040 (collect calls will not beacceptei). Technical questions inust be in writing (See Special Instruction No. 2).

Sincerely yours,

Fredric P. Miller
Contractinr Officer
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4f;>2 J.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Heaith Care Financing Administration

Request
F r
Proposal

RFP NO: HCFA-84-015

OPERATION OF UTILIZATION
AND

QUALITY CONTROL
PEER REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS
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(2) Reduce the number of inappropriate or unnecessary
admissions or invasive procedures for specific diagnosis
related groups (DRGs).

(3) Reduce the number of inappropriate or unnecessary
admissions or invasive procedures by specific
practitioners or in specific hospitals.

In addition, the contractor shall perform all of the following review
activities;

(i) Review, prior to hospital admission (in lirnitsd
circumstances this may inculde post admission but
preprocedure) every elective case proposed for five
procedure-related DRGs or DRG groups of those listed in
Attachment VII under the heading "Preadmission
Review". Review is to be performed in accordance with
the preadmission review plan approved by HCFA. An
altnrnate review plan will be approved by HCFA if the
offeror can show a greater potential for impact on the
utilization or quality of care in the area.

(ii) Review admissions occurring within seven days of a
discharge and deny all claims for inappropriate
admissions.*"

- #> (iii) Review every permanent cardiac pacemaker
Implantation or reimplantation procedure and deny
payment for all that are unnecessary.**

> (iv) For every pacemaker reimplantation, obtain warranty
information necessary to identify pacemaker costs
reimbursable to Medicare.**

(v) Review transfers from a hospital subject to PPS to
either another hospital, or to a PPS-exempt psychiatric,
rehabilitation, or alcohol detoxification unit or to a
swing-bed within the same hospital, and deny all claims
for inappropriate admissions resulting from those
transfers.**

(vi) Perform Admission Pattern Monitoring (APM).*"*

*-The Contractor shall perform these activities according to the specifications inAttachment IV to the RFP.

***The Contractor shall perform this activity according to the specifications inAttachrnenit V to the RFP.

65
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[ Attachment IV to PRO RYP ]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

DATE: March 1984

PSRO Transmittal No. 107

To PSEOs
Regional Administrators

From Administrator

Subject: PSRO Review of Inpatient Hospital Services under the

Prospective Payment System (PPS), Transfers From PPS

Hospitals, and Admissions within 7 Calendar Days of Discharge

Prom a PPS Hospital

THIS TRANSMITTAL SUPERSEDES PSRO TRANSMITTAL .UMBER 104.

PURPOSE

Title VI of the Social Security Amendments of 1983 (P.L. 98-21)

provides that Medicare's payment for Part A hospital Inpatient

operating costs will be made on a per discharge basis. As a result.

some new PSRO review activities will have to be instituted, and some

existing activities will need to be modified and strengthened.*

This transmittal replaces PSRO transmittal number 104. The revisions

were made based on co=ents received in relation to PSRO transmittal

104. The substantive changes include:

- correction of the number of diagnosis related groups (DR0s)

for which payment caD be made (from 467 to 468):

- the addition of review completion requirements;

- clarification of functions which may be delegated;
- the addition of requirements to conduct admission review on

cases with specific principal diagnoses identified by the

Medicare Code Editor as those which are not indicative of a

justified admission;
- revision to itle definition of a significant pattern of

unnecessary admissions and unnecessary transfers;

- revision to the definition as to when the review of subsets

can be substituted for 1008 review:
- the addition of requirements to review transfers to an exempt

alcohol/drug treatment unit and the addition of corresponding
reporting requirements;

- clarification that all cases involving transfers from a PPS

hospital to any other acute hospital must be reviewed;

- deletion of the description of the payment methodology for

cases involving transfers from a PPS hospital to any other

acute hospital;

*The reporting requirements contained in this transmittal require 0F3

approval under the provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act. The

Health Care Financing Administration is currently seeking such

approvals.
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P1ge 13 - PSRO Transmittal tn7

thus causing the repeat admission. Perform analysis relevant to
stay at first hospital to determine cause(s) and breadth ofproblem(s).

4. Where an admission was found not to be necessary or
appropriate, deny the case and make a reco=endation regardingthe application of the waiver of liability provision (Section
1879 of the Act) to the intermediary.

5. If the number of unnecessary admissions to a hospital within7 calendar days of discharge fry a PPS hospital divided by the
total admissions within seven calendar days of discharge from aPPS hospital reviewed from that hospital is 2.5% or three cases(whichever is greater), review every such case in the followfngquarter, including those where the 2 stays Involve hospitals
which are not in the same PSRO area.

6. Institute quality review studies where a problem (e.g.,
premature discharge) Is identified. (See Tranrittal Number
100.)

7. Report to the regional office any cases where both admissionsare necessary, but where the second stay to aG a result of tLb
beneficiary being prematurely discharged from the first stay,su'zarizing findings. When a pattern of such abuse is
identified, develop a sanction recomendation.

II. Invasive Diagnostic and Therapeutrc Procedure Review

The performance of invasive diagnostic and therapeutic procedures mayaffect DRG classifications thus leading to increased reimbursement.
Therefore, review all areas involving invasive diagnostic ortherapeutic procedures where PSW data has identified a substantialproblem.

.- b A. Review every case involving permanent pacemaker insertion usingappropriate medical records.

1. When the procedure is found not to meet the PSRO criteria,
the physician revieuer/advisor will determine if the procedurewas unnecessary. If the procedure is/was found to be
unnecessary, deny the procedure and notify the affected parties.

2. If the review is retrospective (i.e., after the pacemakerhas been inserted), notify the intermediary so that the DRG can
be (recalculated excluding the procedure.
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Page 14 - PSRO Transmittal 107 _

B. In addition, collect information about permanent pacemaker
reimplant s.

1. Request from the hospital, the appropriate records to
determine the date of the insertion of the replaced and new
pacemakers, the name and type of the new and replaced devices,
'and the warranty period on both devices.

2. If the medical records do not contain sufficient
information about the replaced pacemaker, request the
appropriate records from the previous admission. If the
replaced pacemaker was inserted at another hospital, request the
appropriate records only if the hospital is in your PSO area.

3. Report this information on the report of medical review
activity (attached).

C. Identify and review all other invasive procedures where patterns
of abuse have been previously identified.

D. In any case reviewed where a procedure was found not to be
reasonable or necessary, examine the medical record and determine
whether other reasonable and necessary services (beyond routine care)
were provided.

1. If such other reasonable and necessary services were not
rendered, deny the admission on the grounds that the admisLion
was not reasonable and necessary.

2. If such other reasonable and necessary services were
rendered, deny the procedure. (This results in a reasonable and
necessary denial of payment for the excluded procedure.)

Notify the intermediary so that the DRC can be (re)calculated
and any necessary payment adjustment made.

E. If a pattern of abuse is identified. develop a sanction
recaendation.

1II. Review of Outliers

A. Day outliers are those cases where the ==nbur of covered days in
a stay exceeds the average length of stay for discharges in the DRC
by a fixed number of days or a fixed number of standard deviations,
whichever is the fewer number of days. Day outliers occur
automatically at a specified point in time for each DRC.

1. Eligibility for this additional Medicare reimbursement is
automatic, and the hospital need not specifically request it.
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[ Sample PRO Contract Provisions Relating to Required 100%
Review or Cardiac Pacemaker Implant. Reimplant, & Varranty

OMPRO
Sal0 SW (-I.e

OHEGON h PR fS Ei efW 0GFMZRTiN , c 0

i5O5) 25&Igo 7

April 24, 1984

Frederic P. MIller, Contracting Officer
Department of Health and Human Services
Health Care Financing Admindistration
DP'/Contract Branch - RFP-HCFA-84-015
Room 322. East High Rise Blilding
6325 Sec-rity Boulevard
Balti-ore, .aryland 21207

'ono

Dear MH. Miller:

Enlosed pl"eH find the ren-tired eiztr crples of or Tacbh-l-
and Bofiness proposals in response to 1FFP ; CFA-84-0i5.

Sincerely,

eerA. crry .
Executive Director

t//

Faye W. Cilbarg ' U
Associatc Executive Direcrcr

enclosures
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2.2.2 Pacomaker

OMPRO will review every case involving permanent pacemaker
insertion using appropriate medical records. When the
procedure is found not to meet the PRO criteria, the
physician reviewer will determine if the procedure was
unnceasary. If the procedure is found to be unnecessary,
OMPRO will deny the procedure and notify the affected
parties. If the review is retrospective (i.e., after the
pacemaker has been inserted), OMPRO will notify the
intermediary so that the DRG can be calculated excluding the
procedure. OMPRO will also request from the hospital the
appropriate recorst determin te dte of the insertion of

ced and new pacemakers, the name and type of the new'
~~jpi~.ei~xjses.andthe warranty Period on both

If the medical records do not contain sufficient
information shout the replaced pacemaker, OMPRO will request
the appropriate records from the previous admission. If the
replaced pacemaker was inserted at another hospital. OMPRO
will request the appropriate records only if the hospital is
in Oregon. OMPRO will report this information on the report

of medical review activity.
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[ Sample PRO Contract Provisiona Relating to Required 100%
Review of Cardiac Pacemaker Implant, Reimplant, & Warranty ]

A PROPOSAL TO OPERATE
A Lt1IZATIONH AND QUALITY CONTROL

PEER REVIEW ORNIATION
FOR THE

STATE OF NEW YORK

Technical Prooosal
Volure 1: Chapters 1-6

June 12, 1984

RFP Ro: HCFA-84-015 tNew York)

SuLitted to:

Health Care Financing Administration
OPSlContract Branch

East High Rise Building, Room 389
6325 Security 8ouleyard

Baltimre, Maryland 21207

Individuals Authorized to Negotiate and Bind the Foundation:

Richard 0. Eoerle, M.D., President
George B. Pollock, M.D., Vice President

John Q. Podesta, Executive Director (Negotiate Only)
(516) 488-6100

EIR3: 131939109

aft ~g EMPIRE STATE MEDICAL, SCIENTIFIC

/flJ) AND EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.

'.1C -A(K E v e E ROAC A,(= SUCCESS 4 5. ' 1 ° '
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The physicians of the foundation, again recognizing the obvious need for

communication and education, will afford each facility involved the

opportunity to meet with physicians to discuss issues raised in this aspect of

the review process.

HCFA Required Reports

The PRO Review Activity report will be compiled and submitted within 10

days of the end of the month. The Denials Determination and Sanction Activity

Report will be compiled and submitted within 30 days of the end of the quarter.

Task 3: Cardiac Pacemaker and Warranty Review

The Scope of Work includes a requirement to review each cardiac pacemaker

implant and reimplant as well as to collect warranty information on reimplant

procedures in New York State. There appear to be two factors underlying this

specific type of review. In the first place, there are Indications that

frequently this procedure is performed in instances where it Is not medically

necessary. Secondly, in the case of reimplantation, hospitals are not

actively pursuing recoupment of costs from the device manufacturers when the

malfunctioning Is covered under terms of a warranty.

In examining this requirement, the physicians of the Foundation have

determined that physician education is the best approach to assure impact in

this area. To this end, the Foundation will actively distribute and publicize

the HCFA Guidelines for Cardiac Pacemaker Insertion to the members of the

Statewide medical comsunity. This will be done in conjunction with the

Medical Society of the State of New York. By this action, physicians will be

placed on notice that one of the conditions or circumstances outlined in these

guidelines must be clearly documented or justified in each case for Medicare

reimbursement. Further, if a contraindicated condition exists, payment will

be denied. In addition, it is intended to disseminate the pacemaker criteld

developed by the Inter-society Committee on Heart Diseases. By virture of

this review requirement, warranty information will also be gathered in

reimplant cases.

3.57
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It is felt that the scope and purpose of the cardiac pacemaker review
requirement addresses the two areas related to potentially unnecessary
procedures. The first issue is the reduction of unnecessary procedures by
virture of lack of indication. The second, the quality control issue, is
related to pacemaker warranties. The Foundation physicians feel confidern
that their proposal of physician education will decrease the incidence of
medically unnecessary pacemaker procedures.

Purpose. The purpose of this review is to determine the medical necessity
and appropriateness of every permanent cardiac pacemaker implantation and
relmplantation procedure performed on Medicare beneficiaries in acute care
hospitals. Additionally, as required by the Scope of Work, warranty
information on cases involving reimplantation must also be collected. The
Health Care Financing Administration has published guidelines by which the
medical necessity for cardiac pacemaker implantation is to be determined and
these will be used by the Foundation.

The Foundation is keenly aware of the adverse consequences of denying
payment for cardiac pacemaker implantations and reimplantations based on a
retrospective medically necessary judgment and lack of such denials will have
a potentially adverse effect on the physician/patient relationships. To
address the issue and remain in line with the intent of the Scope of Work, the
Foundation will conduct a highly structured educational process as Is detailed
in the 'Procedure" section below. The Foundation believes this methodology,
accompanied by denials with fiscal impact where deemed appropriate, will serve
to Impact upon the reduction of unnecessary admissions, an objective of both
the PPS and New York waiver systems, and reduce in unnecessary surgery, one of
the major quality objectives of the program.

Sco e:, Review in this category Is targeted at 1.5 percent of total
Medicare admissions to hospitals in the State. To comply with this
requirement, the PRO will conduct nondelegated post payment retrospective
review of 100 percent of all cardiac implantation and reimplantations. At the
same time, as required by the Scope of Work, warranty information on
reimplantation cases will be collected.

3.58
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[ Sample PRO Contract Provlisons Relating to Required 100%
ieyilew or Cardiac Pacemaker Implant, Reimplant, & Warranty I

OEPARTMENiT I0 C0 0.1ACI 1
MZALTI. COUCATIDN. AND WZLPAR9 s. H e I ..i .A7

NtGOTIATID CONTRACT

Health Care Financing Administration
DPS/Contract Branch
G-10-A East Eilh Rise Building
6325 Sacurtty Boulevard
Baltimaore. harvland 21207

Alabama Quality Assurance Foundation
236 Twin Toovers Eact
Birmingham, Alabama 35209

DUO-b4-4U3i5 V..1- --
"no1., O ..u...av To T.' TV- o. OeoT.CT

41 USC 252 (c)(15) FIRM FIXED PRICE

C..T.ICT 10l

"Operation of Utilization and Quality
Control Peer Review Organization for
the State of Alabama"

aCcuYnt.,. . -YD -.t~lol DA.7

45998005 2594
7520X8005 961
63-0840366

BLACK CF .bsrtorRM*OcS rorc ^_41
3rmingham, Alabama $6,350,000.00

T D4~ o -- r .e

5ee Article XX Health Standards 6 Quality Bureau

July 1, 1984 June 30, 1986
CO~~lSRA~~~tOR RFPRF~~~~iFIITla
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Alabama t Assurance Foundation UNITED STATSO OF AMERICA

B Y K O 7 ~ ~ B y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __B Y

WJon W. Killer William J. Tate
T1 . . .... -"ClO -

TITLE Chief Executive Officer A /e /f-f/
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ALABAMA QUALnY ASSuRANCE FOUNDAI1ON
238 GOOO/ N CRST DRIV. TWIN TOWERS EASt

03lt4AtGKAM. ALAaAM 352001 ' tTELEPHONE 205U 42 5440

\X/ 84JUN29 AB: 41

June 28, 1984

Health Care Financing Administration
DPS/Contract Branch
Room &-1lA
East High Rise Building
6325 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland 21207

ATTW: Mr. Fredric P. Hiller

RE: RFP - HCFA-84-015 (State Of Alabamna)

Dear Sir:

Please accept this letter as Amendment #4 to the AQAF Technical
Proposal in response to RFP - BCFA-84-015. The changes made in
our telephone conversation of June 27, 1984 have been made and are
incorporated into the Attachments at tabs.

LIST OF ATWACHiNfTs: lAl-Objective Statement has been reformulated
and all baseline data is PSRO 1983 data.

LA2-Objective Statement has been reformulated
and all baseline data is PSRO 1983 data.

1A3-Objective Statement has been reformulated
and all baseline data is PSRO 1983 data.

lA4-The Objective Statement has been reformulated.

2A -Quality Objective has been revised as
recommended.

2B -Quality Objective has been revised as
recommen ded.

2C -Quality Objective has been revised as
recommended.

2D -Quality Objective has been revised as
recommended.

2E -Quality Objective has been revised as
recommended.
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HCFA
CPS/Contract Branch
Mr. Fredric Miller
HCFA-84-015 -2- June 28, 1984

Your consideration of the above is greatly appreciated.

Best Regards,

ALABAMA QUALITY ASSURANCE FOUNDATION

n er
Chief Executive Officer/AQAF

Enclosures
:agw
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[RFP QUALrrY AREA (4) cBJErIvE]

M'TKHKx 2D

CJ'lE OR ReUTm CP U God~ I

ANUET U4

I.

Permanent pacsraker irplants for wedically inappropiatereasons are seen as a national probem. Warranties are seldrtaken into consideration at the tire of replacarent, whichcould result in a reduction or elimination of replacerentcost. A quarterly creparison of implant data for 1982 (568)with 1983 (426) shows a 24% reduction indicating thatapproximately 20% were medically unnecessary. This baselineis subject to further refinement.

n-. CBJE VE

By reducing medically unnecessary paceraker iwprants, reducepermanent cardiac paceraker implantations by 10% from 1704 to1534 (1983 PSRO data) for the first contract year and 20%from 1740 to 1364 (1983 PSRO data) for the second contractyear.

m. BACWR

1. The probler of medically unnecessary permanent pacmakerimplants are well docurented in the literature.Estimates f rom physicians associated with medicalcenters across the country estimate 30-50% of allpacemaker iirplants are unnecessary. (Fraud, Waste andAbuse in the Medicare Pacemaker Industrysw SpecialOreittee on Aging United States Senate, Septerber 1982,p.1)

2. Kickback, fraud and abuse are reportedly widespread inthe industry.

3. Approximately 150,000 people in the United States wereprojected to receive pacexkers in 1982. Jtst pacemakerpatients are seniors. Drpiants in patients aged 60-80account for two-thirds of all implants. ("Fraud, Wasteand Abuse in the Medicare Pacemaker Irndstry;- SpecialOreittee on Aging United States Senate, Septerber 1982,p.1)

4. Around 30% of all paoemaker operations in any given yearinvolve replacement of the device. Pbst manufacturersoffer replacement credit. fib the extent replacerent
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credits are offered for the devices there is no method
of tracing compliance and assuring payment to Medicare.
("Fraud, Waste and Abuse in the Medicare Paceraker
Industry;" Special Committee on Aging United States
Senate, Septerber 192, p.1)

5. Based upon 1983 Medicare discharges there were 1,704
permanent pacemaker implantations and 249 replacements
in Alabama for that year. Assuring the medical
necessity for all permanent pacemaker implants for which
DRG payment is made and warranty acountability will
provide measurable impact in
Alabama.

6. Responding to RFP requirements that permanent cardiac
pacemaker implants f or Medicare recepients be reviewed
at 100% for medical necessity, in October 1983 the Board
of Directors of Alabama Medical Review elected to
perform the procedure review retrospectively with the
aid of a pacemaker reveiw committee capprised of
practicing cardiologists. Utilizing DHHS/BCFA
guidelines for pacemaker implants, criteria was
developed by the committee to extract appropriate
diagnoses from records which reflect the need for
pacemakers in 100% of the cases. Educational
intervention occurred during October 1983 with the
forwarding of this screening criteria to hospital
administrators and chiefs of staff throughout Alabama.

7. Alabama Medicare discharge data reveals an average of
568 permanent cardiac pacemaker implants and
reimplantation procedures per quarter for 1982, as
compared to 426 for 1983. This reflects a 24%
reduction. Based on the Senate Comrrittee statistics
that 30-50% of pacemakers are unnecessary, 100%
paceraker review will continue to show a decrease in the
number of permanent cardiac pacemakers for Medicare
recepients.

IV.

1. Identification of pacemaker implants and replacerents
will be made utilizing Fiscal Intermediary (FK) reports.

2. Review retrospectively 100% of records against criteria
set by the Pacemaker Committee and obtain warranty
information in fulfillment of RFP requirements for this
mandated review activity. Review will be conducted by
reivew supervisors in the Quality Review Departfrent who
are trained to read EXqs.

3. Maintain on file data of implant, manufacturer, and
warranty information. Forward information quarterly to
HCFA.
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4. Refer cases not meeting criteria to the Quality
Assurance Cnpittee (QhC). When a pacemaker implant is
felt unjustified by the QAC, it is then referred to the
Pacemaker Committee for review and a final
determination.

5. Notification of any Pacemaker Committee denial
determination to attending physician and patient.

6. Failure to correct a pattern of inappropriate permanent
pacemaker implants will result in referral to the Board
of Directors for the follcwing possible action:

a. any physician whose implants are found to be
unnecessary in 10% or more of the cases will be
placed on preprocedure certification; or

b. on retrospective examination of the record following
preadmission certif ication, if any physician
continues implants that are not medically necessary,
Sanction proceedings will be initiated.

V. HILEUSE M

Based upon 1983 PSRO data, the number of permanent pacesaker
implantations for 1984-1985 and 1985-1986, the following
impact will be measurable:

1984-1985 (July-July)

Pacemaker Implants (1983 Baseline): 1704
Decreased by 10%: 170

Total 1534

1985-1986 (July-July)

Paceraker ImTplants (1983 Baseline): 1704
Decreased by 20%: 340

Total 1364

OUAanRrEY IMPACT

JtLSEPr 84 OCT-DEC 84

Quarterly Pacarakers: 426 426
impact Goal for 10% FAduction: 43 43
Projected Outcare Indicators (Target) 383 383

Activities frar Methodology: 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4,5,6
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JAN-MAR 85 APR-JUN 85

Quarterly acareakers: 426 426
impact Goal for 10% Reduction: 43 43
Projected Outcare Indicators (Target) 383 383

Activities frcar Methodulogy: 1,2,3,4,5,6 1,2,3,4,5,6

JLL-SEPT 85* OCr-DEC 85

Quarterly Pacemakers: 426 426
Brpact Goal for 20% Reduction: 85 85
Projected Outccre indicators (Target) 341 341

Activities frar Methodology: 1,2,3,4,5,6 1,2,3,4,5,6

* Sept. 85 (15 iros.)- Projected Pacemekers: 2130 (JUl84-
Overall Rrpact Goal SEFT/84)

for 12% Reduction: 257
Projected Outcore

Indicator (Target): 1873

JAN-MAR 86 APR-JUN 86

Quarterly Paceirakers: 426 426
Drpact Goal for 20% Reduction: 85 85
Projected Outcare Indicators (Target) 341 341

Activities frar Methodology: 1,2,3,4,5,6 1,2,3,4,5,6

In the event a physician is found to have a pattern of
inappropriate iirplants, the following schedule will be
followed:

1st Month -

2nd Month -
3rd Month -

4th Month -

Preprocedure review educational intervention
and time for correction
60 days for retrospective review for mrpliance
60 days for retrospective review for carpliance
Sanction initiated for continued inappropriate
implants

VI.

Inappropriate implants will be reported monthly to the F1,
for DRG reassignrent with data analysis for patterns.
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I Sample PRO Contract Provisions Relating to Required 100%Review of Cardiac Pacemaker Implant, Reimplant, & Warranty ]

500-84-0528 PAGE ..OF
5
° PACES

AsCOT.. I.. O.i..u.. t To. I et Oe coN *A C T

41 USC 252 (c) (IS) FIRM FIXED P~rIC

-ZA.T.. EOtCATceM. AND CELFAARE

NEGOTIATEP CONTRACT

i1svin~o Ooe'cc 
COrNTR.C T OR.

Dept. of Health e Human Services "Operation of Utilization and QualitHealth Care Financing Adminstration Control Peer Review Organization for6325 Security Blvd. Rn G-10-A, EHR the State of Arizona"
Baltinoere. Miarland 21207

C o s sA C *OR (flai.l ser A ddP.................... 
.) *Ccou eaniao c a en no ei i P ON 0~. * Ir .T

Health Services Advisory Group, Inc. CAN: 45998003 OB CL: 259Y
301 West Osborn Road, Suite 3800 APPRO: 752XS00S ALLOWvANCE: 961Phoenix, Arizona 85013 EIN: 86-04i0007

0
La cc~ oP d£R PScR_.mcc c4 O PRtA OF. nNo .

PHOENIX, ARIZONA $2,754,127.00
r.-iL VOUecCRi To *Ro"5o5

SEE ARTICLE XX Health Standards S Quality Bureau

August 1, 1984 JuN 31, 1986
CONTRACTOR REPREsENTS_

I. Tb .. lt Q iii ~ is e ct. . s mall bhuaidcs . -cc -n il bn s3 , gos busancss c enue,, ai
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IN WITNESS THEREOF. hI a et:s i,- an r aci : h_ i ceni aci o- n eda acd ycai asi spsciied beic.

If

iEALTH SERVICES ADVISORY GROUP, INC.

1. . c c c e . o rL:

, g c y~ TU y0 U tOR. rOt~DU

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

-i uta-Cs op CO. aTa e. ic . c_ ci_ _

4s. Debra L. Nixon, R.N. William J. Tate
TILE Y-C -/.. Ao n-_z

nITLE Executive Director - k /F F/
a- o/ . Can s

v1it!. zi/) . /9 d ;7/
t1 I 0.1c
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7. If after one quarter, those areas no longer have a 2.5% or

three case denial rate, the PRO will resume reviewing

invasive diagnostic and therapeutic procedures as outlined

in #1 and #2 above.

8. The PRO will collect the following information about

permanent pacemaker reimplants: date of insertion of

original and new implants, the name and type of the

new and replaced devices, and the warranty period on

both devices.

97
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II. B. 3. Pacemakers review: Page 81A specifies denial of claim

if warranty information is not available which is not

an issue provided for in PRO guidelines.

H.S.A.G. amends this statement by deleting Attachment I from the

review plan. As outlined in our Invasive procedure review, page

97 section II. A., H.S.A.G. will collect information regarding

warranty on reimplanted permanant pacemakers, no penalty has been

identified by the PRO guidelines if warranty information is not

available.
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[ Sample PRO Contract Provisions Relating to Required 100%Review of Cardiac Pacemaker implant, Reimplant, & Warranty ]
GEPARToozoT OF C@?**T tOo.

UALTHS. EDUCATION. AND WELFatC 500-84-0535 PACE I OF 57 PACEI

NEGOTIATED CONTRACT 4i! 2gC'tjfl%'° 'n to Co1ot
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS 500-84-0535 **c! 9 c-7

(10 Review admisfons occurring within seven days of a discharge
and deny all claims for inappropriate admissiona'*.

(ili) Review every permanent cardiac pacemaker implantation or
rcimplantation procedure and deny payment for all that are
unnecessary.0'

(iv) For every pac*maker reimplantation, obtain warranty
Information necessary to identify pacemaker costs reimbursable
to Medicare.*

(v) Review transfers from a hospital subject to PPS to either
another hospitaL or to a PPS-exempt psychiatric, rehabilitation,
or alcohol detoxification unit or to a swing-bed within the same
hospital, and deny all claims for inappropriate admissions
resulting from those transfers."

(vi) Perform Admission Pattern Monitoring (APM).***

1I4 Perform admission review according to Section LAk of Exhibit 1
of this contract.

(vili) Review Medicare admissions to and days of care in specialty
hospitals and distinct part psychiatric, alcohol detoxification,
and rehabilitation units according to the plan submitted by the
contractor in the offer and approved by IICFA.

(ix) Perform review and monitoring of hospital denials in accordance
with the specifications in Exhibit 3 of this contract.

b. Quality Objectives

The contractor shall achieve significant Improvement In patient care
quality. To do so, the contractor shall achieve the outcome-oriented
objectives described In Attachment I to Article IIL At least one quality
objectivc is required In each of the following areas

Ui) Reduce unnecessary hospital readmissions resulting from
substandard care provided during the prior admission

"The Contractor shall perform these activities according to the specifications in
Exhibit I to this contract As modified by Attachment 11 to Article lL

*a*The Contractor shall perform this activity according to the specifications in
Exhibit 2 to this contract.
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CALIFORNIA
MEDICAL REVIEW, INC.

RESPONSE TO RFP:HCFA-84-015

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL
TO BECOME THE

MEDICARE UTILIZATION
AND QUALITY CONTROL

PEER REVIEW ORGANIZATION

JULY 4. 1984
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I.B: Scope and Purpose of Review (continued)

J. SPECIALTY HOSPITAL REVIEW

The PRO is responsible for conducting review in specialtyhospitals, even though they are exempt from the prospectivepayment system. Continued utilization and quality review inthese areas are necessary to monitor and correct inappropriateutilization and quality health care patterns.

1) Admission and continued stay review, in addition to qualityreview studies, are to be conducted at all specialtyhospitals. This system is analogous to the PSRO reviewsystems already in place.

2) PRO review of admissions to specialty hospitals permitscomprehensive review to take place in all hospitalsregardless of which Medicare payment system is in effect.

2. PACEMAKER IMPLANT REVIEW

All procedures involving permanent pacemaker implants will bereviewed for medical necessity of the procedure. This procedureaccounts for significant potential misutilization and quality ofcare problems for the Medicare population.

o All permanent pacemaker implants and reimplants willbe reviewed. Data will be collected and reported toHCFA.

o Warranty information on all permanent pacemakerimplants will be gathered and forwarded to HCFA todetermine manufacturers' financial liability in caseswhere the devices do not meet warranty specifications.This information will also allow a determination to bemade on potential quality of care problems created byineffective devices.

3. QUALITY OBJECTIVES

Quality objectives comprise a major motivating force in thephysician peer review process.

o Maintaining appropriate standards of quality of careis one of the major foundations upon which theAmerican health care systems rests. Quality of carereview is a component of all other objectives.

o Monitoring unnecessary hospital admissions, especiallythose resulting from inappropriate, prematuredischarges results in an improvement in quality ofcare. In addition it has a significant impact onunnecessary utilization created in part by theincentives of the prospective payment system.
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II.A.2.c: Readmission Review (continued)

such case in the following quarter, including those where the twocases involve hospitals which are not in the same PRO area.
The review organization, subsequent to discussion with CMRI, mayalso elect to incorporate into the quality reviewobjective refering this some topic, a specific diagnostic orprocedural focus to correct an identifiable problem.

d) Personnel

Data Staff will analyze any profiles and reports generated by Fl,hospital, PRO staff and data system to determine appropriatenessof diagnostic admissions and to verify accuracy of hospitalreporting.

The review coordinators will analyze the complete medical recordapplying the above mentioned process (2c) to determine if thereadmission was appropriate. The physician advisor will reviewall questionable cases to determine if the case should beapproved or denied, and if the readmission was the result ofpremature discharge.

Monitoring by CMRI will occur to assure that appropriatemechanisms are in place for patient identification, and forapplication of review criteria. Corrective actions will betaken by CMRI, consistant with the Monitoring Plan.

. d. REVIEW OF ALL PERMANENT PACEMAKER INSERTIONS

The PRO will conduct 155% retrospective medical record review ofall cases of permanent pacemaker insertions.

1) Description of Problem

Questionable medical indications for insertions of permanentpacemaker insertions have been demonstrated by a recent OMD study.The study produced evidence of inappropriate permanent pacemakerinsertions. Medical indications were questionable and it was notedthat in some instances the relationship the manufacturer ofpacemakers established with cardiologists perhaps precipitatedunnecessary insertions. There will also be an incentive forhospitals to encourage pacemaker insertions in order to increasetheir DRG Reimbursement.

2) Baseline and Projected Measurements

a) Total HSOB projected discharges: 1,521,830Total HSQB projected discharges
with pacemakers: 15,328Total HSQB projected rate: 1.5%

b) Data Sources and limitations.
- Scope of Work HSQB projections
- Review activity summary reports
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II.A.2.D: Pacemaker Review (continued)

4. Prophylactic pacemaker use following recovery from acute
myocardial infarction during which there was temporary
complete (third degree) and/or Mobitz Type II second degree
AV block.

5. Asymptomatic second degree AV block of Mobitz Type II.
6. Very substantial sinus bradycardia (heart rate less than 45)

which is a consequence of long-term necessary drug treatment
for which there is no acceptable alternative, when not
accompanied by significant symptoms.

7. In patients with recurrent and refractory ventricular
tachycardia, "override pacing" (pacing above the basal rate)
to prevent ventricular tachycardia.

GROUP III:

Conditions which, although used by some physicians as bases for
permanent pacemaker implantation, are considered unsupported by
adequate evidence of benefit and therefore should not generally
be considered appropriate uses for pacemakers in the absence of
indications cited in the above two groups:

1. Syncope of undetermined cause.
2. Sinus bradycardia without significant symptoms.
3. Sino-atrial block or sinus arrest without significant

symptoms.
4. Prolonged R-R intervals with atrial fibrillation (without

third degree AV block) or with other causes of transient
ventricular pause.

5. Bradycardia during sleep.

Unless documentation and development of the case can put a Group
III patient into Group I and II, pacemakers for 1 through 5 may
be considered inappropriate and should automatically be referred
to a physician advisor.

e 0. COLLECTION OF WARRANTY INFORMATION ON PACEMAKER REINSERTIONS

Warranty information (described below) will be collected on all
permanent pacemaker implantations, and held on file in the
event of a reimplantation in the future.

1) Description of Problem

Potential for replacement of pacemakers that are under warranty.
This may indicate defective pacemakers or premature replacement of
pacemaker by the physician to potentially increase DRG
reimbursement. It is suspected that there is often no financial
reimbursement from the manufacturer for defective equipment.
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II.A.2.0: Collection of Pacemaker Warranty info (continued)

2) Baseline and Projected Measurements

a) Total HSQB projected discharge: 1,021,820Total HSQB projected discharges
with pacemakers: 15,328Total HSQB projected rate: 1.5%

b) Data sources and limitations.
RFP NO. HCFA-84-015Record

3) Approach to Accomplishing the Activity

The MOU between the PRO and the hospital will state that thehospital medical record is required in the future to contain acopy of the warranty information. The PRO is aware thatpreviously a lack of a uniform procedure for recording warrantyinformation had been used by physicians/providers. This hasresulted in some warranty information being retained by thepatient, physician's office or the hospital.

PRO will be notified retrospectively through the F! PATbill datasystem of all pacemaker insertions and provide notice to thereview organizations.

Review will be conducted retrospectively, within fifteen (15)calendar days of receipt of record, or within 30 days of initia-tion of review.

Information required to be collected will be:

a. The date of the insertion of the replaced and newpacemakers.
b. The name and the type of the new and replaced device.c. The warranty period on both devices.

If medical records do not contain sufficient information aboutthe replaced pacemaker, the appropriate records from the previousadmission will be requested if in the area designation of thePRO.

In cases when replacements occurred within the warranty periodthe review will evaluate the indications of replacement. Ifindications are not present for replacements, the case will bereported to CMRI central office and the regional office via theMonthly Review Activities Summary Report.

Cases in which appropriate replacement is documented will requireno further action. Cases where failure of device is noted withinwarranty will result in notification of FI. Inappropriatereplacement within the warranty period of a functioning pacemaker byphysician will result in denial of procedure.

If a pattern of abuse is identified, the following actionswill be implemented:

Section IIA2 - Page 13
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II.A.2.e: Collection of Pacemaker Warranty Info (continued)

- Physician education
- Provider notification
- Preprocedure review, using CMRI criteria.

Further pattern of abuse would result in initiation of sanction
proceedings.

Monitoring by CMRI will be a part of the monitoring process
incorporated in the Plan.

Section IIA2 - Page 14
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II.A.2.e: Collection of Pacemaker warranty Info (continued)

Hospital Name:
Hospital Address:
Hospital City/State:

OPERATIVE REPORTPatient Name:
Patient ID Number:
DATE OF PROCEDURE:
SURGEON:

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS:
Third degree heart block with severe bradycardia, vertigo andsyncope.

POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS:
Same.

OPERATION:
IMPLANTATION OF A PERMANENT DEMAND PACEMAKER CORDIS MULTICOR II,MODEL NUMBER AND STRIAL NUMBER 4B2BO3i

PROCEDURE
The patient was placed in the dorsal recumbent position on theoperating table and the skin of the right chest and neck wasprepped with Betadine and sterile drapes applied in the usualmanner. Anesthesia was then obtained by local infiltration using1% Xylocaine. This was done about 2 finger breadths below theright clavicle toward the lateral 1/3. After good anesthesia wasobtained, a transverse incision was made in the line of theanesthetized area and carried through the skin and subcutaneoustissue. The dissection was thenc arried up to the cephalicgroove where the cephalic vein was identified. It was tieddistally with 2-0 TEvdek. A loop of TEvdek was placed around thevein and then the vein was opened and dilated. A transvenousventricular lead Cordis catalog number 327-152 serial number1094L was then inserted in the lumen of the vein and followedfluoroscopically into the right ventricle. After a good positionwas obtained, the lead was connected to a Cordis analyzer andthis position was found to pace the heart with a stimulatingthreshold of .5 millaimps, .3 volts, 550 ohms. The r wave,because of the patient's pulse of 27 beats per minute was verydifficult to obtain but it was found to be at least 3.0millivolts or more. This was felt to be in adequate position andtherefore, the catheter was tied to the vein in this position andtests were made to make sure the diaphragm was not paced at fullcardiac output at this position. The position was found not topace the diaphragm and therefore, more anesthesia was injectedinto the anterior chest. But because of the patient's extremelymalnourished condition, and absolutely no subcutaneous fat, itwas felt to be best to insert the pacemaker generator beneath thepectoralis major muscle on the right.

Patient Name: SURGEON:
TYPIST'S INITIALS:

Page Number: DATE:
TIME:
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Appendl. IV

Health C..e YMI, S

DEPARThMENT OF HEALTH &HUMAN SERVICES rnandngAd smie,,

4M Memorandum
DO QT y 1982 (DZS 1 '(4 n'. Ts

yeau of t tProgram Policy

SohiOt itpla=otirg a Secretarial Directive Oxernid Pacera]ers C

Tb Director oPA
Bjreau of PrOgres CpratiS

As you -ay krno, the Secretazy established a task forCe, chaired by the

arydnistrator, which is to examine problasrs related to the COverage aed

reLrroi ot of cardiac paouakers. Through the Spartrment -EKhutve

Seetariat, the Secretary rtntly rcr.usttd a report on the activities amd

plans of that task 'force. The attadeel msuorandmur was prepared in respon.se

to that request.

hie wn .td a-eciate your advice onernieo the itorn tntitled. "Etits "

Ide~ntifv Paceaker Frsw'~ue Athrogch we are patcuarly intereste

in youxr assess'asnt of the feasibility of ide~ntifyint clams for pacerker

replacerenta, any other ae~nnes you ray have abhrut this proposal will he~
rost welouane.

tLank you for you- assistance.

Larry A. Caay '

AttacI'ent

cG 4" ") 331i,0

I, *,,

- . L£: I d 1~~~~~~~~~N 3007

-- - - ----- - ..'XIdsb~E: '
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42 ILlA.A. hi L i Or nLALItI :: HUANs SERVICES FLS o A*Trnfl

lMemorandum
Or~e

Carolyne X. Davis, Ph.D.
R- Administrator

Health Care Financing Admirristrarion
Ruhea Progress Report on Activities Underway to Implement the

Secretary's Septeihber 5 Directive Concerning Pacemakers-eYour
To Note of September 23

Thomas M. Antone
Deputy Secutive Secretary
Office of the Secretary

In view of the specific recuest by Chairman John Heinz of theSenate Special Committee on Aging in his September 14 letter,we are interpreting the Secretary's mandate as encompassingthe findings and reco=mendations in the reports of both the0IG and Chairman Heinz' Committee. We have prepared aresponse to Cheirman Heinz for the Secretary's signatureindicating this. The Task Force and the components itrepresents will, therefore, be looking at the broad range ofquestions posed by those reports and prenaringrecommendations for the Secretary's consideration.

Even before the Secretary's directive, activities wereunderway within HCFA concerning cp.preage and reimbursement ofpacemakers. The following sumaarrmes those activities andthe additional ones which have been undertaken or plannedsince the Task Force was convened.

Limiting Pacemaker Reimbursement

Currently, virtually all direct costs for pacemakers arereimbursed through hospitals on a cost basis. Theforthcoming implementation of total inpatient cost limit andrate of increase control provisions should give hospitalssufficient incentive to exercise prudence in procuring suchhigh cost supply items as pacemakers. Our current commitmentto move toward a prospective reimbursement system willfurther enhance hospitals' incentive to procure pacemakersprudently. We believe this approach is perferable to apiecemeal approach of setting cost limits for individualitems and services. Nevertheless, we intend to seek OGCadvice as to the legality of establishing limits on pacemakerreimbursement under both Parts A and S of Medicare tiedeither to the GSA price ichedule or to VA reimbursement
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levels. mtore immediately, we will explore the feasibility of
distributing the pertinent Federal Supply Schedule, with
discounted prices for selected models of pacemakers, to
hospitals, hospital associations and shared service
organizations to apprise them of the favorable prices
obtained by the Government and to encourage them to seek
reduced prices for themselves.

Limiting Reasonable Charoes for Medical Devices

Although we understand that physicians purchase only a small
portion of the pacemakers purchased in this country, we are
planning during this fiscal year to develop a regulation that
would authorize limiting the reasonable charge for any
medical devices or equipment furnished to patients by a
physician, p.g., pacemakers, to the cost the physician
incurred in purchasing the device. That regulation may
permit payment of a nominal charge for handling and storage
of such devices, but at this point, we are not persuaded such
a charge should be allowed. This regulation would eliminate
any physician mark-up from the reasonable charge for a
pacemaker. It would not, however, reduce the reasonable
charge below the market price since we have no authority to
consider the reasonableness of the components of prices,
e.g., costs of research and development, marketing, etc. We
believe that the limits this regulation would impose are
consistent with the AMA Code of Ethics which states, in
effect, that a physician may not profit from items of medical
equipment furnished to patients.

Edits to Identify Pacemaker Reolacements

We are also exglorinA the use of mayvmnt uisu that would
automatically identify claims for pacemaker replacement and
alert carriers and intermediaries to the need to examine
those claims closely to determine both whether warranty
credits are available and if replacement is required for
medical reasons.

Coveraoe Guidelines

Early this year, we began preliminary work on developing
coverage guidelines on the medical necessity for newer, high
technology cardiac pacemakers. This issue was evaluated by
the-PCFA Physicians Panel and referred to the Public Health
Service (PHS) for additional medical advice. In response to
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the questions raised by the Health Research Group and the
Senate Special Committee on Aging, we have expanded the
issues under consideration to include several additional
items related to the implantation of.pacemakers. These jointHCFA/PES initiatives will .sal with three major areas:

1. General medical necessity guidelines for cardiac
pacemaker implants. These guidelines will be issued to
Medicare Contractors for their use in determining whethera given implant should or should not be covered. The
guidelines will also assure a measure of national
consistency in the processing of claims for these
services.

2. SDecific medical necessity guidelines for new,
soDhisticated Pacemakers. This issue, whicn HCFA had
referred to PES earlier this year, has the potential for
achieving significant program savings. The newer models
of pacemakers have expanded, high technological features
(self-programmability, solid-state memory of prior
pacemaker activity, etc.) which may not be medically
necessary for all patients who require pacemakers. Since
these-devices cost two to three times as much as standard
models, limiting implants to only those patients who
medically require them should result in substantial
long-ter. savings.

3. Post-implant monitoring of pacemakers. The current
guidelines for pacemaker monitoring are interim oneswhich were adopted in 1980 anu were scheduled for review
when better data on pacemaker failure rates became
available. PHS concluded earlier this. year that new data
will permit a sharpening of the specificity of the
guidelines. The interim Guidelines in 1980 resulted in
an estimated $23 million program savings annually, and weanticipate that additional savings can be gained from the
scheduled revision.

In undertaking these initiatives, HCFA and the PHS will be
working together closely to assure maximum coordination andpooling of resources. Both agencies are mindful of the need
for timely action and will expedite each of the steps
required to prepare and issue expanded contractor
guidelines. We have also taken steps to assure close
coordination with medical specialty societies, such as theAmerican College of Cardiology, in order to draw, upon their
advice and expertise and to be fully appraised of new
developments in the field. Our target date for developing
and publishing revised guideines is January 1, 1983.
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Heaet C..( Ž , DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH b HUMAN SERVICES Fmnmsong Ad-snl.t-an

^X8 - . Memorandum
Dai- . ~OCT 2 6 M8e Refer to! BPO-S422

F1om Bureau of Program Operations

sabiact Edits to Identify Pacemaker Replacements (Your Memorandum of October 6, 1982)-
INFORMAT1ON

T Bureau of Program Policy

We feel that claims for pacemaker replacements could easily be identified for closer
review. Both intermediary and carrier billing forms contain fields where surgical
procedures are to be entered. Since pacemaker replacements always require a sirgical
procedure, they could be easily identibed.

We do not know to what extent intermediaries and carriers may already be examining
pacemaker claims We would be happy to work with you as needed in developing any
necessary procedures.

If you have any questions regarding this subject, please contact Stuart Barranco on
extension 4-9137.

Dennis Siebert
Actin-g Director

Ep0-S422:SB--rranco sf 10/20/82
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medicare Detmonl 0Hawlh
Carriers Manual AMC rWF1
Part 3 - Claims Process

?ransmitaI No. 968 Dat, March 1983

NEW MATERIAL PAGE NO. REPLACED PAGES

Coverage bssues Appendix
Sec. 65-4-65-8 5 pp 2 pp.

NEW POLICY-EFFECTIVE FOR SERVICES RENDERED ON OR AFTER: March 16, 1983
Section 65-6, CardiPacemakers-This section has been completely rqvised, and nowinludesIdications for determining the medical necessity of permanent, implantedcardiac pacemakers under Medicare. This section delineates three groups ofconditions for which pacemakers have generally been implanted and establishescoverage indications for each. These indications represent an initial step In a series ofproposed revisiol to Medicare's coverage of such devices We expect to revise theseInstructlons as additional 4nformation on medical indications for pacemaker Implantsbecomes available. We also intend to add specific medical indications for thecoverage of newer, more sophisticated cardiac pacemakers.

The Medicare regulations reference is 42 CFR 405.310tk).

HCFA-Pub. 14-3
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03-a3 CHAPTER H - COVERAGE ISSUES APPENDIX 65-3

gland and would be covered as a prosthetic device in the rare case when it Is used in the
treatment of "dry eye."

Cross-refer HCFA-Pub. 13-3, 55 3110.4, 3110.5; HCFA-Pub. 14-3, SS 2130, 2133;
HCFA-Pub. 10, SS 210.4, 211

654. CAROTID SINUS NERVE STIMULATOR

Implantation of the carotid sinus nerve stimulator is indicated for relief of angina pectoris
in carefully selected patients who are refractory to medical therapy and who after
undergoing coronary anglography study either are poor candidates for or refuse to have
coronary bypass surgery. In such cases, Medicare reimbursement may be made for this
device and for the related services required for Its implantation.

However, the use of the carotid sinus nerve stimulator in the treatment of paroxysmal
supraventricular tachyceardia is considered investigational and is not in common use by the
medical community. The device and related services in such cases cannot be considered
as reasonable and necessary for the treatment of an illness or injury or to improve the
functioning of a malformed body member as required by S 1862(a)(1) of the law.

Cross-refer. HCFA-Pub. 13-3,5 3110.4; HCFA-Puh. 14-3, S 2130; HCFA-Pub. 1Q, SS
210.4, 211

65-5 ELECTRONIC SPEECH AIDS

Electronic speech aids are covered under Part B as prosthetic devices when the patient
has had a laryngectomy or his larynx is permanently inoperative. There are two types of
speech aids. One operates by placing a vibrating head against the throat; the other
amplifies sound waves through a tube which Is inserted into the user's mouth. A patient
who has had radical neck surgery and/or extensive radiation to the anterior part of the
neck would generally be able to use only the "oral tube" model or one of the more
sensitive and more expensive "throat contact" devices.

Cross-refer-. HCFA-Pub. 13-3, 55 3110.4; HCFA-Pub. 14-3, S 2130; HCFA-Pub. 10, S
228.4

-6 5-6 CARDIAC PACEMAKERS-EFFECTIVEFORSERVICESRENDEREDONORAFTER
March 16, 1983

Cardiac pacemakers are covered as prosthetic devices under the Medicare program,
subject to the conditions and limitations described In this section. While cardiac
pacemakers have been covered under Medicare for many years, to date there have been no
specific guidelines for their implantation other than the general Medicare requirement
that covered services be reasonable and necessary for the treatment of the condition.
Beginning with services rendered on or after the effective date of this instruction all

L laims for pacemaker Implantatlons are subject to the guidelines of this section.

Rev. 968
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65-6(Cont) CHAPTER 11 - COVERAGE ISSUES APPENDIX 03-83

These guidelines are based on certain assumptions regarding the clinical goals ofpacemaker Implantation. While some uses of pacemakers represent relatively certain orunambiguous usage, many others require considerable expertise and Judgment.
Consequently, the medical necessity for pacemaker Implantation must be viewed in thecontext of the overall management of the particular patient The appropriateness of suchImplauts may be conditional on other diagnostic or therapeutic modalities having beenundertaken. Although significant complications and adverse side effects of pacemakersare relatively rare, they cannot be ignored when considering the use of pacemakers fordubious medical Indications, or marginal clinical benefit.

These guidelines represent current medical Indications for pacemaker implantation. Aswith other areas of medicine, advances In knowledge and techniques in cardiology areexpected. Consequently, judgments about the medical necessity and acceptability ofpacemaker Implants can be expected to change. This instruction Is, therefore, an Initialone, and Is expected to be modified as more Information becomes available.
It should be noted that this Instruction applies only to permanent, Implanted pacemakers,and does not address the use of temporary, nonimplanted pacemakers.

The three groups of conditions outlined below deal with the necessity for cardiacpacemaker Implants for patients in general. These are Intended as guidelines forMedicare contractors to use in assessing the medical necessity of claims for pncemancerimplantation. As with other guidelines, final coverage determinations must take accountof the circum tances of the particular claim, as well as factors such as the medicalhistory of the Individual patient. However, as a general rule, contractors may view thethree groups of medical Indications below as representing, Group I1 conditions under whichpacemaker claims may be considered covered without further claims development; GroupI: conditions which require more specific claims information, especially evidence of thepatient's condition being chronic, rather than episodlc, In order to assure coverage; andGroup 11 conditions which would generally result In denial, unless further claimsdevelopment shows that they fall Into one of the first two categories, or special medicalcircumstances exist sufficient to convince the contractor that the claim should be paid.
GROUP k Conditions under which Implantation of a cardiac pacemaker IsgenerIalyodered acceptable or necessary, provided that the conditions are chronic or

recurrent and not due to transient causes such as acute myocardial infaretion, drugtoxicity, or electrolyte Imbalance. (In cases where there is a rhythm disturbance, If therhythm disturbance is chronic or recurrent, a single episode of a symptom such as syncopeor seizure is adequate to establish medical necessity.)

L Acquired complete (also referred to as third degree) AV heart block withSymptoms (e4g, syncope, seizures, congestive heart failure, dizziness, confusion or limitedexercise rane).

Rev. 961
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03-83 CHAPTER It - COVERAGE ISSUES APPENDIX 65-6(Cont.)

2. Congenital complete heart block with severe bradyeardla (in relation to
age), or significant physiological deficits or significant symptoms due to the bradyeardia.

3. Second degree AV heart block (also referred to as AV block and heart block)
of Mobitz Type It with symptoms attributable to intermittent complete heart block.

4. Second degree AV heart block of Mobitz Type I with significant symptoms
due to hemodynamic instability associated with the heart block.

5. Sinus bradyeardia associated with major symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures,
congestive heart failure); or substantial sinus bradycardia (heart rate less than 50)
associated with dizziness or confusion. The correlation between symptoms and
bradyeardia must be documented, or the symptoms must be clearly attributable to the
bradyeardia rather than to some other cause.

6. In selected and few patients, sinus bradyeardia of lesser severity (heart rate
50-59) with dizziness or confusion. The correlation between symptoms and bradycardia
must be documented, or the symptoms must be clearly attributable to the bradyeardia
rather than to some other cause.

7. Sinus bradyeardia which is the consequence of long-terni necessary drug
treatment for which there is no acceptable alternative, when accompanied by significant
symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive heart failure, dizziness or confusion). The
correlation between symptoms and bradycardia must be documented, or the symptoms
must be clearly attributable to the bradycardia rather than to some other cause.

S. Sinus node dysfunction with or without tachyarrhythmias or AV
conduction block-I.e., the bradyeardia-tachycardia syndrome, sino-atrial block, sinus
arrest-when accompanied by significant symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive
heart failure, dizziness or confusion).

9. Sinus node dysfunction with or without symptoms when there are potentially
life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias or tachycardia secondary to the bradycardia
(e.g, numerous premature ventrieular contractions, couplets, runs of premature
ventricular contractions, or ventricular tachycardia).

10. Bradycardia associated with supraventricular tachycardia (e g., atrmal
fibrillation, atrial flutter, or paroxysmal atrial tachycardla) with high degree AY block
which is unresponsive to appropriate pharmacological management and when the
bradyeardia is associated with significant symptoms (e g, syncope, seizures, congestive
heart failure, dizziness or confusion).

11. The occasional patient with hypersensitive carotid sinus syndrome with
syncope due to bradyeardia and unresponsive to prophylactic medical measures.

GROUP Mz Conditions under which implantation of a cardiac pacemaker may be
found acceptable or necessary, provided that the medical history and prognosis of the
patient Involved can be documented and there is evidence that the pacemaker
implantation will assist In the overall management of the patient. As with Group S. the
conditions must be present chronically or recurrently, and not due to such transient causes
as acute myocardial infarction, drug toxicity, or electrolyte Imbalance Contractors
should review claims with a view toward Identifying such factors in order to determine
whether the particular claims would be covered or not.

Rev. 968
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1. Acquired complete (third degree) AV heart block without symptoms.

2. Congenital complete heart block of less severe bradycardia (in relation to
age).

3. Bitascicular or trifascicular block accompanied by syncope which isattbrbute to nransient complete heart block after other plausible causes of syncope havebeen reasonably excluded.

4. Prophylactic pacemaker use following recovery from acute myocardialinfaretion during which there was temporary complete (third degree) and/or MobitzType 11 second degree AV block.

5. Asymptomatic second degree AV block of Mobitz Type IL

S. Very substantial sinus bradyeardia (heart rate less than 45) which is aconsequence of long-term necessary drug treatment for which there is no acceptablealternative, when not accompanied by significant symptoms.

7. In patients with recurrent and refractory ventricular tachycardia, "overdrivepacing" (pacing above the basal rate) to prevent ventricular tachycardla.

GROUP m: Conditions wh!ch, althugh uzed by some physic-ans as bases forpermanent pacemaker Implantation, are considered unsupported by adequate evidence ofbenefit and therefore should not generally be considered appropriate uses for pacemakersin the absence of indications cited in the above two groups. Contractors should reviewclaims for pacemakers with Group m indications with a view toward further claimsdevelopment prior to denying the claim. The contractors should attempt, in furtherdeveloping the claim, to determine whether the particular claim may actually meet theconditions of Groups I or IL In claims where this is not the case, or where such an eventappears unlikely, the contractor may deny the clalm.

1. Syncope of undetermined cause.

2. Sinus bradyeardia without significant symptoms.

3. Sino-atrial block or sinus arrest without significant symptoms.

4. Prolonged R-R Intervals with atrial fibrillation (without third degree AVblock) or with other causes of transient ventricular pause.

5 Bradycardla during sleep.

Rev. 968
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CHAPTER I -COVERAGE ISSUES APPENDIX 654

6. Right bundle branch block with left axis deviation (and other forms of
fascicular or bundle branch block) without syncope or other symptoms of intermittent AV
block.

7. Asymptomatic second degree AV block of Mobitz Type L

Cross-refer- HCFA Pub. 13-3, SS3101.4,3110.4, HCFA Pub. 14-3, 52130; HCFA Pub. 10,
lSS210.4,228.4.

65-7 INTRAOCULAR'LENSES (IOL's)

An intraocular lens, or pseudophakos, is a hard artificial lens which may be implanted to
replace the natural lens after cataract surgery. Intraocular lens implantation services, as
well as the lens Itself, may be covered if reasonable and necessary for the Individual.
Implantation services may include hospital, surgical, and other medical services, including
pre-implantation ultrasound (A-scan) eye measurement of one or both eyes.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has classified IOL's into the following four
categories, any of which may be covered:

(1) Anterior chamber angle fixation lenses
(2) Iris fixation lenses
(3) Irido-capsular fixation lenses
(4) Posterior chamber lenses

Although the FDA still considers IOL's investigational, their coverage under Medicare is
an exception to the general policy not to cover experimental or investigational items or
services. The exception is made because the Congress, recognizing the widespread use of
IOLs, directed the FDA to study them without interfering with their availability to
patients.

Cross-refer: HCFA-Pub. 13-3, 553110.4, 3151, 3157; HCFA-Pub.14-3, S2130; HCFA-Pub.
10, 5228.4

65-6 ELECTRICAL NERVE STIMULATORS

Two general classifications of electrical nerve stimulators are employed to treat chronic
intractable pain: peripheral nerve stimulators and central nervous system stimulators.

A. Peripheral Nerve Stimulators.-Payment may be made under the prosthetic
devices benefit for the following types of peripheral nerve stimulators:

L Transcutaneous Eleetrical Nerve Stimulator (TENS).-Tbis stimulator is
attached to the surface of the patient's skin over the peripheral nerve to be stimulated. It
may be applied in a variety of settings-in the patient's home, a physician's office, or in an
outpatient cinle.

*.... noM- fzr= D ams 19sa3y - .=

Rev. 968
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. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN StRVICES AFu..--

^uA Memorandum
1 4 APR 983

D0-,
Carolyne K. Davis, Ph.D. C _

F- Administrator
Health Care Financing Administration

surivt tReport to the Secretary on Cardiac Pacemakers

TO The Secretary
Through US

ES

Former Secretary Schweiker asked me to chair an intradepartmental task force
to examine problems related to the coverage of and reimbursement for cardiac
pacemakers. Other members of the Task Force are Dr. Edward Brandt and Dr. Robert
Rubin. Mr. Schweiker also requested a report outlining the problems and possible
solutions of cardiac pacemaker coverage under Medicare.

We are transmitting with this memorandum the requested report. The report
summarizes the issues that have arisen regarding the coverage of and reimbursement
for pacemakers and related medical services under Medicare, and the steps the
Health Care Firancing Administration Is taking to deal with them. These activities
in association with increased industry and public activities regarding alleged
fraud and abuse in the marketing of these devices will go a long way towards
assuring that the Medicare program will pay only reasonable amounts for medically
neressarv services. While the recently published coverage guidelines on the medical
necessity for cardiac pacemaker implantation may be interpreted by some physicians
as interfering with the practice of medicare and by industry as constraining innovative
and technologicea development, the public reaction to the guidelines has been
very positive.

Attachment
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Executive Summary

Report to the Secretary on Cardiac Pacemakers

The increasing amount of money being spent for cardiac pacemakers has led to
concern with possible inappropriate and excessive use of these devices in the
United States. This report concerns the coverage of and reimbursement for cardiac
pacemakers under Medicare. The development of technology related to cardiac
pacing, while improving the health of heart disease patients (especially the elderly),
has led to problems with coverage, reimbursement, and possible overutilization
of these devices. This increase in utilization of pacemakers by the Medicare
beneficiary population has led to a number of questions concerning medical necessity,
cost, and fraud and abuse.

Reports from the HHS Inspector General, the U.S. Senate Special Committee
on Aging, and the Nader-affiliated Health Research Group have alleged overutilization
of pacemakers under Medicare, and fraud and abuse in the marketing of these
devices. These reports have also caused the Senate Finance Committee, as well
as individual members of Congress, to express their concern with the possible
overutilization and abuse of pacemakers under Medicare. These reports recommend
restricting the use of and reimbursement for pacemakers under Medicare. While
HCFA is aware of problems with utilization of pacemakers under Medicare, much
of the information presented in these reports is anecdotal and may not be an
accurate indication of the true nature and extent of the problem.

To address these issues, former Secretary Schweiker established an intradepartmental
task force to examine problems related to the coverage of and reimbursement
for cardiac pacemakers. As part of this effort, and in recognition of the Increasing
utilization and cost of pacemakers, HCFA has published, based on the Public
Health Service's (PHS) recommendations, coverage guidelines on the medical
necessity for implantation of cardiac pacemakers. In addition, HCFA plans to
develop guidelines for implantation of the newer, sophisticated pacemakers, and
to revise guidelines for post-implant monitoring of pacemakers. HCFA will be
implementing the recently enacted prospective payment legislation which contains
incentives for hospitals to procure medical devices more prudently. In addition,
HCFA will develop a system of claims processing edits which would help contractors
ensure that the medical necessity guidelines are followed.

In a December 1982, meeting with HCFA Administrator Carolyne K. Davis, representatives
of the pacemaker industry expressed concern that the allegations in the various
critical reports on pacemakers not lead to overly restrictive coverage and reimbursement
guidelines that would interfere with physicians' judgment. The industry, represented
by the Health Industry Manufacturers Association (-IMA), is very much interested
in participating in the development of revised coverage and reimbursement guidelines
for cardiac pacemakers. The Administrator assured industry representatives
that their concerns would be taken into consideration in the development of these
guidelines.
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Report to the Secretary on Cardiac Pacemakers

The development of the technology related to cardiac pacing has Improved the
quality of life for hundreds of thousands of heart disease patients, especially
the elderly. Because of their contribution toward increasing life expectancy,
pacemakers have been implanted In the Medicare beneficiary population in growing
numbers. The increase In utilization, combined with rapid advances In pacemaker
technology, has led to a number of questions concerning medical necessity and -
cost. Recent critical attention has also focused on the manufacturing and marketing
techniques of pacemaker companies and allegations of overutilization related
to marketing, as well as fraud and abuse on the part of the industry. The main
sources of criticism are reports prepared by the Public Citizen Health Research
Group (a Nader affiliated public concern organization), the Senate Special Committee
on Aging, and the HHS Inspector General. Despite the information presented
in these reports, the full extent of the problem Is not known because of a lack
of scientifically valid data.

Since the economic environment in which Medicare functions is one of increasing
fiscal restraint, one of HCFA's most pressing challenges is to achieve a balance
among several responsibilities. While aiming to meet our administrative responsibility
to curb inappropriate expenditures, we also recognize the need to provide adequate
health insurance coverage for Medicare beneficiaries in ways that are neutral
to the commercial development of new medical procedures and technologies.
Moreover, because of the complex nature of the medical and scientific issues
involved in cardiac pacing and monitoring, it is necessary to continue our usual
practice of seeking medical and scientific advice from experts through the Public
Health Service and the private sector. Although this process is still underway,
it is apparent that variations in medical and scientific opinion make it difficult
t6 provide precise Medicare guidelines to our contractors on pacemaker utilization
and monitoring.

Sum marv of Suggested Problems and Possible Corrective Steps

Several reports have alleged overutilization of pacemakers under Medicare, and
suggest that there have been instances of fraud and abuse in the marketing of
pacemakers:

o The Public Citizen Health Research Group (HRG) reports the following.

- Based on a review of diagnoses for approximately 2,653 Maryland patients
receiving pacemakers in 1979 and 1980, the HRG determined that 23
percent of these Implants were unnecessary and 13 percent were questionable.

- Based on these Maryland statistics the HRG estimates that approximately
25 percent of all pacemaker implants are unnecessary, with a yearly
cost exceeding $280 million, 75 percent of which is reimbursed by Medicare.

- The HRG recommends that Medicare take two measures to correct
the overutilization of pacemakers:

1. Require second opinions on the need for a permanent pacemaker
as a condition of reimbursement under Medicare.

2. Require local PSROs to establish criteria for permanent pacemaker
insertion and to review all implants done at hospitals under their
jurisdiction.
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While this report points to a problem with utilization of pacemakers under Medicare,
we question the accuracy of the allegations. The information presented appearsto be largely anecdotal, and thus may not be an accurate indication of the medicalappropriateness of the pacemaker implantation experience to date.

A paper published in the January 1983 issue of the American Journal of Cardiologycites problems with the Health Research Group Report. Drs. Leonard Scherlisand Donald Dembo of the Maryland Society of Cardiology criticized the HRG'suse of data extracted from the face sheet of a medical record. Drs. Scherlisand Dembo found that when using these race sheets plus the medical record,numerous errors were found in the HRG study. For example, although coded
as having received permanent pacemakers, 16 percent of the patients studied
had received temporary devices, battery changes, etc. In addition, diagnoses
justifying the insertion of a permanent pacemaker had been omitted in 53 percentof the face sheets, while coding errors were found in 39 percent. According toDrs. Scherlis and Dembo, their findings indicate the difficulties which arise in
attempting to justify pacemaker implantation from limited information such
as is provided on the face sheet of a medical record.

Over the past few years, we have received other allegations of unnecessary pacemaker
implantation and replacement, but have found it extremely difficult to verify
their accuracy. Some overutilization may be related to a finding by HCFA's
Bureau of Quality Control that from 1976 to 1980 the number of pacemakers
implanted by cardiologists decreased, while the number implanted by other practitionersrose. Some believe that the major abuses, to the extent that they exist, result
from implants by noncardiologists who are either unfamiliar with the limitations
of paRemakers or see these procedures as a source of additional income.

o Office of Inspector General Draft Audit Report - "More Efficient Procurement
of Heart Pacemakers Could Result in Medicare Savings of Over $64 Million
Annually." This report states that:

- Approximately 130,000 pacemakers are implanted each year In the U.S.
at a cost of $465 million, 80 percent of which is covered by Medicare
at prices which significantly exceed those of the Federal Supply Schedule.

- Fraud and abuse in the manufacturing of pacemakers involves cash kickbacks
to physicians, offers of vacations, stock options at reduced prices, and
sinecure consulting arrangements As a result, the report states that
the Medicare program pays for these abusive practices through higher-
than-necessary prices for pacemakers. The Inspector General believes
that savings of $64 million (estimate based on FY 1982 data) are possible
if Medicare adopts the prices set by the Federal Supply Schedule for
pacemakers, similar to Veterans Administration practice.

- The IG recommends two ways of limiting reimbursement for pacemakers
under Medicare:

1. Establish prospective limits on the amounts hospitals would be reimbursed
for pacemakers.

2. Conduct demonstration projects on competitive procurement and
beneficiary reimhbursement under Part B, waiving deductible and
coinsurance amounts.
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While we agree with the IG's recommendations on prospective limits under Part A
for pacemakers and the necessity for more specific coverage guidelines, we believe
the other recommendations are not appropriate for the Medicare program. With
respect to the IG's recommendation that Medicare develop purchase agreements
for pacemakers similar to those used by the VA, we do not believe that all the
relevant technical and legal questions were considered. While we are examining
the legal, administrative and cost issues involved, we believe that there are several
drawbacks to such a demonstration. Nearly all pacemakers are purchased by
hospitals, and we do not have the authority to require hospitals to purchase a
product competitively. More Importantly, the potential HCFA regulation of
the methods hospitals use to purchase one of their products is totally inconsistent
with the philosophy of prospective payment or of deregulation. We also disagree
with the IG's recommendation to conduct experiments and demonstration projects
involving limited reimbursement under Part B for pacemakers, because this action
would result merely in the transfer of a portion of the cost from the program
to the individual beneficiaries, without correcting the real problem of the high
cost of pacemakers.

0 Report of the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging - "Fraud and Abuse
in the Medicare Pacemaker Industry."

The Committee is concerned about increasing public reports of excesses
in the marketing of cardiac pacemakers, and has made the following observations:

- Excessive cost increases from manufacturers to hospitals are passed
on to Medicare and other third-party payors.

- The allegations of overutilization are supported by national comparisons;
the U.S. has a utilization rate more that twice that of other free world
nations.

- Thirty percent of pacemaker operations per year involve replacement
of the device. Even though mechanically failed pacemakers should be
covered by the manufacturer's warranty, in many cases the replacement
pacemaker is paid for by Medicare, with the manufacturer paying only
the remaining uninsured expenses not paid by Medicare and other third
party payors. Thus, according to the report, the manufacturers have
passed their product liability responsibility on to Medicare. To the extent
that warranties are honored, there Is no method of tracking compliance
and assuring Medicare does not overpay.

- The Committee believes that the frequency schedules and payment
rates established by Medicare for followup and monitoring of pacemaker
performance are generous. Since pacemaker manufacturers provide
the essential equipment, train personnel and provide guidance free or
charge on billing Medicare, there is little cost to the physician or clinic.
Thus, with reimbursement of 80 percent'of approximately $28 to $60
per monitoring, pacemaker monitoring is a very lucrative business.

- Due to excessive profits, the essential comparability of the product,
and the tremendous competition within the industry, "creative marketing'
strategies have surfaced. These unethical practices Include kickbacks,
rebates, vacations, gambling junkets, expensive gifts, stock offered
as rewards for consulting arrangements, etc. _
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- The Committee contends that, despite the exposure of these problems and
the subsequent investigations that have been generated, these practices
continue, due in part to the fragmentation of Federal responsibility and to
an absence of leadership within the Department of Health and Human Services.

- The Committee believes that the key to these abuses is found in the symbiotic
relationship of physician and pacemaker salesman. While these two individuals
are responsible for pacemaker purchase decisions, neither individual has
any incentive to be cost-conscious.

HCFA believes that the development of medical necessity guidelines for implantation,
replacement and monitoring of pacemakers will encourage physicians and hospitals
to be more prudent in their use of pacemakers, thereby addressing the issues
of overutilization of pacemakers. In addition, implementation of the recently
enacted prospective payment legislation will encourage hospitals to be more
cost conscious when purchasing medical devices.

Coverage

Last year HCFA began preliminary work on the development of revised coverage
guidelines on the medical necessity for pacemakers, as well as related issues,
such as high technology pacemakers, and pacemaker monitoring. The issues were
explored by the HCFA Physicians Panel and then referred to the Public Health
Service. Based on their advice and recommendations HCFA has recently issued
coverage guidelines on the utilization of pacemakers under Medicare.

These guidelines will include:

- Indications for medical necessity of cardiac pacemakers and cardiac pacemaker
implants. These guidelines will permit Medicare contractors to determine
clearly whether a given implant should or should not be covered and will
help ensure a measure of national consistency in the processing of claims
for these services.

- Indications for the medical necessity of the newer, sophisticated pacemakers.
The newer models of pacemakers have expanded, high technological features
(self-programmability, solid-state memory of prior pacemaker activity, etc.)
which may not be medically necessary for all patients who require pacemakers.
Since these devices cost two to three times as much as standard models,
limniting implants to patients who medically require them should result in
substantial long-term savings.

- Indications for post-implant monitoring of pacemakers. The current guidelines
for pacemaker monitoring are interim instructions, adopted in 1980, and
scheduled for review when better data on pacemaker failure rates become
available. PHS has stated that data now becoming available will permit
a sharpening of the specificity of the guidelines. The interim guidelines
in 1980 resulted in an estimated $23 million in program savings annually,
and HCFA anticipates that additional savings will be gained from the scheduled
revision.
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Reimbursement

Congress has recognized in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA)
and most recently in the new prospective payment legislation contained in theSocial Security Act Amendments of 1983 that the Medicare reimbursement system
needs major structural reform to eliminate disincentives, promote efficiency,
and thereby reverse the inflationary spiral in hospital expenditures.

The prospective payment legislation will enhance hospital incentives to procure
pacemakers prudently. Under the prospective payment system hospitals wouldbe paid a predetermined rate for each discharge. The rate would be known inadvance and there would be no retroactive adjustments made to it. The ratewould be different for each type of diagnosis and would be different for various
areas of the country. The specific rate per discharge would derive from the averagecost per type of discharge utilizing the diagnostic related group (DRG) classification.The payment rate under this system would be based on data currently availableto HCFA, specifically a 20 percent sample of bills to beneficiaries (about 2 millionbills), and cost reports from each hospital. The prospective payment system
will enable us to maintain a commitment to high quality hospital care while takingthe necessary steps to establish appropriate economic incentives in the Medicareprogram and to make the Federal government a prudent buyer of services.

In addition, the prospective payment legislation requires that hospitals provide
or arrange for the provision of all services furnished to patients which can becovered under Par! A of Medicare so that Medicres payment to the hospital
can be payment in full for all covered items and services, less applicable deductibleand copayment amounts. Further, payment for such items and services would
be excluded when not provided by or through the hospital.

Operatiors

In order to identify possible excess billing for pacemakers, HCFA will develop
payment edits keyed to pacemaker replacements, to assure proper warranty credits.
Such a system or claims processing edits would help ensure that medical necessityguidelines are followed.

o Summary of PHS Recommendations Received to Date:

The recommendations made by PHS were divided into three major groups
of medical indications for implantation of cardiac pacemakers:

1. Conditions for which the use of permanent cardiac pacemakers are generallymedically acceptable, such as severe conduction defects with significant
clinical symptoms.

2. Conditions for which significant numbers of physicians have differing
judgments as to medical necessity, such as severe conduction defects
without significant clinical symptoms.

3. Conditions for which pacemakers are not generally supported by accepted
medical practice, such as minor conduction defects without clinical
symptoms.
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The PHS recommendation suggested that their guidelines be used in the way HCFA
determines is most appropriate with the understanding that they are valid for
the present date and will surely require modification in the future. Thus, the
medical necessity guidelines initially developed will be modified as changes occur.

HCFA, will continue to monitor the potential for excessive or abusive payments
for pacemakers through ongoing operational reviews. Thus, as the newly developed
medical necessity guidelines and the guidelines for the medical necessity of newer,
more sophisticated pacemakers and pacemaker monitoring are developed and
implemented, the degree to which they are enforced and the effectiveness of
operational controls will be evaluated. Ultimately, these reviews would test
the effectiveness of contractor and State agency payment sceens and medical
review programs. The results of that assessment may lead to consideration of
additional program controls such as a second opinion program for pacemaker
services and/or the possibility of additional limits on payment for pacemakers.

We are also evaluating the need for in-depth operational reviews of the level
of charges for pacemaker implant operations and pacemaker monitoring services.
Such a study would focus on the amounts physicians are paid for implanting pacemakers
and the amounts Medicare pays for pacemaker monitoring services in light of
the innovations in pacemaker technology and surgical procedures that have greatly

facilitated both the implant surgery and pacemaker monitoring. In addition,
the effects of the implementation of the prospective payment system on the
Medicare contractor's ability to prevent excessive or duplicative payment will
also be considered for review.

Congr ssional Interest

On October 4, 1982, HCFA staff met with Senate Finance Committee staff.
The Committee's major areas of concern were fraud and abuse, overutilization,
and reimbursement for cardiac pacemakers. The Committee staff were informed
of HCFA's current activities in developing revised coverage guidelines. While
the staff were generally supportive of HCFA's approach, a hearing on this subject
may be held early this year.

On November 4, 1982, HCFA staff met with staff of the Senate Select Committee
on Aging to discuss coverage of and reimbursement for cardiac pacemakers under
Medicare. The staff were specifically interested in bulk purchasing of pacemakers
under Medicare, determination of fair price, and warranties, i.e., replacement
of faulty pacemakers.

Pacemaker Industry Interest

On December 16, 1982 a meeting was held between HCFA and cardiac pacemaker
manufacturers to discuss issues related to Medicare coverage of and reimbursement
for cardiac pacemakers. The Administrator briefly reviewed for the industry
representatives the various elements which led to the present need for revision
of Medicare policies regarding cardiac pacemakers, as well as the activities HCFA
has under consideration. Representatives of the pacemaker manufacturers, including
the Health Industry Manufacturers Association (HIMA), expressed their concern
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that HCFA not make significant changes in current policy without adequate input
from the industry itself. HCFA representatives emphasized that while open to
suggestions from the industry group, there is a need to move quickly to resolve
those problems that have been identified. During the meeting, industry representatives
were critical of the proposal for bulk purchase of pacemakers, pointing out that
some of the data which claim savings for such an approach include both obsolete
models and a pricing structure that has since been substantially modified.

Summarv of Present and Future Activities

We have issued general medical necessity guidelines for cardiac pacemaker implants
in order to assure a measure of national consistency in the coverage and processing
of claims for these devices. We are also proceeding with the development of
a prospective payment system which will encourage hospitals to procure medical
devices prudently.

Future activities include carrier review of pacemaker claims to assure proper
warranty credit for faulty pacemakers by establishing payment edits keyed to
device replacement, and development of specific medical necessity guidelines
for the new, high-technology pacemakers, as well as guidelines for post-implant
monitoring of pacemakers.

In undertaking these initiatives, HCFA will be working closely with the Public
Health Service to assure maximum coordination and pooling of resources. We
have also taken steps to assure close coordination with medical specialty societies,
such as the American CoUege of Cardiology, as well as the pacemaker industry
itself, in order to draw upon their advice and expertise.

56-&fisa 0-86-8
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* Although the steps taken to date by PE5 and ECFA ear nporant
ones to con-rat waste, fraud and abuse in use of cardiac
pacemakers, I reco2 mend that the Secretarv ask the Task Force

for a more specific work plan and timetabie for the proposed
actions outlined in this rerort.
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kSubject: Report to the Secretary on Cardiac Pecernakers - 054 53041507

'1 hves reviewed the latest report to the Secretary on pacneakers. I do rhot
believe the memorandum of transoittal is strong enough in its emphesis on
fraud vnd abuse in me-ketino rathe- then misuse of pacemakers.' The report

n. clearly spells out that tnere is no systernatic evidence of misuse, end I
rrrecon's'end thct this be cleerly statef in the memorandum.

avI will be happy to discuss.

EdwA Brandt, Jr., M.D.

ccr:. Davis/Admin. HCFA
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e2t Report to the Secretary cn Cardiac Pecesakers

:a K-'' -rar-es Lowe
Zxecutive Secretariat
Attention: Jackie White

The Office cf the Inspector General (GIG) hbs reviewed the
report. We have serious concerns related to the action
planned by the health Care Financing Adminis-ration (SCFA)

to correct the problems associated with the excessive
Medicare reimbursement of cardiac pacemakers.

The U.S. Senate Special Com.-.ttee on Aging in its report
entitled 'Iraud and Abuse in the Medicare Pacemaker
Industry' documented that Medicare reimbursement for pacema-
kers is grossly excessive. - They also reported that this
excessive reimbursement has caused manufacturers, due to
competitive pressures, to engage in a variety of unethical
practices including kickbacks, rebates, -lavish vacations,
expensive gifts, free medical equipment, and sinecure
contracting arrangements. A subsequent 0il report docu-
mented that the excessive reimbursement may be costing
Medicare 564 million per year. The Senate report also sup-

ported allegations that a large percentage of cardiac pace-
maker implants reimbursed by Medicare are not medically
necessary.

.e believe that the coverage guidelines recently published
by BCFA will improve the ability of fiscal intermediaries to
make medical review determinations regarding pacemaker
iLmplants. .We are concerned that HCFA's strategy for
correcting problems associated with Ithe reimbursement for
pacemakers may mitigate the positive impact of these guide-

,rlines. .To the extent that reimbursement for pacemakers con-

_ytinues to'be excessive, medically unnecessary pacenaker
~splants 2wiII continue to occur. 4- X - .,s"
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'Page 2 - Mary Frances Lowe

XThe Bealth Care F:iancinc A&Ministration believes that the
'ine-ere incetives in the prcsrective -y-,ert system will
..ca's- provide-s to be prudent buyers o- pce-akers and that
Pthe sar ncs wu1l be eventually passed on to the prorarm in
the forrz o. reduced paments fo- pacen'Kse- related 3RZGs.
'uThis azuo Oa .c ;11 take many years to reduce the excessive'
sounts zaica 'or pacemakers if, n tart, te eratecv works

at a1'. .e r.ne, the larre scale frau_ and abuse
conzinue.

:ne OTG believes that prolonogna this excessive reimbur-
,sene-t sill c-.' subject the ed-icare-procran to increased
pbl a congreesional critc esm which lends credence to

,the per-vasive perception that Government cannot effectively
acmrin ster the health care programs. We are aware, for
exrmple, that Senator Heinz who conducted the initial pace-
make- hearing is still very interested in the area and will

'likely be displeased with HCFA's approach to resolve the
rellrzurse'ent problems.

Tne O-G recommends that ECFA ir-nediatelv reduce payments for
DR sbk~yj~icgmLlselae'i-es-based-on -the evid e-.nce-
ccflected by the Congress and OIG that excessive amounts
have been paid in rhe past. This step will add impetus to
negotiations between providers and pacemaker suppliers aimed

:.at obteinine orice concessions. This will also ie!_rovc the
competitive environment for these negotiations because all
providers will be equally com-mitted to obtaining lower
prices for pacemakers. To the extent that providers are able
to obtain pacemrkers at lower prices, excessive
;reimbursement would not occur and there would be a
"corresponding decrease in the amounts of kickbacks and other
'abusive arrangements. -

.s ... , ,,;.

We would appreciate the opportunity to meet with HCFA or the
pacemaker task force to discuss our approach in greater

,detail. s. '- :'.-:'
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NOTE TO JACKIE WHITE

Following are our reactions to Department staff office comments on the Report
to the Secretary on Cardiac Pacemakers (attached).

Exec. Sec.

A question was raised by the Depart ment's Exec. Sec. as to why OWC clearance
was not obtained for the pacemaker instruction which was Issued in March 1983.
The reason OGC was not consulted is that no legal issues were involved. The
instruction was a revision of an existing instruction that has been in our manuals
for a number of years and since the revision raised no new legal issues OCC

clearance was not considered necessary.

Office of ASL(H)

We concur with the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation (Health) that

language on the new prospective payment system (PPS) in the pacemaker report
gives the mistaken impression that HCPA favors an internal payment limit on
pacemakers beyond the DRG rate. We have clarified the report accordingly.

ASPA

The Acting Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs has suggested that we develop
a more specific workplan and timetable for the actions proposed In the report.
We plan to have the claims processing edits system in place by the end of this
fiscal year. With respect to our planned issuance of medical necessity guidelines
for the Implantation of 'high technology" cardiac pacemakers and pacemaker
monitoring, we are of course dependent on advice from PHS's Office of Health
Technology Assessment. PHS is now considering these matters and will report

to us after they have received input from the medical sources with whom they

consult outside the agency. We will prepare and issue the guidelines as soon
thereafter as possible.

ASH

The Assistant Secretary for Health asked us to emphasize more strongly the fraud

and abuse aspect of pacemaker marketing practices in the memorandum of transmittaL
We have added language to the transmittal memorandum to do this.
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IG

While we fully appreciate the IG's concerns about pacemaker pricing and related
abuses, we disagree with his recommendation to reduce DRG's which reflect
payment for pacemakers. Our reasons are as follows:

- The recently enacted prospective payment system (PPS) is based on
cost data from our present reimbursement system. Under the present
system, many costs are reimbursed which, on close scrutiny, could prove
to be excessive. Pacemakers are certainly not unique in this regard.
We Believe Congress viewed PPS as the mechanism with which such
excessive costs could be avoided and directed no other payment controls
with respect to pacemakers or any other items or services.

- There appears to be no legal basis for altering the 1981 data base upon
which DRG's are currently constructed.

- The Actuary indicates there would be problems making program estimates
for the types of changes in the PPS that the IC suggests. Such adjustments
would represent only minimal changes per DRG amount. In addition,
there appears to be no prospect of establishing a reliable, defensible,
alternative DRG data base or methodology at this time that would accommodate
the IG's concerns.

- In establishing pacemaker-related DRGs, the prospective payment system
uses 1981 data which reflects costs for devices that are less sophisticated
than the current "state-of-the-art" devices. As pacemakers are Improved,
the program will continue to pay on the basis of the cost of the 1981
models, with an inflation factor update but not a technical Improvement
cost update.

- If the IG stiU believes the program should Impose additional limits on
pacemaker reimbursement, arrangements can be made for him to meet
with the Department's Pacemaker Task Force to discuss the matter.

Kathy Buto

Attachment

Prepared by:BERC:OCP:;DSCP SHippler/SKatz:db 6/23/83
Revised: 6/28/83
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Associate Administrator for Operatic ,,7J

Pacemaker Warranty Recoupment Prcess (Your M dum of 3anuary 11 3

1984)-LNFORMATION

Associate Administrator for Policy

This is in response to your memorandum of 3anuary 11, 19 . Operations has

been attempting t4develop a policy for identification d recoupment of

pacemaker warrant caims since the early summer 9S3. We have

developed a procetss r identifying and follow' with pacemaker
manufacturers on possib warranty claims. ever, we have been stymied
in developing a method gy for actual rie nt of funds because of the I. a s
implementation of pros ye paymentr hospital inpatient services.

We believe the best methodo t dentify possible pacemaker warranty
claims is through the use of th edica review agent. The Health Care

Financing Administration has dj mandated 100 percent medical review
for Implantation and reimp tatia I cardiac pacemakers. Inasmuch as the

medical review agents w be review, reimplants, they will be able to

identify possible warr ty credits. This ill include anlidentification of the

manufacturer and ei of pacemaker imp1 t d, as well as the same

information for one removed. A review o he medical record will also

allow the medi i review agent to obtain the dat hen the initial implant was
performed.

This information will be transmitted to the Medicare intermediary for

followup with the manufacturer. The intermediary will maintain a list of , i '

pacemaker manufacturer's warranties on specific models. If a credit is 1,o4

available from the manufacturer, the intermediary will be in a position to e-: oit

recoup funds.

It is at this point in the process that a modification of the prospective I

payment regulation appears to be necessary. The intermediary has no direct
relation with manufacturers; and, therefore, has no means of reducing

payment to the manufacturer. The only alternative is to reduce payment to

the hospital that purchased the pacemaker, encouraging it to collect on the
warranty claim. The prospective payment regulation does not allow for a

reduction to be taken against hospital payment if a warranty claim is :

available. After discussions with members of the Bureau of Eligibility, 'AJ

Reimbursement and Coverage, it was determined that the prospective
payment legislation would allow an offset to be taken against the hospital at
the end of the fiscal year for nonrecoupment of wafranty claims. However,
this will require a change in the 3anuary 3, 19S4 regulation.

JN 30 -

ramF-o
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I am aware of the promises made to Senator Heinz to ease the pressure for
passage of his pacemaker legislation. Nevertheless, I believe it is important to J
note some of the other difficulties involved in obtaining warranty recoupment,
besides revision to the prospective payment regulation. The first problem is J
that the warranties are under the total control of the manufacturers. If too jt
much pressure is applied to enforce the warranty provisions, the
manufacturers will simply drop the warranties, or modify them to make
recoupment more difficult.

A second possible problem involves the manufacturer's right to examine the A' t
removed pacemaker to determine if it was defective. There is a legitimate UP. h,
concern that many of the pacemakers removed will not be proven defective. pO 4 '

The situation then arises in which a physician has implanted a new device that -
may have not needed to be replaced. The intermediary cannot equitably
reduce payment to the hospital when a warranty claim is not honored by the X
manufacturer. HCFA has no mechanism in place to reduce payment for
physician services in this case. Thus, no recoupment will be possible.

I will be happy to discuss this issue further at your convenience.

5 ott
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Transmittal No. 1097 Dat March 1984

New Material Page No. Replaced Pages

Table of Contents 3-174.3--3.174.5 (3pp.) 3-174.3--3-174.4 (2pp.)
Chapter VII

Sections 3690-3691 3-247-3-266.2 (26PP.) 3-247-3-262 (16pp.)

CLARIFICATION - Effective Date: Not Applicable

Section 3690. Medical Review Under Prospective Payment System (PPS) Diagnosis
Ieltged Groups (DRGa) - This *ection has been revised to indicate that a new
payment method wi 1 be effective for discharges from a hospital occurring
during the hospitel's first cost report year beginning on or after October 1,
1983.

Section 3690C wes added to institute review completion timeframes.

Section 3690.1, Admission Review -- This section contains numerous revisions
as follow:

Section 3690.1A2 has been revised to indicate that at least 52 of admissions
must be randomly Identified.

Section 3690.lA2c us clarified to show D!C validation.

Section 3690. 1A4 has been added to Identify cases which require review because
the Medicare Code Editor has Identified the principal diagnosis as one usually
not indicative of a justified admission. This section was also revised to
Instruct the intermediary to refer these cases to the hospital for PSRO/PRO
revisw where there is a PSR0/PRO in tha area.

Sections 3690JAS and 3690.llse were revised to redefine when the review of
subsets can be substitutid for 100 percent review.

Sections 3690.WA5. 3690.131e and 3690.105 were revised to redefine -a
significant pattern of unnecessary admissions.

Sections 3690.1A6, 3690.181d2, 3690.134, 3690.1C2b and 3690.1D6 were revised
to clarify reasons for possible sanction action.

Section 3690.13 us clarified to indicate that transfers to exempt units are
reviewed.

Sections 3690.1BId and 3690.182b were revised to indicate that diagnostic and
procedural Information must be validated.

Section 3690.133 vas added to require the review of transfers to esenpt
alcohol/drug treatment units.

HCFA-Pub. 13-3
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Section 3690.114 has been revised to indicate that where there Is a PS3OJ/PRIn the ares, the PSRO/PRO will make all detereinoatins relevant to swing beds.

Section 3690.1C was revised to clarify that all transfers from a PPS hospital
to any other acute hospital are reviewed. The explanation of the payment
methodology for these trenafer cases was deleted.

Section 3690.1D was revised to explain that you do not count the day ofdischarge, nor the day of admission for admissions within seven calendar days
of di£charge from an acute facility. This section sa also revised to clarifythat *11 claims Involving subsequent admissions to any acute hospital (i.e.,PPS or non-PPS) within 7 calendar days of discharge from a FPS acute care
facility are to be identified.

Section 3690.1D5 vas revised to clarify the methodology used to compute thepercentage of unnecessary admissions within 7 calendar days of discharge froa pPS hospital.

Section 3690.2. Invasive Diao Istic and Therapeutic Procedure Review- This
section was clarified icate tat reas where a pattern of abuse has
been found In the past must be revieved.

Section 3690.23 has been added to explain the procedure for collecting
informatison about permanent pacecaker raimplants.

Section 3690 3 Review of Outliers - This section contains the following
revisions.

Section 3690.3A2 was revised to clarify that day outlier claims can be
reviewed on a prepayment or postpsyment bsis.

Section 3690.3A2a was revised to delete the requirement to conduct review
prior to adjudication of the day outller claim. The effect of denied days onDR0 and outlier payments was clarified.

Section 3690.3A2d was added to explain that the denial letter should state the
total number of days found to be not medically necessary and/or appropriateeven though this number might be In excess of the nuaber of days for which
excess payment is being sought.

Section 3690.332 was revised to clarify that the review of cost outliers willbe performed on a prepayment beses.

Section 3690.333 was revised to clarify that consideration will be given to
the waiver of liability provisions if a coat outlier Is denied for medical
reasons.

Section 3690.3C was revised to clarify reasons for possible sanction action.

Section 3690.4, DRG Validation - This section baa been revised as follows.
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Section 3690.4A was revised to expand the explanation of determinations

includad In the DRG validation review.

Section 3690.4Al ws revised to Iadicate that DIG validation review are

conducted at the hospital site at least owce every 3 months. If a hospital

hed 360 or foewr Medicare discharges for the hospitel's last fiscal year, the

review can be performed offsite. 8ovever, onsite DR5 validation must be

performed in these hospitels at least once per year.

Section 3690.4A2 was revised to indicate that aaples will be selected using

Medicare discharges in the 'last 3 monthes. This section us also revised to

redefine 'a significant pattern of DRG errors' and to charge the requirement

for increased review when a significant pattern of DRG errors io identified.

Section 3690.4A3 vs added to require DRG velidation on all case grouping to

DRG 468. This section also includes instructions for the intermediary to

refer DRG 468 cases to the PSRO/PR0 for review where there is a PSR0/PRO in

the area.

Section 3690.4A4 vs added to ascertein thet the attending physician attested

to the diagnowes and procedures used for Medicare billing purposee.

Section 3690.4A5 us added to prohibit the intermediary from notifying the

hospital of DRG cases to be reviewed core than 24 hours prior to review and to

deny the cases if the medical record cannot be produced.

Section 3690.43 uas added to clarify that admission review is performed on

each DUR aseple came,

Section 3690.4C was revised to clarify that the review described in this

section does not ned to be performed onaste.

A naew section 3690.5 us added to describe the review for excluded items or

service s.

The section nimbers for the previous sections 3690.5 and 3690.6 were revised

to 3690.6 and 3690.7, respectively.

Section 3690.6, PSR0/PRD) Relationships - This se tion has been revised to

show that the PSR0/PR0 ust be nctified when information submitted by the

PSR0/PRO as a result of DRG validation does or does not change the DRG

assignment. This section ws also revised to stipulate timeframes for

providing data to PSROs. The paragraph describing intermediary responsibility

where there is a PSRO/PRD performing medical review was moved from this

section to Section 3690.5. A description of information which must be

included in an Intermediary-PSRO/PR0 contract or Memorandum of Understanding
ws added to this section.
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Section 3690.7, teport of Xedical Review Activities - This section ws
revised t m oequdre monthly reports to be subsitted within 10 calendar dsys of
the close of the calendar month. A clarfication tbst the PSP0/PP0
relationships section Is to be completed for each PSR0/PRO which is performing
revie was added. This section was lseo clarified to state that the numbers
reported are to reflect cmpleted reviews and that denials reported Include
those paid under wiver. The addresses for submission of the reports were
revi sed.

The reporting form us revised in the following sections,

- psges 1-6. quarterly reporting was changed to monthly;

- page 1, section 3690.1A, line items were added to collect both the number
of admissions sapled/denied and the total admissions reviewed/denied and
to report hospital claims processed;

- page 2, line Items were added to collect date on transfers to exempt
alcohol/drug treatment units;

- pages 3-4, section 3690.2, additional lfie items were added to collect
pacemaker reimplant data;

- psges 4-5, section 3690.3, clarified figures to be reported for day and
cost outlier claims;

- pages 5-6, section 3690.4, revised to elimirate duplicative 17Ine Items, to
collect separate statistics on sapled cases, DiC 468 cases, and cases
under review for other reasons; and

- page 6. section 3690.6, clarify that the number of DRG errors reported by
the PSRO/PRO that resulted in a change In DRC assignment are to be
reported in line item 3. Also add a line Item to report the PSRO/PRO name
Ind clarity that this section is to be completed for each PSRO/PRO
completing medical review In the Intermediary erea. Added the requirement
to collect statistics on DRG 468 cases.

Section 3690.8, Sampling and Universe Review Instructions - This section ws
revised to redefine the rejet levels snd sample *Sres.
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NEW PROCEDURE - Effective Date: October 1, 1983

Section 3691, Medical Review of Skilled Nursing Facility aimsons Fr ao
Prospective Payment System (PPS) Hospitsl - Currently 2killed aring
faef live (SUs) are einpt fri reimhirsement under the . Therefores
medical review of admiSsions to SUP. is being strengthened to assure that
beneficiaries are not praturely discharged from FPS acute care facilities
and admitted to SN?. This instruction describes the procedures to be
followed In implementing the medical review of admissions to SNPs fro PP5
hospitals.

In addition, this instruction requires that you complete a Report of SUF
Medical Review Activity end sumhit it within 10 calendar days of the close of
the calendar month. This report should only reflect figures on admissions to
Sli. fre hospitals paid under the PPS.
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REPORT OP MEDICAL RETIEW ACTIlVlY Page 1 of 7 Pages

FIntermediSry Number

LIntermediary Rame

Reporting Section and Item

Section 3690.1 (A) Admtsiton Review

RIC numbers used to identify claims for review

fumber of PPS inpatient hospital claims processed

Number of PPS inpatient hospital admissions sampled

Number of denials frm sampled admission$

Totel number of PPS inpatient hospital admissions

reviewed

Total number of PPS inpatient hospital admissions

Ldened

Section 3690.1 (B) Transfers

HIC numbers uaed to identify psychiatric transfers

Number of Inpatient hospital claims involving

psychiatric unit transfers

Number of inpatient hospital claims Involving

psychiatric unit transfers subJected to medical

review

Number of inpatient hospital claims involving

psychiatric unit transfers denied

Number of Inpatient hospital claims involving

psychiatric unit transfers referred to the
regional office

Rev. 1097

I MontO

I Reporting
(M-Y)

I I _V

| (Data Entry Number
I Identifier) |Reporte

II

I (WICOID) _ _ _ _ _ _

(AR010)

I (AR020)

I(AR030)

I(AR040)

I(AR050)

I (N1C 020) __ _ _ _ _ _ _

I(TRO10) _______

I ( TRO ) 02 _ ___0)_

I (T h030) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I(TRO4O0)

3-259
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REPOIT O MDICAL REVIEi A4=IVITY

[Iotermsdiary Number

lnterma~lry Maess

Reporting Section and Ite

Number of iopstient hospital claims Involving
rehabilitation unlt transfer* subjected to
medical review

Number of ilpattent hospital clalme involving
rehabilitation transfers denied

Number of lopecient hospital clsias Involving
rehabilitation transfers referred to the
regional office

Number of inpatient hospital claims involving
alcohol/drug treatment unit transfer subjected
to medical review

Number of lpetiert hospital claims involving
alcohol drug treatment transfers dented

lumber of inpatient hospital claims involvtng
alcohol/drug treatment transfers referred to
tbe regional office

Number of inpatient hospital claim Involving
swing bed transfers subjected to medtcal
review

Number of inpatient hospital claims involving
owing bed transfers denied

lumber of inpatient hospital claims involving
swing bed transfers referred to the regional
office

Page 2 of 7 Pages

I mooth
R Reporting

I(Dsta Entry I RuS.,r
I Identifiers) I Reported

i(TR070)

i(W080)

Ii ii100) __ _ _ _ _ _

(,M110)

I(TR120)

(TR140)

CmTR150)

1(1R160) _ _ _ _ _ _IE

3-260 Rev. 1097
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REPORT OF MEDICAL IEVIN ACTIVIT

Intermediary Nhmber

Intermediary Raew

Reporting Section and Item

Section 3690.1 (C) Transfers from a PPS RosIDtal
to Another Hospital

Nuober of transfers from a PPS hospital to
another hospital

Number of transfers from a PPS hospital to
another hospital denied

Number of transfers from a PPS hospital to
another hospital referred to regional office

Section 3690.1 (D) Admissions within Seven Calender
Days of Discharge from an Acue Facility

Number of admisatons within seven calendar days
of discharge from an acute facility

Number subjected to medical review

Number of claims involving admissions within seven
calendar days of discharge from an acute
facility denied

Nbmber of claims referred to regional office

Section 3690.2 Procedure Review

Number of claim involving pacemaker insertions
subjected to medical review

Number of claims involving pacemiaer tnsertions denied

L Number of permanent pacemaker reieplents

s.. 1097

Page 3 of 7 Pages

i Month
I Reporting
I (H!{-.)

I I
I (Dta Entry I Number
[Identifier) | Report

I

I

1(30020)

1(10030) _ _ _ _ _I

I

| (M030)

1 ( M04 0) _ _ _ _ _

I( PR010)

I (PR020)

I(AR030)

3-261

L

L
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DEPOT Of KEDicL U.KV!U AClVtTly

r Intermediary Umber

Intermediary Raw

Reporting Sectlon and Item

r Mane end type of new and replaced pacemaker refeplantedF (Attach narrative)

Date of insertion of new and replaced device
(Attach narrative)

Warranty perInd for new and replaced devicesL (Attach narrative)

Number of claima involving other procedures
subjected to medical review (Attach narrative)

Nuober of claima involving other procedures
denied (Attach narrative)

Number of daies referred to regional offlcrj

Section 3690.3 Review of Outliers

hNuber of day outlier claim.

Number of cIlas approved In the day outifer category

r Number of days approved as day outliers (report
only days exceeding the DIO threshold)

Number of days denied an day outliers (report denied
days up to the aenunt of days exceeding the DEGL threshold)

Most prevalent DRG approved as day outlier

Most prevalent ORC denied as day outlier

r Number of claims involving cost outliers (report
only cases initially Identified as potential cost

| cautliers which have already been reviewed)

3-262

Page 4 of 7 Paes

I Month
I Reporting
_;(K- )

_I(eta Entry Number
-Identifiar) I eported

I(PR040)

I(F1OSO) _ _ _ _ _

I (PR060)

I

I (PRO70)

(tO100) _ _ _

1(10010) _ _ _ _ _

R Pao30)

I ( PR040) _____

I(PRO50)
I( P1060)

I

(PR170)

Rev. 1091
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REPORT oF XEDICAL IzvUW ACTIVITY

r Interwediar. ber

Intermediary Nloe

Reporting Section and Item

Number of claims approved as cost outliers

Amount of money (charges) approved as coat outliers
(report only charges exceeding the DRG threshold)

Aaount of money (charges) denied as cost outliers
(report denied charges up to the amount exceedingL the DEC threshold)

Most prevalent DRG approved as cost outiler

Most prevalent DEG denied as cost outlier

Section 3690.4 DRG Validation

T Number of hospitals visited for DRC
validation (Add list of nams of hospitals as
an attachment to this report)

Total number of random sample cases reviewed
(all hospitals)

Erroneous DRG Assignments (Random Sample - All Hospitals)
(List, In descending order or frequency, along vith
the number of errors for each. Do not list DRCs
with no errors detected. Use extra sheets as
necessary.)

Total number of cases grouping to DIG 468

Page 5 of 7 pages

I Month
I Reporting
I (M-Y)

I i
t(Data Entry I lbmber

I Identifier)l Reported

I

I (10090) _ _ _ _ _

(RO100)

( Rollo)

I tvol~o)

1(01 0 _. _ _ __ _ _

i(DVOlO)

I (DV030)

l(DVO40) _____

Isv. 1097 3-263
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REPORT OF HMEICAL REVIEI AcrlvITT

[Gteruediary Number

Interrediary Name

Reportiog Section and Item

Nuber of DRC 468 cases vithb

- Incorrect principal diagoosis
- incorrect surgical procedures
- surgical procedure related to principal diagnosis

not listed
- other

Number of DRG 468 cases with errors that
resulted In a change In DRG assignment

- nueber that resulted in a higher priced DRC
- number that resulted in a lewer priced MG

Number of cases under review for other reasons
(all hospitals)

Erroneous DRG assignments (cases under
review for other reasona - all hospitals) (List,
In descending order or frequency, *long with the
number of errors for each. Do not list DR;s
with no errors detected. ise extra sheets as
necessary.)

Total number of ORG errors Identified (all cases)

Total number of DRG errors that resulted in a
change to DRG assign ent (all cases)

Section 3690.6 PSRO/PRO Relationships (Complete this
aect2in for each PSRO/PRO performing medical review
In the interiee4ary area.)

Name of PSRO/PR0L Number of 7RG errors identified by the PSRD/lRO
LAttach narrative)

3-264

Page 6 of 7 pages

i Month
I Reportins

I _ _!

_IJata Entry lNumber
1Identiffer) IReported

I (D051)
JI(DV052)

I

I(DV053)
| (DV053)

I(DVOS7)

! (DV056)
f(DV057)

I

I ( ~ ~~ C l ~ ~ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~.II(DV070) ___ .

I

I(DY020)

Ra9. 1097
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REPORT OF MEDICAL REVIEW ACrIVITY

E -rediary Number

Intermediary Rase

3aporting Section and Item

Number of URC arrors identified by the
PSRO/PRO that resulted In a change In DEG
assignment (Attach narrative)

Number of DRC 468 cases with errors that resulted
In a change In ORG assignment

- number that resulted In a higher priced DRC
- number that resulted In a lower priced DRC

vaIue (dollar amounts) of PSRO/PRO DRG
adjustOents (Attach narrative)

Page 7 of 7 pageS

I Month
I Reporting
I (t-Y)

I

|(Data Entry lNumbe
lldentifier) Ikepor

I I
I I

I(PS030)

I(PSO031)

I(FS 032) _ _ _ _

I(PSO33) _____

I(PS 040) _ _ _ _

Rev. 1097 3-264.1



BOC

PACEMAKER
REPLACEMENTS

STUDY



STUDY OBJECTIVES
DC6f FY:

-proporton of replacements to al kvpiants

-reasons for replacements

-patients medcal con s

-sophistication of writs of r pa



STUDY METHOD

-random sarP4

-anadysis of hospital medcal & linnal records

-nit of analysa MEDICARE beneficiarls

-review perkxk calendar year 1982



SCOPE OF REVIEW

-feions IV ,, V partipated (50.1% of Vpaants done
hi these 3 regios)

-129 hospltal meal & fanl records of Ob s
who received replacement pacemakers reviewed

30 - Region

54 - Region
45 - Region V



- 10 MEDICARE carriers assisted in saple selcton
- 69 hospits visited
- $1,261,286: total charges to MEDICARE for 129 cases
- $9,777: average tot charge per replacement operation



CONDUCT OF REVIEW

-al carriers asked to provide pacemaker utization data for CY 82

-carriers that provided sample data selted based
on pacemaker service volume

( excluded temporaries, leads/electrodes & monitoring )

-samples selected randomly, stratified by carriers,
based on volume

-carriers asked to provide copies of bUs for sample cases

-hospitals eified & contacted & data collected

ND



OBJECTIVE:

DETERMINE THE PROPORTION I
OF IMPLANTS THAT ARE

REPLACEMENTS



approximately 95,000 pacemakers

k lanted in MEDICARE benefidaries in CY 1982



PACEMAKER IMPLANTS IN 1082 C04, 33 SVCS)
PART B BILLING EXPERIENCE
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Part B bills for kimplants fall into 8 categories .aD.



BILLING CATEGORIES
A - INSERTION OF PERMANENT PACEMAKER BY

THOROCOTOMY OR XYPHOID APPROACH
B - INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF TRANSVENEOUS

ELECTRODES & PACEMAKER
C- INSERTION OF AN SEQUENTIAL PACEMAKER

D - IMPLANTATION OF SUBCUTANEOUS BATTERY
PACK & ELECTRODES



E - INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF PACEMAKER ONLY

F - REPAIR OF PULSE GENERATOR ONLY

G - REIMPLANTATION OF PACEMAKER

H -INSERT, REPLACE, OR REPAIR PACEMAKER



CATEGORIES F & G ACCOUNT FOR 5.6% OF TOTAL

THE OTHER CATEGORIES ACCOUNT FOR 91.5%



PACEMAKER IMPLANTS BY

GENERAL CATEGORY BILLEQOS;ET RŽ
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BEST ESTIMATE OF PROPORTION OF PACEMAKER
IMPLANTS THAT ARE REPLACEMENTS IS 21%
( from American Heart Association survey of

knp anting physicians )

THUS APPROXIMATELY 20,000 REPLACEMENTS IN 1982



$195 million

approxinate cost to Medicare for replacement of

pacemakers in CY 1982

20,000 replacementS
X $9.777 avg cost per replacement

$195 muon



SAMPLE DATA



OBJECTIVE:

IDENTIFY THE REASONS FOR REPLACEMENTS



REASON FOR RKPLACEMENT
SAMPLEC 129 CAOES)8

GEN FAILURE 84.84X
83.

GEN F & U R 9. 38X
12

CHANG/COND 17.19X

22
LEAD/ELECT 8.26X

RECALL ONLY 2.34X
3



OBJECTIVE:

IDENTIFY PATIENTS PATIENTS' MEDICAL
& DIAGNOSTIC CONDITIONS

( list of individual patient conditions
available on request )



OBJECTIVE:

DETERMINE HOW OFTEN THE REPLACEMENT
PACEMAKERS ARE MORE SOPHISTICATED THAN

THE UNITS REPLACED.



- compared the ICHD ( Inter-Society Commission for Heart Diseas4)

codes of replacement units with the units replaced

ICHD code developed by the 1974

PACEMAKER STUDY GROUP

ICHD code kIdcates:

CHAMBER PACED CHAMBER SENSED
MODE OF
RESPONSE

ventrical

atrium A:
ventrical
atriwn

D: both

1:
T:
0:

kidbited
triggered

n/a
A:

V:



TWO POSIONS HAVE BEEN ADDED:

PROGRAMMING
FUNCliON

R. simprogam ig
M: multiproamablity
C: cormmnicating telemetry

function
0: no programming

ANTrTACHYARRHYTHMIA
FEATURES

B: bust of ikptises
N: normal rate coRmpetition
S: scanning response

E: external control



UNIT SOPHISTICATION

SAMPLE

MORE SOPHIS 58.54K
48

LESS SOPHIS 2.44X
2

EOUAL SOPH 390.2X
32

82 UNITS COMPARED



UNIT SOPHISTICATION

- - - -- -- - -- ,I II I

_less equal more total ted total
recals 11 1 12 2 14
warranty 0 9 1 1 20 1 21
-reguar 2 12 36 50 44 94
total 2 32 48 82 47 129

CA

A X . _ _ _ _ _ _vr .O -1 vow, .11

cmait



PRICE OF REPLACEMENT UNITS TO

UNITS REPLACED

The 'avg.' replacement unit cost approx. $815 more

than the urit replaced

-based on a comparison of the Ust prices of

63 original & 63 replacement units

-source of prices:

manufacturers' price ists



COST TO HOSPITALS

$3,656-avg. amount hosps. paid for pulse generators

-based on 65 hospital invoices for pulse generators



$4,959

-avg. amount hospitals CHARGED Medicare for replacement units

based on 80 hospital b*s



avg. amount hosps. charged Medcare

approx. 35.5% more than their average cost

$4.959
-$3.656

$ 1,303

$1,303 U
U $3,656 = 35.6%



RECALLS

16, or 12.3%, of sample cases had been recalled
by their manufacturer.

2 cases or 1.6%, contain evidence confirming
that the hospital received a gratis
pulse generator and/or $ credit from
the manufacturer.

14, or 10.9%, no indication of manufacturers' credit or
receipt of gratis pulse generator was found.



$ VALUE OF RECALLS
2460 estimated recalls in 1982
( 20,000 replacements X 12.3% sample recans)

$24,600,000 estimated cost to Medicare
(2460 recals X $10,000 avg. total cost for

replacement op. )

$8,993,760 estimated cost of pLdse generators
(2460 recalls X $3656 avg. hosp. cost for pulse

generators )



2,180 estimated number of cases
for which Medicare did not get credit

( 20,000 replacements X 10.9% )

$21,800,000 estimated cost to Medicare for replacement
operations in recall situations

( 2180 X $10,000 )

$7,970,080 estimated value of the pulse generators
(2,180 X $3,656)



WARRANTIES
21, or 16.3%, of the sample involves warranties.

3 cases hospital receipt of a free unit and/or $ credit from i
the manufacturer was confirmed.

16, or 12% of the cases-no kidication that warranties
were enforced or honored.



$ VALUE OF WARRANTY SITUATIONS

3260 estimated cases involving warranties
(20,000 replacements X 16.3%)

$32,600,000 estimated cost to Medicare
(3260 recalls X $10,000 avg. total cost for

replacement op. )

$11,918,560 estimated cost of puAse generators
(3260 recalls X $3656 avg. hosp. cost for

PuLse generator )



2400 esthmated number of cases for wich
Medicare did not receive credit
(20,000 replacements X 12%)

$24,000,000 estiated cost to Medicare for
replacement operations in warranty situations
(2400 cases X $10,000)

$8,774,400 estimated value of the pulse generators
(2400 cases X $3,656)
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135,930
Expected ImbPnts in 1984

236.4 Mkons Popuatin

Est-Rate of mplants
X 575 per Mfan Pops

= 135,930



1 08,744

Expected Medicare WPlants in

135,930 expected inplarts
.80% Medicare

= 108,744

1984



21,749

Expected Medicare Replacements in 1984

108,744
X20%

= 21,749



$217.5 MILUON

EXPECTED COST OF
MEDICARE REPLACEMENTS 

CJ

(84)

(21,749 X $1OK)



2,675

Expected Number of Recals in 1984

219749
.123

- 2,675



$26.e MILLION

EXPECTED VALUE OF RECALLS
(84)

(2,675 X $ 10K)



3,545

Expected Nuyter of Wananty Stutios n

21,749
X .163

3,545

1984
os



$35.5 MILLON

EXPECTED VALUE OF WARRANTIES
(84)

(39545 X $ 1 OK)



6,220 Instances Involving Recals or Warranties in 1984

21,749
X .286

= 6,220



$82.2 MILWION

EXPECTED VALUE OF RECALLS & WARRANT1ES
(84)

(6,220 X $10K)



153,272

Expected ilants in 1986

238 MLUJON POPULA11ON
Est. Rate of krpWat Pe

X 644 Myo Poptiation
= 153,272



122,617

Exected Medim

153,272
X 80

= 122,617

re I- In 1986

Expected rrLtts
Medicare



24,523

Expected Medicare Replacements

hI 1986

122,617
X.20

. 24,523



$245,2 MILLION

Expeced Cost of Medicare Replacements
hI 1986

(24,523 X $1 OK)



3,016

Expected Number of Recalls In 1986

24,523
X 123

= 3,016



$30. 1 e MAION

Expected Vaue of Recal hI 1986

(3,01e X $10K)



3v997

Expected fkter of Warranty Situtions
hI 1986

24,523
- X163
= 3,997



$39.97 MILON

Expected Value of Warranties hI 1986

(3,997 X $ 10K)



7,013

stances of Recals & Warranties

hI 1986

24,253
_ X*286
= 7,013
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PACEMAKER REIMBURSEMENT REVIEW AND REFORM

SEC. 2304. (a)(1) The Secretary shall issue revisions to the current
guidelines for the payment under part B of title XVIII of the Social
Security Act for the transtelephonic monitoring of cardiac pacemak-
ers. Such revised guidelines shall include provisions regarding the
specifications for and frequency of transtelephonic monitoring proce-
dures which will be found to be reasonable and necessary.

(2X(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), if the guidelines re-
quired by paragraph (1) have not been issued and put into effect by
October 1, 1984, and until such guidelines have been issued and put
into effect, payment may not be made underpart B of title XVIII of
the Social Security Act for transtelephonic monitoring procedures,
with respect to a single-chamber cardiac pacemaker powered by lith-
ium batteries, conducted more frequently than-

(i) weekly during the first month after implantation,
(ii) once every two months during the period representing 80

percent of the estimated life of the implanted device, and
(iii) monthly thereafter.

(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply in cases where the Secretary
determines that special medical factors (including possible evidence
of pacemaker or lead m -clfunctio-r) justify more frequent transtele-
phonic monitoring procedures.

(bhll) The Secretary shall review, and report to the Committees on
Energy and Commerce and Ways and Means of the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate, regarding
the appropriateness of the amounts recognized as reasonable under
part B of title XVIII of the Social Security Act for physicians'serv-
ices associated with implantation or replacement of pacemaker de-
vices and pacemaker leads. Such review shall take into account the
amounts recognized as reasonable with respect to such procedures
and the time and difficulty of such procedures at the current time
in comparison with such amounts and the time and difficulty of
such procedures at the time the amounts for such procedures were
first established under such part.

(2) The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission, established
under section 1886(e) of the Social Security Act, shall review and
report to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate regarding
the appropriateness of the payment amounts provided under section
1886(d) of such Act for inpatient hospital services associated with
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implantation or replacement of pacemaker devices and pacemaker
leads. Such review shall take into account the time, difficulty, and
costs associated with such procedures at the current time in compar-
ison with the time, difficulty, and costs associated with such proce-
dures upon which the payment rates for such procedures under part
A of title XVIII of such Act are based.

(3) The Secretary and the Commission shall each complete the
review described in paragraph (1) or (2), respectively, of this subsec-
tion and report on such review not later than March 1, 1983.

(c) Section 1862 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding
at the end the following new subsection:

"(hXl).A) The Secretary shall, through the Commissioner of the
Food and Drug Administration, provide for a registry of all cardiac
pacemaker devices and pacemaker leads for which payment was
made under this title.

"(B) Such registry shall include the manufacturer, model, and
serial number of each such device or lead, the name of the recipient
of such device or lead, the date and location of the implantation or
removal of the device or lead, the name of the physician implanting
or removing such device or lead, the name of the hospital or other
provider billing for such procedure, any express or implied warran-
ties associated with such device or lead under contract or State law,
and such other information as the Secretary deems to be appropri-
ate.

"(C) Each physician and provider of services performing the im-
plantation or replacement of pacemaker devices and leads for which
payment is made or reuested to be made under this title shall, in
accordance with regulations of the Secretary. submit information re-
specting such implantation or replacement for the registry.

"(D) Such registry shall be for the purposes of assisting the Secre-
tary in determining when payments may properly be made under
this title, in tracing the performance of cardiac pacemaker devices
and leads, in determining when inspection by the manufacturer of
such a device or lead may be necessary under paragraph (3), and in
carrying out studies with respect to the use of such devices and
leads. In carrying out any such study, the Secretary may not reveal
any specific information which identifies any pacemaker device or
lead recipient by name (or which would otherwise identify a specific
recipient).

'(E) Any person or organization may provide information to the
registry with respect to cardiac pacemaker devices and leads other
than those for which payment is made under this title.

"(2) The Secretary may, by regulation, require each provider of
services-

"(A) to return, to the manufacturer of the device or lead for
testing under paragraph (3), any cardiac pacemaker device or
lead which is removed from a patient and payment for the im-
plantation or replacement of which was made or requested by
such provider under this title, and

"tB) not to charge any beneficiary for replacement of such a
device or lead if the device or lead has- not been returned. in ac-
cordance with subparagraph (A)-

"(3) The Secretary may, by regulation, require the manufacturer of
a cardiac pacemaker device or lead.(A) to test or analyze each pace-
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maker device or lead for which payment is made or requested under
this title and which is returned to the manufacturer by a provider
of services under paragraph (2), and (B) to provide the results of
such test or analysis to that provider, together with information and
documentation with respect to any warranties covering such device
or lead: In any case where the Secretary has reason to believe, based
upon information in the pacemaker registry or otherwise available
to him, that replacement of a cardiac pacemaker device or lead for
which payment is or may be requested under this title is related to
the malfunction of a device or lead, the Secretary may require that
personnel of the Food and Drug Administration be present at the
testing of such device by the manufacturer, to determine whether
such device was functioning properly.

"(4) The Secretary may deny payment under this title, in whole or
in part and for such period of time as the Secretary determines to be
appropriate, with respect to the implantation or replacement of a
pacemaker device or lead of a manufacturer performed by a physi-
cian and provider of services after the Secretary determines (in ac-
cordance with the procedures established under subsection (d)
that-

"(A) the physician or provider of services has failed to submit
information to the registry as required under paragraph (1)(0,

"'B) the provider of services has failed to return devices and
leads as required under paragraph (2OA) or has improperly
charged beneficiaries as prohibited under paragraph (2KB), or

"(C) the manufacturer of the device or lead has failed to per-
form and to report on the testing of devices and leads returned
to it as required under paragraph (3). "

(d) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall promulgate
final regulations to carry out this section and the amendment made
by this section prior to January 1, 1985, and the amendment made
by subsection (c) shall apply to pacemaker devices and leads im-
planted or removed on or after the effective date of such regulations.
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15. Pacemaker Review and Reform (Section 2304)

Present law
The costs of inpatient hospital services with respect to the im-

plantation of pacemakers, including the costs of the device, are sub-
ject to the new diagnosis-related group (DRG) prospective payment
system. However, the costs of physicians' services for implantation
and post-implantation monitoring of the devices are reimbursed
under Part B. Post-implantation monitoring includes transtele-
phonic monitoring for which frequency guidelines have been estab-
lished by the Secretary.

a. Guideline revision
House bill

The House bill would require the Secretary to revise the current
guidelines on the frequency of transtelephonic monitoring.

Senate amendment
The Senate amendment includes a similar provision.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill.

b. Frequency guidelines

House bill
The House bill would provide that, if the Secretary fails to revise

the guidelines by October 1, 1984, a specified frequency schedule
would go into effect with respect to single-chamber cardiac pace-
makers powered by lithium batteries. The House bill would provide
that payment would not be made for monitoring which is more fre-
quent than: (1) weekly during the first month after implantation,
(2) once every two months during the period representing 80 per-
cent of the estimated life of the device, and (3) monthly thereafter.
Exceptions could be made based on special medical factors.
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Senate amendment
The Senate amendment would require the issuance of revisions

by April 1, 1984. No statutory schedule is set forth.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an amend-
ment which provides that the frequency guidelines established by
law will expire'upon publication of the revised guidelines. The con-
ferees expect that the revised guidelines will be published prompt-
ly. They further expect that the revised frequency guidelines will
provide for exceptions where medically appropriate.

c. Payment review

House bill
The House bill would require the Secretary to review and report

to the Congress on the appropriateness of the current Part B pay-
ment for physician's services associated with implantation or re-
placement of pacemakers and pacemaker leads. Such review would
take into account the time and difficulty of the procedures com-
pared to those when such rates were first established and take into
consideration a reduction of such recognized rates by 20 percent.
The House bill would require completion of the review by October
1, 1984.
Senate amendment

The Senate amendment includes a similar provision except that
it would: (1) also require review of reimbursement for inpatient
hospital services, and (2) not require the Secretary to take into con-
sideration a reduction in recognized rates by 20 percent. The
review and report would be due by April 1, 1984.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement follows the House bill with an amend-
ment. The amendment requires a review of payments for inmplanta-
tion or replacement of pacemakers under both Parts A and B of
Medicare, with the review of Part A payments conducted by the
Prospective Payment Assessment Commission. Both studies must
be submitted to Congress by March 1, 1985.

The conferees note that improvements in pacemaker implanta-
tion, reductions in the time required for such procedure, and
changes in the difficulty and costs of such procedures have oc-
curred over the past decade. Therefore, while the agreement elimi-
nates the directive that the Secretary take into consideration a 20
percent reduction in recognized rates, the conferees expect the Sec-
retary to consider whether some reduction in fees may be appropri-
ate.

d. Registry

House bill
The House bill requires the Secretary, through the Food and

Drug Administration, to provide a registry of all cardiac pacemak-
er devices and leads for which payment was made under Medicare.
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The registry would include the manufacturer, model, serial
number, and manufacturer's price, the name of the recipient, the
date and geographic location of the implantation or removal, and
the name .of the physician, hospital or other provider. The registry
would be required to include any express or implied warranties as-
sociated with the device and any other information which the Sec-
retary deemed appropriate. The Secretary is prohibited from identi-
fying any recipient of a pacemaker by name.

Senate amendment
The Senate amendment includes a similar provision. The registry

information is substantially the same as that required by the
House bill, except manufacturer price information is not specified.
Submission of the information by the manufacturer would be a
condition for any Medicare payments with respect to any devices or
leads produced by that manufacturer.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the House bill with an amend-

ment. Inclusion of manufacturer price information in the registry
is not required. Further, the amendment specifies that providers'
and physicians' compliance with information requirements is a con-
dition for Medicare payments with respect to implantation or re-
moval of devices or leads.

The agreement further specifies that the purposes of the registry
include tracing the performance of pacemaker devices and leads.

e. Return of device or lead

House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
The Senate amendment would authorize the Secretary to re-

quire, as a condition of payment, that a provider furnish to the
manufacturer information with respect to all patients bearing a
device or lead for which Medicare payment was made or requested.
The Secretary could also require that any device or lead removed
from any such patient be returned to the manufacturer. Fiscal in-
termediaries could, pursuant to regulations, deny payment for re-
placements if the device or lead was not returned; beneficiaries
could not be charged for replacements in such cases.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment with a

modification deleting the provision authorizing the Secretary to re-
quire that a provider furnish the manufacturer with information.

f. Testing

House bill
The House bill would provide that in any case where the Secre-

tary had reason to believe that replacement of a pacemaker was
related to its malfunction, the Secretary would be permitted to re-
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quire the testing of such device by the FDA or that FDA personnel
be present at testing by the manufacturer.

Senate amendment
The Senate amendment includes a similar provision. In addition,

it would authorize the Secretary to require the manufacturer to
test or analyze each returned cardiac pacemaker device or lead and
provide the test results to the provider who returned it to the man-
ufacturer, together with information as to any warranty coverage.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, except

that it strikes the provision permitting the Secretary to require the
FDA to do the testing.

g. Manufacturer reports

House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
The Senate amendment would authorize the Secretary to require

any manufacturer to provide to the FDA: (1) a written report with
respect to any adverse reaction and any defect (within 10 days of
the date on which the manufacturer is notified) and (2) an annual
report summarizing clinical experiences with devices and leads in-
cluding information on all removals, deaths, adverse reactions,
device or lead defects, and the results of tests performed on all re-
turned devices and leads.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement does not include the Senate amend-

ment. The conferees understand that the Secretary is developing
Mandatory Device Experience Reporting regulations, pursuant to
section 519 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which
would establish requirements comparable to those set forth in the
Senate amendment. The conferees did not wish to duplicate the
provisions of those regulations or establish requirements inconsist-
ent with them. The conferees expect the regulations to be issued
soon and expect that they will accomplish the purposes of the
Senate amendment.

h. Bonds

House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment
The Senate amendment would require manufacturers to post a

bond or provide other ass4rances as the Secretary deems appropri-
ate to ensure compliance.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement does not include the Senate amend-

ment.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Rm, efs Admismthft

Memorandum
Refer to: FQA-722 J /2 ,

Director J 2,
Foten Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage :: /1 J

Suciet HReplacement of Medtroni Defective Leeds/Pacemakers (Your memorandum
of April 10, 1984)-ACTION

T ReginIal Administrator
Phtiadelphia

This will advise you of the actios you should take with regard to the issue of

payment for claims involving replacement of the defective leads manufactured

by Medtronic, Inc., which are currently under Food and Drug Admrinistratlon recall.

On June 13 we met with officials of Medtronic to discuss the extent and nature

of the leads problem. The discussicn addressed relevant legal, policy and reimbursement
issues.

We are workrng with the Office of General Counsel to resolve the various questicns
raised by the specific case of Lancaster General Hospital, and to formulate national
policies on Medicare's responsibility for reimbursement for services related to
the defective Medtrontc lead, as well as to defective medical equipment in general.

The statute (Sectiion 1862(b)(l)), the legislative history, and the regulaticns make
clear that Medicare is the secondary payor where services are covered under
a liability insurance policy ur plan (including a self-insured plan). The law prohibits

Medicare payment where payment has been made or can reasonably be expected
under any "liability insurance." Section 405.322(b) of the regulations specifically
includes product liability insurance within the definition of that term. Since
we have been informed that Medtronic has product liability Insurance, the liability
insurance provision is applicable to this situation.

The regulatimns recognize that It Is not apropriate to deny benefits solely because

a beneficiary has the right to file a liability claim, since this does not In Itself
constitute a reasonable expectation of payment by the Insurer. In this regard,

Section 405.324 of the regulations provides that conditional Medicare benefits
may be paid if a Medicare beneficiary has filed or has the right to file a liability
claim against a party that allegedly caused an Illness or Injury and that If the

beneficiary receives payment from a liability insurer, the Individual must refund
the conditional payment. (The Instructions for making and recovering conditional

payments are contained in section 3419.4G of the MIM.) Secticn 405.324 of the

regulations also provides that HC3A has an Independent right of action against
a liability insurer or the responsible party if the Insurer has not made payment.
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Therefore, you should Instruct contractors to make conditional payment for theseclaims, provided that the medical necessity criteria commonly appied to pacemakerreplacement claims are met. (The replacement of defective leads is, of course,presumnptively medicaly necessary.) Such conditlaxal payments will be subjectto Medicares right to recover its payments either from any beneficiary who hasreceived a payment from MedironiC's liability insurer or by direct governmentaction against Medtronic and its insurer.

In making conditional payment we suggest that you adapt the beneficiary repaymentagreement procedure for contested auto no fault cases described in 553945.2and 3945.3 of the Regional Office Manual. This procedure calls for consultationwith the Regional Attorney (RA) In deciding whether or not, and in how manycases, to obtain a repayment agreement. Regicnal office staff should also pointout to the RA the Implications of requiring a beneficiary repayment agreementIn all the disputed Medtronic cases, Including the administrative burdens, andtheTact that H CFA would be obligated to pay poviders in any case and the factthat, even if the beneficiary refused to sign a repayment agreement we wouldrequire such repayment. (Medicare Intermediary Manual 53419.4E points outthat repaym ent is required even if the beneficiary is not notified of hisobligations to do so.) Also, your staff need not make the contacts with Medtronicor its insurer that would ordinarily be made under 53945.3, since this has alreadyproved fruitless.

We wili advise you further as matters are resolved. The Office of EligibilityPolicy has the lead in developing national policy on this issue; if you have anyfurther questiais please call Herb Pollock, PTS 934-4978.

Henry Y. Desmarais, M.D.
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JUL 1 1I9&84 ,X,/St i K

NOTE TO: Carol Walton CjN
John Jansak c
Ralph Noward

SUBJECT: Implementation of 84 Reconciliation--ACTION

We will get an updated regulations plan from ORM in the next few days
showing the Deputy Administrator's decisions on the need for regulations,
their priority and their actuarial savings estimates.

Coming out of that meeting, I have some issues I'd like you to consider:

* Section 2304 -- Are there payment communication links that
oust be established? -- OPOP

* Section 2319 -- From an audit and rate establishment stand-
point, what is the practical effect of this section, given
where we currently stand on rate setting and audit? -- OFO

a Section 2344 -- Given the assumption that our regulations
had already given us this authority, how much practical
help is this new legislation and, therefore, how hard should
we push for a high priority on the reg? -- OPA

We will discuss these issues at a planning meeting when we receive the
update from Rozann.

John C. Barry

r<,j
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At rAPARTAMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES PubkhrHeash S.tiy.
t _Dru iniptration _ /__

July 1, Aj-&, i_ -- __"Memorandum
c,:. *July 15, g984 ah ,l eJ /.
F-om Assistant Director for Intragoverrnental Liaison, CORH-2 Go-

Cus ici ImpIe-.entation Strategy for Pacemaker Registry Legislation

r'.,+ 9i, .c -,,, > LrL.4 1 / 4
'oJ Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Task Force - . ' 3'- -

I'm sure by now most of you have heard that Congress has passed and ,t5.e-_
President has signe a major tax/spending bill that has as one provisions
the ertablishsent of a national registry for cardiac pacemakers a2nd leads.
Many of ydirare probably somewhat familiar with the general requirements
of the bill and with Ft*,s role vis-a-vis 1iCFA.

With this new law now at our doorstep,' we must focus our attention on
developing a nuts-arsd-bolts.strategy for implementing it, one that takes
into consideration how the registry will be funded, where in the Center
it sill be housed,-how FDA will interface with HCFA, etc. This is what
I see as the primary goal of this task force to which you've been

In ufdeLtaking this task, I should remind you that the pacI aker registry
issje was identified as a high priority.issue by Center senior staff at
the "oo away' last month. You may know that a follow-up session to the
go-away has been scheduled for August 1, at which time senior Center staff
ravtegemnt will grapple with major management problems. Although time is
extrerely short between now and this upcaming meeting, it would be
dea:rile for us to arrive at the basics of an inplenentation strategy,
and per-haps same recansendations and options.

In order to do this, I have set up a meeting-on 'Tiesday, July 24 at 1:00
in T-400. At this point, I'm unable to project how long the meeting will
rur, but I'd ask that you rake arrangements to devote most of the after-
noon to this meeting.

I'd like to share sune additional facts with you. First, we're aware
that both HCFA and PHS staff have begun to 'gear ue for this legislation.
Thus we can assume that FLA will be contacted shortly about its plans for
carrying out this activity, although I've been informed that it is unlikely
PHS will ask for a formal impslentation plan. Next, we're aware that --

Senatorjlein! at his ir~g tCrittee may hold hearings this fall to review
the status of the Medtronic lead situation and our efforts to establish a
pacer registry. Third, until decisions are made regarding which Center
canponent(s) will take on lead responsibility for the registry and the
other recuirements of the bill, Bonnie Malkin and 1, along with C1's, will
coordinate this activity. As we move more toward negotiations with HCFA,
the development of budget and staffing proposals, etc., a's will assume
primary responsibility.
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Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Task Force 2

Let me close by describing the material that's provided under the
enclosed tabs.

o Tab A: A list of task force members and the component/
organization each person represents.

o Tab B: Contains an agenda for Tuesday's meeting, in addition
to a summary of the basic charge to the group.

O Tab C: A copy of the statutory language pertaining to the
registry along with provision-by-provision sapmary of
Congressional intent as agreed to by House and Senate
conferees.

o Tab D: Contains a budget summary that was prepared by
Donna Lenahan and other Center staff, and was presented
to Department and Congressional staff during debate on
the bill.

o Tab E: Two letters; the first is one both Dr. Koop and
Mr. Villforth received from Dr. Joel Nobel of the National
Implant Registry (and ECRI) that implicitly suggests that
FDA utilize the services of the already operational NIR;
the second one is from a physician affiliated with a
private, multi-center registry that took over the pilot
pacer registry FMA operated in the 1970's. (I include
these only as a reminder that setting up the registry on
an extramural basis is indeed an option worth considering.)

I hope the above information and the enclosed material will help prepare
you for Tuesday's meeting. Should you have any questions bete-en now and
then, please contact either Bonnie or me at 443-6220.

Pobert c o

Attachments: Tabs A-E

Addressees:

Mr. Eccleston, OMD
Ms. Malkin, OCD
ms. Lenahan, CMIS
Mr. Rahmoeller, ODE
Fir. Hooten, OC
Dr. Scott, OTA
Mr. Weinstein, OSR
Ms. Johnson, OST
Dr. Skufca, OHA
Ms. Hardy, OLI
Fr. Landa, GC

cc: Mr. Benson
Mr. Goldstein
ms. Suydam
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Attachment A.

Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Task Force

Rzbert C. Eccleston, OCD

Bonnie H. Malkin, OCD

Donma M. Lenahan, CtS

Glenn A. Rahmoeller, ODE

William F. Hooten, OC

Walter L. Scott, OTA

Leslie S. Weinstein, OSR

Wendy S. Johnson, OST

oblert A. Skufca, CHA

Janet G. Hardy, OLI

Michael M. Landa, OC

Ax <v ,.'-,

A9'. i', . A

2.

3.

4.

5.-

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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Attachment B.

AGEN1DA FOR THE INITIAL =NET1G OF THE

CARDIAC PACEMAKER RIFSTIRY TASK FORCE

Tuesday, July 24 - 1:00 P.M. (T-400)

Introdoction/Task Force Charge

History of Legislation and Overview of New Law

Sumrary of HCFA's Intent re Drplanentation
of New Law

Outline of Impletmntation Plan: Format and
Contents

General Discussion of Implermentation Issues

Assigments/Scheduling of Next Meeting

R. Eccleston

R. Eccleston

D. Lenahan

P. Spiller

Task Force Members

R. Eccleston

Overall Charge

o To reach agreement on the interpretation of the law and FDA's
obligations under it.

o To develop recammendations/options for the major issues
regarding implementation, such as;

- What Center oxmponet(s) will have lead responsibility;

- how this activity will be suFported,

- what role FIA will have vs. HCTA; and

- what interagency relationships (formal and informal)
need to be established with NCFA.
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Attachment C.

[ Please see June 23, 1984 Appendix item, above, for Pacemaker
provisions of Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. ]
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Attachment D.

FDA RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS --
CARDIAC PACEMAKER REGISTRY REQUIREMENTS

The proposed cardiac pacemaker requirements (H.R. 4170), if-passed as

introduced, would have a number of cost implications for FDA. While

H.R. 4170 includes both a House and Senate version, which would impose

slightly different requirements, our initial cost estimates are the same

for both versions -- 15 FTEs and $U.5 million. These estimates are based

on the assumption that FDA will conduct the testing of pacemakers or

leads.

Our estimates reflect annual costs. It should be noted that, while costs

associated with promulgating regulations are one-rime costs, roughly the

same level of effort would be required, once these regulations are in

place, for increased monitoring and compliance activity in subsequent

years. We are assuming that 120,000 pacemaker/lead implants/replacements

will be entered into the registry per year and that the devices currently

implanted in patients prior to the effective date of the new law will not

be registered.

DETAIL OF COST ESTIMATES

TOTAL
FTE CONTRACT $000

Regulatory development, implementation
and compliance monitoring & follow-up ..... ..... 7 280

(regulation development in the first
year will be replaced by increased
monitoring in subsequent years)

Automated Registry System ............................ 1 600 640

Report Review .................................. 2 80
1/

Device Testing 6 Failure Analysis .................... 87 520
TS To6 i,52T

1/ FTEs associated with device testing and failure analyses are calculated

at $65,000; all others are $40,000.

DFM 6/84
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June 22, 1984

ir. John C. Villforth
Director
National Center for Devices and

Radiological Health
HFZ-
5600 Fisher's Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

Dear hr. Villr,'th:

We are writing you in response to the news that H.R. 4170 haspassed both the Hotuse and the Senate, and has gone to ConferenceComnittee. You are undouotedly aware that H.R. 4170 includes aprovision that requires the FDA to set up a reporting andtracking system whereby hospitals can register cardiac pacemakersand pacezaker leads. Setting up such a registry within the FDAwould be costly and a waste of tax dollars, since a conprehensivesystem for keeping track of all implants and implant recalls -the National Implant Registry - Is already operational
nationwide.

The National Implant Registry, a nonprofit organization,
registers all types or implants and notifies hospitals andphysicians of product hazards and recalls. The Registry wasestablished in 1982 after an investment of two years and morethan $200,000 to develop the necessary computer syster.s andsoftware. its development was undertaken because the need forsuch a service was recognized by ECRI (formerly the ErergencyCare Research institute), the nation's foremost nonprcfit healthtechnology research, evaluation, and information organization.
ECRI's mission is to evaluate the safety, reliability andcost-effectiveness of medical devices. In 1973 Senate testimony,ECRI specifically stated the need for an implant registry rorpacemakers. After almost a decade of federal Inaction, weundertook that responsibility, supported by foundation funds. Acopy of this testimony Is enclosed.

Requiring hospitals and physicians to register surgical implantsis a vital part of quality patient care. However, for Congressto require that a system registering pacemakers be set up fromscratch would be enormously wasteful. The National ImplantRegistry has been furnishing this service to health careproviders at minimal cost; and could provide the needed data toeither the FDA or to pacemaker manufacturers without thesubstantial delay and expense required to establish a new system,quite possibly at either little or no cost to the government.

U--:: :GENCY

56-653 0-86-- i
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June 22, 1984
Mr. John C. Vlllforth
Director
National Center for Devices and
Page 2

An additional objective of this provision of H.R. 4170 is to
collect statistical data on the failure rates of pacemakers and
to put an end to abuse of federal funds when these devices are
replaced. Determining pacemaker reliability does not require
registering all pacemakers but only the registration of a
significant sample of each type on the market. This could be
easily achieved without the use of federal money merely by
encouraging hospitals to utilize the National Implant Registry.

The requirements for registering patients laid out by H.R. 4170
represents the first involuntary registering of patients and
clinical data with a federal agency and is therefore likely to
invoke serious questions about confidentiality of patient medical
records and data collection - a problem that the National Implant
Registry has already solved. Futhermore, H.R. 4170 does not take
into account that there will be much duplication of data and
paperwork as many hospitals are already supplying this data to a
number of different record-keeping networks Including the
National Inplant Registry. At a time when most institutions are
swanped with paperwork, this is an unrealistic demand.

Enclosed is background information for both the National Implant
Registry and ECRI. We strongly suggest that this provision of
H.P. 4170 be revised, in conference, to allow the Registry to
fulfill the function specified, even on a nonexclusive basis.

We will be pleased t3 provide any further information that you
MaY reo.Ars and look forward to your views on this matter.

Sincer ly,

Joel J. Nobel, M.D.
President

Susan Lalli-Ascosi, R.N.
Director for Hospital

Services

JJN/SLA/bjn
013815 013863
Enclosure
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JUL 5 WB4

Jocel J. Nobel, ~l
President
Ms. Eusan 14111-Ascosi
Director for kf-pital Servicet
National Irplant fibistry
52O0- butler Pike
Plyrouth itetirn, mennrylvania 15462

Derr Dr. N*be] ard M. Lalli-Ascosi5

7h1E IE in resporse to your letters of June 22 to me and Dr. ROOF
concernirx the pendin Congressional legislation that will, ten
eracted, reauire FE4. to eetat.lih a nations] registry for cardiac
pacenakerr an leads. I aiireciate your calling to ry attention
the aervicet of the National brplant Jegistry.

I should rxte that since your letter, the bill hb moved clOaer to
firal passage, with ouse ari Senate confereer agreeirn to a final
propor&1 cprisedC of laryjuae fcr. both verrionr. I urderstand that
the full Buse 5ne Sencte aproved the legislation on Junt 27, and that
the main thrust of the bill bar rnt changed frcr the earlier prcposals.

Giver that the wzin prealac of this legislatiorn is to curb wunecessary
haicere experditures through a quality control systm of recording the
imeplantation ni warranty dates and testima pacers an leads reported

to have malfunctiored, we vill Yee to consult with the Bealth Care
Financing &Linistration (HCFA) about date arex cst harirp. k axe,
at present, awatlrtn the final wording rne passaB of the till before
decidlin or. IrFloentation procesures. If FY. decides to contract fir
certain date collection a aralysis in suppzrt of the registry, we
will probably isus a requett for extranural ryoposeal. At LhEt tire,
we suld wrl*E your proposal.

Sincerely yourE,

/s/ John C. Ti1lforth

John C. Villfortl.
virector
Center fur I*ViCE WKS

Wiological bea~ltk
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1>9; PACEMAKER CENTER
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July II, 1984

Mr. John Villforth
Director of Center for
Devices and Radiological Heolth
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857

Dear Mr. Villforth:

As you know my colleagues, Drs. Victor Parsonnet, Seymour Furman, Robert Hauser, Bernard
Goldman, and I hove been vitally interested in the performance levels of permanent cardiac
pacemakers, including puise generotors and leads. We have hod o ten year of commitment to
the collection of data from our centers as G collaborative effort. We ore, of course, watching
with considerable interest the move by the Federal Government towards a central registration
system, for a large aliquot of pulse generators and leads, which will be under the aegis of the
rood and Drug Administration.

Beccuse of our particular interests and background, we would appreciate the opportunity to
establish a dialogue between ourselves and the Food and Drug Administration as to the future
direction of any governmental or governmental sponsored nctionol cardiac pacemaker
registration system. We are particularly concerned about the maintenance of a high quality
patient and physician-need oriented thrust to such a registry. Because of our unique
experience in the collection of high quality concentrated data, we would be especially
interested in exploring the possibility of the development of a detailed, unique, multicentric,
concentrated data base for the assessment, on an ongoing basis, of not only hardware
performance but the clinical basis and expectation of cardiac pacing in general.

I would be very pleased to discuss these questions with you at your convenience.

Looking forward to hearing from you in the near future, I remain,

R I,

Michael Bilitch, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine

MB:kh

cc: Dr. Houser
Dr. Furmco n .

Dr. Par sonnet -

Dr. Goldman
Dr. Harthorne
Dr. Waldo
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GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING LEGISLATIVE IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

PURPOSE

The purpose of these guidelines is to establish PHS policy and
procedures for the preparation and review of plans for
implementing newly enacted legislation. Legislative
Implementation Plans (LIPs) are to be prepared by the agency or
staff office which has lead responsibility for the legislation.

The purpose of the LIP is to provide the Assistant Secretary
for Health (ASH) and the Office of Health Planning and
Evaluation (OHPE) with information on program implementation.

CRITERIA FOR DETERMING NEED FOR LIP

A. Criteria which will be used for determining the need for a
LIP include the following:

if a new program is to be established that will
require policy development, staffing and budget
justification;

if che legislation will change existing program
policy; and

it iiplementation will involve coordinating
activities between another DilHS Operating Division
(OPDIV) or Feceral agency.

For other legislation, plans should be developed and managed
internal to the particular organization.

B. The agency or staff office will be notified by memorandum
from the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health Planning
and Evaluation when a LIP is due.

C. iThen a LIP is necessary for a law or section of a law and
requires input from more than one agency or office, lead
responsibility may be assigned to one agency or staff
office for coordinating preparation of the LIP.

SUBhISSION OF PLANS

A. The level of detail in a LIP will vary with the complexity
of the legislation. However, the LIP shall be detailed
enough so that ASH and the reviewing agencies/offices will
understand the steps which the lead organization, and any
other affected organizations, plan to take for
implementing the legislation.

B. The LIP shall use the following format and contain such
information as is applicable:
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Page 2; LIP Guidelines

1. The title and Public Law number.

2. The date enacted and effective date, if different.

*3. a. A brief summary of the purposes of the Act
legislative background that has bearing on
the specific provision requiring action by
PHS.

b. A section-by-section analysis, if
appropriate, shall be appended to the LIP

4. If new legislation is affected by existing
legislation (e.g., civil rights laws, the Privacy
Act, the Freedom of Information Act, etc.),
delineate the effects.

*5. identify any PHS, DHHS OPDIV or other Federal
agencies that will be involved in implementing the
law or section of the law addressed by the LIP, and
indicate the nature and scope of the involvement;
e.g., "Funding in the amount of $ for the first
year will be provided by Agency Y via a memorandum
of Agreement."

*6. Describe the major actions required to implement
this legislation and provide a timetable for each
action; e.g., establishing a grant or loan program.

'7. State and discuss any significant policy or
procedural issues raised by the legislation. If
there will be prblems in implementing the
legislation, discuss the anticipated problems in
terms of a plan for resolving them.

*8. If a legal interpretation of the Act is needed,
indicate the points that need interpretation. If
legal opinion has been obtained, it should be
incorporated in the discussion of Item 7 above.

*9. List all new or revised regulations that will be
required. If required, identify other organizations
that should participate in preparing them.

a. Predict when specifications for regulations,
or a draft of the regulations, will be
completed by the program and forwarded to
the Office of General Counsel.
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Page 3: LIP Guidelines

b. Predict when the Notice of Proposed
rulemaking and the final regulations will be
sent to ASH.

General Counsel should participate in decisions
concerning whether regulations to fulfill legal
requirements or policy objectives are needed.

10. The agency or staff office Delegation Control
Officer shall indicate if delegations of authority
are needed. If they are, identify the authority or
authorities and specify by and to whom the
delegations) should be made.

II. when the legislation authorizes or reauthorizes
programs of Federal financial assistance and/or
direct Federal development (except R&D and training
programs), the LIP is to contain an analysis
concerning the programs applicability to the
intergovernmental review requirements of Executive
Order 12372, as implemented in 45 CFR Part 100.

12. If a report to the Congress is required, give the
title and the due date. A Congressional Report
Implementation Plan shall be submitted to the PHS
Congressional Reports Coordinator no later than 30
days after the LIP has been submitted.

.13. State the total dollar authorization and
appropriation level for each year and indicate the
amount to be used for each section of the law. If
PI1S, OS or some other Federal agency is to provide
funcs, indicate the amount and source of funds. If
a supplemental budget request is needed, state the
amount ann the date by which the request will be
submitted.

*14. If additional staff is needed, indicate how many,
and how the additional staff will affect the
organizational structure.

*15. Indicate any proposed organizational changes
required by the legislation or desired by the
organization. State when functional statements will
be submitted.

16. State if any advisory committees will be needed and,
if so, the scope of responsibilities for the
committee(s).
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Page 4: LIP Guidelines

17. If the law requires participation of another PHS
agency, office, or DHHS OPDIV, there should be
evidence of approval of the LIP by the organization
concerned.

C. Ten complete copies of the LIP are to be submitted to OHPE
30 days from the date of the notifying memorandum. For
complex legislation, or for legislation which requires
coordination with other agencies, offices, or OPDIVs, more
time may be needed to prepare the LIP. In such cases, the
preparing organization shall notify OHPE that more time is
needed and give a new submission date.

REVIEW PROCESS

A. OPHE will coordinate the LIP review. Reviewing
organizations will be selected on the basis of the subject
matter of the particular Act.

B. The ASH will approve all LIPS. The preparing agency or
staff office will De notified by memorandum of approval.
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NOTE TO: Henry R. Desmarais, M.D.

SUB.ECT: Implementation of pacemaker provision (Section 2304) of The"Medicare and Medicaid Budget Reconciliation Amendments of 1984.n--ACTcIN

We would like to get your agreement as to how to proceed with implementation
of this provision, since it requires inter-agency coordination and agreement
with FDA, and has sowe relatively short due dates. There are two separateprovisions in Section 2304 an which decisions as to Medicare regulations are
needed. One provision (item 3, below) ties Medicare coverage and
reimburwsement for both initial pacemaker and lead implants and replacements tophysician and provider compliance with a pacemaker registry provision (which
will be the responsibility of FDA), while another provision (item 4, below)
ties Medicare coverage and reimbursement for pacemaker and lead implants and
replacements to an inspection provision, which is couched in discretionary
terms (i.e., " . . the Secretary may, by regulation, recyuire . . .n).

With regard to item 3, the question is, who should have the lead in developing
the regulation, FDA or HCFA? With regard to item 4, the question is, shouldimplementation of this provision be deferred until some relevant
uncertainties-the Medtronic lead problem, PRO review of pacemaker
implantations, and the type and timeliness of infoxiation available from theFDA registry--are either resolved or at least more settled than they arelikely to be in the near future?

Sunmary of Section 2304: There are four different parts to this provision:

(1) Implementation of revised transtelephonic pacemaker monitoring
guidelines by October 1, 1984 (subsection fa));

(2) A report by The Secretary of HHS on the reasonableness of physician
charges for implantation of pacemakers and a review and report by the
Prospective Payment Assessment Commission on payments to hospitals for
pacemaker implantation, both due by March 1, 1985 (subsection (b)); and

(3) The establishment by FDA of a pacemaker registry, the imposition of a
reporting requirement on Medicare providers and suppliers, and
discretionary authority to make Medicare payment for initial implants andreplacement conditional upon compliance with the registry requirements,
due by .anuary 1, 1985 (subsection Cc));

(4) A discretionary provision denying Medicare coverage and payment to
providers for pacemakers or leads not submitted for inspection and testing
to the marufacturer, if so required.
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Assuming we publish Our pacemaker monitoring instructions timely, the first
provision will not require a regulation. The second provision requires only a
report. Therefore, there is a need for regulations only with regard to the
third and fourth provisions.

The third provision, although placed in title XVIII (section 1862 is amended
by adding a new subsection (h)), is concerned primarily with the establishment
of a pacemaker registry by FDA, ((h)(l)(A) and (B)) whose purpose ((h)(l)(A))
will be to:

(1) help determine when payments may be properly made under Medicare;

(2) trace the performance of pacemaker and leads;

(3) determine when inspection by the manuracturer is required; and

(4) carry out studies of pacemaker systems.

Although the establishment and maintenance of the registry is clearly
delegated to the FDA, HCFA would presumably be responsible for rules the
Secretary promulgates with respect to the provision's impact on providers and
physicians under Medicare. One Medicare requirement with respect to the
registry is mandatory-that physicians and providers suply information to the
FDA for inclusion in the pacemaker registry with respect to both initial
implants and replacements (section (h)(l)(C))-and another ((h)(4)(A)),
although prefaced by a discretionary "may," enforces the mandatory provision
by authorizing withholding of payment to physicians or providers who fail to
submit information to the registry. In our opinion, while this second
requirement is discretionary we think it should be put into regulations;
although we already have broad regulatory authority to withhold payment to
providers and suppliers which do not comply with reporting requirements, we
think enforcement of the registry provision will be facilitated by a
regulatory provision specifically withholding Medicare payment when the
reporting requirement is not complied with. Both of these requirements are
relatively minor in terms of regulatory language, since they may be affected
by amending existing medicare regulations.

Lead responsibility-possible options: There are two options available in
these split authority situations--ti) co-ordination by some designated
authority at the HHS level of the separately developed of regulations of FDA
and HCA; or (2) assignment of the lead to one agency or the other, with the
subordinate agency supplying their portion to the lead agency. We favor the
second option with lead responsibility given to FDA. Our reasoning is as
follows:

Using a lead agency, rather than HHS co-ordination:

a. Agencies are geared to producing regulations within specific schedules
whereas H+S is geared primarily to clearance processes.
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b. Where HMS has the lead, the, issue will be coordinated by a personlacking the specialized knowledge of the agencies, and there is a greater
chance that some necessary steps will not be identified and assigned.

Using FDA as a lead agency:

a. The registry regulation will likely be the more complex and difficult
provision to prepare, since it will be a new provision, whereas the HCFA
provisions may be done via amendhents to existing regulations, which can
easily be appended to the FDA regulations.

b. The FDA provision must be completed by January 1, 1985; whereas the
HCFA provision, while effective January 1, 1985, is dependent to some
degree on the registry being in place and operational in order to be
effective. The registry provision is, therefore, a higher priority than
the discretionary HEFA provisions.

The fourth provision which consists of section (h)(2), (h)(3), and (h)(4)(B)
and (C), permits The Secretary to require providers to return to manufacturers
for testing any pacemaker or lead implanted or replaced ((h)(2)(A)) and not to
charge beneficiaries if the devices have not been returned ((h)(2)(B)); to
requ-ire ianufacturers to test the devices (presumably at the manufacturer's
expense), and to report the results to the provider, together with any
warranty information; to require that FDA personnel be present at the testing
if it is suspected that the pacemaker or lead has malfunctioned ((h)(3)); and
to deny payment if the provider (h))(4)(B)) or the manufacturer ((h)(4)(C))
fails to perform any of its responsibilities under this provision.

As noted at the beginning, this provision is couched in the discretionary
"may". In addition, it obviously requires more extensive consultation and
preparation than the third provision. Moreover, its implementation and degree
of specificity will depend on the actual functioning (not just regulatory
requirements) of FDA's pacemaker registry. The legislation seems, in fact, to
imply that some experience with the actual operation of the registry is
expected, since it refers to information the Secretary receives from the
registry as a basis for requiring that FDA personnel be present at the testing
of a pacemaker or lead.

In addition, our current pacemaker activities may well affect how this
provision may be developed. These include the ultimate disposition of the
Medtronic lead issue and the data and actions flowing from the PRO 100 percent
review of pacemaker implants. It is possible that these activates will reduce
or eliminate the need for any elaborate reg7latory provision in this area.
Consequently, we recommend that this provision be deferred until such time as
we have a clearer view of what will need to be done and how the registry willaffect our ability to do it.
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We seek your concurrense on two points: (1) that we request the Secretary to
assign the respective responsibilities of the third provision to FDA and HCFA
with an FDA lead; and (2) defer develcpretM of regulations on the fourth
provision.

,iSta Oey A. Katz
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DEPARTMENT OF HEA X4 AND HUMAN SERViCES

Ut 23 W4

.11

TO John C. Berry

SUBJECT Section 2304 -Pacemaker Registry (Your Note of 7/l/84*-
INFORMATION

Section 2304 requires the Secretary, through the FDA, to provide a registry of all
pacemaker devices and leads for which payment Is made under Medicare. Theregistry must includet

L manufacturer
2. model
3. aerial number
4. recipient
5. date
6. geographic location
7. physician name
S. hospital or other provider
D. warranty information (no precise guideline)
10. anything else the Secretary deems appropriate

AU of the above items (except possibly GJ) are available to the mcdical review
eflity. Te intermediary would have access to only 4, 5, 0, 7, and 8 In the bill
process. We have suggested informally at the staff level to HSQ that the PRO
iv d be a more suitable data collection agent then the intermediary, and that the

POibDs from the PRO to HSQ or come other PRO to HISQ reporting mechanism
would be a better reporting vehicle than PATBILL/UNIBILL They are stillconsiderlog this.

NOTE: PATEILL/UNIBILL now contains the ICD0--CM procedure code to indicate
pacemaker insert, which alerts the PRO to develop, and current instructions
require medical review of all such cases

Carol J. Walton

cc: John Jatsak

D:!Lm I UrA nE o-em sur.aa Iren

File = 2 `
Copy LrX-L * f.
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Authrity In Recover Medica a

Proposal:

Provide the Secrrtary with authority to recover costs a socia-ed 'ih recalled
or dececive medicai devices.

_oa:

To shift the inancial burden for recalled or defective medical dtsices from Medicareto manufacturers of those devices.

Current Law and Problem:

Under current law, if a medic2l device is recaled," and a e dicare beneficiary
requires additional care to eirninate the risks associated with the recalled device,
this care is cons dcred *reasonable and necessaryf and is Paid 'or by Medirare.
The Omnibus Reconciliarron Act of 190 a&drd a provision to allow Medicareto be a secondary payer whcn payment has been made unqde, a liabiliity insurance
policy or plan (including a self-insured plan).' The iplemrnnting regulations
for this provision state that Medicare can stee payr-rcnt on beha!! of a beneficiary
rand this authority is being buttressed by Rrconcilia:i:n pr.pos2!s etxplicitly givingMedicare thi: subrogaTion euthori:y. Houetv, to extrcise this authority, litigation
must be brought, and Medicare may have frh burden ct proving tha- the devicewas defective, that the patient was injuredC and that :-he man_ azturer was respO-nsibl-
or even negligent in States without a "strict liability" standarc.

Although many medical devices have warranlies, it is not clear that Medicare
has the authority to enforce collection on devices. To the extent that providersvoluntarily recouped funds under existing Warranties which were then reflected
in cost reports, Medicare may have recovered some Sun ds on detective devices.
Hovever, under the hospital prospective payment system, hosp:tals are not obligedto return any recovered funds to Medicare. Furthermore; warranties often are
quite lirnited and do not cover many "recall" situations.

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~.. .. .. .. -

Manufacturers may issue a voluntary warning or recall that a medical device,
either FDA-approved or investigational, may fail to perform or present an unreasonable
risk to the public health. FDA may also require manufacturers to issue sucha notice or seize devices. In these situations, physicians assess the potential
risk to the Medicare bcncficiaries.and may decide to monitor patients' conditions:more closely or to perform some more active treatment (such as replacing the

_ possibly delective device) which would minimize the risk to beneficiaries. UWhen
-such treatments are clearly linked to the rnartfacturers warning (e.g. recommended
5-by' she mnanufacturer or the FDA in their notice), the Secretary should be alloved -
r7-io recover payments for these services (and for a replacement device it necessary).vv _ _ ~~*, ___ repla--:ent:device,
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)ustificalion:

Medicare expenditures are il-creasing rapidly. Because of the budgct-ary constraints,
Medicare must becorne a prudrnt purchas-r of services on behalf of its beneficiaries.
1f Jsidicare holds rmanufacttucrs of medical devices rcspoMible for p2ymcnIs
Sor health services resulting from the unreasonable health risks posed by their
products, ma nufacturers !uif face incentives for minirmizin& these risks. This
would result in significant savings to Medicare as well as im-proving the quality
of care to beneficiaries.

The est-imated Medicare payments for services associated with a j9;4 volurtary
recall of I t,Q00 to 27,000 defective cardiac pacemaker leads is'approximately
S96 million, and there have bten other recalls of cardiac pacemakrer this year.
A preliminary BQC review indicates that in 19$2, i 2.4 percent of pace-maker
replacemntnls were due to a "recar ' by the manufacturer and art additional 16.3
percent of repiacements weere for pacemakers that failed to perform up to the
standards specified in the Erranty.

This proposal would give the Secretary permissive authority to require medical
device manufacturers to reimburse Medicare for payments for care resulting
from a device which failed to perform or posed an unreasonable risk, as indicated
bj a warning or "recall:' Conditional payments sor the services and replacemrent
device, if necessary, would ber made to providrrs, and then, HCFA would recover
;ts paymrents from the mant.-acturer.

Beneficiarv irroact:

'This propsal couLd improve the quality of medical devices available for use as
weli as slowing .he i 0 n i. Medicare's expenditures.

Cost: (millions)

Personnel R equiremnts:

Positions
FTEs
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I N T E R D F F I C E M E M D R A N D U M

Memo: 145908.4129928.8)*M
Oate: Fri 27-JUL-1984 11:28
Froma: Malkin, Bonnie
Dept: OCD-IOCD
Tel: 3)1-443-6220

Robert (RCE) p4
)FCA (IARD-COPY)1
i111am F. (WFH)
rE IN OIARD-COPY )

Glenn (GAR)

KATHY SCH-OEHER (HARO-COPY)
WENDY JOHiNSON (HARD-COPY)
WALTER SCOTT (HARD-COPY)

Return-Receipt requested
Sub iet: Action Assignments from 7/24 Pacermrker Reglstry Task Forre Meetino

and Date of Next Meeting

TO: Pacemaker Registry Task Force Members

FRrO!: Progrm Analys, ODPE, OMS

The tol loing action assignments resulted froe, our initial task force
meeting on 7/24. Responsible offices are In parentheses.

Dackground

c Rrearch sYstems that currently reoister pacmaker devices.

Sonanmrize in eriting the legislative history and ratlonale behind
the bill, including FDA's position. (OCO)

o Gather statistical Inforation on the number of pacersaker and lead
pr v percentage are covr-red under Medicare,

an rea a a o OMS)

o Develop a profI le of the parenake, industrvoOE)

o Research current FDA Inuolvennent In pacemaker testing. IOTA).

o Act as liaison .ith FDA's Division of Financial Management in
preparing a suppiemental budget request to support Impleeentation
ol the bill. IOMS)

TO:
TO:
.0:
ro
TD:
10:
.0:
TO:
TO:

da-f-t
foJ!5- I j 4

,2
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interpretation of the Bill

• Provide a written determination on the following questions of
Interpretation of the bill:

-- whether all pacemakers and leads for which payment Is requested
under Medicare must be registered, or whether registering a
sanpllng of devices may be sufficient (GC)

-- whether the term "devices" means just pacemakers and leads or
whetbk it also Includes monitoring and programming devices 5

1Zil ~)
-- whether the FDA can access end use manufacturers' registry data

or require that "providers" provide the requ red data to
manufacturers directly (GC)

what regulations need to be promulgated, whether FDA or ICFA
should most appropriately take the lead in doing so, and within
what time frames (OSR, OC)

-- under what circumstances can ItCFA withhold payment, and can
payment be withheld for the device and/or the procedure
OtCD, O(S)

-- what does "may" mean within the bill versus "shall" IOLI)

-- what portions of the bill must be Implemented by January 1, i985
and what portions can be Implemented after January I (OLI).

o Explore the Impact of the bi l on reuse of pacemaker devices
COTA, OHA).

Implementation of the Registry

o Explore enforcement tools available under this bill. (GC).

o Explore whether FDA would want to set a standard for accepting
reqisrations of 1mWla±§telQZL not ~covered ~byviedicare. M

o Explore the feasibility of establishing the registry In-house
versus an extramural contract. (OCD, OMS).

o Explore the feasibility of supporting the registry with an MOU or
IAG with HCFA. (OST).

o Determine which Center components should most appropriately Implement
various portions of the bill. (OCD, OMiS).

o Determine whether and how the registry system should mesh with DEN and
MDRt. iOC)
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o Explore the establishment of criteria (at the Secretary's level)
under which pacemaker devices should be tested, and under what
circumstances FDA would want to be Involved. (OST).
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o Explore the releasability (under FOI) of information gathered under
this bill, and the extent and methods of distribution of analyses
and reports (OSR).

o Explore the feasibility of a system whereby a contractor could fill
Information requests and charge users. (OSR).

The information gathered in the performance of these assignments
should be submitted in written form to Bonnie Malkin, HFZ-3, T-527,
by C.O.B. Friday, August 10. -

OUR NEXT task force meeting will be on Friday. AuQust 17, in T-400
at 1:00 p.m. to discuss our tIndInns. Thank you .-

Donna Lenahai
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Note To: M. Harvey Brook ,

Subject Legislative Proposal on PZace.makers (You; Re zes: cated JuB -S4'
INFOR MATION

We recommend that this pro;>osal not go forw ard. There are several technical
problerms rnd we c-estion the policy dtreczion. From a technice; perspective, the
proposal does not state how the goal is to be specifically accormlished. There seems
to be an implicit premise that use of secondary payer Concepts' would accomplishthe shift of reimplantasion costs to the manufacturer. This cnnot be- readily
accomplished under that puitorltv.

c Pacer-mker manufacturers do not p.-ovide for aymnents fo- re-r~plantaticn under
any iinsuran=ce program.

o The hosp;:a or physician s'u:!irs -he 2c etmak-, a ::y-e.- -j ,
overall ee for pacemnaker irnnlantation. Thus, there is no con-actual relation
betwee n the recipient and the manufacturer. Such elatio-shi would be
necessa-y to rely on the "seconoary payer concept.'

In adcition, nhe P"Ooosai should state exactly what- authorit-y .he Sec-earvy would be
given, and how .t would be enforced. As vrit- 7r., the prosal onl steaes ; . it
would be nice for the Secrezary to recover some of the reimDlantation cost in some
ins-.ances.

From a policy perspective, we believe other options are ava;lable to FCFA which
would addr ss both shot and long term concer4o. in the short term. exising
reguiations should be modified to allow offsets for warranty ,ayrnents received, orno: received because providers have not taken necessary actions To couect on
w.arranties. in ;he long run, the ORG's need modification. A s:e;rate ORG for
reimrlantation - reflecting collections for defective pacemakers - should be
established. ThI-s approach has been discussed several times with OAAP. However,
they have expressed a prefer ence for the approach indicated in The legislative
proposals, which would require HSQB and BPO to develop methods anr procedures to
solve a problem that exists because of a technical deiciency in existing regulations.

I believe the approach we bave advocated will solve the short term problem
immediately, and establish a basis for a longer run solution consistent with PPS. This
direction is particularly attractive since we can achieve our goal within existing
regulations. This is preferable to preparing 2 legislative proposal fo. possible
introduction in May 1985 if clearance from the Departnent and £OMB are obtained.

We shaU be pleased to discuss further our concerns end views with OAAP staff.

fi :7 2 Y F? fLf *'r
3ohn C. Berry

BZavoina:pgh:7/3l/84

860 DiscG Phyllis 11
l)p- CNO 7T28
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,tion, OMS

the Pacemaker Registry

: to consider asking of

August 8 meeting on

is? Physiciaen/surgeon?

rlor use tlf form as a RtCORof 69WOnSK CooUnIS, d uos~o.
de-n d n - eCtoM

KW: (No--, Q. ynhZO Agmc/Putz)

(3 M4 k-I
41-3M

Room No.-U WI.

P�om No.

irrently required rf

Rent implianta' ion?)

is arf involves?
OPOSAL FO 41 (Ra . 7-7

' . ,983 0 - 381-379 :3083) ;:po"CW Miiit

o Does HFA do anything with the data desides process c1a2,s? (1rend

analys is?)

o Does HCFA keep/store the data? For how long? What kimd of computer

SvstemS do they use?

D Wi;o actually gets reimbursedV
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Program Analyst. Division of Planning and Evaluation, OMS

Upcoming Meeting with HCFA Officials Regarding the Pacemaker Registry

See Below

The following is a list of questions we may want to consider asking of

HCFA officials prior to or during our upcoming August 8 meeting on

implementing the pacemaker registry.

The Medical Reimbursement Process

o Who makes claims to Medicare for pacers/leads? Physician/surgeon?

Hospital? Patient?

o Has are claims made? What informatior is currently required of

cairarnts? (indications, initial or replacement implantation?)

0 How are clairis processed? What organizations are involved?

Ieview/decision making processes?

o Does HCFA do anything with the data desides process claims? (Trend

analysis?)

o Does HCFA keep/store the data? For how long? What kind of computer

systems do they use?

D W.o actually gets reimbursed?
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o Does patient usually pay anything to)physician/hospital7 If so,

is it disclosed in the claim?

o Does HCFA currently get/use warranty information? Does the law

allow for HCFA to take advantage of warranties?

o Under what circumstances are claims denied? Are they denied for

or recalled devices? Can payment be withheld for

the devicef' the procedure, or both?

Changes to HCFA Processes Resultin2 From the Registry

o What benefits do they see from having a registry? Do they think

they will be able to reduce the number of reimbursements of

questionable claims based on the kind of information they can get

under a registry?

o Wnat additional information would they want? In what form? How

often? Any analyses?

o How will the claims review process/reimbursement criteria change

with the registry and the legislation?

0 What things would they look for to flag questionable claims?

Implementation Questions
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o How do they see the excahnge of information occuring? Hard copy?

Electronically? How often?

o What individuals from which organizations should most appropriately

interact with the task force?

o Do they see any circumstances under which HCFA would want FDA to

observe the testing of pacemaker devices?

If you can improve upon these questions (add to, consolidate, fine

tune), please do.

Donna Lenahan

Addresses:

Glenn Rahmoeller

Bonnie Malkin

Bob Eccleston
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, flEPARTMENTOF HEALT H LHUMAsN SER% IECi PEnivH-nth sevxs

Rmcsk,,e MD 20857

August 13, 1984

MEMORANDUM OF MEETING

Between

Oavid Hoiten
Chief Investigator
Senate Special Comnnittee on Aqing

David Schulke
Investigator
Senate Special Covnaittee on Aging

and

Robert EccIeston
Assistant Director for Intragoverrnnental Liaison
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
FDA

Randy Vealc
Director, Division of Anesthesioloqy and

Neurology Devices
Office of Device Evaluation
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
FDA

Jan Hardy
Leqislative Analyst
Office of Legislation and Information
FDA

Wayne lRara
Legislative Analyst
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Legislation/Health
HHS
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This meeting was held at the request of the Committee staff to discuss
their views on the implementation of the cardiac pacemaker registry
Provisions (section 2304) in P.L. 98-369, the 'Deficit Reduction Act of
1984."

Under the new oacemaker registry law, FDA must provide for a national
registry of pacemaker devices and leads to assist the Secretary in
determining when payments may properly he made under Medicare. The
Secretary could also use the registry to request FDA monitor
manufacturer testing of Potentially defective devices and leads.
Furthermore, the Secretary is authorized to establish, by regulation,
certaii requirements For manufacturers, physicians, and other providers
to fleet in order to receive Medicare reimbursement. The new law
requires that the registry and accompanying regulations must be in
ilace by January 1, 1985.

The Comrmittee's initial request was to obtain information on FDA's
olans for implementing these Provisions. However, Bob Eccleston told
9avid Schulke that FDA's activity in this area was in the very early
stages of develooment and that many issues still needed to be resolved,
so we could not present them with any substantive plan at this time.
W4ith this understanding, the Committee staff chose to discuss their
expect tiors of how these provisions should be implemented.

Oavid H3lten explained that Senator Heinz (chairman of the Agino
Committee and soonsor of major pacemaker registry legislation in this
Congress) maintains an active interest in this legislation and wishes
to have a continuing lialogue with FDA to ensure that the oacemaker
registry provisions will be implemented in the way they were envisioned
by Congress. He stated Senator Heinz was very satisfied with the new
law and that he got everything he wanted in his original bill
S. 1622). This meeting would also serve to educate David Schulke since
he will be replacing David Holten this week as chief investigator on
cardiac pacemaker issues.

The Committee may hold oversight hearings on cardiac oacemakers as
early as the fall, but Committee staff noted that the number of
available "windows" was slim. They predicted a greater chance of
hearings sometime soon after the new Congress convenes in January. It
is not clear at this time what the focus of these hearings will be.
David Holten indicated an interest in covering a broad range of
pacemaker issues including reimbursement and warranties, and whether a
registry would have spotted the Medtronics leads problem earlier. They
are also interested in assessing the implementation of the pacemaker
registry law. Jan Hardy checked with David Schulke on August 22 to get
further clarification and status of these hearings. The Committee has
not planned any hearings at this time and cannot give us guidance on
the ourpose and scooe. However, David Schulke emphasized that a
hearing could be called at the discretion of the Staff Director, and
that he will let us know if that occurs.
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The Committee staff discussed the provisions of the pacemaker registry

law. They view the registry as having a two-fold purpose. The first,
which they view as FDA's responsibility, is to orotect the public
health and to ensure the quality of health care by providing the
necessary medical and techical expertise on pacemakers and leads. The
second, is to determine when reimbursement is necessary, which they

Perceive as the responsibility of HCFA. They envision that both FDA
and HCFA will use the registry in order to produce desired results in
these two areas.

FDA staff and Committee staff discussed questions of joint
implementation between FDA and HCFA, funding for the registry, and
meeting the January 1985 deadline mandated in the new law.

Dave Holten suggested that an independent organization be established
to implement the cardiac pacemaker provisions which would be composed

of staff from FDA, HCFA, and manufacturers of pacemakers and leads. He
also suggested that the trust funds that are maintained by fiscal
intermediaries for pacemaker reimbursement could be given to FDA to
maintain the registry. As another alternative to funding, he proposed
that HCFA could help FDA pay for the registry.

The FDA staff explained the difficulties in meeting the six-month

deadline for establishing the registry and developing the time

consuming and complex regulations required by these provisions.
Committee staff appeared to be sympathetic to these concerns, but
wanted assurance that FDA will continue to move forward as fast as

possible toward final implementation of these requirements. They

expect that by the deadline, FDA will have a good sense of how the
pacemaker registry will be implemented, whether additional legislation
is necessary, and can identify any impairments, such as funding, that
inhibit completing the implementation. FDA offered to provide a status
reoort to the Committee around the time of the January deadline.

When the pacemaker registry bill was in conference, House and Senate

conferees agreed to drop the requirement in the Senate version that
manufacturers report to FDA on any adverse reactions to pacemaker
devices and leads and submit annual reports to FDA summarizing clinical

experiences with devices and leads. These requirements were deleted
with the expectation that the Secretary of HHS will shortly issue

mandatory device reporting (MDR) regulations which would accomplish the
purposes of the Senate Provisions. Dave Holten asked FDA staff for the

status of the MDR regulations. FDA explained that the final rule was
under review in the Department and mist then go to OMB for clearance.
He asked for a copy of the current draft, which we were unable to
provide since the document is considered in-house. He also received
assurance that the regulations will contain an 'affirmative
responsibility' to require manufacturers to report adverse reactions to

FDA.
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The new law also contains provisions (section 2309(a)) that require the
Secretary to issue revisions to guidelines for payment under part 8 of
the Social Security Act for the transtelephonic monitoring of cardiac
pacemakers. Although the Committee views the implementation of these
provisions as HCFA s responsibility, they asked for FDA input wherever
wossible.

The meeting ended with FDA's commitment to continue to keep Committee
staff fully informed on the progress of its activities in implementing
these provisions.

cc4 Ann Rose
Wayne Mara
Bob Eccleston
Randy Veale
Pacemaker Registry Task Force
Henry R. Desmarais, M.D., HCFA
Stanley H. Katz. HCFA
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Fees end Thug Admxn-s-r
RdvZfil MD 20757

AS 14 W4

Henry R. Desmarais, M.D.
Director, Bureau of Eligibility,

RTeL'r.ursenent, and Coverage
ATT7iJIC8: Mr. Stanley H. Katz
D:visior of Medical Services

Coverage Policy, HCFA
r 485, East High Rise Building

6325 Security BmleCarkd
BaltilT.re, MD 21235

Dear Fr. Kat7:

iet .re first exnress mi; thanks for allcw:n; us to reschedule

Wednesday's meeting with you and Dr. Desenrais. Ms we agreed during

our telephone conversation, I have pulled together the enclosed list
of ouestions and issues relating to HCFA reinbirseaent pollicies and

prouJdures, which the Center's paceraker reristry tasi. force has

identified. In order for the task forc* to pceed vitt, its

deliberations in tie develojent of inplenfentation anf fundin:

optio!s, we will need to discuss how yor envision utilizing tie data

suhnitted to th.e registry.

It's critical, I think, that we work closely together on this act~vit•

t: ensure that what- we do in terms of ostatAishing the regist.y is

ta:lored to HCFA's operational needs. To re.&. this end, we feel it
is irp'rtant to have a funinental grasp of what uiechnis-s HICFA

currently uses in processing reizrbursenent clai.ms for pacemaker and
leaid islantations and replacemrents. I hope the enclosed. questions

help to give you sure idea of the type of informatior, we feel we need

to oegin to irplenent tihe registry portion of the la-.

During our talk. you indicated s-te interest in interactinz with our

task force. I wonder whether it would be mare productive to invite
you and other mi.ers of the BCC staff to atteno the group's next
rr~eetn, whitch would cive the tas'. force aE a wicile an oppojrturnity to

as'. cuestions and learr. aboit H-FA's procrams, as well tr, discuss
different approaches tn irplserntimc th. re&ictry.
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Page 2 - Starley H. Katz

1 will give you a call early next week to discuss the ernclose4
rntarial arvi the resdheJulir; of our meeting. Should you have any
qu.kestions in the umantime, pleasc feel free to give me a call at

MIS-443-622K.

Sincerely yours,

/B Aobert C. Ecllesto.
RoWR~ r. Lcclestoo
Assist.wnt Director for

Intrax~verrn.-ntaW Liaison
Center for Devicoe ant

Ra.lological Health

cc: Cerdiac P Pen -r Recistry Task Forc-
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FIY Questions For HCFA

1. Describe the HCFA reimbursenent process, including who makes claims,
ho.' claims are made, and the information required in claims.

2. Describe how claims are processed, the type of information systems
used by HCFA, how payment vs. non payment decisions are made, etc.
Under what circumstances are claims denied (e.g. failed or recalled
devices?)

3. How will the legislation affect the current reimbursement process,
e.g. will HZFA reguire additional inforna-tion on claims, hoW will
claitrn be received, how will criteria for making payment decisions
chrange, etc.

4. LDes HOFA currently get/use warranty information? Does the law
ailow for 8?FA to take advantage of warranties?

5. How does HCFA propose that the registry data be collected, analyzed,
disseminated, and stored.

6. Does HUFA see any circumstances under which it would want FDA to
observe the testing of pacemaker devices?

7. W-.at benefits/problems does HCFA forsee in the new registry?
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FIILMOARE FROCeeDUilAL- -regional letter PCL'CY URANCH -DeparmenlHealth
and iH-hian Services

Medicare e.lhC,
A-IG i 2 i tA 8 '8 entra,,an

i N 5P. Uiv. MEDuICRE DateTransm^.ija! NO 84-5 ELICi~rLiTY POLICY Dale AUGUST 1984

FQA-62

Subject: Potential for Recovery of Medicare Payments from Liability insurers for
Medical Expenses Incurred in Connection with Defective Devices and Other
Liability Situations-Action

Questions have been raised recently about Medicare's recourse when it makes payment for
medical expenses associated with the replacement of deteftive devices, -or with other
corrective procedures required by such devices, particularly when significant numbers of
beneficiaries are involved. An example of this type of situation is the repair or
replacement of a medical device, such as a heart pacemaker, that requires hospital and
medical services for which Medicare Is billed, in addition to the cost of the device Itself,
for which Medicare may or may not be billed. The cost of such services, whether or not
the device is covered by a warranty, may constitute damages that can be recovered from
the manufacturer's liability insurer. A recent case of this kind has been an FDA recall
order in connection with a specific type of pacemaker lead manufactured by Medtronic,
Inc.

The statute (Section 1862(bX1)) and the legislative history make clear that Medicare is the
secondary payer where services are reimbursable under a liability insurance policy or plan
(including a self-insured plan). The law prohibits Medicare payment where payment has
been made or can reasonably be expected under any "liability insurance." The regulation
pertaining to liability insurance (Sec. 405.324) recognizes that it is not appropriate to
deny Medicare benefits merely because a beneficiary or a group of beneficiaries has filed
or has the right to file a liability claim against a responsible party. Instead, the
regulation permits Medicare to pay conditional benefits for treatment of an injury or
illness that was allegedly caused by another party, and requires that the Government
recover such benefits if payment is later made under liability insurance. The regulation
further stipulates that the Government has an independent right of action against the
liability insurer or responsible party, if the liability insurer has not made payment.

Where situations involving possible recovery of Medicare benefits paid in connection with
defective devices are identified, claims by providers, physicians and beneficiaries should
be paid conditionally. This is in accordance with the instructions in MIM S3419.4G and
MCM S3340.8. In addition, consult with the Regional Attorney concerning possible
referral of cases involving such claims to the Department of Justice for consideration of
whether an independent Government claim should be pursued.

HCFA-Pub. 52

56i-g3 0-86--12
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Currently, there are no instructions for dealing with this type of situation. We plan to
issue instructions as soon as possible to contractors, providers of services, and Regional
Offices (ROs) which will include policies and procedures for making and recovering
conditional payments, including necessary contractor coordination with the RO to decide
when a repayment agreement should be obtained. Those Instructions will also deal with
Implementation of See. 2344 of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (Pub. L 98-369), which
gives the Government specific subrogation rights where payment can be made under
liability insurance. In the meantline, ROs should be alert to any situation involving
potential recovery of Medicare payments from liability Insurers for medical expenses
incurred in connection with defective devices. Regular contacts with the Food and Drug
Administration are planned to Identify such situations, but those contacts will not obviate
the need for an active RO and contractor role to Identify situations In which the
Government may wish to file Independent liability claims. Contractor systems that
identify claims involving the repair or replacement of medical devices may be useful In
that regard.

Situations involving a large number of beneficiaries who may file individual or class
liability Insurance claims should also be investigated. Examples of this type of situation
include product recalls other than by PDA, chemical or radioactive contamination of a
community or other large group of people, disasters involving possible negligence by a
party, etc. Such situations should be viewed as leads to be investigated for possible
recovery of Medicare payments already made or for conditioning Medicare payments not
yet made on repayment by the beneficiary, should a liability insurer subsequently make
payment.
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Page 805 TITLE 21-FOOD AND DRUGS I360h

(5) the promulgation of a regulation tnder shall not be affirmed If it is found to be unsup-
section 360f of this title (other than a pro- ported by substantial evidence on the record
posed regulation made effective under subsec- taken ss a whole.
tion tb) of such section upon the regulations (' d Finality of judgments;
publication) making a device a banned device.

(6) the issuance of an order inder section The judgment of the court affirming or set-
360j(fK2) of this Utle. or ting aside. In whole or In part, any regulation or

(7) an order under section 360JtgX4) of this order shall be final, subject to review by the Su-
tItle disapproving an application for an ex- preme Court of the United States upon certlo-
emption of a device for investigational use or rarl or certificati on, as provided] in sectIon 1254
an order under section 360SfgX5) of this title of title 28.
withdrawing such an exemption for a device. Ce) Remedies

any person adversely affected by such regula- The remedies provided for in this section
tlion or order may file a petition with the shall be in additIon to and not in lieu of any
United States Court of Appeals for the DLstrict other remedies provided by law.
of Columbia or for the circuit wherein such (r) St terent of reasons
person resides or has his principal place of busi To cilitte uith rve under ths secin
ness for judicial review of such regulation or To une acilitt dcih a preview un lader t ah segti
order. A copy of the petition shall be transmit- tion or ouder an ter p s ion o l of a r60e.ula-

tsedr bylthe clrkeos tee out to th eertr oru tion or order Issu- une seto_60 6d

vtewed bytheclerkof i theonurt to the Secre-ary or 360e. 360f. 360h. 3601. 3601. or 360k of this title
other officer designated by him for that pur- de ch such regulation or order shall contain a
pose. The Secretary shall file in the court the stament of the reasons for its issuance and
record of the proceedings on which the Secre- the basis. in the record of the proceedings held
rap based his regulation or order as provided iotnecton with Its issuance, for Its Issuance.

in section 2112 of tie 28. For purposes of this inc
section. the term "record" mesan all notices (June 23. 1938. ch. 625, 6 517, as added May 26.
and other matter published In the Federal Reg- 1976. Flub. L. 94-295, 1 2. 90 Stat. 500.)

later with respect to the regulation or order re-

viewed, all i eformation submitted to the Secre- ad6dtn Notification and other remediestary with respect to such regulation or order. I otherpeonproceedings of any panel or advisory committee (a) Notiication
with respect to such regulation or order, any If the Secretary determineh that-
hearing held with respect to such regulation or (I) a device Intended for human use which
order, and any other Information Identified by Ls Introduced or delivered for Introduction
the Secretary. in the administrative proceeding into interstate commerce for commercial dis-
held with respect to such regulatIon or order, tributlon presents an unreasonable risk of
as being relevant to such regulation or order, substantial harm to the public health, and

(21 notification under this subsection Ls nec-
(c) Additional daia,. ews, and essary to eliminate the unreasonable risk of

If the petitioner applies to the court for leave such harm and no more Practicable mean
to adduce additional data, views. or arguments avallable under the provisions of this chapter
respecting the regulation or order being re- (other than this section) to eliminate such
viewed and shows to the satisfaction of the risk.
court that such additional data. views, or argu- the S e m Iue snd or DA c ao be
ments are material and that there were reason- teSceaymyisesc re smyb
able pounds for the petitooner's failure to necessary to assue that adequate notification
adduce such data, views, or arguments in the isprovided in an appropriate form, by the per-
proceedings before the Secretary, the court sons and mesan best suited under the circum-

may rdertheSecrtar to rovie aditinal ance involved, to all health professionals
opp ortdiefr the oerealyt pres ientation ional who prescribe or use the device and to any
views, or arguments and for written submal- ohrpro icuigmnfcues m~t
sions, The Secretary may modify his f indngs, era, distributors, retailers, and device users)

or akenewfining byreaon f te aditon-who should properly receive such notification
or make neen fndings by reason of the addition- in order to eliminate such risk. An order under
al data, views, o r arguments so taken and shall this subsection shall require that the individ-
file with the court such modified or new find- u~ ujc oters ihrsett hc
mogsicatind o hsreomedti on, Ide f any, freglthen the order is to be issued be included in the per-
mrordifcaio orbeting asidewof.the regulation sons to be notified of the risk unless the Secre-

or oder eingreviwedwith thertrIftr determines that notice to such individuals
suchaddi~ona dat, vewsor agumets. would present a greater danger to the health of

Wc Standard fre review such individuals than no such notification. If
Upon the filing of the petition uinder subsec- the Secretary makes such a determination with

Lion (a) of this section for judicial review of a respect to such Individuals, the order shall re-
regulation or order, the court shall have Surts- quire that the health professionals who pre-
diction to review the regulation or order In aic- scribe or use the device provide for the notif ies-
cordarnce with chapter 7 of title 5 and to grant tion of the individuals whom the health profes-
appropriate relief, Including interim relief, as sionals treated with the device of the risk pre-
provided In such chapter. A regulation de- sented by the device and of any action which
scribed In paragraph (2) or (5) of subsection (a) may be taken by or on behalf of such individ-
of this section and an order Issued after the uas to eliminate or reduce such risk. Before is-
review provided by section 30Oct5 of this title suing an order under this subsection, the Seere
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I 316h TITLE 21-POOD AND DRUGS Page 806

tary shall consult with Ute persons who are to to which the order was issued but to whom the
give notice Under the order. order under subparagraph (A) was not directed.
b Repair. reptiaceat. or refund (2) The actions which may be taken under a

IXA) If, after affording opportunity for an plan submitted under an order issued under
informal hearing, the Secretary determines Tsr )aph (I) are as follows:
that- (A) To repair the device so that It does not

(i) a device intended for human use which is present the unreasonable risk of substantial
introduced or delivered for Introduction into harm with respect to which the order under
interstate commerce for commercial distribu- paragraph (I) was issued.
tion presents an unreasonable risk of substan- (B) To replace the device with A like or
tial harm to the public health. equivalent device which Is in conformity with

(11) there are reasonable grounds to believe all applicable requirements of this chapter.
that the device was not properly designed and IC) To refund the purchase Price of the
manufactured with reference to the state of device (less a reasonable allowance for use if
the art as It existed at the time of Its design such device has been in the possession of the
and manufacture.dvi uefoonyaxrmre

(iii) there are reasonable grounds to believe device user for one year or more-
that the unreasonable risk was not caused by ii) at the time of notification ordered
failure of a person other than a manufactur- under subsection (a) of this section. or
er. importer, distributor. or retailer of the (li) at the time the device user receives
device to exercise due care in the installation, actual notice of the unreasonable risk with
maintenance, repair, or use of the device, and respect to which the order was issued under

(iv) the notification authorized by subsec- paragraph (1).
tion (a) of this section would not by Itself be
sufficient to eliminate the unreasonable risk whichever first Occurs)
and action described in paragraph (2) of this (3) No charge shall be made to any person
subsection is necessary to eliminate such risk, (other than a manufacturer. Importer, distribu.

the Secretary may order the manufacturer. m- tor or retailer) for availing himself of any
porter, or :.y di^.tributor of such device, or a iy remedy dernrderd In paragph 12) d pro-
combination of such persons, to submit to him vided under an order fssued under paragralh
within a reasonable time a plan for taking one ("). and the person subject to the order shall re-
or more of the actions described in paragraph imburse each person (other than a manufactur.
12). An order isued under the preceding sen- er, Importer, distributor, or retailer) who Is en-
tence which is directed to more than one titled to such a remedy for any reasonable and
person shall specify which person may decide foreseeable expenses actually incurred by such
which action shall be taken under such plan person in availing himself of such remedy.
and the person specified shall be the person (c) Reimbursement
who the Secretary determines bears the princi-
pal, ultimate financial responsibility for action An order issued under subsection (b) of this
taken under the plan unless the Secretary section with respect to a device may require any
cannot determine who bears such responsibility person who ls a manufacturer, importer, dis-
or the Secretary determines that the protection tributor. or retailer of the device to reimburse
of the public health requires that such decision any other person who is a manufacturer. im-
be made by a person (including a devIce user or porter, distributor, or retailer of such device for
health professional) other than the person he such other person's expenses actually incurred
determines bean such responsibility. In connection with carrying out the order If the

(B) The Secretary shall approve a plan sub- Secretary determines such reimbursement 1 re-
mitted pursuant to an order issued under sub- quired for the protection of the public health.
paragraph (A) unless he determines (after af- Any such requirement shall not affect anm
fording opportunity for an Informal hearing) rights or obligations under any contract to
that the action or actions to be taken under the which the person receiving reimbursement or
plan or the manner in which such action or ac- the person making such reimbursement Is a
tions are to be taken under the plan will not party.
assure that the unreasonable risk with respect
to which such order was issued will be elmit- '4) Effect on other liabilIty
ed. If the Secretary disapproves a plan, he shall Compliance with an order Issued under this
order a revised plan to be submitted to him section shall not relieve any person from lablH-
within a reasonable time. If the Secretary de- ty under Federal or State law. In awarding
termines (after affording opportunity for an in- damages for economic loss in an action brought
formal hearing) that the revised plan is unsatts- for the enforcement of any such liability. the
factory or If no revised plan or no initial plan value to the plaintiff In such action of any
has been submitted to the Secretary within the remedy provided him under such order shall be
prescribed time. the Secretary shall (I) pre- taken into account.
scribe a plan to be carned out by the person or
persons to whom the order Issued under sub- (June 25. 1938. ch. 675. 1 518. as added May.28.
paragraph (A) was directed, or til after rafford 17.^ Pub. Li 94-295, 2,90 StatL 5s2.) _
ing an opportunity for an informal hearing, by
order prescribe a plan to be carried out by a Sounop Rcrcmm To LN OTrEm Szoreos
person who is a manufacturer. importer, dis- Tis section is referred to In sections 331 252, 35c.
tributor. or retailer of the device with respect 3a.^, 300) of this titie.
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- CARDIAC DATACORP. INC.
1280 BLUE HILLS AVE.
BLOOMFtELD. CT. 06002 1203) 243-2986

May 18, 1984

Ms. Emelie A. Sconing -

Supervisor, Beneficiary Services
Pennsylvania Blue Shield Medicare
P.O. Box 65 5a 5 dC--
Camp Hill, PA 17011

Dear Ms. Sconing: .

Enclosed is a copy of the most recent FDA Enforcement Report which
places several pulse generators in a Class 1 recall.

CDI is currently monitoring approximately 2,000 of these pacemakers.

It appears that some physicians may request more frequent monitoring for

those patients implanted with the recalled pacemakers.

As in the past. CDI will furnish all documentation with our claims to

support any of the physicians requests for more frequent monitoring

which result in claims that exceed the Medicare payment parameters.

Please retain this recall notice for informational purposes in the event

we request reviews on claims denied for 'too many services".

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Sinc ely,

Audrey M r
Director,
Administrative Services

AM/cak

Enclosure
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FDA
Enforcement Fo"W.Cn2 n it o

Repo1
The FDA Entoorr wt RNPr rt hfIs isthed .-b k sheotss CAfrtooTloo a. Drrcwlrlo .otru, Il.nnhos *r. rIlThe to0

log lo a, . 0iniaa of tb*wo actio.

PF S CUTtON: AIntoaootlledtrbA nnaornyo. INJUNlCTON: A ChI &cUO. IhNd by FDA .Vi.- n t h0 ndaliw0l'idat ehetghno 1,00t1on ot th. S... Po..etkloHU 10*1. beCwoott.nay -"i0. Ith otCt Ca.... to OtO . COdayt10att C1,OMItobVh.- b- W" fth . 0 1 0 ya rMIehI - SohioAften to ntatzwe W "ibm. pmoartI toot ar. tt c oPatloo ot the LB..
tn.tnctl.. oiutoS 00,0 arwn .1t -N the or5 0,11 1101 * ottionolhed.

SEIURE An ation tal.u to -r. I pr.doCt from cOWen a h
o ith I. Inb ioeats 0t Itt. l_. frOX LWtat s00tn bfy lIRV. RECALL Voronaratral PO tb imot . datao Plrod-- Int the
cc-.opaat i ith InS S. ticst Coon wht. the 00o00 *OtC8 A MnteL Soot. .ao DIo 0 th.e fi,, f,. a oroole otw aU5r. rotal tI then dv. t by the 1C roun to ?a. P.ova of the cO.Oatt M FDA'. .t.L FCaU. rnrr inolthe pyt Dhal OW
goods utl ttto malt t rtb d. Th. Obe ata o la tthae a .* 110 of p0ctm 1,0.h the t-M or cOn of 0he Po~e
*1t0w, . .rlt t to ttld r~o the dat.1 eliot,, ht.e. Ith Orodol ,4 l. cated.

84-22

May 30, 1984

Recalls and Fiold Corrections:

Class I * A situation In which there is a reasonable probability that the use
c1 or exposure tor e v!ictlive oncduct wI!l ce-se serHous, edverse helrfth
COnsetu??ntcs of death.

Product:

Code:
Manufacturer:
Recalled by:

Distribution:
Size & Quantity:
Reason:

Kilng Special Ham Cure, labeled to consist of 22 pounds
13-1/4 ounces of seasoning plus 7-1/2 ounces of cure
(Codiuc nitrite), Recaul fF-297-4
Seasoning fM424116 Lot fC-12961, Cure #CU5963 Lot tC-12973
The Baltimore Spice Conpany, Baltimore, Maryland
Manufacturer, by telephone April 16, 1984. Firm initiated

Delaware
Firm etitmates none remains on market
Excessive sodien nitrite.

Class II 'A situation in which the use of, Or exposure to. a violative produte
may cause temporary or medically reoersible adverse health consequences
or where the probability of serious adverse health consequences Is remote.
(Class It recalls are Ilsled when received by rhe Press Ottice Media report.
ers should contact the companies involved to obtain the most current infor.
mation on the progress of recalls.)

-1-
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Product;

Code:
Manufacturer:
Recalled by:

Distribution:
Size & Quantity:

Reason:

Product:

Code:
Manufacturer:
Recalled by:

Distribution:

Size & Quantity:

Reason:

Product:

Code:
Manufacturer:
Recalled by:

Distribution:
Size & Quantity:
Reason:

Martha White brand Plain Enriched White Cornmeal in 2 pound
bags, Recall #F-29S-4
435331
Martha White Mills, Inc., Huntington West Virginia
Martha White Foods, Inc., Division of Beatrice Foods,
Nashville, Tennessee, by telephone February IS, 1984. Firm
Initiated recall tomplete
North Carolina, Virginia. West Virginia
4,116 bags were distributed; firm estimates none remains
on market
The North Carolina Department of Agriculture and the Virginia
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services reported
aflatoxin contamination in excess of 20 ppb.

OEC/Diasonics brand Mobile C-Arm X-ray Systems, Models 902
and DXR-5, Recall #Z-150/151-4
All serial numbers for Models 902 and DXR-5
OEC/Dtasonics, Salt Lake City, Utah
Manufacturer. FDA approved the.fitrms corrective action
plan April 26, 1984. Firm initiated field correction.
Nationwide, Puerto Rico, Republic of China, Equedor, Turkey,
Korea, New Zealand. United Kingdom
95 units of Model 902 and 22 units of Model DXR-5 were
distributed
Noncompliance with performance standards for diagnostic X-ray
systems and their major components in that the system fails
to limit the X-ray beam to the visible area of the image
receptor upon automatic return from the spot-film mode to
the fluoroscopic mode.

Sleep Sentry, a diabetic hypoglycemic reaction alarm device,
Recall #7-152-4
All lots shipped prior to February 15, 1984
Teledyne Avionics, Charlottesville, Virginia
Manufacturer, by letter February 15, 1984. Firm initiated
field correction complete
Nationwide
493 units were distributed
The electronic board can separate from the metal case causing
a short circuit to develop.

-2-
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Pacemaker Registry Task Force

Meeting Two: August 22, 1984
1:30 - 4:30, T-416

Agenda

Introductory Statement (Eccieston)

Report of meeting with Senate Committee on Aging (Hardy/Eccleston)

Recap last meeting (Eccleston)

Results of Selected Assignments

- registry support options (Lenahan)
- update on budget action
- in-house vs. contract implementation

- regulation promulgation (Weinstein)
- what must be done by January 1, 1985, and what can be done later
- FO! implications

- meaning of term 'pacemaker devices" (Rahmoeller)
- do we want to set a standard for acceptance of non-Medicare

implantations?

- meaning of "may' vs. 'shall" in the legislation (Hardy)

- impact of the registry on device reuse (Lenahan)

- should the registry system mesh with DEN and MDR, and how?
(Hooten)

Options Paper Format/Timeframes (Eccleston)

New Assignments (Eccleston)

Next Meeting (Eccleston)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7 .
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[ Please see October 16, 1984 and Deeember 4, 1984 AppendixItems, below, for drafts or FDA discussion memo, "ImplementationStrategy for Pacemaker Registry". I
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CARDIAC PACEMAKER REGISTRY

1. Wrnat regulations need to be written?

The only regulation the bill says 'shall" (must) be written is one that
would require physicians and providers t: submit information regarding
implantation or replacement (amended 1R62(h)(1)(C)).

The bill says wve also "may' (optional) by regulation require a provider
to return a pacemaker to th. manufacturer for testing (amended
1862(h)(2)) and require the manufacturer to test did may require FDA to
be present (amended 1862(h)(3)).

The bill also states (amended 1862(h)(1)(A) and (13)) that FDA "shall
provide' for a registry which shall include certain information but it
does nut say that it has to be done by regulation. Amended I862(h)(4)
states that the Secretary may deny Medicare payment to physicians and
providers (in accordance with procedures established to carry out the
provisions of the hill) in the event of non-compliance, but does not
say anything about a regulation.

Section 2304(d) states that the Secretary 'shal l" (rust) proriesugute
final regulations to carry out the provisions of the bill by January 1,

2. Which of the "may' provisions should we i ilement?

This is a policy decision the Center must malt based on a variety of
factors (need, rsonurces, hudg'itary restrictions, etc.).

2. Do We have to implement the "may" provisions at the sime time as the
"shal "?

We don't have to, but it we don't it will louk as ii we have decided
not to implement the optional provisions. .

4. What does the January 1. 1985 deadline for prowolgation of the final
regulation apply to?

Obviously, to the mandatory regulations r garding submission of
information by physicians and providers (amended 1862(h)(i)(D)). It
probably also applies to amendefd 1862(h)(1)(A) & (B) regarding
providing for a registry to include specific information. Although
this section does not mention "regulations," we should probably include
it in the regulation requiring submission of data in order to set forth
how the registry will be established, what data will be in it, when,
how. by whom, and what form the data should be submitted, FOI
implications, and other 'housekeeping' or procedural provisions. The
regulation should attempt to limit the data coming to us to preclude
our being swamped by sources not required by the bill to submit.
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5. What agency will write and publish the reguliations?

This pill have to be decided after discussions with itCIA. The options
are: FDA alone, HCFA alone, FDA and I(CFA jointly (though I am not
sure if this can b. done), or FDA do one regulation and IICFA do a
companion regulation, each with a different focus (this wds done by FDA
and cuc regarding alpha-fetoproteir test kits).

G. Can FDA write the regulations even though the bill anrinds the Social
Security Act?

Yes, heciuse the bill says so. In the regulation. we wili cite the
Social Security Act as our authority rather than the Fecleral Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

1. Uill whatever regulations we decide to write have to he included in the
FY 8S Regulation Plan?

Yes. In fact, it is already tcntatively on the plan.

i. What ar- thi Freedom ot Intormnetioer inrplications rerJrrdi n
rcleasubility of inforration and distribution of analyses?

Infornation in a corputer is a record and aS sich is suh ject to
release (under 1fO1), but not arutoanatically releasille hecause of the
pfers 5!0l privacy and confidentiality xriruption.

Analyses dune by a contractor arc reloasablr, but if we usr a
contrector and the infornation is receive,! stored, ard izanipileated by
the contractor, it is possIble that we culd say th8crc is noti ing to be
released because we do not hav thUe recerd; tl( contractor is in
pos ': i r i Df it ., - : -: ' ,.

If we receive, etc., the1 information in-house, proeb;:!ly onlyc su: i rries
of tl-e data would i~ all that could li VejICas'd. the reison for this
is the data such as patient name, and physician nauie and provider nawne,
would riot be releasabir.. Afso, rmanufacturrer arid type of pacenuaker
would not be releasabile because they wou:ld reveal prodrrctior aind sales
data which are confidential cotcrrercial information.

If tVe files are set up by IUA by pati(it nurse or, rnuibcr, there could
he Privacy Act piobleris, hat if inlividual patierits ask fur inforialtion
alenut tlremrselves, it is probahly releasable. Ildividual physicians
will be able to Jet inforration about theiniselves, also.

It w- drcile to nrite a regula2ion to imiplielent 18t,(h1)(3) ri 'uirirlg
manufacturers to test returned pacemakers and provide resii ts to the
providlirs, we may be asking for score Ftll proreiims. Onier the
manufacturer gives the test results to a provider, their aiy minuher of
the public could then glet the test resul tos fro us (if we hail them)
eveir thouoghi the data would otherrise have been conid ientirl (Si. Jude
case).
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In any event, for any information we release under FOI, we charge $.10
a page and $10.00 an hour for hard copies. If it is all computer
generated, we can charge actual cost (programsning, staff time, etc.).

The regulations implementing the registry should have a section about
For.

If we get the data from HCFA, we wt Id need to know if that agency has
regulations that affect the releasability of the data even though FDA
has the registry.

Les Weinstein
Operations Staff
Office of Standards and

Regul at i ons
Center for Devices and

Radiological Health
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DEPARTMENTOFIHEALTH&HUMtANSERVICES ,AltiC n

101 Mase1t T>^r
August 29, 19S4 AtlnuGA301

MIr. Allan Lazar, Director
Office of n.edical R.

0
.e

Health Care Financing Administration
18S9 Gwynn Oak Avenue
Balti.nore, maryland 21207

Dear Mr. Lazar:

Re: 516-PRO Review Activity Iteport Form

One of our PROs called concerning the "Draft" instructions for completing the
monthly 5i6 PRO Reviewv Activity Report item fV.B Procedure Review-Pacemaker
Reimplants (see Attachment A). Attachment B (page 60 of the "Draft") instructs
PROs "...do not include the replacement of electrooes or generator packs onl), a
reirn!ant is defined es thP total replacer.ent of the ,ld unit with a new one.'
(Ernpitasis added). ae believe all situations: pulse generator and/or lead
replacerments snould be reported by the PRO as a reimplant. We cannot
comprehend why Central Office would define and restrict a reimplantsto the total
unit--both the pulse generator and the lead, because this deviates from vwhat
happens in the real world and virtually eliminates most reimplant reporting.

Earlier pac!nakers consisted of three separate pieces of hardware: the pulse
generator (co'nwonly referred to as the pacemaker), the battery and the lead.
M.ore recently with: thz discovery of the more powerful litniium battery, the pulse
gencrator ano litisiuin battery are hermetically sealed to form a single unit. This
not only rcduces infection, but also elibninstes the patient's annual trek to the
operating table for a 'battery' cnange because the life expectancy of tne pulse
generator now rat%.-es from two to seven years.

The lenu is tne second part of the pacemaker currently being used. The lead
contains the electrode. rdost leads contain a redundancy feature: tnere is always
one or two good conductors lett in one strand of the lead if one part should break
or wedaKen. :oreovar, adapters are available that enables one manufacturer's leads
to re compatible witn a pulse generator from another manufacturer. This
eliminates unnecessary lead replacement w-hen a different pulse generator is
reimplantc'. In fewer cases, the lead is the problera Usually this is not discovered
until surgery. In most of thcse cases, the pulse generator as well as the lead is
replacec. Under your draft instructions these few cases are all that will be
reported by tile p.lO. '.Ye believe the definition of reirnplant should be
"replacemient of pulse generator and/or lead."

We have an observation aoout another section of this same report. Page 6 of Form
516, the PRO gathers warranty information about newly implanted or reimplanted
pulse generators. iiot all manufacturers offer warranties, as they are not retjuired.
Th2e warranties that do exist incluue so many limitations that they are rendered
worthless. %lareovtr, during a reinmplant situation, the old werranty (if there was
one) is the one that wouldi apply. Rarely is this warranty available or benefits
applied tor. Ho.. then, does this data collectiun beneiit the ..,cdicere prograri?
..e realizc that this data collection effort is part of tne cootract signed by all
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PROs but if the process has outlived the need for the data, HCFA should eliminate
the requirement.

In a Program Validation Study of fifty pacemaker reimplant patients conducted by
us less than one year ago, we demonstrated that at least ten percent of the
payments for pacemaker reimplants is due to factory recalls (G;edicare's expense of
the pulse generators, leads and attendant services totalled $52,579.66 by the
hospital and $3,615 in surgeon's charges in our sample cases alone). The Food and
Drug Administration is a good source for this recall information. A factory recall
is a place where HCFA could pursue financial retribution by these companies where
Medicare patients are concerned. This is an area where HCFA could demonstrate
real dollars recovered. Perhaps the PRO collected data could be useful in this
endeavor.

Please let us know what is decided about the "Draft" instructions concerning the
definition of reimplants.

Sincerely yours,

euD. KImsey
Action Associate Regional Administrator
Divison of Health Standards and Quality
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MEMORANDUM of MEETING

August 29, 1984

Between

Stanley Katz - Director, Mary Louise McIntyre - Acting Director, Ron
Milhorn, and Sharon Hippler, of the Division of Medical Services
Coverage and Policy, Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement, and
Coverage Policy, HCFA

Jerry Selinger, M.D., and Charles Lawhorn - Health Standards and Quality
Bureau, HCFA

Mary Ann Durham - Analyst, and Frank Spruill, Bureau of Program
Operations, HCFA

Israel Braunner - Analyst, Office of Eligibility Policy, Bureau of
Eligibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage Policy, HCFA

and

Robert Eccleston - Assistant Director for Intragovernmental Liaison,
Glenn Rahmoeller - Director, Division of Cardiovascular Devices, Office

of Device Evaluation, and Donna Lenahan - Program Analyst, Division of
Planning and Evaluation, Office of Management and Systems, of the
Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA

Janet Hardy - Legislative Analyst, Office of Legislation and
Information, FDA

Subject: Implementation of the Pacemaker Registry

This meeting was requested by CDRH's Pacemaker Registry Task Force to
discuss collaboration between HCFA and FDA in implementing the pacemaker
registy. Other than telephone conversations, this is the task force's
first contact with HCFA. In preparation for the meeting, Mr. Eccloston
sent BERC Director, Dr. Henry Desmarais a package explaining our pu-pose
in requesting the meeting and the topics we wanted to discuss
(attached).

In discussing HCFA's claims review and reimbursement processes, we
learned that through their Professional Review Organizations (PROs).
much of the data required by the registry is already being collected by
HCFA. PROs review Medicare/Medicaid claims for medical need,
appropriateness, etc.

HCFA staff believe that the primary beneficiary of the registry data and
the agency responsible for implementing it is FDA, not HCFA. However,
they agreed that regulations written to implement the bill should be a
joint effort between the two agencies.

The meeting resulted in two assignments to be completed by September 7:
I) both parties will develop specific data needs under the registry; and
2) BERC staff will research utilizing the PRO system for collecting
registry data.
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s a 3

Note To: John C. Berry

Subject: Current Status of Legislative Proposal on Pacemnakcrs (Your Note of
August 26, 19E' )-lNFORMATION

This is in response to your request for the status of the attached FY 86 legislative

proposal. The Office of Legislation and Policy received comments on the

proposal from the Bureau of Program Operations and Bureau of Quality Control.

The comments are being evaluated by OLP staff. A recommendatior will be

made to Patrice Feinstein as to whether to include the proposal in the HCFA

package.

WVe will inform you when a decision is reached.

73 In John . ansak

Attachment 7

3 ri/f
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SEP 4 9s4

TO : Stan Katz

SUBJECT Pacemaker Registry-INFORMATION

Based on the meeting In your office on August 29 we have the following
observations and suggestions:

A. Data Elements to be Collected

The data elements specified by section 2304 for inclusion in the registry are:

L Manufacturer - We would propose that pacemaker manufacturers be
identified by a three digit number to be assigned by the FDA, or by HCFA
based upon identification of approved manufacturers by the FDA.

2. Model Number - Self explanatory. Perhaps FDA could tell us the length
(number of digits in the longest to help in systems planning).

3. Serial Number - See number 2.

4. Recipient - We would propose that the recipient be identified by HIC
number and surname.

5. Date - Self explanatory.

6. Geographic Location - If Utis means recipient we recommend zip code. If
it means hospital location we propose provider numbers be used.

7. Physician Name - We propose the operating physician ID number reported
for PRO purposes be reported. If name is needed it can be obtained where
needed from the hospital or the PRO. Name would not be helpful without
ID number and is not needed with ID number until It is necessary to
contact the hospital or physician. The name would be easily obtainable at
that time.

8. Hospital or Other Provider - We propose using the Medicare provider
number.

9. Warrenty Information - No precise guidelines were furnished and FDA has
no interest. We probably could use number of months, dollar limit, and 42Y
any restrictions (i.e., parts, parts and labor, etc.) to the extent
restrictions can be coded.

A.
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2

10. Anything else the Secretary deems appropriate - It does not appear
anthing else will be deemed appropriate from the provider. The ICD-9-
CM procedure code now reported should be included to distinguish
between pacemakers and leads.

B. Method of Collection

BPO and HSQB are still discussing the method of collection. No matter how the
data is collected we need to define a reporting format to FDA in accordance with
A above and a format for FDA to tell us of the items in C below.

C. What We Could Use from FDA

L Notification of any recapl of product by manufacturer, model, and serial
number of applicable.

2. Periodie screening of records to identify cases where implants are
performed for beneficiaries that have previously received implants, and
notification to IICFA of such cases.

3. The benefit of any analysis they do.

The above information could be used to determine whether to pursue
reimbursement for the cost of the pacemaker from the manufacturer of the
original pacemaker.

"4 fji
Frank Spruill
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f14. Stanley Katz
Director, Division of Medical Services
Coverage Policy, B162

Health Care Financing Adninistration
Rixer 489, East High Rise Building
6325 Security Boulevard
Baltinore, Maryland 21235

Dear Stan:

Many tharks for the time you and yoxur rolleagues spent with us on
August 29. We found the discszssion enlightening and productive,
and I believe we made sare headway in identifyins potential areas
of interagency collaboration. As agreed to at the close of the
meeting, both of us were to develop a list of our rwn data
requirements under the n-w pacemaker registry law. Enclosed you
will find the material we have put to-,ether which is DrirsarilV
directed to observing both short- and long-tesr safety poble,.is
associated with pacers and leads.

Wc look forward to receiving your information and to further
talks aiout how we can work together to inplament this law effec-
tively while at the same time minimizing the burdens impned by
the Act on both of our agencies.

Sine Iy yours.

Roberi
Assist nt Di etor '

Inulagoveinniia ison
Centet for revices and

Radiological Health

Enclosure
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FDA's responsibilities unde. the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 regarding _se

of pacemaker registry data are stated in Sec. 2304(c), '...in tracing the

performance of cardiac pacemaker devices and leads, in determining when

inspection by the manufacturer may be necessary under paragraph 3, and in

carrying out studies with respect to the use of such devices and leads. With

this mandate in mind, the Pacemaker Registry Task Force compiled this list

of data elements we believe would be necessary to perform the tasks.

• Data Elements Specified in the Bill as Being Required

- manufacturer, model number, and serial number of device

or lead

- name of recipient of device or lead

- date and location of implantation of device or lead

- name of hospital or provider billing for procedure

- any express or implied warranties associated with the

device or lead.

* Additional Data Elements Necessary to Support Problem and Use

Trend Analysis

- whether the procedure is an initial implant or a replacement

- for explants, whether the provider believes the explant is

possibly, probably, or probably not, device related.

• Data Summaries, Reports

- The task force believes the registry system should have

the capability of searching the data by certain keywords

and not others, e.g., keywords that might reveal confi-

dent ial information.

- Key words/phrases we would definitely want to search by

include:
manufacturer

model number
serial number
date of procedure
possibly device related explant
probably device related explant

probably not device related explant

- Actuarial analyses, i.e., failure/survival rates for a given

manufacturer, model number or serial number for different

time intervals (1-6, 7-12, 13-18, & 19-24 months) and

overall.
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The pacing profession in the U.S. has for years been interested in the
establishment of a registry of this type for research purposes, trace-
ability, and device per formrance monitoring. With the establilshment of
this system It is certain the profession will express a need for certain
date that could be derived from the registry. At this time the task force
cannot anticipate what all of these needs might be, but believes that
there would be value in reasonably trying to meet them. Therefore, the
system utilized to collect A analyze the registry data should be amenable
to modifications as the need arises.
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Note to Stanley Katz

Subject: Warranty Information in Cardiac Pacemaker Registry - Your Oral Request
at Meeting with FDA on 8/29/84

At the conclusion of the 8/29/84 meeting with FDA on implementation of section 2304
of the Deficit Reduction Act, you asked that participants provide, in their areas of program
responsibility, specifications for data to be included in the cardiac pacemaker registry
being developed by FDA.

In the area of warranties, since the statute requires that the registry include "any express
or implied warranties ... under contract or State law,' anything short of the complete
text of any express warranties would be incomplete. That, plus the terms of any implied
warranties under contract -.-State la, should be required of the manufacturer. As
to implied warranties under State law, we agree with your suggestion to h Brauner for
a compendium of implied warranties by State. Since, according to Bob Jaye of OGC,
in some States implied warranties are judicially rather than statutorily determined,
such a compendium might have to be limited to statutory States. Bob said Regional
Attorneys could help compile a compendium. He also said manufacturers would know
about implied warranties by State because they have to know the potential exposure
in marketing products, so manufacturers should be able to supply information for the
compendium. We assume that from a program operations standpoint the controlling
statute would be the law of the State where the procedure is performed rather than
thef State of manufacture.

Recognizing that the foregoing data would be difficult, if not impossible, to Incorporate
into an automated registry, we suggest that, if an automated registry is the option selected,
the registry include only indicators of whether or not the device is covered by a warranty;
if so, what parts are covered (e g., pulse generator, leads, or entire pacemaker); whether
or not repair or replacement services are covered; and where express warranty information
may be readily obtained. Those data could be easily automated. The compendium of
implied warranty information would be needed with or without the automated registry.

As you know, z Broune- is our contact on this matter. His phone number is 7-5139 (FTS
93 .-51393.

Ma as n
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NCOTE WD: Robert Wren, Acting Director
Office of Coverage Policy

siBxCT: Pacamaker Warranty InTforfation for FDA's Natlonal Registry

This follows up a recent oweting between several Mealth Care Financing
A5iinistration (ilFA) ccopouents and the Food and Druo A*.inistration
(FDA) concerning the collection ard use of cardiac pacemaker warranty
infoormation by KFA and the FDA's task of establishing a National
Registry for pacemaker devices, as required by the Deficit Reduction Act
of 1984. Several mnobers of my staff were present at that mceting. At
the conclusion of the meeting Stan Katz asked each KFA corpoent to
supply inforrration about data on pacemaker devices and warranties which
it now collects.

I have attached a ccvy of the pacemaker warranty inrforation report which
the Health Stardards and gQaiity Bureau central office will soon be
collecting from Utilization arc Quality Control Peer Review Organizations
(PROs). This report is to be submdtted to HCFA on a monthly basis. In
addition, PREs will, on a monthly basis, provide HCFA with the rurber of
permanent cardiac pacemaker Impiants and reimplants reviewed arnd te
nurt~er that are denied on the basis Of Pedical necessity and
ap2ropriateness of the proedure.

We believe, lowver that the warranty information which PRs are nor
required to collect could be better and more efficiently collected
thrujgh the ne. National Registry.

I trust this respmns to Stan' s request. If there are further questions,
please call Kay Terry, at extension 4

7
91Q.

Allan Lazar.
Directoy-'
Of fic& Medical Review

Attachment
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TO i Philp Nathanson 5? 2 0 E4

SUBJECT : Processes for Cbtaining Data to Implement Pacemaker Registry
Required by Section 2304 of PL 98-3b9-ACTION

P.L. 98-389 requires the Secretary through the FDA to provide a registry of all
pacemaker devices and leads for which payment is made under Medicare. The
registry must Include-.

L Manufacturer _
2. Model 0t
3. Serial number i
4. Receipt
S. Date
6. Geographic locatIon /0
7. Physician name /,/aL
8. Hospital or other provider A - , ,
9. Warranty information V /
10. AnythIng else the Secretary deems appropriate _ 7?

All of the above Items (except possibly 10) could be made relatively easily available
for the medical review entity. The intermediary would not have access to J. 2, 3,
or 9. It is to HCFA's advantage to as1sit FDA In completing the registry because:

L It can be done less expensively as a byproduct of either the billing or
medical review processes, end

2. HCFA has an Interest In the accuracy and usefulness of beneficiary end
provider specific data and HCFA oarticoatlon will result in HCFA
identification numbers being used and validated during processing.

It appears to me that the least expensive way to maintaIn the registry would be to
add a few steps to the medical review process when pacemakers are involved.
Essentialy the PRO would extract L 2, and 3 above In connection with medical
review and report such data elements In the PHDDS. An alternative would be PRO
reporting to the intermediary for Intermediary reporting In UNIBILL but this would
involve changing two records instead of one.

Another alternative is providing for a direct hospital to FDA reporting mechanism
but this would be more costly for the hospital and probably les accurate; and as
indicated above HCFA has an interest in accuracy.

May I have your views on incorporating the processes for reporting to the
pacemaker registry in the medical review and PHDDS processes?

John C. Berry

BPO0422:FSprual;9mf 9/4/84
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Mr. Robert C. Ecoteston
Asilstent Director of Intergovernmentad Liaison
t-&,ter for Devices and Radiological Health
pood and Drug Administration
Itnrkville, Maryland 2

As agreed at the close of our meeting on August 29, we are enclosing material

eompiled by the vartoti components In HCPA responsible for developing a list of

d&t requirements under the new pacemaker registry law. C oction 2304 of the
"Udg4et ReconcilIation Act of 1984.) Theme materials will have to be analyzed

within HCPA to assure they are complementary and compatible with one another,

but we believe you can make wme of them in this rough form for initial planning

purposes. Meanwhile, we will proceed with the task of developing a single list of
dots raquirements for your se.

I believe that we houild now set up a continuing FDA/HCFA workgroup to

delineate and ctrry out the work that will need to be done by our respective
agencies to implement the new law, In that regard we have already asked

Mr. Frank Spruill of H CPAs Bureau of Program Operations to act as operations
Contact for purpores of coordinating and responding to your questions on such

matters. He may be reached at 594-StSS (PTS-934-9156). We, of course, will
nutinue to have overall responsibility for HCFA's portion of this project; however,

we believe designation of an operations contact wilt enable you to obtain the

nececsary technical information and expertise you require regarding Medicare's

elaims operations in a more ezpeditious manner.

We are continuing to proceed on the assumption that FDA will have the overall

lead for development of the regbtry regulations, while my division witU furnish
regulatory language and policy rationale for those provisions (1862(hX1XC) and
(hX4XA)) dealing with the Medicare program requirements for physicians and

providers with respect to compliance with the registry requirements.

Siricer4 yours1,

Director, Division of Medical Services
Coverage Policy

Bureau of Eligibility, Reimburnemnt
and Coverage
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t Please see above appendix items for following memoranda, whichwere attached to September 26, 1984 letter to Eccleston, of FDA,
trom Katz, or HCFA:

September 4, 1984 memorandum To Stan Katz, Subject:
Pacemaker Registry -- INFORMATION, Prom Frank Spruill, HCPA;

and

September 11, 1984 Note to Stanley Katz, Subject: Warranty
Information In Cardiac Pacemaker Registry -- Your Oral Request
at Meeting with FDA on 8/29/84, Prom Harold Fishman;

and

September 14, 1984 Note to Robert Wren, Acting Director,
Office of Coverage Policy. Subject: Pacemaker Warranty
Information for FDA's National Registry, Prom Allan Lazar,
Director, Orrice of Medical Review, HCPA.
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anduCoverage i e /

s..sbs I Handling of Claims Related to FDA-Recalled Medical Devices-ACTiON

T. See Below

High level Congressional interest has been expressed in what action HCFA is
contemplating to recover Medicare benefits paid for expenses related to defective
medical devices. We feel it Is necessary to develop coordinated policies and
procedures for dealing with this type of situation, and that this requires the active
partcipatlon of several HCFA components as well as OQC. We would, therefore,
appreciate the attendance of appropri ate representatives from your office at
a meeting on October '61984 to discuss this matter.

Pursuant to regulations, Medicare pays hospitals and physiiena conditional payimcnts 45 ,

for such cxpenses, sublect to recovery from anyone who received payment from
a liability insurer or from the manufactirer or its insurer. As Indicated in Regional '
Letter 84-5 (copy attached), inst-uctions are needed for identifying claims for
replacement of medical devices, or other corrective procedures, in which conditional
payments and possble recovery are calied for. Various components have the
expertise and responsibitity for elements of the contractor Instructions, e.g.,
billing and claims procedures, coding, coverage, reimbursement, reporting, as
well as for developing and implementing plans for effecting recovery from liability -y
Insuraece payments or recommending legal action against manufacturers aid I

their inserers whes indicated.

Attached is a list of isvses that we believe need to be addressed in developing e.- ,

operating instructions and HCFAs role. Pertinent background information is _ ' f
also attached. If you know of any additional issues. they should be raised at the ! , .

meeting. , j
Please have a representative call Israsa Brauner, ext. 75139, who will provide n

information on the time end place of the meeting.

Henry B. Desmarais, M.D.

Attachments \eo-i t co? DPA- (zX

BQC__ _ _ _ _ _
! , , , ..! e-,:!~~~~~~~~~.-ii' ~

OCP, BERC *________!

ORPBERC-
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Medicare Costs Related to FDA-Recalled Medical Devices

Issues

1. Is there an alternative (e.g., regulatory or instructional change, use of section 518(b)
of Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act (copy attached)) to using the cumbersome liability
insurance recovery method to recover costs related to FDA-recalled medlcl devices?

2. Under DRG reimbursement, Is It useful to find out if providers get a credit from
manufacturers of replaced devices for the device Itself or services associated with
repair or replacement? If so, Is It feasible to require providers to exercise warranty
rights before billing Medicare?

3. Can the expenses of additional monitoring attributable to the recall status of a
device be readily identified? If so, is it administratively feasible to attempt recovery
of such small expenses individually, cumulatively or in the aggregate?

4. Are physicians or others required to report more frequent than normal monitoring
of patients with recalled devices such as eardiac pacemakers? If so, should carriers
be Instructed to Inform intermediaries for hospitals in their contract areas when
they do, since this can be a lead for recovery of payment for hospital services for
repair or replacement of the recalled devices? (See attached letter to a carrier
from a cardiac monitoring service.)

5. Can diagnostic and procedure codes be used to detect hospltallzatlons associated
with repair or replacement of medical dev ces besideq cardiac pacemakers? (See
ICD-9-CM 996.0-996.5.) Is It possible to do anything on the Part B side for services
related to replacing a device, e.g., surgeon's bills, even though similar coding may
not be required on Part B claims?

6. What is the best way to get information on FDA-recalled devices to contractors
to use In matching such recall notices against diagnostic and procedure codes on
hospital bills? (See sample FDA Enforcement Report attached.) Are there operational
or administrative reasons not to develop leads, e.g., the fact that since bills do
not Identify manufacturer, etc., development in many cases would be negative?

/ 7. Are Implementation instructions for .Scion 2304 (Pacemaker Review and Reform)
of the Deficit Reduction Act pertinent so, bow can they be used in connection
with contractor and Regional Office instructions dealing with the recovery of Medicare
benefits paid in connection with FDA-recalled medical devices? Is It statutorily
permissible or feasible to develop a registry for devices besides cardiac pacemakers?

8. Who will handle the documentation of cases - a case may Include a number of claims
- for referral to Department of Justice through (we assume) Office of Ceneral
Counsel? Who will make the formal reconendatfon for direct government action
against the manufacturer or its liability Insurer? Other administrative Issues relate
to staffing by Medicare contractors to handle the workload of processing, flagging,
following up, etc. conditional payments

9. What reporting mechanisms will be required to track amounts of recovery of payments
for FDA-recalled devices?

10. Should "repayment agreements" be obtained from beneficiaries when conditional
payments are made? If so, what criteria are needed for staff deciding whether
to get them in a particular case?

________~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~AS ____?___ [
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DEPARTItENl OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICtS Pu "mann ste.

'4- w~ .Memorandum
OCi t 6 1984
Assistant Director for intragonernmentaf Liaison, CDRR (IIFZ-3)

Program Analyst. Division of Planning and Evaluation, CDRH (9PZ-3O)

5 Pacemaker Registry Implementation Strategy

See Below

As you know, recent legislation requires that FDA provide for a registry

of pacem7aker dnd lead Implantations for which payment is made under the

Medicare program. Since the legislation was signed into law, the Center

has assembled a Task Force to examine issues related to implementing the

registry as specified in the legisiation and nake recomendations to

Center nanagenent.

Attached is tce Task Force's draft Pacemaker Registry implementation

Strategy paper for your review. Please refrain fro, editorial comients

and concentrate particularly on the strategy, Office assignments, and

recnomiendations. rlease send your comments to Donna Lenahan, AFZ-30,

f-515, by C.I.3. October 2d _ If you hdae questions, please contact Ms.

Lenahan on 443-5S07. Thank yO1 for your cooperation.

Robhet Eccleston

Attn iuent ,

ACdresseeS
Robert Britain ialt G.rla!er

Marlene Haffner Rcher Schneider

Joseph Arca'ese -rZr.vr 9osrnsteln
hNil Goidstein Pnii 'r.te

Tfsu Force Menoers:
Gien~ Paiinoeller Fred 'oote-
Wa1e Scott Les Weinsten
blrrd Johnson gobe-? 5,dca

Jda.c Hyard, Ktathy - -oe;f-
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Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Task Force

Implementation Strategy for Pacemaker Registry - DECISION MEMORANDUM

Director
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Through: Deputy Director, CDRH

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This memorandum is intended to provide you, the Deputy Director, and
other senior Center staff with: (1) the details rega.dino the 7ecently
enacted legislation which requires the Secretary through FDA to
establish a national registry for cardiac pacemaker devices; and (2)
options and recommendations for establishment of the registry, financial
support for this activity, utilization of the data, and
interrelationships with the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).

I should note at the outset that this strategy paper largely represents
the ideas, opinions, and views of the Task Force. (At Tab A is a list
of the Task Force members and the organizations they represent.)
However, Task Force representatives have discussed this report in broad
terms with their Office management, and this strategy paper has been
shared with Center components for review. The memorandum is broken down
into various sections and is modeled after the Agency's standard
legislative implementation plan format. We did this in case the
Department and/or PHS asks us to submit a formal plan. although
indications are that no such request will be rado.

TITLE AND PUBLIC LAW NUMBER: 'Deficit Reduction Act of 1984" -
P.L. 98-369

DATE OF ENACTMENT: July 18, 1984

8ACKGROUND ON THE ACT

Overal Ioal:

The p-imary aim of that portion of Section 23E14 of the Act, 'Pacemave-
keimDt.rsement, Review, and Reform", relating to the pacemaker registry,
is to assist the Department in determining when Medicare payment may
prope'ly be made for pacemaker device implants and re-implants, and in
t-ari-.c the performance of these devices. A copy of the final wordins
e' th s section of tne law is appended at Tab S.

5&-653 0-86-13
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Major thrusts of the Act: ,,

Section 2304 of the new law contains two main components, both relating

to Medicare reimbursement for pacemaker and pacemaker lead implants and

re-implants.

1. The first major requirement under this section relates to current

HCFA guidelines that prescribe specific intervals for post-implant

monitoring for purposes of determining Medicare eligibility. The

new law requires a revision of these guidelines in an attempt 
to

curb billing claims for too frequent or unnecessary trarstelephopic

monitoring. This section also requires that the Department

undertake a review of current Medicare payment schedules 
for

physician costs, and that the Prospective Payment Assessment

Commission (PPAC) re'view hospital charges associated with pacer

implantations. Reports are due to the Congress by March 1985.

Except for the review and report by the PPAC, it is clear that 
HCFA

has sole responsibility for implementing these requirements.

2. The second major component requires the Secretary (through FDA) to

.provide for' a registry of all pacemaker devices and leads

implanted or removed on or after the effective date of implementing

regulations for which payment was made under Medicare. The registry

would include information such as the manufacturer, model and serial

numbers, date and location of the implantation or removal, and any

expressed or implied warranties. HCFA may deny Medicare payment in

whole or in part if the required informt ion is not submitted to the

re gstry. Reimbu5sement ma) also be conditioned on the retur, by

the providers of services of explanted devices tc manufacturers, as

well as the testing by manufacturers of such devices and the sharing

of test results with the providers. (Providers are defined by the

Medicare statute to be hospitals, nursing homes, home health

agencies, and hospices.) In addition, FDA personnel are authorized

to witness product testing by manufacturers.

A January 1, 1985, deadline for establishing the regist-y and for

developing the supporting regulations is specr'ie! in the s:atute.
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SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF THE ACT

The following is a breakdown of the registry provisions of the Act under
Section 2304(c) and (d). Subsection (c) amends Section 1862 of the
Social Security Act by adding a new subsection (h):

o (h)(1)(A) States that the Secretary shall, through the
Commissioner of FDA, provide for a registry of all cardiac
pacemakers and leads implanted or explanted on or after the
effective date of implementing regulations and for which payment
was made under Medicare.

o (B) Specifies the type of information to be included in the
registry and gives the Secretary discretion to require the
submission of additional information.

o (C) Requires physicians and providers seeking Medicare payment for
pacemaker/lead implant or replacement procedures to submit the
specified information to the registry in accordance with
regulations of the Secretary.

o (D) Explains that the purpose of the registry is to: (1) assist
the Secretary in making reimbursement decisions; (2) trace the
performance of pacemakers and leads; (3) determine when
inspections/testing must be performed by manufacturers as a
condition for payment; and (4) carry out studies on the use of
pacemakers and leads. (If studies are performed, the statute
precludes disclosure of the identity of specific patients.)

o (E) Allows any individual or organization to report information to
the registry with respect to pacemaker devices not reimbursed under
Medicare.

o (h)(2) Gives the Secretary discretion to require by regulation that
providers return explanted devices or leads to the manufacturer for
testing, and to prohibit providers from charging any beneficiary
unless this condition has been met.

o (h)(3) Gives the Secretary discretion to reQuire, by regulation,
that manufacturers test explanted devices and share test results
and warranty information with providers. In cases where the
Sec-etary believes that a device was replaced due to malfunction,
ine Secreta y is also authorized to dispatch FDA personnel to
observe manufacturer testing in order to cenfiri. whetner a
oa-ticular device was functioning prope ly.
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o (h)(4) Authorizes the Secretary to deny Medicare payment unless the

conditions noted above are met.

Subsection (d) concludes by setting a January 1, 1985 deadline for

establishment of the registry and promulgation of final regulations, and

requires the submission of data on procedures performed on or after the

effective date of implementing regulations.

Attached at Tab C is an excerpt from the House-Senate conference report

that describes Congressional intent.

HISTORY OF THE ACT

In order to better understand the specific requirements of the Act and

the rationale behind them, a brief review the legislative history may be

helpful.

Allegations of abuses in the pacemaker industry:

Public attention to abuses in Medicare's pacemaker financing program

first came to light in a September 1982 report by the Senate Special

Committee on Aging, chaired by Senator John Heinz (R-PA). The report,

entitled, 'Fraud, Waste, and Abuse in the Medicare Pacemaker Industry,

was based on a year-long Committee staff investigation triggered by

constituent complaints and reports of excesses in pacemaker sales
practices.

in the report the Coririttee cited various conce7-s r-latin to aecemai~er

perfo-mance, cost, warranties, professional qualifications of implanting

physicians, utilization, and allegations of crimiral action. To address

these concerns, the Conmittee recommended a number of remedial actions.

With respect to FDA, the report called for: (1) mandatory reporting

requirements for product failures; (2) greater assurance regarding the

propriety of clinical testing procedures; and (3) the development of

procedures for the evaluation of devices explanted from Medicare
beneficiaries.

In addition to FDA, the Committee proposed a number of actions for HHS,

VA, SEC. and for the Cong-ess, including the enactment of legislation
reouiirinc either FDA or HCFA to establish a pacemaker registry. (This

particular recoimnendation was no doubt based on the Committee's
inouledOe of FDA's pilot registry refeer.eno ir. the repo:t. wich w-s

ir.izle-ec ijr 197^ and terminatec in 198K. I' sho: id be noted that

r~a--:- i-:~ of this -eistry has bee- Cn.siOeE us tne five me.-0'-
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centers which supplied information to the registry during its existence
under FDA.)

Introduction of legislation:

Based on the foregoing report, Senator Heinz introduced the "Medicare
Pacemaker Payment Reform Act and Patient Protection Act' (S. 1622) in
July 1983. In addition to calling for a review of hospital and
physician charges associated with pacemaker implant procedures, the bill
called for the formation of a national pacemaker registry under the
aegis of FDA. In the rationale for this proposal, Senator Heinz noted
the completion by FDA of a "successful pilot pacemaker registry
program." He added that `[A) registry would help track the performance
of pacemaker devices... so that priittiiie failures can be discovered ifn
aYfimely-f.htidn and appropriate protection steps taken..." 'The
registry -will be used by pacemaker professionals as a source of research
data for a variety of studies which can improve the quality of care
offered to Medicare patients..." and "... the registry will achieve some
cost savings by allowing a more accurate warranty monitoring system,
which will partly offset the estimated $1 million annual cost of
maintaining the registry."

At the same time, Congressman Ron Wyden (D-OR), introduced a virtually
identical bill in the House (H.R. 3590, the 'Medicare Pacemaker Payment
Reform and Patient Protection Act').

No legislative hearings were held on either of the two measures, bu
debate was held at the Cormittee level as efforts were made to
incorporate versions of each bill into othe budget-related legislat ion.
Differences between House and Senate versions were negotiated du-ing
conference committee deliberations. Issues that were agreed upon
included: (1) the adoption of House language that FDA "provide for" a
registry, as opposed to "establish", as in the Senate bill; (2) the
elimination of a manufacturer reporting requirement relating to adverse
effects associated with pacemakers and leads to avoid duplication of
reporting under the Agency's impending MDR regulation; and (3) tne
dele ion of a requirement to have manufactu ers post a bond or provide
Otner assurances to ensure compliance.

HHS position on pacemaker registry legislation:

Th-ogchout Congressional consideration of the egistry bills, no formal
h-S ,stion was sougnt. However, throucr, info-mal Depa1tmer7e
cnar-'s and in face-to-face meetings witr Cor ressio..l sTaf', -D;
ques-ored the
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feasibility of the proposals on two grounds: (1) the primary goal of the

bills was cost-containment and therefore should be administered by HFCA;

and (2) the Imposition of a new requirement on FDA without a

corresponding authorization would seriously hamper the Agency's attempts

to fully comply with this new mandate as well as our overall

responsibilities under the Medical Device Amendments.

FDA was not alone in its opposition to the legislation within the

Department. In a letter dated October 21, 1983, to the Chairman of the

Senate Aging Committee, HCFA Administrator Davis indicated that the

enactment of a new hospital prospective payment regulation, the issuance

of guidelines for Medicare contractors on the medical necessity for

pacemaker implants, and HCFA's intent to provide for a 100 percent

review of pacemaker claims, would go a long way in curtailing the high

costs to Medicare of pacemaker procedures.

CURRENT HCFA PROCEDURES FOR PACEMAKER REIMBURSEMENT

HCFA's procedures for Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement underwent

drastic changes with the implementation in FY 83 of the Diagnostic

Related Group/Prospective Payment System (DRG/PPS). Under this system,

HCFA has established levels of reimbursement to hospitals for diagnoses

and treatment of conditions according to a complex classification scheme

and formulas. Hospitals know in advance how much they will be

reimbursed on a per-patient basis for treating a given condition. If a

hospital's actual expenses for treatment of a particular patient are

greater, the hospital must absorb the difference. If actual costs are

less, tne hospital can keep the difference. The DRG/PPS provides a

built-in incentive for hospitals to reduce their costs and carefully

consider the benefits of diagnosis and treatment programs relative to

tneir costs.

Hospitals typically keep an inventory of pacemakers on consignment from

manufacturers. It was the hospitals, then, that requested reimmursement

for the cost of the pacemaker under the old Medicare system. Under

DRG/PPS, hospitals no longer request reimbursement for the device

specifically, but for the entire treatment program (excluding

physicians fees), of which the pacemaker unit is only a part.

Consequently, the concern over the cost of the pacemaker has snifted

from HCFA to the hospitals. The same is true for warranties. It is now

in the hospital's interest to exercise warranty coverage when replacing

feailed iacenakers and leads. In the future, HCFL may consder edeusting

i's re iur-sement formula for replacing de ices under warranty, but it

is -o. so methin; thy: is done currently.
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Under the DRG/PPS, HCFA requires hospitals to contract for Professional
Review Organizations (PROs) to review Medicare and Medicaid cases for
medical necessity, appropriateness, and quality of treatment, based on
information provided in the patient's medical records. In response to
allegations in the Heinz report on pacemakers, HCFA (as noted earlier)
has ivitiated 100 percent review of pacemaker implantations. The PROs
are also collecting whatever warranty information is available to them
and are instructing hospitals to include warranty information on charts
when available.

UTILIZATION OF DATA BY FDA AND HCFA

It is estimated that approximately 120,00 pacemaker implantations and
30,000 lead replacements will be reported to the registry per year.
These numbers can be expected to increase annually as the nation's
elderly population increases. Each registry record may contain as many
as 20 data elements.

FDA's responsibilities under the Act regarding use of pacemaker registry
data are stated in Section 2304(c), i.e., "...tracing the performance of
cardiac pacemaker devices and leads, in determining when inspection by
the manufacturers may be necessary under paragraph 3, and in carrying
out studies with respect to the use of such devices and leads. With
this mandate in mind, the Task Force compiled the following list of data
elements it believed would be necessary for FDA to perform these tasks.

o Data Elements Required by the Act:

- manufacturer name;
- model and serial numbers of pacer or lead;
- name of recipient of pacer or lead;
- sate and location of implantation or removal of pacer or lead;
- name of physician implanting or removing pacer or lead;
- name of hospital or provider billing for the procedure; and
- express or implied warranties associated with the device or lead.

o Additional Data Elements Necessary to Support Probler and Use Trend
Aa-1y5 Is

- whether the procedure is an initial implant or a replacement; and
- for explants, whether the provider believes the explant is

pos ibly, probably, or probably not, device-related.

~Ii ,"
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o Data Summaries and Reports:

- the Task Force believes the registry system should have the

capability of searching the data by certain keywords and not

others, e.g., keywords that might reveal confidential information;

- keywords and phrases we would definitely want to search by

include:

o manufacturer
o model number
o serial number
o date of procedure
o possibly device-related explant
o probably device-related explant
o probably not device-related explant

- actuarial analyses, i.e., failure and survival rates for given

manufacturer, model number, or serial number for various time

intervals (1-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-24 months) and overall.

The pacemaker registry legislation does not mandate that adverse

experience data be provided to the registry. The reason provided in the

legislative history is that the new MDR will require such information.

However. MDR (and DEN) are not comprehensive experience reporting

systems. Therefore, any adverse experience information that can be

derived from the registry (i.e., performance trends) should be made

available to those responsible for evaluating MDR/DEN data so trae a

complete picture of device performance can be obtained. Howeve-, since

the basic purposes of the three systems (adverse experience reporting

versus cost-containment), the circumstances under which reports are

made, and the reporting base differ, the Task Force recommends that the

registry be maintained separately.

The pacing profession in the U.S. has for years been interested in the

establishment of a registry of this type for research purposes,

traceability, and device performance monitoring. With the establishment

of this system it is likely the profession ano perhaps other government

agencies will express a need for certain data that could be derived from

the registry. At this time the Task Force cannot anticipate what all of

these needs might be, but believes that there would be value in

reasonably trying to meet them. Therefore, the system, utilized to

collezt and analyze the registry data should be anenatle to mai iry

mod'fications aS tnt need arises ann sha7nQ thai dad:.
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The Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage (BERC), HCFA has
indicated the following data needs for HCFA to perform its
responsibilities under the new legislation:

- notification by FDA of product recalls by manufacturer, model number
and serial number; and

- notification of reimplants.

The BERC would use this information to determine whether to Pursue
reimbursement under certain circumstances from manufacturers of
pacemaker devices.

Correspondence between the Task Force and BERC officials regarding
registry implementation is contained in Tab D.

POSSIBLE MODELS FOR THE PACEMAKER REGISTRY

There are several past or currently operating systems for collerting the
kind of information about pacemakers that the recent legislation will
require FDA to collect. If any one of these systems was as
cunprehensive as the legislation requires, FDA could simply purchase
that data. Unfortunately, all existing systems are voluntary and, as
best as could be determined, are not nearly as specific and
comprehensive as is necessary to fulfill the requirements of the law.
In their present form, they may only serve as models to guide the
development of our own registry.

FDA Pilot Registry:

FDA's pilot registry (1974-1980) was implemented to gather safety and
performance data on a variety of pacemaker makes and models. Five
pacemaker centers followed over 8,000 pacemakers. Leads were not
registered until the last two years of the registry. The registry
collected detailed medical history and patient followup data (until the
death of the patient or explant of the pacemaker), in addition to the
type of data that will be required in the new registry. Although the
primary purposes of the two registries are different, the experience of
the earlier registry will be valuable in establishing the new registry.
The pilot registry was maintained for six years at a total cost of over
one million dollars.

The individual physicians who pa-ticipaden n DA
0

S earlier- recistry
have continued to collect data. This doat is pe-inoically published in
P1CE, the journal of the Nortn Americar. Sncietv 'or ,xairn ano
Eiect-ophysiology (NASPE). One of these vnysir ia s has err-essed an
inte-s: in pa-tLici.,ai i. tn develr- t -es!.
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The National Implant Registry:

ECRI (formerly the Emergency Care Research Institute) is a non-profit
organization devoted to improving patient care through scientific,
technical, and educational programs related to the delivery of health
services.

Its primary task is the assessment of health care technology. ECRI
represents the user, the hospital, the health care professional, and the

patient, i.e., those who ultimately pay the cost of medical devices and
the penalties for their deficiencies.

ECRI operates the National Implant Registry 'NIR). The NIR, which was
established in 1982, is a service offered to health care providers
(primarily hospitals) that:

o maintains central, computerized records of patients, implants,
hospitals, and physicians;

o matches records against recall notices and produrt warnings:
o alerts hospitals and physicians to defects and deficiencies;
o traces patients to facilitate future contact and corrective action

if an implant proves defective; and
o provides consultation services.

The cost for the service ranges from $16.50 to $24.40 per implant,
depending on the number of implants per institution. An active
subscription effort has only recently begun. At present, fewe- ttan one
percent of hospitals subscribe to NIR. The president of ECRI nas
expressed an interest in participating in the developmient and
maintenance of this registry.

Tab E contains several letters from individuals interested in assisting
FDA in establishing and maintaining the registry.

The Veterans Administration Pacemaker Surveillance System:

'n 1981-82 the Veterans Administration (VA established a nationwide
Pacemaker Surveillance Program. The purpose of the program is to
provide transtelephonic monitoring of pacemaker patients and cardiology
consultation to referring (VA) medical centers in a timely manner. The
Pacemaker Center's services include:

o transtelephonic monitoring of patients:
o ale-ts to referlrig physicians of patient condition and prorlens;
c 24-hour coverage for pacemaker emergencies:
c sc eduling of routine t-anstelephori1 chec&s fo- each -atie- .a-
o maintenance of a computerized data base for analses and furnishing

of certain reports to referring medical centers.
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The Pacemaker Center also tests explanted pacemakers to confirm
suspected failures.

The Pacemaker Surveillance System currently registers 10-15,000 patients
throughout the country, most of whom received their pacemakers at VA
hospitals. The data management and computer operations aspect of the
system are managed by the individual pacemaker centers. Start-up costs
for the East Coast Center were $250-300K. Annual maintenance requires
approximately 4-6 staff people and $70-80,000 (excluding salaries).

The Di-ector of the Pacemaker Center has offered his cooperation in
establishing this registry, and the computer software which the VA has
developed.

IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL ROLFS

This section discusses two aspects of registry implementation; (1) how
the registry should actually be maintained; and, (2) which organizations
should be responsible for performing registry-associated tasks.

There appears to be three options for establishing and maintaining the
actual pacemaker registry data base, which includes: data collection,
review, and editing; data entry; and system design and programming.

o In-House Effort:

The r:t obvious option is for the Cente- to establish the recistry
i'-"'..se. To do so would require the foflow~ir estimated reso^-;es

.asi Staff Yrs. Funds

Data collection, review, editing 3.0-4.0 -----
Data entry 3.0 SIOOK
System design 8 programming 0.5 -----
Systeo headwa5e 0Y SOY

6.5-7.5 -7 510

Toe t~tat estimated dolla- cost of maintaininq tne regist-v data base
in-hojse would be approximately $450,000 per year (assuming $40,000 per
staff year).
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o Extramural Contract:

The second option is to contract for establishment and maintenance of

the registry. A number of individuals have already expressed an

interest in assisting FDA in this manner. A consultant experienced in

establishing and maintaining a data base of similar size estimated the

registry would cost from $450-750,O00 per year, depending on the

complexity of the system.

o HCFA:

A third possibility might be to utilize HCFA's PRO system to collect the

registry data (most of the required data is already being collected by

PROs). HCFA could then send periodic reports to FDA for trend analyses.

This option may require some transfer of funds from FDA to HCFA to amend

HCFA's contracts with the PROs to include collecting the additional

data. HCFA staff are currently exploring the feasibility of this

approach. If possible, the Task Force recoimmends this as the option of

choice for implementing the registry. If utilizing the PRO system (or

another of HCFA's data collection systems) is not possible, the Task

Force recommends a contract effort.

Although a contract effort may be more costly than maintaining the

registry in-house, the Center does not have the staff years necessary to

devote to the registry without eliminating other projects. The Center

will also have to implement MDR, a data base of undetermined size and

complexity, in the near future. In addition. establishing the regist-v

unde- contract would be in keeping with OMB's Circular A-75, w.-cr

encourages agencies to contract for services whenever possible.

The Task Force believes these other registry-related tasks would most

appropriately be distributed in the following manner:

Activity
Lead

Organizational Component(s)

1. Fo-mation of FDA/HCFA coordinating committee Pacenaker Registry

to oversee implementation of the registry Task Force

2. Pursuit of support options, including IAG/MOU OMS/OC5

3. Development of regulations OSP

4. Contract monitoring OMS!OD[

5. Summa-y data evaluatior ODE
6. inves:iaation/followup OC

?. Ecu:ea-onal initiatives to info-rr po ide.s an. marnu,-

fact -ers of thei new responsibihities under the law HCFA/bTk
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8. Report distribution OMS
9. Interface with HCFA (post-implementation) Sk; /O DE

10. FDA observation of testing OC/OST

FUNDING OPTIONS

Upon signing of the "Deficit Reduction Act' by the President, the Senate
Committee on Appropriations, in its report on the FY 85 appropriations
bill, stated that "... the Committee will expect FDA to assess the need
for additional staff years and submit a supplemental appropriation
request sufficient to meet that need." FDA's Division of Financial
Management (DFM) presently is preparing a supplemental request to the FY
85 budget for 11 FTEs and $1.2 million to support implementation of the
registry. (DFM's estimate was based on one of the proposed versions of
the registry bill that included FDA testing of devices, and which was
estimated to be much more costly than the final bill.) The FY 85 budget
has been passed by the House and Senate and is currently awaiting
conference. The procedures for making a supplemental request are
basically the same as those for making the original budget request and
equally lengthy. Therefore, it will be some time before a decision is
handed down on the supplemental request. in tne meantime, the Center
must move ahead with implementation plans in order to demonstrate to
Congress our intent to implement the registry In a timely fashion.

While the FY 86 budget request did not address resources to implement
the pacemaker registry (it was prepared before the bill was signed into
law), informal communications between DFM and the DeDartment have
indicated that the Agency will have to absorb the needed resources.
However, DFM is including the 11 FTEs and $1.2 million in its appeal of
the Department's budget mark for FDA (the limit on what we may ask for
in our budget to OMB).

The Task Force considered the Center's pursuing the following funding
options to support the pacemaker registry.

O Inte.agency Agreement (IAG) with HCFA: Regardless of the preferred
implementation option, the Center should pursue an IAG between CDRH
and HCFA's Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage
(SERC) to clarify organizational roles and expectations, and to
transfer necessary resources to the implementing agency. Before an
IAG is formalized, an informal agreement on the particulars needs to
be reached between the Center Director and the Director of BERC. If
the two agencies cannot agree on the direction of t-ansfer and level
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of resource support. an lAG will not be a viable option. At the

very least, however, the two agencies should develop a memorandum of

understanding reflecting respective roles and expectations, but with

no transfer of resources.

O Cost-Sharing Contract: If it Is decided that the registry should be

maintained by an outside contractor, an option 
may be to allow the

contractor to sell data summaries and reports (provided

confidentiality of certain iWformation is maintained) to defray some

of the costs of the contract. This approach has been presented to

FA's Division of Contracts and Grants Management and, while they

have no direct experience with such an arrangement, they knew of no

obvious reason why it might not be possible.

TIMETABLE FOR SPECIFIC IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

Interagency Areement: Experience indicates that formalizing an JAG can

takefromthreeto six months from the time the 
document leaves the

Center for various approvals and sign-offs. This is in addition to the

time required to negotiate an informal agreement and prepare the

documents. Once the document leaves the Center it must go to FDA's

Office of Health Affairs, the Office of Regulatory Affairs, the Division

of Financial ManagementOMO, and the Division of Grants Management, OMO,

for signature. Keeping these Offices informed early-on in the

development of the document may shorten the 
three to six month time

frame.

From the Division of Grants Management the document must go to MCFA for

sign-off. HCFA staff have indicated that if the appropriate offices are

also kept up-to-date on the progress of the 
IAG, HCFA review and

sign-off could be accomplished within one month.

Regulations Developent: At this point it is still undetermined how the

regulations development tasks will be divided between FDA and HCFA. In

any case, the Task Force is recommending that 
FDA develop just one

regulation that includes both the mandatory and optional aspects of the

bill rather than promulgating a number of regulations. The following

steps are required to promulgate a regulation:

- Preparation of notice of proposed rulemaking

- Preparation of SF-83 Request to Collect Information

- Center review, revision, and sign-off

- FDt sign-off (ACRA, GC)

- na-trent sign-off
- OME review
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- Publication in the Federal Register
- Comment period
- Review comments, prepare preamble, final rule
- Center review and sign-off
- FDA sign-off
- Department sign-off
- CMB review
- Publication in Federal Register

Currently, the Center's FY 85 regulations plan estimates that a proposed
rule will be out-of-Center by June 1985 and out-of-FDA by September.
The promulgation of a regulation implementing the pacemaker registry has
beer assigned priority three.

Extramural Contract: Contracting for the establishment and maintenance
of the registry may require a minimum of four to six months until award
of contract. The following steps are involved and require close
coordination with FDA's Division of Contracts and Grants Management:

Appoint Project Officer, Project Advisory Group
- P. ep e 1lewcrandum of Need
- Prepare Request for Proposal
- Receive bids
- Evaluate proposals
- Award contract

NEED FCO AN ADVISORY/COORDINATING COMMITTEE TO OVEPSHE IMOLEMENTATION

Wnen the Task Force was organized, it was decided that its mandate--at
least initially--would be limited to researching and discussing registry
implementation issues and options, and presenting these with
recommendations to Senior Center Management. The Task Force had not
envisioned its role going beyond that mandate. The Task Force agrees,
however, that there will need to be some group whose job it is to
coordinate and oversee actual implementation of the registry, including
interfacing with HCFA and FDA staff. There also needs to be a mechanism
by which the opinions and concerns of groups outside government who have
an interest in the registry (e.g., health professionals, manufacturers.
insurers, consumers) can be heard. The question is, then, how to
satisfy these two needs.
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Should the Task Force continue and serve the advisory and 
coordinating

functions?

The Task Force thinks not, at least with its present composition. A

coordinating committee should be composed of representatives 
of those

organizations that will most appropriately have hands-on involvement

in implementing the registry, particularly HCFA. In its present

composition the Task Force represents only FDA. Most likely, some,

but not all, Task Force members will appropriately become part of the

coordinating committee. Its composition, however, should be

influenced by the decisions made as a result of this options paper.

Should the coordinating committee include representation outside of

irO?- andT HA?

The Task Force believes the coordinating committee should include

representation only from within FDA and HCFA. The purpose of the

coordinating committee should be to oversee implementation 
of the

registry. Admittedly, considering the advisory opinions of outside

groups will result in a more useful and beneficial system. However,

FDA will be under close Congressional scrutiny regarding the registry.

Implementation could be severely hampered by an impasse between

representatives of conflicting outside groups.

Should a separate advisory committee be established to make

recommendations to the coordinating committee

Fsteb'ishing a new advisory committee is a ve7y lengthy and expensive

p0ocess. The Task Force believes that ample rep esentation from

outside groups can be obtained through the Cardiovascular Devices

Panel and opportunities for public input through the administrative

.remaking process. The Cardiovascular Devices Panel includes health

professional, industry, and consumer representation. In addition,

organizations representing these constituencies monitor 
the Federal

Recister and the scheduling of panel meetings and public hearings 
on

issues of interest to them. FDA may also contact specific

g-o~s, e.g., the American College of Radiology, to solicit their

comments and attendance at a meeting.

INP4CT O~ THE REGISTRY REQUIREMENTS ON EXISTING LEGISLATION/REGULATIONS

n Tas roce reviewed the Medical Devicv Amendments ano existing

-e:. z:ions fo- the potential for impact o- conflicts between therm and

_e ';icons necessa-y to implement the regist-y law. The following

rntertic interrelationships were identified.
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c Section 820.198 of the GMP regulation requires Investigation and
records of complaints regarding the possible failure of a device
by the manufacturer. Return of explanted pacemakers could be
interpreted as a complaint. Section 820.198 will need to be taken
into consideration if regulations pertaining to the return of
explanted pacemaker devices to manufacturers for testing are
promulgated.

o The recently promulgated MDR regulation requires reports and
investigations Into device failures which cause or have the
potential to cause death or serious injury. Certainly failures of
pacemaker devices would fall into this category. When
promulgating the registry regulations, the Center must consider
and address any overlap with MDR.

o Any regulation promulgated to implement the registry should
specifically address pertinent FOIA issues. If FDA obtains data
f'om HCFA, FDA will need to know of any HCFA regulations that
might affect releasability of the data.

CONGRESSIONAL. EXPECTATIONS

In an August 13, 1984 meeting with Senate Aging Committee staff, FDA
representatives were advised that, despite the departure of a key
Committee staffer who was the principal architect of the registry
legislation, Interest in this matter on the part of Senator Heinz will
not diminish. At that meeting, it was noted that compliance with the
January 1, 1985 statutory deadline is very unlikely. We we-e advised,
however, that oversight hearings might be held by the Committee after
the new Congress convenes in 1985, at which time substantive evidence of
progress would be expected. FDA will provide the Committee with a
status report of the Agency's implementation plans on or about the first
of the year.

Recently, the Secretary has received inquiries from Congressman Dingell
and Senetor Proxmire, both of whom expressed concern over Medicare
payment for defective medical products under warranty with particular
emphasis on pacemakers and pacemaker leads. Copies of these letters and
the Secretary's response are contained in Tab F.

The Secretary is currently pursuing recovery from Medtronic for Medicare
payments for replacement of defective pacemake- leads under the
liability insurance provisions of Medicare law, which appea-s to be the
Dewa-tments only recourse in such cases. Whether the registry will be
usef% as a cost-cutting tool by identifying mjior product failures and
proOiB'in.- warranty info-matior remains to D' seen.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

The Task Force believes that registry implementation activities can be
g -outed according to the sequence or time frame in which they should be
initiated or undertaken. Viewing registry implementation in steps helps

us to take an integrated look at the various tasks. It also serves to
separate the various tasks into manageable groups on which effort can be
focused at the appropriate time.

The Task Force recommends proceeding with registry implementation in
these phases:

o rBase I - advise Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner of CDRH actions and
decisions regarding implementation (OCDOOMS)

- form FDA/HCFA coordinating committee (Task Force)
- explore data collection by HCFA (OMS)
- solicit input from affected groups (ODE)
- determine data needs, format (Coordinating Committee)
- initiate IAG/MOU process - determine responsibilities and

expectations of the two organizations (OCD/OMS)

o Phase 11 - initiate regulation promulgation (OSR)
- initiate contract process [if necessary] (OMS)
- prepare progress report to Commissioner, Congress

(OCD/OMS)

c Prese II - publish proposed regulation (DSP)

O P'as- i - educational initiatives (HCFAO/TAO
- publish final regulation (OSR)

TnE iask Force anticipates that Phase I could be accomplished during the
firs: qua-ter, FY 85; Phase 11, during the second quarter; Phase Iii,
crvr-g the fourth quarter; and Phase IV, during the second quarter FY
86.

rrP- S71NIOR STAFF COMMENTS - to be completec

S'MM'4 OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The f,! lowino sumnarizes the Task Force s naior recoi miendations for
i-,-er^?-- tne pacemai.e registry.
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1. OCD should inform the Co mmissioner of our
action plan and steps taken thus far, fol-
lowed up with a more substantive progress
report to both Congress and the Commissioner
(sample memo attached at Tab G).

2. FDA/CDRH should approach HCFA concerning an IAG
or MOD whereby HCFA's PROs collect the
additional data needed to fulfill the
registry requirements.

3. If the PRO or other HCFA system cannot be
utilized to collect the registry data, the
Center should contract for the registy,
preferably a cost-sharing type of contract.

4. FDA should promulgate one regulation
encompassing all aspects of the registry
reaLirements for which FDA has lead authority.
We should solicit input from HCFA where
appropriate, however, the complexities of
developing a regulation with another agency
could be such that would prohibit that approach.

5. A Coordinating Committee should be established
wW , ir the Cente- with representatives fror FDA
ara H~fA to oversee implementation of the
registry. Input from outside groups snould be
obtained through the Cardiovascular Devices Panel
meczings, comments to proposed regulations, and
solicitation of select groups by FDA.

6. FDA should consider the experience of other
registry systems in establishing data needs and
methods for obtaining and analyzing the data.

7. The registry should be separate from DEN and MDR,
however, there should be communication among the
management of the three systems regarding problem
trends.

19

Concurrence

Concur _

Nonconcur -

Concur

Nonconcur

Concur

Nonconcur

Concur

Nonconcur

Concur

Nonconcur

Concur

Nonconcur

Concur __

Nonconcur
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4 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES H.ath CGe Farmmr Adrdenrd

H tseii Senea,.^ ana a ity Be
1849 Gmrni Oak Avc

$ ~~~CL-T 26 am 12

:O0. .0 John' C. Lerry

SLB.lGCT: rroceeses for Obtaining Data to Iiltlewiei1t P--.e-,mker Penistry
r~eir ted by Section 2304 of P.L. 98-369

lhis is in response to your memorandu recieatig our v;ews on
i.corporating the processes for reporting to the pacemaker re:oistr' tn
the medical reviw and PHCS .rocesses..

At the preseot tire, utilization and cualiry control peer review
organecations (PROs) are required to report to hCFA the number of
permanent cardiac pace.ker itplanta and reimplarat reviewed end the
roomer chat are Cenied on the basis of .edical necessity aoc.
ap.ror.riateness of the .roced re. ls adeitiov, PROs ere required to
collect -rranty information wehn a paccaker rcirjlant is performed.
hsttacheU is a copy of the Pacemaker rSeim..lant Warxtecy Tcforration report
w.hich is subulittetd otnhly to l;CFA.

In order -o provide the information necessary otr the rationai registry.
PrLs would have to collect and report more information than correctly
required in PrO contracts. lodification of the contract and -ore f-uoinq
would have to be provided to PrOs in order to have them obtain the
neces-sry infor-rtirn. In addition, the accuracy of the warranty
information obtained by PRIs is questionable. PRO information gathering
on pacekaser warranties is confined to the patients' chart. incluoing the
discharge susry. Tharefore. inacquracies recorded by the physician (or
hos1pit.l) on the patient's chart or discharge swonary would Le reflected
in the PRO's report. histaces c.uld also Ce made in the transfer of
infor-ntion fro= PROs to hiDrhA and then to the Federal Drug
Ad;-inistrationas (FDA) registry.

In the interest of efficiancy and accuracy, I believe that physicians an1
providers should report cardiac pacemaker information directly to the
FDO. 'lids will make the physicians and providers nra responsible for
what they report.

I do not believe that pacemaker warranty information should be collectec
by Pros w.o themselves do not nerd thi. isforacatiuc to rake review
dcisions or to perform any of their revie viti_

Philip Nathanson
Di rector

Attachment HSD Hdi 0 1 ACM q z . 6 -. I , -, ,
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PACM4ER RIM'PINXT WARWART flFOWIAS%"I.

PRIOR ISnE!O14 DATA REIMTA.N? -A-a

DOAT OF PAtkCER WAYARS.'IY DOATE OF PACMR WAP'RAX
flISE-A'!- SAMEfSERIAL %O. PERIOD fNSERTIC'i MEX/SERIAL ?O. PEEROD
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ski;;-Z - Mermorandum
Date -Director

Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage
Health Care Financing Administration

Subject Implementation of Pacemaker Provision (Section 2304) of the "Medicare and
Medicaid Budget Reconciliation Amendments of 1984"'-NFORMATION

TO Mr. Robert C. Eccleston
Assistant Director of Intergovernmental Liaison
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Foodand Drug Administration

The purpcse of this memorandum is to confirm certain understandings reached
between Mr. Katz of my staff and you regarding our agencies respective areas
of responsibility for subsection (c) of section 2304.

Subsection (c), the registry provision, consists of two separate programs-0l) the
establishment by FDA of a pacemaker registry, including the imposition of a reporting
requirement on Medicare providers and suppliers (1862(hXtXA) and (B)), and discretionary
authority to make Medicare payment for initial Implants and replacments conditional
upon compliance with the registry requirements, (1862(hXl)IC) and A due
by January 1, 1985; and (2) discretionary authority (1862(h)(2), (3) and (4B)i nd
(C)) to deny Medicare coverage and payment to providers for pacemakers or leads
not submitted for inspection and testing to the manufacturer, if so required.

We have agreed that, while the establishment and maintenance of the registry
is clearly delegated to the FDA, HCFA would be responsible for rules with respect
to the provision's impact on providers and physicians under Medicare. One Medicare
provision ((hXIXC)) related to the registry is mandatory-physicians and providers
are required to supply information to the FDA for the pacemaker registry for
both initial implants and replacements. Another provision, (h)(4XA)), although
prefaced by a discretionary "may," enforces the mandatory provision by authorizing
withholding of payment to physicians or providers who fail to submit information
to the registry. While this latter provision is discretionary, we think it should
be put into regulations. Although we already have broad regulatory authority
to withhold payment to providers and suppliers who do not comply with various
reporting requirements, we think enforcement of the new registry provision should
be supported by a discrete regulatory provision that authorizes the withholding
of Medicare payment when the reporting requirement is not complied with.

With regard to the discretionary inspection program, section 1862(h)(2) of the
Medicare law will now permit the Secretary to: (A) require providers to return
to manufacturers for testing any pacemaker or lead implanted or replaced; end
(B) not charge beneficiaries If the devices have not been returned. Section 1862(h)(3)
permits the Secretary to: (A) require manufacturers to test the devices (presumably
at the manufacturer's expense); and (B) report the results to the provider, together
with any warranty information, and require that FDA personnel be present at
the testing If it is suspected that the pacemaker or lead had malfunctioned. Section
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1862(hX4XB) and (C) permit the Secretary to deny payment under Medicare If
the provider or the manufacturer falls to perform any of its responsibilities under
this provision.

Although the enforcement provisions of section 1862(h) have clear Implications
for Medicare coverage and reimbursement for services, they are dependent for
their application on the nature and efficacy of the proposed FDA pacemaker registry.
Thus, development of HCFA's portion of the necessary regulations win be largely
dependent on FDA action In this area. Consequently, we agree that responsibilIty
for development of those regulations be jointly held by FDA/HCFA, with FDA
the lead agency. HCFA would be responsible for supplying to FDA the necessary
conforming regulations to Title XYl with regard to 1862(hX1XCh (hX2XB); (hX4XA),
(8) and (C) for inclusion by FDA with Its regulations establishing the pacemaker
registry.

We also wish to inform you that we plan to defer development, or at least publication,
of regulations dealing with the portion of 1862(hX2XB) and (hX4XB) and (C) which
would deny payment under Medicare in cames In which providers or manufacturers
fail to submit pacemakers for testing If ordered to do so. This provision is couched
in the discretionary "may." In addition, It obviously requires more extensive consultation
and preparation than the registry provision. Moreover, Its implementation and
degree of specificity will depend on the actual functioning (not just regulatory
requirements) of the pacemaker registry. The legislation seems to Imply that
some experience with the actual operation of the registry Is expected, since it
refers to information received from the registry as a basis for requiring that FDA
personnel be present at the testing of a pacemaker or lead.

Our current pacemaker activities may well affect how this provision may be developed.
These activities include the ultimate disposition of the Medtronlc lead issue and
the data and actions flowing from Professional Review Organization (PRO) 100
percent review of Medicare claims for pacemaker Implants. It is possible that
these activities will reduce or eliminate the need for any elaborate regulatory
provision in this area. Consequently, we decided that at least the Medicare portion
of this provision should be deferred until such time as we have a clearer view of
what will need to be done and how the registry will affect our ability to do it.

We would appreciate your reaction to these plans and understandings. If you have
any questions or alternative suggestions or recommendatlons, please contact Mr.
Stanley Katz of my staff as soon as possible. (He can be reached by telephone
at 594-8561.) If you agree that these plans and understandings are reasonable
and feasible, please consider this memorandum to be an informal understanding
between our two agencies as to how we will proceed.

Henry R. Desmarais, M.D.

St',: ?lr^r/nTRA Sl
f 'rlhornpil 10!42l/4_ _
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M.emo of Meeting with HCFA Staff on Pacenaker Registry

Novembe 16. 1984

Participants:

CDRH HCf A

Bob Eccleston, OCD Israel Branner
Glenn Rahmoeller, ODE Ron Milhorn
Donna Lenahan, OMS Madeline Wlrick
Kathy Johnson, OHS Frank Spruill

Bill Rush
Michelle French
Karen Haas
John Burke
Mr. Cavanaugh

This meeting was requested by Bob Eccleston. It is the second meeting
with HCFA staff on the pacemaker registry. The purpose is to discuss
alternatives for collection of registry data by HCFA.

Bob Eccleston opened the meeting by stating that HCFA staff had Informed
CDRH staff that the PRO system, which was considered as a potential data
collection system for the registry, was no longer an option. Discussion
turned to the use of HCFA's intermediary network to collect the data.

Frank Spruill stated that HCFA has contacts with approximately 60
intermediaries who process Medicare claims and they already have much of
the data we need. They could be instructed to go back to hospitals
performing pacemaker procedures to collect any additional data.

There was considerable discussion about how HCFA would implement the
non-payment aspect of the law, since payments will already have been
made by the time registry data gets to us. There was also discussion of
what portion of the DRG payment for the event would be withheld.
Neither of these questions was resolved.

Michelle French suggested proposing an interim final regulation to save
the time required to promulgate a proposed rule. (Subsequevt inquiries
of CDRH staff indicated this approach would not be acceptable to FDA's
General Council.)

Kathy Johnson. Frank Spruill, and Madeline trick discussed what form
the data from the intermediaries would he in, how it would he
transmitted to FDA, and what kinds of analyses they would need. They
indicated that the data would be transmitted electronically or on tape
and that FDA would have to assemble the basically event-related
information on a patient basis.

All agreed that we needed to finalize a list of data elements to be
collected under the registry.
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Madeline Virick, coordinator of the project within HCFA, stated she
would draft a letter for Henry Desmarais' signature (Director, BERC) to
John Villforth stating the agrenments that had been made and opening up
formal communication between our two organizations.
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MEETING REPORT

SUBJECT: Implementation of Pacemaker Registry Provision

TIME AND PLACE: November 16, 1984, 9:00 - 12:30; 2nd Floor, Oak Meadows
Building

ATTENDEES: Bob Eccleston
Glenn Rahmoeller
Donna Lenahan
Kathy Johnson, FDA
Frank Spruill
John Burton
Gary Kavanagh
Faith Ashby, BPO
Michelle French
Karen Haas,
Bill Rush, Regs Staff
Israel Brauner, OEP
Ron Milhorn, OCP.

SUMMARY:

This meeting, originally billed as a technical discussion of the data elements

required for the registry and how to obtain them, developed into a much broader

discussion of the content, timing and respective agency responsibilities for the

regulation.

Frank Spruill stated that data collection for the registry will be made through

Part A Intermediaries, not PROs, as originally suggested. Frank would also like to

state somewhere that payments made are conditional, subject to compliance with

registry requirements. Both at the meeting and In discussions beforehand, OCP

assisted BPO systems in determining the amouwt and type of data fields needed for

the form interrmediaries will be required to complete.

in response to Rep Staffs queries, FDA said that they had discussed the

implementation of the provision with Senator Heinz's staff and were told that,
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while rapid progress was expected, missing the January 1, 1985 effective date

would not cause problems. Bob Eccleston will be writing to Stan Katz requesting

assistance in drafting a joint FDA/HCFA letter to the Senator outlining progress

and prospects for implementation of the provision.

FDA also wishes to come to an understanding on respective agency responsibilities.

Ron Milhorn told them of the memo in clearance that seeks to do that. Bob

Eceleston said they would review the memo with that in mind, and agreed that such

an informal arrangement would be sufficient as far as he was concerned.

Milhorn

PQA-722-RMilhorn:dbr 12/3/84
Stored; Mtg/pcmlkr reg (860)
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NOV 2 8 W4 (U)Fo

NOTE TO: OPOP

PRIORITY 11

DUE; 12/12/84

En-4 7 V0I'

QuaI:- O'. s;ear z/;

SUBJECT: Pacemaker Registry-ACTION

This strikes me as an open issue on which we need to reach a consensus and

be certain our contractors are properly instructed on implementation. I

frankly don't have a notion on what's right.

You should discuss this with OLP and HSQ and prepare either a decision memo

or a contractor instruction. Let me know what you are going to do, please.

&7ohn C. Berry
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DEC 19M4

Note To: John C. Berry /

Subject: Status of Legislative Proposal on Pacemakers (Your request of
November 13, 1984)-INFORMATION

Your note requested the status of the subject legislative proposal. We have
been informed by Office of Legislation and Policy staff that Patrice Feinstein
has approved the A-19. However, it is to be submitted to the Administrator in
con'unction with a decison memorandum on a collection mechanism for
Medicare to use if a medical device is recalled. We understand that this
memorandum is being written by the Office of Eligibility Policy in The Bureau
of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage.

A decision on how to proceed on this issue could have a substantial impact on
the Medicare Secondary Payer workload. If a decision is reached to attempt
collection for all recalled medical devices, MSP will be used as the recovery
authority. This would entail collecting Information on devices, compiling case
histories for transmittal to the Department of Justice and following up on law
suits/collection action. One of the decisions which the Administrator will be
making is the organizational placement of the activity. We know that BERC
believes it should be placed in BPO.

We shall keep you informed.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUM AN SERVICES

DEC 4 W4

P"ub4c Heath 5,V.

Food and 09Q Ad**Vemin
Rockvjv MD 20957

* NOTE TO: Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Task Force Members

This is to let you know that we have completed the implementation
strategy paper for presentation to Mr. Villforth and Mr. Benson, and
to Inform you that we plan to forward it to them by the end of this
week. We want to share this with you in advance in lieu of a formal
meeting to provide a preview of what we're finally proposing and to
give you a chance to call to our attention any last minute concerns
you might have. We felt this was particularly important since the
thrust of the strategy has changed slightly as a result of recent
discussions with HCFA staff. which led to a coumittment by them to
perform the data collection function via their intermediary network.
This leaves to us the responsibility of housing the data under a
registry and to perform some analysis of the data to identify generic
device problems. Otherwise, the approach we're proposing basically
reflects that which wP'vp already discussed and agreed to.

Should you have any concerns or comments, please give either Donna
Lenahan or me a call COB, Thursday (December 6). We'd like to ex-
press our thanks for all the help and advice younve offered, and we
hope that the strategy document adequately reflects your work and
input. A

Donna M. Lenahun
#i e to ~1
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: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICE' pb Flefth 5*,v

Memorandum
Dole

Fnw,, Co-Chairpersons. Pacemaker Registry Task Force

su*A0 Proposed Implementation Strategy for Pacemaker Registry
Legislation -- INFORMATION/DECISION MEMDORANDu

lo Director, CORK
Deputy Director. CORK

At the Center's 'planning go-away' back In June, It was decided that
OiS and Exec Sec staff should work together in reviewing the recently-
-passed pacemaker registry legislation and in developing an
implementation strategy for your consideration. To carry out this
charge, a task force was established with representatives from each of
the Center's Offices and from GC and OLI. Over the last few months.
the Task Force has dissected the law, has laid out the various tasks
assigned by the statute, has deliberated how these tasks might be
carried out, and has developed a number of implementation scenarios,
alono with cost and timing estimates. As you know, we have also begun
a dialogue with various HCFA components in an effort to reach a mutual
understanding of the law and what it entails, and to explore how our
two agencies can collaborate effectively and avoid duplication of
effort.

The attached report represents a summary of information drawn together
by the task force and. relatively speaking, a consensus on the
available options for carrying out the law as quickly and inexpen-
sively as possible. The completion of this report, in a sense, marks
the end of the Task Force's work. As you will note In the report,
proposals are presented for "taking the next steps' and the means for
entering the next implenentation phase.

We would like to recognize the considerable effort that went into this
report. We hope It adequately reflects the Intensive thinking and
researching of the Task Force that led to the development of this
strategy paper.

Robert C. Eccleston Donna M. Lenahan

Attachment

cc: Pacemaker Registry Task Force
CDRH Senior Staff
Ms. Suydam
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Implementation

of the

Cardiac Pacemaker Registry
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Deficit Reduction Act of 1984

A Report by the

Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Task Force
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EXECUTIVE SUKMARY/TABLE OF CONTENTS

Summary of Text Page(s)

a What is the purpose of the paper? I

The enclosed document, prepared by a Center-chaired task
force, is intended to provide the history and events leading
up to the passage of the cardiac pacemaker registry legis-
lation, and to propose an 'operational blueprint' for
carrying out the law.

a What are the key elements of the law? 1-3

The 'Deficit Reduction Act of 1984" (P.L. 98-369) was
enacted on July 18, 1984. Section 2304 of the Act (which
amends the Social Securjty Amendments) requires two major
actions be taken by the Department in connection with Medi-
care reimbursement for pacemaker and pacer lead procedures.
First, HCFA is to review its current post-implant monitoring
guidelines to curb claims for too frequent or unnecessary
monitoring. HCFA must also review present physician payment
schedules, and hospital charges associated with pacemaker
procedures are to be reviewed by the Prospective Payment
Assessment Commission.

Secondly, FDA is to establish a nationwide registry of all
pacemakers and leads for which Medicare payment is made.
Data such as the date and location of the procedure, type,
model, and serial numbers of the devices, and warranty
information are to be collected. The goal of this registry
is threefold: (1) to assist the Secretary in making reim-
bursement decisions; (2) to track pacemaker performance;
and (3) to determine when testing of allegedly malfunctioned
pacemakers should be performed. The Act specifies that the
registry and implementing regulations shall be in effect by
January 1, 1985.

a What events led to the passage of the Act? 4-6

In 1982, the Senate Special Committee on Aging released a
report, 'Fraud, Waste, and Abuse in the Medicare Pacemaker
Industry," which cited problems regarding pacemaker perfor-
mance, cost, warranties, qualifications of implanting physi-
cians, and pacemaker sales practices. In the report, the
Coommittee proposed a number of actions for HHS/FDA, VA, SEC,
and recommended legislation for a nationwide pacemaker
registry. In July 1983, Senator Heinz and Congressman Wyden
introduced virtually identical bills which provided the
basis of the law now on the books.

56-653 0-86-14
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e How does HCFA presently reimburse for pacemaker implants? 6

In view of the cost-containment orientation of the law, the
paper examines current HCFA reimbursement policies and proce-
dures. Under the new Diagnostic Related Group/Prospect Pay-
ment System (DRG/PPS), pacemaker devices are no longer paid
for separately; their costs are factored into the expenses of
the entire treatment program, which are reviewed by Profes-
s1onal Review Organizations (PRO) for medical necessity,
appropriateness, and quality of treatment. In this connec-
tion, HCFA is presently conducting IWM reviews of pacemaker
implantations. The PRO's are also currently collecting war-
ranty information on a limited basis. (Note that similar
information is also gathered by intermediaries under contract
with HCFA, e.g., Blue Cross/Blue Shield.)

* How can the registry data be used? 7-9

As noted earlier, the registry data is to be used principally
to give HCFA a 'window' on pacemaker procedures, and as an
adjunct to its reimbursement decision-making. it is expected
that approximately 120,000 pacer implants/re-implants (along
with lead implants) and 30,000 lead replacements will be
reported to the registry each year. Each report will contain
a minimum of 9 and perhaps as many as 20 data elements per
report. Although the registry is not an adverse effects
reporting system like DEN and MDR, it can serve as a useful
tool in monitoring the long-term performance of pacemakers.
The registry can also identify defective pacemakers still
under warranty so that Medicare payments can be withheld.

a Are there other pacemaker registries after which FDA's 9registry could be modeled?

A five-Center registry supported by FDA from 1974-1980 is
still in operation, but is oriented somewhat differently in
terms of the type of data collected. In 1982, ECRI esta-
blished a National Implant Registry which, on a subscription
basis, maintains an informational file on pacemaker patients,
pacemaker recalls, corrective actions. etc. for hospitals.
Also in 1980, the VA initiated a Pacemaker Surveillance System
to provide transtelephonic monitoring of patients and cardio-
logy consultation to referring the VA medical centers. In
reviewing the focus and scope of these registries, it appears
that none are suitable in their present form to meet the
requirements of the law. It should be noted that as many as
five private sector organizations (including the first two
noted above) have written the Center indicating an interest
in assisting FDA in maintaining the registry.

ii
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W What are the implementation options? 9-11

Initially, the Task Force conceived of three possible options
for establishing and maintaining the registry. These were
based on the premise that the registry would serve as the
vehicle for data collection and analysis. They were: (1)
an In-house effort, (21 an extra iraT Econtract; and (3) use
of HCFA's PRO system to collect the data, with FDA to provide
long-term performance trend analyses. The Task Force felt
that having HCFA operate the registry was the option of choice
because it would remove FDA from the middle of the reporting
chain, and, since HCFA now collects much of the information
required by law, would avoid re-inventing the wheel.

Recent discussions with HCFA staff have led to a preliminary
agreement that HCFA assume lead responsibility for collecting
the data, and that FDA will maintain and analyze the data
base. The idea of using the PRO system has been discarded,
in favor of data collection by the approximately 60 interme-
diaries which handle the agency's claims processing. The data
would be maintained as part of HCFA's permanent records and
transmitted periodically to FDA for analysis.

FDA would then use the data to identify and analyze generic
performance problems with pacemakers and leads. The options
for setting up and running the registry are basically the same
as the first and second options above. The chief advantages
of the contract route -- which the Task Force favors -- are
that it would avert a drain on in-house resources (although
some in-house scientific review would still be needed), and
it would be in keeping with OMB's A-76 Directive, which urges
greater use of Federal service contracts.

* Is a special committee needed to advise and oversee the 11
Center in establishing the registry?

The Task Force believes so. Such a group should be charged
with the overall coordination of registry activities. Since
the present composition of the Task Force does not include
HCFA representatives, it is felt that a new 'coordinating
committee' should be formed, with HCFA representation. Public
input into the development of the registry and the underlying
regulations can be obtained through the administrative rule-
making process, through discussions with constituencies
represented on the Center's Cardiovascular Devices Panel,
and through informal contacts with appropriate outside organi-
zations.

iii
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* What about fiMnding? 11-13

Although no appropriation aooompanied the legislation, the
Senate Appropriations O~mittee recommended that FDA file a
supplemental request to its FY 85 budget. Departmental efforts
to secure additional funding have been made on two tracks. The
first is a supplemental request for $1.2 million to be added to
the FY 85 budget. The second is the inclusion of a line item
In FY 86 budget for 11 PM's and $1.2 million. Irrespective of
the implementation option chosen, a formal agreement with HCFA
is advisable. There Is some thinking that the data collected
could be sold to hospitals, cardiology organizations, etc., to
help defray sone of the registry iuplementation costs.

* How much time is involved in getting the registry up-and-running? 13-15

One of the first steps is to negotiate an interagency agreement
or memorandum of understanding with HCFA in order to clearly
define each agency's responsibilities. Three to six months
is estimated as the time needed to complete negotiations and
obtain all the necessary clearances. Although the Task Force
recognizes and is concerned about the tire needed to consumnate
an agreement, we support the idea of a formal working agree-
ment. HCFA has suggested keeping the working arrangements on
an informal basis.

Insofar as regulations development is concerned, it is un-
clear whether FDA alone, HCFA alone, or an interagency effort
is required to issue implementing regulations. The Center's
FY 85 regulations plan includes having a proposed rule out of
CDgN in June and out of FM by September of next year.

Regarding establishnent of the actual registry, if we elect to
go the contract route, it is expected that final awarding of a
contract would require 4-6 months.

* Will there be any intact of the registry requirements an 15-16
existing regulations?

There are three potential areas of the Center's device program
that must be taken into account as the registry regulations are
developed. First, current GMP regulations require investiga-
tions and records of complaints, which could include explanted
pacemakers. Since the registry legislation calls for provi-
ders to return explanted pacers to manufacturers, sane atten-
tion must be given to this issue. The second area is MDR.
Failures of pacemakers, especially in pacemaker dependent'
patients, might meet the reporting criteria contained in the
MOR rule. Again, the registry regulations must be developed
so as to not overlap or conflict with current MDR requirements.
Finally, the registry regulations should specifically address
pertinent FOIA issues given the confidential nature of the
data.

iv
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a What are Congress' expectations regarding the registry? 16

From conversations with staff from the Senate Committee on
Aging. it is clear that Senator Heinz will keep a watchful eye
on FDA's progress in carrying out this law. Although there is
general agreement between FDA and the Committee that the Janu-
ary 1, 1985 deadline is unrealistic, the Committee has not
foreclosed the possibility of oversight hearings early In 1985.
In view of this, the Task Force favors the idea of sending a
letter report to Senator Heinz and other appropriate Congress-
men that describes our implementation plans. It should also be
noted that the existence of this legislation and the recent
hearings on the Medtronic pacemaker lead situation has spawned
even wider Congressional interest in the subject of Medicare
reimbursement for defective products, particularly pacemakers.

e What does the implementation 'blueprint' look like? 16-17

The Task Force believes that implementation can be viewed in a
phased approach. Phase 1, for example, would include actions
such as establishing a Coordinating Committee, soliciting input
from HCFA and outside groups, and initiating interagency nego-
tiations with HCFA. Phase 11 would include early work to
develop the Imolementing regulations, initiating the contract
process (if necessary), and preparing an implementation report
for transmittal to the Congress. Phase III calls for publi-
cation of the proposed regulation.7PhaiseTV includes promul-
gation of the final regulations and, If necessary, the deve-
lopment of educational Initiatives to inform the medical com-
munity and the pacemaker industry about the specific require-
ments contained in the regulations. The Task Force anticipates
that Phase I could be accomplished during the first quarter of
FY 85; Phase 11 during the second quarter; Phase III during the
fourth quarter; and Phase IV during the third quarter of FY 86.

* Is their general consensus within the Ceqter on this strategy? 17-19

This implementation paper has been shared with Center senior
staff for review and comment. It appears that there is general
unanimity on the approach to this new initiative.

a What are the Task Force's recommendations? 19-20

Eight separate proposals have been made by the Task Force, all
of which are designed to take the Center and HCFA into the next
implementation phase, i.e., to solidify a working arrangement
between both agencies, and to iron out' the mechanics of col-
lecting the required data, 'feeding' it to the registry, and
providing some performance trend analysis. Based on your
decisions, OMS will take the lead 'coordinator' role in
proceeding to the next phase of implementation.
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Attachment A.

CARDIAC PACEMAXER REGISTRY TASK FORCE

Robert C. Eccleston, Co-Chairperson
Office of the Center Director, CDRH

Bonnie H. Malkin
Office of the Center Director. CDRH

Donna M. Lenahan, Co-Chairperson
Office of Management and Systems, CDRH

Glenn A. Rahmoeller
Office of Device Evaluation, CDRH

William F. Hooten
Office of Compliance, CDRH

Walter L. Scott, Ph.D.
Offitce of Training and Assistance, CDRH

Leslie S. Weinstein
Office of Standards and Regulations, CDRH

Wendy S. Johnson
Office of Science and Technology, CORH

Robert A. Skufca, D.O.
Office of Health Affairs, CORH

Janet G. Hardy
Office of Legislation and Information, FDA

Kathy Schroeher
Office of General Counsel. FDA Division
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Attachment B.

[ Please see June 23, 1984 Appendix item, above, for Pacemaker
provisions of Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. ]
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Attachment C.

[ Please see June 23, 1984 Appendtx item, above, for Pacemaker
provisions of Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.
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Attachment D.
Flow Chart of Pacemaker Registry Legislation Requirements'
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Attachment E.

[ The following dated items, appearing separately elsewhere in
the Appendix, were attached at Tab E. ]

August 14, 1984 Letter from Robert C. Ecoleston, FDA, to Stanley
H. Katz, HCFA;

Memorandum of August 29, 1984 meeting between FDA and HCFA re:
Olmplementation of the Pacemaker Registry8;

September 9, 1984 Letter from Robert C. Ecoleston, FDA, to
Stanley Katz, HCPA;

September 26, 1984 Letter from Stanley Katz, HCFA, to Robert C.
ecoleston, FDA.
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Attachment F.
FDA Pilot Registry:

FDA's pilot registry (1974-1980) was Implemented to gather safety and
performance data on a variety of pacemaker makes and models. Five
pacemaker centers followed over 8,000 pacemakers. Leads were not
registered until the last two years of the registry. The registry
collected detailed medical history and patient followup data (until the
death of the patient or explant of the pacemaker), in addition to the
type of data that will be required in the new registry. Although the
primary purposes of the two registries are different, the experience of
the earlier registry will be valuable in establishing the new registry.
The pilot registry was maintained for six years at a total cost of over
one million dollars.

The individual physicians who participated in FDA's earlier registry
have continued to collect data. This data is periodically published in
PACE, the journal of the North American Society for Pacing and
Electrophysiology (NASPE). One of these physicians has expressed an
interest in participating in the development of the registry.

The National Implant Registry-

ECRI (formerly the Emergency Care Research Institute) is a non-profit
organization devoted to improving patient care through scientific,
technical, and educational programs related to the delivery of health
services.

Its primary task is the assessment of health care technology. ECRI
represents the user, the hospital, the health care professional, and the
patient, i.e., those who ultimately pay the cost of medical devices and
the penalties for their deficiencies.

ECRI operates the National Implant Registry (NIR). The NIR, which was
established in 1982, is a service offered to health care providers
(primarily hospitals) that:

o maintains central, computerized records of patients, implants,
hospitals, and physicians;

o matches records against recall notices and product warnings;
o alerts hospitals and physicians to defects and deficiencies;
o traces patients to facilitate future contact and corrective action if

an implant proves defective; and
o provides consultation services.

The cost for the service ranges from $16.50 to $24.40 per implant,
depending on the number of implants per institution. An active
subscription effort has only recently begun. At present, fewer than one
percent of hospitals subscribe to NIR. The president of ECRI has
expressed an interest in participating in the development and
maintenance of this registry.
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The Veterans Administration Pacemaker Surveillance System:

In 1981-82 the Veterans Administration (VA) established a nationwide
Pacemaker Surveillance Program. The purpose of the program is to
provide transtelephonic monitoring of pacemaker patients and cardiology
consultation to referring (VA) medical centers In a timely manner. The
Pacemaker Center's services include:

o transtelephonic monitoring of patients;
o alerts to referring physicians of patient condition and problems;
o 24-hour coverage for pacemaker emergencies;
o scheduling of routine transtelephonic checks for each patient; and
o maintenance of a computerized data base for analyses and furnishing

of certain reports to referring medical centers.

The Pacemaker Center also tests explanted pacemakers to confirm
suspected failures.

The Pacemaker Surveillance System currently registers 10-15,000 patients
throughout the country, most of whom received their pacemakers at VA
hospitals. The data management and computer operations aspect of the
system are managed by the individual pacemaker centers. Start-up costs
for the East Coast Center were S250-300K. Annual maintenance requires
approximately 4-6 staff people and $70-80,000 (excluding salaries).

The Director of the Pacemaker Center has offered his cooperation in
establishing this registry, and the computer software which the VA has
developed.
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iii Attachment H.

BIOMETRIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE INC
1401 WI8srBiuleva6 * Suite 400 * Arfinctonr VA 22209 * (703) 276 0400

August 7, 1984

! Jchr. C. killfoTtn
rector

cernter for bevices L Radiological
Heal th

S Fishers Lane
,cor Si2

o,'ntroc4. Eldg.
ITF: -I
odckviie, 'Tar)ltid 20857

[t-3r Mr. '! 11forth:

Biorretric Research Institute is very mucn interested in helping
t.e Center for [iies and Radiological health implet-rit the pacerr.aker
r-gistrv required tb the Deficit Reduction Act of 1tS-4.

As you Fray Know. BKK w-orked closely with the Ccntcr ard the
Ir.traocular Lers '-anufacturers Association to develor. anc. implerent
the Adeunct 5afety Stud% for intraocular ienses. As part of this
study, BLi -,recerSet registry information and preoprera-ivc, operative
a-d up sc te -nonsh postopera ive results orn nearly 500,000 i-,lIant
:tre,.;s. A. tne pe~3: of th'e study, we oerr add;.g G~t. on prcs:rs:.

:stre re.. aur~ct pi:.ienss 'c tre ccrtu er flit -such

This., alrl t raur g.er.,l exTer te ir. reou!itr. data pr.:e-:etF
ard cur kr. ledge of the Agency's requirecents for studies on ipedical
devices, r BPes 5R] rticUlrl1 s.eil suited t. Wark or the paceraker
r.-Fr-try

ir:.;: ser.. uF z cop° of sne requert icr rropc-als tco irnrc-e.T tnh
icer.31er regis:r. Kven the RFF becore5 as2,1able.

%ou for %our aisrs-ance.

Ycurr truly,

Ex e;r : u \ 1 ̂ rre-; 7-.
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July 25, 1984

John C. Villforthb SZ-1
Director
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Admiiestratinn
5600 Fishers Lane
kockville, MD 20557

Dear Mr. Villforth:

It is ty understanding that the Food and Drug Administration
will, in the near future, organize and implement a federalre istry for cardiac pacemaker pstienDt. I wish to submit are yet .totobe inclu4estgn the mailing list for any of thefollowing FDA notificationa;

1. Any Request for Proposals related to the dtvelopment.
gaplementation, or operatign of sueb a registry.2. Ay new regulations resulting from the creation ofsuch a registry.

3. Any requests for public comment On the creation of
the registry or related regulations.

Our Pacemaker Department bas a very comprehensive PacemakerPatient Management System that ill need to he interfaced toyour federal registry. As mueb advnce notice. as poasibleof the bove information will help us to fully meet your newrequirements.

We recognize the need for such a registry and would like tocooperate in any way ye can.

Please submit correspondence to the following address:

Edwsrd L. good, Ph.D.
Hesrt tenter
Baylor University MIedicrl Center
3600 Gaston Avenue
Dallas, TX 75246

Sincere ly,

Edvard L Bond, Pr D
Director, Computer Science

�' - C', -r �,- -D;�- T- ;4. j_ 1"' Ff'. �Y'4-4. - '.:' NJ �
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us PACEMAKER CENTER

I'll U~~~I**~~~~ C' C.0~~~~t--C.*~ M33 
5
00 25S15&

p.., velr hitoarAL S~ta!LtNC *420SC PArLO; St . Le. AN.,... CA *O0,) aSIS1 R2.SS SD

July il. 198i4

Mr. John Villforlh
Director of Center for
Devices and Radiological Health
560D Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20S7

Deor Mr. Villforth:

As you know my colleagues, Drs. Victor Parsonnet, Seymour Furman, Robert Hauser, Bernard
Goldman, and I have been vilolly interested in the performance levels of permanent cardiac
pacemokers, including pulse generators and leads. We have had o ten year of commitment to
the collection of data from our centers as a collaborotive effort. We are, of course, watching
with considerable interest the move by the Federal Government towards a central registration
system, for a large aliquot of pulse generators and leads, which will be under the aegis of the
Food and Drug Administration.

Because of our particular interests and background, we would appreciate the opportunity to
establish a dialogue between ourselves and the Food and Drug Administralion as to the future
direction of any governmental or governmental sponsored notional cardiac pacemaker
registration system. We are particularly concerned about the maintenance of a high quality
patient and physician-need oriented thrust to such a registry. Because of our unique
experience in the collection of high quality concentrated data, we would be especially
interested in exploring the possibility of the development of a detailed, unique, multicentric,
concentrated data base for the assessment, on an ongoing basis, of not only hardware
performance but the clinical basis and expectation of cardiac pacing in general.

I would be very pleased to discuss these questions with you at your convenience.

Looking forward to hearing from you in the near future, I remain,

M ichoaei Bilitcih, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine

MB:kh

cc: Dr. Houser
Dr. Furman
Dr. Porsonnet
Dr. Gold-nmn
Dr. Fkrthorne
Dr. Woldo
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ES PACEMAKER EVALUATION SERVICE * te X t Jws[a @3:
" Wr' ,c..C.-'

October 30. 1984

Kr. John Villforth
Director
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
FDA HF2-1
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, IM 20857

bear Mr. Y111forth:

United Medical Corporation is the leader in cardiac-related servicesfor hospitals. physicians and the exacting pharmaceutical industry.We have earned an excellent reputation for pacemaker follow-up,Holter monitoring, and for our unique facilities for computer-mananawntof the plethora of information drug companies imst subrit to yourorganization.

he Deficit Re&sction Act of 1984, recently signed by the President,8ircts the Food and Drig Ahdministration and the Deparbent of Healthand Humar, Services to institute a pacexaker registry of all devicesand leads reimbursed under Medicars. United Medical hereby seel. yoi'invitatior to make a proposal to desior. and rmnage the pacer, lerre. i t .-

We have mronitored the perforriance of virtually all pace-akers andleads no, in use durin, our 13 years of experience 1i, ttis technicalfield. Ir. short, we can offer the objectivity of a consultant, and thf.expertIse ef professionals. Moreover, WE inr.ediately have the deteprocesting capatilit). anC in-house experts tc prograr the goserrr'ert'sinforr.- :iD' .

Under our direction, the pace-7aker and lead recistry car be ur andrunnin in 90 days.

We can offer such swift assurances because we frequently have dealtwitt drug company studies, for example, involving vast quantities ofdata. We have developed a logical retrieval syster wFich is essential forextracting information, whether it is used for tracking pacemakerperfotr.an:e, or for planning purposes. United Medical can offerassistance in the many uses of the inforaetion. We can install acomputer tertninal at the FDA in order that you me) readily monitorthe registry.
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As I understand your requirelents Ut this stage. I encourage you toconsider United Medical, I Vill atlephone you shortly to discussyour requirements In more detail.

Sincerely,

UJ J Johnson
President

JJJ/cjd
cc: David Applebaum,

Research Assistant
Conoresman Jarmes J. FloricIst District New Jersey
One Colby Avenue 016-17
Stratford. NJ O804
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DEPARTH[NT of HLALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

._ j4 1914

Frank L. Hurley, Ph.D.
Lxecutive Vice Prnsident
Bilmetrics Researdh Institute, Inc.
1401 Wilsrn Bo.le.ard, Suite 400
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Dear Dr. Hurley:

.arnk you for your letter of kA'7Jst 7, 1984 ocerning the Food and Drug
Artinistrationas reL respronsibility in establishing a national registry
for cardiac pacrAker and leads as called for in the *Deficit Reductior
Act of 1984 (P.L. 91-369), wtile, we- enacted last rmnt. I a;preciate

your calling to our attenticn the exqerience you have gained ir
operating the intraxular le-s re-1istry and in reulatory data
processing in general.

With the final language now decided upon, we have begun to analyze the
bill'5 specific requirenents and hvw we might inplercnt thon. we vied
the eain goal of this legislation to be to reduce urnecessary Medicare
expenditures through a quality cuntrol syster of recording implantation
and warranty irformation, and thrc4i testing pacers and leads reported
to have vialfunctioied. flius we will need to otes-lt and work closely
with the Health,. Care Financini Adi~nistration (HCFA) in terns of data
and cost sharing and general isplmenntation neasures.

Shnuld FD% decide to rontract for certain data collection and acraoysls
in s_,lort of Lte re .'stry, we will probably issie a req est for
extra&,ral proposals. W* will, of corse, keep your rne o fil.e a-s

will be pleased to atify you of our intended actions.

Sincerely yours,

/a/ Jo!= .. i~s~

Joho. C. Villforth
Director
Center foc Devices and

Radiolngical Health
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1111PARTMINT OF HLALTH & HUMANSER SIC tS PFkc "nath B

Fod -Id Dr.o A8.,i*`
Ror5," MD 20857

NOV 7 M84

*Mr. J.J. Johnson
President, Pacemaker evaluation Service
United Medical Corporation
89 Haddon Avenue
P.O. Box "'?
Haddonfield, New Jersey 08333

Dear Mr. Johnson:

Thank you for your letter of October 30, 1984 concerning the Food and
Drug Administration's new responsibility in establishing a national
registry for cardiac pacemakers and leads as called for in the legis-
lation the Congress passed earlier this year and signed by the
President on July 18. 1 appreciate your calling to our attention
the experience your company has had in the field of cardiac pacemakers
and pacer leads.

With the legislation now in place, we have begun to analyze the
specific requirements of the law and how we night implement them.
We view the main goal of this legislation to be to reduce unnecessary
Medicare expenditures through a quality control system of recording
irmplantation and warranty information, and through testing pacers and
leads that have reportedly malfunctioned. Thus we have begun to
consult with the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) in terms
of data and cost-sharing and general Implementation measures.

Should FDA decide to contract for certain data collection and analysis
in support of the registry, we will likely issue a request for
extramural proposals. We will, of course, kee' your name or. file an.
will be pleased to notify you of our intended actions. I would us'
that: in the interir, should you have any comments or questions, you
contact either Mr. Robert Eccleston of my office (301-443-6220), or
Mrs. Donna Lenahan of our Office of Management and Systems (301-443-5gD?).

Sincerely yours.

John C. Vilforlth

John C. Yillforth
Director
Center for Devices and

Radiological Health
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Edward L. Bond. Ph.D.
Directur, Carputer Science
Heart Center
Baylor University Medical Center
3600 Gaston Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75246

Dear Dr. Bond:

Thank you for your letter of July 25, 1984 concerning the food and Drug
AdTrinistration's ner responsibility in establishing a national registry
for cardiac pacenakers and leads as called for in legislation that the
Corngress has passed and on July 18 the President approved. I appreciate
your calling to our attention the experience you and the Centcr's
Pace-aker Department have gained in cperating the Pacemaker Patient
Management System.

As I rentioned above we understand that the 'Deficit Reduction Act of
1984' (which contains the pacemaker registry requiremcnt) was signed
into law two weeks ago (P.L. 98-369j. With the final language no.
decided upon, we have begun to analyse the bill's specific requirements
and ho' we might implement them. We view the moin goal of this
legislation to be to reduce unnecessary Medicare expenditures through a
quality coitrol systemr of recording isplantation and warranty
information and testing pacers and leads reported to have msalfunctioned.
Thus we will need to consult and work closely with the Health Car
Finaw.cin- Adz.inistration (HCFA) in terms of data and cost-sharina and
geb!-rl iriplenetation measurer.

Sho-uld FX, decidc to contract for certait data collectiut an' arlsvErE
in s..pnn or the registry, we will profably issue a request for
extranural proposals. We will, of course keep your nrum on file and
will to pleased to notify yau of our intended actions.

Sincerely yours,

/5/ 7PO- . V,11fertlb

3Jhn C. Villforth
Di rector
Center for Devices a.-c

Radiolocicc HMczi)
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JUI.G 59 4

tHChael IMfitch F.I;.
AXcclate Jrofeteor of eCdicimn
InlvuJvftity of Southtrr. Cal~fornIE 5choc] cf Ied~icir,
Farkview Medicel Centue
142b Eanr FT-lo ftreet
LoF Mqcler, CEltforp.1t 90tl

fear LD. tilitc:

In John Villtorth t absenc, I r rerpondinT to yur letter of July 11,1964, eoncerrtnr, legielatior. that thc Congress haF psted and or. JulyIE thE Prerident a proved requiring F!. t, ecttslJ*. a nationaj reg-ictry for cardiac pecerakeri aen leadc. I czirecietc your callinr,to our attertfon your exqerience, and that of your colleamue, ir.
the collection of date on Ferezakert.

At I ventionei aLove, w undcrstamri that thE ieticit ftaduction Act of19b4 I-lct conteina the peeaker regirtry requirelert) war signe.into leo tbic plit .eek (F.L. 9E-369). Vith the final lanruwe nodecided - w hae begun to &Jayze the bill' Epecific reculie-rentE 4 hoer F vright Irplerent thec.. st viem the rain oe 'of thir
legitletion to be to reduce urmnaeeaary Viedicere exrpeditures through acruality control eyste of recordi irclantstlcn are Wrranty frfomationand teesting pccere aenr leads reported to have relfunctioned. 7huE wwill re5* to eonsult and work closely with thlr Feeth Care Financimkdlinistration fFCFA) ir. terrr of date ea:- cort sharirk aeO generalirpl-erta tor, ffemazrec.

EhoulC FT. decioe to contract for certain dte ccllectior ani ar.nlyEjr
in EuL-ort cf the recictry, fe will probcly itsue r recuert tcr extro-rural Froposaa.. At that tlzc, lr %oulc. u'lcmze apeopecal frcr you.

£incerrly yourt,

a/ JanEs S. sensor
cs . MrSrcr.

Leputy Virector
Center for W-vices nre!-

haiiological Pcvelth

cc: kr. Villforti,
k~r. Gcldstein/rs. Suyder
Cardiac Faceraker heoistry
lask Force
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3oel J. ?hbel, M.D.
President

Ms. Susan Lalli-ASCOSI
Director for iospital Services
National Drplant Pgi£try
5200 Butler Pike
Plynouth Meeting. penneylvania 15462

rear DrE.,t and Sts. uaii-Ascosi:

'his is Ji response tO yoU letters of June 22 to me and Dr. KOOP

conceruing the pending Colgressional legislation that will, When

enacteb, tequire FDA to establish a national registry for cardiac

pacwmakeets and leads. I appreciate your calling to my attention

the servicet of the National Implant Registry.

1 should note that since your letter, the bill has wvred closer to

final passage, with Hlouse and Senate conferees agreeing to a final

propsal ornprised of language fira both versions. I understand that

the full louse and Senate approved the legislation on June 27 and that

the main thrust of the bill has not changei frc: the earlier prorosals.

Given that the zrain premirse of this leislation is to curb unnecessary

Iedicare expenditures through a quality control systen of recording the

implarntation and warranty dates and testiro pacers andI leais reportei

to have malfunctioned, w will need to oonsult with the Health Care

YFr.Snnifl0 klrinistration (HBA) about data aid cost sharing. Vie are,

e- seY--t: uaiting the final wording ard passa.e of thc bill before

de-niinD or. irrpler.ntation procedureS. If F1Y decides to contract for

cettair datz collection and analysis in sup-rirt of the registry, w

w: probably issue a request for extrarural proposals. At that tine,

w. wDld welcr your proposal.

Sincerely yoars

ir c. Villfort.
. Director

Center for Devices aid
R!k ioloa ical Riecl tj
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August 25, 1984

The Honorable Marcaret Heckler
Secretary
Department of Health and Hunrn Services
Washincton. D. C.

Dear Margaret:

The recent investigation by the Food and Drua Administration into
reports of defective.cardiac pacemakers raise serious Questions re-
garding the financial implications for the Medicare trust fund if it
is expected to absorb the coast of replacement Operations. One House
Member has estimated the cost to the trust fund could reach tens of
ril'lions of dollars.

Should Medicare foot the bill for replacement operations in cases
where there is a manufacturer defect? As a matter of public policy,
the answer aust be a resounding no.

I fully realize that you have not yet reached a final decision
regarding the specific case under investigation and I do not mean to
pre-judge the outcome since I do not have available to me the evidence
that has been uncovered by the Food end Drug Administratiorn. But this
case demonstrates that the Dewartment, and perhaps the Congress, needs
to address the issue of how acoressively we intend tc hold manufacturers
liable for defects in their medical products, how strict that standard
should be and whether the Department reoQ ires additional legislative
authority in order to act aggressively in these cases once a deter-
rination of the factual situation has beer, reached.

In my vie* the Departmnent has sufficient lecel authority under
Section 518(b) to move pro~tly tc require manufacturers to reimburse
the covernment for any exoenses to Medicare for replacement operations.
This authority was added as part of the Medical Devices Act and, as you
know, the Conqress has been very critical of the Departmrents irnpleren-
tetior of the- lerislation.

The-efore. I woud copreciate your responses to the followinc
ouestions;

ihat is the total esTimate. cost to Medicare in the
current fiscal year for Pacemeker installation opera-
tions? How mrsci of that cost is attributable to re-
olacemert operations for defective pacermkers?
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Page Two
The Honorable Margaret Heckler
August 24, 1984

(2) Do you believe that the Department has sufficient
legal authority under Section 518(b) of the Federal
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to require manufacturers
(of defective pacemakers in this case) to assume the
cost of replacement operations?

(3) When can the Congress expect a determination whether
Section 518(b) will be invoked in the case now under
consideration by the Food and Druo Administration?

(4) Regardless of the decision in this specific case.
does the legal standard set forth in Section 518(b)
place too high a burden of proof on the Department
before it can act? Should the Congress adopt a
stricter standard of liability for manufacturers in
cases such as this?

While most of the foot-dragging by Health and Huran Services in
implementing the Medical Devices Act of 1976 precedeo your takino the
helm at the DePartment, I urre you to seize the initiative in seeing
that a determination in this case is expeditiously reached and, more
importantly, in seeing that the Department address the broade- Question
of liability by medical device manufacturers in licht of the Medicare
trust fund's precarious financial position.

I look forward to hear from you.

Sin

ilnPro re, U. S. 5
Rankinc Minority Member
Subcorpittee of Labor-HHS-Education
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sly t, 19M

n~e Hono:able llurgiret x. Etae~e

St, ata .rat- t - tt *Y-a*~bW

Drucrts~ent Of belth and Eurmr, 6trvicer
ZDG Ilid pef en~tn Avenue, S. it.

5edatat Secretary

Tbe Sub:01ttte, or. Oversight and lnvestigetions has alon -tanoain; Interest In the activities of tbe too! anr Dru-
rnlstration (MDl) In 1%;2exentrn; the provisions of tbt h;7e

Redictl DeVlcc MenrentS to the Pood, Drug, ard Cont'.ic Act.Rost ztetntly, on Utarh 23, ISE4, the Sub:or=ttet conducted abIlarin begarding tDst ele ir, resondidng to rspcrto! inci8~ntsof pacezakez lea fadlUre.

1F-i1i tgis bearing 6e&Lt t:iraiy wIt, tbe role of rl.L.,
a*nte. I sue was a&Ised f! ptrtucue: iapc>rtatoe tc ttz
tS:'= ttee ,and WC expect tc C.: Kratv tnt. Trlte isatu
irv:'vrs the reKt:ursete.t p.'1cutr a:.C the pratcts C.' Ae:;.ct:ar che: ?fedet. bealtt Insur, oc l;:ean t te "IlurEf tbe
mtic&':ez 

1 r4nf incarrac In tbe re;:cement of these failePC 41tak ads,.

TPe pv.licy of the p#:ertter ia.ufacturte: Involve ir. tt:a
cast, nt':4c, Thc., wit tbt: they V;Id rteizt1rs tht petite::
SC: crtt.r:st urrtat,6.:st aed.t' .enstes to: the ber.fit cf
tW Petr:et C; to 56cC. It io ccr weh:atandrcr.;, borvee:, tLet
Ii£tt c nt Of pa:eiteta petient, are coverez b) Medicare wL:ct
Wo._d ir.:tiaay provide ralab rsezetn tor tbt ezpenses of
cz::atlrg sr. ri:tjla.ting the pC&tLaktr leads. We It a
p~o*-e-..' vh:c o eaC ato as Rcua of 1POCl per r*pla:eaetrt r.',
Jr tot.l, reF:ssent killitos of taspayt. doliara.

nrt Subco=Ittet ts pirticalarly concerned Sbout this
altuitlo:. where It appears that the Fekeral qoverexer.t wocd be
Insirlr.; agcir.a: tbe Ireponlibiity or the nelig9enet of the
3ateatt: . &r..!aCtturtr.
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lrb Nonozable FArgaret I.. miclkar
Say S, Mt4
tagt 2

Tbe SubcoCJttet would ppreclate a Sall report frt t e
P'tIZtent on 7our policies ad practices Ir. paying for tbe tt-

placebtnt o: f£led psocekera or related paceraker devices and a
duscriprr 1on of any eOtorts tIbt are made by tbi Depertxtnt to aeak
realburee~ent Stoc tbe mLU facturer If It Is 62tenined tbat a
failure was a result of ae;llp..nc. o: ia.lt o' that aznufacturcr.

TLc Subco=Ittat Vii] reclate yDcrr roitPrsne to
this request. < y f

Cral rzan
SVbcoan1ttee or.

Oversight and lnve8tlgLtions

ODDt PJr=
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The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investlgations
Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20S15

Dear Mr. Chairmamn

This i in response to your letter regarding the Xedicare policy regarding
payment for medical and hospital services eassocated with recalled medical devicesor those under warranty, especially pacemakers and pacemaker leads.

Medicare h2s reLmbursed hospit4st and physiclar- for; ,ths services ,o: rziLburnadby manufacturers. Under the provisions of the original Medicare law, Medicarewas the primary payer regardless of any other insurance involved, and such paymentswere not subject to recovery. However, section 182(b) of the law has been amendedto condition Medicare payments on recovery by the program If third party paymentis made under liability Insurance.

Under Medicare regulations, the program may take legal action against responsibleparties and Uiabillty insurers to recover Medicare payments if no liability claimis filed by the beneficiary or may recover from any liability Insurance paymentmade to the beneficiary. We believe this provision to be applicable in cases Involvingdefective devices If the patient has a claim against the product's manrufacturerbased on the defect, and the claim is covered by the manufacturer's liability insurance.Success in effecting recovery under this provision is, of course, dependent on establishingthe manufacturer's liability, which may be complicated by varying State laws onliability. To the extent that manufacturers comply with the terms of their warrantiesfor replacement of devices, MedIcare-covered expenses are not incurred. However,where a manufacturer agrees to pay only a fixed amount for uninsured mdcaland hospital expenses incurred to replace such a device, the Medicare programhnas no recourse under current law except to make a conditional payment and pursue.ecvery under the Uabiaty Insurance provisions. Accordingly, we are instructingour contractors to make conditional payments in the cases involving defective pacemakerleads. At the same time, we are pursuing recovery from the manufacturer cr Itsliability Insuror.

Sincerely,

7+~- Al~
asrg4 M. Heckler

Secey
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TO John Berry

SUBJECT Pacemaker Registry (Your Note of ll/28/84)-INFORMATION

Intermediary Procedures staff met with FDA, OLP, and BERC on November 16 to
discuss data exchange requirements for the registry.

In view of HSQ's refusal to be involved in the project we have decided to have
intermediaries gather the needed data. IISQ does-have a valid position in that
pacemaker leads are not routinely reviewed and they hope to eventually reduce
pacemaker review. We plan that where a diagnosis or surgical procedure code
indicates pacemaker-related care the intermediary's system will generate a letter
to the hospital seeking supplemental data for inclusion on the registry. This
appears to be less expensive than incorporating required data elements into the
billing process.

The intermediary will accumulate the data and transmit it to central office (BPO)
periodically via the personal computer network or a similar process, and 3PO will
forward the data to FDA.

We are still analyzing what use of the data can be made in the bill process. We
think we may be able to use the registry to identify prior implants within the
warranty period, but this may require a duplicate data base maintained in, HCFA or
at the intermediary.

We are preparing contractor instructions.

Carol J. Walton
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Dan Baker: r , I fA-
John's note says: Dn't *bt) i' j ,;irecall seeing this On ourbacklog funding PI lt-- |I 4 vLshould it be? / b t x
Dan: Uhat's the anaver
to John's question?

i Carol mak Regxatry (Your Note Of 7/1184)-.

cc: Art S. Qi 
I ,(

, through the FDA, to provide a registry of alnhich payment is made under Medicare. The

6. geographic location
7. physician name
8. hospital or other provider
9. warranty Information (no precise guideline)
10. anything else the Secretary deems appropriate

All Of the above Items (except Possibly 10)aravialtohemdcleiwentity. The intermediary would have access to onalya~ t,6 ,7,ad8i the beia eillproes We have Suggested informally at the staff lee oHQthtteP1wol te h oe suiabl dta s ollctOn 'gent than the Intermediary, and that thewRoud b ao bethePr reoto H rsme Other PRO to HISQ -eporting mechanismwoulidbeabterin th portfrg vehicle than PATBILL/UNwakLI They are still

NOTE, PATBILL/UNIBILL now contains the ICD-9-C M procedure code to Indicatepacemaker Insert which alerts the PRO to develop, and current ctot srequire medical review of all such cases. Inston

Carol J. Walton
cc: John Jansak
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TO : John C. Berry

SUBJECT Section 2304 - Pacemak Registry (Your Note of 7/11/84)-
INFORMATION

Section 2304 requires the Secretary, through the FDA, to provide a registry of all

pacemaker devices and leads for which payment is made under Medicare. The

registry must include:

L manufacturer
2. model
3. serial number

.4. recipient
5. date
6. geographic location
7. physician name
8. hospital or other provider
9. warranty information (no precise guideline)
10. anything else the Secretary deems-appropriate

AL of the above items (except possibly 10) are available to the medical review

entity. The Intermediary would have access to only 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in the bill

process. We have suggested Informally at the staff level to HSQ that the PRO

would be a more suitable data collection agent than the intermediary, and that the

PHDDS from the PRO to HSQ or some other PRO to HSQ reporting mechanism

would he a better reporting vehicle than PATBILL/UNIBILL. They are still

considering this.

NOTE: PATBIIL/UNIBILL now contains the ICGD9-CM procedure code to indicate

pacemaker insert, which alerts the PRO to develop, and current instructions
require medical review of all such cases.

Carol J. Walton

cc: John Jansak
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C*-1-NOTE TO: Carol Walton

SUBJECT: Pacemaker Registry

PRIORITY IT

DUE: 1/18/85

Ct-evrf olP MP
,;C - tl CY ()
cFo5.0

F-5i UVe;79I
Your note of 12112/84 presumes a level of knowledge beyond nine. Plcasegive re a I or 2-p.ger starting with background on exactly what the lawrequires and then a brief uverview of the issues. Please tie this; iLuother recentL actions on nonitoring and reimbursement.

My objective was to get a complete overview of all pacemaker relaLedactivities and assure that we are carrying ou.t all operational requirements.

Joh Barry

cc:
.John iansak

56-6&3 0-86-i5
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MROUTING AND TRANSMITTAL SUP- 1/75

-_TW (Name, office symbol. room number,.
building, Agency/Post)
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-9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~AI9

Initials Date

..

S.' S. , __

on __Flle ___ -___ _ Note and Return
oval ? ~~~For Clearance Per Conveirsation'L '~'. -

Rsquostd For Correction Prepare Reply
__Clreulata_ _-___ For Your Information See Me
.__Comen_-_______ investgate Signature *Rs

-_Coordination _ Justify __.___.________

REMARKS - . ... ., At -:

Dan:

This is a good note' - clear and concise. What
is our schedule for getting procedures to the
intermediaries 'for collecting pacemaker '-
information?

I

Carol Walton

00 NOT use this form Ss a-RECORD of aiprovals,
.' - .s-^.t: clearances, and Similar S

5041-102 *- - .- . *.:- --- OPTIONAL -

. .. - FPRZ j-41$I A,

. .
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TO John C. Berry

SUBJECT Your Request for an Overview of Pacemaker Activities (Your Note of
1/3/85)-INFORMATION

There are three basic issues with respect to pacemakers.

1. Are we paying too much for implants and reimplants that are needed, i.e.,.
how much has technology reduced the cost of surgery and is the program
benefitting from lower charges?

2. The Deficit Reduction Act requires FDA to establish and maintain a
registry for pacemaker devices and leads.

3. Where the cause of a reimplant is faulty or warranted original equipment,
can we shift cost to the manufacturer by avoiding or recovering payment?

With respect to (I) the BQC is planning a study to measure the impact of
technology. We have reviewed the study proposal but we are not operationally
involved, at least until study results are known.

With respect to (2) OPOP has lead responsibility. The Deficit Reduction Act
requires the Secretary to provide a registry of all pacemaker devices and leads for
which payment is made under Medicare. The Act specifies the data elements to be
included. We initially proposed that since all of the data elements would be
available during medical review (and few would be available normally in the
hospital billing process) the PRO should collect the data as part of the medical
review process. HSQB convinced us otherwise. We are developing procedures for
intermediary collection of the data and for transmission of the data through HCFA
to the FDA. Our plans also call for FDA to provide sufficient data about product
recalls to identify beneficiaries and manufacturers where the manufacturer may be
liable for use in procedures developed to implant the process discussed in (3). FDA
is agreeable.

With respect to (3) OPA has lead responsibility. HCFA does not have the authority
to withhold payments and the only method currently available to collect on
warrantees or recalls is to sue the manufacturer (e.g. Medtronics). This is costly
and cumbersome. BPO has proposed that regulations be changed to permit offset
against the reimbursement to the hospital that purchased the pacemaker. This
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would encourage the hospitals to coUect on the warranty and would be an
expeditious method to recover the warranty amount available from the
manufacturer. BERC has not favored this approval because it would require
adjustments to the prospective payment system. However, without authorization
to make recoveries on available warranty funds, HCFA will not be able to do so.
OPA plans to Initiate discussions with BERC senior staff in this area.

Carol J. Walton

et~~~~~~I -6 CL IL-
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Heal. Ca."
DEPART 1I'.T Of HEALTH & Ht!iAM SiR'ICES Fa.,ga A-sntlaw

Refer to: FQA-722
- e ~~~~~~Memorandum

JD,:. Z 3 Ms8

Director
Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage
Health Care Financing Administration

si Implementation of Pacemaker Provision (Section 2304) of the "Medicare and Medicaid
Budget Reconciliation Amendments of 1984°-INFORMATION

Mr. Robert C. Eccleston
Assistant Director of Intergovernmental Liaison
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration

The purpose of this memorandum is to confirm certain understandings reached
between Mr. Katz of my staff and you regarding our agencies' respective areas
of responsibility for subsection (c) of section 2304.

Subsection (C), the registry provision, consists of two separate programs--(I) the
establishment by FDA of a pacemaker registry, including the imposition of a reporting
requirement on Medicare providers and suppliers (1862(h)(t)(A) and (B)), and discretionary
authority to make Medicare payment for initial implants and replacements conditional
upon compliance with the registry requirements (1862(hXIXC) and (hX4XAI), due
by January 1, 1S95; and (2) discretionary authority (.SG2(hX2), (3) and (4XB) urd
(C)) to deny Medicare coverage and payment to providers for pacemakers or leads
not submitted for LIspeetion and testing to the manufacturer, if so required.

We have agreed that, while the establishment and maintenance of the registry
is clearly delegated to the FDA, IICFA would be responsible for rules with respect
to the provision's impact on providers and physicians under Mledicare. One Medicare
provision ((hXIXC)) related to the registry is mandatory-physicians and providers
are required to supply information to the FDA for the pacemaker registry for
both initial implants and replacements. Another provision, (hX4XA)), although
prefaced by a discretionary "may," enforces the maidatory provision by authorizing
withholding of payment to physicians or providers who faii to submit information
to the registry. While this latter provision is discretionary, we think It should
be put into regulations. Although we already have broad regulatory authority
to withhold payment to providers and suppliers who do not comply with various
reporting requirements, we think enforcement of the new registry provision should
be supported by a discrete regulatory provision that authorizes the withholding
of Medicare payment when the reporting requirement is not complied with.

With regard to the discretionary inspection program, section 1862(h)(2) of the
Medicare law will now permit the Secretary to require providers to: (A) return
to manufacturers for testing any pacemaker or lead implanted or replaced; and
(B) not charge beneficiaries if the devices have not been returned. Section 1862(hX3)
permits the Secretary to require manufacturers to: (A) test the devices (presumably
at the manufacturers expense); and (B) report the results to the provider, together
with any warranty information, and require that FDA personnel be present at
the testing if it is suspected that the pacemaker or lead had malfunctioned. Section
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I862(hX4XB) and (C) permit the Secretery to deny payment under Medicare if
the provider or the manufacturer fails to perform any of its responsibilities under
this provision

Although the enforcement provisions of section 1862(h) have clear implications
for Medicare coverage and reimbursement for services, they are dependent for
their application on the nature and efficacy of the proposed FDA pacemaker
registry. Thus, development of HCFA's portion of the necessary regulations will
be largely dependent on FDA action In this area. Consequently, we agree that
responsibility for development of those regulations be jointly held by FDA/HiCFA,
with FDA the lead agency. IiCFA would be responsible for supplying to FDA
the necessary conforming regulations to Title XVM with regard to 1862(hXIXC);
(hX2X8); (hX4XA) (8) and (C) for Inclusion by FDA with its regulations establishing
the pacemaker registry.

We also wish to inform you that we plan to defer development, or at least publication,
of regulations dealing with the portion of 1862(hX2X0) and (hX4XB) and (C) which
would deny payment under Medicare in cases in which providers or manufacturers
fail to submit pacemakers for testlng it ordered to do so. This provision is couched
In the discretionary "may.' In addition, it obviously requires more extensive
consultation end preparation than the registry provision. Moreover, its implementation
and degree of specificity will depend on the actual functioning (not Just regulatory
requirements) of the pacemaker registry. The legislation seems to imply that
some experience with the actual operation of the registry is expected, since it
refers to Information received from the registry as a basis for requiring that
FDA personnel be present at the testing of a pacemaker or lead.

Our current pacemaker activities may well affect how this provision may be
developed. These activities Include the ultimate disposition of the Medtronic
lead issue and the data and actions flowing from Professional Review Organization
(PRO) 100 percent review of Medicare claims for pacemaker implants. It is possible
that these activities will reduce or eliminate the need for any elaborate regulatory
provision in this area. Consequently, we decided that at least the Medicare portion
of this provision shmilld be deferred until such time as we have a clearer view
of what will need to be done and how the registry will affect our ability to do
iL

We would apipreciate your reaction to these plans and understandings. If you
have any questions or alternative suggestions or recommendations, please contact
Mr. Stanley Katz of my staff as soon as possible. (He can be reached by telephone
at 594-856i.) If you agree that these plans and understandings are reasonable
and feasible, please consider this memorandum to be an informal understanding
between our two agencies as to how we will proceed.

Hen it. esmarais, M.D.
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Villforth
Benson

cc: Cathy Norcio

List ol otlr. VrUposeo attendees:

Gu.niaker Pa~em~eIler

Andersen

NOTIFICATION OF MEETING WITH OFFICE OF CENTER DIRECTOR

Date: 1/24/85 Time: 1:00 , T-503

Contact Person: ston/trrnn trajan - _

Subject: Paceaker Registry

Background: (See Attacimrnt)

Goal of Meetinq (what do you want OCD to do?): (Se, Aeta ciont)

Altendees actually present:

REsults of Meetina (contact persor, to co.plete, continLe bacR side if necessary):

: cr: : - y , t. _ _____ ____ _Date:_

;ctiors: 1. Schedule meeting with OCD. 2. Complete this form, 3. Distribute
Cr0-iEs a! 4n~icrtrH d -- -venrE ro ---o _ - ___ __ r n .
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Rackground

Last July, Congress enacted a law directing FDA to set up a national
registry for pacemakers and pacer leads. At the Center's "go away"
at USPHS last summer, OMS & Exec Sec were asked to develop an imple-
mentation strategy. A CDRH task force (with GC & OLI representation)
was formed to carry out this assigrnent. Based on internal discus-
sions and meetings with Congressional and HCFA staff, the task force
submitted its report to Center management in November.

While the statute requires the registry and supporting regs to he in
place by Jan. 1, 1985, there's general acceptance of the fact that
this deadline is unrealistic. However, in a meeting with FDA, men-
bers of Sen. Heinz's staff warned of their intent to monitor FDA's
progress, and noted the possibility of hearings.

The major stumbling block and cause for delays has been a reluctance
by HCFA to ccmmit to any role which, given the thrust and intent of
the legislation, is critical. In recent talks with HCFA, they have
verbally agreed to assume certain functions. TMhic cormitm'nt is
reportedly to be formally stated in a memo fra'm Dr. IDessarais (head
of HCFA's Bureau of Fligibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage), which
should reach CDRH within the next 2 weeks. Given tris assurance, and
HCFA's reciprocal interest in establishing an interagency work group
to work out the specific details, it is appropriate to discuss with
Center management the outstanding issues related to this law and the
decisions that need to be made before the "next steps, can be taken.

(For additional background, see the attached Fxecutive Summary frr-
the final task force report.)

Goals of the Meeting

1. Th beccwme familiar with the specific details of the law, as well
as the issues that need resolution, and the several new
develop'ents that may impact on the Center's ir-1ementation
decisions.

2. To decide what Center conponent should ser-.s as the overall
coordinator of this activity.

3. To agree to the recomm*nded registry-relate4 res.nsihilities and
activities of various Center coraponents arni, if necess3ry,
re-align these responsibilities.

4. Tl decide on the best mechanism for establishing and maintaining
the registry, i.e., an in-house effort or extram-ral contract.

5. To give guidance on the timing and vehicle for informing FDA
management of the Center's plans for imrnle-.ntin- the law an!
working with HCFA.
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F.XM.MTVF StM.ARY/TABLF OF CCOTFNTS

SUmmary of Text Page(s)

* What is the purpose of the paper?

The enclosed document, prepared by a Center-chaired task
force, is intended to provide the history and events leading
up to the passage of the cardiac pacemaker registry legis-
lation, and to propose an 'operational blueprint" for
carrying out the law.

e What are the key elements of the law? 1-3

The "Deficit Reduction Act of 1984" (P.L. 98-369) was
enacted on July 18, 1984. Section 2304 of the Act (which
amends the Social Security Amendments) requires two major
actions be taken by the Department in connection with Medi-
care reimbursement for pacemaker and pacer lead procedures.
First, HCFA is to review its current post-implant monitoring
guidelines to curb claims for too frequent or unnecessary
monitoring. HCFA must also review present physician payment
schedules, and hospital charges associated with pacemaker
procedures are to be reviewed by the Prospective Payment
Assessment Commission.

Secondly, FDA is to establish a nationwide registry of all
pacemakers and leads for which Medicare payment is riade.
Data such as the date and location of the procedure, type,
rodel, and serial nmibers of the devices, and warranty
information are to be collected. The goal of this registry
is threefold: (1) to assist the Secretary in making reim-
bursement decisions: (2) to track pacemaker performance;
ang (3) to determine when testing of alleecdly malfunctioned
pacemaklers should be performed. The Act specifies that the
recistry and implementing regulations shall be ir effect by
January 1, 19"5.

e heat events led to the passage of the Act? 4-6

In 19Q2, the SE-natp Special Cn'mittep on Awns release a
report, "Fraud, Waste, and Abuse in the Me'icare Pacemaker
indcistry," which cited problems regarding pacemaker perfor-
mance, cost, warranties, qualifications of implanting physi-
cians, and pacemaker sales practices. in the rep--rt, the
Carr.;ittee proposed a numtber of actions for HHS/F;W, VA, S'C,
and reconmended legislation for a nationwide pacemaker
registry. In July 1983, Senator Heinz and Congressman Wyden
introduced virtually identical bills whichir provioe-' the
basis of the law nco on the books.

i
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* How does HCFA presently reimburse for pacemaker i"plants? t

In view of the cost-containment orientation of the law, the
paper examines current HCFA reiribursement policies and proce-
dures. Under the new Diagnostic Related Group/Prospect Pay-
ment System (DRG/PPS), pacemaker devices are no longer paid
for separately; their costs are factored into the expenses of
the entire treatment program, which are reviewed by Profes-
sional Review Organizations (PRO) for medical necessity,
appropriateness, and quality of treatment. In this connec-
tion, HCFA is presently conducting 100A reviews of pacemaker
implantations. The PRO's are also currently collecting war-
ranty information on a limited basis. (Note that similar
information is also gathered by intermediaries under contract
with HCFA, e.g., Blue Cross/Blue Shield.)

* How can the registry data be used? 7

As noted earlier, the registry data is to be used principally
to give HCFA a "window' on pacemaker procedures, and as an
adjunct to its reimhursement decision-making. It is expected
that approximately 120,000 pacer implants/re-implants (along
with lead implants) and 30,000 lead replacements will be
reported to the registry each year. Each report will contain
a minimum of 9 and perhaps as many as 20 data elements per
report. Although the registry is not an adverse effects
reporting system like DMN and MDP, it can serve as a useful
tool in monitoring the long-term performance of pacemakers.
The registry can also identify defective pacemakers still
under warranty so that Medicare payments can be withheld.

* Are there other pacemaker registries after which F[A's 9
registry could be modeled?

A five-Center registry supported by FnA frcm 1974-1980 is
still in operation, bit is oriented somewhat differently in
terms of the type of data collected. In 1982, FC.P.! esta-
blished a National Implant Registry which, on a subscription
basis, maintain an informational file on pace-n,3er petie-te,
pacemaker recalls, corrective actions, etc. for hospitals.
Also in 1980, the VA initiated a Pacemaker surveillance Systen
to provide transtelephonic monitoring of patients and cardio-
logy consultation to referring the VA ry-dical ce.ters. In
reviewing the focus and scope of these registries, it appears
that none are suitable in their present form to meet the
requirements of thi law. It should he noted that as many as
five private sector organizations (includinq thc first two
noted above) have written the Center indicating an interest
in assisting FDA in maintaining the registry.

ii
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* Wfat are the implementation options? Q-ll

Initially, the Task Force conceived of three possible options
for establishing and maintaining the registry. These were
based on the premise that the registry would serve as the
vehicle for data collection and analysis. They were: (1)
an in-house effort; (2) an extrarural contract; and (3) use
of HCFA's PRO system to collect the data, with FDA to provide
long-term performance trend analyses. The Task Force felt
that having HCFA operate the registry was the option of choice
because it would remove FDA from the middle of the reporting
chain, and, since HCFA now collects much of the information
required by law, would avoid re-inventing the wheel.

Recent discussions with HCFA staff have led to a preliminary
agreement that HCFA assume lead responsibility for collecting
the data, and that FDA will maintain and analyze the data
base. The idea of using the PRa system has been discarded,
in favor of data collection by the approximately 60 interme-
diaries which handle the agency's claims processing. The data
would be maintained as part of HCFA's permanent records and
transmitted periodically to FDA for analysis.

FDA would then use the data to identify and analyze generic
performance problems with pacemakers and leads. The options
for setting up and running the registry are basically the same
as the first and second options above. The chief advantages
of the contract route - which the Task Force favors -- are
that it would avert a drain on in-house resources (although
same in-house scientific review would still he needed), and
it would be in keeping with CKP's A-76 Directive, which urges
greater use of Federal service contracts.

e Is a special committee needed to advise and oversee the 1i
Center in establishing the reqistry?

Th- Tasi Force believes so. Suck a aroJ:u should be charoed
w:tr the overall coordination of recistry activities. Since
th- present canposition of the Tasl Fcrce doer not include
HcFA representatives, it is felt that a new "coordinating
carrittee" should he formed, with HCFA representation. Public
in, ;t into the development of the recistn. and the underlyino
regulations can he obtaine- tlrouuh thc administrative rule-
rz inq process, through discussions with constituencies
represented on the Center's Cardiovascular Devices Panel,
asl through informal contacts with appropriate outside organi-
zAt ions.

iii
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* What about fuhding? 1l-1

Although no appropriation accompanied the legislation, the
Senate Appropriations Committee recommended that FDA file a
supplemental request to its FY R5 budget. DepartLntal efforts
to secure additional funding have been made on two tracks. The
first is a supplemental request for S1.2 million to be added to

the FY 85 budget. The second is the inclusion of a line item
in FY 86 budget for 11 FM's and $1.2 million. Irrespective of
the implementation option chosen, a formal agreement with HCFA
is advisable. There is some thinking that the data collected
could be sold to hospitals, cardiology organizations, etc., to
help defray sone of the registry implementation costs.

* How much time is involved in getting the registry up-and-running? 13-1'

One of the first steps is to negotiate an interagency agreement
or memrandum of understanding with HCFA in order to clearly
define each agency's responsibilities. Three to six months
is estimated as the time needed to complete negotiations and
obtain all the necessary clearances. Although the Task Force
recognizes and is concerned about the time needed to consumntate
an agreement, we support the idea of a formal working agree-
ment. HCFA has suggested keeping the working arrangements on
an informal basis.

Insofar as regulations development is concerned, it is un-
clear whether FDA alone, HCFA alone, or an interagency effort
is required to issue inplementing regulations. The Center's
FY 85 regulations plan includes having a proposed rule out of
CDRH in June and out of FDA by September of next year.

Regarding establishment of the actual registry, if we elect to
go the contract route, it is expected that final awarding of a
contract would require 4-6 months.

* Will there be any impact of the registry requiremnts on 15-16
existing regulations?

There are three potential areas of the Center's dev.ice program
that must be taken into account as the registry regulations are
developed. First, current (MP regulations requir" investiga-
tions and records of complaints, which could incjie explanted
pacemakers. Since the registry legislation calls for provi-
ders to return explanted pacers to manufacturers, some atten-
tion must he given to this issue. The second area is MDR.
Failures of pacemakers, especially in 'pacemaker dependent"
patients, might meet the reporting criteria contained in the
HDR rule. Again, the registry regulations must be developed
so as to not overlap or conflict with current MDTF requirements.
Finally, the registry regulations should specifically address
pertinent FOIA issues given the confidential nature of the
data.

iv
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* What are Congress' expectations regarding the registry? 1f

Fron conversations with staff frCm the Senate CoM'ittee on
Aging, it is clear that Senator Heinz will keep a watchful eye
on FDA's progress in carrying out this law. Although there is
general agreement between FDA and the Ciamittee that the Janu-
ary 1, 1985 deadline is unrealistic, the Comrittee has not
foreclosed the possibility of oversight hearings early in 1985.
In view of this, the Task Force favors the idea of sending a
letter report to Senator Heinz and other appropriate Congress-
men that describes our implementation plans. It should also be
noted that the existence of this legislation and the recent
hearings on the Medtronic pacemaker lead situation has spawned
even wider Congressional interest in the subject of Medicare
reimbursement for defective products, particularly pacemakers.

* What does the implementation wblueprint' look like? 16-17

The Task Force believes that implementation can be viewed in a
phased approach. Phase 1, for example, would include actions
such as establishing a Coordinating Co3,ittee, soliciting input
frcr HCFA and outside groups, and initiating interagency nego-
tiations with HCFA. Phase I! would include early work to
develop the implementing regulations, initiating the contract
process (if necessary), and preparing an implementation report
for transmittal to the Congress. Phase III calls for publi-
cation of the proposed regulation. Phase IV includes pranul-
gation of the final regulations and, if necessary, the deve-
lopment of educational initiatives to inform the medical cmn-
munity and the pacemaker industry about the specific require-
ments contained in the regulations. Tle Task Force anticipates
that Phase I could be accomplished during the first quarter of
FY 85; Phase 1I during the second quarter; Phase III during thefourth quarter; and Phase Iv during the third quarter of FY 86.

* Is their general consensus within the Center or this strategy? 17-19

This implerentation paper has been shared with Center senior
staff for revie. and cemment. It appears that there is genera]
unanimity on the approach to this new initiative.

W hWat are the Task Force's recocrien(ationF? 19-20

Eight separate proposals have been made by the Task Force, all
of wnich are designed to take the Center and HCFA into the next
irplementation phase, i.e., to solidify a working arranremvent
between both agencies, and to "iron out" the mechanics of col-
lecting the required data, "feeding" it to the registry, andproviding sate performance trend analysis. Based on your
decisions, CMS will take the lead "coordinator" role in
proceeding to the next phase of implementation.

v
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a DEPARTMENT OF HtALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Health Cae Fi-ancmng Adm-issteton

6325 Secunriy Boue.ved
Bhtmoie- MD 21202

JAN 2 5 -

Ms. Donna Lenalhan
FDA 5600 Fisher Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857

Dear Ms. Lenahan:

the enclosed form Is a draft which will be used to obtain from the hospital

information needed for the Pacemaker Registry. Please review and inform us

of any changes or additional information which should be Included, particularly

in reference to warranties.

If you have any questions please contact Marguerite Patherly on area code 301-

492-2599.

Sincerely,

c Alt,

Prank Spruill, Chief
Intermediary Procedures
Division of Methods and Systems Procedures
Office of Program Operations Procedures
Bureau of Program Operations

Enclosure
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Name of Hospital L Patient: Date:
Hospital_
Address 

2. HIC

3. Dates of Confinement

The medical information on the claim you recently Submitted for the above confinementindicates pacemaker related services. Section 2304 of P.L 98-369 requires that we obtainfrom you the Infnrmation Listed below for Inclusion in the Food and Drug Administration'sPacemaker Registry. Your response to this request within 30 days of the date of thisletter Is appreciated.

Identification number of physician performing the pacemaker relatedprocedure: 4.

Identification number of physician ordering the pacemaker relatedprocedure: 5. _ _

Date of pacemaker-related procedure implant: 6.

Pacemaker information:

COmoonent Mfr Modl Serial Number
a. Pulse Generator 7) 8) 9)
b. Atrial Lead 10) li) 12)

e. Ventricular Lead 13) 14) 15)
d. Bipolar Lead 16) 1?) 18)
If this patient previously had a pulse generator, which was explanted during this stay providethe following:

If available provide:

Date of pacemaker explant 19)

Com2onent Mfvr Model Serial Number
e. Explanted Pulse 20) 20) 22)Generator
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DfPART EXNT OF HtEIALTH HUMSAN ERVI( ES Hesith Cam.a nq Anshvst,.iron

6325 Security filegvad
Behinore. MD 21207

JAN 2 5 -

Ms. Donna Lenahan
FVA 5000 Fisher LAne
Hiookville, Maryland 20857

Dear Ms. Lenahan:

The enclosed form is a draft which wiU be used to obtain from the hospital
information needed for the Pacemaker Registry. Please review and Inform us
of any changes or additionat information which should be Included, particularly
in reference to warranties.

If you have any questions please contact Marguerite Fatherly on area code 301-
497-2599.

Sincerely,

Frank Spruiil, Chief
Intermediary Procedures
Division of Methods and Systems Procedures
Office of Program Operations Procedures
iiurcau of Program Operations

Enclosure
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Name of Hospital 1 .L Patient: Date:

Addre s s_____2. NIC

3. Dates of Confinement

The medical information on the claim you recently submitted for the above confinement
indicates pacemaker related services. Section 2304 of P.L. 98-369 requires that we obtain
from you the infhrmation listed below for inclusion in the Food and Drug Administratioins
Pacemaker Registry. Your response to this request within 39 days of the date of this
letter is appreciated.

Identification number of physician performing the pacemaker related
procedure: 4. ( v., L-A -V H 2)

Identification number of physician ordering the pacemaker related
procedure: 5.

Date of pacemaker-related procedure implant: 6.

Pacemaker information:

Component Mlfgr Model Serial Number

a. Pulse Generator 7) 8) 9)

b. Atrial Lead tO) 11) 12)

c. Ventricular Lead 13) 14) IS)

4L-Bipi Ea IO) = -( 4if -

IU this patient previously had a pulse generators which was explanted during this stay provide
the following

If available provide: I

Date of pa-aio explan) 19)

Component Mfer Model Serial Number

e. Explanted Pulse 20) 20) 22)
Generator

&'. V ;^ zj 1: 7 :, \
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FEB 5 185

NOTE TO: Donna Lenahan
Alan Andersen
Glen Rahmoeller

As we confirmed with you. we're scheduled to meet tomorrow in my
office at 10:00. The main purpose of the session is to discuss several
recent events related to the pacemaker registry and how best to respond
to them. One item is the memo we recently received from HCFA (copy
attached) which was spell out the Agency's coomitment based on the
negotiations that have taken place over the last few months. We need
to respond to HCFA's memo and a draft response is also attached.

Another item tor discussion is OMBSs recent decision regarding FDA's
resource request in support of the registry. At a one-on-one with
the Conunissloner last week, John Villforth and Jim Benson discussed
the dilemma of having a legislative mandate without the necessary
resources. Dr. Young, In turn, asked that we supply him with background
information about the law and what were obligated to do as well as the
level of resources needed to the Job. Also attached is a draft memo
back to the Commissioner with this information.

Finaliy. attached is the memo I've drafted for distribution to the
Pateliaker Registry Task Force and certain Office Directors summarizing
the recent events noted above and the decisions that were made at the
briefing with John last month; this, in effect, culminates the work
of the Task Force.

These issues, along with some general dismussion about where we go from
here is what l c like to focus on at tomorrow's meeting.

Bob Eccleston

Attachments
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X EPARTMFNTOF HEALTH & HUMANSERVICES Pbk HWOt 5asj.

FOod Mad o20 ABnk
Fik MO ZOSbt

NOTE TO: Cardiac Pacenaker Registry Task Force 9c 4 4

This note Is to update you on the actions that have occurred relatingto the pacemaker registry since the Task Force report was submittedto the Center management last month.

o On January 24, various mrembers of the task force briefedMr. Villforth, Mr. Benson, and a number of Office Directorson the basic requirements of the new law, and on the imple-mentation strategy developed by the task force which is embodiedin the Task Force report. At the briefing, the followingdecisions were made:

-- An interagency work group, comprised of FDA and HCFArepresentatives should be established to work out thevarious implementation details. The charge to such agroup should be guided by a formal interagency agreement
.. MOtl. To thiWs end r. Vi lorth h.- agreed to writethe head of HCFA's Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursementand Coverage suggesting that such a group be formed andrequesting names of HCFA staff who can represent theAgency in these ongoing discussions (see Tab A).

-- Establishment and maintenance of the registry, along withperformance trend analyses of pacemakers and pacer leadsbe accomplished via contract rather than an in-houseeffort.

-MS Should assume the oversight/coordinator role for theduration of the discussions with HCFA. up until specificoperational activities are n1itiated by the various Centeroffices. At that point, the 'lead office' concept willtake effect for registry-relatna activities.

-- The Center should investigate the :SiowtenrersttIjanqmar-ketgfor product performance reports based on theactuarial analyses performed using registry data, e.g.,within the cardiology comennity, the VA, etc.
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o At about the time the Task Force Report was completed, FDA
received word from the Department's Budget Review Group (BRG)
regarding the Agency's supplemental and F.Y 86 funding request
related to the registry. BRG approved the $1.2 million
supplemental funding request, but disapproved the concomitant
request for 11 FtE's. BRG. however, agreed to incorporate FDA's
full request (i.e., dollars and people) in the FY 86 budget.
Unfortunately, as a result of the new budget freeze. 9,HLrecently
rejected both HHS requests and indicated that no appeals will be
entertained-.- --

This issue was brought to the attention of the Commissioner by
Mr. Vlilforth and Mr. Benson during a recent one-on-one meeting.
The Commissioner asked for additional background information and
indicated his willingness to explore ways for securing the needed
resources (see memo at Tab 8).

In closing, we would like to once again express our thanks to each
of you for your contribution to Task Force deliberations. The
briefing for Center management was well received and reflects the
hard work and energy you put into this activity. Although this marks
the end of the Task Force's work, many of you may be called on as the
renter proceeds to the next phase(s) of implementation.

Robert C. Eccleston Donna Lenahan

cc: Mr. Vlllforth
Mr. Benson
Mr. Gundaker
Mr. Britain
Mr. White
Dr. Mohan
Mr. Arcarese
Ms. Suydam
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a@9 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Pik 4eans Shi .

Memorandum

F;o-u Director
Center for Devices and Radiological Health

Snbnmn Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Legislation -- ACTIO REQUESTED 4
T. Director 44

Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage
Health Care Financing Administration

I an writing in follow up to your January 23 memorandum toMr. Robert Eccleston of my staff regarding the cardiac pacemakerregistry provisions of the 'Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.' Aftera careful reading of your memo. we are somewhat concerned that Itfailed to fully reflect the agreements that were reached by staffof our two organizations.

Implementation Responsibilities

In a recent briefing on the pacemaker registry lecislatinn hy
Mr. Eccleston and others, I was advised that during our negotiationswith representatives of BERC and other HCFA components. there wasconsiderable discussion on how the data prescribed by tne law shouldbe collected and by whom. While the Act clearly requires physiciansand providers to supply certain implantlexplant and warrantyinformation to FDA to incorporate into the registry, it is myunderstanding that BERC agreed to serve as the collector of thatinfouratlon. This data collection function would be carried outI/through the already4stablished network of third-party intermediarieswhich HCFA presently has under contract. The data would then betransmitted in an agreed-upon format to us to use in monitoring theperformance of pacemakers and pacer leads. Implementing this aspect
of the law in this way has two salutory effectsn first. it buildson an already-established reporting scheme which, as I understandit, will require only slight modifications to your existingcontracts; and second, It reduces the Department's costs inadministering the law.

I believe it is important to maintain the momentum that our staffshave established. To that end, I would like to suggest that aninteragency task force, comprised of appropriate HCFA and FDA staff,be created to work out a formal working agreement and specificImplementation details, many of which were touched on in your memo.Should you agree with this suggestion, I would ask that youdesignate 3-5 persons to represent HCFA in the areas of datacollection, program operations, and regulations development. Pleaseforward the names of your designees to Ms. Donna Lenahan of ourOffice of Management and Systems, whom we have assigned to overseethe next phase(s) of this project.
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Director, BERC/HCFA 2

Reportedly, the interest in this activity is likely to continue,
particularly on the part of the Senate Special Committee on Aging.
in view of this and the fact that the statutory deadline is now
past, I would propose that we inform the Congress on the progress
we have made thus far and our future plans. This might best be
accomplished by a letter-report to Senator Heinz. perhaps co-signed
by appropriate officials of each of our agencies. As Mr. Eccleston
indicated to Mr. Stan Katz in a recent telephone conversation, we
are willing to take the lead in drafting such a report and share
it with you for review and sign-off. It would be helpful, however
if your staff could provide us with a written description of the
data collection scheme HICFA is proposing to use that we could
incorporate into the report to the Senator.

iew .Uncertainties About the Registry

I hhould mention that shortly after this legislation was enacted,
FDA submitted a request for supplemental funding to its FY 85 budget
and a specific appropriation in its FY 86 budget plan. #e have just
learned that these requests have been disapproved by OMB due to the
recently-imposed budget freeze. We have discussed this situation
with the FDA Commissioner, etwc--ewere-rwen..oeer-the- pe
h;i'ity-o ev-im- to taku oo A oaiS.ct i ty wi th~ aosiready stra iora
budget. It is unclear at this point what might be done through
internal reprograneiing or through the budget appeals process to
secure the resources needed to support this activity.

in addition to an unclear budget picture Is the impact of the new
Executive Order on regulatory initiatives. As I rm sure you are
aware, 0MB is now authorized to review and approve or disapprove
newly-planned regulations before formal action on them begins. d-
Should-notte-ttrat- 1n-FD*As submission-to the Department; the-
pacemaker-registry regulations-were-included as-an 'temfor- ilHS-and-
OHiS reniew ~.-to loss 4.Rwibilty he-sts t at- tirrth rgulations

-J tOun~defp4.t44kitepistry to.-4-be-.t-risk-of veto-by OBe A -God

We appreciate the forts you and your staff have made to date, and
we look forward to working out an effective implementation plan that
will help us both fulfill our respective responsibilites under the
law.

John C. Villforth

cc: Dr. Young
Mr. Meyer
Mr. Wetherell
Mr. Benson/Mr. Eccleston
Mr. Goldstein
MS. Suydam/Ms. Lenahan
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SEricEs Puak H..fth Svk.

Memorandum
Date

Frn, Director
Center for Devices and Radiological Health

Sn,*,e Funding for Cardiac Pacemaker Registry -- INFORiATION

To The Conissioner
Through: Exec Sec _

At our one-on-one last week. Jim Benson and I mentioned OMB s recent
decision to disapprove the Agency's funding requests to support the
cardiac pacemaker registry activities. You asked that we provide you
with background information on what the pacemaker registry legislation
requires of us. and when and what level of resources are needed to
carry out this new nandate. Let re begin by recapitulating the facts.

In passing the "Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. the Congress failed
to appropriate funds specifically for the pacemaker registry provisions.
Because our current budget cannot accomodate any new activity. the
Agency filed with the Department's Budget Review Group (BRG) a supple-
mental request for S1.2 million to the FY 85 budget. In addition, we
requested that 11.2 million and 11 FTE's be included in FDA's FY 86
budget. Despite approval by the BRG. GMB rejected both proposals.

The Ia\ basically requires the following actions:

o FDA must establish a national registry for pacemakers and pacer
leads to serve as a repository for certain implant/explant and
warranty information. Submission of this Information by physicians
and providers, which relates only to Medicare pacemaker procedures
(about 80% of those performed in the U.S.). would be a condition
for Federal roimbursement.

o Explanted pacemakers and leads may be required to be returned to
the manufacturer for testing which, again. could be linked to
reimbursement. FDA is also authorized to participate in such
testing on an discretionary basis.

o FDA must develop regulations to carry out the above activities.

In an attempt to keep implementation costs as nominal as possible.
and because of the obvious linkage between this law and Medicare
reimbursement activities. we have recruited help from HCFA in the areas
of regulations development and data collection (see memoranda at Tab A).
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The Comuissioner

Our joint efforts with HCFA notwithstanding. it is apparent that
additional resources will be required to carry out our part of the law.
At Tab B are two charts -- one depicting the specific requirements of
law, and the second -- In flow chart form -- which illustrates our
legislative implementation strategy.

Since we must immediately begin to develop the regulations and because
we favor going the contract route for establishing the registry, I
believe it is necessary to make the requisite resources available at the
front end of this activity, rather than 'Staging' the funding. Without
such a resource commitment, we run the risk of exacerbating an already
tenuous relationship with HCFA and possibly having to back peddle from
the registry.

There male a benchmark we may wish to reach before making a final
funding decision. The pacemaker registry regulations have been included
in the Agency's 1985 regulation program which was developed in response
to the new Executive Order authorizing OMB to approve significant regu-
lation activities before they are initiated. Should 0MB not endorse the
pacemaker registry regulations, our efforts with HCFA and the need for
additional resources become moot.

Because we have already passed the statutory deadline of January 1,
1985, we will continue to proceed with our planning activities related
to the registry until and unless we cannot continue due to lack of
funding or OMB approval. Should you desire any further information
In Connection with this matter please let us know.

John C. Villforth

Attachments

cc: Mr. Meyer
Mr. Wetherell
Mr. Benson
Mr. Eccleston
Ms. Suydam/Ms. Lenahan
ir. Britain/Mr. Rahmoeller
Mr. White/Dr. Andersen
Mr. Gundaker
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES PNa He'ehh S.,c.

Memorandum
Dat . FEB 2 2 15

FNom Director
Center for Devices and Radiological Health

So at Cardiac Pacemaker Registry Legislation -- ACTION REQUESTED

To Director
Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement and Coverage
Health Care Financing Administration

I am writing in follow up to your January 23, 1985 memorandum to
Mr. Robert Eccleston of my staff regarding the cardiac pacemaker
registry provisions of the 'Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.' After
a careful reading of your memo, we are somewhat concerned that it
failed to fully reflect the agreements that were reached by staff
of our two organizations.

I.1mementation Responsibilities

In a recent briefing on the pacemaker registry legislation by
Mr. Eccleston and others, I was advised that ouring meetings
with representatives of BERC and other HCFA components, there
was considerable discussion about enisting mechanisms through which
the required data is or tould be collected. It is my understanding
that BERC staff suggested use of HCFA's intermediary network for
collecting the information on pacemaker irplants/explants and
warranties. Under this scheme, FDA, in turn, will maintain the
registry and provide the data analysis. This approach has two
salutory effects: first, It builds on an already-established
reporting scheme; and second, it reduces the Department's overall
costs in administering the law.

I believe it is important to maintain the momentum that our staffs
have established. To that end, I would like to suggest that an
interagency task force, comprised of appropriate HCFA and FDA staff,
be created to work out a formal working agreement and specific
implementation details, many of which were touched on in your memo.
Should you agree with this suggestion, I would ask that you designate
3-5 persons to represent HCFA in the areas of data collection, program
operations, and regulations development. Please forward the names of
your designees to Ms. Donna Lenahan of our Office of Management and
Systems, whom we have assigned to oversee the next phase(s) of this
project by February 28. We are now In the process of assembling our
team, which will Igrclude staff from our regulations, compliance, and
scientific staff. '11,,rill forward the names of our representatives
to Mr. Frank Sp9uill pbh')Ns. Sharon Rippler within the next week.

C>., , -"/,^9,
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Di rector, BERC/HCFA 2

Report to Congres

Reportedly, Congressional interest in this activity is likely tocontinue, particularly on the part of the Senate Special Committeeon Aging. In view of this and the fact that the statutory deadlineis now past, I would propose that we inform the Congress on theprogress we have made thus far and on our future plans. This mightbest be accomplished by a letter-report to Senator Heinz, co-signedby appropriate officials of each of our agencies. As Mr. Ecclestonindicated to Mr. Stan Katz in a recent telephone conversation, weare willing to take the lead in drafting such a report and thenshare it with you for review and Sign-off. It would be helpful ifyour staff could provide us at the same time you submit your taskforce nominations with a written description of the data collectionscheme HCFA is proposing to use, which we could incorporate into thereport to Congress.

OMB Review of Registry Regulations

As I an sure you are aware, OM is now authorized by virtue ofExecutive Order 12498 to review and approve or disapprove newly-planned regulations before formal action on them begins. I shouldnote that in FDA's submission to the Department, the pacemakerregistry regulations were included as an item for HiS and 0MB
review. So the possibility exists that the regulations needed tounderpin the registry could be at risk of veto by 01M3. This reviewnotwithstanding, I believe we should proceed as planned.

We appreciate the efforts you and your staff have made to date, andwe look forward to working out an effective implementation plan thatwill help us both fulfill our respective responsibilities under thelaw.

John C. Villforih
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Peer Department of Healthand Humnan ServicesReview Health Care Financing
Organization Administration

Medicare Manual I MANUAL INSTRUCTION

Transmittal No. ID 85 - 2 DahARcH 1985

NEW MATERIAL PAGE NO. REPLACED PAGES

Table of Contents (5 pp.)

Chapter 2
Sec. IM 2000 - IM 2070 (62 pp.)

Attachment A-I (1 p.)

NEW PROCEDURES - EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 25, 1985

In accordance with the PRO contract, Article VIII - Technical Direction and
Article TX - Conditions of Pert.,rqsr'e-. PtP are e -quired t- comply with
requirements as set forth in program instructions. The NCFA Program Issuance
System provides instructions and guidelines on program matters.

This issuance does not apply to PPS-exempt States or territories (i.e., Guam,
Puerto Rico, or Virgin Islands) or to States with approved waivers of the PPS
system, (i.e.. Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey or New York). There will
be a separate issuance for these States and territories delineating
applicable sections of the requirements contained in this issuance.

This issuance incorporates the review procedures for the required medical
review activities of the PRO contracts. There have been revisions to the
requireo review activities - some of which increase the level of review,
while others decrease workload. The major changes are:

Revision Section

Admission Review - Incorporated policy applying IM 2050.1A.4
to noncovered admissions with a covered level
or care rendered during the stay.

Outlier Review - Reduced the level of review IM 2050.2
ror day and cost outlier cases. Expanded
the cost outlier review instructions to
require PROs to review for fragmented charges
during review of outlier services/items.

lCFA-Pub. 19
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Pr-Nedpre Revie,; - Elizinated the recuirooent I:; 2050.3a
to collect )acemakcrs warranty information
as the Food and DrIgq AReinritratie.. novw
maintains a national registry -i pactuakers-

DRG Vulidation - Codified physician attestation 1i 2050.-:a3
policy (effective Octoer 1, 1934) and
monitoring requirements.

- Added section exp>laining I2hysician IN" 2050.CA3a(3)
requirements for physician atten-tation.

Redueed DRG sample size for small hosoitals. Attaclient A-1

- Revisso policy on notifyincj hospitals of 1! 2050.4C5
eases to be revieaed no sore than 24 hours.
Lefore onsite review. Ne.w policy requires
notificati-e 2 working day3 before cnsite
revi esw.

- Tdded review of DG adjustrent bill which I.i 2050.4E
resuit in a higher-amightod DMG.

Preadoiissioin/hrenruediure Reviea. - 'plairs the r. 2050.5
preadmission/preprocecle revic, and
verification requirements.

Ravie. for Noncovered Iteats/Services - Codified INi 2060
requiremesets .or revie-. for nononvered ite.s/
services during cOufSe of PiO revie.s and of
cases referred by fiscal interoediaries for
uedical nacessity deteroiinations.

feecerd of Review activities - Outlins docwaentation I.': 2070
and retention of recordl requirementz.

The above sutroary outlines only major revisIons. The attached section
contairn rany clarifications and eplanations of the revlew procedures in
response to corentc front PROs and other organizatinn. This revision
srould therefore be raviewed in its entirety.

Workload ano Cost

The Attach-d transmittal cD's affect the level of effort and cost required
under the contract. The net result of these changes is estimated to be a St
reduction in total workload/cost over the remainder of the contract period.

we do, ow.ever, recognize that the impact of this transsuttal ,ay vary in
individual areas.
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At 1DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Ptio He" s S-i. .c

Memorandum

Frors Director
Center for Dpvioes and Radiological Health

svb, nCDRI ImpleThentation of Cardiac Pacemaker Registry - INPnRKATICIt

To TO Cant1issiner
Through: Exec SPc

At one of cur last one-onone meetings, Jim Psnson and I mentioned OFM's
recent decision to disapprove the Agency's funroing rnquests to sulpport
the cardiac packer registry activities. You asked that we provide
you with background information on what the pacemaker registry
legislation reouires of us, and when andi what level of res urces are
needed to carry out this new mandate. Lot nm begin by recapitulating
the facts.

Plackground on the Registry

are lao Wtaicdiqy reiuires tho fuilowinj act ions:

o FDA rest establish a national registry to serve as a repository
for certain pacomaker andi pacer lead irplAnt/explant and warranty
information. Submission of this information by physicians and
providers, which relates only to Medicare pacr3inkr procedures
(about 80t of those perforrmd in the .S.) would l. a corstition
for Federal reija.burserient.

o Diplanted pacemakers anl leads may he rentirci to he retorned
to the manufacturer for testing which, again, could be linked
to Medicare retibursement. FDA is also authorized to participate
in such testing on a discretionary hasis.

o FDA rmst develop regulations to carry out the above activities.
Pramilgation of regulations, for which For will have lead respon-
sibility with input frcm the Health Care Financing Administration
(CFTA), will be in two stages. In the first stage regulations to
establish the registry will he developed. Thse regulations will
detail what data are to be submitted, describe how the data will he
used by FMA and IrFA, etc. DTe regulations will also serve as a
notice of intent to develop - during the second stage - a proposed
rule on the return of explanted pacetaaker and leads to manufacturers
and on the testing of the explanted devices by manufacturers.
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The Cacni ss i one r 2

Because of the oBvious linkage between this law and Medicare reirburse-
ment activities, we are coordinating ,ur activities with hCFA in the
areas of regulations developioent and data collection (see menmran-a at
Tab A).

Registry Funding

uiring our discussion you asked that we provide you with a chart
which illustrates our legislative ire'pIe'e'taticn strategy and resource
estimates at the various stages. Provided at Tah A is such d chart,
which indicates the need for IJ FPI'S and Si.2 milliron annually to fully
initiate and operate the pacrmaker registry. Also at Tab ri is another
chart which depicts the implementation strategy devisrde by a Center
taskforce. In view of the fact that we are presently solicitine
carnibrents frca HCPA and the fact that we will soon nred to issue a
tequest for proposals frcr. outside contractors for cperatioO of the
registry and analysis oF the data hase, I he' icv- it is necessary to
have the requisite resources available up front.

NktwitLstarnding your recert offer to rn-irect 5 taff-year, frrea your
irramdiate Office to the Center in suprort of this activity, we will
still suffer a net loss of resources after the cuts pian,'-d for FY R6
take effect. Thls, iplienentation of the registry legislation will
require same cnprorine in our other statu-tory re-sr-siil lities in the
device area,

(NP Review of Registry Reulations

There is yet another issue that may hear in this activity. %s you kisr-,
the pacemaker registry regulations were incis.$-r in the Agency's .195
regulat ion progian w! ich was developed in rerspxnse to Psxecritve Order
124°9 authorizing CM to approve significant regulatory activities
before they are initiated. Should OtB not endorse the pacereker
registry regulations, our efforts with -4FA aid the need for additional
resources bectet- -rt. But because we have already passeI tije statutory
deadline of January 1, 1985, we will continue t, proceed with our
activities in this area until and unless we cannot cntlnue du- to lack
of aiditional funding or CMts approval.

should you desire any further information in conection with this
matter, please let us know.

i'-.' C. . ...
John C . vil1fort h

Attachrients CTahs A Ih A)
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[ Please see above appendix Items for following memoranda:

January 23, 1985 memorandum from the Director,
Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage, HCFA,
to Mr. Robert C. Recleston, FDA

and

February 22, 1985 memorandum rrom Director, Center for
Devices and Radiological Hcalth, FDA, to Director,
Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage, HCPA.

56-653 0-86- --16
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CARDIAC PACEMAKER REGISTRY

o The cardiac pacemaker registry requirements of the recently enacted

Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 would have a number of cost implications

for FDA. These estimates are based on the requirement that FDA

monitor and assist manufacturers in the testing of pacemakers and

leads. Previous versions of this legislation would have required FDA

to conduct testing.

o These estimates reflect annual costs. It should be noted that, shile

costs associated with promulgating regulations are one-time costs,

roughly the same level of effort would be required, once these regula-

tions are in place, for increased monitoring and cormpliance activity

in subsequent years. We are assuming that 120,000 pacemater/lead

isplants/replacements will be entered into the registry per year and

that the devices currently implanted in patients prior to the effective

date of the new law will not be registered.

DETAIL OF COST ESTLMATES

TOTAL
FTE CONTRACT $000

Regulatory development, implementation

and compliance monitoring h follou-up ..... .......... 5 200

(regulation development in the first

vear will be replaced by increased
monitoring in subsequent years)

Automated Registry System....1 730 770

Report Rr ie .................................... 2 Rn

:evice Testing AsEistance ....................... 3...3 150
11 730 1,200

1/ FTEs associated with device testing assistance are calculated at $50,000;
all others are $40,000.

Revised
10/11/84
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DEPARIX iEi OF HEALTH & HUEMA% SIERVICES Pbkv Hrtih se',

Memorandum
Dge MAR 2 i98D

Fr Program Analyst, Division of Planning and Evaluation,
Office of Management and Systems, CDRH (HFZ-30)

SnbwvtFirst Meeting

°n ers, FDA/HCFA Pacemaker Registry Working Group

I have been designated to coordinate the establishment of a pacemaker
registry, as specified in section 2304, 'Pcemaker Reimbursement, Review
and Reform', of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, within the Center fo-
Devices and Radiological Health (CODR), Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). Your names have been submitted to me by CDRH Office Directors
and Ms. Sharon Hippler, of the Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement, and
Coverage (BERC), Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), as
representatives of your organizations to a joint FDA/HCFA the Pacemaker
Registry Working Group. The formation of this group was suggested by
CDRH Director John Villforth to work out a formal agreement and specific
details for implementing the registry. Your contribution to the
development of the registry in the months to come is vital to its
success and the effort, I think, will be a valuable experience nor us
all. Tab A contains a list of working group members, mailing addresses,
and phone number5.

First, let me summarize the requirements of section 2304 of the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984 as It pertains to the establishment of a pacemaker
registry.

O FDA shall by regulation provide for a registry of all cardiac
pacemaker devices for which payment was made under Medicare. The
registry shall include the manufacturer, model number, and serial
number of the device(s); the nanes of the device recipient and the
physician performing the procedure; the date and location of the
procedu-e; the name of the provider billing for the procedure; any
expressed or implied wa--unties associateu with the device(s); and
any other information deemed appropriate.

o The registry has four purposes: 1) to assist the Secretary in
determining when payments may properly be made under Medicare; 2) in
tracing the performance of the devices; 3) in determining when
inspection of the devices by manufacturers may be necessary; and 4)
in carrying out studies with respect to the use of the devices.
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Members, FDA/HCFA Pacemaker Registry Working Group 2

The legislation provides for, but does not require.:

o the return by providers of explanted devices to manufacturers for
testing;

o the provision of the results of such testing to providers along with
Information about any the warranties for the device;

o the presence of FDA personnel at such device testing; and

o the denial of Medicare payment, in whole or part, if the requirements
of the legislation are not complied with.

Tab 8 contains a copy of this legislation and a flozchart of the
requirements and decision steps which apply to FDA in Implementing this
legislation. The flowchart was developed as an internal CDRH analytical
tool and does not address HCFA's decision processes.

Since the Deficit Reduction Act was signed last surner, there have been
two meetings between CDRH and HCFA staff to discuss the roles and
expectations of each organization In implementing the registry. There
was considerable discussion of existing mechanisms through which the
registry data could be collected. BERC staff suggested use of HCFA's
intermediary network for collecting the data. In turn, CDRH offered to

maintain the registry and provide data analysis. Tab C contains a draft
data collection form sent to me by Frank Spruill, Bureau of Program
Operations, HCFA, for comment. Please look this over, keeping in mind
the objectives the registry is supposed to fulfill and the requsite data
elements. Discuss it with appropriate individuals within your
organizations and be prepared to critique it at 0ux first meeting.

Formal communication between the Directors of CDRH and BERC have been
Initiated. Your norminatlons to this working 9-oup are a direct result
of this. Tab D contains two communiques to let you know the extent of
formal communications between our two organizations.

Tab E contains a flowchart of CDRKns registry i-<lenantation strategy.
Again, this flowchart may not fully represent all that HCFA must
consider in implementing the registry. 551 it gived MCFA representatives
to the working group an idea as to where C5RH need to go with this.

Step five in the flowchart refers to development of a status report to
Senator Heinz on our progress in implementing the registry. Robert
Eccleston, CDRMis Associate Director for Intergovernmental Liaison,
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proposed drafting such a repot to be co-signed by FDA Comnsissioner
Young and HKCA Administrator Davis (see page 2 of memo of February 22 at
Tab D). Tab F contains this draft report. Please consider the
following questions for discussion at our first meeting:

o Does the report accurately reflect.the agreements that have been
reached thus fat between our two organizations?

o How much detail can/should the repo-t go Into regarding the data
collection scheme at this point?

o Should anything be added to or deleted from the report?

o Should we proceed with this report voluntarily, or wait until it
is requested by the Senate Special Comnmittee on Aging?

Currently, we are at step six of our implementation flowchart, the
formation of the working group, (coordinating comnnittee). We need to
begin laying the groundwork for regulations development, data collection
and analysis, return and testing of explanted devices, and regulatory
followup. Steps seven through 1I represent the activation of the
registry activities and will progress with the deliberations of this
committee.

At Tab G is an agenda for our first meeting, to be held at 9 em
on Friday, Aprilff, in room T-4D0, Building Four, Twinbrook Complex,
12720 Twinbrook Parkway, Rockville. Maryland. Also at Tab ; is a map to
direct you. Because of the distance between CDRH and ICFA, I will try
to alternate meeting locations between Rockvilie and Baltimo-e. I will
also try to keep the nunbe- of meetings to a minimun. However, to do
this, the meetings we do have must be as productive as possible. Please
attend meetings and core prepared to discuss agenda items. if you
absolutely cannot attend a meeting, send an informed alternate.

If anyone has additional agenda items for our first meeting. please let
me knowl as soon as possible and I will Include them on the agenda.

I look forward to meeting and working .41h each of you in this effort.

Donna Lenahan

Attachments

cc: Suydam
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C0DRK/HCFA Pacemaker Regist-y Wo-kino G-oup Menhes

CORH Members

Donna Lenahan
Acting Chief. Planning B-anch
Division of Planning. Evaluation

and Infornat inn Se-vices
Office of Managem'.ent and Systems
5600 Fishers Lane (HFZ-30)
Rockville, Maryiand 20857
F1S 443-5807

Glen Rahnoelie-, firector
Division of Cardiovascula. Devices
Office of Device Evaluation
8757 Georgia Avenue (HFZ-450)
Silve. Spring, Ma yland 20910
FTS 427-7594

F.ed Hooten
Chief, Manufacturing and

and Quality Assurance Branch
Division of Compliance Progrars
Office of Compliance
8757 Georgia Avenue (NFZ-332)
Silver Spring. Maryland 20910
FTS 427-7194

Robert Sku'ca, D.0.
Medical Office-
Office of Health Affai s
8757 Georgia Avenue (lHFZ-701
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
FTS 427-7576

Wendy Johnson
Health Science Administrator
Office of Science and lechnology
5600 Fishe-s Lane (HFZ-100)
Rockville1 Maryland 20857
FTS 443-560

Willian 2ie-kshiedc, Ph.D.
Office of the Director
Office of Training and Assistance
5600 Fishers Lane (HFZ-200)
Rockville, Maryland 20857
FSS 443-2845

Mel Altman, Ph.D.
Director. Planning Staff
Office of Standards

and Regulations
5600 Fishes Lane (HFZ-83)
Rockville, Maryland 20857
FTS 443-3426
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Ron Hi I horn
Office of Coverage Policy
Bureau of Eligibility,

Reimbusement and Cove-age
457 ERR
5325 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland 21207
FTS 934-8564

Jim Case
Bureau of Prograri Operations
2AI ME
5325 Security Boulevard
Baltimo-e, Ma-yland 21207
FTS 934-9865

UCF A Menbers

Sharon Hippler
Office of Cove-dge Policy
Bureau of Eligibility,

Reimbursenent and Coverage
457 EHR
5325 Security Bouievard
Baltimore, Maryland 21207
FTS 934-8564

Michelle French
Regulations Staff
Bureau of Eligibility,

Reimbursement and Coverage
150 ERR
5325 Secu. ity 8ouleva-d
Baltimore, Ma-yland 21207
FTS 934-5610

Bill Rush
Regulations 5taff
Bureau of Eligibility.

Reimbursement and Cove-age
150 ERR
5325 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, Mayland 21207
FTS 934-9777
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Flow Chart of Pacemaker Registry Legislation Requirements'
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Name of Hospital 1. Patient: Date:
Hospital
Address 2. HIC

3. Dates of Confinement

She medical information on the claim you recently submitted for the above confinement

indicates pacemaker related services. Section 2304 of P.L. 98-369 requires that we obtain

from you the infrermation listed below for inclusion in the Food and Drug Administration's

Pacemaker Registry. Your response to this request within 30 days of the date of this

letter is appreciated.

Identification number of physician performing the pacemaker related
procedure: 4.

Identification number of physician ordering the pacemaker related
procedure: 5.

Date of pacemaker-related procedure implant: 6.

Pacemaker information:

Component Mfgr Model Serial Number

a. Pulse Generator 7) 8) 9)

b. Atrial Lead 10) U) 12)

c. Ventricular Lead 13) 14) 15)

d. Bipola Lead 16) 17) 18)

If this patient previously had a pulse generator, which was explanted during this stay provide
the following:

If available provide:

Date of pacemaker explant 19)

Component Mfzr Model Serial Number

e. Explanted Pulse 20) 20) 22)
Generator
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C Pleaae see above appendix items for following memoranda:

January 23, 1985 memorandum from the Director,
Bureau Or Eligibility, Reimburaement, and Coverage, RCPA,
to Mr. Robert C. &cleston, FDA

and

February 22, 1985 memorandum from Director, Center for
Devices and Radiological Health, FDA, to Director,
Bureau of Eligibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage, HCFA. I
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The Honorahir John Hein7
Chairman
Senate Special Cainiittoe on Aging
United Staten Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Shortly after passage of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1924 (P.L.

98-369), which contained provisions relating to estahlishmeint of

a nationwide cardiac pacemaker registry by the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA), several Departmental staff met with mUshers

of your CRmittee staff to discuss the requirements of the new law

and underlying Congressional intent. At that session, we were

reminded of your continuing interest in this issue and were asked to

keep you apprised of our progress as we rnove forward in implerkenting

the legislation. This letter report, then, is intended as an update

on the steps we have taken O r and what actions lie ahead. We

wuld also like to share with you our basic perspectives about the

law which have guided our actions ate-"It

Based upon your 1922 Cm--.'ttee report, "Fraud, Waste, and Ahuse in

the Pacemaker Industry," and the evolution of the legislation noted

above, it became clearly evident to us that the privary goal was to

curb excessive and unnecessary psrsnts under Meiicare for Aca-6;

I_- and pacer lead implant/explant Drocedures. This is

particularly true for those implant proced'res involving a device

which is still under warranty and/or the subject of an Fflk product

recall. An important, yet peripheral objective is to provide a

nechanism for nrnitoring and evaluating the long-term performance of
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pacemakers and leads in order to more quickly pinpoint generic

failures or defects as they occur. As envisaged by the Congress,

this information, along with notification of FDA recalls that result

from product malfunctions identified by the registry, would be made

available and factored into the Departrent's reimbursement

de ---making process.

Because of the cost containiunnt thrust of the legislation, it was

imperative that the FDA and the Health Care Financing Administration

(HCFA) begin. discussions on the roles and responsihilities of each

agency and the ways in which we can collaborate. These talks, which

began last year, have been productive and we are pleased to report

that a conceptual implementation scheme has been devised and efforts

are now underway to develop a specific interagency working plan.

ES would like to outline sore of the key elements of the plan and

provide an overall timetable. Obviously, full implementation of the

plan will take us beyond the January 1, 19R8 deadline established by

the law which, as was noted in our meeting with your staff, is one

that simply could not be met.

one of the main provisions of the law caI-s for the submission of

certain information concerning pacemaker implants and explants and

related warranties by "providers to the FDA-based registry. It

occurred to us that much of this information is already being

collected as a part of the Medicare reimburserment process.
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7b avoid re-inventing the wheel, we plan to require implanting

physicians and providers to report the statutorily-prescribed

information to HCFA through its intermediary network.

Once collected by HCFA, the data would he shared with the FDA,

which will serve as the custodian of the registry. At this point,

we favor the idea of contracting for the establishment and operation

of the recistry, along with the conduct of actuarial analyses to

identify generic device problems. A number of corputer management

firms, sore specializing in cardiac pacemakers and leads, have

brought their interests and capabilities to our attention, and we

will be considering these and perhaps other organizations in the

coming months.

On the issue of regulations, FDA will have lead responsibiity, again

with input from HCFA. Prcmulgation of the rules will be done in two

stages. In the first stage, the regulations will delineate what

information is required under the FDA-managed registry and when it

mist be submitted, in addition to specifying how the data will be

used by both agencies. In the second stage, we intend to propose

rules on the return of explanted pacemakers and leads to manufac-

turers, the testing of failed devices by manufacturers and sharing

of test results with providers, and the circumstances under which

FDA staff will participate in product testing.
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Our regulatory plans are presently being reviewed .I b the rX-partrpnt

and the Office of Management and Budget in accordance with Executivp

Order 12498 which the President issued on January 4 of this year,

and which requires the subriission of a regulatory program by

agencies in the Executive Hranch. This activity, wuich applies

to significant regulatory actions (like the pacemalker registry),

is designed to ensure that the development of major regulations is

necessary frar a cost-Dcn&fit stan-:,n-nt, that suc'. initiatives are

not duplicative or in conflict with other regulatory efforts, and

that they conform to the Administration's --rall goals and

policies. We expect to receive word frog CaI and the Dpparbmrnt

on our proposed pacemaker registry regulations by next month. ho

anticipate issued regulatory proposals by Septenhpr 1985.

Tb accomplish the above and in an effort to coordinate the

regulations development and other actions related to this

legislation by our respective agencies, we have formted arv

interagency task force. This working group has been charged to

handle(details necessary to make the registry operational, to

develop p-iicies on date collection anrd analysis)

wiP.mtw and to jointly develop implementing regulations that

will enable both agencies to carry out their functions in a

corpatible and effective way.
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I should nrte that as part of our efforts to design the registry

and develop testing and analysis procedures, we have solicited

views from groups outside the goverrnment. In particular, we have

discussed the proposed registry with a number of pacemaker manu-

facturers, which have forFed a group under the aegis of the Health

Industry Manufacturers Association. We also plan to consult other

groups such as the American College of Cardiology, the American

Society for Pacing ant Fl-ctrMhysnology, among others.

We believe that a good start has been made in carrying out the

cardiac pacemaker registry provisions of the 1984 Deficit Reduction

Act. The planning and design that haY-gone into this effort thus

far should help to assure a viable and effective reporting system,

one that will allow greater attention to he drawn to defective

pacemakers and leads, and thereby enable us to make informed

reimbursement decisions and to curtail unnecessary Federal

expenditures.

hb hope this overview is useful, and demonstrates our mutual

cniri'tn~-t to irm:ementing tftis law in a rational anrv effective

manner.

Sincerely yours,

Frank E. Young, M.D., Ph.D. Carolyne Davis, Ph.D.
COmmissioner of Food and Drugs Administrator
Food and Drug Administration Health Care Finincing

Adminstration

Prepared by:RCEccleston.ss!3/llR/5
Rovisc bxRCFcclestrn?3/i2/35
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FDA/HCFA Pacemaker Registry Working Group

Meeting I

Agenda

0 Introductions, including

- your organization
- your role in implementing the registry
- your organization's involvement with the registry
- status report of registry-related activities/interest

o Status of regulations development (Mel Altman/Michelle French),
including

- status of OMB review
- explanation of two-staged approach
- authority under which the regulations will be promulgated
- summary of CDRH/HIMA meeting on registry and regulations
- other avenues/audiences for obtaining public input; eg., consumer

groups, professional societies, etc.

o Report to Congress (Donna Lenahan)

- See page 3 of memo for specifics

o Data collection form (Donna Lenahan, Jim Case)

- elements
- format

o Data collection strategy (Jim Case)

- How will the data be collected?
- What steps have been taken to accomplish this?
- Is the plan to collect pilot data while promulgating the

regulations still viable?
- Has HCFA received any feedback froir. those who would be collecting

the data?

o IAG/MOU (Donna Lenahan, Sharon Hippler)

- focal point or contact person for development
- clearances
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o Unresolved issues

- How does each Agency plan to utilize the registry? How will the
infornation fit into their decision-making processes?

- What will each Agency's data analysis requirenents be?

- What are each Agency's criteria/concerns regarding the return of
explanted devices?

- What are each Agency's criteria/concerns regarding testing of
returned devices?

- How does each Agency plan to use the test results?

- What will be each Agency's enforcement strategy in the event of:

1) non-compliance with some aspect of the -eglations, and
2) a confirmed device performance problem?

- What educational initiatives will need to be undertaken to inform
manufacturers and providers of their new responsibilities?
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Pacemaker Registry
Outline of Proposed Rule Preamble

A. Statutory Requirements
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984
Social Security Act
Food, Drug, & Cosmetic Act

B. Legislative History

C. The January 1, 1985 Deadline

D. Discussion of Pacemaker & Pacemaker Leads

E. Estimates of number of implantations and replacements that will be
reported

F. How HCFA currently reimburses for pacemaker implants

G. HCFA's current pacemaker activities. (Medtronic lead issue PRO Review
of claims for pacemaker impl ants)

H. Previous pacemaker registries

I. Purpose of Regulations

J. Two stages of regulations
mandatory
discretionary

K. Related regulations

L. Implementation
1. Scliedul e
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2. Options discussed

3. HCFA/FDA interagency work groups
4. HCFA/FDA roles

M. The Registry Itself

1. How to be established

2. goals

3. how maintained

4. contract/In-house

N. Submission of Data

l. What data will be submitted

.required by legislation

.additlonal data

2. How to submit the information to registry (forms, frequency,
etc. who suhnits, etc.)

3. Non-Medicare pacemakers - how reported

0. Outputs

1. Studies, Data Summarles 8 Reports
2. Actuarial analyses to be done
3. How data Is to be used.

a by HCFA

- by FDA

P. Funding

Q. Implementatlon of Discretionary portions of Legislation/Notice of
Intent

1. Denial of Medicare claims
2. Return of explanted devices or leads for testing
3. Manufacturer testing & sharing results & warranty information

with providers

4. FDA observation of testing

R. Tracing Performance of Pacemakers and leads
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S. Impact/Interrelationship with DEN, MDR, & GMP

T. Educational Initatives

U. Access of medical profession & others to registry

FOI & Privacy Act

V. OMB Review (E.O. 12498) of Regulations

W. Definitions

X. The Proposed Rule Itself

LWelnstein :rdh:4/2/85
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PACEMAKER REGISTRY WORKING GROUPr
MINUTES OF MEETING I

APRIL 5, 1985

(Agenda and List of Participants attached)

Donna Lenahan, CDRH, opened the meeting by reporting that she had

been designated to coordinate the pacemaker registry within CDRH. She

stressed the need for all working group members to keep everyone in

the group informed of their activities and to cc: both she and Sharon

Rippler, HCFA, on all documents relating to the registry. (Debbie

Katzenstein has since been named HCFA coordinator for the registry.)

Stauts of Regulations Development

Mel Altman, OSR, CDRH, discussed the status of the development of

regulations to implement the registry. He reported that the regula-

tions will not be reviewed by OMB under Executive Order 12498 because

the registry is mandated by statute, an exclusion under the E.O. The

regulations will be developed jointly by FDA and HCFA, with FDA

assuming the lead.

Dr. Altman explained the two-staged approach being used to develop

the regulations. The first stage will entail development of a regula-

tion to establish the registry, listing the required data elements and

the provisions under which Medicare payment may be withheld. The

preamble to the first regulation will serve as a Notice of Intent to

develop the second regulation on the return and testing of explanted

devices.

The regulations will be signed by the FDA Commissioner and the

HCFA Administrator and will appear in the CFR under both Titles 18

(Social Security Act) and 21 (FD&C Act). The regulations will be

issued under the authority of the Social Security Act.

Dr. Altman said we are waiting to review HCFA's portion of the

first draft regulation, and HCFA representatives indicated that a

draft would be available for comment in about a week.

Dr. Altman distributed a proposed FDA/HCFA schedule for promul-

gating the joint regulations and a draft outline of the preamble to

the first proposed rule. He indicated that the 6/28/85 date for final

CDRH/FDA signoff/request for ACRA and GC (FDA) review, and the 9/23/85

date for sending the signature package to the FDA Commissioner and the

HCFA Administrator, were included in the Center s submission to FDA's

regulations plan and that we should strive to meet these dates.

It was agreed among the CDRH and HCFA representatives that a

comment period of 60 to 90 days would be adequate for the proposed

regulation.

After the meeting, Bill Rush, HCFA, assumed responsibility for

complying with B.O. 12291, Economic Aeeessment/Regulatory Flexibility,

for the regulations. Ron Milhorn, HCFA, agreed to write the
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Justification for OnE clearance for information collection under the
Paperwork Reduction Act and to obtain clearance within HCFA.

Meeting with HIMA

Ms. Lenahan reported on a March 5 meeting with the Pacemaker
Interests Group of the Health Industries Manufacturers Association
(HIMA) to discuss the registry. A summary of the minutes of that
meeting is attached.

Dr. Altman noted that once a regulation has been proposed, there
are limitations on the solicitation of input from affected groups.
Therefore, it is important to solicit input while developing the
proposed rule. Interested groups may include the American Association
for Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), the American Association of
Cardiologists, the American Hospital Associaton, health insurers, and
possibly patient groups (e.g, through the American Association for
Retired Persons). HCFA representatives stated that they usually rely
on the formal public comment process for such input. Ms. Lenahan
requested that Bill Dierkshiede, CDRH's Office of Training and
Assistance representative to the group, look into obtaining input from
interested groups before the regulation is proposed in the Federal
Register. She also stated that Glen Rahmoeller, CDRH'a Office of
Device Evaluation representative, agreed to solicit input at the next
meeting of the North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology
in May.

Report to Congress

Ms. Lenahan introduced the subject of submitting a status report
to the Senate Committee on Aging on the progress made thus far on the
registry. She reported that representatives of the Committee staff
had called her on March 29 and visited CDRH on April 1 and April 2,
seeking information about the registry. Staffers had also visited
HCFA. In view of these visits, a decision should be made as to
whether a status report should be submitted and, if so, whether it
should be a joint FDA/ HCFA report and how much detail it should
include.

The group agreed that a joint report should be submitted and that
it should be signed by both the Commissioner of FDA and the Adminis-
trator of HCFA.

Ms. Lenahan said she would redraft the letter report to the Senate
Committee, describing in general terms the data collection scheme and
specifying the minimum data items to be collected under the registry.
She will state that additional data elements are being considered, but
will be clear about the limitations and uses of the data.

Coordination with HCFA- Assignment

Ms. Hippler said she would write a letter to Marty Kappert,
Associate Administrator for Operations, HCPA, detailing events to date
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regarding the registry and asking that someone in the Administrator's
Office be designated to coordinate developvment of the registry within
HCFA. She will cc: Ms. Lenahan on this letter. (Debbie Katzenstein
will assume this task.)

Data Elements: Assignment

There was considerable discussion of the specific data elements to
be collected under the registry, but no final agreement was reached.
Ms. Lenahan said she would add this topic to the list of unresolved
issues (see agenda). She asked each representative to consult his or
her office for written input on the specific data elements that should
be collected under the registry.

Data Collection

Jim Case, HCFA, discussed HCFA'a intermediary system and explained
how it would function to collect data for the registry. There also
was some discussion of a trial data collection effort by a few inter-
mediaries before the regulations become effective. Dr. Evelyn Gordon,
OHA, CDRH, said OMB clearance is needed if information is to be
collected from more than nine individuals. Mr. Case said he would
initiate OMB clearance for the trial data collection. (As the lead in
developing the regulations, CDRH will initiate OMB clearance for the
registry regulations.) However, the working group must first specify
exactly what data elements will be collected. 0MB clearance Vill make
approximately three months from the time of submission. Intermedi-
aries can begin sending us data within approximately two months.

Memorandum of Understanding

Ms. Hippler and Ms. Lenahan agreed to work together to develop a
memorandum of understanding between FDA and HCFA that will specify the
roles and expectations of each agency in implementing the registry.

Unresolved Issues: Assignments

A number of unresolved issues were listed on the meeting agenda
but were not discussed in detail. Ms. Lenahan asked each CDRH repre-
sentative to provide, in writing, his or her office's viewpoints on
each of the unresolved issues listed in the agenda to this meeting by
Tuesday, April 30.

Ms. Hippler said she would include the list of all unresolved
issues in the letter to Marry Kappert.

Next Scheduled Meeting

The next meeting of the working group was scheduled for Thursday,
May 9, at 9:00 a.m. at the HCFA facility in Baltimore. A meeting
package will be forthcoming.

Prepared by Mickie Kivel
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FDA/HCFA Pacemaker Registry Wo-king G-oup

Meeting I

Agenda

O Introductions, including

- your organization
- your role in inplenenting the registry
- your organization's involvement with the registry
- status report of registry-related activities/interest

o Status of regulations development (Mel Altman/Michelle French),
including

- status of OMB review
- explanation of two-staged approach
- authority under which the regulations will be promulgated
- summary of CDRH/HIMA meeting on registry and regulations
- other avenues/audiences for obtaining public input, e.g., consumer

groups, professional societies, etc.

o Report to Congress (Donna Lenahan)

- See page 3 of memo for specifics

o Data collection form (Donna Lenahan, Jim Case)

- elements
- format

o Data collection strateQy (Jim Case)

- How will the data be collected?
- What steps have been taken to accomplish this?
- Is the plan to collect pilot data while pro~-lgatirg the

regulations still viable?
- Has HCFA received any feedback from those who would be collecting

the data?

o IAG/?'IOU (Donna Lenahan. Sharon Hippler)

- focal point or contact person for development
- clearances

56-653 0-8rf-17
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o Unresolved issues

- How does each Agency plan to utilize the registry? How will the

information fit into their decision-making p:ocesses?

- What will each Agency's data analysis requirements be?

- What are each Agency's criteria/concerns regarding the return of
explanted devices?

- What are each Agency's criteria/concerns regarding testing of
returned devices?

- How does each Agency plan to use the test results?

- What will be each Agency's enforcement strategy in the event of:

1) non-compliance wi:' sone aspect of the recilations, and

2) a confirmed device performance problem?

- What educational initiatives will need to be undertaken to inforn
manufacturers and providers of their new responsibilities?
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PARTICIPANTS
FDA/HCFA Pacemaker Registry Working Group Meeting I

April 5, 1985

Donna Lenahan, FDA
Fred Hooten. FDA
Robert Skufca, FDA
Wendy Johnson, FDA
William Dierkshiede, FDA
Mel Altman, FDA
Evelyn Gordon, FDA
Mickie Kivel, FDA

Ron Milhorn, HCFA
Jim Case, HCFA
Bill Rush, HCFA
Sharon Hippler, HCFA
Michelle French, HCFA
Karen Haas, HCFA
Debbie Reatzenstein, HCFA
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[ Excerpt of form used by Peer Review Organizations (PROs) to
report monthly pacemaker review activity to HCFA. Provided to
Special Committee on Aging staff on April 19, 1985, with
annotations by Jim Case, Office of Program Operations
Procedures, Bureau of Program Operations, HCFA. I
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REPr O PRO RMVIEW ACTIVITY - (PPS-REPATED ACTIVITIES) - RCHA-516 5000.14
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!T1I TX Page 6
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[Committee Staff Explanation of Attached Document Entitled
"PRO Medical Review Procedure Review Activity Report']

[The attached print-out, obtained from HCFA's central office,
summarizes the medical review activity reported by PROs in their
monthly reports to HCFA (HCPA form 516), beginning with each
PRO's first month and ending with reports received for April,
1985. Column and Row headings are explained below:]

"PROID" is the identification number for the Peer Review
Organization for each State. The first digit identifies the
Federal Region (1 through 10) that the PRO is located within ("0"
designates Region 10). The following two positions represent the
Postal Service style of abbreviating State names. Thus, OAK0O Is
followed by the Alaska PRO's reported data.

"8411", "8bl2", etc. designate the year and month the reported
data was obtained in ("8411", for example, identifies data found
In reviews conducted within the month of November, 1984.)

"PACE INSERT IDENT": refers to the number of Initial pacemaker
Insertions identified by the PRO in their State for each month.
Does not include reimplant surgeries.

"PACE INSERT COMP": the number of initial pacemaker Insertion
reviews completed by the PRO during the reported month. Each
month's figures may include reviews completed on insertions
originally identified in previous months (this would happen If
the PRO was behind in its reviews.)

"PACE INSERT ADNISS DENIAL": the number of hospital admissions
for a pacemaker Insertion for which Medicare reimbursement was
denied by the PRO after completion of their review. (These are
surgeries which the PRO has determined were wholly unnecessary,
resulting In no reimbursement.)

"PACE INSERT PROC DENIAL": the number of pacemaker Insertion
procedures for which the PRO has denied reimbursement after
completion of their review. (Denial of a procedure will allow
some portion of costs for the patient's hospital stay to be
reimbursed.)

"PACE INSERT WAIVER": the number of pacemaker Insertions denied
but for which payment was allowed by the PRO under waiver.

"PACE RHIMP IDENT'": the number of pacemaker reimplantations
identified by the PRO in the reported month.

"PACE REIMP COMP": the number of pacemaker reimplantation
reviews completed by the PRO during the reported month. Could
include reviews completed on reimplantations which were
originally identified in previous months.
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Staff Explanation of PRO Review Print-out
Page 2

'PACE REINP ADMISS DENIAL": the number of hospital admissions
for pacemaker reimplantation for which Medicare reimbursement was
denied by the PRO.

"PACE REIMP PROC DENIAL": the number of pacemaker reimplantation
procedures ror which the PRO has denied reimbursement after
completion of their review. (Denial of a procedure will allow
some portion of costs for the patient's hospital stay to be
reimbursed.)

"PACE REIMP WAIVER': the number of pacemaker reimplantationa
denied but for which payment was allowed by the PRO under waiver.

[NOTE: Other column headings refer to invasive procedure reviews
performed by the PROs, other than those performed on pacemaker
surgeries.]
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PRO MEDICAL REVIEW
PROCEOURE REVIEW
ACTIVITY REPORT
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PRO MEDICAL REVIEW
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ACTIVITY REPORT
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PROCEDURE REVIEW
ACTIVITY REPORT
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PROCEDURE REIW
ACTIVITY REPORT
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Appendix V

Depar.inrnt GI Health

medicare and Human S.T..e

Carriers Manual 31 CareFins-:?

Part 3 - Claims Process

Transminai No g6B Date March 1983

NEW MATERIAL PAGE NO. REPLACED PAGES

Coverage Issues Appendix
See. 65-4-65-8 5 pp. 2 pp.

NEW POLICY--EFFECTIVE FOR SERVICES RENDERED ON OR AFTER: March 16, 1983

Section 65-6, Cardiac PacemakerS.-This section has been completely revised, and now

includes indications for eterminhing the medical necessity of permanent, implanted

cardiac pacemakers under Medicare. This section delineates three groups of

conditions for which pacemakers have generally been implanted and establishes

coverage indications for each. These indications represent an initial step in a series of

proposed revisions to Medicare's coverage of such devices. We expect to revise these

instructions as additional information on medical indications for pacemaker implants

becomes available. We also intend to add specifie medical indications for the

coverage of newer, more sophisticated cardiac pacemakers.

The Medicare regulations reference is 42 CFR 405.31G(k).

HCFA-Pub. 14-3
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gland and would be covered as a prosthetic device In the rare case when it is used in the
treatment of "dry eye."

Cross-refer? HCFA-Pub. 13-3, SS 3110.4, 3110.5; HCFA-Pub. 14-3, 5S 2130, 2133;
HCFA-Pub. 10, SS 210.4, 211

65-4 CAROTI SINUS NERVE STIMULATOR

Implantation of the carotid sinus nerve stimulator is indicated for relief of angina pectoris
In carefully selected patients who are refractory to medical therapy and who after
undergoing coronary angiography study either are poor candidates for or refuse to have
coronary bypass surgery. In such cases, Medicare reimbursement may be made for this
device and for the related services required for its implantation.

However, the use of the carotid sinus nerve stimulator in the treatment of paroxysmal
supraventrlcular tachycardla is considered investigational and is not in common use by the
medical community. The device and related services in such cases cannot be considered
as reasonable and necessary for the treatment of an illness or injury or to Improve the
functioning of a malformed body member as required by 5 1862(a)(1) of the law.

Cross-refer: HCFA-Pub. 13-3,5 3110.4; HCFA-Pub. 14-3, S 2130; HCFA-Pub. 10, SS
210.4, 211

65-5 ELECTRONIC SPEECH AIDS

Electronic speech aids are covered under Part B as prosthetic devices when the patient
has had a laryngectomy or his larynx is permanently inoperative. There are two types of
speech aids. One operates by placing a vibrating head against the throat; the other
amplifies sound waves through a tube which is inserted into the user's mouth. A patient
who has had radical neck surgery and/or extensive radiation to the anterior part of the
neck would generally be able to use only the "oral tube' model or one of the more
sensitive and more expensive "throat contact' devices.

Cross-refer: HCFA-Pub. 13-3, 55 3110.4; HCFA-Pub. 14-3, 5 2130; HCFA-Pub. 10, S
228.4

SS,-6 CARDIAC PACEMAKERS-EFFECTIVE FOR SERVICESRENDERED ONORAFTER
March 16, 1983

Cardiac pacemakers are covered as prosthetic devices under the Medicare program,
subject to the conditions and limitations described in this section. While cardiac
pacemakers have been covered under Medicare for many years, to date there have been no
specific guidelines for their implantation other than the general Medicare requirement
that covered services be reasonable and necessary for the treatment of the condition.
Beginning with services rendered on or after the effective date of this instruction all
e claims for pacemaker implantations are subject to the guidelines of this section.

Rev. s6a
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These guidelines are based on certain assumptions regarding the clinical goals of
pacemaker implantation. While some uses of pacemakers represent relatively certain or
unambiguous usage, many others require considerable expertise and judgment.

Consequently, the medical necessity for pacemaker implantation must be viewed in the
context of the overall management of the particular patient. The appropriateness of such
implants may be conditional on other diagnostic or therapeutic modalities having been
undertaken. Although significant complications and adverse side effects of pacemakers
are relatively rare, they cannot be ignored when considering the use of pacemakers for
dubious medical indications, or marginal clinical benefit.

These guidelines represent current medical Indications for pacemaker implantation. As
with other areas of medicine, advances in knowledge and techniques In cardiology are
expected. Consequently, judgments about the medical necessity and acceptability of
pacemaker implants can be expected to change. This instruction is, therefore, an initial
one, and is expected to be modified as more information becomes available.

It should be noted that this instruction applies only to permanent, implanted pacemakers,
and does not address the use of temporary, nonimplanted pacemakers.

The three groups of conditions outlined below deal with the necessity for cardiac
pacemaker implants for patients in general. These are intended as guidelines for
Medicare contractors to use in assessing the medical necessity of claims for pacemaker
implantation. As with other guidelines, final coverage determinations must take account
of the circumstances of the particular claim, as well as factors such as the medical
history of the individual patient. However, as a general rule, contractors may view the
three groups of medical indications below as representing, Group 1: conditions under which
pacemaker claims may be considered covered without further claims development; Group
iI: conditions which require more specific claims information, especially evidence of the
patient's condition being chronic, rather than episodic, in order to assure coverage; and
Group Eli: conditions which would generally result in denial, unless further claims
development shows that they fall into one of the first two categories, or special medical
circumstances exist sufficient to convince the contractor that the claim should be paid.

GROUP I: Conditions under which implantation of a cardiac pacemaker is
generally considered acceptable or necessary, provided that the conditions are chronic or
recurrent and not due to transient causes such as acute myocardial infarction, drug
toxicity, or electrolyte imbalance. (In cases where there is a rhythm disturbance, it the
rhythm disturbance Is chronic or recurrent, a single episode of a symptom such as syncope
or seizure is adequate to establish medical necessity.)

1. Acquired complete (also referred to as third degree) AV heart block with
symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive heart failure, dizziness, confusion or limited
exercise tolerance).
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2. Congenital complete heart block with severe bradycardia (in relation to
age), or significant physiological deficits or significant symptoms due to the bradyeardia.

3. Second degree AV heart block (also referred to as AV block and heart block)
of Mobitz Type it with symptoms attributable to intermittent complete heart block.

4. Second degree AV heart block of Mobitz Type I with significant symptoms
due to hemodynamic instability associated with the heart block.

5. Sinus bradyeardia associated with major symptoms (e g., syncope, seizures,
congestive heart failure); or substantial sinus bradycardia (heart rate less than 50)
associated with dizziness or confusion. The correlation between symptoms and
bradyeardia must be documented, or the symptoms must be clearly attributable to the
bradyeardia rather than to some other cause.

6. In selected and few patients, sinus bradyeardia of lesser severity (heart rate
50-59) with dizziness or confusion. The correlation between symptoms and bradyeardia
must be documented, or the symptoms must be clearly attributable to the bradycardia
rather than to some other cause.

7. Sinus bradyeardia which is the consequence of long-term necessary drug
treatment for which there is no acceptable alternative, when accompanied by significant
symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive heart failure, dizziness or confusion). The
correlation between symptoms and bradycardia must be documented, or the symptoms
must be clearly attributable to the bradycardia rather than to some other cause.

8. Sinus node dysfunction with or without tachyarrhythmias or AV
conduction block-i.e., the bradyeardia-tachycardia syndrome, sino-atrial block, sinus
arrest-when accompanied by significant symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive
heart failure, dizziness or confusion).

9. Sinus node dysfunction with or without symptoms when there are potentially
life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias or tachyeardla secondary to the bradycardia
(e.g., numerous premature ventricular contractions, couplets, runs of premature
ventricular contractions, or ventricular tachycardia).

10. Bradycardia associated with supraventricular tachyeardia (eag., atrial
fibrillation, atrial flutter, or paroxysmal atrial tachycardia) with high degree AV block
which is unresponsive to appropriate pharmacological management and when the
bradycardia is associated with significant symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive
heart failure, dizziness or confusion).

11. The occasional patient with hypersensitive carotid sinus syndrome with
syncope due to bradycardia and unresponsive to prophylactic medical measures.

GROUP iH: Conditions under which implantation of a cardiac pacemaker may be
found acceptable or necessary, provided that the medical history and prognosis of the
patient Involved can be documented and there is evidence that the pacemaker
implant; i"i will assist in the overall management of the patient. As with Group i, the
condition, irGust be present chronically or recurrently, and not due to seeh transient causes
as aem- a Iocardisl infarction, drug toxicity, or electrolyte Imbalance. Contractors
shaiflr' i claims with a view toward identifying such factors in order to determine
whtlot E * particular claims would be covered or not.

fetr, . *
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1. Acquired complete (third degree) AV heart block without symptoms.

2. Congenital complete heart block of less severe bradyeardia (in relation to
age).

3. Bifascicular or trifascicular block accompanied by syncope which is
attributed to transient complete heart block after other plausible causes of syncope have
been reasonably excluded.

4. Prophylactic pacemaker use following recovery from acute myocardial
infarction during which there was temporary complete (third degree) and/or Mobitz
Type LI second degree AV block.

5. Asymptomatic second degree AV block of Mobitz Type II.

6. Very substantial sinus bradycardia (heart rate less than 45) which is a
consequence of long-term necessary drug treatment for which there is no acceptable
alternative, when not accompanied by significant symptoms.

7. In patients with recurrent and refractory ventricular tachyeardia, "overdrive
pacing" (pacing above the basal rate) to prevent ventricular tachyeardia.

GROUP III: Conditions which, although used by some physicians as bases for
permanent pacemaker implantation, are considered unsupported by adequate evidence of
benefit and therefore should not generally be considered appropriate uses for pacemakers
in the absence of indications cited in the above two groups. Contractors should review
claims for pacemakers with Group m indications with a view toward further claims
development prior to denying the claim. The contractors should attempt, in further
developing the claim, to determine whether the particular claim may actuatly meet the
conditions of Groups I or IL In claims where this is not the case, or where such an event
appears unlikely, the contractor may deny the claim.

1. Syncope of undetermined eause.

2. Sinus bradycardia without significant symptoms.

3. Sino-atrial block or sinus arrest without significant symptoms.

4. Prolonged R-R intervals wift atrial fibrillation (without third degree AV
block) or with other causes of transient ventricular pause.

5 Bradycardia during sleep.

I1
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6. Right bundle branch block with left axis deviation (and other forms of
fascicular or bundle branch block) without syncope or other symptoms of intermittent AV
block.

7. Asymptomatic second degree AV block of Mobitz Type i.

Cross refer; HCFA Pub. 13-3, SS3101.4,3110.4, HCFA Pub. 14-3, S2130; iiCFA Pub. 10,
SS210.4, 228.4.

65-7 INTRAOCULAR LENSES (IOL's)

An Intraocular lens, or pseudophakos, is a hard artificial lens which may be Implanted to
replace the natural lens after cataract surgery. Intraocular lens implantation services, as
well as the lens itself, may be covered If reasonable and necessary for the Individual.
Implantation services may include hospital, surgical, and other medical services, including
pre-implantation ultrasound (A-scan) eye measurement of one or both eyes.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has classified IOL's into the following four
categories, any of which may be covered:

(1) Anterior chamber angle fixation lenses
(2) Iris fixation lenses
(3) Irido-capsular fixation lenses
(4) Posterior chamber lenses

Although the FDA still considers IOL's investigational their coverage under Medicare is
an exception to the general policy not to cover experimental or Investigational items or
services. The exception is made because the Congress, recognizing the widespread use of
IOL's, directed the FDA to study them without interfering with their availability to
patients.

Cross-refer: HCFA-Pub. 13-3, 553110.4, 3151, 3157; HCFA-Pub.14-3, 52130; HCFA-Pub.
10, S228.4

65-8 ELECTRICAL NERVE STIMULATORS

Two general classifications of electrical nerve stimulators are employed to treat chronic
Intractable pain: peripheral nerve stimulators and central nervous system stimulators.

A. Peripheral Nerve Stimulators.-Payment may be made under the prosthetic
devices benefit for the following types of peripheral nerve stimulators:

1. Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulator (TENS).-This stimulator is
attached to the surface of the patient's skin over the peripheral nerve to be stimulated. It
may be applied in a variety of settings-in the patient's home, a physician's office, or In an
outpatient clinic.

* .S. COVEdfl SIMISIGU !CHICO *§-lSSlNMOb
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CHANGE IN POLICY-Effective Date: For services performed on and after May 9, 1985

CIA 656. Cardiac Pacemakers. This section delineates two groups of conditions for
which cardiac pacemakers have generally been implanted (both dngle- and dual-chamber
pacemakers), and establishes coverage and noncoverage guidelines for each. We expect to
periodically revise these instructions as pacemaker technology changes and additional
information on medical guidelines for pacemaker Implants becomes available.

HCFA-Pub. 10
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gland and would be covered as a prosthetic device in the rare case when it is used In the
treatment of "dr jeye.

Cross-refer: IiCPA-Pub. 13-3, 55 3110.4, 3110.5; HCPA-Pub. 14-3, SS 2130, 2133;
- CFA..Pub. 10, SS 210.4, 211

65-4 'CAROTIO SINUS NERVE STIMULATOR

Imptitation of the carotid sinus nerve stimulator is indicated for relief of angina pectoris
in carefully selected patients who are refractory to medical therapy and who after
undergoing coronary angtography study either are poor candidates for or refuse to have
coronary bypass surgery. in such cases, Medicare reimbursement may be made for this
4evice and for the related services required for Its Implantation.

However, the se of the carotid sinus nerve stimulator in the treatment of paroxysmal
supraventricular tachyeardia is considered investigational and Is not in common use by the
medical community. The device and related services In such cases cannot be considered
as reasonable and necessary for the treatment of an illness or injury or to Improve the
functioning of a malformed body member as required by S 1862(aX)) of the law.

Cros-refer HCPA-Pub. 13-3,5 3110.4; HCFA-Pub. 14-3, 1 2130; HCPA-Pub. 10, SS
210.4, 211

85-5 ELECTRONIC SPEECH AIDS

Electronic speech aids are covered under Part B as prosthetic devices when the patient
has had a laryngectomy or Ufs larynx is permanently Inoperative. There are two types of
speech aids. One operates by placing a vibrating head against the throat; the other
amplifies sound waves through a tube which Is inserted Into the user's mouth. A patient
who has had radical neck surgery and/or extensive radiation to the anterior part of the
neck would generally be able to use only the 'oral tube' model or one of the more
sensitive and more expensive "throat contact" devices.

Cross-refert HCFA-Pub. 13-3, 5 3110.4; HCFA-Pub. 14-3, 5 2130; HCiA-Pub. 10, 5 228.4

65-6 CARDIAC PACEMAKERS

Cardiac pacemakers are covered as prosthetic devices under the Medicare program,
subject to the conditions and limitations described in this section. While cardiac
pacemakers have been covered under Medicare for many years, until recently there have
been no specific guidelines for their Implantation other than the general Medicare
requirement that covered services be reasonable and necessary for the treatment of the
condition. Services rendered for pacemaker Implantatlons on or after the effective dates
of this instruction are subject to the guidelines of this section.

Rev. 439
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These guidelines are based on certain assumptions. regarding, the clinical goals of

pacemaker Implantation. While some uses of pacemakers represent relatively certain or

unambiguous usage, many others require considerable expertise and judgment.

Consequently, the medical necessity for pacemaker Implantation must.be viewed in the

context of the overall management of the particular patient. The appropriateness of such

implants may be conditional on other diagnostic or therapeutic modalities having been

undertaken. Although significant complications and adverse side effects of pacemakers

are relatively rare, they cannot be Ignored when considering the use of pacemakers for

dubious medical conditions, or marginal clinical benefit.

These guidelines represent current concepts regarding medical circumstances In which

pacemaker implantation may be appropriate or necessary. As with other areas of

medicine, advances in knowledge and techniques in cardiology are expected.

Consequently, judgments about the medical necessity and acceptability of pacemaker

Implants can be expected to change, and instructions modified as more information
becomes available.

It should be noted that this Instruction applies only to permanent, Implanted pacemakers,

and does not address the use of temporary, nonimplanted pacemakers.

F The two groups of conditions outlined below deal with the necessity for cardiac

pacemaker implants for patients in general. These are intended as guidelines for

Medicare contractors to use in assessing the medical necessity of claims for pacemaker

implantation. As with other guidelines, final coverage determinations must take account

of the circumstances of the particular claim, as well as factors such as the medical

history of the individual pstient.. However, as a general rule, contractors may view the

two groups of current medicial concepts below as representing:

Group 1: Single-Chamber Cardiac Pacemakers-A) conditions under which single-

chamber pacemaker claims may be considered covered without further claims
development; and B) conditions under which single-chamber pacemaker claims would

be denied unless further claims development shows that they fall into the covered

category, or special medical circumstances exist sufficient to convince the

contractor that the claim should be paid.

Group 11. Dual-Chamber Cardiac Pacemakers-A) conditions under which dual-

chamber pacemaker claims may be considered covered without further claims

development, and B) conditions under which dual-chamber pacemaker claims would be

denied unless further claims development shows that they fall into the covered

categories for single-and dual-chamber pacemakers, or special medical circumstances
exist sufficient to convince the contractor that the claim should be paid.

Rev, 439
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GROUP I: SINGLE-CHAMBER CARDIAC PACEMAKERS-Effective for services
rendered on or after March 16, 1983.-

A. COVERED

Conditions under which implantation of a cardiac pacemaker is generally considered
acceptable or necessary, provided that the conditions are chronic or recurrent and not due
to transient causes such as acute nyocardial infarction, drug toxicity, or electrolyte
imbalance. (In cases where there is a rhythm disturbance, if the rhythm disturbance is
chronic or recurrent, a single episode of a symptomn such as syncope or seizure Is
adequate to establish medical necessity.)

1. Acquired complete (also referred to as third degree) AV heart block.

2. Congenital complete heart block with severe bradycardia (in relation to
age), or significant physiological deficits or significant symptoms due to the bradyeardia.

3. Second degree AV heart block of Type 11 (i.e., no progressive prolongation of
P-I interval prior to each blocked beat).

4. Second degree AV heart block of Type I (i.e., progressive prolongation of P-
R interval prior to each blocked beat) with significant symptoms due to hemnodynamic
instability associated with the heart block.

5. Sinus bradyeardia associated with major symptoms (eg., syncope, seizures,
congtive heart failure or substantial sinus bradycardia (heart rate less than 50)
associated with dizziness; or confusion. The correlation netween symipti.is and
bradyeardia must be documented, or the symptoms must be clearly attributable to the
bradycardia rather than to some other cause.

6. In selected and few patients, sinus bradyeardia of lesser severity (heart rate
50-59) with dizziness or confusion. The correlation between symptoms and bradyeardia
must be documented, or the symptoms must he clearly attributable to the bradyeardia
rather than to some other cause.

7. Sinus bradycardia which is the consequence of long-term necessary drug
treatment for which there is no acceptable alternative, when accompanied by significant
symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive heart failure, dizziness or confusion). The
correlation between symptoms and bradyeardia must be documented, or the symptoms
must be clearly attributable to the bradycardia rather than to some other cause.

8. Sinus node dysfunction with or without tachyarrhythmias or AV
conduction block-i.e., the bradyeardia-tachycardia syndrome, sino-atrial block, sinus
arrest-when accompanied by significant symptoms (e.g., syncope, seizures, congestive
heart failure, dizziness or confusion).

Rev. 439
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9. Sinus node dysfunction with or without symptoms when there are potentially
life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias or tachyeardia secondary to the bradyeardia
(e.g., numerous premature ventricular contractions, couplets, runs of premature
ventricular contractions, or ventricular tachycardia).

10. Bradycardia associated with supraventricular tachyeardia (e4g., atrial
fibrillation, atrial flutter, or paroxysmal atrial tachycardja) with high degree AY block
which is unresponsive to appropriate pharmacological maragement and when the
bradyeardia is associated with significant symptoms (e g., syncope, seizures, congestive
heart failure, dizziness or confusion).

11. The occasional patient with hypersensitive carotid sinus syndrome with
syncope due to bradyeardie and unresponsive to prophylactic medical measures.

12. Bifasclcular or trifasclcular block accompanied by syncope which is
attributed to transient complete heart block after other plausible causes of syncope have
been reasonably excluded.

13. Prophylactic pacemaker use following recovery from acute myocardlal
infarction during which there was temporary complete (third degree) and/or Mobitz
Type 11 second degree AV block in association with bundle branch block.

14. In patients with recurrent and refractory ventricular tachycardia, "overdrive
pacing" (pacing above the basal rate) to prevent ventricular tachycardis.

rEffective for services rendered on or after May 9, 1985.

L 15. Second degree AV heart block of Type I with the QRS complexes prolonged.

B. NOT COVERED-Additional claims development may be required.

Conditions which, although used by some physicians as bases for permanent pacemaker
implantation, are considered unsupported by adequate evidence of benefit and therefore
should not generally be considered appropriate uses for single-chamber pacemakers in the
absence of indications cited above. Contractors should review claims for pacemakers
with these indications to determine the need for further claims development prior to
denying the claim. The object of such further development is to establish whether the
particular claim actually meets the conditions in A. above. In claims where this is not the
case or where such an event appears unlikely, the contractor may deny the claim.

1. Syncope of undetermined cause.

2. Sinus bradycardia without significant symptoms.

3. Sino-atrial block or sinus arrest without significant symptoms.
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4. Prolonged R-R intervals with atrial fibrillation (without third degree AV
block) or with other causes of transient ventricular pause.

5. Bradycardia during sleep.

6. Right bundle branch block with left axis deviation (and other forms of
fascicular or bundle branch block) without syncope or other symptoms of intermittent AV
block.

7. Asymptomatlc second degree AV block of Type I unless the Q RS complexes
are prolonged or electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that the block Is at or
beyond the level of the His Bundle.

r GROUP il: DUAL-CHAMBER CARDIAC PACEMAKERS-Effective for services
rendered on or after May 9. 1985.

A. COVERED

Conditions under which Implantation of a dual-chamber cardiac pacemaker is considered
acceptable or necessary in the general medical community unless conditions #1 and 12,
Group ELB., are present:

1. Patients in whom single-chamber (ventricular pacing) at the time of
pacemaker insertion elicits a definite drop in blood pressure, retrograde conduction, or
discomfort.

2. Patients in whom the pacemaker syndrome (atrial ventricular asynchrony),
with significant symptoms, has already been experienced with a pacemaker that is being
replaced.

3. Patients in whom even a relatively small increase in cardiac efficiency will
importantly improve the quality of life, e.g., patients with congestive heart failure
despite adequate other medical measures.

4. Patients in whom the pacemaker syndrome can be anticipated, e.g., in young
and active people, etc.

Dual-chamber pacemakers may also be covered for the conditions, as listed in Group l.A.
(Single-Charnber Cardiac Pacemakers), if the medical necessity is sufficiently justified
through adequate claims development. Expert physicians differ in their judgments about
what constitutes appropriate criteria for dual-chamber pacemaker use. The judgment
that such a pacemaker is warranted in the patient meeting accepted criteria must be
based upon the individual needs and characteristics of that patient, weighing the
magnitude and likelihood of anticipated benefits against the magnitude and likelihood of

Lisadvantages to the patient.
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r B. NOT COVERED

Whenever the following conditions (which represent overriding contralndleations) are
present, dual-chamber pacemakers are not covered.

S. Ineffective atrial contractions-eg., chronic atrial fibrillation or flutter, or
giant left atrium.

2. Frequent or persistent supraventricular tachyeardlas, except where the
pacemaker is specifically for the control of the tachycardla.

3. A clinical condition in which pacing takes place only intermittently and
briefly, and which is not associated with a reasonable likelithood that pacing needs will
become prolonged, eg., the occasional patient with hypersensitive carotid sinus syndrome
with syncope due to bradyeardla and unresponsive to prophylactic medical measures.

4. Prophylactic pacemaker use following recovery from acute myocardial
Infaretion during which there was temporary complete (third degree) and/or Type 11
second degree AV block in association with bundle branch block.

Cross refer: HCFA Pub. 13-3, S531.4, 3110.4, HCFA Pub. 14-3, S2130; HCFA Pub. 10,
55210.4, 228.4.
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May 10, 1985

The Honorable John Heinz
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
G33 Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Heinz:

I apologize for the delay in responding to your letter of April 26th but,
as I indicated to David Schulke, I had been out of the country and only
now have had opportunity to reply. With regard to the specific questions
posed:

1. The figure of 1.5% unnecessary pacemaker implantations, as judged by
PRO utilization review, does not I believe reflect the actual number
of inappropriate pacemaker implantations. Based on our group's
experience with second opinions for pacemaker implants; our
experience with explantation (removal) of pacing units in a number of
patients and our workig group's own recommendations as published in
the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), that figure
of 1.5% is woefully low.

2. The Medicare guidelines for pacemaker implantation allow for a wide
range of interpretation, particularly in the area of bradycardia (Is
IS-7). There are elderly people who will exhibit heart rates in the
40's, feel perfectly well, yet experience some occasional dizziness
unrelated to slow heart rate, and will be deemed candidates for
pacemaker implantation. Group 11 categories are quite loose,
particularly 11-6. Again, many elderly people will be receiving
medication for high blood pressure or angina pectoris which does slow
the heart rate. There are physicians who will implant a pacemaker in
anticipation of bradycardia which may or may not occur with those
particular medications. Similarly, the New York STate Peer Review
guidelines are questionably liberal; specifically conditions 45 & 7.

Our guidelines in JAMA can be summarized in two major categories:
A) Symptomatic advanced or complete AV block.
B) Svm tomatic bradyarrhythmia not induced by drugs or concomitant

metabolic abnormalities.
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Letter to J. Heinz
may 10, 1985
Page Two

3. 1 am not aware of "hard data" which addresses overutilization of
pacemakers other than the collective experience of individuals such
as those in our working group organized by Brendan Phibbs.

4. There is categorically no scientific reason why the percent of dual-
chambered pacemakers has risen from 5% to 24%. Only a small
minority of patients require dual-chamber pacing. Furthermore, the
complexities of those pacemakers with the attendant pacemaker-induced
arrhythmias has created problems in management of patients only
rarely encountered previously with single-chamber pacemakers.

My own bias is that if reimbursement were precisely the same for
single and dual-chambered pacemakers, the implantation rate of these
units would drop dramatically. Industry does an impressive "marketing
job" on physicians, urging their use of these units (see enclosure).

The implications of the increasing use of these units will be
further cost not only in terms of the surgical and cardiologic fee, but
also in followup because of the so-called "pacemaker-mediated
tachycardias."

5. As I understand from Mr. Schulke, reimbursement for the surgical fee
is somewhere between $1,000-2,000 dollars for this procedure.
Considering the fact that if I spend one hour examining and
counseling a heart attack patient in our office for which Medicare
may reimburse me $50-60, the fee paid for a one-hour relatively
simple procedure is unconscionable.

6. The data presented on second opinions for coronary bypass surgery
should be framed in the context of those patients with chronic stable
symptoms, and not those individuals admitted to hospital with
unstable angina, requriing urgent surgery. If we assume that 1/3 of
the 60,000 Medicare patients fall into the "unstable" group and the
remaining 40,000 are "stable' and thus suitable for mandatory second
opinion, a conservative estimate of those individuals suitable for
deferred or avoided operation would be 50%. This translates to a
savings of approximately 500 million dollars. If we subtract the
cost of our medical second opinion program (see Appendix I), the
savings are still in the range of 430 million dollars.
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APPENDIX I

Projected cost of Second Opinion Center

$1500 evaluation fees (three visits at 6 month intervals
over first 18 months). This fee incorporates all testing.

1500 x 40,000 = $60 million
plus one hospitalization at conservative cost of $5000 for
10% of the medically followed patients over a two-year follow-
up - 10% x 20,000 patients = 2000 x $5000 = $10 million

Conservative Cost of Second Opinion Program - 70 million dollars
Net Savings = 430 million dollars
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'Letter to J. Heinz
May 10, 1985
Page Three

I do hope this information is of help to you and the Committee.
It was an honor to have provided testimony and I will be available to
assist in any way you deem necessary.

Sincerely,

Thomas S. Graboys, M.D.
Director, Clinical Services
Cardiovascular Laboratories;
Assistant Professor of Medicine,
Harvard Medical School

/cmk:1-3

enclosure

4cc: David Schulke
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This diagram is for use solely as a guide to find theproper catcgory in the published
Medicare Indications for pacing (p.3). It should not be used as a substitute. Rhythm and
Rymptomns will help direct the user to the appropriate fedicare Grnup" and guideline.
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MEDICARE INDICATIONS
(T-'Toi.]i No 36583'idt Rbilm 5W.O "(.:R4531[)

Conditions under which implantafion of tom due to hemodynamic instabiiity tioo block -i-e, the bradycaelia.
a cardiac paVeoaker is generally con- asocited with the heart block. tachyeardi. syndrome, ainoatrial
s3dered aeceptable or necessary. block, aesnw st wben rccouipan
provided that the conditions ane chronic l 9nw bradyaudis oiated with ied by igiificant symptoms leg.,
or recurrent and not due to transient ajor symptoms (e g eyncope, si synrcope. eizm, cooetretive heart
causs *uch as smite myocardil fare re conestive heart failure); or sub. failhi, dizzines orconfuasion)1
tion, drug loOICity or elecrolyt. imbal- ryitie i mnus bra dyardia (herart rate
anie. in cases whrer there is a rhythm losa tharn 50) asseoited with drness 9. Sinus node dysfuncieon with or with,
disturbance, if the rhythm disturbance is or confu-ion The correlation betwern out yrptonrs when there are en
chronic or recurrent, a single pisode of a symptons and bradycardia must be tially life-threatening ventc
symptom auci a syncope or reizurt is documented, or the symptoms must be arrihythmois or teahycardra second-
adeque to establish medical rxirity.) clearly attributable to the bredycardia ary to the bradycardia (e.g., numerous

rather tein tonme othet cos. premature ventric ularcontractions,
I. Acquired complete (also refered to as cooptet.runs of prbotursveotrrn-.

third degree) AV heart blork with 6. In erleetod and few psticnt. snus ila contractions, or ventricular
symptoms (e.g, syrcrpe, seuzures, bradycardis of leassr everity (heart tarhycardia)
ongeetive heart failure. divriness, rate I with disiness or ronfe

confusion or limited ereise sion The correlation between symp 10. Bradycudia associate ith supra
toleraner) tor and brady-ardia must be docu- ventrcular tachycardia (eg., stnirl

mented or the ympto- must be fibrillation. atria) flutter, or parsys.
2. Congrnitri complete heart block with rlrarly attributable to tbh brady-ardi. oal atrnal taChycrdia) with high

sevre bradycardia (in relation to rather than to some other cause degree AV block which in unupos.
age). or significant phyiological ive to appropriate pharmacological
dercits or significant symptou dur 7. Sinus bredycrdia which is the con management and wh the bradyer-
to the brodycardia. eue4 nce of lg.-rn necsary drg dia is associated with significant

treationt for wh icl theAr is no accept. ymptoma (e.g., syncope, seizures,
3, Second degree AV heart block (als able alternative, when accompanied conev heart failure. diz dness or

referred to us AV block arnd heart by significant symptoms (e g.. yn confu ion)
block) of Mobitz Type 11 with ymp cope, enizure, congestive heart fail
toms attributable to intermittent or, drzdnes or roofuool The corr. "- The occsional patient with hyper,
complete heorthlck lation btween symptoms and senstive carotie an aydrome with

4. Second dcgrce AV heart block of bredycandia must be documented, or Byriro pe due to bredycaidia and
4Mobito Type I with significant yp the symptoms mut be clearly atrbo unrepoov to prophylactic medial

table to the brddlycanli. rather than measures.
to srome other cause.

S. Sinus node dysfunction with or with.
out tschy-ebhythmius or AV conduc-

indications cited- a.b .ws.d
go Cobracta ahorld rew s ptm
clims for penki. with Group in ayvptots
indications with a view toward further 3. Sino-trisl block or sinus arreset with
claim development prior to denying the out sIgnificant symptom.s
claim 'Me conrector hould ateipt,
in further davels the clahntoa 4. Prolonged kRi intervals with atoial
detcromne whether th ieulr claim fibrillation (without third degree AV

__ -eb AL'IA
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PACEMAKER IMPLANT
The Patient's Chart From Admission Through PRO Review
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121 DeKALB AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N.Y. a PARKSIDE AVENUE & ST. PAULS PLACE
11201 * TELEPHONE: (212) 403-8000 BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11226 * (212) 4A9-1M0

HOWARD S. FRIEDMAN, M.D.F.A.C.F.,F.A.C.C.
Chrf, Sfttlono f Cudwolly
Tdibo,, (718) 403-8265

May 15th, 1985

Senator John Heinz
United States Senate
Special Committee on Aging
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Heinz:

I have reviewed the report by the Prospective Pay-
ment Assessment Commission (ProPac),HCFA's pacemaker
guidelines and those of New York State Peer Review Orga-
nization. Despite a reduction in the length of stay for
patients who have had pacemaker implantations in 1984
when compared to 1981, there has actually been an in-
crease in the average cost per hospital discharge. This
increase has been related to a substantial increase in
the use of dual chamber devices (from 6% to 26%) and the
attendant increase in operating room charges and what
are termed electrophysiological studies. From what I
can gather, ProPac has concluded that this is a justi-
fiable increase that can be attributed to the advances
in pacemaker technology and science .

Rarely, in my experience , has electrophysiological
testing been helpful in deciding the need for pacemaker
implantation. Only when pacemakers are being used as
an anti-tachycardia device -- which is still investiga-
tional and not germane to the report -- would such test-
ing be necessary. Specifically, for A-V conduction dis-
turbances and/or sinoatrial dysfunction, electrophysio-
logical testing is rarely useful in deciding which patient
requires a permanent pacemaker. As you will note, in
the HCFA guidelines clinical criteria are presented; there
are no electrophysiological criteria.

Electrical testing that is used for deciding on
dual chamber devices is also unreliable: Blood pressure
responses during atrial pacing are compared to those
during ventricular pacing. However, the relationship of
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such responses to clinical outcome has not been established.
I have observed substantial blood pressure fluctuations
in patients with single chamber ventricular demand pace-
makers who are entirely asymptomatic.

The second question that the ProPac report raises
is whether the increase in the use of dual chamber de-
vices, from 6% to 26% of implants or even 95% of implants,
as suggested by one pacemaker expert, is justified. I
think not. Although they are some patients, those with
the so-called pacemaker syndrome -- an uncommon complica-
tion following implantation of ventricular demand pace-
makers -- and patients with marked left ventricular hy-
pertrophy, who benefit from dual chamber devices, this
group makes up a small percentage of patients who re-
quire pacemakers. Specifically, there is no evidence
that dual chamber devices prolong life and the evi-
dence that their widespread use would have a substantial
impact on quality of life of many patients now receiv-
ing single chamber devices has not been demonstrated.
The clinical trials that have been reported to support
the more general use of dual chamber pacemakers is,
in my opinion, scientifically "suft". There exists
it seems to me -- a naive perception by ProPac that what
is termed technologically more advanced should be rou-
tinely used and justifies medicare reimbursement.

Furthermore, the current reimbursement schedule
for surgeons serves as an incentive for implanting
dual chamber devices. In Brooklyn, surgeons are re-
imbursed by medicare S2,098.70 for "A-V sequential" de-
vices, whereas the reimbursement for a single chamber
device is $633.20. According to ProPac (page 18 of re-
port) the average time required for implantation of
single chamber devices is 49 minutes vs 79 minutes for
dual chamber devices. It would seem therefore that the
difference in reimbursement is not justified when con-
sidering the technical skills required of the surgeon
or time that he spends in the operating room.

It would seem to me that medicare should reimburse
for single chamber demand programmable devices that
satisfy HCFA's guidelines for appropriateness of indi-
cation. The price of such devices is less than $2,000
as compared to more than $5,000 for the dual chamber
units plus the additional charges of the surgeon. Also,
pacemaker companies should be encouraged to produce multi-
programmable devices at a comparable price (it is time to
stop paying for the research and development of these
devices) and separate guidelines should be developed by
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HCFA for the use of dual chamber devices.

As I reviewed the list of members of ProPac, I was
unable to recognize any pacemaker authorities. I pre-
sume therefore that the report is based in part on the
testimony of some reputed authorities. Recognized
pacemaker experts are generally surgeons or cardiologists
who implant these devices. Unfortunately,in my view,
the relationship of some of these experts and the pace-
maker industry has been too close. Although closer re-
lationship of industry and academia has received more
general acceptance, as it relates to pacemakers, this
may not have always been desirable. Through honoraria
for conferences and colloquia, support of pacemaker
journals, and grants for clinical research, the industry
directly or indirectly influences many of these experts.
This is not meant to suggest criminality or even im-
propriety, but only that the relationships of the medi-
cal experts and the pacemaker industry should be ex-
amined for potential bias when assessing the testimony
of some of the pacemaker experts.

HCFA Guidelines: 1) In general, electrocardio-
graphic documentation should be part of the hospital
record of patients who received permanent pacemakers;
when not available, the reason should be noted in the
chart. 2) GroupI-(2) Severe bradycardia should be de-
fined. 3) Second degree heart block of Mobitz type I
should be relegated to group II. 4) Group I-(6). should
be relegated to groqp II. 5) Group I-(7) "Long term
necessary drug treatment for which there is no acceptable
alternative" should be discussed in the patient's chart.
In my own experience, there have always been acceptable
alternatives. 6) Group I-(7) should be relegated to
group II andnnumerous premature ventricular contractions
in association with sinus node dysfunction" should be
reconsidered as an indication. 7) Group II-(2) Severe
bradycardias should be defined. 8) Group II-(6) "The
absence of acceptable alternatives" should be discussed
in patient's chart. 9) Group II-(7) should only be
viewed as an acceptable indication when electrophysio-
logical testing has demonstrated pacemaker efficacy.

New York State Peer Review Orqanization pacemaker
guidelines: 'Conditions considered appropriate for pace-
maker implantation" (5) and (6) do not by themselves serve
as indications for pacemakers. In fact,I would recommend
that HCFA's guidelines with modifications suggested be
used by the Peer Review Organization for the State of
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New York rather than this inaccurate abbreviated version.

Sincerely,

FRIEDMAN, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Downstate Medical Center, (SUNY)

HSF df
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CARDIOAE
MEDICAL

May 23, 1985

The Honorable John Heinz
Chairman
Special committee on Aging
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Heinz:

As you know, Cardio-Pace Medical has been trying to
follow your lead.

However, in reading information about your recent Senate
Select Committee on Aging hearings re; pacemaker fraud,
waste and abuse as published in Technology Reimburserent
Reports (copy enclosed), we are dismayed that HHS should
consider establishing a separate Medicare DRG number for
implantation of dual-chambered pacemakers as suggested by
the GAO. We do not believe that a study based on data
from twelve hospitals tor out of approximately 5,000
hospitals in hh pacemakers are implanted is statistically
valid. Further, we believe that those hospitals nay be
institutions which previously operated under cost plus
reimbursement programs between 1981 and 1984. We are also
dismayed that the GAO saw fit to only deal with the four
largest pacemaker manufacturers. We are beginning to wonder
when and where small business fits into the picture.
Obviously, it is in the best interest of the large
manufacturers to have higher DRG reimbursement.

For your convenience, we are also enclosing reprints of two
articles by Dr. Andrew cage, a long time and well respected
member of the pacemaker medical community. Two points .ade
by Dr. Gage seem very clear:

1. In his opinion, approximately 10% of the patient
population needs a sophisticated dual-chambered
device.

2. For an industry that worked long and hard to
develop longer lived pacemakers, it seems
ridiculous to have dual-chambered pacemakers
whose service lifetime is approximately one half
that of the single-chambered models.

2833 N.inS Fa', Adele
St4 FN.M-Ssaf5517 7 USA
Tde.n 6:1248tQ-6187
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Senator John Beinz
Page 2
May 23, 1995

We further disagree with the box on page 4 of Technol M
Reimbursement Reprts. It shows a cost difference o
- -_ T ,i.. slnge-chamber and dual-chamber devices.

; We believe that CoAO overlooked:

a. the fact that dual-chambered devices last
half as long. Therefore, if the average
patient lives five years, there would be a
necessity of each patient having to have,
over his lifetime, two dual-chambered devices
as opposed to one single-chambered device
which may well be sufficient for the vast
majority of patients over their lifetime.

b. They have also overlooked the fact that in
the case of dual-chambered pacers, all of the
associated costs of hospitalization, removal,
and reimplantation of a new pacemaker were not
included for the second implantation.

Further, Cardio-Pace Medical believes that the average
single-chamber pacemaker currently sells for $4,100 to
the hospital and the average dual-chamber pacemaker costs
$5,500 -- a difference of $1,400 not $S47. Secondly, the
average lead is now selling for $500 or more and as dual-
chamber devices utilize two leads as opposed to one in
single-chamber devices, we have another difference of $500.
Thuc, the total diffirenct- brtwcn aingl-chasr and
dual-chamber devices is $1,900 on the first implantation,
plus an additional $5,500 on the second implantation for
a total of $7,400, not counting the cost of the extra
hospitalization. As testimony before your subeomiittee
in6Icate , t ere are 150,000 pacemakers implanted in the
U.S. every year, and 25% of those are dual-chamber devices.
Therefore, 37,500 units would be implanted at a $7,400
price differential, we are looking at S277 500 000 expended
by Medicare, assuming that all the patients lived for a
second implant. This is a worst case scenario. However,
it is still a large number even if only 50% or 25% survived
for a second implant.

Companies like Cardio-Pace Medical have been trying to work
within the guidelines HCFA and the DRGs to provide high
quality, efficacious products, at reasonable prices. Our
pacemaker sells for $2,000 and under, depending on quantity
and terms. Our VA contract price is $1,195.
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Senator John Heinz
Page 3
May 21, 1985

The Company also believes that the quote from GAO regarding
the manufacturers' decisions to provide product warranty
in the U.S. market may also be in error. The enclosed copy
of M-D-D-I Reports page 4, May 20, 1985 quotes the GAO
wit regard to warranties.

Senator Heinz, please let us state for the record that
Cardio-Pace Medical is neither anti-DDD, anti-progress,
or anti-anything. we did, however, take our cue from
IICPA and the DRGs. We believe that high quality, efficacious,
reliable products can be made and sold at far more reasonable
prices than at present.

We at Cardio-Pace Medical have additional information. Our
heart and soul cry for the opportunity to state our case as
the big companies have stated theirs. We would be delighted
to meet with you, members of your staff, or anyone else
regarding the pacemaker situation. As we have written many
letters to you and your colleagues in the past, we pray
that our belief in the American system does not fall on
deaf ears. We support your efforts!

Most sincerely yours,

CARDIO-PACE MEDICAL, INC.

Sid M. Barbanel
President and CEO

SMB;srp

Enclosure

cc: Ronald Reagan, The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20001

The Honorable Rudy Boschoitr
U. S. Senate Office
505 Hart Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable David Durenberger
U. S. Senate Office
375 Russell Building
Washington, D.C.
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Senator John Heinz
Page 4
Nay 23, 1985

cc: The Honorable Bruce Vento
2433 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Pete V Domenici
U. S. Senate Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

David A. Stockman, Director
The Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20503

Deputy Regional Inspector General of Audit
RHS/OIG Office of Audit
1185 Federal Building
1961 Stout Street
Denver, Colorado 80294

Dr. Gerrit W. Schepers
Chief, Cardiovascular Disease Service
Veterans Administration
Washington, D.C. 20420

Pepin, Dayton, Herman,
Graham and Getts
930 Lumber Exchangc
10 South 5th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

I
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MEDICARE PACEMAKER REGISTRY WILL BE OPERATING

BY JUNE 1918, FDA CHIEF YOUNG TELLS SENATE PANEL

FDA's registry of Medicare-reimbursed pace-

makers will be in place by June 1986. FDA Com-

missioner Frank Young told a May 10 hearing of

the Senate Select Committee on Aging

Young said he anticipates that the process of

formulating the registry regulations would begin

"in less than six months." Following publication

of the proposed rule, there will be a minimum of

180 days for comment, Young explained, pushing

the targeted registry start-up date to approximately

June 1986.

Committee chairman Heinz (R-Pa.) called the

hearing to question the delay by FDA and the

Health Care Financing Administration in imple-

menting the registry.

the 1984 Deficit Reduction Act mandates

that the registry be in place by Jan. 1, 1985.

Young asserted that the agency has "to have

a registry that is machine real."

He said "it is important that we don't fire

up a machine that is going to collect 200,000 re-

ports per yew... and not have tested it in some

kind of pilot study to know what we are doing is

right."

FDA has examined the veterans Administra-

tion pacemaker registry, a national implant regis-

try, and a device center contract registry as poten-

tial models for the FDA database, Young said.

"We found no registry that was already

under way that we could adopt lock, stock and

barrel," the FDA official stated.

In prepared testimony, Young also said that
an FDA in-house task force report led the agency

"to conclude that establishing and maintaining a

registry in-house would pose substantial problems

that might be resolved by contracting with a pri,

vate organization."

He added that "an in-house registry would

require additional computer equipment and storage

capacity, as well as specialized computer staff that

might be difficult to obtain."

A number of computer management firms,

some specializing in cardiac pacemakers and leads.

have contacted FDA about the registry, the agency

chief said.

Haspital Paymets Cenitiened On Data Rpartirinv

HCFA chief Carolyne Davis said her agency

has been "developing a draft proposed regulation

[to establish a registry! that is scheduled for piibli-

cation later this year."

She said HCFA's plans "would require hos-

pitals to report specified pacemaker information to

intermediaries as a condition of Medicare payment."

The information would then be transmitted

to FDA, which "would maintain the national reg-

istry, analyze the data submitted by manufacturers,

and inform HCFA of cases where payment may be

denied when devices are not returned when re-

quested or test results are not reported."

In a summary of committee findings, Chairman

Heinz said the Office of Management and Budget re-

jected HHS' request for 51.2 mil. and II personnel

for FDA to implement and maintain the registry.

He said he hopes "to get a commitment from

OMB" for tho office "to be more fully coopera-

tive with the needs of the FDA" with respect to

funding a pacemaker registry.

DUAL CHAMBER PACEMAKERS ACCOUNTED FOR 23%

OF PACER IMPLANTS IN 1984. UP FROM 8% II 18 1

Dual chamber pacemakers accounted for 23rv0
of U.S. pacer implants in 1984 -up "dramati-

ctdly" from 5V1. in 1981, the General Accounting

Office estimates.

With both the increasing use and higher ex-

pense of dual chamber pacemakers, HHS should

review the merits of establishing a separate Medi-

care diagnosis-related group for their implantation.

GAO suggests.

May 1, 1858
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It estimates that, during 1951. implantatiot
of a dual chamber pacemaker cost over $1S.300
mome than use of a single chamber device (se box).

GAO's report s released at a May 10 Sen
ate Select Committee on Aging hearing on pacc-
maker issues. The hearing aso focused on FDA's
delay in establishing a registry of Medtrare-rm.-
bursed pacemakers (sf pr mdq srAoy).

The study i based on data from 12 hospitals
as well as the four largest pacer manufacturr-
Cordis, Intermedics. Medtronic and Pacesetter
Systems.

While the current Medicare DRG system may
contain incentives for inappropriate underutiliza-
tion of dual chamber models, a separate DRG
could provide incentives for overuse of the dual
chamber devices, the congressional accounting
agency acknowledges.

Thus. GAO recommends that HHS expand
its guidelines on the medical conditions for use of
single versus dual chamber pacemakers.
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DUAL-CHAMBER PACEMAKERS ACCOUNTED FOR 23% OF ALL U.S. PACER IMPLANTS
IN 1984, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE SAYS; HHS SHOULD CONSIDER SEPARATE DRG

Dual-chamber pacemakers accounted for 23% of all U-S. pacer implants in 1984, up

"dramatically" from 5% in 1981, the U.S. General Accounting Office says in a report on Medicare

cardiac pacemaker surgery payment policies.

GAO's study, released at a May 10 Senate special committee hearing on pacemaker issues,

is based on data from 12 hospitals, as well as from the four U.S. largest pacer manufacturers: Cordis,

Intermedics, Meduronic and Pacesetter Systems.

Because of the ircresiang use, and higher expense, of dual-chamber
devceas, HHS sod consider setting up a separate diagnosis-related
group category for the implants. GAO suggests.

The report, entitled "Medicare's Policies and Prospective Payment Rates for Cardiac

Pacemaker Surgeries Need Review and Revision," estimates that during 1981, implantation of a dual-

chamber device cost over SI,300 more than implantation of a single chamber pacer.

The report also points out that current rates for pacemaker DRGs overestimate the

amount hospitals should pay for pacernakers. Specifically, the current "DRG payment rates for

pacemaker surgeries do not reflect the economies hospitals can realize by obtaining discounts."

In its study of 1981 hospital procurement practices, GAO found that few of the surveyed

hospitals were taking advantage of the "quantity discounts" available to them when purchasing pace-

makers. "While data obtained from manufacturers and hospitals show discounts ranging from about

5% to over 60%, only three of the 12 hospitals reviewed obtained quantity discounts," GAO states.

Seven other hospitals "could have obtained discounts based on the discount availability data we ob-

tained," the report continues.

GAO found that only one of 11 hospitals in its survey coordinated physician pacemaker

requirements so as to negotiate discounts, in part by asking for competitive bids from pacer manufac-

turers. "In fiscal year 1981 [that] hospital was able to obtain discounts of up to about 40% on an an-

nual purchase of fewer than 50 pacemakers," the report notes.

GAO therefore recommends that when HCFA updates pacemaker DRG
rates, it should "use data that are as current as possible to reflect the

Improved efficiency that should result from the Incentives toward prudent

pacemaker purchasing under Medleare's prospective payment system."

GAO also maintains that, since all four major pacemaker manufacturers now offer war-

ranties for their products, Medicare's prospective pay rates for pacer replacements - which are based

on 1981 data - "may be too high in view of the current availability of credits and the new incentives

to seek them." Two major pacer manufacturers, who together account for about 34% of U.S. pacer

sales, did not offer warranties in the U.S. until the first half of 1984, GAO notes.

"The manufacturers' recent decision to provide a product warranty in the U.S. market

could have a material effect on hospitals' pacemaker costs because it appears that a substantial por-

tion of the company's replaced units can be expected to be covered by warranties and thus subject to

replacement at no cost." GAO states.

The failure of hospitals to return explanted pacers to manufacturers, however, makes it

difficult for them and for Medicare to claim warranty credits. GAO states. Cost-saving warranty

credits are also lost because of competitive marketing practices by pacer companies that offer payment

incentives if their pacer is used to replace that of a competitor's explanted modelIQ4Q notes.
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The Honorable John Heinz
Chairman
U.S. Senate Special Committee

on Aging
SD-G33 Dirknen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Heinz:

The American College of Cardiology (ACC), a non-profit
educational institution representing over 13,500 physi-
cians specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of
cardiovascular disease, followed with concern the hearing
on cardiac pacemakers held by the U.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging on Friday, May 10, 1985. Docuanents
available at the hearing, including your opening state-
ment, the statement by Dr. Brendan Phibbs and press
releases, have been reviewed by the Cardiac Pacemaker
Committee of the College. The GAO report 'Medicare's
Policies and Prospective Payment Rates for Cardiac
Pacemaker Surgeries Need Review and Revision" was also
reviewed.

It is our opinion that the committee received one-sided
information during its deliberations in May. The bene-
fits of pacing enjoyed by literally hundreds of thousands
of patients were virtually ignored in the testimony
presented.

As your opening statement indicated, there, indeed,
are currently over 400,000 older Americans living today
with cardiac pacemakers. This is a testament to the
rapid development of pacemakers as an effective, safe,
reliable and acceptable technology used in the management
of chronic disorders of cardiac rhythm.

It has been and remains the goal of the ACC to aid
in establishing guidelines for sound medical practice
and decision making where cardiac pacing is concerned.
Therefore, on behalf of the ACC, I respectfully submit
the following comments on issues raised during the
hearing and request that this letter be added to the
hearing record:
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The Honorable John Heinz
June 24, 1985
Page Two

1) The tenor of the May hearing neglected the genuine

progress which has been made with regards to

defining indications for pacemakers. ln recent

years, and particularly since the 1982 hearings
of the Special Committee on Aging, significant
advances have been made in reaching agreement
by concerned parties--physicians, government
officials, manufacturers, third party payors
and others--on indications for pacemaker implan-
tation. Specifically, the College joined with
the American Heart Association in developing
'Guidelines for Permanent Cardiac Pacemaker
Implantation, May 1984," which were published
in the August 1984 issues of Circulation and
the Journal of the American College of Cardi-
ology. A copy is enclosed for your information.
The American Medical Association, North American

Society for Pacing and Electrophysiology, American
College of Physicians, Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Association and others have also been involved
in promulgating guidelines. This is a large
and on-going volunteer effort by the private
sector to assure quality patient care and effi-
cient utilization of the finite dollars available
to deliver such care.

2) The College was not asked to present its views
before the committee in May. However, an individ-
ual member of the College did present testimony

speaking for himself. It must be made clear
that viewpoints expressed by members of the
College do not necessarily represent the official
position of the College. The College will be
pleased to present its views on pacemaker issues

if asked to do so.

3) We endorse the uommittee's interest in a registry

of pacemaker devices both for purposes of tracking
the performance characteristics of specific
models and to obtain 'natural history" reports
of the patients who receive these systems. Such
a registry should not be a 'bean counting" exer-
cise which simply logs pacer information at
implant but should offer useful demographic
data on regional differences in pacemaker usage,
failure modes, and, perhaps, serve as a 'Hotline'

for physician notification. This type of registry
is expensive and simply cannot be established
by a government bureaucracy when funds have
not been allocated.
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The Honorable John Heinz
June 24, 1985
Page Three

4) We agree that the warranty statements of the
individual manufacturers are confusing to the
consumer and difficult to apply in a timely
fashion which ensures appropriate reimbursement
to those entitled to it. In fact, careful study
may well show that, with the increased longevity
of the majority of today's pacing systems, the
dollar value of the warranty credit on the whole
is rather small. Tt may well be that a policy
conference on this topic which enlists the input
of the pacemaker manufacturers, implanting physi-
cians, hospital administrators, patients, and
government fiscal intermediaries would iron
out the problem and perhaps lead to a "generic"
warranty.

In closing, we look forward to working in concert with
you and your committee in the future to ensure rising
standards of patient care. Specifically, we would
hope to be asked to participate in any future hearings
your committee may hold on pacemaker issues. We believe
this will be an appropriate way to maintain a dialogue
between parties concerned about proper application
of pacemaker technology to medical care. Tf you would
like more information about any of the above statements,
please feel free to contact me at the College address.

Sincerely,

William W. Parmley, M.D., P.A.C.C.
President

cc: John Ross, Jr., M.D., F.A.C.C.
J. Warren Harthorne, M.D., F.A.C.C.
Anthony N. DeMaria, M.D., F.A.C.C.
William D. Nelligan, CAE
William D. Coughlan, CAE
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Appendix VI

FRIDAY, JULY 21, 1978
PART 11

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH,

EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

Food and Drug
Administration

MANUFACTURE,
PACKING,

STORAGE AND
INSTALLATION OF
MEDICAL DEVICES

Regulations Establishing Good
Manufacturing Practices
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31508

141 1"0-0
Tiie 21-Food and Dnu s

CiAPTER i-FOOD AND DRUG AD-
MINISTRATION. DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH1 EDUCATICN, AND WEI-
FARi

EDr- K. 75N-0140l
PART iW.-4N VITRO DIAGNOSTIC

PRODUCTS FOR HUMAN USE

PART a20-GOOD MANUFACTURING
PRACTICE FOR MEDICAL DEVICES:
GENERAL

R.qrvifioins Estoewshieg Good Moni-
foouneng Prrines fe tb. Mano.
?octriu, Packng, SIoeoga. and i-
sloillion .of Medlcal Devices

AGENCT: Pood and Drug Adanistoa-
lion.
ACYTON Final rule
SITM]MARY: This document estab-
lishes a good man facturtng practice
(GM?) regulatIon for the manufaDc-
tur. packing. storage. and installation
of midical devics. This regultiocn I10
plernent a p-rovnsion of the Medical
Device Amendments of 19751
EPFECTVM DATE Dcemober 18.
1978.

FOR FURT=( INFORMATION
CONTAi-r

Edward J. McDonneL lDureau of
Medical Devices iF'IK-1301. Food
and Drug Adniniloorston. Depart-
ment of Health. Edocatlon. and Wei
fare. 8757 OGeo-gs Avenue Silver
Sipring. Md. 20910.301-4270-120

SI'PPILEENTARiY INTORMAIION:
On May 2S. 197Y. the Medical Device
Amendments of 197T (Pub. L 94- 93l
were enacted Into law. amending the
Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act
121 U.S.C. 201 et aeqo). Section 520(f)
of the act (21 U..C. 3lOjf()) provides
the agency with authority to prescrbe
a regulation requiring that the mtnh-
ado used In and the faritiiles and con-
trois used for, the manufacture. Pack-
ing. sttorge. and InstallaIon of med3.
cal devices confomn to current OP
reqiuirements. as Prescribed In the reg
ulation. to amsure that devices ae se
and effective and otherwiae in mompli.
snce with the srt.

The proposed device OMP reguia-
Uon was publiohed in the Fcoceau
Resierma of March 1. 1977 (42 FiR
M100). Other Fsopa. Raiwtrica no.

iens concerning this regulation are
cited below tn the section of this pre-
amble on "History of Devkce GilP
Rlegulatlron,

RULES AND REGULATIONS

The Conusoloner recognizes that
the medical device industry consists of
manufacturers whose devices and
msanufacturing Processest differ ignilfl-
cantly. This diversity of nianufactur.
it procees Aiffects Ihe denelopment

ot corprehensive GOP regulolUons
that etoi apply to all finished device
manufactturer. The Commnmisoner be
Ileves that an "umbrella" GMP regula-
tion appicable to Wii finished device
moanufacturers should not be so aperi
IC us to Prescribe for inch manuofacur.
ee the precise details of what it mout
do and how It must ondertake to man-
ufacture devices. Rather, the OaP
regulation should contain general rc-
quirementa in specific Mass of concern
applicable to all msnulacturer speci-
fy additional requimreenta for certain
devices, and require each manufactur-
er to supply the detaili which are p-
proPrbise fdr Its device by developing
for the manufacture of each devise a
detailed set of procedures which Im-
plement the CIMP regulatlon. FDA
will examine ouch procedures to deter.
mine whether a manufacturer iLs cm.
plying with the regulation.

The Food And Drug AdmLnistraUion
(FDAI expect to publish addilional
CUP re-gulations aMilctble to specific
types of de rke5, These future riulsa-
tioits will soppremen, the *umbrella"
GOlF remgu!aUon and will be of two
typmes One wil conison requirements
that will apply 01y to generic types of
devices or classes of devices eR. pase.
makerm eyeglasses. etc.: the other will
contain requirements that uill apply
to certain devices or ceSctiss charac.
teristica or processes. e.g_ sterile de,
vices. pisoties. electrical properies.
etc

The uumbrella" GM? regulation 1n-
poses Additionai requirements on
critical devices." defined As devices

that are intended for surgical Implant
Lnto the body or devices, intended to
oupport or austain life and whose fail-
ure to perform when properly used
can be rSaoonably expected to result In

gitlficant inJurY to the user. Other
devices are called "nOncrKtical" devices
and are rubtect to Provisions of the
regulation that are not limited to cr3i-
cos devices. The distinction Is boased on
the additional risks to users that ar
Posed by defective cr3tUcal devices.

Thin distincton wos incorporated
Into the Proposed regulation published
in the Flisa*L Remtssm of March 1.
I181 (42 FPR 119971. by meants of a two.
Uer sprtfeach that denotes general re,
quirenmerts applicable to all devices
(critical and noneritical) and specific
requirements applicable only to those
devices cisoilled so acriUc&tL'

layoarrfa.mr. or DmcE Coop
Maieir c~roino irtcx RItmotonos
Today, increasing numbers of Aenm.

cans are eperfencing the benefits or

modem medical technology in the
treatment of liJury and dise,,.
Device manufacturers, adaptiu ad.
Vances is apace and medical techno.
ogy. ar Droducing a broad aoeeuru
of varied and complex llfe'oustairiar
life-supporting devices. In rddritsns A
growing nurmber of other. ies ophisti.
cited devices slso have been moon
available to health prcfrssonajis for
Improved health care servires delivery.
At the same time. Amnircus Am sbs
more likely to come in contact with dO.
viees. Data complled by the American
Hoespital Assoc iaton show that. during
1711. there were more howpitil adrms.
aons. outpatient lisit, and phyolcian
oLsib in the United Slates than in any

Preceding Tear IRef. 1t. As A ccose
quence. more devices thMn ever before
were used by and on msericana in the
diognroso and treotinent of medh;al
conditions

Conivomers who use deelees diflfe
from other conumeras In an important
respect. They are usually injurd Or
diseased. and thus Are a population at
risk. These patients, and the many
health Professionais who diagnorz and
treat their condItions, depend on sod
trust device manufacturers to produce
soWe and efrectlve de'-es of hiuh quu-
lty. Although the degree of s pwleats
dependence on a device varies sccord
log to the nature of the Iues. It is
clear tiat the appic.ation of defective
devices to patients already at risk be-
m uie of Illness could have a deleteri-
ous or even cats.strophic effect on
their revovery.

Based on FDA's experlence. tie
CommissIoner believes that it is Vitally
Important that devices be manufac-
tued in accordance with quality Asu-
ance principles that help prevent the
production of defective products that
can endanger consuners. In monitor'
Ins device recails, FDA has found thai,
too often. device marnufacturers bae
fallen short In meeting the expecta'
lions of torse who need And depeod
upon high quality medical produem
During the past several years. FDA
monitored approxamately 1,000 devier
recalls. Many of these resulted frem
munufacturer failure to follow good
maDufacturing preetices- For esamPle
of 232 device recalls monitored by We
FDA from October 1975 through YO'`
vember 1817. FDA believes that 198 Of
them were attributable to poor 0111'
facturing practic

The quality assurance program r111
dated by this regulasUon s desied to
be preventive. The device OMP iref
Uon requires all device manufacturrF
to design. Implement. and continually
monitor a comprehersive quality 95'
surance program. This quality assuf
ance Program may be appropriaey
tailored to satisfy a device's syed"
manufacturing requirements, but it
may Mt compromise "trict qualfit

rKDEAL anGMsa VOL 41, ldK. II4-41sAT, AUT 21, lops
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Onnel because I is common Practlce
In a small company eor the same indi-
vid.si to perform both a quality ssur-
ance and a producti on Other
comuents Lid FriA should not can
rem ilself with the orsanizatlonal
structure Of a company because the
structume has nothing to do with good
manufacturing Practices.

The Comrissioner is revisIng the re
quirement that a manufacturer have
in its orgasisation a quality assurance
unit that h orsnlationaliy independ-
ent of, or separate from units per-
formina manufacturing Operations.
The regulation now requires that each
manufacturer prepare and Implement
quality ssurance procedures to assure
that a formaly established and
documented quality assurance Pro-
gram is performed, After reflecting on
the concerns raised by small manuiac-
turers on the impliotionsi of organia-
Uonal requirements, the Commissdon-
er has determined that It would be
unwise at this time to mandate that
each manufacturer have a separate
quality assurance unit. in making this
change, the CommissIoner recognimes
that effective quality asrsurnce proce-
dures depend more on the commit-
ment of top management to exercise
leadership in pisnoing desliging, Im-
plementing. and assesitng the quality
assurance program than on the estab-
itshment of a separate quality asur
snre until Although many manufac-
turers have determined that An obJec-
live and momnintable quality sassurnrce
process can be achieved most effective-
ly by establishing an independent
quality assurance unit. the Commis-
sioner believes the desirable obJectv-
Ity and acountabillty con be achieved
without dictating organizational re-
Quirementca FDA is more interested in
the adequacy and appropriateness of
the quality asurance program that
each manufaturer has developed
than in the oran3lUatlonal structure of
the company-

Because the regulation no longer re-
quires each manudacturer to have in
its organization a quality control unit.
the Commissioner finds it unnecessary
to define the term "quality control
unit. and he hba deleted the defini-
tion from the final role,

The Commisaloner has also amended
the reguition to Provide that. where
possible. a designated indisidual(a) not
having direct resonslibillty for the
perfortrasnce of a manufacturing oper
ation ahrai be responsible for the qual-
Ity assurance progra Although pro-
duction and quality sunarance person-
ml share a commnon goal of asurting
that high quality devices are pro-
dunced their interests may sometimes
conflict in the short run as decisions
are mae that will affect a company's
output. The Commissioner hag used
the words where possible in this re-

RULES ANO REGULATiONS

qutrement vcautse he recognies that
for very sm-al componles lone or two
employeesi It -ould be ImposIbleU for
the designated quality assurance indi-
vidual not to have rescrwsuillty for a
production function.

31. Several commients said individual
employees should be able to check ard
verify their own worik, They arm-ued
that If such checks are not done by
the employees themselves, a produc-
tion foreman or supervisor should per-
form them because these individuals
are more familIar with the manufac-
turing operationsU than is an independ
ent quality control person.

The Commissioner never intended
that production personmel should not
be able to cheek omr Inspect their own
work. Chectkcg and insPection activi-
ties re highly desirable and help to
assure that devives are fit for their in-
tended use. But sdherence to an ade-
quate quality assurance program pro
vides a further check to assure that
material and production specificatons
Are met. in an effective quality sr-
jnce program, the checking ana in-
spectlon for adherence to specifica-
tions that are done by production and
quality assurance personnel alie com-
pklment sue another and provide
greateraissurance that high quality
devices are produced.

32. Several comments on proposed
t 820.20 suggested that the term "qual-
Ity cntrol" be changed to 'quality as-
suirance" since the latter term Bs more
inclusive and familiar in industry-

The Commissoner agrees with the
suggestion, and 82020 is changed ac-
cordingly The Commissioner -has
changed the term "qual~ty control" to
quality amursnee" wherever the erm

appears in the final regulation.
33. Several conmenta on the pr-

pos.ed. ospnslbilltles of the quality
contfoi-unit under 1820.20(a) said
manufacturers should be responsible
eonly''fr those devices they manufac-
ture and not for those manufactured
for them by other firms under coo-
tractr

The Commissoner disagrees with
the comments end believes a omanufae-
turer should have adequate control
measures designed and in force to
assure that any firm manufacturing a
device for It under contract complies
with the GrP regulation

34. Several comments said the qual-
ity control unit need not check in-
process production of noncritical de-
vices because It has the authority to
reJect the finished device If that
should prove necessary.

T'he Comissioner disagrees with
these comments because he has not
mandated any In-process cheeks
during the production. of noncritica
devcs It Is the manufacturers re-
sponsiblllty under 3820.5 to determine
whether such cheek. Are necemrar for

31515

the productio of nonCritiWal devis
Through laspectoien. FMA will review
these management decistons and qual
Ity surance procedures and commn-
nicate to the finn its observatIons on
the adequscy of. and the adherence o.
a panufaeturer.s procedure for in.
process checks,

35 Scrersi commenta said the qual-
ity control personnel have no need to
review production records as these
records have no beating on the quality
of the device.

The Commioner disgees. An ef-
lective quality asurance Program re-
quires a careful and periodic review of
all elements of manufarturing practice
that have a bearing on the quality.
safety, and effectiveness of a device A
careful review includes the verifesatlon
and evaluation of each quality factor
that affects production to assure that
all Processing and performance specinf-
caottos re met. A review of produc-
ion and other records by quality As-

luranie personnel is fundamzental to
the implementatIon and maintenance
of an effective quality asuranrce Pro-
gram. The review of production rec-
ords provides maenaement with
feedback on the results of the produe-
Lion activity and with assurance that
production process, and performance
specilfcatlons are being met.

30. Several comments urged that the
requirements of the qualIty coontrol
functlon. As stated In proposed

it20.20c-)l be clarifIed.
The Commissloner agres, and

-' a20.20(aI is revised to clarify the re-
quirements of the quality asurance
Program,37. Man comements ex ressed reser-

Dro w a20.
which requrea sudits of * manf ac-

These coJ mcents oJer~dttoAiLpro
MT.o tb wnu reqr the nbo-

rre of internti auddt reports to FDA.
It was stated that any requirement
whFrbs would result in discosue of in-
i audit re rts would lead to a
wwen or Ueo tsu Sitees pcuse
ortnIr ntrnl udt Ifli blrn-onrmawordd hereluctant W be candid

[11=5 wou thebin
whten excpresiz in zrun the reaults

rmat onA
L-0 _ z _that concern about self-incrimination
would rcrnit in the rparation of

-riifized" audit *1eprtr A few corn-
ments suggested th if procedutres
for internal audit anre required, firm
should have the flexibility to provide
PDA with complete ummaries of the
outcome of an audt and my decitdon
resulting from obsereations uncovered
during the audit, It was further stated
that a summary ahould be sufficient
to enable FDA to determine whether
audits have been performed and to

FEDRL RO*sTW , VOL 4, . iNO.141- AY. utMY 21, I
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verily that appropriate action ass
taken by managenent.

Ihe Coo-.risuiner believes that
planned and penodic audits of quality
assurance should be undertaken be-
cause the maintenance of a useful
quality aiurance program requires
that the program be subJected to pen-
odik revie In addillon. the proper
Implmentation of An audit asytem ior
quality Assurance c=n result in cost-
savings to the manufacturer if prob-
lem areas are Identified and corrected.

The Commissloner shares the eon-
ceri6 oir nmenets And the Deeice
GMP Advisory Committee that gener-
t BDA Access to adit reSorts Wvo

tend to weaken the Audit sYtem. He
beli-es that auditing of quality assur.
ance programs is ismportant. and he
recognise the need to maintain a
degree of confidentIal1ty if audits Are
to be Complete and candid. Therefore
the Commtssioner has deided t
IDA must require each manulaeturer
to Conduct periodic audits or ItS qu-
ity assuraice _1epdI ro

rs contu d tat rramust nou-
tirlely ~ ~ trretn a~ unufactur

ers itmernal suudt procedurs How-ey-
Mr 5 a miter of W diniteatrv

tip =ff A mati not request ispec
tos and Copying0 ox we reports ot

of a manulturers -
mlrance proramii vwhen FDA con 0grt
iuotise sorv elllnee ot al madufactur-

Cvs compliance wi h device aMP's
When PDA needs to determine vheth-
er a manufacturer is conducting Audita
in accordance with the regulation. A
deslgnated FDA employee may re-
quest a responsible official of the man-
ufacturer to certify tn vrtunU that the
mnanufacturer ha complied with
f 820.201b). Upon receivinl such a re-
quest the official is required to
submit, or to have Another responsible
official of the marnufacturer submit.
the cerxUficatlon of compliance. A
person vho submits a false certiflca-
Utin is Uiable to prosecution under Ii
U.SC 1001 and 21 U.S C 31(q1(2)1

t he one e.ception to FDA' policy
of not seeking access to reports of
Audits of quality assiurnce program
ts that FDA may seek production of
these reports n litigation under appli
cble procedural rules. As for other
otherwIse confidential documents.

it should be stressed that DA's
pIlcy of not generally seekitn acess
to audit reports appes onuy to rerio-
of periodic Audits . s define in
I fi2tF4tbJJ nf a manulacturers qus~lty
a1urance prgas -25 to any records
concerulns parteanr devices or any
other records toncerning Quai.ty W.
suene rpidnin ltcndi re-
quired under other secttons of palrt

20. e.-ff.H21L on iLheW oeVce
inrpction. BM~ 162 on failure investi.

uon. and ti20 188 on complaint file

RULES AND REGULATIONS

re sublect to routine FDA inspect.on
and are not coverlied by the poller in
182020101 onceernun FDA aecees in

38 MWuv ccuuenus Cs proposed
I 820.25 Peronnel smid the require-
ment that personnel have adequate
educational ba-kground. tranng. and
experience was too restrictive atnd that
the phrase qualifications and experi-
eneCC was nulliCen-

The CommisItoner disagrees with
these comments because the stated re-
quiremento Are not too restrictive. The
requirement of sufficient personnei
with the necessary education, back-
ground. training, Lnd esperience to
assure that all manufacturing oper-
sUions are -eoectly performed Is a
flexible one. In the Co s sioner's
opinion the suggested term qualIfise
lions- would include educatUon. back-
ground, and training.

39. Many conmmients mrid training
programs in proposed 2820.25da need
not be dorumented and such documen-
tation would create unnecessary
paPerwork and expense without
iseringr an simgnIficant benefit.
The Commissioner disagrees with

the commuents but f 820.25(a) s re-
vised in the fnl regulation to require
that all personnel have the necessary
traIning to perform their assined re-
sponiblitles. but only to require
doueoted training programs where
such programs are necessary to assure
thaU personnel haee a thorough under-
standinu of their loba. He believes It is
essential that the manufacturer for-
madly recogltse any training required
for the performrance of specific work
by Its employees. Where no training
proamns Are necessary, the manufac-
turer is not required to Implement an
unnecesa"ry program

40. Many comments objected to the
requiTrement In proposed I 820 .Ma)
that a documented trainrng program
be in effect for quality control person-
nel regarding defects and errors likely
to be encountered in tUeir tndieddual
control functions

The Comnmissioner agres with these
comments, and 0 820 .Za) b revIsed in
the final regulation to eliminate the
need for a documented training pro-
gram on defects and errors for quality
asrrannce personnel. However, he is
revising And expanding this tUeon to
require manufacturers to strive for
defeclt &areness by all employrees,

The fina regulation requires that Al
employees be made Aware of device de-
fects that may occr from the Improp-
er performance of their specific lobs.
Quality assurance personnel shall be
made Aware of defetes And errors
likely to be encountered as part of
their individual quality Assurance
function

41* iny comments aid on-the-lob
training w more ffecuie toad A

documented training program and
best serred to provtde the necersary
eper'liece required by the regulaion

The CommIsioner recogns the
value and desirability of on-the-lob
training progrrams and Advises that
1820 h25a) in Uhe final sreguistio
allows for such training.

47 Several comments concerning the
personnel health and cieanllne re-
quiremests in proposed # 820.251b1
mid this provision should apply to
sterdle devtee manufacturers only.

The Commissidoner disagrees with
the ommenUts because devices other
than sterile devts e~r.. dignostic
products. may be adverseiy affected by
poor persoonel hemth and cleanliness
Practices- However. be points out that
the requirement applies only to the
eatent that the eenlinme, bealth,
and ttire of personnel in contact with
the device or Its environment may
affect the devIce,

43. Several comments msid proposed
§020 25ibi. Concerning personnel
health and eleantiness was under the
purview of the Occupatlonal Safety
and Health Administraion. not FDA.

The ComnissIoner disagrees with
the comment and has determined that
the Occupational Safety And Health
Act IOSEA) regulatiomn do not include
all of the personnel health and
elesnlneas requirements needed In
this regulation. which alma at protect-
ing device users from defeetive devices
rather than protecting manvnfacturing
employees from Job-related hazarda.
Although there Are some Areas of
common Interest, the Commessioner
beleves that this regulation does not
conflict with OSHA regulatilons

noLpnsus
44. Many comments oblected to the

use of the word prevent" in proposed
I 820.40 Buildings In the provision
that facilities provide adequate space
to prevent miauns and in other parts
of the pruposL The comments Agreed
that 'prevent is an absolute and coo-
notes an unati-nlable goaL The co-
meota suggxested tnat the teris 'pre-
vent' be Changed to designed to pre-
vent.

The ComissioWner agrees with the
suggestion. and the final regulation is
changed accordintly.

41. Several comments objected to
the requirement in proposed 820.40
that bulidings is which manufactur-
tng. Assembling. Packaging, Packing,
holdng, testUng, and labeling oper-
ations are conducted shall be of suit-
able design and contain sufficient
space to fAcilitate Adequate cleaning,
maintnne, and other necessary op-
Cralm. It waa argued that these re-
quirements should apply only when
the device iteLf may be affected If a
building were itprope rly designed or

FEOlgR gUCRsaT, VOL 4t, O. 141-#MAv. ULtY 21. Im
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Report

Dnto: tpeeiiTi S, 15980j
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Fromr S. S.oioni A .Hh

SubjeCt: TRIP REPOWR ON? VISIT TO SANDIA LABATOiRIES, ALBUQUERQUE, H. MEXICO

nCo Repet-ber L and S, S198i, A. PeHsan and S. So.onon visited
Or. Sz.eoeI evy, lithfs Battery Develop-rnt, at Sandia Laboratories
and Dr. Charles Leedecke, Ceramics Development Division Sdndia
Laoratories Ss a Depart..ent of Energy facility adainistered by
Wo irn Electric Co and located on Rirtland Air Force base, Albuquerqn..
S4v tesic. The facility employs approninately 7000 highly professional
eapinyces and is engaged in basic research and development in t11*rn
of energy t chnology

Dr. Ievy haa beon with Sandia fOr 19 years and has several publications
con-erning lIthiu. buttery technology. Dr. Loederke joined San-i
2 y.ars ago and has ptovided Support to the battery proup by socpplying
gIas prototypes for feedthrus. He is salso engaped in proaoting
productlon of ispro-ad glasses developed at Sandia. with feedthru
r nufnctorets

Iechaniso of Corrosion

Dr. :.ey feot" a inir with aur sbsorvations on~ ieedthrua degradation
fro" previous conversations with Iessrs. DeHoan and Solomon. We hod
state that the cell in juestion were nov under qualtfication toots
for future one He presented mode l for the degrada ion usIig a
Li /So2ctli with a Li~r-acetonitrile electrolyte. The es ntital features
of the model involv-

t) Underpoteistlal deposition of lithium on the tlass at the
ntgetive electrode. The ability to deposit lithtiu bol- the
Ntece- naXl of -7.2V Sin bs.ed on it c ubility of comyponunts of

tht 8isss to COmpies uith Li+ which are absorbed an the pionsssurtfce.
Thes feature of the glass to donat. electton to the Li+ layers the
potentfal requtred to plato out lilthiu an the metal.

2) Reaction of piated lithium with natal osida in tho glass
produces fre, silion and aikali silicates.

LLi + S10 _ 2Li20 + Si

Il 20 + SIW2 2 LI2 SIc5
2LI20 + 001Us Lt4, 510,
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These compounds not only represent soluble degradation preducts of theglass but pronide electrical conductivity path. within the glass tocontinue deposition of Li.

3) Ceosioa of the reaction occurs when a complete ennol.yer ofLi otal tas been built up across the fteedtlru. hen this happensdeposition of Li+ on Li oetal cun only occur at full Seecutpotential.

Analytical lethods

The evaluation of corrosion vas determined by either:

I) Measurement of the average thIclnns of uncorroded gaIss Inthe header.

2) Measurement of tie capacity of the cell after storage der
varying load, tiue, and tenpdrature condItions.

3) Lithiun was identified in the degradation product outrioby Secondary Ion Hasa Spectr-setry (SIMS), its ability to generaeH2 when reacted with eater, and by pmauareoent of the li/S ratlo.

Class Cosoostiton

Based on the model described above Dr, teedecke undertook the lorsulatloasof new glass coopositions which ouuld likely show resistanc to ieedthrudegradation. Ctmmercial glass showed a degradatlon rate o0 O.i ru4/yr.A Corning glass designated 1723 inproned It one order of nagnitude to0.004 wo/ye, ttlle a Sandia formulation, TA 23, lowered the eosIon
rate toC.O001 rue/yr.

Dr. Leedeckc stated that Fusite also has a glass designated 108 thatwas a factor of 2 better than the conmercial grades.

It was learned however that several problems exist in the ovallabillty
and compatibility of many of the glasses. Dr. Leedecke has aPproachedFuelte for the .anufrcture of their TA 23 glass, howener Sandia is notpresently in n position to procide then the technology until theirpattllt pvsitlon is established. A rougth eti-ato for tills tine is-I- months, to whitl, must be added an eddie .l *iY ntbs fordanloo ent of production capabilities

Additionally the TA 23 glass is designated to be usd with me talbussing aspsslos coeffici.nts of 10X017/°C. Tis wvould inctudcmetals. asci as aelybdenun and Kover. Thus in the Cordis feedth-r Ifthe center pin were converted to molybdenuo the Sandia glass ov.Idbe compatible. Heever molybdenum does not lend Itself to welding
end new methods of attaching the anode assembly would have to beexplored. Rovar wao not recommended because of its high expense endIts dependence on importation from South Africa.
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Thos Corning 1723 gl.n. iri nov being -oed by hK11lry. Vricb. sC-k
mntioned that they hbd experienced sealing problemn -inder 120M°C
,owevar lie stated thit lie on able to efftct succes.tNi roafs tr
0lSoC. The 1723 Iikewwie does not fend itself to boedIe with stalnless

steel end aould require change in the cahlivs of the ferdth-u far
Cordis. hallory has doctored the glass with al.elna to allow it
to be used with taotalum,

Etoluntitn of CnrdLn vecdttrc fl arled on CrronIs M hlleI

Dr. tony was shone SEi photogrepihs of Cerdis FPedthrsss which had
undergone degradotieos -ver Sppr.o.Ioately 6 e-nth. *nd I ycrr tcInJ
periods. We asked hba to give his best eneluatico es to the life
eapectancy of these saotes, Althouigh somewhat reluctant to -ke
* p-ediction becac'e of the differences in the sysre. between his
studies and Cordis, he did inake the following poainss

t) fedthru dcrr dotion is teniserctore dependent. All of the
corrosion rate studis he had carried out preciously acre at
elevated tenpernture., i.e. 70 - 80

0
C.

The tact that our cells ore operated ct body teeperstures for
tie major o.-o"It of tine should dininish the correoson rate cell
below that which he obscrved.

i) .Tboe rate of carvsit.o is lincnr Although it is difficult
to quantitate the degree of corrosion, it is qualitatively
obvious that Cordts feedtfsrus have retaiecd their propertic- to
a .acih greater axteet in one year titan had those studied at
Sandia is 3 onths, Using comporable meosureoent techniq-us
CordiS feedthru delCrdation would be aore likely onl thc oit-er
of IZ per gear. If ose estrepoletes to a fine year period.
eapcCted corrosion vould approxtiarte 52. It should be sade
clear thot this estirate applies only to vertical courrab- of
tie glass Satete and not to the estent of conductive bridging.

3) Certain feotares of oreveut Cordis gnlss coeposution pr 1nbhit
dJcrudative ttark. Cnlcolatito of free energies of tnectioI .f
various ox.ides found in glass cooposition deamnstrate th1at e O
1s one of tht less. reactive cosso -do toward ltth rna. tht'r
than SiO02 barton soido Is the wsr obundant co-pound In our
present Fusite coepostio-s.

1) aUse of brnlro to . auLr ti0e r0i4e fri- ruoAact' w hth fflcctrn-:
IntL is at beat a stopgap enacure. Nat-r.ls s sosd fur thic
previoumly -ave bees PFre end Rlatea e. a chlorinated fluoroca-bo

Choico of lmatrrtia should be predicated sn low porseabllty
toward LI+ aid good bonding charactclrticsctoward both glass
nod scfaf. ,ie ocy ,n;rot iamiliar with tho aergtoS-

.tI lera itn thisl. o ! t
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5) Of thte tao tspects of the corro.ion reactIon 1) veitict-
do5 .-dottin ltudlng to potential strosssad a erd icoi faiure
of Ito fcedtlc., cnd 2) form.tlo&'of cchditctiior b ltiO.cu:bcttcts

-tcrIt.il. it oppcars thit the latter is of .rt .uttrtlt t tito
Co1rdi coil ystoo. Ft.altutlon of thtis . e Nsseti fur preltlrion
of Istur- t,,t gItty of oil focdthrus.

Dr. I .1y vl tl dlilor D p.apur durlg nth vcek of Octoohr 6 - lIU
to a erode, of to thlrciroci-ohlcal SocIety Is iollotywod. Fta. I,
h.s otated thit be o-ld Ieicoot * ulsit to Curtlo altd would t'y to
or.oge IIloe for further discussions with Cordis versonnef.

D1STRIBLTION

D. B-up
D. ilort
hI. iinrnhouooo
0. Jh-inoe
W Oatt.
J. iago e-;
S. Suobson
C. SWlt,
11. Tot-ri.
E. With-s
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ATT~z _a.Dnl am

Bea Mr. D- :
Food and Drug Ad tuinistration l we a your

8757 Geargia Avenue bl

fireaou to readicul Preducs pae ha eepblse n

Sistver spribt g1 MtD 29Ld ib

ASSNs Mr. ronald Oahmis :.Zr.. , 7T-t.;7

Der Mr. Oa=SDSS ,________________
With reerence tf our diseusslon last week and your

questions this week about the achieved reliability of Cmrdis*9GA a~nd ISOR pacemakers, we beliave it wiould be very useful
fse yo s to reaad our Produc~t Updates that were publishead anddistri~buted to: the fieLd in~ Agrl and October, 1982, as part
nE our cointinuing program to keepa our physicians informted
8bOut tna reLiabi;lty of Cordis pacemakers. As mentioned to
you, infcrmation copies were sent at the same tize to the
local ?DA office and to Mr. RahmcelLer ia line with cur
usual practice an such matters. Since we believe the
information in the Updates should answer your questionz, we
are sending you copies via mr. Richard Morey.

You will note that both Lambda 190A and 150E contin:-
L*emonstrats overall reliabilities that meet or exce.:

values predicted and described in the original labeling
these models (attached). The achieved caliabilities
(cumuletive survival) at 77 and 61 months for L90A and 190e
ace 0.947 and 0.958, respectively. The average malfunction
rate (nercent/implant monthi has also been relatively stable
over the considerable time of implant.

Our reliability predictions assumed that most of the
malfunctions would involve the electronic circuit and mignt
occur suddenly without warning. in fact, more than half of
all malfunctions were caused by comparatively benign early
battery depletions. As stated in the October Update, the
three major categories of verified malfunctions involve bat-
teries (523 of all malfunctions), circuit boacdt t281 of all
malfunctions) and reed switches (61 of all malfunctions).
These three categories, therefore. represent 871 of all
verified nalfunctions, the remaining 131 being due to mis-
cellaneous causes_
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ApproximateLy 31,000 190n and l9S0 paceakeres have beem
Implaoted worl&-wida. AS stated in the Update. ralfunctions
dua to batteries, circuit boards, and reed switches re-
presene 2%, 1.1%, and 0.2% of tha total registered implants.
Therefore, in anster to yaur question regarding the nusber
at malfunctions, the followrig tbLe szuwarizes our ex-
perience.

TABLE 1

TotaL
Nov., 1975 to Present

1962 _t5 months)

Battery Depletion 112 579

FW Soard 186 349

Read Switch 9 67

miscslianeous za 148

TOTAL 335 LL41

ln response to your other question about the tine for
wiring board malfunctions, it ranges Ercra about 2 to a years
with an average of 45 months.

Whils we of course wish the number of malfunctions were
lower, the tact remains that the overall achieved ce-
liability of the Lambda L90A and 19SE pacers over this long
period of time has met our labeling predictions.

we trust that you will find this material useful In
answering your questions. We shall of course ha happy to
discuss any further questions you may have after reading
this material.

Sincerely,

Joseph J- Schwoebel
manager, Regulatory Aftairs

JJS/vm
Enelosure
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109-2

C O N F I D E N T I A L

August 19. 1983

Distrib.tion DS2e/L ocmon
J. Pagones

a- Calls and Gazs Pscars - Task Force

As you know. ae see a *teedily increasing nber of early battery
depletions fh80) in iulticor Gamea Pacers. prisarily Hodel 334.
lie have set up Task Force to (1) define the extent of the problen based
upon existing data and traceability records (2) determine if possible tie
underlying cause(s) of the depletion.. Tho Task Force consists of
Oscar Jirene., DO. Hart. Dr. Bmp. Ron Gjertson. Rarshad Tataris. and
Phil Watson. Oscar vill serve as the Task Force Leader. The Task Force
will utilize the services of other people on a priority bosia, for
exeple, Dive Co lbert, Regulatory Affairs, etc., but reporting and evaluation
must be accosplished through the Task Force in order to avoid tangential
efforts and duplicative reporting. The Task Force should met immediately
to define sub-teaks end met frequently thereafter during the next 6 eeks.
which is the estioSted life of the Task Force.

At present, there are approxinately 100 EDB's confirmed and unconfirned,
mostly from Model 334.

The definition and isolation of the problem nmut proceed rapidly
(within the next 3 weeks) in the event it is appropriate to publisi
information tn the forthcoming October Product Update.

I shall expect at least weekly umartion of results for my further
dissemination to upper eanagerent.

cc: Task Force: D. Bump
R. Cjertson
D. Hart
0. Jineas
H. totaria
p. Watson

Inforeation copies: D. Colbert, F. Frischer, Ii4 He rrhunron, g. Jufl.o,
i. Nickerson, S. Saulson, R. Spencer, R. Smolovitz. N. Weldon, 3. SchVebel
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August 19, 1983

Distribution

J. Pagones

Gala Cells and Gamma Pacers - Task Force

As you know, we see a steadily increasing number of earlybattery depletions (EBD) in Multicor Gamma Pacers,primarily Model 334. We have set up Task Force to (l)define the extent of the problem based upon existingdata and traceability records (2) determine if possible theunderlying cause(s) of the depletion. The Task Forceconsists of Oscar Jimenez, Don Hart, Dr. Bump, Ron GjertsonHdarshad Tataria, and Phil Watson. Oscar will serve as theTask Force Leader. The Task Force will utilize the servicesof other people on a priority basis, for example, DaveColbert, Regulatory Affairs, etc., but reporting andevaluation must be accomplished through the Task Force inorder to avoid tangential efforts mcd duplicative r.porting
The Task Force should meet immediately to define sub-tasksand meet frequently thereafter during the next 6 weeks,wbicb is the estimated life of the Task Force.

At Present, there are approximately 100 EBD'Sconfirmed--Handunconfirmed, mostly from Model 334. Thefollowing pertains:

1) The average implant time to depletion isapproximately 30 months, the range 0.to 35 months.

2) Tear-down analysis on a number of the field returnsindicates the so-called Type I depletion mechanism, i.e.,copper plating through the separator and forming a couple.Concurrently, there is also evidence of feedthroughcorrosion and interaction.

3) Plots of field returns indicate both a random andsystematic depletion mechanism from a statistical viewpoint.

4) Many of the EBD's can be traced to cells to madeduring the surmer of 1980 prior to protection (polyetM§btethen __) of the feedthrough (October 1980), and alsoprior toxFjay of cells and pacers (October 1981) andimproved separator inspection (January 1982). There areaignificantly fewer discrepancies after Cctober 1980.
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5) In-vitro test results, as well as reserve sample
test results, parallel field experience, i.e., reserve
samples during the period of summer 1980 have depleted
prematurely during the course of long-term testing under the
115K ohm load.

6) Bigh temperature studies suggest a first order
failure mode associated with a non-protected feedthrough
insulator that can be extrapolated to a 30-36 month period
at 37 C.

7) A number of feedthroughs used during the summer 1980
period were subject of MRR's.

8) The end-of-life on field returns includes both
precipitous rate decrease and loss of output as well as slow
rate decrease and diminished loss of output.

The foregoing facts are tentative and based upon
present information and statements.. A primary function of
the Task Force is to confirm the above as well as to develop
new facts.

The definition and isolation of the problem must
proceed rapidly (within the next 3 weeks) in the event it is
appropriate to publish information in the forthcoming
October Product Update.

I shall expect at least weekly summation of results for
my further dissemination to upper management.

JP/vm
ccl Task Force: 0. Bump

R. Gjertson
D. Hart
0. Jimenes
B. Tataria
P. Watson

Information copies: D. Colbert, F. Fischer, B. Hershenson,
K. Jones, B. Nickerson, S. Saulson, R. Spencer, R.
Smolowitz, N. Weldon, J. schbeol
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Doe September 22, 1983

T. Distribution

For J. Schwoebel

Susrt special Audit - GaMMa Battery Cell Depletions

There have been 134 premature Gamma Battery depletions {less
than S to 7 years of service life) confirmed to date.
Approximately 654 of these failures are from lots
manufactured over a nine week period in mid-1980.

At my request, Frank Gregorio audited Gamma Cell production
records to determine if there is a correlation between
failures in the high risk group and production factors.
wihile no singular factor is apparent, there are many process
anomalies in the suspect timeframe to indicate an ovcrall
lack of control. It is suggested that our power source
technical personnel now evaluate the findings to possibly
identify the root cause of our failures.

I believe Frank har done an cx-cl-c.- r ovle f o' : data,
having spent 150 manhours on the task. His effort
represents the only thorough review ever performed of the
6000 pages of Gamma cell production history records. The
facts presented in the report will undoubtedly help Cordis
to analyze Gamma battery failures and plan appropriate
actions.

oJS:mda

Distribution: D. Buep
F. Fischer
R. Gjertson
D. Bert
S. Nersnenson
0, )icenez
J. Pagones
S. Saulson
h. Tataria
P. Watson
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Dale September 21, i983

5. Schwoebel OSeAmacae

so0n F. Gregoric ; C-

Svo*t SPECIAL AUDIT - GAMM.A BATTERY CELL DZPLEIIONS

INTRODOCTION

The following report details the findings of a special audit
conducted during September, 1983 by Regulatory Affairs. The audit
consisted of an extensive, comprehensive review of the envlr.n-r.t
surrounding the manufacture, testing and release of gamma battery
cells by Bldg X Power Source Engineering (PSE) during 1980.

A search was made to identify any correlation which exists between
lots of gamma batteries experiencing significant Early Battery
Depletions in the field and lots not suffering premature depletion
Attachment 1 is a list of the lots having the most failures (terme
'high risk')

The search encompassed review of over 6,000 pages of documents, ir
the following areas.

A) Component Lot usage records for Gammma lots 1080 to 3680
inclusive Location - Plant 7G.

B) Batch production records - gamma lots 1080 to 36B0
inclusive Location - 7G.

C) Gamma Battery shipment records for 1980/81.
Location - 7G log files.

D) Selected OC, CPCL and CPOA test results for gamma batteries -
Location - 7G, ATC 6 CPCL Laboratory.

E) Raw material RI inspection records for 1980 components -
Location - Bldg N archives.

F) MRR's from RI and Power Source Engineering for 1900 -
Location - Plant 7C and 7B MRR storage.

G) IHT's (Hold tags) from PSE for 1980 -
Location - Plant 7G archives.

H) Microfilm records of several DCN's issue. during suspect
period - Location - ATC Microfilm archives at Documentation
Control.

I) Bldg H. production log books, where available
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i) Bide N production log books, where available -
Location - Plant 7G.

J1 Furchasing records for selected Gamma components -
Location - ATC Purchasing files.

Due to a lack of firm correlation, the search was terminated at Gamma loj3780,

AUDIT SUMMARY OF FIN^DTNGS

.By review of the above documents failed to identify any defi.ed cause forthe GaE.ma battery failures. So firm correlation was found in use of
components, MRR dispositions, or test results involving Gamma batteriesproduced in 1980, which could explain all of the high risk lot failures.

Review however, did find thet the manufacture of Gamma cells during 1980,particularly during the middle of the year, was in a cuestionable state ccontrol. Manufacturing was in a state of flux, with frecuent chances beirmple.mented in such areas as component preparation, cathode powder mixincprocessing parameters, test measurements, etc. Over 100 incidents ofsmecific anomalies in processing, equipment breakdowns or test results wedocumented by this audit. The more significant will therefore be presente,belo-. Further review of these anomalies may suggest a possible failuremechan; sm.

A correlation was discovered between high risk battery lot numbers and Opsheet le.r win; revisxio mnt. Over 65% of GCrmua batteries experiencing Early,depleeion, cluster between lots 2180 end 2980. Based on data review, amajor revision in op sheets occured in Bldg .battery area, beginning wiitBettcry lot 2180. Revisions were reportedly made to the methods ofelectrolyte filling, burn-in, cell assembly, lid welding and lid assembly,amon: others. Further discussion will be presented below. The
significance of the changes has not yet been identified and should befurther investigated.

in addition, my review found that experimentation was being done toProduction gaema, cells during 1980 that was not called for in approved Opsheets. Cells were subjected to double burn-in, used re-fired cathodes,used experimental cathode formulations, etc. Many of these cells weresubsecuently released to pacer use and in fact, S experimental' cells areincluded among the failed field returns recently received.
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Evidence was also found that our vendors chanced some of their proces:.:n
paraneters during the critical period of 1950. For example, I found that
beginning with lot 2180, our geapTa battery can vendor began washing gar.m'
cans in Diversey Passivating solution. CPCL evaluated such solutions a f

later for possible use at Cordis but found themn unsuitable. Our
feeethru vendor suddenly began adding a letter suffix to its vendor lot
numbers xn mid 1980. Those feodthrus were first put to use in Gamma lot
2280. The reason for the change has not been identified. It may however
suggest a change in a feedthru raw material which Cordis is unaware of.
According to RI receiving records, the copper powder used to make cathode
for Stana lots 2280 - 3380, came from a difierent copper Ingot
manufacturer. The significance at the change should be further evaluated
All significant references will be presented below.

DETAILED FINDINGS BY CATEGORY

PART A - COMPONENTS AND COMPONENT USAGE

In an. effort to identify if the high risk lots shared a common raw
naterial, the lot numbers for all principal components of the gamma batte
were extracted from the batch records. This search covered Gamma lots 12
to 3680 inclusive. Battery lots 3780 on, were not reviewed in detail.

total of 18 components were selected for coverage to include:

1. Cathodes used in each Gamma cell lot
2. Cathode powder lots used
3. The principal ingredients of each copper powder lot
4. Lithium
5. Electrolyte
6. Current Collectdr
7. Terminal Lid Assembly
8. Feedthrus used in the terminal lids
9. Lids
10. Backfill tubes
11. Gamma cans
12. Pellon .022'
13. Pellon .008'

In general, it was found that a typical Gamma cell lot number such'as 268C
actually consisted of several sub-lots (Suffixed A through E). These
sublots were all made in the same week, i.e. - week 26, but on different
days (A. = Mon., - Thues., etc). Thus, Camrna lot 2680D would have been mad
on Thursday of the 26th week. Review found that the sublots routinely
differed from one another in the components used. Lot 2680 for example,
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used 5 different lots of cathodes, 2 separate powder lots, 3 feedthru lot.6 lid lots, etc.

rx-ensive review of component lot numbers, found no significant correli,
letween lots used and high risk battery lot numbers. Exhibits 2 - 13 cha.these values. As can be seen, components used in the high risk lots werenot used in all of the lots, or were also used in non-risk lots. Forearople, analysis of depleted cell field returns found that the pellon
separators were of questionable cquaity. Review of Exhibit 9, however,fincs that those same separator lots were present in numerous other ganma
lots, none of which have failed.

Specific anomalies in some components were identified during this audit.They will be referenced in the sections below:

CATHODE POWDER MANKA'C JAAE & KNOMALIES

I next examined the available records covering the copper powder used in1980 cathodes. specificallv, an attempt was made to identify if the qualiof the powders correlate with high risk battery lots. The moisture, % frrsulfur, % soluable sulfates s Ph of each powder lot used in 19EO was firscharted. Exhibits 3 - S plot the results. No correlation can beidentified. i did note however, that the level of sIlfates in the cathod,powder ray have some impact on the length of time a battery will survive.
Review of Exhibit 4 will show that lot 2980 and 3080 had soluable sulfatelevels over 300% higher than other gamsna lots. A total of 4 batteries hadepleted in lot 2980, all failing before the 15th implant month. The 2failures recorded for lot 3080, failed before the 26th month. In contrastfailures fro.. other Sa=-… lots arc averaging 301 months before depletion.

The Ph of the cathode powders was recorded in Bldg.M log books, but shouldnot be considered accurate. The operation used Ph 1-12 color chance testpaper. This paper gives only a rough estimate of Ph and in fact, when BlcM installed a Ph meter in mid-1980, my comparison of recorded results foula difference between meter and paper values of > 1.5. for the same powder.

The number of water rinses that copper powder received during 1981, heldsteady at S rinses per batch until July. Beginning with the powder usedCar,.a lot 2780, PSE began experimenting with rinsing the powders from 7 tt9 times per batch. Exhibit 6 plots these values.

The amount of rinse tine the copper powder received during washing was
plotted next. Although this time varied from 100 to 300 minutes, nocorrelation was found between rinse time and high risk gamma lots. (SeeExhibit 61.
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The amount of time cathode powders were dried in the vacuum cylinder, was
examined. Drying times varied from 15 hours to 24 hours but again, no
correlation was found. (See Exhibit 6).

CATHODE ANOMALIES:

According to RI records, our supplier of copper dust, Gold Leaf Powders,
changed its vendor of raw copper ingots in mid 1980. Starting with copper
lot 122156, which was used in Gamma cells 2280 to 3380, the copper from
which our dust was made came fromw a different vendor. Cordis QA examined
this new copper lot, found no unusual anomalies and released it for use.
The significance of the change is not known but according to CPCL
personnel, copper dust is formed electrolytically by dissolving raw copper
ingots and precipitating it out. Differences in ingot quality or purity
could have an effect on the final particle size of the dust.

* According to MAR 70580 dated 6/3/80, the Hydrochloric Acid used in Garma
lots 1080 through 2580, was found to be 'contaminated', after the fact.
All remaining stocks of the acid were placed on the MRR in June and ordere
scrapped. The MAR does not state what the 'contamination' consisted of.

* Zcuipment problems were noted in the cathode powder log book, throughout
1981. Of significance is the following:

1. At least 4 powder lots had to be discarded because the powder
drying equipment broke down.

2. The log shows that the deionized water filters clogged at least 4
times during 1980 and had to be changed. One such clogging occured i
the powder used in Gamrma lot 2480. The powder is repeatedly rinsed '
this water. Clogged filters indicate precipitate buildup and ray
allow minerals such as calcium, magnesiumn, etc. to be incorporated
into the cathode powder. The significance of this has not been fully
studied.

3. Another recurring problem involved rust.corrosion in the drying
cylinder. On two occasions, powder production was interrupted becaus
of drum corrosion. On each occasion, the drum was sent to
r.mantainance for re-passivating in Nitric acid. Copper Powder used
GOruna lots 2280 and 2380 is involved.

The log contains entries stating that on at least 2 occasions, the coppe
powder was found floating on the top of the rinse water during washing, an
would not sink. Both entries involve powder used in Ganuma lots 3280 6
3180. This anomaly may indicate a problem with particle size of 1980
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catnode powders. Particle size Was not measured during 19sE but if tot
fine, copper particles could permeate the battery separator during use.
This is precisely what has been found in the bulk of the returned garanafield failures.

* Based on records, Bldg M production had a signif:cant variation in th
of cells, without explainable cause. Powder lot G0880 was reportedly r.the same as all other powder lots, but when tested, was found to have aof 2.5. The lot was discarded. CPCL was then asked to examine samples
cathodes made from powder lots G0080 and G1480. (Neither powder lot was
used in production). Examination found both lots to be similar with twanmaMies noted. Both lots had a Ph of 3 yet the copper powder log listhe Ph of the powders as 4.3 E 4.6 respectively. No explanation for th
Aroc in Ph was offered. Secondly, both samples had a 'skim' layer of
Cuprous sulfide on the cathode surface. (See CPCL Report 23-02039 for
further details).

* CPCL Report 23-02018 (Exhibit 15;, examined the purity and content ofcopper powder lots G1080 and 01480 themselves. Samples from these lots
were reportedly held under different atmospheric conditions, as an
experiment. The Report results are seriously anomalous. The moisture
content of one sample held under 'very dry vacuu-' was found to be 2501nicher than the moisture of samples held under 100% humidity. Sulfates
free sulfur were also not as expected. Either the samples were
isadvertantly mixed up, or the vacuum lines, glove boxes and argon supp.
at 1dc MN was cuestionable. Continued searching found further evidence
tbA possibility. A CPCL test was performed in June/S0 on the atmosphe:of the gamma assembly glove box. (CPCL Report 23-01890) Two samples w,
collected two weeks apart. It was found that the oxygen content of theargon glovebox increased from l24t in May to .161 in June, a fSC%
-ncrease. Likewise, the moisture content of the glovebox increased fror
.000% to .015%, a 300% increase. This suggest a leak in the glovebox.
*oder these production conditions, which represent the time period of
highest risk cells, the chemistry of the cell interior may very well ha,oeen affected.

* According to records, Bldg M had both a Di water line and a Distilled
watar line feeding the powder room. Log indicates that some powder lotsused distilled water; others used DI. The significance of this is not
kno-n.

* NRR review found that the sulfur used to manufacture all copper powderfrom, January, 1980 to-at least September/80, was material received in mu
1979. In April/80, this Sulfur expired and was placed on MRR. No other
supply was available so a sample was sent to CPCL, found to have an
acceptable melting point and was released Uk1 with a 4 month extended sh
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life. in Aug/S0, it expired again and was released UAI again, after
another melting point sample found no problems. The significance of usine
aged sulfur should be explored further.

In Aug/80, PSE requested that argon or nitrogen gas be bubbled through
the DI water used for rinsing copper powder, 1/2 hour prior to use, to
'deairiete' it. It is not known if this additional change altered the
gualicy of subsequent powders produced.

* As will be discussed later, portions of a few Gamma cell lots were
experimentally produced with Dry Cathode Powder, the method we used to mar
powders in 1979. Some of these cells were subsequently released for pact.
use. To date, however, none of them have failed in the field.

GCMMA CATHODES a ANOM.ALIES

The quality and manufacturing conditions involving cathodes used in 1990
samma cells was next examaned. Over 90 separate lots of cathodes were
manu.factured during 1990. Ho one lot was used in more than 3 Garmra batter,
rots. No correlation can therefore be made, Data regarding cathodes usef
is on file at Regulatory Affairs.

Cathode weigth and thickness were examined. The cathode weight varied by
no more than .02 gms throughout 1980. No correlation was noted. Cathode
tnickness did vary to a greater extent. 10 of the 21 lots of cathodes use
:in GOama cell lots 2180 through 2980, were found to be below spec for
thickness and were placed on IHTs. The cells were nevertheless released
':Al. This :s a significant correlation in component parameters since lots
2180 through 2980 are the highest risk gamma lots. Review of other 1980
Sem-ma lots experiencing failures, however, finds normal cathode thickness
values. The correlation is therefore reduced.

The records I reviewed, contain several additional references to cathode
anocalies. IlT records show that virtually every lot of batteries produced
from 1080 to approx. 2880, suffered cell swelling problems. Thns generall
tndicates excessive moisture in the cell, usually from the cathodes. The
noisture content of fired cathodes was not measured in 1980, however and a:
extersive search of archives failed to locate the critical cathode fire
oven temperature charts for 1980. A positive correlation between cathode
firing/moisture and high risk gamma cells, cannot therefore be made.

* 1980 cathodes were found suffering from cracking, prompting a study to bf
done by PSZ in July/80 on the effects cracked cathodes have on CCv
readings. I failed to find additional references to the problem during
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record review, however, and the true extent of cathode crackina in 1980
gamr2 cells is therefore not known. According to CPCL study results,crached cathodes do not appear to have a sionificant impact on cell life.

' Power Source Engineering experimented with the firing of cathodes duri..1980. At least 3 references were found in Production gasra cell records
shoving portions of lots 2180a, 3280, 3380 and others, contained cells ,ire-fired cathodes. Numerous experiments were conducted during the middle
of 1980 into refiring the cathodes, in an attenpt to reduce negative
voltage drops which the majority of the 1980 lots suffered. My review
found that most of these refired cells were released eventually to paceruse, after long term monitoring found no significant anomalies. It shoulc
oe noted that one of those cells was among the field return failuresreceived.

LITNIUM USE 5 ANOMALIES

Review of lithium use in 1980 Gamma cells found no firm correlation. (Seemxhlioit 7). A total of 11 Lithium lots were used between 1080 and 3680,a extraction of the vendor lot numbers from RI archives found several ofthem to be of the same vendor lot. In actuality, only S vendor lots of
i--hlumu were used. Each lot was examined visually by RI upon.receipt,earn was accompanied by a Certificate of Analysis and.no anomalies were
noted by RI. One vendor lot *P04010317) was used in Camna lots 2180
through 3080, the highest risk period, but its use would not explain
battery failures in the other Gamma lots.

The records do indicate however, that on several occasions, the Use beforedate of the lithium stored in bldo M expired On each occasion, th-
lithius was placed on MRR and a simple visually exaidined by Bldg M OC. Inall cases, the samples were found bright & shiny and the Use Before date
was therefore extended. No correlation was found.

I On 7/22/80, 400 wafers of lithium lot 124343, stored in open cans in theild; X argon glovebox, were placed on MRR 82001 because all 400 wafers werefernd blackened. MRR disposition was scrap. No explanation for the
blackened lithium was given, but it strongly suggests a glovebox leak. OfsiSn.icance, however, is the fact that Lithium lot 124343, is vendor lot
P04010317. As reported above, this vendor lot was used in Gamma cells .218througn 3080, all of which are suffering significant field failures.

ELECTROLYTE USAGE AND ANOMALIESt
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Exhibit 8 is a plot of electrolyte usage durinc Gammra battery man_facture
fro. Gamma lot 1080 to 3680. Review fines no ssgnificant correlation.
total of 9 vendor lots of electrolyte were in use, with no lot used in MO:
then 6 wveely lots of Gan.ma cells. During the high risk Germa cell peric:
between ganim.a lots 2180 and 3180, 5 separate lots of electrolyte were usec

Record review found, however, several anomalies pertaining to electrolyte,
with the following judged to be most pertinent:

* MRR's 79346 & 79347 dated 7/7/80, ordered 41 cells fror. Gamma lot 2150
an 37 cells from lot 2280 scrapped, due to "electrolyte contemination i
helium leak test'. No specifics were given to explair the reference to
electrolyte contamination. It should be noted that the period of hiohest
risk Garrjn cells begin with Gamma lot 21E0.

* Based on MRR review, precipitation of electrolyte salts while in storace
bottles was occuring during 1980. In two cas5., the electrolyte was
reworked by fnltering/settling, retested and found to be acceptable for
continued Use As Is. In a third case, it was ordered scrapped. (The
scrapped lot was never used in production).

CPCL Report 23-01849, dated May/S80, detailed a study done on several
..ells from Canme lots 1480 to 1880. These samnles were collected by PSr
due to r high number of - Delta voltages seen in these lots (up to 90% of
some lots had a decrease in voltage between 1st i 2nd OCV readings).
CPCL found in part that cells experiencing negative delta's, had very low
le-els of polymerizations of the Polydloxolane portion of their electrolyti
(1.4mg) while cells which had experienced + delta's had polymerizations
averaging 18 mg., a full magnitude higher. Why the differences existed we:
not explained.

* A study was done in November/80 to determine why electrolyte discolors
acter 24 hour burn-in. CPCL Report 23-02129 revealed that the discoloratior
may be a decomposition product of the Dimethylsoxazole portion of the
electrolyte. The report did not explain if discoloration was a serious
problem during 1980. '

* Exhibit 14 details a series of revisions made to Operation sheets &
drawings during 1980. Beginning with Garnma lot 2180, the Op sheet for
£1ectrolyte Filling (OPS M-318-014) was changed from Rev. 2 to Rev. 3.
What this change details has not yet been determined but should be further
investigated. This new revision was used from Gamma lot 2180 on.

PELLON SEPARATOR USAGE AND ANOMALTES:
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Pellon separator material is strongly implicated in the current Gcams
depletion problem. The majority of failed cells contai-n separators that
are permeated with copper salts, providing a potential conductive path
between cathode and anode. Pore size of the separator is of significant
importance but unfortunately, pore site was not an RI measurement in pell
material used in 1980 and data is lackine.

my review of records involving Pel.lon finds no correlation between Pe'lcr
lots in use and Gamrna high risk cells. Exhibit 9 plots such usage. As cr
be seer, only one lot of Pellon .o0er separator was used between Gamma Ic
100 and 3580. If this lot was defective, problems should be appearing
all Ga.-a cells, which is not the case.

S lots of Pellon .022' separator were used during the period in question.
The division from cne lot to another appears ur:elated to hsgn risk Gamma
cell failure patterns.

According to routine processing, pellon separators are supposed to be
stored for 48 hours in an argon filled vacuum chamoer prior to use. Bldcdid not, however, keep any records of this processing step and a
determination of whether this step was performed each day cannot be made.

In 1980, the separator material used in the Gamma cell was the sa.e as waused for crimped D cells. In order to achieve a proper fit, Pellon
separators for GammA cells had to be cut with scissofs by hand. There is
no written record of this processing step either. whether handling and
manirulaticn of the separators in this manner could have contaminated the:
or affected their performance, should be discussed further.

A series of anomalies involving the Pellon Separator -ere noted in my
review of records:

* CPCL Report 23-01815, attached as Exhibit 16, reports an analysis
performed on one cell from Garma lot 1780. The sample was sent to CPCL b
Bldg a: after an 'orange discoloration' was noted on the separator materia
(I presume this discoloration was noticed before the cell was sealed).
CPCL found that the pellon in this cell contained iron particles dispers
as aggregates throughout the separator material'. The cathodes in the cec
&vpeared "normal", with no iron contamination noted. Sow the iron got to
permeate the separator, or where it came from, was not documented. Anoth,
reference to 'particles' in separators is Service Request 5249 dated
5/20/80, which requested CPCL to identify the "wavelike particles' lined
the middle of an unidentified separator. The study was cancelled for
reasons not specified.
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* Durina the muddle of 19E0, numerous Gamma cells were submitted to CPCL

for teardown analysis, in an attempt to evaluate the negatuve delta
proolems Bldg , was experiencir.9 Several of these cells were purposely

discharced or had failed accelerated testing. As part of these tests, C:

exaoined the separators. Their results are interesting:

a) CPCL Report 23-01884 dated 6/10/80, details analysis of one cell
from lot P17EO that had self-discberged at 90 degrees C. Part of tt

findings include an observation that the separator was £ound permeat
wuth particles of CuS, right to the vicin5ty of the anode. This
s::ggests that permeation of separators with copper was occuring to
very early 1980 Gamma cells,

b) CPCL Report 23-02076 analyzed 3 cells from Gamma lot 1280, thr'

been subjected without load to different experimental temperatures.

The cell stored at 54 degrees C, had self discharged with only 289
Lithium remaining. in addition, all 3 cells had 'copper macration
into the separator'. This again us significant because Gamma lot 12
is not considered a high risk lot (no field failures). Perhaps that

is due not to the cuality of the lot, but to the fact that only 21

pacer implants with that lot have occured.

c) C?CL Report 23-01949 dated 5/8/80, examinec tells from lots 1480 .

1880. Review found many of the separators to have black trails of
material crossing the separator surface at the anode interface. The
materual appoared to be copper sulfude. Also found was a waxy '!aye:

of materiel discoloring the separator, again at the anode interface.
Analysis found this to be a lithium polysulfide material. According
to the report, cells having no negative delta problems also had no

waxy layer present on the separator. This finding could not be
explained.

TERCINAL LiD ASSLMBLY
BA'rERY LIDS, 9ACKP!LL TORE, FUSITL FSEDTHRU AND GLASS INSULATOR

Extensave review of the records associated with the Gamra terminal lid
assembly was undertaken. The terminal lid assembly in 1980 was
,.;factured by Cordis from components purchased through vendors or
produced by the Cordis machine shop. The assembly consisted of a battery
lie with welded ferrule, a stainless steel, nickel coated feedthru wire
surrounded by a glass insulator and a stainless steel backfill tube.

The lid and backfill tube were produced by Cordis Plant 2. A parent order
was filed and assigned a job number such as 'H5063'. Each day, a portion
of that order was produced by Plant 2 and assigned a sub-lot number. ror
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example, lids produced one day might be lot coded H5063-5. Lids produc
the next day would be coded H5063-6, etc. If the steel raw material fr
which the parts were made change-, the job number would change.

Review of records finds that Bldg M utilized two lots of steel in the 1
used in Ganora lots 1080 through 3680 and 4 lots of steel in the backfil
tu-es. A total of 110 sub-lots of lids and 95 sub-lots of backfill tub
were produced by Plant 2 for the period in question. Exhibit 10 plots
usage in the Gamma battery. No significant correlation was noted.

The Feedthru and glass insulator were both purchased as a completed unit
from Fusite Div., an outside vendor. Fusire assigned a two digit lot cc
to each shipment of the above. Upon receipt, Cordis assigned its own
Cordis lot number. Again, review of lot records found no correlation
between Fusite lot numbers and high risk Gamma battery cells. Exhibit 1
plots these values. A total of 37 Fusite lots of Feedthru Insulators we.
used in Gamma lots 1080 through 3680. No one -usite lot was used in more
than 3 Gamma battery lots.

One potentially significant correlation was noted, however, in the Fusite
lot numbering code. All of the feed:hrus user in Gans-a lots 1080 to 2180
had only a 2 digit Fusite lot number {i.e. - 181. The feedthrus used in
Gamma lots 2280 on, however, show a 2 digit lot 8 plus the letter suffix,
'F'. (i.e. - 20F). 1 have not been successful in identifying the
significance of this change in the Fusite lot i, but did determine that
Fusite Div .made the change, not Cordis. Changing a lot code system,
usually denotes a change in maternal or processing method. If Fusite made
such a change, perhaps without our knowledge, the significance of it may t
o some importance.

* Related to the above is another observation of note. rusite
Certificates of Analysis accompanied each Fusite lot. On those
certificates, Fusite recorded their part I for our feedthru- and the lot
number of something called the 'V Blend'. My review found that for all of
the feedthrus used in Gamma cells 1080 to 2080, the part 4 listed on their
certificate was 41-x3895. The feedthrus used in Gamma cells 2180 to 3680,
however, had the part 8 listed as 41-61503. This is highly significant
since 2160 begins the high risk Gamma lots. Similarly, the Certificates -
snow that V Blend Lot I -Eng. 1', was the lot used in feedthrus found in
Gamza cells 1080 through 3380. I then noticed a change. The feedthrus
used in Gamma cells 3480 on, reportedly contained V Blend lot t '100'. It
may be argued that Gamma lot 3480 marks the end of the high risk Gamma
cells. This change may therefore be of significance, and I suggest it be
pursuod further.

NOMNALEI S:
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tcsite fee6dhrus and insuletor class are also implicated in the current
Gamma battery depletrons. Lab analysis has found a significant corrosion,
of the class in rany of the fatlen cells. Consequently, anomalies
regardtng the terninal lid were examined closely, and the following is
offered:

' CCL Report 23-0184 dated 6/10/Ea, reports on an analysis of a Gam-ma
cell thoat had sclf-dnschareed at 90 decrees C. Analysis found in part
that:

a) A white deposit contarn:ne calci um, snlicon and alumi num. was found
on the interior lid surface, while an iron rust deoosit was found at
another lid location. The conclusnon was "lid corrosion due to
ocssible acd:ec environment."

crystals of lithium perchlorate were found on the feedthru and
feedthru Slass resistance was cuite low.

CPCE Report 23-02003 dated 8/SO and Report 23-02015 dated 9/80, found
that cells from Germma lots 1680 6 1580 respectively, contained rust and
flaked steel on the inner lid surface, indrcating a lack of adequate
oxssrvatror. This is ttmilar so item (a) above and may incicate that our
Gamma lids dur'ng this period were not recemivng adequate passivatron.
.he consequences of this for long term survivability 'of the cell should be
explored.

^ Copner contamination on the Fusite Feedthru and the Cordis lid was noted
in several records which 1 rev'eve At least 4 FXRR's ordered Feedthrus of
lids scrapped due to copper. How the copper got on the parts, was not
explair:ed. As examples,

a) C?CL Report 23-01818 dated 5/7/80, detatls findings of an attempt
to remove copper from one lot of Cordis lids by bathing the lids in
N'tric rcid passivating solution. Some copper remained, however, and
the lids uere scrapped.

b; MRR 79290 dated 4/22/80, quarantined terminal assembly lots D0280 a
01080 due to 'copper contamination' on both sides of the lid.
Jccording to the MRR, final disposition was not made until 12/80 with
both lots ordered scrapped. Yet according to Gamma cell production
records, Terminal lid lot D0280 was used in 242 cells of Gam lot
1780. Termuinal Lid lot D1080 was used in 340 cells of Gamma lot 1880.
To date, 2 of those cells have failed in the field. Copies of the
pertinent documents are attached as Exhibit 17.
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Ctaccef glass in the -:usite .nsulator s-s pe:'aos the biccest problem-
fa_.r0r d F: dunn! 1980. Based or records and pe:sonnel, the quality of
th: c-zss wac very poor: Ore tG c srortcce of oarts, however, Bldg M
continued to use the Fusite tarts after 1001 sErr - Nevertheless, rs
revfs_ :..;s s.oot c0: glass :rsulatnrs were used in Ganuma cells.
S p atf ically

At least '- of everv lot of Gamm-a batcerues produced in early to
...!d-iO, 5as scracped for cracked or leaking glass.

2. Over 20 MRR's or tI:s we:e cenerated to address the pobrlem,
coer::: fegd:n ths used i.n 'oa s as early as 11BO. Gamma lot
:tc0 -ad over 101 cells c;arantined or -E- 28050 for 'cracked glass
w-th evsdence of electrclvte lear.aee.

'. PR's 7SS17 and 76SS3, dated April/0O, placed alt pieces of
Feedohru lots 10, 11 6 12 cr9.gg because 7ney had failed toe glass
n-.suarrot reststasce test. Desoos:ticr was UDA.I. with no further

exranar.aoors. These !eedthrus were used it. Gar-.a lots 1780 throcc

4. C?CL Retort 23-02013 analv:ed a cell from Gamma lot 1602. 321 of
:re class had been corroded away.

CC_ Resrt 23-02032 reviewed FOsitc class ccmoosotior.. Results
for.n -;haz tne rat;o of Rotessiun to Bar:cn- in unused class, was
oeposore tne expected formulat:oo ratio of 2:1 Ba to R.

E. MR.R Sf10?' dated 6/13/80, dispositioned 4 lots of rejected Fusite
Feedthrus. MRR 80165 drsocsto:oned 3 more lots. All seven lots
suffered visual glass crcks, glass cross-sectioning & feedohru
elsctrical resosoance falures. In addotlon, Teedthru lots 24y-27?
had a glass demsity below the Cordis spec. MRR Disposition was DAl
r:d eads it part, "Resistance failures due to residual salts. Bldg
t c cleat before use.' These feedthrus were subsequently used in

GOr.-a lots 2380 - 2680. These are the highest risk Gamaia lot
currently on file, with over 60 field failures to date How the
reedthrus were cleaned or :f in fact they ,ere, is nct detailed on
tne KSRR's.

7. MRR 20955 duspositionec several cells that had been quarantined
for 'cracked glass' or 'copper on glass'. Gamm-.a cell 097 of lot
2680A, was one of those cells. It was disposit:oned UAI. Cell 97 is
one of the cells that fa;led in the field.
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C. C:C._ tieport 23 -027f, anal, -ed I cells fro.m., Care lO 1220 that
r,2d been heil at .elen:ted te-lpe:atirc. Part of the finduncs was a
ar-aer cecre-se :n resastarce of the usite glass in el 3 seaples.

^-e rell' S eehtr..c cl;ss had a resustance of only 67000 cirns.

9. ir.. 24EC7 dated 0/7/E0, CLarat ined 1S cells fro... Garza lot 116 E
fcr cracVed ce'ss a-nd b:o-r contamrnasiona on the extcr:o: li'.
^ sposoao:on yas to wasr in acetone, c.uarantine 24 hours t2aan UAI.
Srown contaMrnaot-n n.ay sumest electrolyte leakage throuch the
-raccked u iass If thus 'rework' procedure was used tnroighout
196C, a ni.umner of leakzne cells ray in fact have been released, sa:
aas:nr cavy ti-e star.s does not stop leaks.

oddc tcc.al CPCL fEndings cegaudian glass corrosion are on fale with the
Garca task force.

*CC: Report 2;-01946 dated 7/16/80, analyzed a foreign particle found b
cIAs . 0n a fur:te feedthrc aurinc cell asse.obv. The particle was
;cerz:fied as brass. How at got there was not explained.

- Scrv.ce Recest 5147 doaed &/t, requested CPCL to identify some white
,ow-er found o- another Fus:te feedthru. A.nalysis identified at as

C?C: PePort 23-01977 dated 8/4/60, examined the steel in sam2rcs of the
cor~dus ti ceo rrhe Fus::e feecrhru. A strict snecfic2ataion .ecuires the
Fus ta feed&hrL 'o be m-de o:: of 426 stainless Steel with nic:el platrnc
C?OG found the feedthru was no: 426 S Steel but an iron nickel alloy of
unaoen:iret c:ature. 'ne sign:ficance of this for long term cell
sr:. ab l ry stould be further evaluated.

Th.e revision level for the GCesna feedthru drawing, changed durang 1980.
F:o- Ca-n2a mattery lots 1080 to 1660, it is listed as Rov. 1; from Gamma

1o 8 i7ED to 2080, it's listed as Rev. 4 C Gae2a lots 2180 to 3680, last
as -e ,. 5. Specafacally what chanced in this part. has not yet been
ceoe'r.:ned. Note again, however, that 2180 is the beginning of the highe

ps: period. In addition, beginning at GCnine lob 2180, the Revision .leve
cf the Termunal feedthru assembly itself reportedly changed from Rev. 3 t

e.. This is based on the Rev, level entries recorded by operators vi-.
-rg out the Gamma Batch Record. Tnis does not make sense however,

s mncc a .ovement backward in revaision levels is unexpected. rurther, the
rc..e sheet for the terminal lid, still lists it as Rev. 3 throughout'mos
of 180. Sather the operators madce a sistake in recording, or they were
usinS an obsolete erawing or component.
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* Li;.e-ise, a major revision of Operatron sheets is recorded as takxng
puace, oecin.nr:n :th-Gam-a lo 21E50. One o' those Op sheets, N-31B-017,
canoed fro.. Rev.2 to Re'. 3. Ti-:s Op sheet details how to weld backfill
cusbes. Ostaits of the change have not yet been identified.

Servace Recuest 5507, asked CPCL to examine some experimental gaooa li-'
anc actual cells that had been assemabled with Northeast Corp. Feedthrus
glass. 'Vo assembled cells fros Garma lot 3480 (cell 453,454) were
swor.ztted. CPCL Report 23-C203E dated 9/10/83, fousd that the 'Northeast
class' in the 2 cells from Gam-..a lot 3480, Was smooth, shinv and had a
better appeara-ce that Fus:te glass. Both documcnts are attached as
_xhrbit e1. Based on my follow-up of this crtter, however, there is
absolutel no record of Northeast feerthrus or class ever bensg used in
Gamm.a. lo: 3480, and in fact, no record cf Ccrd:s ever purchasing
feedthrus/slass from Northeast until 15!. If toe CCL report is accuratE
:her rower Source EngineerinS built experimental cells from Gamma lot 34l:

tr*n Ncrtheast glass from aor. nknowr. source, wi:thout tellina anyone.
Wheter otner GaCmma lots contain this material, has not been identified.

A variety of Service Retuests, D3CN notes and -..T's nentid. annealing co
-er.ial lid parts as a concern. Accord:ng to rersonnel, Cordis sent

.er..al lids to outside vendors for annealing h rydrocen cas. The methc
tr ;ncrcjnhness of annealing has not been examined bdt based on the MRR's

IH-'s encountered, it was not uniform. For example,

a) MRR 70547 ordered 31 cells f r F-cm-:ar Garuna production
scrapped, because of cunanneeled terminal lids".

b!,RR 8.287 scrapped 15 assorted batteries from. lots 2380 through
1880 because the feedthrus did not take the solder. Th:s mov
incicate an annealing problem.

c: CRC1 Report 23-01752 examined samples of experimental backfill
tubes that were annealed before welding. The welts were found
unacceptable.

Shs consequences of using terninal lids that had not received proper
..neetlin;, may be an avenue for further discussion.

CURRENT COLLECTORS a GAMMA CA.NS

Ure of Anode Current Collectors in Gamma cells was plotted, and no
co~:clatron was noted. Exhibit 12 shows these results. Althouah one
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princinal lDt of current collector was used in hish risk cells, a differ
±ot as used fors Gami Battery lots 22S0, 2380 and 2980, all of which sh

fied aacrs.

DiG cfferent lots of 5attery cans were used from. Camera lot 1O0O to 3680.
correlation was found when tot nunbers were plotted (See Exhibit 13).

5everal anomalies reeardc2ng cans or collectors were noted.

toA tcal of S oull tests were performed on anode/collector weld sarp7es
frc- Garuma lot 2780. 2 of these pull tests felled and all of lot 17EO -.
p'?ced on Y.RR. Final disposition was t:AI 124 cells, scrap 131. The sarw
fCr 5zr.a lot 2180B also failec weld analys's. Dispositicn was U;}T

ci welds strong1y indzcate an unannealed currert collector. The
c allectors used in 1/80, were also used in most of tna other hzgb risk

; ccordain to a note founo on a DCt. an the archives, Gzar.sa cans were no-
oe n- paser-ated prior to r.:d-1960. Becgnan:olo woth Gar. a battery lot 210

Z.o Crawane was coaneed to recquire th.e cans to be annealed and coen
pa¢sv-ated i7 'Oersey bp" solut on by our o tside car venrcr. My
f -rther research revealed that Di'versev: sclu-:on is not a passaratins
acot.. It contains Hv.drochlcric acd, which destrovs any pass-zwarr 1.n
: n r. g-,t fern.. CPCL Repcrt 23-02052, docu-eots t;.i conclunsor and
recc.-xnends acainsst se of Dtversev solution o- Cordas. In add:otcr., tne
-apcr- s:;.tes thea Diwersey solution contairs a surfactano, Litre Ca-.
lot 2180 begans our hagn risk lots, the consee-ences of usine Daverer ds
or toe scanna cans should be explored further.

Several YRR's found soecific lots of Car-z cans or collectors to be out
of specafrcatron for dimennron or wasual finash (nirks, burrs, etc.) -
-eost cases, 'the disvositiaon was 'UAI , althou'! one lot of collectors was
ordercd Returned to Vendor fcr wv suo1 contar4n ationn. What toe
ca anri~nation ws, was not specifIed.

PART E - GAMMA BATTE-hRY FPROCT7ON

Review of the over 5,000 pages of production records covering Gernoa lcts
216E0 rrough 3680, found nur.erous anomalies and trends, but no farr
correlzticrn which could amolIcate a maocfacturino condition as tne Early
L.azer) cepletion cause. Tr perticwlar, Gar'e ;ots 2480 and 2990 were
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examined in extensive detail. These two lots a!one, account for over 36tc all f.eld failures to date.

? 2cess n- conditions varied throusno:::.198O. ,. prvoul d 5css~~ ~%~s ~ thrcv~hcut.198o. As previously di-scussed,
c.-es in com"ponent hand'ng were documsented b-:: in addition, weld
param-eters were altered, equipment breakdowns fcrced delays and Engineerin.

: iuted numerouS experiments with proiuction cells. i was u nable,however, to demonstrate that all high risk lots shared the same anomaly inprocessing. .cr your information, the fo1lowinc are the most significant
=:ccessIin anomalies noted:

gre -reatest sincle anomaly in 1980 Gamma production was the appearance
cf aecmz:ve delta voltages. Ga.mma lots from ianuary/80 to approximately
4:As, suffered varying amounts of decreates in the voltages of their cells.e scen of one week. in fact, the azpearance of negative deltas wildl.
f! ated with:n the same weekly lot. For example, 75% of lot 310SA and;-9 cf :1lDD had voltage drops whilc less than 10% of 31803 & C had tem-.
. afct-unaely, the nenastve delta trend does not correlate with long tern.ce sur.v:va> For exarple,

a) Zess than 5t of Gamma lot 2680 exaerienced a Nesative celta pro'-ler.-.. :e approxlmately 34% of Gamma lot 2480 sffere, from it. These are
: o..e -c highest risk lots of :5t0 groducnion..

b) Over 800 .of Garma lot 2780C suffered voltage drops of from 1. to
rilvoi':r :n one week, while 2700D had a 60C negeive delta problem.

ci 0'% of all cells in Ganuna lot 165C, 251 ef Gaina lot 1780, andspprcxnmatel;y 20' of lot 1080 suffered negative delta. Yet there are
no recorded field failures from Gamma lot ltru _n daze. Additiona:
exavples ca. be cited.

za:'ess cf the cause, 3ldg r. was not able to elimrinate tne problem
7;--i 40% Of 1980 production, as far forward as Gamma lot 45EO

-as - e~ar.a:nac on, a voltage monitoring program while extensive efforts
e ncnd c-eci to identify if necative delta affected the life of the cell.

- 'st results found no sion: .Iicant impact ot cell performance. The vastr.Z'c~-i:y Cf te cells increased tn voltage eventually and stabilized at a
specifications. Most necative delta cells were eventually

e ser fc: peaer use. I should note however, two points of concern.
:the mon ioning programs apparantly was not fully successful. Two

*:;.'s ~eee fond vnich quarantined cells wth negative delta, that had been
7e'- eascA froH tr~e onltorinc program and snipped to Plant 7, only to be

alf e to be re-appearance of voltage drops. (:RR's 80572 and
.'-ri.~ Sacrd, et least E cells whch did have negative delta at one
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t me bat were released for pacer use, suffered earlv y6pletion and are
arnes the oamma f.eld returns

an addituon to Negative delta, numerous 1980 C-ar-a tots also suffered
from lou voltages below the bottom limuc of 2.132 V. Again, wide swsngs :-
oltagce were noted within tne same w2eklv lot or adjoining lots. For

example,

a) 47% of the cells in Ga.ema sub-lot 28803 aend over 606 of sub-lot
2'E0- experlenced low voltaees and were oarar~t:ined on M;R. Yet
smb-lots 2360C & D demonstrated more normal voltages, with few
falline below the limit.

b) 80% of the cells in Gamma lot 2780 suffered low volt-aes and the
,hole lco was placed on moantorinc. Yet the voltages found in cells
from a few weeks before, were normal.

c) The average voltages seen in Gamma lot 30e: were in the 2.139 V
range. Yet a day later, the cells from sub-lot ;080F had average
voltases of 2.154 V, ssrn;f:cantly higher.

,5 as the case 71th necgtive delta, the majority of these low volaecc
c --ls :ncreased to a stable voltase level wit:in spccifcation after long
t:rr .ron::oring and were eventually relee d. Agcan, I note that at least
2 of these cells fuiled in the field.

* The last pr nczmal trend of note regarding 19E0 Gar-'a cells, was a
problem with cell swellxne. Over 10 MRR's disposition cells from Gamma

…'3s 3280 to 2880 for excess cell thickness. 271 of Gamma lot 1180, 35% of
lo: 1480, 13% of lot 1560, 40 6 of lot 2880 and over 90% of CGamma sub-lot
2780C experienced swollen cells and had to be rejected. Based on recoro
revtew. however, the swellins of cells does not apear implicated in the
cC ny depletion problem. Lot 2680, the worst hach risk lot to date, had
only 15 or so swollen cclls in t;e a.ttire weckly lot.

Pramn, tre cells were placed on ronitorirng and eventually shrunk in
.h.ckness to withtl spec4f catmon. A cross review of cells released from
mznmn:or~a and field failures, found no examnles of previously swollen

euIls depletine. in the field.

I As pert of the major revision to Op sheets which occured at Gamnma lot
2180, one of the chances was to COS m-318-020, wnmch is 'Start Burn-in'.
Ixactly what the change was, has not ye: been determined but if bur,,-in
parar-ete:s or methods were sugnifacan 1y altered, it would directly affect
the amount of lithnum cresent in the cells upon snipment to pacer line.
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An add:tional variety of ecuipment breardouns or aro.,lous occurances we
note& I. review of the records, but there is no pattern. References

le sucn notes as -high h-:rdi ty .n room today", 'Oven b-oke down,
"6:': cm ... corrodced sent for passivation-, 'batch discarded - pilot
cells farled", welder no: cue1 if ed", etc. lilT i6016 dated 3/7/80,
cuarar.:tned 7 cells from am *r.identi'ied lot because the 'cells were by:
in *ith 2:K resistors. Spec requires 2.2K'. This sugcests a possible wir
r.:xup.

EXPERIMEN7ATOS:

z:rertnen:at:on with productron Gam-a cells was occuring during 1980.
Altnhocr. the release to pacer use of experimental, un;ualified batteries
2as c serious violation of G.? s, no di:ect correlat on could be proven
between experimental cells and early depletion failures. As examples:

a) Extende- 48 hour burn-in of cells was performed several times
dur:nc the surmer of 1980, wtth production records listing at lees.
references to 48 hour burn-in. After burn-in, the cells were olace
on mon:to:inc sched:le. If found acceptable, they were released for
pacer use. Several of these 48 hour burn-in cells fealed In the
fie:_ and are among the _ealy Depletion failures, to include cell 6
cf lct 3180A, cell 455 of lot 13260D and ccll 961 of lot 308CZ..The
others are apparently still functioning.

b) Numerous Gamma cells were sent by Engineering to the laboratory
for Shock & vibration testing. After such testing, the cells were

if acceptable, they were released for pacer use. 86
cells from Gar-a lot 2581A and at least 10 cells trom lot 2660,
received such treatment before release. I did not determine whether
any of these cells failed in the field, but the data is available
throush cross-referencing and may be identified if desired.

c) Garmia lots from 3680 through 5080, contain references in the batc.
records and in the Gamma shipment records, indicating that some of
the cells in each batch were carmarked as 'oilot cells'. I was
u.nable to identify specifically what was unique about them or what
tne pilot experiment consisted of, but over 500 cells are involved.

d) Three cells from Gamma lot 2580E were removed from Production just
prior to electrolyte filling and fitted with a welded burn-in wire,
then returned to the line. This experiment was an attempt to see if
cells placed on burn-in at the instant of electrolyte filling,
survived longer than normal cells. After 24 hours burn-in, the wire
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was removec end the ce'ls we:e -o-orea. Icould not deter,,r ne if
:'ey were ultiratel, released for cacer use.

e! As drevauuslv eetcee, oa-cce dry pc-cer was used ira e least
Ga-=a attaery lots ;n !::d-i9'C. ;.s a- et-c-pe, 65 cells fro-. Gar-ma
'n- 33EC, rec-eveS dry ccpper po-wer cathodes rrade experimentallv.
A:ther than retain t :ese cells as exocrzcntal, noaever, Zrsir~eerin-
A QC apparan'ty agreec to place theam on ronito-inc and release them
if found accepLta'e. : found reference to at lear: 35 of the ce-,ls
ber.c released for carer use. Crcss-rerere-ce caerk found teat none
of them are .ncluced e ia the 'iel_ return faslures to date.

The cboe de:a:ls of experamentataen were c,'ieS fro. avLiable notes :n
the catch recor:s. Acuerdinc to personnel cuestioned, howevc:, adoiaitna
exrer:mernts with crocuctcon cells wree occ;r :n curinc 1sso to soie the
necas:;e delta problem Not all of then riay be noted on the records. Use
of the Northeast feedthrus p:revi:cusa mcenticnez, is one example. My relea-
cf l:at Zand ngaera:nr fiaas reveeled tr.ea sore cells fron aunidenti: e:
--uscrctcon Gaer- lot were purposely "salted' yc t lads that had va.
eesrees of copper contar-"nation, then examiined bv Eng ineering. T7e

dsenosition of the cells is !OL notec crc _ found no reference to thas
expaerient an actual P:oduction recorcs.

terefore succes: that Power Souce Encaieerinc files from the Period '
exa.m.ied in deta l for further clues.

RECO.LE NDAT3 IOhS:

Tas'-k Force :eniew of the ca-c in thas report wall hopefully suggest some
fur:her avenues of exaloration for solvanc the cuestcon of what the causesc
...e Garn.a early battery depletions are. In eddition, I feel that the
olowtr g approacees nay also prove fruatful:

* to more fully address the question of whether copper permeation of Ca.-
separators is iechanacal and related to particle/pore size of the cathode
separator, Feganearing should examiane a nuaw!ner of rolls of pellon current'

s stock. Accordang to personnel, a single roll can vary in qualaty a pr
szae from toot to foot. Remove from toe rollr, selertivo sectaons of
mellon weach have large pore sizes or smell pore sines. Prepare a -et
cathode powder lot with copper dust to the same forrmula and mixing
p^r.meters as used in 1980. Determine the particle size of the powder,
form cathodes from it and build a group of expe:rmental cells, using the
1ar:e pore size pellon and another group with the small pores. Subject
them, to testing and compare their survival rate with the extent of copper
permeatcon of the pellon. If a firm correlation is found, early battery
depietions maay be consodered to be a mechanical failure mechanasm. If no
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c:-re!at.on iF found, it stroetch s-ccests that the.e is a chem.;nca feal_:
mechanisI a: worak.

2 .:f eidence points to a Chenical fa: :-re mechanism, it can be due
cit:e: to . contamr.ant an the cell or an unknown reaction of the existin-
cctn..onents. An bter,:t seuld he cede to identify if cont.mina:ion is
present. throbch a thorouch elemental ; chemical1 analysis of the contents
of faaleo vs acceptable cells, to include cathoces, lithium, separators,
elect:olvte and feedthru./glass. I believe enouch cells froe 1950
orodictacn cxast to carry out suct a task.

EXHIBITS:

Copies of pertinent MRR's, 'iT's, Batch records, C?CL Reports. etc.
7e-erereced in Ihis repcrt, wi:l be rezeined ir RA files for future
rererence. .n addiiton, the follo;inr exhibi:s are attachments to this
report:

1. List:ns of agS Risr. Garma Battery Lots
2. riot of Cathode Ingreoients vs. Battery Lot
. po of Copper Powder Moisture vs. Battery Lot
4. Po of Cc-per Powoer Solable Sul!fates vs. Battery Lot t

-5 o of Corper Powder Sulfur levels vs. Bzttery Lot 4
6. Plo: of Copoer Powder Processing Parameters vs. Battery Lot ,

7. ct of ;.it'. um Usage vs. Battery Lot
c.nPlC: o' 'lecroclyte UsaSe vs. Battery Lo'
'. ?1,: of Pcllon Scpratcr Usage vs. Battery Lot '
G. Plot of Terainua Lid/Backfill Tube Usage vs. Battery Lot f

!I. Pio: of FeeAthru Usage vs. Battery Lot i
1:. , f C nr-c.t Crllectcr !salCe vs. Battery Lot 8

13. Plo, of Gornna Can Usage vs. Battery Lot i
it. Flot of Op Sheet/Drawing Revisions vs. Battery Lot
1'. Copy - CPCL Report 23-10218
16. Copy - CPCL Report 23-01815
1-a; Copy -IRR 79290 datcd 4/20/SC
I7h) Ccny - Production Route Sheet - Ga...a lot 1780
17c: Cony - Production Route Sheet - Ganz-.a lot 1880
!6a) Copy - Service Request 1 5002
l bl Copy - CPCL Report 23-02038

58-8 0-86-20
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DrPR;lTsr\T OF FALTI4 1 HRL'M,%N StIrICES Ot-k ht. ''.c.

-a:5 O'tc be 1, f 9£ f,_

: ,-s D0hisor of Crol farce 0;ere:irons 8Fg-llS
fcetional Cart:er for Devices :rid Radirir-icoi health

S . . Recoest for fovescigation
A

t
lieged Early Pareneber battery Leplition

A~ss'gornen : Sg:,

Orlardo Discrit, Y.FR-C250 ° i. 31H'>'
Director, fovescigatsoos franch t;t!f"

-C dis Cocp-trcoc -'

Mi m , FL t

We hove received a copy of a September 22 Cordis me-o ihich de bei '
34t preature Gamo. battery depletions. Also attached ats another r

eocc~enc deucribing apparent 01? probles concert.ed aith the n-nufectore Yit (USC
of these batteries (copies occached).

Please cooduc 00 ianvestigation at your etarliest opp-rcunity in order to
obtoin the fects srro.ndi.c th:s problem. Wr have .. ailable soppot in
the event it is needed. Y-o nay cnt-tct either P.uard Lessen, m-2 0
or Los Dahbs, H--i50.

At the conclusion of your investigetios please seno a 'opy of yvs-
report with all exhibit 16.

a Jo A. Littenbender

Attachments:
As Staced

PC
PAC
Priority
Est. Time
Est. Comp. Dote
Contec-Of 0fsieer

: 74DXY A
: 767600l
:high
:70 Hours
:12/15/83
:.'ohn A. Bit~enbender

£757 Georgia Aven e
Silver Sprin.g, b3 20910
(f)427-73CA Is' I I

4) liIY>

:5(at

'' C,

TG
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C 0 N F I D E Ii T I A L
Novenber 23, 1983

Divislonal Hanagers -W> L; . ,,

Klevin T. Larkin

Ctmma Situation

The information in this memo supplements that in my communication to tile
Sales Force regarding the Physician Advisory and is for your eyes only.
I'll be brief.

hi Is is a liedical Device Notification that will probably be labeled a
reciall by the F.D.A. It is intended to explain the nature of the prob-
lem and recommendations for jopitoring Suspcct pacers.

Snt all suspect pacer viill premsturely deplete. There Is no vay of
determinitsg the extent of failures yet to come. Conservativelv all
patcers that could conceivably foil are included nov so we can avoid
expanding nur suspect lots later. For your Information. tit, world-
wide quantity of pacers by model number In the suspect group Is as
follows:

333 - 1,306
334 - 6.447
336 - 322
337 - 1.014
340 - 19

Remember. monitoring Is tl kevl In the interests of avoiding a sudden
hi;h number of explants and minimizing customer concern about our products
quality. we need to convince phys6l;Imns that what we're dealing with is
detectable and pacers capable of reaching their intended longevlties
should be left In long enruzgh to do so.

We ull make it easy to follow pacers throtigh Oil . Sherl caln sign up
patients simply by having the salesmen indicate which ones on the print-
nuts should be enrolled. As my merm, to the Sales Force indicates. ,nsder
USr, the p-atient's third p.rty carrier will be billed only for tile allow-
able charrge. For your tiifrmati.-, If a phytlcian ,li..itp we piui .p
the ev niLtortrio rharge, we call. it vill be very expei.ve, on k.-.-p it
for di-:crctinn.arv snu and wl,,e Inotituted, make your salesman feel that
you made a significant exception just for him.

You also hsave some additionil flexibility regarding replacements. Remem-
ber. in the Ssles Force's communicition I specified:

1) Cordis will provide 1007 of the original purcha.e price of the
pacer removed. toward the coot of the replacement pacer. The
mechanics of this will be through a sale and then a IOOS credit
applied on the original purchase price of the removed unit.
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C.awasr S i t:a t Lona
:,ov.mbor 23, 1983

2) P.P.A. is available for all additional charges not covered by tihe
patient's insurance carrier up to $5.OOO.OO.

3) The replacement options mentioned in this temo and the merno to
salesmen cover only pacers on the notification. Our standard re-
placement policy continues to be in force for all other CamrJ
Pacers.

As we have discussed. the financial interests of the company could be
severely damaged without firm control and good judgment here. We can
ensure that patients are safely monitored and paced with our products
while relying on third party coverage to do what It Is designed to do.
By first minimizing any drives to explant units unnecessarily arnd then
judiciously using the replacement options, we ehould maintain control
over this situation.

Your newer, less experienced salesmen may need special attention, at least
at first. If yuu have ticitc f.!Msmen 'n. this category tian you personally
have time to handle, by all means enlist the help of your most mature,
seasoned salesmen, particularrly those who have been through this before.
If any 4iamil personnel can be of assistance, please contact Tom or me
and we will coordinate thrzt assistance.

As5 we proceed, please forward any suggestions, tips, or observations worth-
While. Stay in touch.

tIL/lb

cc: Dick Spencer
Todd Davenport
Tom Brown _ rp

N~orm Baker
Stu Finch
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- . Ct-'TtSr CF v5.L-M A';a iUMI SESvlCES 205-355-C'SCO-I jAENT OFNALT. SERVICE S VCE
PtA AUO.3IA SER.IC. 7200 Lake 711ecr Dr., Suite 120

{ , CN~ytOUA~ -~ Orlando, Fl 32eo

Maono Ii. ;eldon~, A~7 C *APCTA -
.Or.C I ILUA. l/ aT* ALT*4&L . ..- rT: =X .. 0 rZ !- 1*2.i

?resident Device !a-ufactsrer
PAM N~~~~~~~~~~~fl~~, NA o F 1.-A_. *A&^ _"C CA4 MC. ~.PC7V

Cordis Corporationr Sane
A5hCCr. AAZACS 'IIL A*AT C AA. -CS rtlASt ,nASLYL-A

10555 W. Flagler St. i Same
Cl~t AtD STATTK Ce TY o A*TAI titadQ , FL 33172 Se-me

fflPs4IP I C!c YOUR FIRA (j, tE ERTIV :

* The dates of this inspection are as follows: 12/., 5-8, 12-16. 19, 20,
22/83; 1/17-20, 23-25/84; 2/6-10, 13-17, 21-23, 26/6'; 3/7-9, 12/S4.; 4/2/84

-. Th' O' 0SSE',A7:5:s ~~: T'o TM V'FPE'T P^'.'R CELL
%01tTAC."R:NiG OPEBRA!5N:

U) Ccrd:3 Standard PFroctice concerninS feceetvlr5 an' I.nspection of
:rcenin; "aterolA ceted 5ept=ter 2C, 13 fC:P l-0-:2: ollo'ms for the
"Conditional Solesc

T M
of ctnponents to production prior to the ccmpleticn

of th.e require-i inspections. l'.-s practice nay result in t'e accept2zre
c: fir.nsnAed Itces ravirg cre or nore srgir.3C ccponentt: cue to ecc-cnic
influences.

(2) A;ne prctocol for the quzitflicetton of iorthesst Electronic- Cor^.,
Milford, CT., coined lids with inte,,r21 cut ,las5 feedthrouhs for Come
cells ('22-20 ) states that, as part of the acceptance criteriP. 'or thn
tics, Anere shall be no evidence of crocking, bre3air.;, or soser. n' c.
-2rts' . .Hover, the qualifIcation report strn-sry states thot Thrr
lids, which had passed hermetIcty testir.g, were found to hrve cracks in
thc 7isos. The exact origIn of these cracks could not be deterninod."

q1- uqcif ication of the ,northeast Lid was approved by the Product
.:sineering Tear. (P57) despite the 1ack of confomrance with the
qualification protocol. No explanation is provided for the qu2lif!:etinn
aporovo1.

13) on Fetruory 1!, !5C., t:.n oj (olypropylene) rolls wecre rctre
stored horizontally partially inside a cardbosrd box vith the upper
portion of both rclls in direct contact with the stoctOGoc floor In
bu!ldlng ''G. A noticeable degree of dirt w;as oresent on the exrose'
s-r faces enn edges of both rolls. .w_ other fl rolls without
protectIve coverir; were notoed in the stockror.

(4) 2n February 15, 1984, at 1:20 a.-., the c-:pric sulfide po:eer
Prod;ucton Lc4 _heet showe-d rpre-canpietictn entry for step '', (relnttr!
to the adCitton of woter after the rcction vesscl heater is turnra cff).

2e- add- tio. of the --Zter vas --hou:d for 11:30 ne. ; however, the
Pr!euc '-cn Lo'- _.A- nzlea-in-ly r?:aoe:e: thot t:'c w:tcr h.ad Prery
Itcr eddad.

CIIPLIY I£I5).5C-L+- At £MuPLOCSI S'AJE ARC *1 gLS~to "a -vu
SEE REVERSE d' A Th/, I
OF THIS PAGE f./ tS 1, _ Victor Spanicl6/CSO

FORa FDA "I (1;':i7a PA('i- CZ-YTIC. RAY SA 'JSE. IHSFECTICHAL OBSERVATIONS PArc / c'YLt cACt:
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"O.LT,, L0D TOIS !ERvc!5 C-5500
;.: 6L.C8- -: L, Stsh h YU-VICERVC5 ,i-5-3'1SLC 'EA.u, SC e L . w7200 7ake Elle-or Dr.. Suize 120

Orlardo, 77 ^2SC0
tMSY OF :sYO!v'IaA T O AHOM C~aT IrSSL-O L Cr Aspic ... .I-C,.A.J 05I0,.

Ta , ;oran R. eidcor See first page

?resident De'ice Mr.ufac:urer
,P00*A,' NA_ L CF FA ILY,. 6ACA hiT k,. 1 Sft.,Zz

Cordis Corporation ac
CZAr S00 I ST-LT --Ofi55,,IlStt

10555 t. Flaler St.

O *aTiT FT 32172 T SO S

5-_Ri' G.. INSD0t! CN cr TOUR K4RN 44) 2¶ CSSSYSO.

I_. =:E 3O. (5 REFER TO _-i ?LAf?/SS!UflN%3 07329 r1S7' T:2.Is:

* (22) Comploinrt perta'rin- to any hazard to safety are not aiediately
revieued, evaluated, and irvestigated. nor ore they naintarned in 2
separate portIon of the c=plairt f'le. For exrrple:

(a) Product Service P:^pert (PS3) Nlu-ter 5629c. concerns on individup'
who "blacked out while driving c2r' unose pacor was "found to he
deadr. The suspect pacer (33±2A-5939) was explante-d on Octoter 7
l9:3. The P'5 wos crpleted by a Cordts seaesn2r. cn October Z, i .!.
The pacer was returned to CorCts on t'tober 15, !?S3, and enn.:'.d
!;cvetber 7-10, 1983, wth the ccnclusaon. that the p3cer fa' ld becauIse
of early battery depletton (E5D). A health hazad assessment was not
Initiated until December 3, 1933, when this corplaint was brou-ht to
the attentlon of Ccrdis offici21s by the Food and rus .Cin'stration.

Cb' P5R n=roer 35621 concerns Pacer 3324A.±21' that had a "rate
decrease' and also was repWrted to be a IfLnaway at 150-17C p-' The
pacer was explanted on October 18, 1983, and returned to Cordis on
?bveber 1, 1983. The pacer was analvned on Idtvenhor 15, 12?3, with
the conclusion th2t the pocer failed due to MD. A health hozord
assesrent was not initiated until Dece-ber 16 193, after this
ccoplaint was brought to Cordis' attention during this 'nspert:on.

(c) PSR nu-ber 55152 concerns pacer 33t'A-6096 that :.sexplanted on
Au3ust 10, 1933, due to a rate decrease with a compl:Int that the
patient experienced 'dizzy spells". The pacer was returned to Cordis

and analyzed on Septeoter 14C 19S3. The pacer had a rate of 51.3
Instead of 70.C. The anlvs5i conclded that the pacer failec due to
early bst'--v Nereo. Ilo 2dditlon.1 investi::tion h p been
conductedtt t e { r the d'zzy atell ere related to the pacer' T
failL ure.

F--R . -.EL :': ,; ; IUIC L .1-0C. .. SE 'IC:. I3PECTICNAL 0OSERVATIONS -Ot / c - I 0000

t'CCIE I Sfk. 7^U .E, 1E1,11 F OlSElI "'It 110 .T-L 'Pll- - 7-j

OFE -REVERS _ rD '| "-cor Spanicli/CSO
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:E -P - E - CP -EtA, 7H- A SEr! VICES C5-550?C
r- E~e'Z Et:ts sCr. ce n20O Lake S1:c-nc: Dr., Suite 120

C.ZAj2G At.alt5ATiO% OCrlando, Ft -2EC°

j-.'I Cr i I:.v::_AL IC A-tM EAPT $"CZ ZATZ . ;NI C, 7. %MZSX

0,0- NvrznP. D,_ '¶eldon See ftrat page
Ti-s, C ns .S MAN1 NSflCTL5; ...-

*resider: I Device lianufacturer
1tIM -K .A MA CF Fai.M LA-eCX Cr ShT INSPCTC-C

Ccrdis Cor-poratiom Same
S-arEE .A TaTA. ACCAS, Cr PP (CSste eCzt

105l5 W. Flagler St. I Same
Csin AND STAL aiTr AnD STATK

'ia-i. FL 33172 I Same
:URic An ffiN~CTn Crf YCUR n1a iii 

5
.tC4lSP1tC

(2!) Cc) _Crc-s tandard Practice (CO?) 'umber 1-:O-^2 czned Secenter 1',
l'-cC, states tnot. The Cordis e-ployee who first receives an oral or
written report atout the perfornance of a Cordcs prodcit sh211
-;Frctly write a Product Service Report (PSI) (see attachnert)". The
attachment referred to is the COrdis in-hnuse com.;Izint handl!nrg forn
anc rot the stotl2rly nrred for- normally cmp'eted by the explant'ng
physicirn Cr an associate. The majority of the aprrcain3ately 2u2
Ccr;air:ts reviewed through Dece-ber 31, 1933, did not include the
C-ordis in-house PSE.

(') CSP No. 14-C-02 also states that Product Service "Alerts the
Vice President of Product tssurarce irnedi2tely reg2rding any report
7 lleging ir'.ry, suspected related death, or a health heazrd. :ne
Vice Presrdent of Product Assurance was not aware of the three
crplairts specifted in Iter tl) nor is there any docuentation
attesting that the Vice Presidert of Product Aisurance had been
alerted.

* (2") On ZecL-ber 25, 1983, it was brought to the attention of a Ccrdis
Srales Representative that Ca pacer 3"4-k251 had zlfunctionod. S-urgery
was scheduled at thFe , FL., on the
following day. The Sales Representative visited the hospital on
Decenber 26, 19e3, cnd obtained the cralfunctioning pacer. lboever, a PM.R
was not subaitted to Product Service by the Sales Representative and the
pacer was not sent to Cordis for evaluation nmtil February 6, 1934.
Acccrding to attendrng physicians, the pacer failure resulted in the
patient's cardiac arrest.

(25) Te OS' for- is not dcsigned to elicit specifically any adverse
affects that nay hcve been experienced by a patient as a result of a
product fe'lure. Consequently, the Product Service Departrent cannot
read-ily deternine if an inveatigation L5 rrarted to assure that pttivnt
safety was not cospr-oised.

O^i'c'.te ,S'4 C SAC 1.. ¶L -,'TL ! . .e.
~sss~nc~tss •t~Th½~,2/t. Victcr Spanioli/CSO

FCR. FCt sZ ( RE7t PACviOuS t - &C& i Et a PSFECTtCat.A OBSERVATIOF4S C-se '/Oj y PAtS
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I . E .f. -- :-, EAN S f.r.V!: t 5

-- I& OF . ! -_ A i_ 5_

TC:;eaien R. Welden

:, esider.2

;|: St'iC r NtIXS

S-5E :5-CSOC
7,O0 Lake _lle.or Dr., Suite 120
_Orlando, FL 7120.
S ee .±s page

! See first page

Device Mamufactu-rer

Cor'ias Corroraticn
,ALL l:ceStt

.0555 ' . Fiagler St.
.-- ANG *s.-K

Mi2-i, FL 33172
:_t..NiAh.4½3p.SZ ic, a' YOuR FRst" ii Ci R C

;I ame

A_ -A" _r ._-- S-iEeIS.-=e

! Same

(2') A.s of February _, 19x, t'.re were a total o' "C expired patients
that hac G2a= pacers sub~ect to the December 5, 173, C-aea -ot' fcaticn.
Pr icr to this inspect:ci, no eftort had been n2de to determine if t'e
re.ognizec pacer e2rly battery depleticn nechan'zr. could hove
resultcc in 0 patIent death that ray have been nistakenly attribbuted to
non- pacer related causes beca=_e £ p iyzicia" had no reascn to suspect ead1y
pacer Saol rc.

(27) Prior to this !rscection. a health tazarL analysis vps not rn ."cr
the .lorung Product Service Reports:

Product Service
Report Vo.

Orte Pacer "oodei 4and

Beceived Sernal 2 c Pacer
PEtnent Conc-lint

10/18/53
1/29/52

2/ 15/S3
l4/14/3i

33C; 7?4wI
2T7-3 *7-1;20

3 3?A-32 12

"sYptC-5"
"dizzy 5 e11shi
"dizzy rppe'1 ,
"fatigue"
"unrespcnsiv e

interrrittentl y"

(22) Cordis returned zoo-s procedure requ'res that returned tcplantable
der::ces be held in the returred goods area -. til the initial paperork is
prccesced by the Product Service Depertment. A.S individual receivinC-
tickets are czgleted for each rcturned device, thtare is no syst6.. in effect
that can readily identify the status of each devIce, i.e., device in
retirned goods area aweating release to failure cnn'ysis, device sent tc
f.7i'fure asna.ysls, etc-

FIi r:. a: 12 :,; ;!Li! Ec - as MiC eS Est:. INSPECTICN.t:L OESS-VATiOI;S - aGE 4 / D= 7 -GE5

564s 9

77222
773.55

S i -PC tRE -ZtE S,-r GTV E. jE-lltSll A"ID Ti-LE (FP,-, 'W-

|oam: C- './CJ} '4 / VIctsr Spar.cli/C50

=, r _ ..... ... _Z IRS:

I . . ,.g.=. i
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- C - C 5'.7 - ~ ~ 5-t53-CSLzCL'_C-h_--Ji;-.s!;.^-: t72CC L.ke _'lor.cr Dr., S;,te :28
Orlando, s 322E09

I T I,:., : .. -.7. IF'..C:Y:A::ss..L: ... I.t4: _ . :.t .. .t ..

TO* Hcrrat R. eld z /J44o3 - I
I T;-LL IF, iAr. . 71- i£S B..IsL : i PI -L(

i Preside-t i Device YManufacourera

! Cordis Corporas4on !, C5 ____ _ A

s *:.sr AZ C -js .. jt; A::Ptss _r pAtv..tsi Mitc~t:
1Cd5'5 W. f12gler St. Same

i C.-Y Ai.9 S--OI c. cirT,-as *.XA7
* M 1amt, 33172 ,Sce

:sR'NG A t.i ZNICC7:CN Cr rtOUt r-At (II j..CCSSCZ t~r.

(ti) in a ren tncrcn dated telter 15, 19, froe "r. .olcmcn and fron
j -. Deasan re: "Trip Fleport on Visit to

one of the conclusions dratr. in this repocrt is that, 'Of the
i wo aspects of the corrosion reacticn (1) vertical deSradeation leading to
potential stre-ses and nechanical fafilre of the feedthru, and (2)
for-r2tion cf conductive bridges between teroinels, it appears that the
latter is of =ore concern in the Cordis cell system. Evaluatton of this is
essential fcr pred'ction of fu__-e -ntegrtty of all feedthrus.^

(45) Based on the above reports a-.d other Cordis reports demcnstratin,
feedthrough corrosion and hish feedthrough conduc:tvi.y, polypropylene was
selected to protect the glass insulator !rcr lithictn attack be-rinning with
CDaa cell lot nruber 4180 (Datobtr, 1960).

(46) In sptte of the data presented above and other inforsation available
to Cordis which docunented the tnternal discharge nochanlsm of Camse cells
,thich results in early battery deplettion, approxinately 6,327 pacers 4h~ilh
incorporated cells with unprotected feedthroughs were distributed fr0mri±,Pber. 1j8D through hAgust, 1923 after the Casia cell design was
Improved, to min'tlze or eliminate feedthrouSh corrosion snd loss of
resistaneo.

(47) The use of polypropylene to protect the feedthro-uh ±nsulator is
questionable and may not in 211 instances afford sufficient Protection of
the feedttwotjh insulator to prevent corrosion and feedthrough loss of
resistance. ChciC21 and Physical Qeality Assurance report 9 23-035'6 dated
Deceaber 10, l982 states that "'in Fusite control camplete protection was
not achieved with mild corrosion occurring under the polypropylene
protector. This variability is consistent with previous studies on
polypropylene protectors end accounted for the recocendation to use
polyimide as a cask." Cordis contlnues to use polypropylene protected
Fusite feedthroughs 'n the W ni-Gass cells.

It!PstXtX SICIS J 51..t-URE 7AIt AN 717. (Pr,,, _ .)CF REESE Victor RpREio/-/CA A
OP TF!S PAGE L)Ai...4VcoSpiol/O

F0CM FDA 4S3 c:-n: 7 t01-10. .AY Bet '-'tE . INSPECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS PACE I/ O-2y PAGIS
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2C5-c35-WCO1
7.00 Lake Ellenor Dr., Suite 120
Orla-dc, EL 22'G9

I .1- C., :;. ;o _r.. n,._ H _ f _ -

oTC: oranr R. Waeldon See first page I
_ c r A w ;v i _. TN 'r t'L C % ~s; ccA: * Y -, I.st[=

President , Device Macufacturer
7, -c d CF F.- .. *AA ..-. _

Cordis Corporart.n i Sce

1055 ', g..Fler St. |7S= t

!'=--F , F_ 23172 Sa-e
C NtS*f, CYC..A I~i r IEYC

V E; E;AL OLSERV.,Ti5:'S

('09) A t'_-p3Se c-orar.dt dated August 19, 1913 fr J. haone:, Vice
Presidenm, Corporate Product ,ssurance, to ':. 'eldon, H. Hershenson, F.
F'screr, R. E.oNow- e ickerson, K. Jones, S. Saulson, R. Soercer, ..Colbert, J. S&hwoebel, D. ur p, R. Gjertson, D. Hart, C. Jiaenez, P.
.atzrIa, and P. Watson, titled 'CGana nCells end Ga7=! P-acers - Task Force"
fich identirie' eiht factors that the Task Force should ccnsider or

Jnvestiaete relating to the CD r..a pcer e;rly bettery depletion !tIu2tr.,
was revised, on or about Decen.ber 1, 1913. The revised .-crarrd1Z (one
I are); however, heSs the August 19, 1983, date cnd deletes the
a'oreentioned eight factors. The revisedmenc3randum has the s3-ce
distritution as the original; however, tir. Watson, denied receivin; a copyof this menorandum. The other individuals were not asked if they had
receIved the one-page menorandun. FDA requested the Task Force assi3nment
meorandtn on December 3, 1983, and the one page revised mcorandut wasprcv.ded by 'F. Pagcnes on Decenber ,, 19S3.

(110) Cordis Gr-sa pact-s notification letter dated December 5, 1983,
stated that early battery depletions had occurred in 2.1' of the pacers
subJect to the notificaticn. Ibwever, Ccrdis records show that as o'
*avenber 30, 1983, the early battery depletion rate was actually' 2.55.

(111) Examination of the notificattonvrecall distribution accountability
deta revealed that all pacers Incorporating suspect cells hrd not beenidentified. Further review of records by Cordis ur.covered an additional 50pacers that included suspect cells. ?wo of these p2cers ware Custom or
"ELgineering Order" pacers - Model number ED 306.

(L:2) The notification cover letter dated December 11, 12E23, states thaet
In fomation received fr= other physicians indicate that you cre following,

the additional patient(s) cr. attached list'. This letter is misleading in
that the "additional patient(s)" were determined due to FDA evaluation ofsccotntzbQity data and rot fre "Infornation received fr= other
physicians'.

'-^ffrD; t2;(;: ,;j 2t3l"lC` 'Yf it C. INSPEC71CN-.L CB SERVATIODXS- G : - C, -ACIS

I85 -,-ERSE '' sfV4,cCA'RE je.LC:CE4S: CAME .. C I. PtLE (Pg-1 .7.-ICEE TEI ERS£ ,7 k.,_ & C7 J Victor Spanioli/CSo
-~~~~~C. 7.S Izr !,; vZjf
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72CO Lake Ellemor :r., Suite 123

it TOi *C.r q R. Weldon first page
,,- .Ct i~iC,YICLAL ......... jTYPC LtJ~flLss. .>wta'4E.N'~

P i'.esida:t | Device manufacr-zrer
t,~ N;x AME N AME cr FrMn. E*M^-cM CR L$iYs NEPEZXZ1

Cordis Corporation Sae
*Tr tET ACCAKA~S Sf1?ACCAU CFls PREIL ,ft>l*ECT.'iLC Z

10555 1j . Fla;ler St. Sam-e
C-Y *.r. I-TL j Cfl; A-<O TATE

iliart, FL 33172 Sane
Cur:hG Af IPECION 07 YOUR Firm ts) hSSYwI Vi

(113) Device history record fo) tbr ,.cer 3':S/'7'° shos ".et
cell frer lot 1l20 were used on May 2, 198C, and were replaced on JAne Li,
I9SC by cella frr lot 19C0. Ibwever, the Ceoputer printout d:ted Dce-.ber
5, 1903, titled "=1 Cra Pacers with Eattertes pricr to lot 42'0^ skows
that pacer 33tA/l.7Ct contains cells frrn lot lQIEO.

(ll) The irnvesti;aticn of the early battery depletion failute nechantco
concernin; Ga-a Series pacers as it reletes to ;rocessir., dewiations *as
treated as an internal audit rather than a complaint irest'tiStion (as of
Masrch 19, 1934, 57e confirmed and suspected co,;laints hrd been received)
or as a device fail ure inmestisaticn. All ofrlcia: ccoies of the failure
investigat'cn report were destroyed . L':er t." firm had bee!n zovised that

e failure to procile a report of their Gzrma ce'l imrv-tIrotIcn was
considered to be an inspectional refus3l, a copy of the report sas
,rovided. This copy was provided even though Ccrdis had advised that a2l
ccpies had been destroyed.

SEE R5E I. e'h _. C IC SI AM - ,.!

OF THIS PACE . Ic1 SolS
_OC _O _ __ 7RYIf __i~0 ,TA _1 . ~ T . .,r -a .TM: AI f §2

-OR- FrA 483 0:. 72) P.V"C�w ZZ:-, 'O. - �& �-Z. IN5PECT".MALI Ur:.,:,YAI -. '� '. - -- :2I
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Eup-rvjiscry Lwvesvtsatar, !f.RA45f
M~lrI Residet f'st December 9,102e3

Iivcz: Isat.or, 'FP-2575 rrto
.i--ii Rcsi§de' Post 'ntufacturrt Cordis gbrporetlor

1C555 W. fleI or 't.
Beoo~n~enaticn, of "Jaml. FL 331'72
P01)11 tntorrMtion
C0.or :rqi,'2 G..:rna i-cr'es
PFt rs, Ktdels a; R7, '34A,
.3S., 37-8. 'f7A, and 1ZOA

1. ' l ! T- a following are the Onia !eriios paico3rkers srfefted by '.e
CrlIs Ccr r e.tliln .'Urgent Medlezl nirce ttiftletIon' letter dated
Vt rb.er ', 2Ž32.

(ii Stanl :nr y(Sa-:Le), Pttl 133)7, Uthums-Pamrern, ' (7-Nvo
nfiIbited), ttkImlar, ?tnproCrnrwble Cerdsi P'cer (lel.i ¶5

s-_,br4! as 3:tiblts J11 and fll);

(?1 'tnlS-tnlcor yC-tsr,, ?4
4
o'l 3"l, t4thum-POwor i, V7. (P-Way

t Yiiolar, Prcrnnabl. rwIbaso Pecer tsse Exhibits t;' #13,
.nd fit3:

(3' :iUlt±'or y(ldCar) , d bDe1 2!EA Uth:trn-Powered, V.V!P1NT/9g3,
2: pal ~r, "t tirtrc~:ra E>b1 CCrrj.c P.er fsea EMthibits #1, *1ff emo

(L tU -zr y(C20m5i, 'bdei 3'f^ UtIn-Pow ered, *VTflYt/t,,1
±;clr, 'dprcrrni ;l Cerdimn Pacer (sce nxhlbits 9fl, #15. SoC

',3 'hii::-or y(SJmnt) , %tdil r-.A, Lth u-7owre., Vf/VVTT/Y'C,
.n! o.I-r, 'ttt:iprogr-rwa.b, Cardiao ?:rer (see Es.lblts ;. ..nl 1Pi);

(V) 'titi-or y4Sna'A .rdet 30CA, VV'.3'/V'rV, %tipragrr±bte
0.rdt-n P:.zgr (c'sc Exhibits f1-, 117, srd 3I?).

'-:iic.1, l-1 L'4 .'or tet ;rjove nitcd- pnrx tsla sttritted ns tihibtts ;?5.
D?,, 'ad '22 (ror 0odehs 25A, rIJ, an-d 33Yf. }t;rdl7

_ L _ : Alir I5 t tIfin trnttortea nro.ufeltzari
Cro.z.-: ft'nbcr l-)' throuah -trJcer 11'3 br4 .9ftect-d ')y this reprill I
tv,1. .r .l^., ^n~rn;:- rt w'r. 'n'cvlct-l.1 nX xzin; nh 1 tthirt
n''cr ts* : 1 't nurers ;at 3t.'Itr-d per: hv*e be!n fitttid ri- wllt
e ,. It U.r'z i:!. 18tA7r .t.MIe, Th it7t-tion ha lotarlned thet tuere rwe

zt' .- ;..z';4{...cry Icflsjn-.apr t'e iusa'-'- 14thi'r !Jtt'Is t.at ¶vy qe

.i
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affected. These aXilttonal paeftsakrs are currently beins Identifled by

COrdis.

3. 7ChLL1* 7lVU 1T&Ct!R? me recAlig ftIr ad mnufaeturer tS

Cordis Corporation, 1055 Yst1 Flsaler St.. Mimi, FL. 3?172. The fIrv's

European saisidi~ry rdisa Europa P.V.. F.C. bi 39, fRden, lhe

ret :erlarnds, received 2,1F2 suspect lithium battertes fer 1aage with those

pictre Lanufactured in their plant. Cbrdis Dropa has been Mont ti.e

notification letter and will handle their portlon of the recall Sr. olvin

p3-5ers cortaining the suspect cells as wIl cs the ocers distributed by

Cordis Corporation.

Cordis Corporation Is responsible for the defective peoeraikers.

4. REA¶1M FyF qRCALL! The imaai Officr of the Food and Ct)U

Administration ws contaot*A by Joseph J. Sahwvebel. Manager, 9eS 'ory

lrftirs, on late Friday afternoon, t'eceber 2, 193', to advise of thr

firs's recall of the aforemeotioned paceakrs. Fxhibit 1 is the ftrs's

*Unrgt !tedical Device i1tifioation' letter dated December I, 19l?. that

waa sailed to sll affeoled acnitorinS and liplmantifll ;hysoirns on

Deceiber 2. 1903. This notification austizeS tte reason for the rectl.

Thi firm hes deternined that cert*Sn Cordis C!ae 'erics pacers -ay not

provide their expected lenth of service because of early battery

.e~letion. Cordial investigption revtaled that theSe early depletiors Were

caused by loss of electricel capacty through lf-iae'ler!e. Vorldvide

ezrly btttery depletions Peve oeeurred in cprotinately 2.11 of ttc

lmplanted GnCa Series pacers meae with cells s mnufactured In ^ctober. l1W

or earlaor; howaver, aertain battery cell lots have deoletion re,'es as hisb

bs 20:.

Yornally, ampendins bettery depletions in Gaes Serils psoes Are in5conte4

by a sarked decrease In the fised ra e. This lover rate tten persists for

azbout sit sonths, proavling apple time to schrdule pacer r-olzeffint before

the battery is enhnu!ed. The tnils expertIr-cirn early bittery deoletions

are also charldtertied by a rate decreaee. * bwvaver, in these cases the

peccr op-rates for only ehout one to two -onths at the 'ower rate befcr'

battary exhiustion.

Corils roccooteds aeonthly monitorin after 23 sont"s or t-;lint of nl1

p-tienta with Ga1ds 3eres pncers havifn batterie$ maenufctur-d bfor

tvi> ber l70. Any Unit tth a rixed rnta deeretas of 1 -2r acre thovll t e

replaced promptly.

Ex'dbit SI is ths Cordis Prnlat 9dolate f11) !3trd 'bvener ' titla

'*k
t
iiod Peliv'jility of Crr-a 4erIt Ptcfl P rs', white Yns -ialled *l rlW tih-r

vmee of loe,,btr 5, lr. Thi, ujalte :ili 1trZusses the T'flstare battrry

3epions 555cited Attl- 5MM53 Srins pwcrs. -. is Product'. Up!s-e wilt
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be mfiled to 5Perozxiately 15,OCO physicisns that have registered r4rdis
pocinakers.

Cordil has received a total of 2f.1 weOplalats concerning an output or low
output fawlures Involving Gm Sweris Pacers. Ten of thase vere'recesived
In 1931, 13 vare received in 1t2, and the resulatng 238 were reeeived in
1933 throqgh ovamber 23, 1983. firty-rour of thes 233 falures bave yet
to be confirmed however. Cbrdis believes that most, tf not all *ill
exhibit the *m failre sode. Flhibit f92 saumarizes the 19I complaints.

Please note that the iacrees-1 mnber of explants raises the worldwide
percentage rate of fsilure: to 2.54 as cnopared to the 2.11 mentioned In
tbe Decedber 5, 1983, notification .- ch only inclutded explants through
Cotober 31, 1983.

Exhibit S3 Is the only complaint involving a Gaia pacer pemature battery
depletlon failure that resulted In a patient's loss of eonscSousness. The
patient received a new pacemsker Aithout any adverse consequence. ahibit
98.5 is another Gdam prematue battery depletion report which reports that
the patient wa experiencing dizzy spells. All of the confirmed premature
battery depletion cemplainlts hove bean reviewed And no others were founl
that reported tsy adverse effeets. Cnrdls official htvun stated that they
know of no injures, deaths, or any other htzards.

Exhibits 95, 97, and t9 ere ty1eal of the ot"er pricattre battery
depletion conpiints elusted by Cordis.

5. tLUME OF PM, JCT !'I POv.RCE: Eshibit 01 Is a breoklcwn of the -krn.a
paoenakcr3 affected by this situation. A total of 10, 13 peeers were
tmnufactur d. These pacers are broken down as sho-e In fthibit 03, Page 1,
which acecounts for IL,86C. The reajlnng 1:3 affctd ppcers are listed in
bthibit 929 (these are all Pel 110A). 1khibit 43, page 2 describes i
total of 7577 paceeakers thst have been registered by country of
regiatration. Cordis records show that a total of 2, 14 different
physicians have regsitered these pacers worldwide with 2,i35 thited States
physicians registering these patients. Erxhibt fl, p"Se provides J
breakdoan by model number of the total pocam3kers affreted by thin rtczll.

keorontability of the 1^ ,87! pacers Incorporating suspect batterics is )s
followa:

a) Registersi Pacers- 7,577 (txhl31t 937).
b) 34CA Registered FPcers: 1 (Exhtilbit *29).
cO tvplnts; 72aT.
d) In-hese (tl!fe tett. scra.kped, etc.): ttr.
e) 'Cnre3istered direct sel-s to U.S. fbspitals: 255 (hthibit 9S).
fn Sord!i `ales Personnel: 15.
G) Dow units: 11.
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h) Zordis Eliropa, Ibdcn, The therliandsi 1SI (Etxhibit t!S).
1) Vitich. 'nt. Co., Ltd. tong tXon: 115 (Exhibit 031).
J) Equilab, meS5Jela: 1 t:xhibit *"t).
k) grent, Ltd., Toronto. Ctnada: 13 (Exhibit f33).
1) reapearms Do ? tral Ltd.: IS (Exhibit 932).
=) Instrumed. Ha iool 2 (Exhibit *3P).

Addresses fr the sbove International dstributors are included in the
Exhibits.

6. STRInT'I PATTERM: As shown in Exhibit t?. distribution 1s
vorldwide vith a nunbtr of foreign ootuntries also affected by this reeall.
ixUbilt #37 shoA all docestlc and foreign retistered pucea'ers and the
state or country of patient location.

"he addresses fMr te Cords foreign distributors ore ;rovided r Exhibit
#A and countries involved Include The Hetherlend3. Yong Kong, Ven-zoeli.
Canada, Trazil and hewizo. mhe Cordis Europe rlmt distributes pacekters
throustut Europ. Tbe Hong Xoeg distributor vlso distributa5 to Jepen and
Thaiend. Shere are oo government contract sales iLsolved. vbwover,'6brs
sell directly to Veter' 4lspltalS (sea fthibit tM-1.

The aa ,ec: pC;ers _*re distributed prma'rtly fros Doceo3ber 3b7 throv-h
il3.i. A snall cumber 3ay c1is hwve b-en distributed froa lP?2 throuh
I.-.y I 5.

7. ThE FI!'" "'!C&LL S3ATET'!: As not-7d ibove. the fMre his sent a Navies
;.ificetioa letter dated Deenmber 5, 1912. Eack physician notified
recet-ed an attached list vSteh specified tia registered pncers unlque to
h A. A Cost&e paid reply card was also sent asorng with the notificetioi
letter. A specimen of this cerd is s5tnitted ws Ezhbbit tl, pago 2. The
nottfication information w3s mailed in a 9-l/2 inch by 12-1/2 inch envalo;c
sr ced zJBCES'T 'edical Device ?btiticrtion -ven !mrdialely Li the bottom
Le-hana corner and uFIRST (in red type) CLVISI on the retht botta side
of k: envelope.

Rx iit $23 is a littor dntr4 >.cember 5. 1933. that 411 be land delt7-red
by Cordis salismcn to U.3. lHspitals appearing on Exhibit frl. Delivery Is
sc~lule1l to take rlace begSnninj the weet of -ecanber 1^- 1S~. Exhibit
D24 is a memorandus to Cordi3 seleamen datod 1^/5/-' which demcrtas how
the n'.cs5,on xre to hanrdle thef notitftc.tion -t these .ospitols. PlI
distr butors heyv received the notification information as verifie1 by
docneunts subAitted n: fthltits 025 and #2'.

S. F:?' OF-1:AL: The fare offniil foer this recall is Jaes3 Fortino,
-- mrvi :,ee rte., txhib'.t. PS CnrdiS ru roirrtltm, (*.o. f7orldA.

°. -O~--'YElzto'R<-. xhit't fl Is a nmcr,3n-> titlcd Carrs C-el~s
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PmC-s - Ut Miu Call Tsak Force FInst kiport, prepared by brdZ8
Ccoportatoa that describes the corrective actions thst hae bee taken to
Prevent a sitmi1r reoccurrence In the future. An ineqction of the firs's
LUthou battery opmretion Is In progrss.

Cor4is issue4 a zews Saleas dated tle'eaber 5, 1953. ooncvfting this cettr
(Exhibit IL").

Tictor SpaniollI

reel t 12/5fS3
drcft 12/5/33
finals 12/9/83
/eel
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Ccrd~s Copcraron Card6,ascLtaf nsmxjaetalirnC
PO Bo, 025700
Max. FL 33C02-5700. U S A ,
elefos;Wce 3055120

Tc:cx 6811a12 December 5, 1983

URGENT MEDICAL DEVICE NOTIFICATIONI C rf.=tl COZ'VwrI

2AF8A SERIES PACERS

Models 333B7, 334A, 336A/B, 337A, 340A

Dear Doctor:

This notification is provided to assist you in the management of patients
with certain Cord's Gansr Series pacers which may not provide their
expected length of service because of early battery depletion. Gaca

Series pacers have had an excellent record of reliability until recently,
when a number of early battery depletions, cozmencing after 24 months of

implant, were reported.

Investigation revealed that these early depletions were caused by loss of

elcctrical capacity through self-discharge. Worldwide, early battery

deoletions have occurred in 2.1% of the implanted Gausa Series pacers made

with cells manufactured in October, 1980, or earlier. Except for a few

random units, such early depletions have not occurred in cells manufactured

after October, 1980, when an insulator was added to protect the eel!

feedthrough from electrolyte attack which could lead to self-discharge. No

early depletions have been reported In units of Model 402AfB, all of which
were made with cells manufactured after October, 1980.

Normally, impending battery depletions in Gaza Series pacers are indicated
by a marked decrease in the fixed rate. This lower rate then persists for
about six months, providing maple time to schedule pacer replacement before
the battery is exhausted. The units experiencing early battery depletions
are also characterized by a rate decrease. However, in these cases the
pacer operates for only about one to two months at the lower rate before
battery exhaustion.

Cn the basis of the above information, Cordis recommends monthly monitoring
after 24 months of implant of all patients on the attached list, which
includes all patients with Gamma Series pacers having batteries
tanv;factured before November, 1980, who are in your care according to
Ccr'-s records. If you have any questions about a Gaza pacer not on the
1iI-, please call the number given below. Ar.y unit with a fixed rate
dcorease of 3% or more should be replaced promptly.

I you find it necessary to replace one of the units on the enclosed list
due to early battery depletion, Ccrdis will provide full credit for the
o-iginal purchase price toward the cost of any Cordis replacement pacer.

Ccrd-s sincerely regrets any inconvenience that this notification may cause
you and yo_- patients. If you have any questlons regardir.g this
notification, please call Janes Fortino in cur Product Service Department
at 1-800-327-2450 or contact your local Cordis representative.

Please ackncw ledge receipt or this notificaticnO and the ellcicsed patient
list ty 5ifninG and retrrnlrS the cncl^.cd vrepaid pontale cord. The
returned card will help us to assure that all affected physicians have
received this information.
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Product Update
Number 10 November 1983

*- K ; -7,s COZOA CNs

Achieved Reliability of
Gamma Series Pacers

udis.
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~~~~~~~~~~~r .6~ CTDI Cc toa.... t

This update presents the achieved reliability data for all models in the Gamma
series for use by monitoring physicians in the management of patients with
these pacers.
The Cordis Gamma series of lithium-powered pacers, introduced in 1979,
has demonstrated achieved reliability that thus far meets or exceeds the
predicted reliability, with the exception of Model 334A which is .012 below its
predicted reliability after 44 months.

When Gamma series pacers were introduced the labeling included a
prediction of reliability based on the performance of the earlier Lambda series
pacers The following table and figures compare the achieved reliability
obtained from data in the Cordis pacer registry as of October 31,1983,
to those reliability predictions, based on the actual length of service for
each model.

Comparison of Predicted and Achieved Reliability
for Gamma Series Pacers'

Average
Malfunction Predicted Achieved

Model Rate %/Month Reliabilityt Reliabilityt at Month

308A 0.017 0.982 0.997 25

333B7 0.028 0.970 0.983 40

334A 0 041 0.967 0.955 44

336AB 0.040 0.973 0 990 36

337A 0.015 0.972 0.981 38

340A 0.048 0.974 0 983 29

402AB 0.067 0.998 O.998 9

ir, mpawts wmotdde
-As pub.ished fn the fstIcts tor, Use. adowsteu to, .me.
-Cactua:c- osng smvpto Intai survrvai method.
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Predicted vs Achieved Reliability

5Xs WR~)In ORA: r. Gamma Series Pacers

M o L Model 33307
....... :11 ..................a..

1n

I I
_- _ ._

f
14

r C ' a W

i 1_

Model 334A

a_

Models 336A and 3360

I '-

I --

C C C 10

Model 337A

1=
I -

Model 340A

I a1
*n e- C C
. .. wi i 7

Models 402A and 402B

. . C S

Cordis Corporation
Post Office Box 025700
Miani. Florida 33102-5700 U S A
Telephone 305-551-2000

_ Actual March 31,1983

_ ActuaL October 31t1983

tCo-dcoao4 M i t mg-9776
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I
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* *:; .i *14:

The reliability predictions for Gamma series pacers were based on the
expectation that most malfunctions would be caused by electronic circuit
failures which usually occur suddenly and are normally manifested as
changes in rate, loss of sensing or loss of capture. Most malfunctions, in fact,
have not been caused by electronic circuit failure but by early battery
depletion which can be detected by rate decrease.

Investigation revealed that these early depletions were caused by loss of
electrical capacity through se~l-discharge. Worldwide, early battery
depletions have occurred, commencing after 24 months of implant, in 2.1%
of the implanted Gamma Series pacers made with cells manufactured in
October, 1980, or earlier. Except tor a few random units, such early
depletions have not occurred in cells manufactured after October, 1980,
when an insulator was added to protect the cet feedthrough from electrolyte
attack which could lead to sell-discharge. No early depletions have been
reported in units of Model 402AJB, all of which were made with cells
manufactured after October, 1980.

Normally, impending battery depletions in Gamma Senes pacers are
indicated by a marked decrease in the fixed rate. This lower rate then
persists for about six months, providing ample time to schedule pacer
replacement before the battery is exhausted. The units experiencing early
battery depletions are also charactenzed by a rate decrease. However, in
these cases the pacer operates for only about one to two months at the
lower rate before battery exhaustion. Although all models of the Gamma
Series have met their predicted reliability, except for Model 334A, which is
close, Cordis has sent a notification letter to all affected physicians.

The Notification recommends monthly monitoring after 24 months of
implant of all patients with Gamma Senes pacers having battenes
manufactured before November, 1980 and prompt replacement of any unit
with a fixed rate decrease of 3% or more

The information in this Product Update will be followed carefully and
reviewed in the next Product Update on Gamma Series pacers.
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Monitoring Physician:

To:
Cordis Corporation
Product Service Department

I acknowledge receipt of the Urgent Medical Device
Notification on Cordis Gamma Series pacers oated
December 5. 1983 and have reviewed the enclosed
list of my patients having these pacers.

C The list is accurate

C The list should be corrected as noted

Signed

Date

U: cCORDIS CoMxORATi.' --

Cordis Corporation
Post Office Box 025700
Miami. Fiorica 33102-5700 soc
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GAMMA NOTIFICATION ACCOUNTABILITY

-c

Total Manufactured

Registered Implants (-Roden)

Explants (-Roden)

Net Registered Implants (-Roden)

Remaining Pacers (Detailed below)

- In House

- Unregistered Direct Sales
to U.S. Hospitals

- Cordis Sales Personnel

- De.o Units

- Direct Sales to Foreign
Distributers

Cordis Europa

Ne Ih

Equilab, Venezuela

Brent, Canada

Brazil

Instrumed, Mcxico

10860

8305

728

7577

I1/30/83

Corrected

at~ tORDIACDAl
= 2/3/s et

2555

495

768

14

11

S o _Lk

1767

1691

45

13

1 5



GAriMA ;-PLANJT STATISTICS
DArE: lh/1l/8, TIME OF DAY: 13..6.25

E:- eCORDIS COiIXIOAV
12/3/83 VS
gUaBIs:K PACQ12 tr-3

=Hw~J - -

NUMBER OF JAPANESt I.MPLANTS 506
NUMbER OF UNI FEi) STATES IMPLANTS 6552
NUMBER OF CANADIAN4 IMPLANTS 435
NUMBER OF OTHMR t;IPLANTS 71- oAb /,
NUMBER OF EXPLANfTS ;13*

TOTAL IMPLANTS: 7577

NUMBER OF UNIQUE PHYSICIANS: 2d1-. .0 A- - ,.,{S,<-,irt. Dj C
i p-/ 'sC. (.A'usB

*THC NUMG=R OF -xPfLAATS FCUND AS OF NOVEMSER 29, 19833
AFTER THE ORltANAL EXTRACT TAKEN NOVEMBER 17, 19b$
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., ' * V.'T ' x,=.
12/3/83 1.L
umn x.3Ftiz; 3

TOTALS FOR MODEL 333B3

TOTALS FOR MODEL 334A

TOTALS FOR MODEL 336A

TDTALS FOR MODEL 33363

TOTALS F1'{ M D EL 337A

TOTALS FOR MODEL ALL

v<_3 hazel /I !

TOTAL UNITS =

TOTAL UNITS =

TUTAL UNITS =

TOTAL UNITS =

TOTAL UNITS =

TOTAL UNI S =

14Y- d~

1,710

7,637

41,

I

I ,0'7

10 ,660

tS'

Fuj-'~i ';£~
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Memorandum cord o S,
THIS IS A RETRIEVABLE CORDIS
DOCUMENT ( /9 ) CRI
DO NOT REPRODUCE

EOat w~vm-ber 30, 1983 C N I E TA
J. Pagones

Fran 0. Jasnez

S'"W' ca;ma Cells and Pacer-s - Lithiun Cell Task Force-Final Report

I. Introduction

The objective of the Task Force appointed by you on August

19, 1983, was to (1) define the extent of early battery

depletion, (2) determine the underlying cause of early

depletion and (3) recomend any necessary narractive

actions. This report docre-nts the Task Force's findings.

II. Task Force Findings

A. Ectent of ESD

Ga..n pacer EPD returns are occurring prdaoimnantly in cell

lots mreofactured prior to cell lot 4280, which were

- G -Ia vwCsz:!
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Ga Cels ad Pcrs - Lithium CeU Task Fore Ponal Riert
Page 2

'fatcued before the 42nd w of 1980. ?able I

desres Imlant and ep1ant data on e aries pacers

mdAe from Fhs ul lots.

B. Protbble <se of EE

The primary mse of Oi believed to be related to

intersatio betw the call electrolyte and the glass

insulator in the esli feathbugb. me dction in useful

battery capacity apears to be d- to self disc=e,

cused by ouction through a thin layer of lithius metal

or a Lithium cosplex that is deosited frxs the elaetmlyte

cato the glass insulator of the feethrongh, tense

disappears through further reaction with the barium,

Eptassium, or silion oxdes, in the glass insulator,

fouling Inn-c Qtiva Lithium oride. Therefore, the

lithium vetal depost fos a teaporaxy osuctive path

%hicd relts in self discharge until the lithium is

onvzd ard converted to aonoanductive LL20 by the

reaction with Ba, SiO2 or L-P. The prv=sed mchaniss

is:

(1) Li+ + e - Li or Li oraplex (conldtive}

(2) 4 Li' +S!0 - Li2U t i)
or 2 Li° + KID - Lip + 2R9 N(=In'-ssvutiVe)

or 2 Li
0

+ Ba - + sa° )
- ... njC':_..-... '
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' 2J/83 YE

Gm Cells and Pao= - Lithium Cell Task Force Final Report
Page 3

lerated laboratory experients have confid that the

insilation resistance of the Ga.m cell feedthrough can

decrease frum 10
9
.a to a range of 300 to 2,300 IL in

cell stored at bO°C for apgroximtely b weeks.

C. Mrrective Action

In June, 1980, feedthrsjb glass erosion wes observed in

Gaam cells. Further stndies ware initiated as a result of

a presentation and a psblication by Samuel Levy of Sardia

Laboratories('), hich described erosion of the glass

feedthrough insulator in a lithiumsalfur dioxide cell.

Initial Ctrdis investigations detecained that a similar

erosion of the feedthrwugh glass insulators oc.urs in r--

cells. t sreved fris GCan cells evolved

hydrogen Wien isrsed in water, indicating the presence of

lithium astal or oxide. Bwever, the insulation resistance

of the insulators %as not redue from an acceptable value

of about 10
9
.1 . Analysis of seven 0.5 - 1-year old

Gaaa calls revealed that 1 - 2 % of the gl.ss hai been

rcarvnd by erosion. Again, the insulators retained

acceptable insulation resistance. Further, residual

lithisdm analyses on those units onfimed aiquate cell

capacity with no indication of self-discharge. Studies on

four other 1-year old GaCo cells st=wed fethrough glass
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inmilator erosion hat, again, the feedthroughi resistanoe

remined atably high and residual tithn analyses

sed no inica n of self discharge.

Mictoprshe analysis revealed no evide of any difference

in curreot lealage beteen cell feedthraighs from EDcel

and naoally functioning cells.

Despite the ladc of any evidence that the rorinsion of the

feedthrvgh aversely affected feedthrcugh insulator
reista S, ~dr a d a 3clyopyl-e c'' ' P

the glass feedfithrgh insulator fx= erosion by

eletznlyte. This feedthrgh protectin was hplemented

in tm cell lot 4280 after verifying the effectiveess of

the polypropylene hild. The polyprt:ylene shed ms

replac in March, 1982, by coating the f edthrough

inonlatcr with a polyimide resin whch prt des isprnvei
protection.

Righ toaperature (80 - 900
C) studies have ct no that

self-discharge ccrs in cells with unprotected

feeithrughs and either the polypropylene shield or the

polyimide csat is effective in preventing self discharge.

Arrhenius plots of ti=e to depletion at several
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tsperatures resalt in a preliction of ESD at 34.6 months

at 37°C for cells witkout protected feedthroughs.

Ga cells with unprotscted feedthroughs fro pacers

explanted for ED ;re analyzed after as :1g as 42 mnths

of implant. Iually, one cell in -ead pr was depleted

and the other was not. TVe viable cell euhibited adeqate

reSidual lithiusa to prwide the expe cell capfcity with

ns evidce of self disadarge although feedth.'igh erosion

was present. it atppars that se feedthrghs are more

susceptible to lithium deposition than others, prdiably

because of variations in the oamt-ition of the insulator

glass.

D. Effect of ED on En of Life (EL) ndicator

ED cella exhibit a correspondingly shorter pacer service

Life after the initial rate reduction that LiALcates

i-e-ndiirg battery depletion. In-vitro stzlies on

production life test pacers show that ED pacers exhibit an

EL plateau duration of I - 2 rnth-s. T'able 2 describas the

ML characteristics of 12 G-rra p:-crs that e:Xhibited iED

during in-vitro testing.
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E. Conclusions

The Task Force concluIes that cells Inufachred without

feeithrtaugh protection are susceptible to self discbarge

cmused by lithism deposition cn the glass feedthrogh

in~lator. cell lots produced after lot 4180, when the

addition of a polypropylene shield was implernted, have

been reliable an are opected to provide their projected

"'etul life

(I) Bunker, B., et al, Jour. Electrochen. Soc., Oct., 1980

Presaxted at Pcr Sources Syposi=, ALgrque, N.M.,

Sept. 1980 by S. Levy)

aT:lcda

Att'rh.

co: F. Fi.cl-

F. nershenson

C. Mcy,;el1

B. Nickersc:

56-653 0-86-21
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TABLE 1

CAM4A L~'LANTS BY DATE CODE FROM LJ7 L1579 TiRU 4180
(INCLUDING RODEN)

Lot NtMber 333B7 334A 336A,B 337A Total

4
14(1)
8

12
9

30
5

16
15
40
13
11
22
14
21
14(t)

14 4
12
13 2

11
27(1)
16(1)

14 2
24
1

20 13
26
30
20

12 6
24
25
21
25(1)

8 15
1

23

29
42

V,1.' L1579
L2079
L2179
MV279
OD479
!679
Ml 179
Ml 379
M1979
M2079
A0380
A0480
AC780
A0880
A0980
A1180
A180

A1580
A1680
A1780
A2180
A2380
A2480
A2780
A2880
A2980
A3080
A31°0

B0780
B1 180
B1280
B1880
B1980
82280
E2580
82680
82780
B2880

4
14 (1)
8

12
9
30
5

16
15
40
13
11
22
14
21
14(1)
18
12
15
11
27(1)
16(1)
16
24

1
33
26
30
20
18
2h

25
21
25(1)
23
1
23
30
29
U2
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TABtE 1 (Cont.)

Lot .Nber 33387 334A 336AB 33A Total

43
6

33
60(1)

19(2)
7

23

9

41(3)

1
51(4)
13()
19(1)
69(2)
40(4)

70
7

71(1)
188(1)

17
203(2)
5

132
98
34
47

176(2)
118
191(1)
105(1)

17
95(2)

165
24
79(4)
10
1

39(1)
156(8)
86(10)

178(29)
247(4)
235(38)

51(3)
135(5)
225(3)
161(2)
260(3)
171(5)
89

319
432(4)
291(7)
622(10)
369(2)
426
523
451(1)

1399(22) 7112(157)

10

10
4

3

9(2)

18

5
47
7(1)

23
49
71(1)
18
32

322(4)

219(2)
124
224(1)

1 166(2)
17

1 125(4)
172

48
79(4)

2 21

34(2)
7

14(3)
13(3)
60(2)
22(5)
6(0)

11
78(2)
30(1)
2
3
73
29
66
41
41
98(1)

118(1)
197(2)
67

124(6)
167(8)
101(13)
2b2(36)
323(7)
289(44)
135(8)
187(9)
?21(5)
261(3)
269(3)
175(5)
233(1)
511(1)
562(4)
542(10)
691(10)
648(3)
711(2)
772(2)
59?(1)

1014(23) 9847(206)

NOME: Numbers In parenthesis eenotes the nmber of failures in specific
cell lot, received at Cordis as of October 31, 1983.

1080
1180
1280
1380
1480
1580
1680
1780
1880
1980
2080
2180
2280
2380
2480
2580
2680
2780
2880
2980
3080
3180
3280
3380
3480
3580
3680
3780
3880
3980
4080
4180

TOTAL
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TABLE 2

GAMMA PACER PLATEAUS
FOR PRDUCTION LIFE TET EARLY BATTERY

DEPLETIONS MEASURED wRING;
ROUDIE BLDNTHLY TES

Model/Serial E.O.L. Plateau Value (p.Do..)

334A 5920 59.0
334A 0045 64.4
.334A 1611 00.0
334A 1805 63.4
334A 1987 66.0
334A 2089 64.2
334A 2454 65.0
334A 3003 CC~
334A 3165 65.0
334A 4743 64.5
334A 0259 63.2
334A 1068 63.5
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'4
Fr. Dcnald Dahms
cf. Cfice of Medical Devices
Fccd and Drug Admir.istratir.
EFK-20
8757 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring. Yarvland

Mr. Dahms,

am an employee of the Cordis Corporation. While

several of their products have problems one in particular Is

so dangerous I must speak out in order to save lives. Our new

Orthocor antytachveardia pacer is plagued with problems. Several

dogs have died with the unit Implanted. Hardware and software proble

abound. It is very susceptible to false triggering by EM1 which

will result in patient death. Corporate officials want this

on the market at all cost. They are aware of the flaws and the

verv real possibility of patient death and have Ignored them.

Thev have altered test data and changed reports to Indicate

the pacer works. It's not safel Please. please stop this device,

it Is a killer.
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Mr. Glen Rahmoeller
Food and Drug Administration
Office of Medical Devices
NPK-450
8757 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland

Mr. Rahmoeller,

The Cordis Corporation has no sense of moral responsibility

or Interest In patient safety. Executive management constantly

mandates that Inferior product be produced without regard for

qualltv or Federal Laws In order to meet production goals.

This must stop! The executive officers of this company must

take the blame since thev are the cause. The enclosed information

should be enough to convince you of their guilt. I have also

sent information to various members of the U.S. Senate who by

their past nctions have indicated an Interest In exposing corrupt

medical companies. I also suggest that vou investigate their

MR system which allows hundreds of inferior components to be used

dallv and their tOOA series pacers which have a deatilv hidden flaw

in them. Cordis has lied to you on this and other prohlems.
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r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
p(?AR&lE UT OF HEALTH A iS HU KAH IISvicts 7200 1A)ke El-enor Dr.

PUBLIC SFALTY SEFIVICC S
7000 A110 ORUG 0.*~~SRt

0 Suite 120
Orlndo, Fl. 32809

i.As Of ,.PIVIOUA 70 WACY0 fl,0Rt £SSUl D **0 1AZD ist.IPLCTiC c r. NU~iift

T0- ^i?,&=Z /6-i ~ 4/4-5/1,9/94
-TtL or t. .OVlaA- 7 .K .ST ..L SHMIHT

&;r eeu*;C Vce 767r// Decice Hanufacturer
Flax CCIII OrUL CF FIR. *R U O11- R UJIT iHSflC iO

Ccrciis Corporation I Sane
smylT ACO.lSz TCIII AOIRC.Ss Of PRLuIS. XSPLcTr

10555 V. Fl-ler St. Saee
CI" *50 rST1 cuT *no STATE

.Mieni. Fl. 33172 | Some
OS %*14 ^*1 InvPfEcTrI-. O. .OUR F .Rii iS 01KII5v0c;

I. (a) On October 3, 19SC, .. Tat2ria and F. Arbe!2a=, requested throu' h
Servict Reg2 8-l0-002, ,02756 that a study involving 20C5 0-na cells be
carried out by the Qualification Laboratory whereby 20 cells each were to be
stored at temperatures of 250, 300, 400, SOP, 600 700 750 BO° es° J90'
C, with 10 cells in each group to be placed on I0Ct load and the remaining
cells kept at no load. The Service Request description reads 'Store the
5smma cells as shown below to characterlse feedthrough at different temp.
.2evd voltage once a week until 1.0 volt Is reeched."

Reportedly, no written reports were prepared concerning this study during
its duration. The study was teraineted on October 7, 192. s 2 result of
tr.e large nunber of Camna pacer field failures attributed to early battery
depletion In middle of 190-, this data was resurrected and evaluated as
described in a remorandu-a deted Decemnber 19, 198, eroom .D. . Gjertson, whch
states, in effect, that based on the 200 cell test data, the predicted Ieen
Tine to Failure extrapolated to 370 C (body teperature) Is 32.1 months.
This mcmorandum also states that, 'Accelersted thern.l life testing has
shown a very high degree of correlation to body use condltionr."

Th.ere is no written docuaentatlon which explains why the data generated fron
this 230 cell study wes not evaluated until the niddle of 1983 considering
that significant data may hEve been available earlier.

The following chart lists exonples of the cells In the study that, failed:

en--nerature,°_C Cell I Unloaded Yoltaee l00K Loed Dete
, 4Reaing Voltece Reedirm.

(Spec. 2.14-2.20)

50 194 2. C76 10/15/.s
50 191 2.C97 10/221l
50 220 2. ft3 lS/?2,ii60 4?4 2.071 4^ C 08
60 387 .018O 6,5,41
E0 320 2.C99 6/11,51

aEIE RIV6RSE /4 ),A.4I' ,- '1scSJJ rsn.4l.~.........:.

OF_. THI P.40 L^~n .C..... *_.. __ .__. ....
-- - .11 11-1- L-- - BE �SED. INSPECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS -. E j 01 AX F-GES
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I - ti~~~~~~~~~~~i~TS ITR~- eoD ss
DEA RTME NT OF HEALTY AND ,uNIM StVImCEI 7200 !aye Ellenor Dr.

PULC ELTH SEROvCE Suite 120
FOOD "I0 DRUG 0DTlRAT~O CrIando, Fln 32E09

CAMEO NOfIYD~O3AJ. ,D WMoM arDAOT iSlurp PaD t O INSPsC-TIT cn Irnu
TO-/S7.t 14,./.. ................ _4>/05/15/84rTS1 D 0,ll~A ,TTs~ 5vLOnIVInO*L i - flP 1A~A _O T _~n rTo .

-/;.c / J Device Y)iufactucvr

Cordie Cor-poretion Sae
7STAEET APO~i 6s|SYREC ADEEDES Or PREMIlSES NSflCcTLD

10555 V. flaler St_ Sane
cITY ArID STATE ecT AlrD sTATE

Wiazdi, Fl. 33172 Same
DURI.,..C AHIsC O!TO' TOUR FITY III aCi O-SEAVED,

70 200 2.0Cv2 12/31/SC
70 369 2.076 1,22i51
70 226 2.055 2,5,31
75, 154 2_055 I/s/,l75 179' 2.9g1
75 4B6 2.CSI J'/3
80 ,34, 2. CE7 12/31,3cec '82 2.094 l2,lR/.O
E8 406 2.4,'
S5 93 1.994 122/1/30
85 4i1O 2.CF5 12,/3,3
E5 70 2.07:5 123Fr
5° 311 2.0°2 22/4,30
90 12r 2.0D2 12/4,9e
90 304 2.020 12/E,3o

(b) Of the approximately 140 cells that wvre kept on this tet un.til
fallure. only seven were Oestructively 2n21yz2C to deter-ine the cause Offailure. These seven cells were analyzed on Aurest: IS, 19C3, and were foundto have in excess of 405 gl2s corro-icn.

(c) The batch ni.ber(s) of these cells 1a not recorded with the testdata.

2. (a) Production Delivery Slip dated Ibvmher 3. 1930, pertnlns to theshipment of -51 GP-7 cells (lot 415CA) fror the battery m.nuf2cturing plantto the pzcrr proeucttion line. This lot included both cells with znd withoutpolypropylene protected feedthroushs. Ibwcver, the polypropylene protecticn
to the cell feedthrotsh was not approved until Asrtl 6. 131, os shown Inthe Qua1ific2tion Laoratory 'eport (0310-10-00'). There is no docutent2tionto sho-i that p2cers =2nufzctu.-red with these cells wore not distrsbuted prior-o the approval date of tte pclypropylene quslificnt'0n

-OOE1ISC .-'U C E .O EI MI MATTE UR T'-. E fP-~, - 7yj-)5EE REVERSE I . .; .
OF THIS PAGE : .:. // r -._

l~ATTTI1/7 EDrT-ORIIEREIS rS . ISPEO.A . I T _. _, .E. .D.. -. _ _ _ _
'--- - - 111M) -T- - .. -- INSPECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS PAGE :? 01-/ PAGE.
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--DiSTR-iCT ADCESSs

DEPARTMENT OF IEALTN AubO hUMAFW SERVICES 72 Lake aenor Dr., Suite 120
PUSLIC iMEALT. SEVIce Orlamdo, 7. 32809

rooo A.0 DRUG AI.iAitTR*-TIOXt

O I,.DIO..I.A0..04 T4 itTO 0N VT I OUT O ECTIOM C F. IIUEi

jc l I ________eManufacture
TiTiA OF liiAiUiDU..l. FA ryfl ATAS~aMIEM INS.CiCD 4-i t,4

re L t ;v /> 3 ,4 '; A'/ -J ii Gr ,;.* iO . TiXt
Cordia Corporation ISA

.TREET ADORESS STRX1T *050521 Of PR"1SK ,^I PTD

10555 W. Fngler St, [
CITY AtiD TATY F CI T AD ATVA

Miami, Fn. 33172
DUR-IG AK liNiiCTIOM OF YOU FIRtS III (I '= VD:

The dates of thisa inspection are as follows: 4/t6,t17.284; 5/29-30/84;
6/1,4,5,7,12,13,15,21,22,26/84.

1. (a) Although Cordls' position prior to this inspection has been that FBtA
was provided all reports of studies relating to feeidthrough corrosIon and
decrease in resistance, reports pertainIng to the analysis of reserve Cells
showing feedthro=uh corrosion and self-disoharge were provided on
June 15, l9_;. only after they were specifically requested.

tb) The degree of feedthrough corrosion reprted in the above stucies
for some of the feedthroughs that were tminr.cd is less than the emount Of
corrosion entered in the Lsboretcry Notebok. For ex=ple, the percentnge
Snount of corrosion shotn in the report for cell I 425.0-1910 (Technical
Report J 23-03E88) is < c 5' whereas the a ount of corrosion shown in the
Laboratory Notebook for this cell (Laboratory Iotebook e PA-303, pcue 29) 's
22' on the right and l.5: on the left. The reason for this and other
sizilar discrepancies is not docucented in the reports or the Laboratory
Notebook.

2. Documentation Change iotice/Product5on Control Release Ie147843 dated
October 3, 1580, requested by Brian Garrison shows that 'urgent' was marked
in the 'Priority5 portIon of the form with the change relatirn to the
addition of polypropylene to protect GCasa cell feedthroughs. Documentatton
Charge Request (Charge flEtl7Sti) doted October 2. 1980, inciudes several
indicetors that erphasized the urgency of the change, such as IF&. Fush" in
the upper right hand corner of the form. The 1Priority block shows an
oversized 'XI in the 'Urgent-Displace Other Jobs' category with two
erclamation points placed to the left of the 'XI. The words 'PLEASE
EXPSDITEL, underlined five times, appear in the 'Request' secticn of the
form. The '8eason' fbr the DDeumentatien Change request is shown as -Product
Improvement (Explain)'. However, no explanation is provided ;s to the nature
of the improvement.

3. technical Report f23-03703 dated March 18, 1983, pertaining to the
analysis of reserve cell 1181-1054 and reserve cell 1980-029 states that 'It
is believed that these cells may have rapidly depleted after the forsation of
conductive. copper-containing dendrites which Shorted the anode and cathode
directly.' However, the post 4IC reserve sample ED's lsting shows that
the cause of failure is 'undeter=ined'.

FORM FDA 413 0 Ztfl) -eIOlS EDID. la. MT Se USEO. INSPECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS F4A I OF Y PAG9Z

Ei.DYLN'N SIGM TUE jEPAOYEEIRI NAM AGO TITLE (PAG - rTS

SEE REVER~~A. t A ' lf , Victor Spanioli, Investigator
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DEPARTMENT F HEALTH AND HUMNA Stg'vlcU 72o Lake Yllemor Dr., Suite 120
PUBLIC HEALT. SeAVitE Orlando. Tl 32i

P000 iE Z091M *-IiiSTRATIOI O.

NAM oP IMMSvIOUAL TO wsoe. ELDAfT IMAUMO o~k. Or * ip[Cytan C-!. YU

C, - c.4 - c /<~e A (.,a/e-..Y Medical Device MAnufacturer

Cordjs Cornoat ion am

1C555 W. 1legier St. Se
0:77 ~ND STAtE COTT *10 ST*TE

?iai, Fl. 33172 Se

Z. (a) in response to an FrA request on 3by 2, 1934. Cordis legal files
pertaining to allegations of product failre were reviewed. Based on this
rev iew a total of 49 cases dating froa 1977 to the present involving either
lawsuits, intents to sue, or requests for reisbursement for oedical costs.
were identified that had not been documented as product complaints, and
therefore, were nrot accessible tor review by FDA during inspectiors. These
camplaints, i'-.olving pacers, leads, Hakim valves, catheters, and Flow Rate
I.Jetors, itnvolved 16 cases where only product failure was alieged. 23 cases

were injtures or hazards were reported (this group includes vag.e allegations
of adverse afrects sucl Ps 'pain and sufr -trtl physcal erd _ct!'---l
trTumal, etc.) and five cases In whtich a death was reported.

(b) The Product Service Department h2s not evaluated all of these
coplaints to deteroine what fallowup is necessary.

(c) Cordis has stated that there are approxinately 50 to 150 addition21
conplairts received by the Legal Department since 1977 that are being
revtewed to determine i' the Product Service Feports that had been oriRinally
coapleted based on produ4returns include reference to all infcrmation
concerning product perforsance and any h3zards associated with product
failure that are discussed in the cemplaints.

5. (a) A 510(k) Notificatton relative to the addition of. polypropylene in
Cana cell feedthroughs initiated with lot 4180, cell 257 (October 19SC), and
the addition of polyi ide to CGssa cell feedthroughs initiated with lot 2082
U'ay 1922). -vs not subeitted until after FDA reqJested a retrospective
510(k) Notification for the polypropylene and polyinide changes on
Deceober 7, 1983.

(b) 1 510(k) Notification has not been submitted for the Mbdel 34CA
(0ini-Ga0a) pacer.

6. (a) Cordis did not notify FDA of any of the 'cross talk' coaplaints
including one czeplaint which resulted in a pacer explant (415A-1851). Prior
to this inspection, no investigation had been conducted to deteroine wey
this pacer h2d been eplanted. The Cl'nicsl Research Department hod not been
inforoed of this complaint by the Product Servcte Departznent.

SEE REVERSE . i
OF THtS PAGE .i,/ !,- i -: -

£OPLOYECESI NAME *00 *}TtL (P- ._- )

ictor Sparioli, Investigator
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OCPARTlli'T Of WEALTH AND HUNAN SERVICES 7200 !Ake Elleor Dr., Stite 120
PUBLIC KIALTH SRVICcE Orlacdo, Fl. 32809

P000 AND DRUG AD-lMISTR.r-O..

ft-1 .0 INDIUAL TO -14CM RtxXvRY ISU.D OATS 0T IPRPCTIO|C C. t, NUM

IL l-VV, Me30 N.~~ ee Page I
nILS Cr II&DIJL Yn rJTA I ISCt Y H7 SCTLD r. .T.

-(I- $V.. K Medical Device Xsnafactuwtr
'INS RYNHAZl rAN t OP FiRM. 5R144 OR UNIr I"*S'CTO

Cordis Corporatioa Se
JTRSTA COARS ,S, A nor 4, .l Insl-b

10555 W. Flagler St. .a.
cITY AHD SATE CITY 0 STAtE

YiEoi, Fl. 33172 Ss_
DURING AM IISPSCIONOP or YOUR FIRM M MMM ORvelD,

(b) Cordis 2n2lyats of this explanted pacer did not conrirm cross talk.
lbwove-. the Engineering Analysis Laboratey d'd not receive a copy oa the
Cordis#kie6r'iwvhich discussed how the cross talk ph en= enon could be
duplicated In a suspect pacer. The Ergineering Analysts Report for this
pacer reveals that the pacer was not tested in accordance with the Cordis
procedure developed tW siculate cross talk.

(c) After the cross talk phenomenon was characterized by Cordis and
clinical recor's reviewed to determine if other patients had experienced th!s
phenrionon t'( cases were found), physicians were notifed: however, there Is
no docuzentation concerning this telephone notiTication.

(d) At an American Reart Association Scientific Session held
Nov1eber 14-17, 1983, S. Seaver, M D.. reported on the crosstalk phenonencn
involving four patients implanted with the CordiS cedel Z15A pacer in which
one patient experienced an episode of syncope. An abstract of Dr. Beaver's
presentation was available to Cordia which discussed the one episode of
syncope. MD investigation wms conducted prior to this inapection regarding
this report of syncope.

(a) a total of 137 cases have been Identified by Cordis involving
instances In which the model 415A pacer has a dual anodal-,in conftiguration
and In which competitors leads are used. ar _ t 1 o action
had been taken to advise the monitoring physicians of the potential cross
talk phenonenon.

7. (a) With respect to Tenporary Author-ty (TA) 7C516 dated July 1, 1983.
relating to the reduction in Receiving Inspection testing for Gamma, Gemini,
and Sequicor Hybrids frTm 100S to 25', FD was not notified of this change.

(b) During an evaluation of this TA by Regulatory Affairs on or about
July 26, 1983, it wms determined that hybrid test set *10 `as giving
numerous unexplained failures which required retest on another test set'. In
spite of this, the test set continued to be used.

jERLOYCCI} 5GDYA iURT I SPLOYIEIiI RARE ANID TITLE P,, u- r-,,
SEE REVERSE * ic

OF 7'~~S PAGA / ~ ~ - ~ iictor Sprumioli, Investigator
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Fw Dan P. 1'6, HFZ-450

Thrmugh: Glenn A. Rahniller fro/,g

softj,= Cordis Aonymis Letter

T. W.H. wr~aska. HEZ-324

'-AN /

Pubkc H.th Seric

Memorandum

,f.

See the attached evaluation of the exhibits.

Gold F. Dah4:m

-
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Evaluation of Exhibits

The following is a evaluation of the documents that were included

in the anonymcus letter containing allegations of regulatory
impropriety by Cordis Corporation.

Exhibit 1
Allowing pulse generators to be assembled with hybrid

circuits that received 25% rather than 100% testing violates the
PMAs for Gemini (P830007) Sequicor Model 233D/E (P820014) Model

233F (P820014/S2) and Model 233 G(P820014/S3). All documents

explicitly required 100% testing of all hybrid circuts. FEA was

not informed. Health impact is unknown, but is potentially
serious.

Exhibit 2
Model 233E Sequicor pulse generator has a ventricular

refractory period between 286 and 297 milliseconds as stated in

the labeling (Physician's Manual). This exhibit allows a

refractory of 283 to 285 milliseconds in violation of the
approved labeling. The health impact is minimal. FDA was not

informed of this change.

Exhibit 3
This exhibit allows a slightly lower minimum (3%) and

slightly higher maximum (2%) output current than specified in the

approved test. These limits are reflected in the tolerances in

the labeling. FDA was not informed of this change. The htalth
iJatusminisa

Exhibit 4
Voltages which determine the initiation of the end of life-

(E.O.L.) indicators are not specified in the PMA application. No

ratio of tine between operation at 62 1/2 pulses per minutes

(ppm) and 52 1/2 ppm is specified. The operation tine for both

rates combined is 6 months, which is the span of the SOL
indicator.
This issue was discussed with FIA.

Exhibit 5
Indicates that a Garma l -Lwas-ased. in thej nuacture of

the Scquicor Pulse Tnh2t-r MneI 233E. Tis change was not

approved by FDA. Health impact is unknown.

Exhibit 6 and 7
The change in test limits of output current was not

submitted to FDA as of the date of the Exhibit (3/15/83). A

change was submitted on the subject in the Autumn of 1983.

The programmer software change was not reported to FDA. The

need for programming the back-up mode to "OFF' separately from

the 'STAISET' function would create confusion in the use of the
device.
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Exhibit 8
These tests were not specifically mentioned in the PMA.

applications. Specifying 47- C as the test temperature rather
than 37DC and specifying different pre and post burn-in test
battery voltages does seem to be a manipulation of the Screening
process. The consequences of this cannot be determined from the
data in this exhibit.

Exhibit 9
This program change, which may be related to Exhibits 6 and

7, was not reported to FDA.

Exhibit 13
'These changes in software and instructions for use were not

submitted to FDA.

Exhibit 14
The change in the hybrid for Gemini may have been submitted

in P830007/S2 dated 12/7/83 and P830007/S3 dated 1/13/84.

The change in the cell type used was not mentioned in the
submission.

Exhibit 15
The package configuration charge was not submitted to FDA.

Exhibit 16
The change in capacitor value was not submitted to FCA.

Exhibit 17
The significance of this change in the end of life rate test

cannot ho pa tiFo- witiot further exp1Kn-ire No information
was submitted to FDA on this subject.

Exhibit 19
The approved battery for Gemini 418A and Sequicor 233GL is

rated at 1.01 Ampere-hours.

Exhibit 23, 24 and 26
These exhibits relate to adverse exoerienocg. No adverse

ex e oorrs nave teenac ved for any-Candibhpi

Donald F. Dahms
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Ax * D~~~~~~~VA$"TMV4T of MALTM. EDlCAT~m ARID wE-ARYAlemorandum ScamTMMs-

TV O I 0

To Director, National Center for Devices DUTA
and Radiological Health, FIZ-l May 1C, 1985

,aRO Director Manufacturer: Cordis Corporation
Orlando District, HFR-4200 P.O. Bo 025700

Miami, FL 33102
mmpRcr: Cn-oing Investigation

Cordis Corporation currently is involved with a Class I Recall Notification
concerning its Gamm pacemakers due to early battery depletion which
involves self-discharge related to unprotected feedthroughs In Cordis
nanufactured power cells. Our investigation of Cordis and its operations
has been ongoing since December 3, 198'.

Qn April 2, 1984. the Inspectional Observations relating to early battery
depletion In Gamma pacers was issued to Norman R. Weldon, R.I.D, President.
At the time the Inspectional Observations were issued to Dr. Weldon, he
stated that the items listed on the Inspectional Observations relating to
Cordis being aware in 1980 that their GarCa pacers would fall early and the
firm continuing to distribute these pacers. were interesting in that a
similar aessage was getting out to campetitor firms. Dr. Weldon stated
that he was concerned that observations on the FDA-483 oay be made
available to industry crwpetitors either by FDA or individuals fro Cordis.
He also stated his concern that FDA had received a copy of the aSpecial
Audit - Gaa Battery Cell Depletions" conducted by Cordis in September
1983. He explained that Cordis was considering hiring a private
investigator in an attempt to establish who is leaking the confidential
information from within Cordis and requested FM cooperation in this
investigation. Dr. Weldon was unable to stay for the complete discussion
of the List of Observations, and had to leave after approximately one hour,
after which time he cocnented he would leave the FDA-083 in the conference
area because he didn't even want it laying around in his office.

We have learned that towards the end of November 1903, Cordi reportedly
received an anonymous letter having an FDA letterhead advising the firm
that a copy of the 'Special Audit - Gamma Battery Cell Depletions' had been
received at the FDA. Reportedly, this anonymous letter was fron an FDA
employee wiluse mother had a Cordis pacemaker implanted. This letter
reportedly had a Prince Georges County post office postmark.

sNote! the memo was never forwarded to the addressee and is
Considered VOID by the District)

l, Us. taU.S. SM4 AWday, - l p Slav-?> a_
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Another anonymous letter, according to Dr. Weldon. having an FDA letterhead
was reportedly received by him and reportedly Stated that based upon
information FDA had obtained from a Cordis employee (the nae of this
eployee was reportedly specified) a full FDA lnvesttgation of Cordis was
warranted. Reportedly, this letter was prepared by a W. Baxter (phonetic
spelling and exact name uncertain) to W. Villforth and was reportedly
copied from W. Villforth's circulating file.

Another anonymous letter, according to Mr. Weldon, was sent to CordIs frem
FDA stating that the Agency had received another anonymous cOCpI aint W.th a
large number of Cordis in-house docuients attached. We learned of this on
April 16, 1984, vher. we met with Dr. Weldon to inform him that we Intended
to broaden our investigation based on conplaints we had recelved, At this
time we informed Dr. Wedon of the general areas we Intended to pursue
relating to allegations involving the firm's physiological pacers,
prograsmers, and batteries. Dr. Weldon was not surprised and stated that
he was aware of our areas of interest for he had already received a
confidential letter from an anonymous FDA source informing hi, of our
interest in these areas.

We requested copies of the two documents Dr. Weldon has referred to as
being received anonyrously at Cordis from FDA but he has refused to
provlde these or even discuss them in any detail. Therefore, we are not
certain of the existence of these anonymous letters or, for thlat matter,
that they were ever received. Or Miami Resident Post personnel do believe
that Cordis has recelved at least one of the doc ;ents, possibly tw,
based, in part, on Dr. Weldon'! reaction when we infor-med him that we
intended to expand our Investigation.

I ar brtnging this to your attention because we believe there may be nome
vaindity in the statements concerning the anonyMous letters and, if such
leaks are occurring, they could seriously hamper our ongoing
investigations.

Adam J. Truoillo
final 5/1k1t8i
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Board of Direct
Cord~s Corporat
p. 0. Box 525'70
M. am , Fo ri ,,da

Dear Sirs:

GREENtELO. C.IMICLES& LrwiS

0-t ._I.n.,x. ca.'... V15F.............. P) W A

e'. *...fe u*cszituti y8.>S

33152 L

ore 636A&/d J Lit

I am writing to you on behalf of our client, Mr.
David Steinberg, a shareholder of the Company.

On behalf of Mr. Steinberg, we hereby demand that
the Company take prompt legal action against each of the
persons responsible for making false and misleadinb
projections with respect to the Company's financial and
operating condition for the fourth fiscal quarter ending
June 30, 1984. The result of these false and misleading
projections has been that the integrity for the market in
the Company's securities has been violated and persons have
sustained damages as a result thereof. It is fair to assume
that one or more of such persons will assert claims against
the Company to recover their damages and, possibly, as well
as those of all other persons similarly situated.

In addition, on behalf of our client, I hereby
demand that the Company take immediate legal action against
each of the persons responsible for each of the activities
which has led to the on-going investigation by the Food and
Drum Administration of the Company's manufacturing,
marketing and other practices, all of which has caused
substantial expense to the Company, as well as damage to its
reputation and its ability to conduct its business.

The foregoing has already resulted in substantial
damages with the likelihood that the damages will continue
to mount. Accordingly, unless prompt legal action is
instituted by the Company, we have been authorized by our
client to commence litigation derivatively on behalf of the
Company against the persons responsitle for the above
activities.

r/tUIR
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'It4trILV. CwKMICTr5 & LIEWI

Board of Direcetors
Cordis Company
Page -2-

I shall look forward to hearing from you no later
than June 30, 1984 to the effect that the Company has taken
the foregoing action.

SIncerely yours,

Richa:d D. Greenfield //

RfG/Ss 1>

cc: Kr. David Steinberg

Urd!A r-crvri;tIon IOlfL?7

Lrj t-Vl5/'eL& -1.
5/,?,29-1a,6/'I
to-atiti -;> - r 7-w-

(%n[4rjt!AY pri. I 1.11 nrl "IT I ALku,111 j,,.- .,t, IKI
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AJue 19, 195'

Ceaissiozer or S'ctil Security Administration
6401 secrrity boulirvard
taltimore, Karylsnd 21235

Dear Sir:

The Orlaot. District of the F gd and Dru, dmim.rattior is Currently
eveluating s:d monitoriug the aff*ct!tvetes of a ClauS I recall of oertaiS
carc;.: pctsa rr by .rA Cordl CUrporetior, P'e.m, FL, betauc they heve
toe poten:'S to fail due to early bastery deiletiAo. This situattoe say
esposQ pcmeeaer-depeuasot patiente to lire thr~stdmir si.ustiufe or
serious adverse bea5th conseq"*oces.

It Ls customary for putients Witt implazz-ad pOaers Wt Maintain contact
wilth a oitorig physie:m who can advie them oa the eoditloc of their
p~ac.akers. Thret bundre, firty-four (354) patien ta vitL. implsaued
pacccaaers under recall brvi not maintained this eontaect. We have
*tttpted ec. locste these ladividuals torugrb source: *sail-ble to us

iUding toh pout office Cd telephore books. but have beon wusoeesful.
We are, U-.crerors, ruesutin your 5ssistaOce in datartimig ewrrot
addresase for ttea. patlemts so that the recalling fire ay notify the of
thiS pout~.ar.L' Serious problem as soon as possible. Enclqse Is a list of
those 35- patients and their social securitry mimsrs provided to as by the
rec&llm& fire. We would also appraciata your Identifying ay deceaseC
individLSl5.

Thonk you for your *ssistaerce iL this isport-ast coasuamer proteetioa
*ffer;. If yow haavs qay e tios tregardlag this request. plea" eastaet
U, or Carl C. leynolds. Director. lneytigatioas hraach at t1s 12C-6211.

sibooraly yours,

Edverc 3. It.ba
Acting Director
Crlaa4o District

Maclosre

boc: FC-510
HFZ-321
gfP4575/ MIA4P

TCForre~t/CCe yno4I C/EUIyk le/I 61l 8

TcForrest/cCCeynolda/EIMtklnsfal 6/19/S4
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June 21, 1984

Richard D. Greenfield. Esquire
Greenfield, Chizicles & Levis
One Eaverford Centre
361 'est Lancaster Avenue
baverford, PA 19041-0100

Dear Mr. Greenfield-

Ve have received your June 1, 1984 letter in which you assert a
demand on behalf of your client, Mr. David Steinberg, that the Board of
Directors of Cordis Corporation take "prompt legal action against eacb of the
persons responeible" fot developments adverse to the Company. It is not
possible for tbe Board to accede to that request, or even to reject it,
because the demand itself is wholly undefined. Your letter does not identify
the persons against whom the Company has or may have a right of action. The
letter does not state a legal theory upon which the Company might base such a
lawsuit; nor does it contain facts that could be used to plead any legal
theory against any person.

Be assureO that the Board of Directors is monitoring the
situation relating to the Food and Drug Administration and that the Board will
take whatever steps it deems necessary to protect the Company's interests.

ince~ly,

Secretary aod
General Counsel

Ddas

cc: Board of Directors
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Memorandum of Meeting

Between
Norman R. Weldon, President

Cordis Corporation

Harold Hershenson. Executive VIce President
and President, Angiographic Products Division

John N. Pagones, Vice President. Corporate Product Assurance

and

James A. Casey, Supervisory Investigator
Miami Resident Post, FDA

Victor Spanioli, Investigator
Miami Resident Post, FDA

June 22, 1984

A meeting was held at Cordis Corporation, 10555 West Flagler St., Miami, FL
33172, on Friday, June 22, 1984, at approximately 9:00 a.m. involving the
above individuals.

At the onset of the meeting Dr. Weldon stated that Cordis had prepared a
response which expressed their position with respect to whether or not Cordis
should, at this timae, withhold from sale any pacers that have cells with the
polypropylene design (feedthroughs) change. The polypropylene design change
requfres coverage of the glass feedthrough insulator with heat melted
polypropylene which is mechanically held in place by heat shrink polypropylene
slipped over the feedthrough pin. This response is in the form of a letter to
Mr. Trujillo dated June 22, 1984, a copy of which is submitted as Attachment
*1.

Mr. Nershenson began the discussion by stating that Cordis disagrees that
pacers currently in inventory or on consignment which have polypropylene
protected cells should be quarantined, as all reliability information
available to Cordis, including field reports, life test pacer data, and
accelerated studies show that the polypropylene group is performing
satisfactorily. In addition, hr. Hershenson stated that life test reserve
cell failures have occurred only in lots 4280 and 4380 and there have been no
failures in any other polypropylene protected cell lots manufactured in 1980.
Mr. Hershenson and Mr. Pagones both stated that the failures in lots 4280 and
4380 are attributed to a "learning curve" in the application of polypropylene
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w h eed-rcug- :insuator by enpioyees. Xr. Pagones stated that no
csrrelation has been found between the number of failures occurring in lot-
d280 and 13SO and any common factor; therefore, the firm has concluded that
the adequacy of polypropylene application in these two lots is dependent on
employee application technique.

Mr. Hershenson stated that the failures experienced thus far relating to
polypropylene involve situations in which the heat shrink polypropylene was
either under-applied or over-applied onto the hot melt polypropylene covering
the feedthrough glass, thereby resulting in an inadequate seal which allowed
electrolyte contact with the glass.

Dr. We'don stated that there is current'y no basis for notifying physicians on
pacers having polypropylene protected cells. Dr. Weldon stated that Cordis is
very much aware of FDA 's concern and they are even more concerned about the
sane issues. He stated that physicians can understand a notification if
failures have been experienced; however, the cumulative survival of pacers
having cells with the the polypropylene design change is 99.25 and physicians
would not be able to understand why notification is necessary for pacers
achieving such a high degree of reliability. Moreover. Dr. Weldon stated that
Cordis would prefer to notify in cases in which they are aware of a defective
or potentially defective product rather than having ccmpetitors disseminate
information about problems involving Cordis products.

Mr. Pagone' stated that the initial projected or predicted cumulative survival
(reliability) rate for all Gamma series pacers was approximately 95% at sixty
months (5 years) but that the trend starts downward as the pacers approach the
5 year period.

Mr. Casey interjected that the Food and Drug Administration had reclassified
the Medtronic's polyurethane lead notification from Class II to Class 1. Dr.
Weldon Stated that, unfortunately, this would adversely affect Cordis from the
standpoint that physicians would be less inclined to use all polyurethane
leads, which includes the Cordis lead most preferred at the present, in spite
of the fact that Medtronic has identified certain polyurethane materials that
have been shown not to be susceptible to degradation and noted that the Cordis
polyurethane material is of the type subject to degradation.

Kr. Casey next asked about the distribution of the Cordi3 Product Updates and
whether or not this was the desired form or communications to physicians when
tordis has an important message to convey. Mr. Hershenson stated that the
most effective means is to have the salesmen carry the written information to
physicians and then discuss it with them. Mr. Hershenson added that
approximately 15,000 physicians receive the Product Updates.

Investigator Spanioll asked why the firm had decided to eliminate from the
Lambda series Product Update any reference to Lambda associated failures such
as early battery depletion and printed wiring board failures. Mr. Pagones
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responded by stating that this information had been conveyed to physicians in

prior editions of the Product Update and there was no need to continue to

repeat the same information in the April 1984 issuance. Mr. Casey stated that

in his judgment, the Product Updates do not constitute adequate notification

to physicians on significant problems such as the printed wiring board

failures in Lambda and Theta pacers. Moreover, to compound the situation,
Cordis has even ornitted mentioning this sudden failure or malfunction problem

from the last Product Updates sent to physicians.

Mr. Casey commented in reply to the learning curve comment on the

polypropylene application that it may not be practical in a production

environment to apply the polypropylene to the feedthrough insulator because of

the difficulty in obtaining a crsplete seal. Mr. Hershenson stated that they

agree that the polypropylene is not 'perfect'; however, as in vitro data,

field data, and the 99.2: cumulative survival data at 42 months show, the

group of pacers with the polypropylene protected cells has performed

satisfactorily and there is no basis to think that the group will not perform

satisfactorily in the future. Mr. Casey asked if the cumulative survival data

and curve attached to the June 22, 1984, response included both the polyimide

and polypropylene design changes under "protected cells" and Mr. Hershenson

stated that they did. Mr. Casey explained that our concerns are expressly

connected with the polypropylene design change and requested that all future

updates only include data on the polypropylene cells since this was the area

of concern at the present time; not the polyimide protected cells. hr.

Hershenson stated that he was not certain this was possible but that he would

check.

Dr. Weldon and Mr. Hershenson next discussed the performance of battery lots
4280 and 4380 which have a cumulative survival, with respect to battery

depletion failures of 97.51 at 41 months and 96.0% at 41 months, respectively.

They stated that this is of extreme concern and the performance of these two

lots is being carefully followed. Dr. Weldon stated that if the monthly

failure rate approaches 0.100%, then this would be important and a decision

would have to be made to notify physicians on the performance of these two

lots. Page 5 of Attachment #I, shows that the monthly early battery depletion

failure rate for lots 4280 and 4380 is 0.046% and 0.024%, respectively.

Mr. Casey also asked If the cumulative survival data and total implant months

was derived by including data on explanted pacers, that Cordis was not aware

of, as a survival, thereby improperly increasing the total months of implants

for the statistical cumulative survival data base. Mr. Hershenson stated that

this was true but that Cordis had conducted studies in the past and that
thhese explanted pacers of which they were not aware did not affect the

cumulative survival results much and that Cordis also used the Billitch
Reports for cryparative purposes.

A discussion then was held as to whether or not the initial survival

projections or trends for a pacer are ever changed during its marketing. This
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question initially was not answered directly and it was explained that the
projections differ for each pacer model. Mr. Hershenson finally stated that
the initial projections are never changed.

Investigator Spanioli then discussed the results of analysis pertaining to
:ife test reserve cells manufactured from late 1980 until Mid-1982. The
conclusion, based on the analysis of these cells, as stated in Task Force
Report E1 dated September 15, 1983, was that although corrosion was
significantly reduced, the degree of self-discharge was not similarly
significantly reduced in that 451 of the population having polypropylene
protection exhibited signs of self-discharge. Dr. Veldon, Mr. Hershenson, and
Mr. Pagones stated that they were not familiar with the data presented in
these reports and that they would need to review this information to determine
if it would impact on the decision that they have reached thus far with
respect to the status of pacers in inventory or on consigrixent that have been
identified as containing cells with polypropylene protection. Dr. Weldon
subsequently commented that he ought not to sign docuraents, referring to his
letter to Mr. Trujillo, if he does not have available to him all information
in Cordis' possession that would influence him in reaching a decision.

After the meeting, Mr. Oscar Jiminez advised Investigator Spanioli that he had
made an error in his interpretation of the life test reserve cell analysis
reports in that he did not consider the amount of discharge that would have
occurred by virtue of the cells being under load for two to three years. Mr.
Jimenez 411 emend the Task Force Report and provide a copy to FDi.

Supervisory Investigator Casey requested, as he had previously discussed with
Kr. Pagones, that Cordis prepare a complete listing which would provide all
test groupings and dates pertaining to all Cordis studies which relate to
early battery depletion or polypropylene protection. Kr. Hershenson and Mr.
Pagones responded by stating that as far as they knew, all documentation
relating to polypropylene protection teedthrough studies had already been
provided to the Food and Drug Administretlon. After further discussion
concerning the future misunderstanding which could occur if such a listing was
not provided, Mr. Hershenson agreed that a complete listing of all documents
relating to polypropylene protection studies conducted by Cordis would be
prepared for FDA. In addition, copies of three 3umaries, listing feedthrough
corrosion/resistance studies, prepared for Mr. Hershenson, at his request, to
ensure that there were no reports that were not brought to his attention,
would be provided to FDA. Mr. Casey stated that such a listing was necessary
to prevent further breakdown in communications and that, in his judgment,
corporate management should want such a listing to assure that they are aware
of all such testing related to the polypropylene design change.

Mr. Casey pointed out that during the December 22, 1983, meeting at Cordis
with Mr. Pagones that all testing and audits conducted by the firm as a result
of the formation of the Task Force on early battery depletion were
specifically requested.
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Sunervisory mnvestigator Casey stated that the firm had not yet received
approval fror the Food and Drug Adrcnistration with respect to the marketing
of pacers incorporating power cells wi-n polypropylene prctected feedthroughs
ant emphasized that the Agency needed to assure that all Iocuments relating to

testing the adequacy of polypropylene feedthrough protection were identified
and furnished tc the Agency to prevent any future nisunderstandings. P-.
lasey-stated that all testing had not teen mentioned in the 510(k)
Notification. As an ex-aple, Mr. Hersr.enson was rm1inded of the reserve cell

s5udy conducted by the fir: as part of the Task Force investigation which had

not been provided to -- P until it was specifically requested although Cordis
management had made several statements that all such study reports relating to
the adequacy of the polypropylene protected feedthroughs had been provided.
Mr. Hershenson stated that the in vitro pacer data is more significant than

the in vitro reserve cell data in that the reserve cells could have been
shorted through mishandling either during storage or while being tested.

Mr. Casey asked if a corporate decision or cutoff point in regards to failures
associated in the polypropylene design cells had been decided upon at which
time the f. m would notify physicians of a problem. A direct answer was not
provided but Mr. Hershenson replied that all data available would have to be
considered.

Subsequently. Hr. Casey stated that he perceived a reluctance on Cordis' part

to prepare a listing of all reports relating to polypropylene protection
Studies. Mr. Hershenson stated that he would provide a listing of all the
test reports used to compile the data to support the findings in the
attachments to the June 22, 1984, memorandum, attached. Hr. Casey replied
that he was requesting a complete listing of all tests conducted on the early

battery depletion problem and design changes and if such a listing was limited
to those tests supporting the data in the attachments to the June 22, 1980,
response, that in his judgment a good faith effort would not have been shown
by Cordis Corporation.

Mr. Casey pointed out that during the December 22, 1983, meeting at Cordis
with Mr. Pagones that all testing and audits conducted by the firm as a result

of the formation of the Task Force on early battery depletion were
specifically requested.

Mr. Hershenson and Hr. Pagones stated that they will provide monthly reports
concerning the reliability of the protected cells to the Food and Drug
Administration to ensure that the Agency is kept abreast of this information.
Hr. Casey asked that this data only include cells incorporating the
polypropylene design change and that the polyimide protected cells be omitted.
Dr. Weldon stated that he would be concerned if the cumulative survival is

less than the 98% after 42 months for the protected group. Mr. Casey stated
that he disagreed that the majority of pacers incorporating the polypropylene
design feedthrough changes are adequately protected based on preliminary data,
but that time should provide more meaningful data on which to reach a
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conclusion.

Mr. Casey explained the results relating to the amount of corrosion observed
in reserve cells that were analyzed as part of the Task Force investigation on
early battery depletion. The point raised was that the Surnary Technical
Reports showed a lower feedthrough corrosion :han the corresponding laboratory
notebook entries in sone, but not all, cases. Mr. Hershenson and Mr. Pagones
Stated they were not previously aware of the differences and that this was
surprising. Mr. Hershenson stated the differences would have to be evaluated
to determine if there were Justifiable explanations.

Mr. Casey stated that the 510k) notification concerning the polypropylene and
polyimide protection of Cordis Gammna cell feedthroughs should have been
submitted to the Agency prior to the changes in the feedthrough design being
implemented. Mr. Hershenson ntated that this was arguable as It had been the
Agency's position through Vic Zafra's statements to industry that the Agency
did not want 510(k)'s on every single design change. Mr. Casey stated that
this was true for insignificant changes but that 510(k)'s were required prior
to implementing significant changes or other commitments previously made in
writing to the Agency. Dr. Weldon ultimately stated "you got a points in
response to Mr. Casey's Statement.

Mr. Casey stated that it appeared that accelerated testing of pacers
incorporating the polypropylene design feedthrough changes consistently gave
better survival rates thon pacers undergcirg life testirs. Mr. Hershenson
stated that the high temperatures in the accelerated tests should be a driving
force for Lithium activity resulting in Increased corrosion. Investigator
Spanioli pointed out that only two of post 4280 cell lots having polypropylene
protection were included in the accelerated testing; therefore, the results
may not be statistically meaninfgul to gauge the performance of the entire
population.

During the discussion about whether or not the firs should have submitted a
510(k) Notification prior to the polypropylene and polyiaide cel design
changes, Dr. Weldon stated that he had recently been Interviewed by Senate
Committee on Aging staff members and asked if he thought that FM was doing a
good job. He stated that he thought that the FDA could be torn apart by
Congress if they so chose, not because of their staff, but because the
Agency's overall task is impossible. Dr. Weldon stated that one of the major
problems confronting FDA concerns computer software that is frequently
changing and could result in people getting killed due to problems with
software related device failures. Dr. Weldon was informed of the efforts
undertaken by FDA to train their investigators in this area. Dr. Weldon
stated that the Agency did not have a chance in learning about and keeping
abreast of software technology as Cordis can't even train their oWn engineers
fast enough to keep up with the new advances in software technology as
software changes are occurring at a very rapid pace.
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Mr. Casey asked Dr. Welcon what was the nature of the meeting with Senate

staff members. Dr. Weldon stated that it was not directly related to the

ongoing Cordis investigation; however, pointed out that he was asked several

questions about the ongoing inspection. Dr. Weldon stated that there were no

conments from his that were derogatory towards FDA with respect to how the

i'nspection was being handled.

Dr. Weldon stated that the reason for his meeting with the staff menbers

the Senate Committee on Aging was a followup to the investigation initiated

two years ago relating to the extent of corruption in the pacemaker industry.

Mr. Casey stated that he believed the battery industry may have designed their

cells beginning as early as 1977 to protect the feedthroughs from degradation.
Dr. Weldon and Mr. Hershenson acknowledged that this was the case and gave the

impression that their cell design should have also similarly been protected at

its inception.

A discussion next ensued about the stimulus behind FDA's extensive

investigation at Cordis. Dr. Weldon stating that it was clear in his mind

that the lengthy investigation was prompted by the Medtronic polyurethane
leads situation and the subsequent criticism by Congress in the manner that
FDA addressed the Medtrcnic3 problem. Dr. Weldon was informed that the
Medtronic case had nothing whatsoever to do with the ongoing Cordis
inspections as the thrust of our inspections have been based on Information
received by FDA about Cordis activities and also by information and
deficiencies documented while conducting the inspections. Mr. Casey explained

that our investigations have revealed a continuing pattern of Cordi3
identifying problems involving devices such as pacers and leads for which,

based possibly on economic judgments, no action was taken concerning the
devices that remained in inventory at the time manufacturing changes were
implemented to correct the problem or defect. Dr. Weldon and Mr. Hershenson
stated that this was an unfair characterization of what happened. Dr. Weldon
stated that those decisions could be called "retrospective errors in
judgment"; however, the decisions at the time were not based on economic
considerations.

Mr. Casey then discussed the Orlando District followup investigation Involving
allegations made by a CordIs salesman that an FDA Philadelphia District
Investigator had erroneously stated that the model 190A pacer was subject to
recall. Mr. Casey stated that the District had looked into this matter and
had determined that the allegations were unfounded. Mr. Casey stated that he
was confident the FLA Investigator had not made the alleged statement and if
the firm was not satisfied with how this situation was handled then they were
welcome to write a letter to the District or anyone else stating their
concerns. Dr. Weldon, Mr. Hershenson, and Mr. Pagones stated that they have
no desire to pursue this any further, that they were satisfied with the
response, and were appreciative of the fact that the Orlando District had
pursued the allegations and the matter had been resolved. Dr. Weldon stated
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trat the matter was settled and no further action was ccnteplated.

Yr. Casey then discussed the status of the lost to followup patients with
reference to the Ganma Notification. Mr. Casey stated that the District was
preparing a request to the Social Security Administration and was considering
possible additional contact with Internal Revenue Service which would be based
on the success of the efforts from Social Security concerning the lost to
followup patients.

Mr. Casey then asked Mr. Hershenson if there were any commitments that he had
made to Cordis that he had not fulfilled. Mr. Hershenson stated to Mr. Casey
that he had fulfilled all of his conmitments.

Dr. Weldon next initiated a discussion on the changes that Cordis had made in
response to FDA 483 observations. Mr. Pagones stated that the firm had made a
number of procedural changes. as well as introducing a new Product Service
Report form. Mr. Hershenson stated that the firm is considering eliminating
guard bands from their specifications, even though this would increase cost in
that component failures would be detected at latter stages of production.
However, he added, this would eliminate i lot of paperwork related problems.
Dr. Weldon stated that one of his concerns is that the company is more
vulnerable at the present in making product quality mistakes because a number
of Quality Assurance personnel have been involved in responding to FDA 483
observations. Dr. Weldon acknowledged that Mr. Pagones' Product Assurance
Depertment is understaffed as he (Weldon) had fired three people from that
Department.

Mr. Casey commented that he could not understand shy Cordis had not hired
replacements for these three individuals as the experience gained over the
last six months by the replacements would have been invaluable. Mr. Casey
added that he was Of the opinion that Cordis may be trying to deliberately
delay FDA conpletion of the investigations in a timely manner for unknown
reasons. Dr. Weldon and Mr. Hershenson stated that this was not the case.

Mr. Casey discussed another area of concern which related to the fact that
complaints being received by the legal department were not maintained as part
of the complaint or Product Service Report handling system. Mr. Hershenson
stated that those complaints should have been Included In the compleint
handling system. Dr. Weldon Stated that the firm had overlooked the idea that
the legal department was a source of complaint information. Mr. Casey also
pointed out that FM was still waiting to receive information on 50 to 100
additional complaints which may or may not have been previously reported in
the cmaplaint system.

Mr. Casey asked the Cordis representatives If they were aware that a pacer0subject to 115 C gas analysis was subsequently distributed, implanted and
explanted after approximately three months. They indicated that they were not
aware of this incident and expressed surprise. Mr. Hershenson stated that
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this would not be possible because a hole bL-d to be drilled in the pacer

during the gas analysis test procedure. Mr. Casey stated that the incidence

did happen and that it would be an item on Investigator Spanioli's next

Inspectional Observations.

At the conclusion of the meeting, Dr. Weldon requested that he meet privately

with Mr. Casey. A separate memorandut discusses Mr. Casey's meeting with

Dr. Weldon.

Victor Spanioli

( ames A. Casey

Orig: ORL-DO/CCR for HYR-4250 w/attach.
cc: HFR-4575 w/attach.

rc-2 w~ ittacRf
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Memorandum of Meeting

Between

Norman R. Weldon, Ph.D.
President, Cordis Corporation

and

James A. Casey, Supervisory Investigator
Miami Resident Post

Food and Drug Administration

June 22, 1984

On this date, Investigator Victor Spanioli and I met with Dr. Norman R.
Weldon, President. Mr. Harold Hershenson, Executive Vice President. and
John N. Pagones, Vice President, Corporate Product Assurance, to discuss our
stated concerns relating to the adequacy of the approximate 20,000
polypropylene protected feedthrough pacemakers currently implanted and being
marketed which are not covered by the Notification Letter dated December 5.
1983. On the basis of the foregoing meeting and written response prepared by
Cordis, they concluded that polypropylene feedthrough protection is highly
effective in preventing early battery depletion in hermetic lithium cuoric
sulfide cells, and that no action is required on their part at this time other
than to monitor all pacers with polypropylene protected seals and provide
monthl y reports to the Food and Drug Administration.

Dr. Weldon, at the conclusion of the meeting, requested that he meet with me
privately and I honored his request. This memorandum covers discussions held
w.:tr Dr. Weldon, both after the meeting and during the meeting. A separate

emeorandum is being prepared to cover the meeting.

'- Weldon expressed his concern about the economic survival of Cordis
Corporation which employs approximately 1,200 to 2,000 employees domestically
anc approximately 2.500 to 3,000 employees worldwide. He had met earlier this
week with the Board of Directors and Dr. Weldon asked me if there were any bad
feelings by FDA towards Dr. William P. Murphy, Chaiman of the Board, or
himsel f. I explained that there were no feelings of animosity toward any of
the corporate officials, but that I was concerned about some of the decisions
made in the past. I stated that Cordis had some serious problems which we
have investigated and which we would have to react to as a Regulatory Agency
but that no Agency decision had been reached. He explained that he was
prepared to do something concerning a change of top corporate officials if it
would help. My impression of what Dr. Weldon was trying to convey was simply
that he and Dr. Murphy would resign if it would aid in the econonic survival
of Cordis Corporation and prevent litigation based on the findings of our
current investigations.
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Dr. Weldon stated that he has been advised by his SEC (Security Exchange

Commission) Counsel to cW5°y the services of a large unnamed law firm in

Washington, D.C. who specialites in lobbying with the Department of Justice.

He explained that the'lobbying efforts would attempt to discourage the

Department of Justice in filing a legal case recommended by FDA against Cordis

Corporation and that he has seen where this approach has been successful in

the past. Dr. Weldon mentioned a legal action reco-nended as a result of the

Senate Committee on Aging as an example. Dr. Weldon stated that he did not

agree with this approach and that he was raised as an Indiana 'farm boy" and

has always been honest and straightforward in his dealings and corporate

decision making process. I replied that even if he employed the services of

such a firm that I would hope it would not affect any Regulatory

recoamendation the Agency may make. He added that individuals have stated to

him in the past that because of his honesty and straightforwardness, he would

not be able to survive in the health related device industry. I added that

there was no animosity against the corporate officials at Cordis Corporation.

I explained that if we demonstrate that corporate officials are conspiring to

circumvent our laws and regulations and presenting false information to us,

our normal course of action is to recoammend prosecution under Title 18. Dr.

Weldon stated that I was in a position of power and could make decisions that

could affect the fate of Cordis. I explained that I was not in a position of

power, that I was only a supervisor, and only made recommendations which were

subject to numerous levels of review.

Dr. Weldon stated that the corporate profits for Cordis Corporation will be

approximately 50% of what had been projected for the fourth quarter and that

this too would impact negatively on corporate operations.

He stated that he wanted to talk to me privately to ask if I could identify

any one for him to express his concerns to. I stated that I though- such a

meeting would be premature at this time, that as an Agency we had to evaluate

our findings and that possibly in the future such a meeting could be arranged

but that I could not ccnt to this one way or the other. I stated that I

wculd express his concerns to Hr. Adam j. Trujillo, Dirtrict Director. I

explained that I recognized that any additional adverse publicity at this time

would damage the Cordis inage but that our efforts and investigations are

aimed at the adequacy and control of the ptions at Cordis over the past

several years and that the Agency would hayt to evaluate these findings

possibly on an ad hoc basis and decide on the proper Agency strategy. I

explained that I considered our findings to be significant. I also explained

that I was also limited as to what I could address in my discussions with him

because he and I both had to operate within our own parameters which reflected

on the information we could share w4 th one another.

He reiterated that he had always been above board in his dealings and stated

that he had shared adverse information with Medtronics on their polyurethane

leads. He explained that Cordis had tested some of the Medtronics leads and
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that he had invited an individual from Medtronlc (SBrker. I believe) to visit
Cord-s and review their adverse findings on the Medtronic pacemaker leads. He
also stated that he had shared with a top corporate official at Modtronic
(Larry Olson, I believe) a histogram on the early battery depletion problem in
Cordis pacers. He stated that he was even thinking about sharing today's
written June 22. 1984X response on the polypropylene protected pacers with
Medtronic but that he had not made a final decision on whether or not he would
do this. I asked if Medtronic had reciprocated in sharing their findings on
any testing they had performed on Cordis products and he stated that they had
not.

Dr. Weldon explained that a group of people who had tested the polyurethane
leads at Medtronic had left i#2ass and went to Intermedics, Inc., before the
qualification testing was complete on the polyurethane leads. He said that he
thought Medtronic marketed the polyurethane pacemaker leads before the testing
was complete. He stated that he felt the polyurethane lead situation was more
of a health hazard than the early battery depletion problem in pacers and that
the Class I classification may have a major impact on the industry because
Medtronic was not the only firm which used that particular type of
polyurethane and that it was not isolated to one or two Medtronic models. He
stated that Cordis distributed approximately 100 similar polyurethane
pacemaker leads before they wised up.. He added that Cordis had tested both
Hedtronic and Interrnedics polyurethane leads but that the Medtronic leads
always seemed to have the worst findings.

Dr. We-don had explained during the meeting with all participants that he had
recently appeared before staffers for the Senate Committee on Aging and had
beer askeo to address FDA's role. This committee met about 1 to 2 years ago
to irvestigate the extent of corruption in the industry and that the staffers
he set with were trying to followup and update the prior investigation. I
inquired if he net with the staffers before or after the article on Cordis in
toe (May 30, 1984) Wall Street Journal and he stated that he could not
ren em ber. Dr. Weldon stated that he spoke of his knowledge of soae of the
things going on within the medical device industry, I.e., providing
automobiles to physicians and of his cooperation with GAO auditors and the FBI
in explaining how various things are done.

Dr. Weldon stated that he explained to the Committee staffers that FDA had an
impossible task before them and he mentioned specifically the new software
developments in the industry. He stated that our people are not adequately
trained and that even his people, engineers and computer types, had problems
in keeping up and understanding the advancements within the software industry
but that he believed human deaths will result in the future that will be
directly associated with software. Dr. Weldon stated as a matter of course
the subject of the ongoing investigation at Cordis and the time involved was
touched upon but he did not elaborate upon this statement. Dr. Weldon also
made a statement that he did not want tolembarrass the Food and Drug
Adnmnistration and he did not expand on this statement. My interpretation Is
that he was referring to the Internedics, Inc.. Freeport, Texas. situation
which occurred in 1982 and before when they also had an early battery

-653 0-86--22
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depletion problem that affected at least one model and a large number of
pacers implanted as far back as 1979. FDA investigated on January 26-28 and
February 1, 1982 and found that the firm had sent out several Product Updates
but that FDA never classified the firm's action as a Notification. Recall, or
market withdrawal. Cordis provided a copy of the Intermedics EIR to us on
February 6, 1984, which was forwarded by Miami Resident Post to (MD, HFK-113.
The projected life of the Intermedics pacer had decreased frx 10 years to 2.9
years because of battery problems and I believe that more than one pacer model
may have been involved.

Cordis has referred to the non-uniformity of the Agency's actions in the past
in that we classified their problem as a Class I Recall which has had a
significant impact on Cordis and basically did nothing to address the
Intermedics problems. Cordis has also stated that FDA only spent
approximately one week at Medtronics on the polyurethane problem and compared
it with the time we have spent at Cordis.

I expressed my frustrations in trying to do everything possible to bring our
investigation to a conclusion. I explained that I was going to expend the
necessary resources to investigate the potential problems referred to us in
the anonymous complaints until I was certain of their impact on the population
which used the applicable Cordis products. I explained that one of the
reasons for our prolonged investigation was that his Corporate Quality
Assurance was not adequately staffed to allow our investigators to cover more
than two problem areas at a time and that they had lost three people in
Corporate Quality Assurance which had not been replaced. He stated that it
was difficult to replace these positions with someone who is not adequately
trained. I replied that this was true but that they could assist
investigators with simple matters and more experienced people could handle the
more complex issues. I stated that if someone had been asscIned this past
January, they would have possibly attained invaluable experience by now. He
stated that he had an employee in January who he was think~nE of assigning to
Corporate Quality Assurance but because of the problems ir. Ban: , he decided
to assign the employee there.

James A. Casey
Supervisory Investigator
Miami Resident Post

dec'd/HPFR-a200/Mr. Trujillo (Furr) 7/2/8u
dec'd/HFR-42/ Mr. Kinslow 7/2/84
dec'd/iHFC-l'Mr. Mile 7/2/84
decd/HFZ-2/Hr. Benson 7/2/84
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July 10, Is34

Actint Director, Orlando District (HFR-4200)

Cordis Corporttion
84-374-461. Gar,,e Pacemaker 10555 V. Flagler St.

Miami, FL 33172

Director, Office of Compliance,
Office of Hedicr. Dovicez (HFZ-3CC)

REQUEST FOR AD HX REVIEW C0rPITTEE

The purpose of this document is to provide background and significant
Inspectional findinEs fro-, reccnt Orlando Dist-,ct inspections of tht
Cordis Corporatior., ane to request the formation of en Ad Hoc Coanittee.
The insprctions werc conducted to investigate tbe causes of tht Cl&ss I
recall of Gamnt Series cardiac pacemakers because of early battery
deplf~tion, and to follow-up serious anonymous compleints regLrdinC the
fire's managemcnt, manufecturing procedures and products. Because of the
serious nm:urc of inspectionc; findings snd potertiPs for adve-rse
consequences, Orlando District requests that an Ad Hoc Committee be
estcbiishce tr evrluate inspecttonal findinCs and to forwul'te Agcncy
strategy regarding possible legal action against the firr.

/
BACKGPOU.,D

Cordis Corporhtior., Mimli, FL wES established in 195S ane has becomm a
mtjor manufacturer of medical devices for world-wide distribution. The
compgny is principally involved in the development ard manufacture of
cardlac pacemakers (pacers), angiography catheters, neuroscience products,
and eccessorie3 for these Itees. They currently manufaeture approximately
15 models of pacers, Including physiological models, approximately 15 types
of pervenous and epicardial leads, end approsiastely 50 types of
angiographic catheters. The firm employs approximately 3,000 individuals
and Lae a 19C4 net sLIes Of $165,3'4,00G.

On December 2, 1SE!, Cordis advised Orlando District of their decision to
notify physicians of potential eprly battery depletion (EBD) In six (6)
models of Gamma series pacers distributed between January 1910 and August
19e3. The physician notification letter was subsequently issued on
December 5. 19C. The fire's action was classified as a Class I recall
(Z.-OG4/067-4) by the Avency on May 13, 1984.

The inspection initiated on December !, 1963, disclosed that in November
1979. the frirr, submitted a 51C(k) prenerktt notification for GCaroa series
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pacers that incorporated a hermetically sealed lithium/cupric sulfide
battery. Each pacer contained one battery which In turn contained two
hermetic1lly sealed cells, also called gamrta cells. The positive lead
pessee frcm the Inside to the outside of the cell through a glass
feedthrough which serves to insulate thr positive lead from the cell
container which acts as the negative teemintl.

In June 1lSC£ Cordis testinE revezled ccrrosion and low resistance of the
glass feedthrough. Corrosion of the glass feedthrough can create a bridge
that pereits an electrical short that triggers depletion of the avellable
power. Usually, one cell is depleted snd thi&s causes the pacer to
malfunction. In October 1980, Cordis mnoified manufacturing procedures to
apply a polypropylene sleeve to the glass feedthrough. The polypropylene
sleeve was replaced with a polyimid. coating in Msarch 1522 because it
reportedly provided better protection and was easier to apply. The firm
did not submit 510(k) notificetions for the protectiom of the glass
feedthrough until April 19E4 after being advised to do so by OID during a
meetinE on Dece-nber 7, 1913.

ANONYFiOUS CCOLAINTS

Between September 19F3 and Marct 1984, the Agency received three (3)
annymous complaints regearding Cordis aenagement. manufacturing procedures,
end product probla:s.

(1) Internal Cordis memorandum dated September 21, 1 s8. subject
'Special Audit - Gars a Battery Cell Depletion". This document
describcd 134 presature Gamrza bcttery depletions and includedt ar
internal audit of Cordis' manufacturing, testing and release of Gacrr.
battery cells In use during 1980.

(2) On March 15, 1954, the Office of Medierl Devices provided Orlando
District with en anonymous camplaint consisting of an undated letter,
postearked February 29, 1984, along with approximately 26 groups of
documents. In surmary, this complaint alleged that Cordis Corporation
has no sense of moral responsibility or interest itn patient safety, and
thct executive management constantly mandates that inferior products be
produced without regard for quality or Fedcral Laws. It suggested that
FDA investIgate the firr.'s Material Review Record (MRR) system and the
190A series pacemakers which have r "deadly hidden rlaw in them". This
cemplaint was reportedly also sent to various members of the U.S.
Senate.

(3) On Mmarch 26, 1954, the Chief, BioresEarch Monitoring Branch,
0)rC, (HFZ-34t), provided Orlando District with an anonymous cOMplaint
postmarked February 28. 19E4, which alleged that Cordial Orthocor
Antytachyceardia pacer "is plagued with problems, and is very susceptive
to false triggering by DiI which result in patient death." The
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eomplaint further alleges corporate officials were *aware of the flaws"
and *they have altered test data end changed reports to indicate thepacer works'. This complaint concerns IDE Number G840004 for which aMD
*ent a deficiency letter on February 13, 1984.

INSPECTIONAL FINDINGZ

Inspections at Cordi3 have been continuing since Dccember 19,13, to
investigate problems associated with Gamna pacer EBD. a Headquarters
assignment regarding pacemeker polyurethare lends, a recall of angiogriphic
catheters because of leakage at the hut to catheter bond, the previously
described anonymous complaints, and CMP'Z. We have utilized three (3)
District Investigators and three Engineers from Houston Stetion end WEAC inour attempt to complete the investigations promptly. However, the rcrL has
been unable to produce documents when requested and usually requiresseverrl drys to do so. Even then, much of the information has been
incomplete and required verification. These delays, plus the sheer volume
of highly technical Informrtior. and megnitudf of problems encountered at
the firm, account for the time involved. Five inspection reports dated
December 3/April 21. April 4/Yay 1, April 11/27, April 16/June 5, and April16/tay 15, 1984, have been forwarded to the Office of Medical Devices for
review and evtlurtion. Two additionzl inspection reports are in process
and will be provided as soon as they are completed.

Significant problems have been identified in the following areas:

A. GMP Deficiencies

Inspections conducted have, revealed the folloving major deficiencies:

1. Inadequate component specifications.

2. Inadequate testing of coMponents.

3. Use of components that failed to meet specifiostions.

4. Use of waivers or temporary authorities to authorize component
use when specifications were not met.

5. Failure to document and verify completion of each
manufacturing step.

6. Failure to prepare end mcintain a written record of each
complaint and the review, evaluation, and investigation for
each such complaint.

most or these deficiencies relate to the battery manufacturing and pacer
production in 1980, 1981, and 1982. Because of the scope of our
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investigation and the amount of time required, we have been unable to
lvaluate current GMP's. Information regarding the Identified deficiencies

mey be obtained from the individual inspection reports.

B. Polypropylene Protectee Feedthrough

Thc polypropylene design change covered by the pending 510(k) notificatior
may not adequately prevent corrosion of the glass feedthrougt or early
brttery depletior due to sclf-.dsch.rge. This design chcnge initieted witt
cell lot number f41SC, was used on several vodels of pacemakers produced
between hovember 198E end August 15&2. Approximately 21,OGC pacemakers
were manufactured with garr. batteries which incorporated the polypropylene
deEign change. Approximately 6,500 additional pacers have been implnted
which Incorporate Theta 1/1 Pi cells that also utilize polypropylene
'protected' feedthroug's. These include GemlnI (415) rnd Sequlcor (2-3F)
pacers.

Corporate man:geaent reportedly was not aware of a 20 cell test study
conducted by their own personnel between 1980 and 1982 which should have
inpected significantly on the firm-s decision to notify physician: of the
early battery depletion problem in Gmms series pacers. This study
confiried ttat EED obsorved at accelereted tempercturns could he extra-
polated to predict EUr at body temperature. The test data were reportedly
not eveluated until August 1 5w_ wbicr. was upproximruaely four mcnth: befor
the firm made the decision to notify physicians of the EBD problem. Other
documents have been prepared by Cordis personnel which directed attention
to testing results relating to EBD and the corrosion problem.

Following thc change to the polypropylene sleeve protected feedthroughs in
October 19CO, Cordis distributed 6.260 pacers without glass feedthrough
protection until the supply was depleted in October 19S2. Likewise, the
firm, even now, continues to distribute pacers with polypropylene protected
cell fecdthroughs, even though they have demonstrated that polyimide
protection is more effective. We are concerned that these polypropylene
protected cells *ay experience EBD after being Implanted for four years
even though they are marketed for 7 to 10 years. We submitted a
memorandum dated June 27, 1964 tc CD RX/Office of Compliance (HFZ-3(C).
reconnending evaluation of this situation.

C. Crosztalk Probler

The Cordis Sequicor and Genini series of pacers are duel-chamber pacers,
which sense and stimulate cardiac activity in either or both chambers of
the heart. The firm has received complaints of 'crosstaik in the Gemini,
Model 415A, pacer. The firm defines 1croastalk' as the interaction between
the two channels of an automatic universal cardiac pacer (DDD) in which the
sensing of one channel is affected by the output of the other channel. In
this particular instance, the ventricle channel was affected by the str:la
output channel.
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Cordis manufactured approximately 120C Gemini, Model 415 pacerz which were
implanted in a clinical study beginning in 1982 which had a dual ansoel
ring. The problem of 1croastelk" is associated with only 190 of thesc
investigetional pacers, which have been Identified as being implanted with
non-Cordis leads. The problem saems to have occurred in pecers where body
fluid leaked Into the neck of the pacer around 2 competitor's lead. Thus
far, the fir- has had 11 compleinta of this phenomenon. The Premarket
Approval letter for the Gemini pacers was issued in November 19E8. We have
been unrble to confirm if Cordis submitted a request for additional
implants under the IDE.

Cordo', failed to notify FDA of any of the *crosstelk" comn;leints includint
one which resulted in an explant (415A-15t1). Prior to our Inspection of
April 16-une 26, 1984, no investigation had been conducted by the firr to
determine the exact reason for the explanted pacer to fail. Cordis chos-
to notify the clinical Investigators of this potential problec by Meens of
the annual progress report sent to clinical investigators rather then by
direct notification of the investigators who are monitoring the ICr
patients with the potential problem pacers.

The firm supposedly corrected the probler by renoving the anodcl rings.
This correction allows for using Cordis' or a conpetitors lead and prevents
leaking of body fluids into the neck of the pLcer. Ttere have been no
complaints of 'cross-talk" in the Sequicor pecers.

D. 510(k) )otifications

1. Cordis failed to submit premnarket notification: t510(k)] for
the polypropylene and polyimide design changes to insulate and protect the
glass feedthrough in their hermetic lithium cells. Initially, Cordis
manufactured these cells with unprotected feedthroughs to which they
attributed the cause of the early battery depletior problem. and which led
to the December 5, 1983 notification letter. Cordis submitted a combined
retroapective 510(k) notification on April 4, 1564, for the polypropylene
and polyinide changes at the December 7. 19E3 request of DID and later an
Equivalence Summary re 510(k) ,K841914 dated Junc 5, 19E4. This infor-
mation is under review by the Center.

2. The firm continues to manufacture and distribute tre
Mini-Gama (Pediatric) Model 340A pacer without submitting a 510(k). This
pacer weighs considerably less that its closest Cordis 510(k) counterpart,
is smaeller in size, and incorporates smaller hermetic lithium/cupric
sulfide batteries with the polypropylene "protected" glass feedthrouChs.
See ORL-DO aemorandum to CSD/Office of Compliance (HFZ-300) dated K2y 8,
1984 for additional information.
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3. Cordin haa failed to submit a notification to the Agercy ofthe changes initiated to correct the printed wire board used in the Lambdapacemakers 020E, 217, 221, 232, 235, 236 and Theta 2'7. Other models ofthe Lambdn, Theta. and Stanicor 0 and R series are aimilar to the Lambda190 pacer Marketed in early 1976 and Cordis didnot submit 510(k)
notifications.

E. Other Productz causin! Adverse Reactions

Cordis has not notified the Agency In a timely manner of potential healthhaZ2rds associated with defective or failed device::

1. Printed Wiring Board

The Lanbda. Theta end Stanicor Q and R series pacers have experienced acombination of malfunctions including early battery depletion, reed switch,and printed wiring boar6 fLilures. The printed wiring board failureappears to be the most serious and results in sudden failure. Cordis
tatezt that dioxolane vapor given off by the crimped t-cell lithium batteryis ebszrbed by the printed wiring board. These boards may then expand,

causing the unfilled plated through holes to crack; thereby. stopping theflow of electricity and producing a audder; Ono output' failure. Thus far,690 f5'lure- of explnr"ted L7-bds Sodel 19^?. pa~crs havc been Confir'enidthrough the company's own laboratory testing. Ln September 19C0 Cordis
modified the manufacturing procedure to fill the open through holes withsolder on all pacers manufactured. However, they ccntinued to sell theuncorrected pacers in inventory through 19i3. Approximntely 1S,769 ofthese pacers remain implanted.

The Thetm series pacers have experienced arlfunctions in their electronic
circuitry, as well as printed wiring board failures. Each of these failuremodes mey result in sudden failure. Distribution of the uncorrected Thetaseries pacers continued after the correction was initiated on the assemblyline and ct least 3,566 remain implanted. The theoretical service life ofthe Theta series pacera ranges between 13 and 1 years.

In addition, the Stanicor Q and R pacers utilize the lithium crimped cellsthat are subject to printed wiring board problems. A totol of 3,135 pacersinvolving 3 medels and 11 types were distributed both domestically andforeign after the problem was identified and correction Initiated in pacerrbeing assembled. The firm has issued several 'Technical Memorcnda' and"Product Updates' regarding this situation and initially recommendedphysicians to monitor their patients and to explant if the rate output isdecreased by 10S or >2 pulses per minute. In addition, Cordis failed topropcrly evaluate the failed wiring boards to deteroine why the thick board(0.031") falls and the thin board (0.0180) does not. Seven pacers (208,
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217, 221, 232, 235, 236. and 237) were subject to 510(k) notifications, but
the Agency was not advised of these failure problems. We do not believe
the rin has adequately notified the physicians or the Agency of the
significance of the abrupt failure problem.

2. iolzurethane Leads

Cordis has used both Texin MD 85A polyurethane and Texin MD 85A
polyurethane containing 30% barium sulfate in the manufacture of their
pecemeker leads. Both types of materials have demonstrated degrrdation
(cracks) in animal studies where the leads were implanted in rabbit muscle
tissue. Cordia has distributed 235 cardiac leads (Models 322-745 and
322-769) and 195 spinal leads (Model 691-102) manufactured with the
Texin-tD 85A polyurethane. In addition, the firm also distributed 17,
cardiac leads manufactured with Texin MD 85A polyurethane containing 30S
barium sulfate for an IDE study. Cordia has extremely poor accountability
of the pacemaker leads used in the clinical trials wtioh covered a period
from June 19e0 to January 1S, 19ti. The study concluded with only 64 of
the 177 leads accounted for and no knowledge of the missing 113 leads.
Orlando District submitted thc E1R and a memorandum to CDRH/Division of
Compliance Operations CHFZ-32),. drated May 9, 1984 covering this matter.

3. Catheters

Cordis irplemented an in-line inspection change for their balloon-tipped
catheters following a complaint in which the catheter's tip came off in a
patient. This inspection change resulted in the rejection rate increasing
from 3% to 19S; however, the firm failed to inspect their inventory of
balloon-tipped catheters that had previously been accepted using the old
inspection procedure. These catheters continued to be sold.

F. Poisible Obstruction

Several incidents have occurred that raise questions regarding management's
intent to comply with the statute and regulations enforced by FDA:

1. A rno from John N. Pagones, Vice President, Corporate Product
Assurance, addressing a task force assignment to investigate the
battery depletion problem In Camme cells and Oa=9 pacers was revised
prior to being given to FDA to eliminate eligtcocents pertaining to
specific areas to be investigated.

2. Failure to log, document, and evaluate complaints and possible
lawsuits DS adverse reactions.
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3. Frilure to make 510(k) submissions for signific nt changes in
device design such as the polypropylene or polyitmide protection added
to the glass feedthrough of the Gamma cell.

4. Failure to provide complete information with 510(k) subhissions on
the Gamma pacerb and polyurethane leads.

5. Failure to advise FDA within 10 days of adverse reactions relating
to crosstalk in the Gemini pacers as well as -.her adverse reactions.

Cordie Responses

Cordis management has stated that decisions made on the design and
marketing of the products initially, as well as the changes instituted
sfterward, were made with the current state-of-the-art technology. They
maintain that hindsight should not be used In evaluation because the
problers were not evident but developed over a period of timc. They
contend that the unprotected glass feedthrough problem constituted
state-of-the-art technology that could not be prevented. Cordis menagremnt
believes that the polypropylene and polyimide corrections have solved tLe
feedthrough degradation problem. In generEl tley reintain thrt the firms
strives to comply with Agency reguletions and GMP's.

Cordis has submitted three written responses durin& our investigation. On
June 1, 1984, Cordis representative presented a written responsc dated
May l1, 1984, to District personnel in Orlando. The response consisted of
two volumes of documents, speaking to G#P's and other violations and their
correction or disagreement with FDA-423 observations relating to thL Gamme
pacers. The second response dated June 2, 19e4, vas presented to Miami
Resident Post personnel. Ithis document contends that pacers containing
cells with polypropylene protected glass reedthroughs are safe and effec-
tive. The third response to Inspectional Observation of April 6, 1984,
May 15, 1984 and April 27, 1984 was received by the District on July 2.
1984 and Is urdergoing review. Copies of all responses have been provided
to CMD.

Pending Decisions

Copies of the inspection reports end exhibits have been forwarded to the
Office of Medical Devices as crspleted. In addition, ORL-DC has submitted
the following documenta to update or recommend action by the Office of
Medical Devices.

1. On March 15, 19C4, we eubnitted s memo updating our ongoing
inspection of Cordis to the Office of Medical Devices. Division of
Compliance and Regulatory Guidance Branch and thc Associate
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Commissioner for Regulatory Affairs, Enforcement Policy Staff. This
memo called attention to the problems encountered during our Inspection
at that time.

2. On Kay 6, 19"4, we submitted a request for preserket notification
for the hulticor Mini-CGame Model 340A to the C'.D/Division of Compli-
ance Operations (HFZ-320), because of the continued manufacture and
distribution of this pacer with the polypropylene protection to t h e
battery glass feedthrough. This pacer was not included in the Class I
recall. The firm has not submitted a 510(k) notification In spite of
several differences from the larger standard Gamma pacer. We have not
been advised of OMB's deciaSon.

3. on May 9, 1984, we submitted a memo to CD/fDivision of Compliance
Operations (lFZ-323), requesting review and evaluation of an inspection
concerning polyurethane pacemaker leads. The inspection conducted
March 15/April 6, 1984, revealed decisions by the firm to continue dis-
tribution Of leeds thet had been released but were madc of material
that did not resist surface cracking. We have not been advised of
Ot.'s decision.

4. On June 27. 19E04, we submitted a mcmg to a4D/ivision of Compliance
(HFZ-'00), requesting evaluation of our concerns that Garma pacers con-
taining batteries with polypropylene- protecte-d-gsrs s-feedthroughc! .y
fail due to early battery depletion (EBD). We also requested consider-
ation be given to disapproving the pending 510(k) notification and
advising the firm to cease marketing Ganrea pacers containing batteries
with polypropylene protected feedthroughs pending submission of further
studies to demonstrate effectiveness. We have not been advised of
OMD's decision.

Suemary

Although our documentation to date does not identify any one individual to
have acted with intent In efforts to manufacture and distribute adulterated
and risbranded devices. the problems encountered combined with the decis-
ions made to continue marketing Class III deviees thst later developed
serious problems is indicative of severe deficiencies in thme firm's opera-
tions and management. Since such forethought or intent is not necessary,
we believe the firr.'s reliance on Cstate-of-the-ert" as justification for
these problems, without adequate qualification of design, to be unaccept-
able to preclude legal action.

Of interest Is that CordiS w2s the target of an Injunction filed by the
Agency in 1975. A special Comisasioner was appointed by the Court to hear
the case and subsequently rendered an opinion that was adopted by the
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Court. Although the Court denied our injunction, the findings or the
Commissioner included 13 areas that required improvement to reach a status
of "rigidly controlled." These aress included component specifications,
controlling the use of waivers, and development of a larger role for
product assurance management in Material Review Board procedures as well e:
others. Subsequent inspections revealed the firm to have made significant
improvements in manufacturing procedures.

the firm continues to make decisions regarding the distribution of products
which indicates that marketing and technic2l advances are more important
than reliability. This is demonstrated by the firm's continued marketing
of products width knowo, defects after correction is initiated on the
assembly line.

Recommendations

Because of the above findings, we recommeno that an Ad Hoc Committee m'-et
as soon as possible to assess the seriousness of our inspectional findings
and to develop an Agency strategy to address the matters et Cordis.

Possible alternatives, or combinations of these options, appear to includc
the following:

1. Referral to the U. S. Attorney for a Grand Jury investigation.

2. Consideration of a Cite recoommendation under Section 305.

3. Continuation of our inspections to include current GKP's and new
products in production. Any delay in consideration of a prosecution
will impact on any future case because of the Statute of limitations
that is closing on Cordis actions in 1979 and 1580.

4. Consideration of action under Section 51E of the Act to order refund
or replacement to patients of one or more of the following:

a. All Gamma pacers that corntain batteries with unprotected
feedthroughs.

b. The 6,2SO Gamme pacers containing batteries with unprotected
feedthroughs that were distributed after November 1980, when
polypropylene protection was added to cells used in the Gaomm
pacers.

c. The Gaume pacers containing batteries with polypropylene
protected feedthroughz.
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5. Corsideration under 3ection 51S of the let to withdraw arproval or
the PHA for the Geair. and Squleor pacers Under (e)(1)(A).
(e)C1)((), end/or (e)C1)(C).

6. Considerotion of non-approvri of the pvndlng 51(k) ncotificstion
from Cordia on tht use Of pOlyprOpylene and polylmide protection to
thC bftttry g1ans re dthrou0g penelnB Oddititorkl Dtu.1ta or testtinf
to d.onstrate sarety snd effectiveness.

Kaur1ec Q. Kliralow, cglonL Directcr, Atlanta Re1;or Ic wanrt of and
concurs in this request.

4sU r h. Furr

ct: D. D. KInslow, HFP-E1
A. Levin". GCF-1
P. Snumcte, IIC-2C

- 12 -

boc: HFR-4200/AJT Chron
HFR -4240/ERA
HFR-4250/CCR
HFR-4575/MIA - JAC
HFR-t 380/Bruce Burnett

JACASEY/CCRETNOLDS/ERATKINS/LHFURR/aml 7/2/84
FINAL 7/10/84
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1. Between Januery 1. 1980 mid November 28, 1983, the fire
revorked/reproceesed a totel ef 254 Ca= and Theta weld/qual pacers.subJected to .115 C tmperature diarag gas-,aalysla, Uitbout
appropriate wrfilen procedureirdeacribir~g the eriteris for 'salvaging,
or *repacingr batteries by production. The decision made during a
meeting held by productioo sometime in 1980 to salvage the batteries ofGamma weld/qul -ample pacers moa Dot decnrented.

2. There are no written procedures concerning the disposition of
pacers undergoing gS analysis at US C. This resulted in the
zubaequent shipment/implant of at least 55 Came and Theta veld/qual
pacers witS the batteres still in place and of approximately 55 (Gazatand Theta) weldtmal pacers vitb replaced batteries which had been
subjected to l15 C temperatures for 7 to 2' hours during gee-ena2l 73i.
(For example, Gat pacers models 337A S/Na3420, 7929, etc.t Sequicor
pacer Models 233F S/N a 8770t 9549. etc.) Is evalnution had been
conducted to determine any adverse effects on pacers esposed to 115° C
tenperature wior to 12/83 after C8rdis learned of a nalfunction in a
pacer that had been exposed to 115 C temperature and Inadvertectly
released for sale.

3. The teuperatures used during gas analysis of Theta (oan tyr)
weld/qual pacers was changed by the laboratory from 37o to 115 in
Iarch 1983. but productioo was not notified of this change. There IS
no written docucentation authorizing this change. Of 29 affected
pacers containg hermetically sealed batteries. four. with batteries
that bad not been replaced after undergoing ges analysis. were
subsequently Iaplanted.

Cordis Control or Discrepunt Materials states that components.
subaremblies or asemblies subjected to abnormal envirormental
streszes are discrepant and that these Incidents with pertinent
Information relative to the abnormal conditions much be recorded an an
?MR. This procedure has been la effect since at least 6/17/El.

lz..*eEtzl SIGNATURE E DtOVEEs NAME A. D TIALE4PI _SEE REVERSE , 'Q /4 cArb i 't"
OF THIS PAGE K /W./yrItOA

FORM FDA du3 (IZ7) PAZVIOUS CeDIIOM "A, BE ASED. INSPECTIONAL OBSERVATIOS4S PAGE or PAGES

.
, _
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4. Lithius Hermetic Cell, specification 9301149 (paragraph 5.3.3
ets tet ahatthba highest temperature to bzicb the cell may be elposed to
te 54. 4. The fire p:aa deviated fr this specification .in that
pacers subjected In llS C for 7 to 24 hours during gas analysis have
been shipped and Implanted.

5. The fnrms followup investigation to aetermine disposition of all
pacers (Gams and Theta) subjected to 115 C was inemplete fcr the
folloidng reasons observed:

1. The firm's Attachment rll attached to umorandum dated 2/13f84
provided an 7/30/84 falls to identify the disposition of all
pacers. mpecifically those *ich had been shipped either as a
oonsignment pacer or for export (with or without replaced
batteries) ktich may also have bean Implanted, but not registered.
On the second, partial msummry based on reportedly sales data
furnished an 8/1084. at least 5 additional Game pacers without
replaced batteries and 30 CGma pacers with replaced batteries were
identified to have been shipped. The five pecers were not listed
on the 7/27/84 seoraodu (also furnished on 7/30/) sorng the
paoers implanted with unreplaced batteries shipped/implanted.
(3371-14583. 15343; 1708; and 3344-8729 end 9837).

Z. There was no followup to determine If a possibility of pacer
f ilare existed Involving two patients who died. These patients
were Implanted with Gamma pecers subjected to 11S C and
shipped/implanted with the original. unreplaced batteries
(334U-3871 and 33T1-7929).

6. Th firm's Otember 19. 1983. followup investigation to the
malfunctIoning, eiplanted field returned pacer 233-09549 Implicated
that the oven used for pacer conditioning prior to gaps-nalysis had
arun away tendencieas and could of had mel-functioned causing the
rellon separators to melt. However, a temperattre profile of the Bloe
N oven (Cordis M2707) was not performed until 7/20/84.

SEE REVERSE Vt>AO/T/A 4 ZA 4"tZ 7.OF THIS PAGE I/ A)VerZ 7___________7

.... ... 483 fl2J MSVSIDUs RDITtOM WAY ST Ul:D. INSPECTIONAt. OBSERYATIONS PAQE or PAO"

I 1
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7. The frm has no written procedures covernUg *Pacer conditioning'
prior to gas-analysts iascribin oven tinperatures. length of time of
exposure, oven msead W 1isting approprate-gsx analytSistaE
procedure.

8. The lue ' 4;vfenlCordIs 92707) used No7 te 6t onelyat all
Goei and Theta veld/qual pacer samples was Dot calibrated between
1/29/81 end 7/1543, even though the fira's own calibration record
Indicates a six zntha recalibratioc schedule. There are no reoords

dihich document the temperature of the oven during this period.
According to tbi Cordis calibration record for the *IEus HI oven (M/
2707), the 7/1543 calibration was done at 750 C only.

9. There is no written procedure for eallbrating the '*1M W' ovens.

10. The name sd Cardin identifination Scuber for the Fyrotest
instru.ent used to calibrate the Mue N tCordis 1270T) even was never
entered on the appropriate Cardis Calibraston/Preventive 11intenence
Record. In addition. the assciated calibration record dated 1/29/1
report t1030-02 alm fails to show the Cordia 1Dnuiber for the Po
test Instrent.

11. The device history record (travel document) for pacer Yodel
33U-1840 tails to show the step that the unit was taken as a randus
qual ample for gas-analysis. The ucit was subjected to gas analysis
on 5/21/80 according to available laboratory records.

12. There is no written procedure for criteria/specitications of tlen a
pacer becooes a charitable donation as opposed to scrap. At least 19
pacer& identiried with parmeters to be Bout of specifications (subh as
progrinced rate. Haversine sensitivity. etc.) were donated between
January 1982 sad June 1984. (For example: oni-Stsnicor pacer 237
6647 at 7 (high) in a 6.5-7.5 ms); Rulticor Gaea pacer 337A-11240 at
5.5 UT positive sensitivity the reedy was 6.2 aT (Crdis lriits 5.5 -
0.5 0); *tc.).

SEE REVERSE ?I /X V
O F TH IS P A GE LFs7/eO

FORN FDA 4U t1 ) IREVOVIU EITI0O AY BE USED. IMSPECTIONAL OBSERVATION4S PAGE or PAGE
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13. The firn hss not notified FDA through PIU supplement regarding
pacers identified for donation for charitable diatribution whibe do Dot
sect Cordis speeifiestione. -For aessple,Sequieor-I1 Nodel 233F - 1O090
currently ready for donation.

14. As Of SfIie/4,' UBe HZIR v'&' ucabl to locate Halticr Canna. pcer
337A 4523 tIreb we found out Of spetfication for progrnad rate end
subsequently be designated as a 'Ch&"ty F- ceer.

15, 7 P 5 e 2 p Q~~~~~~~y 3 '4-9 A S- 7

- z ; Y t -

SEE REVERSE | 2 > P
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FORS FDA An (iz2/v;) FsRVIOU ECDITIOY ICY St lIeD. INSPECTIONAL OBSERkYTIONS PAGE OF PAGUE
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FCOO AMC 7RUG AOUN4sUThA-lm.

Division of Co;pliance Operations Z, 4. 4 .''k /S
Center for Devices and Radiological Health .tugust 23. 198i

Supervisory Investigator. HFR-i575
mP~om H Miami Resident Post Pfr: Cord is Corporation

105--5 W. Plagler St.Issues Identified by Ad HP Wi.i FL 33152Coonittee for Health Hazard
Evaluation

The Ad Hoc Coa-=Ittee oet on August 9. 1980, in Pockvtlle, haryland, and
identified the below listed ten (10) areas/products for referral to theOffice of Medical Devices Health Hazard Co=ittee for health hazard
evaluation and possible action under Section 518(a). 

T
o assist in t.is

evaluation and location of docunents. the indicated attacme-nts have been
prepared.

I. Lambda and Theta pacers reference 'printed wiring board' failures an,
others (Stanicor Q and Stanicor R) - SJT. ATTACFNENTS A. 2 pages, and
B. 2 pages.

2. 115° C pacers including those with original as well as replaced
battery cells - VJF/VS. ATTAC8HMENT C, 6 pages.

3. 340A 'Mini Ga=ar pacers - VS. AITACFYEhi D, 1 page.

4. Prograrer/software assessment - SJT. ATTACHMENT E, I page.

5. 415a 'Crosstalk' problem - VS. ATTACHMENT F, 1 page.

6. Polyurethane lead degradation problem - SJT. ATTACIdI.ENT G. 4 pages.

7. Balloon tipped catheter. 3 to 195. rejection rate -- Si` . ATTACHMENT H.
1 page.

8. Adequacy of feedthrough change and all :odels containing
the "_ protection- - VS. ATTACHMENT . 1 page.

9. Sr thcco- 1B export, nuker cfL pacers approved bY FTA fPr exportato.
and number actually shipped - SJT. ATTACHNENT J. 8 pages.

~~~~~~v U.S.SSavn:Ad'rx-?v "t~ P-m -nPa
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:Zge 2

1C. Orthocor IDE SJT An inspec:ion cay be needed A total of 90 (6L

dcoestic and 24 foreign) Orthocor pacers have reportedly been Lnplanted

in 87 patients which Includes three replacemvent pacers. due to

overdrive problems and loss of sensing. A total of

c plitlvrs Iee~rChve b'ecie thsfa Tefnal

re trt covering the Orthocor I reortelo wlb i o a

Separate memoranda covering the charity pacers and product updates are

submitted as Attac)=ents 1K dated August 20. 1984 (3 pages) and L dated

A6gust 23, 1984 (62 pales) -

Please do not hesitate to contact

anformation is required.

cc: MFZ-360 w/attach.
hFZ-450 wuattach.
jq--4240 w/attach.

FYR-4575/JAC w/attach.
At P Kt-/p ' Sieki cr clf a &

ne if clarificatlol or additional

I ues A. Casey
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2 pages)

"3DA AND TEE:TA PACERS - PRINTED wIRINz sOAEB

;:'DUCTC: Paceakers - Labda ?¶odels 187=; 19OA: lSE; 208; 215; 235; 2"!:.heta Models 221A; 221B; Stanicor 0-23;87; Stanicor R-2ti.

.?,BLEM: The proble is that the plated through holes In the printed wirir&board will separate or crack near the annular ring when the printed wi-rSr
brard absorbs _0vap or from the crimped D cell battery. The pacer w Ilgo to a no output mode suddenly. (Pages 14 and 16). The number of failures by3odel nutber are:

Model f of Failures Model f of Failures

18B7 2 208A 1
190A 690 215A 1
190E 66 221A 42

221B 7

Reference: Page 16. 17. 18. l9 and FD 483, t".

Facers subject to same failure mode which had not had any failures are 2t:.2'5, 236. 238B7. (Ref. p. 17).

CCM'PLAINTS: There were four complaints in the'firm's hazard file. Three wereon 190A pacers and one was on a 190E pacer. Two of the patients had a cardiacarrest, one patient suffered a concussion after fainting. and ore patient haaa heart rate of 40 in the emergency room. (Ref. FD 483, 03 and pages 27 and28).

HAZARD: The identified hazard is that the failed pacer may have beenocnitored only a few days prior to it failing. The pacer will suddenly stop,-en the plated through hole fatils. This is very hazardous to 'pacerdependent patients'.

.ne firm has failed to properly notify the physicians concerning the problem.ir product updates the firm has failed to specifically state that the printedr.ring boards suddenly and-without warning go to a no output mode. AUso thefir-. has not listed all models subject to printed wiring board failures cr.product updates. (Ref. r-D 483, f3 and 6, and pages 7 to 11).
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AttACHIP3- A

L'MSDA AID ThETA PACERS - PRNTED WIRING BOEARD - Page 2

.nere are a total of 22,335 pacerakers (Models 19: 19QE. 221A7 and 22157)
reported as still implanted in the United States whvch are subject to this
f2a1ure mode. The rodels subject to this failure MCde and the asount the f'rm
reports as still implanted are (Ref. page 20 and Extfblts 28 and 38):

Models Total Implants Reported Still Irplanted

18837 1,107 1.072
190A 21,845 17.371
190E 1,789 1,398
208 404 309
215 121 100
221A7 1,380 1,233
221B7 2,471 2,333
235A 18S 160
235B 106 102
236A7 14L 137
23837 314- 298
241A/B 369 349 24. 862 Total

A July 6, 1984. investigation of Cardiovascular Surgery Associates, ?.C.. St.
Thomas Medical 8i1ding., Suite 501, 421130 Harding Foad, Nashville, TN 37205
(615) 385-4781 revealed that 18 patients had 190A pacemakers fail due to
discrepant printed wiring boards. Reportedly, the firm is monitoring
approximately 200 patIents and the 18 failures represent a 9: failure rate.
Also a physician in the group stated that some of the lode! 190A pacers had an
unpredicted output failure without first exhibitlng an end-of-life rate drop
indicator. Cordis letters to the physicians as recent as March 29. 1984,
state 'This appears to be a random malfunction".

REFERENCES:

1. E3B 4/16-5/15/84. FD 483 Observation 012. pages 5 & 6. pages 31-33. pages
37 and 40.

2. FIR 4/16-6/5/84. FD 483 Observations f1-6. & B. This EIR deals almost
exclusively with this plated through hole/printed wiring board proble.. The
pages. exhibits and FD U83 itecs referenced in this mexo refer to this report.

3. E£R 6/20-5/10/84, Exr,;lt 0150. the nsrber of cpen plated througr holes
per printed wiring board.

Samples: DOC 84-374-546 - 190A Lambda Paceaiaker.
DOC 8U-374-547 - 221B7 Theta Pacemaker.

ttephen .. Tunks
Investigator. 171
Miar." Resident Post
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ATTA1YK:S B

(2 pages)

L.!SDA AND THEIA PACERS - E3D (EARLY BAERY DERLET O!.' FAILURES

PiODUZT: Lambda pacers with batteries manufactured prior to 4/,/78. the date
.:r itrediate burn-in of batteries was implemented, Reference: page 29-31.
Exhibit $71.

The pacemakers involved are:

Model First Date of Manufacture

Larbda 18EA7 and 87 4/4/77
190A 2/10/76
190£ 7/29/76
206A & B 12/15/76

Theta 221A7 10/7/77
217 3/28/72

PROBLEM. Pacers manufactured with batteries not having immedlate burn-in had
failures which averaged 37.8 months. The failure mode Is early bottery
depletion. The firm has distributed Technical Mecorandum 30A, dated 9/22/80.
wnich requests physicians explant if a rate decrease of 2 or msore pulses per
minute is detected. (Reference: Exhibit t5). Also the firm recomnends to
monitor the pacers once monthly by telephone or four times in 6 months
clinically.

CneLAINTS: The 190A had 2.76: of the implants fail erd 190E had 2.13: of the
implants fail. (Reference: Exhibit 037). The mean failure time is 37.8

months. There are a total nutber of failures per mrodel n-.ber as follows:
8cA7 - 154; 18B7 - 1; 190A - 647; 190E - 41; 19CF - 5: 206A - 44; and

208A - 1. (Reference: Exhibit 074).

F.A.ZAPDS: Pacer dependent patients may suffer if the battery depletes prior to
the pacer being replaced. In 1984 there were only 10 returns of pacers for
early battery depletion that did not have immediate burn-in (Reference: p.
11): however, the estimated life of the pacers (Reference: p. 21) are:

Model Life

1EEA7 & B7 12 years
l9C 8-12 years
190: 8-12 years
206A 11-17 years
221A7 18 years
217 14.8 - 26.4 years

Also0 there were very few pacemakers made prior to 4/15/78 for models 221A7
and 217 and those models do not have any EBD probler.a reported. No product
updates on Theta pacers reference EBD.
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ArfACIVENT B

_AŽZA A4ND ThETA PACEFE - E)D (EARLY BATTERY DEFLIl5C;) FAILUREIS - ?age 2

f-.ly Technical Mepcrandum 030A issued on 9/22/P0 rcuested increased

m.cnitoring and prcv±Ced replacement guidelines. Product Updates issued on

Lanbda pacers since then did not contaIn the lecreased monitorIng and

replacemeent guidelines.

REFERENCES:

EIR 4/f6-6f5/84 - pages 29 to 31.

Se ph n J . Ink
Investigato-, 7l7

Miami Resident Post
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ATlAZv:: C

(6 pages)

FICERS SUBJECTED TO GAS ANALYSIS AT 115° C.

.F.DUCT: Cauna 335A, 3327. 337A, 336A, 333D7. 402B=. Sequ'cor (237. 233)n-erini (415A), Omni Staniccr (Z17A) end Stanicor (221E) pacemakers.

.33BLEM: Initially the fir-m reported that a total of 254 pacers, as5eentifled by the firm during tI of 7/20. 26, 30, 31; 8/3. 6. 10. 16/84, ashaving undergone gas analysis at 115 C. The firm initially suppledinformation that indicated 157 pacers had not been implanted arn that 107;acers had been implanted. A total Of 52 of the 107 pacers were reportedlym~planted u.ith the rsame battery cells which underwent gas analys3s. Theremaining 55 pacers were reported as being reworked by replac'ng the batterycells with new battery cells which had not been subjected to the hbghtemperatures reached during the gas analysis. The firm has extremely pooraccountability of the actual disposition the of 147 pacemakers they reportedas not being implanted and which reportedly were scraped, salvaged, used asdermos, used in life tests, void or computer indicated as "no match". Latertne firm's investigation disclosed tnat approximately 275 pa-ers were sa e;tto gas analysis. not 254 as initially reported.

0l)PLAINTS: Firm- has received 5 esplanted pacers which were diatr'buted andisplanted after beir.g subjected to gas analysis. The firm's failure analysisattribute failures to early battery depletion (EBD). In one instance, E3D wasdue to the melting of the l=s separators in both cells. A second returna' so with original batteries incorporating unprotected feedthroughs(13?A-17592) failed due to early battery depletion. The remaining three
nalfunctioning/explanted units were d'stributeC after the batteries were
replaced but showed similar E3D diagnosis without any evidence ofmelting. These rive failures included three separate pacer models (233F.'37A, and 33aA).

A randrs check requested by the FDA Investigator revealed that at least 36additional pacers had been shipped or identified for shiprent by Cordis. Inad:ition, Cordis retrieved a total of four (3 model 2335 and 1 model S15A)pzcers for in-house testing which had been shipped (3) or located in finish.-cods Inventory (1). Based on the inaccurate accountability init'ally-reorted by Cordis. FDA requested that a complete accountability be per oroed_-: the firr. refused. Therefore, we are continuing our efforts tc 'dentr;vtrL total natber of p2cers subject to the high temperature gas analysts ;1'SC and above), the total number Implanted and 100 percent accountability of theremaining units. TFhis request was made again via telephone to John Pagones.tice President. Corporate Quality Assurance on August 22, 1984.
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ATTACHV;T C

FA:-ES SB3JzCTED TO GAS ANALYSIS AT 1150 C. - Page 2

.rZrARD- Fir= cla.is that no hazard is associated w-th the pacer corponents

t-t were exposed to 1150 C (or above) jas analysis fc- seven to twenty four
hc rs. The firm did not routinely reccr. the length of tine the units were
ex-osed to 1150 C terperatures durinEg g;s-analysis; therefore, thc actual
l-.ngth of time the pacers were subjetted to the elevated temperatures crnrot
be documented. New procedures now cal for scrapp'ng everything, but the
hybrids.

The firm had no written procedures to cover the various reworking or salvaging
of the gas analysis pacers.

The inspectional report covering the gas analysis prcblem is being dictated
and will be forwarded a5 soon as it is typed. Attached is a copy of the List
of Observations issued during this inspection.

Veronika J. Fabritzky
Investigator
Miami Resident Post
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1. Between January 1. 1980 and govember 28. 1983. the firm
reworked/reprocemaed a total of 2584 Ga and Theta weld/quar pacers,
subjected to 1150 C temperatore during Sas-enalysis, without
appropriate writteiF rocedures describing the eriteria for Rsalvaging-
or 'replacing' batteries by production. The decision made during a
meeting beld by production sometime in 1980 to salvage the batteries of
Gam maeld/qual samplepaeoa was not documented.

2. There are no written procedures concernaing the disposition of
pacera uadergoiog gas analysis at l150 C. This resulted in the
subsequent shiPamet/Iapl2nt of at- least 55 Lama and Theta weld/qual
pacera whtb the batteries still io place and of approzlmately 55 (Gamma
and Theta) weld/aual pacers aith replaced bxtteries which had been
subjected to 115 C temperatures for 7 to 24 hours during gas-enalysis.
(For exple. G-a pacers Models 337A SAE33420, 7929, etc.; Seqaicor
pacer Yodels 233F S/ a 8770, 9589. etc.) Fo evaluation had been
conducted to determine a8y adverse effects on pacers exposed to 1150 C
temperature prior to 12/83 after CSrdia learned of a ena-fiaction In a
pacer that had been exposed to 115 C temperature end inadvertently
released for sale.

3. The temperatures used during gas analysis of Theta (can tyge)
held/qual pacers was changed by the laboratory froc 37° to 115 In
Mareh 19e3. but production was not notified of this change. There is
no written documentation authorizing this cbange. Of 29 affected
pacers containg heretically sealed batteries, fouaw vith batteries
that had not been replaced after under4oirg gas aqalys!a, were
subsequently i2planted.

Cordis Control of Discrepant Material3 states that components,
subasse=blies or assenbliea subjected to abnorsal eivironorental
stresses are dIscrepant and that these incidents with pertinent
inforratl2n relattve to the abnormal conditions much be recorded on an
MB.RR. This procedure has been i2 effect since at least 6/1-7/el.

It'PL0Y(C(lS SIGn. T Uuf RRP.O~t(~SI AflC *RQ rirue gPrs _.,S£E REVERSE 4YC1 1 tT7 /-VA rj iA2I t7
or TP15 PAGE | f/CI~c, ICf '7) 4

I P FOA JZ)1l2 n iS T'O. " -SC ,1-5. INSPECTIONAL OBSERYATIONS t.ax 0a P CeS
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4. Lithium BIeretic Cell, specification 9s501149 (paragraph 5.3.3
states that the highest teperature to wbich the cell may be esposed to
I 5.5 .0 The firA has deviated ftcaz this specificat on in that
pacers subjected to 115 C for T to 24 hours durir'ng have
been shipped and Implanted.

5. The firm's foliowup invesniga:ton to determine disposition of al1
pacers (G=2 anSd Theta) subjected to 1150 C was inconplete for the
following reasons observed:

1. The fIrm's Attechanet T1 attached to meorandum dated 2113/84
provided on 7/30/84 falils to identify the disposition of all
pacers. specifically those which had been shipped either as a
coosigtinant pacer or for export (with or without replacedl
batteriae) which may also have been Implanted. but not registered.
On the second. partial asar-y based on reportedly sales data
furnished On 8/10/84. at least 5 additional Gamma pacers without
replaced batteries and 30 CGa pacers with replaced batteries were
ideutifled to have been shipped. The five pacers were not listed
on the 7/27/84 meorandum (also forniShed on 7/30/84) among the
pacers Implanted with unreplaced batteries shipped/implanted.
(3371-14583, 15343: 1708; and 334A-8729 and 9837).

Z. There YJS no followup to deteritie if a possibility of pacer
failure existed Involving two patients who died. These patients
were im;panted with G=a pacers subjected to 1150 C snd
shipped/!mplanted with the original. znreplaced batterIes

(334A-3871 and 337A-7929).

6. The firn's Decesber 19. 1983. followup investigatIon to the
malfunctioning. explanted field returned pacer 237-09549 Implicated
that the oven used for pacer conditioning prior to had
'run away tendencies' rnd could of h2d mal-functionei causi rg the
Pellon separators to relt. Rowever. a teeperotvre profile of the Elue
H oven (Cordla 02707) was not performed until 7/20/t84.

FOR. FDA 83 t12/71) PRCvrQuS (0I7101 wAY DC lStS. INSPECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS CAGE or PAcES

IEDPLDYCEIS SIAYR £%YZS I*.. *M CV DIT;rJIV (P.,. 7IDC-OEE REVERSE P /4- /' fi A tz8"',,c
OF THtS P AGE J1" I I ',/i_ A )
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7. The frM has no Written procedures covering paztr cordtioning
prior to describing oven tNmperattres, length of time of
exposure. ovewr V m-=d-lIstIng appropriate _ teft
proeedwre.

8. The 'Mue 1 - oveDo
7

(Cords 12707) used for the of all
Gem and Theta weldfqual pacer 3N3ples was not caltbrated between
1/29481 NOd 7/15/83, even thoogh the firn'a own calibration record
iodIcztea 8 als nonths recalibratico schedule. There are no records
lihich docusent the temperature or the oven drrlg this period.
According to the Cordis calibratioo reoord for the *Blue HM OYve (S/N
2707). the 7/15/83 calibration was done att 750 C only.

9. There i3 no written procedwre for calibrating the -lEue Mt ovens.

10. The name and Cordls identtficatxon nuaber for t.'e Pyrotest
instrusent used to calibrate the Mlue H tCordis f2707) Oven Wa3 never
entered on the appropriate Cordis Calibration/Preventive MIaintenance
Record. Tn addition, the associated calibration record dated 1/294/B
report $1030-02 also fails to show the Cordis = ntnber for the P7ro
test instalment.

U. The device history record (trevel document) for pacer ?bdel
334A-l840 fails to show the step that the unit was teken f as a random
qual 3emple ror gas-analsts. The unit wza Subjected to gas analysis
on 5/21/8C accordtng to available laboratory record.

12. There is no written procedure for Criterla/specifications of when apacer beenmes a charitable donation as opposed to scrap. At least 19
pacers identtfied with parameters to be eoLt of specifications (such asprogr-ed rate. Haversine sensitivity, etc.) were donated between
January 1.82 and June 1924. (For erarple: Omni-Starl!or pacer 237A
6647 at 7 (high) in a, 6.5-7.5 nA): Multicor Gaoa pacer '37A-!12C0 at5.5 CY porlttive sensitivity the ready was 6.2 :V (Cordis lIL-:t 5.50.5 oV); etc.).

SEE REVERSE j 1/. I. c/ -
OF THIS PACE *-
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13. 7be firm has not notflted FDA througb t7AA 5upplesent regarding
paze-a identtfied for donat'on for charitable distribction whict do not
meet Cordis specificatlona. For ex~pleSequicoi--II Model 2w - 1oQ09
currently ready for donation.

14. As of 8/h6/84, the firm vas unable ro locate Itfrcr CG pacer
337A 482.3 wbch was found out of apecifcaetion for programmed rate and
subsequently baet-e designated as & "Cha±fty Pacer'.

/5 4,eo P~~~~u 5e., X 0~ s3 Aq s7

I/O There were 27 PSts received by the Product Se-rvice Deparnernt for -which add;
tfonal. information relative to product fnilu-e and patient hazard had been
received by the Cordis legal depax-trant that had nat been documented in respec-

" tive Qsb as of June, 1981. and therefore this information was rot ace-sable
for FDA review.
In addition there were five cases involving L instances of *r hazard or po-
tential bazard and one instance of patient death received by Cordis legal depart-
-ent for which PSRs were nat corpleted until this inspection.

17, LJL O Lz 3 LQ
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( page)

:-.±US OF KNI-GA"LA ME)DEL 350A PACERS

"CODUCT: Multicor "Mini-Gamas" Model 34OA pacemaker.

PFECLEM: Firm began marketing product without subcitting 510(k) Nottficatior.
Fr-m believes this pacer is substantially equivalent to other Multicor pace-s
subject of 510(k) Notifications. refer to memcrand=Cu dated May 8. l9f4, toHFZ-300 which discusses this matter in detasl. Pages 18 and 19 o' theJ;--5/15/89 EIR discuss the Model 3c0A pacer. Serple DOC 84-£4--ae was
collected to document differences between the Modee 340A pacer and otkersitilar 510(k) pacers. Approximately 800 Model 350A pacers are currently

r' .zanted .

C'MPLAINTS: All complaints concerning Model 3L0A have involved early battery
depletion in pacers incorporating cells that do not have feedthrough
p-otection. These units were included with the Ca-z pacer recall initiated
cn 12/5/83. No complaints have been received involving pacers thatincorporate tells that have _ prtcted feedthroughs. th- f'rr
continues to manufacture and distribute the 340SA pacer incorporating cells
with protected feedthroughs.

F.AZARD: The equivalence of this pacer has not been demonstrated by the f'r.2
r:.ce a 510(k) was not submitted prior to manufacture and distribution. Th;e
;acer is marketed primarily for use in pediatric patients.

. . .
V'ctor Spanioli
Investigator
Miami Resident Post
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ATTACi.4? I:.

( page)

R.vRAwMR/SOFTWAM ASSESSCfET

iDCUJCT: 255A I. and 256 IAP Progr-amc.rs.

.P!iL EM: The instructions for software _ER't rev 3004 are Included tn
r.structicns for Use manual for 233F and M. S; pacemakers. The instru^tions

state that if the "stat set" button is pushed. the backup node will go off and
.-.e pacemaker will pace at 70 bpe. In actualIty, the backup rode does not go
off and the pacemaker paces at 52-1/2 bpr. Rev. 3005 software corrects this
p-cblem; however, there are still 217/255A I;I progra-.ers in the field whoch
have 3004 Rev. software ERCMS. Cnly by use of a.. ECG can a physicarn
determine if the patient is in backup mode.

COMPLAINTS: There have been no complaints, injuries, or deaths reported.

HAZARD: Not only does the pacer/progremaer software problem pertain to
stat set, the firm has many different revision! of software E?R9iS in 255A
-II progranlers in the field (page 5). The EPR0!1 Rev level end emount are:
3002 - 114i 3003 - 1; 3004 - 217; 3005 - 1856; 3036 - 56.

Corrected manuals have been dIstributed w-th subsequent orders of 233F p2cers
and 415A pacers concerning the 3004 Rev EPR0M vs. the 3005 Rev. EFROM.
Assumnirg that each physician noticed the changed instructions, there were
55/233F and 1/415A pacers distributed to consignees which did not have
su-sequent shipments. Also, the manual explains an alternate method to get
-hn pacer out of backup mode without using the "stat set" button.

The health hazard involved is that incorrect Instructions were distributed
with 721/233F pacers and 41/4lSA pacers. The pacers nay he unnecessar:ly
replaced if the pacer went into backup mode at 52-1/2 bpm.

RFERENCS:

EIR 5/31-6/20/8M. This entire report and the FD 483 is dedicated to this
prob em.

Ste,!ien J. Tunks
Investigator. 171
Mian. Resident Post
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A r ACF al;T F

':?C^SSTALY:" 8PHr'ENC^NvN IN I CEPINI 415A PACERS (i page)

?C'DJCT: Gemini 415A Pacemaker.

yICILEM: Certain Gemini pacers hav ng two asacel rings can oanifest
^rosstaik" whereby the atrial channel output cay -.-ibit ventricular output

cr, in one case, stimulate the ventricles. The frr., reportecly, manufactured
:200 pacers with two anodal rings. On 2/28/83 the f:rm eltmtnated the atrtal
channel anodal ring as it was no longer needed sin:e FDA required additional
cata before approving the iDE with respect to the indication of two lead
pacing of one heart chamber. The firm elected tc remove this indication f.-o.
their IDE protocol and labeling. The fIrm has hden:tfied 190 unitn thact ray
'ave been susceptible to this phenomenon as they have two anodal rings and Lse
co-petitors leads. Pages 30, 31, 33. and 34 cf the t/16-/265/84 EIR discuss
n-e crosstalk problem.

The Gemini 1983 IDE annual progress report was reportedly suboitted to CD on
cr about May 26, 1983: however, this report does not reference or discuss any
:' the "crosstalk" cemplaints received prior to this date with the except-cn
cf that case attributed to an atrial lead displacement CJ!5A-1115). Exh'bit

in the 4S16-6;e ;CE' l'sts fo"r pncer5 ( - 1 4A-193t. 415A-1; -3
ind 415A-175l) that manifested "crosstalk" prior to Hay 26. 1983, that were

not reported to FDA in the 1983 prcgress report. This exhibit, on paEe 3,
also states that the atrial lead displacement "crosstalk" corplaint was
reported in the 1983 IDE progress report and that the remain:ng 11 crosstalk
nrplaints would be reported in the next progress report due in June 19E8.

-e firm did not have an explanation as to wry the above four "crosstalk"
acplaints were not included tn the 1983 progress report.

C'.?LAINT: Twelve complaints have been received by Lordis (see Exhibit Cl in
:re 4/16-6/26/84 IEI). One patient was reportec to have expertenced syncope
as a result of the "crosstalk". This problem i5 discussed in the Model tl5A
Final IDE report dated June 1984, wtich was to be sent to all investigators
wno implanted units with two anodal rings. A copy of this report was setr to
C.D by Cordis on June 25, 1984.

HAZARD: It is w=tiown if any hazardous conditict retains at this t:ie with
respect to those patients hav.ng units with two anodal rings and ccrpetitors
lens since "crosstalk" normally Is manifested early after L'nplant (2Cl cases
-.ve been d~z;nosed less than 12 months after pacer Im- ant- . Sordis believes
that any le2kaze that rmigEh occur arcuno cc-pet::or' s leads nz.n the pa:er
nt-k eventually ceases due to protein deposit:cr around the leads thereby
sealing the connection. However, the "crosstalk" may be manifested In the
event that new non-Cordis leads are connected to the Gemtni pacers which have
two anodal rings. This would be applicable to all 1200 pacers.

'D should evaluate the adequacy of the Cordis Not: Fic2tion re "crosstk"
.- cluded in the 415A Final Clinical Report sent to clinical insestigators in
nr e 1984.

Victor Spanioli
:rvest~cator
Mriani Resident Pc5t

5-53 v -s6- 23
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:LTYUe ;^SE h LEAD DEZRADATIOfl PROBLEM . pages)

PrODUCT: (1) Polyurethane leads, cardiac leads rnode-i 322-745 6 322-769 ard
-;:nal lead (model 961-102) manufactured frrc _ _ pclyurethane: (2)

leads model 326-16e manufactured with _ ljrethan and _
_ * Ft.A P810C21: (3) Leads model 326-166 manufactured with4 2nd

PROBLEM: (A) The firm has conducted animal testing for the degradation of
tte materlal used in the leads. a' polyurethane had shown
degradation cracks to a depth of 38 microns after one year of implant (FD t83
#1, Exhibit 817) in rabbit muscle. The tubing thickness is 127 microns. The
firm ceased testing after the 1 year rabbit implant test results in November
!982: however, leads remain implanted in patients (FD 1483 011 cf the
4/16-5/15/814 EIR) Models 322-745. 327-769. and 961.1CZ).

(B) tpolyurethane with a ilanted in rabbit muscle
for 6 months showed degradation to a depth of 25 microns (FD 483 t, & 6).
Moodel 326-168. Two year testing showed degradation to a depth of 3r microns
FD 483 #3 of the 4/16-5/15/84 EIR.

(C) 30=M with implanted in rabb:t muscle for 6 months
showed noninal surface MtCropitting after 6 oonths. Model j26-166. The fIrms
response to the FD 483 stated that the had dislodged and there
was no silicone' elastr d gradation. This di lod ement --ay
also pertain to the polyurethane leads wth _ .

The, two cardiac leads with weere tested in clinical trials prior
to January 1981. The firm did not recover additional leads shipped to
physicians conducting the clinical trial. For rwith_
g"_ there were 177 leads diatributed, 64 implanted end 113 unaccounted
for. (Reference: page 11 of the 3/15-4/6/84 EIR.)

For a t h th there were 17 leads used in the clinical
trial e ng January 1981 (page 23 and 24 of the 4/16-5/15/84 EIR). There are
63 leads still unaccounted for which were distributed with the study and never
recovered (FD 483 *40 of the 6/20-8/10/84 E7I).

COMLAIN7S: There have been no complairts concerr.ing the leads degrading In
patIents.

FAZARD: The hazard involved with the degradation of leads is that if a lead
cracks completely through, it will short out and the pacemaker system will
cease to function. This failure will be sudden and is potentially hazardous
to pacer dependent patients.
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ncn flIXETFS LEAfDl DECGRADA:ION PROBL-E - Page 2 A:TACliNT G

::;,±in the fir3's respo0nse to the F 41183 concernr:ng the micropitting of
496Mb ffilled with , notinally dcc; s.rface ricropitting of

i eillez w:th 1 _rP__ referred to 'n Report 23-33£66
s catused by the dislocEenen: of 5W rj Farticle!, not silicone

elastcrer degradation. (Corrected response to FD :E- 55 of the 4/16-5,'/1518
_7?). The hazard with dislodging 's ttat pa-tides will enter
:he lungs (from the right side of the heart) ardr nay cause pulmonary
ansolizaticn. _ is inscluble and ray build up in patient's
l ungs .

A factor that may mitigate the hazard is that the portion of the cardiac leads
in blood vessels may have fibrogen forn on then which nay effect deeradatirn.
A large portion of the cardiac leads incluiirg the uture sleeve area is in
the pacer pocket and not in the blood vessel.

.he following anount of leads were distributed:

Models 322-745 and 322-769 - _ polyurethane csrdiac leads - 235
leads were distributed.

Mccel 326-'5 16- polyurethane _ card!ac leads - 177
distributed, 64 used in the study and 11! unaccounted for.

Miodel 326-166 - v S with _ _ cardiac leads - there were 15
'splanted and 63 leads unaccounted for.

Model 961-102 - _ polrurethane spinal leads - 195 d'stributed.

.nere are 685 patients involved with the various leads.

REFERENCES:

E;R 3/15-4/6/84 - Entire report and FD 4e3 P1-9. 14-18.
E3 4/16-5/15/84 - FD 483 01-6 and 11.
rIR 6/20-8/10/84 - FD 483 040.
Firm's 7/3/84 response to the 5/15/84. FD 483. This states that the surface
micropitting was actually dislodgenent of WO particles. This
response is attached.

Samples: EU-374-5i3 - Cardiac Lead Atr-<.l Model 322--z9.
84-37U-5tz - Cardiac Lead Vt--:: e Model 3-5-163'.

Stephen J. Tunks
Investigator. 171
Miani Resident Fost
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*.:N2_,rrri' 2.bIzO 9' V 5 , _ @
AfTACHISN? c

July 3, I98I

4.y

Mr. ACea J. TruJtlilo
Ztstrtct Director
Food and Drug kdninlstratton
7200 Lake Ellenor Drive, Suite 120
Orlando, FL 32809

Dear Mr. Trujillo:

Three errors have been discovered in the rordCs responses :o the .D f63
Lnspectional Observattons sent to you on l.ne 29, 198M. Please replace t*e
criginala with the enclosed ccrrected coptes:

1. FD 4a3, dated Aprtl 6, 1984. Response to Observation 1!;,'"Exhtbit
13-4" deleted.

2. FD S3, dated Mlay 5, t9Sc.
a. Response to Observatton 3, word processor dropped par: of

response In ttnal prtntn-.g.
b. Respor.ne to Observatton 5, "=odel n" should read '=odel 326-

166".

Sincerely,

Harold Hershenson
Executive Vice President
COera:tor.s

EH:ds

Encls.

cc: J. Casey
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CO~.E-'- ; s'5- A1AACH'7NT C

FDA Observation

'. The firm .ad cli-.Ica! tesoInt of pacee2:c: 1eacs te ertdes) C esnu-
::-re2 Wit- -jse: in =cde1 _2S-`66 The

ma E-1al has sho-n r.oinally deep surface =4.-opiztinS 2!ter 6 months
--- ia.c in rabbi: mescle- The !irm has .ailed to no:ify physic ns of
:r.e degradation of these leads. The 6-oonzh teszins -zs availabie on

Cordis Response

Cordis disagrees with the conclusion made in this observation that the
observed micropitting of model 326-166 represents degradation or institutres
a produ:t defect as to which physicians shou be notified. The "nominally
deeo surface micropitting" of, - -'filled Wi t!m
%MPW ereferred to in Report 23-0^366 was caused by the dHslodgemenr of
* dl~t~lilgl carticules, not silicone elas:zner dezradazicn, and was
ce:ec ed at SOOX Magificazi an. Also, there have been no reoorts of
-ailures due to micropirting of odel 325-166 leads rade with this
.a:ertal.
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(1s page )

*A:LOOS T:PED CATMrTEP.S

rrFS:YC!T: .crque Control alloon Catheter Doubile Lure- open end, all models.
-:e torque control balloon catheter is used for th= selective injection of
-e-cstatic agents, drugs and radopaque media; henorrage control and
nn.itorinS of cardiovascular systen pressures. The rodels 'nvolved with tFhs
particular probler are: 533-712, 530-713, 5.3-722, 53-123, 530-724, 530-82
53-413. 530-822, 530-823, and 530-824.

'CBRO'.EM: Hazard Complaint - 02414 dated 8/16/83 (exhibit 486 to 4/16-5/15/84
Er2?' concerns a catheter which separated at the site of the butt fuse due to
Incomplete flow at fusing. The tip of the catheter separated in a patient in
rf. Germany and was retrieved under very eict circ'_stances. The

regular complaint file was not reviewed.

.he firm's manufacturing procedures renrained the same after receiving the
complaint; however, the firm implemented a new inspection procedure of using a
hocked tipped probe. The new inspectIon procedure eployes a hook tipped
probe to check the fusing on the interior of the large lner. For a rardonly
selected period of time, the reject rate went from 3.55% (25 of 704 esanined)
mefore using the hook tipped probe to 19.94% (69 rejects in 3a6 examined)
efter implerenting the use of the hook tipped p-obe. (pp. 24-26 & FD 483, 7
and 8 to the 4/16-5/15/84 El?). The firm continued to sell balloon tipped
catheters on hand without subjecting ther to the new inspection procedures of
using the hook tipped probe. On 5/15/84 (the date the FD 483 was given) the
al-rm had 424 balloon tipped catheters on hand which had not been checked with
tne hook tipped probe. On 6/1/84 the firm had 354 remaining (a sale of 70
catheters). On 6/5/B8 the Manager of Angiographic Product Assurance. stated
.nt the firm plans On continued selling of the balloon tipped catheters
_ithout any additional inspection (p. 41 and 42, FD 483 201 to the 4/16-6/5/84

n1R). Sample WC 84-374-548 dated 6/12/8t) eovered the sale of 30 halloon
t:pped catheters to Hong Kong.

_MrtLAIl-ST: See above.

.H.ZARD: The tip separated and the catheter is used in the heart to monitor
blood pressure. A tip separation could adversely affect patient health. The
t2:.'oor. tipped catheters manufactured prior to the use of the hook tipped
prrbe are subject to a higher failure rate than those manufactured late-. On
'/:5/8e there were 424 balloon tipped catheters on hand whIch had not beer.

eckec Awith the hook tipped probe. The firm- plans on selling these ballcon
'-ppeC catheters without further inspection.

F8E6RENCES:

ElF L/16-5/15/84. FD 483 #7 and 8. pages 2t-26, 36 and 39.

_5R 4/16-6/5/84. FD 483. #10. pages 41, 42. and a3. Sample DOC 84-374-58k.

Investigator. 171
Miami Resident Post
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(I page)
;--3:ACY OF POLYPC?Y;ENE FEEDTHRCUGH PRGTEtICiN

?:ODUCT: Ga=n2 Models 308, 33757, 337c7. 350A, 33_, 334A, 336A. 3365 3tA.
* :2A Sequicor 2' -; and Genrni Models tl5A and UH5R.

%.CSLEM: _ _ _ bay not adequately protect ce:! ferdthrcughs resulting
lithiltn attack on glass feedthroughs which couic 'ead to self-discharge.

As of August 1. 1980. there have been a total of 110 failures from a total
:r;lant population of 31.325 pacers thzt incorporate b protected
cE0 15 , Twenty-three of these failures are class'fied as early battery
depletions (E8D); however, the exact mechani= of failure for 22 of these is
trknown, but is believed to be due to feedthrough deg-ada-ion resulting 'ro0an inadequate 1seal. tne of the 23 ESEs resulted frc= a
feedthrough shorL. The firm has identified other mechanltns which resulted in
random early battery depletion such as 'production sr.-rts" and "collector weld
failures".

Flease refer to EZRs dated; 1/17-4/2/84 (pages 47-5);1 0/0-5/l5/S (pages 26
and 27); 4/16-6/26/84 (pages 5-12): and rmeoranda dated: June 19. 1980 titled
"Zest Reports Relating to Cordis Corporation 1'O(k) Notification re

iI and _ Cell Feedthrough Protection dated April 4, 198u".
erdorsed to h-.Z-450: June 22, 1984. titled "Memoranit= ci FeetonE beeween
Nc-man R. Weldon, President, Cordis Corporation, et a:. and Jr-es A. Casey, et
al": and June 27, 1984, titled "Long-Term Reliability, Gamma Pacemakers
Containing Protected Feedthroughs". Cordis' position is
expressed in Dr. Weldon's letter to VT. Trujillo. attached to the June 22,
1984, memorandum, and in the first two monthly updates concerning the
,_rfornsance of the fltpopultion dated July 17; 1984 and August 13,
1984. The MiEmi Resident Post had requested monthly updates concerning the
performance of the eI cell population including lots 4280 and 1380
wrnich have the highest failure rates in the group.

COMPLAINTS: Similar to those reported for pacers subject to the December 5,
983,. Garcia Notification letter, e.g.. not output, low outout, loss of

capture, loss of sensing, etc.

H.AZARD: Same potential for patient hazard as reported for the G2ama pacers
:ohch did not have protected feedthroughs.

Victor S~an:il
Investigator
Miami Resident Post
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AZC'OR ii. 2BtA A1!.TACHYCAPDIA PACER

'SJC. The Orthoco- I; ZS4A artitachycardia pacer, IDE G8G0004, will gIve
electrical impulses to the heart In one of the five programred Modet to get
pEternts out of tachycard2a. The pacer may also function as a reg-la-
-roSra:.able pacer.

rROELEM: Pacers (two external 284A pacers and seven 280A toplantable pacers)
have recently been shipped to Europe for clinical trials on a limited basis.
:'E approval is pending before clinical trials start in the United Ptates.

Tne potential problem centers around the pacer falsely sensing electrnaagnetic
interference (EMI) as tachycardia.

COMPLAINTS: No complaints. During animal testing, one dog went from
ventricular tachycardia to ventricular fibrillatIon several tines when the
pacer fired its programmed antitachycardia mode.

HAZARD: The hazard of falsely sensing DtI as tachycardia is real. If the
pacer receives the correct amount of programmed tachycardia recoEg-tton
pL ses, it will go into the programed ant'tachycardia mode. If the patient
is not in tachycardia, the pacer may place the patient into tachycardia.
Also, ventricular tachycardia has been knowo to degenerate to ventricular
fibrillation. If a patient had their ventricular tachycardia degenerate to
ventricular fibrillationr. the patient would not get sufficient blood flow to
various parts of the body. The hazard oay be exacerbated due to the amount
and type of electromagnetic interference encountered.

Also, the firm had no procedures for antitachycardia testing. The pacer is
tested a 6 Hz for tachycardia recognition and 10 Hz for noise rate. If 211 is
received between 6Hz and 10hz. the pacer will either go into the
antitachycardia mode or gc into the noise rate depending on the pacer.

The fIrm's E£11 testing has a minimir susceptibility requirement of 6.3 V/M at
450 MiPz for the noise rate and antitachycard'a rate. The actual minimtm noise
rate nay vary as extopled by some pacers which pick up the noise rate at 2.0
W/M at 300 Mlz. The firm has failed to validate the use of their minimrum
!:usceptlibility rate,

:_FEN:ES:

E-: 6/20-8/10/84. Ft 483 01-39 & 41.

£ copy of the FD 483 for this inspection is attached.

Stephen J. us
Investigator, 17'
Miac: Resldent Fost
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t A f - fl~~~~~r.EPARTME7 OF HEALTH. WDUCAn~~L

MeAfimoran~zdum KM. HEALYN SZRV=
Dco D DRUG ADMINIThA7tIO

TV : Supervisory Iovestigstor, RFR-4575 DATE: August 20. 1984
Miami Resident Post

Sins2o Investigator. EFR-4575 Firm: Cordis Corporation
Miami Resident Post 10555 W. Flagler St.

Miami, FL 33172
sLBJLCr: Out of Specification Pacemakers

Offered as Charity Pacers.

Pursuant to assig=ent =emorandu- dated August 10, 1984 (M-60) from
James A. Casey, Supervisory Investigator. Miami Resident Post, the
requested information concerning "charity" pacers distributed by
Cordis Corporation is as follows:

The fir has distributed ("donated") a total of 29 "charity" pacers betueen
January 27, 1982 and Juno 12, 1984, according to available records obtained
during the recent July/August inspection of the firm. A total of six
physicians received these pacers for which the firm gave no warranty.

70: Compliance Branch, EFR-4240 August 20, 1984

Orlando District

This =eor=andcc discusses the firm's practice of donating out-of-
specification pacers. The Miami Restdent Post is not auare of 0HD
policy concerning this practice. We are requesting review of this
nattet end a determination as to its appropriateness. If this practice
is acceptable, then we would like guidance on the nature of regulatory
require=ents, such as GXPs, need for 510(k) and FMA supplements, and

the issue of foreign distribution of pacers donated to U5S. physicians.

Victor Spanioli
Acting Supervisory Investigator
Miami Resident Post

cc: HFZ-450 (Rahmocller)
EFZ-300 (Gundaker)
HER- 250
HEFR-4575 (Casey)

ASe
~~~~B-7 U.5. 5-5wj B-4, Amp,4 t,6 Pv S5,v p4
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Inspection revealed that * total of 20 pacers were given to Dr. Philip
Littleford on or about June 12, 1984. Reportedly. Dr. L'ttleford informed
Cordis that he yas taking these pacers to Poland. Ten of the pacers were
out-of-specification in accordance with Cordis standards due to the pacers'
having exceeded their "Use Before" dates. These pacers were listed in a
letter, with Cordis letterhead, dated June 12, 1984, and Involved pacer
models 33337, 237A, 217A, and 334A. The other approximately 10 Pacers
had their "Use Before" dates extended as per Cordis procedures. AccordinLg
to the firm, these pacers may have been delivered to Dr. Littleford by a
salesman. Be is located at 2400 Bedford Road, Orlando, FL 32803.

Pacer Model 337A-22008, donated to Dr. Roberto Reyna, 3661 S. Miami Avenue,
Miami, FL 33133, was out-of-specification for the Programmed Rate 30 ppm
paramcter. The actual reading was 28.30 ppm (Cordis Standard: Minimum
28.31 ppm). This donation was covered by Cordis letter dated October 13,
1983, which stated the above information and that there was no warranty for
the pacer.

Pacer Model 337A-8554, donated to Dr. Robert Reyna, was out-of-specificmtion
for the Haversine Sensitivity parameter at 40 Hz. The actual reading at the
60 rate was 4.6 mV (Cordis specified limit is less than 4.5mV). Cordis
accompanying letter dated April 5, 1983, stated the above information and
that there was no warranty.

Pacer Model 337A-9941 donated to Dr. Reyna was ouc-of-specification for the
7 mA (high) output current parameter. The actual reading was 6.3 mA (Cordis
standard 7.0 (+1.0, -0.5) mA). Cordis letter dated December 6, 1982,
accompanied the donation and stated that the pacer was not under warranty as
it did not meet the 7 mA output current specification.

Pacer Model 337A-4824 was donated to Dr. Alx Furst, also at 3661 S, MiaQi
Avenue, Miami, FL 33133. The pacer was out-of-specification for the 7(high)
mA output current parameter. Cordis specification limits is 7.0 (+1.0, -0.5) mA
and the actual reading was 6.3 mA. Cordls lecter dated November 1, 1982
included this information and that there was no warranty accompanying the pacer.
This pacer was Implanead into Doris Ferguson at Mercy Hospital. Miami, FL, by
Dr. Marvin Erbersf'eld according to the 'Implanted Pacer Registration form
subsitted to Cordis.

Pacer Model 237A-6647 donated to Dr. William Batiuchok located at 146-43 Beach
Avenue, Flushing, NY 11355, was our-of-specification for the 7(high) mA output
current values. The actual reading of the pacer was 6.4 mA. Cordis letter
dated July 23, 1982, indicated the above information and that there was no
warranty accompanying the pacer.
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Pacer Model 327A-4446 also donated to Dr. Eattuchok *as out-of-specification
for output current at 7tbigh) =A. The pacer actually read 6.4 mA. Cordis
letter dated July 23, 1982, included the specification data and that there
-as no warranty accompanying the pacer.

Pacer Model 337A-5548 donated to Dr. James Jude also located at 3661 S. Miami
Avenue. Miami, FL 33133, was out-of-specification for current output at
7chigh) mA. The actual reading was 6.4 mA. Cordis letter dated February 25,
1982, accompanied the pacer. The letter states the specification data and
absence of warranty. This pacer was implanted into patient Hazel Rolle on
March 1, 1982, at Mercy Hospital by Dr. Marvin Ebersfeld.

Pacer Model 337A-11240 donated to Dr. Richard Thurer, University of Mim=i
School of Medicine, Miami. F'L 33101, 'as out-of-specificarion for the 5.5 nV
positive sensitivity parameter. The actual pacer reading was 6.2 mV (Cordis
specifies 5.5 (+ 0.5) =V. The unit was accompanied by Cordis letter dated
January 27, 1982, stating the specification data and the absence of a warranty.
According to Cordis implant Pacer RegIstration, the unit was implanted into
patient Maria Valdes at Palm Springs General Hospital, Hialeah, on
Scptaiber 3, 1982. by Dr. Rzmbci.. Re,._a.

Pacer Model 334A-7127, donated to Dr. Thurer, was out-of-specification for current
output at 7(high) mA. The pacer read 6.4 mA. The unit was accompanied by
Cordis letter dated April 14, 1982, which included the specification data along
with the warranty disclaimer. This unit was '-planted into patient Raphael
Martinez on April 15, 1982, by Dr. Thurer at Jackson Menorial Hospital, Miam_,
?L., occordzng to the Cordis Implanted Pacer Registrarlcn. for- and as verified
during a recall check at Dr. Thurer involving Ga=a Nocification/Recall. This
pacer was included in chat recall.

Inspection also disclosed that rhe firm dispositioned 5 additional pacers, also
out-of-specification, for future donations. These involved pacer Models 33.A,
336A, and 233F (two). Also, a sixth pacer disposirtoned for "Charity" donation,
Model 337A-4823 could nor be located at the firm and may have already been
donated.

Veron;ka J. Fahritzk/
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Memoandum

a0c 1/31184

TD J. Panac/L. Harobemson Sfc

c.: 1 Cresorio ic p

ShiW- Analysis of Distribution - Cra AalysiA Pacera

I have ccopleted prellonary reviev of tLe distribution sud nufacruriog
history of Cordig pacers xubjacted to * gas analysis tperaturc of 115" C.
The fotlowiag La a brief =ary of my fteing

A) lori pcers subtected to 115° C Gs AnlySa - 251
(lodels 217A, 22137, 237A. 30&A, 33337, 33307,
334A, 336", 3368, 337A. Z33F, 402A., 4023. 415A.
&L 5E

81) I of these pacerg Implauted vithout battery replaceent - 57

12) 80v ay of the 57 t plants sure eventually erplanted - 6
(3 patient expirarion vitb, o ptoduct return
2 CGme EAD f&Uile. - aO citruit alfuocioms
1 233P EbD due to eLted separators)

CI) I of these pacers Implanted itth replaced batteries - 91

CZ) Uw many of the 91 implaats wre eventually explanted - It
(4 patient expiration vith no product return

5 Ca ESD fsUures - no circuit afunctions
2 Elective explant - racer Ott)

Total Inisota - 148

Total zpl~tcs 17

0) f of pacers soldlshipped buot ith no t pat data - 30
(I. VWthout replaced batteries - 13)
(2. With repLaced batteries - 17)

LI Of these 30 pacers, hw many were returned to Cordis - 5
(A. 5 returned due to expired Ose Before Date
- none retured witht sy c C &La t

F) Matcibution of these 30 umits - 17 sold to Roden
I "I4d to S. A."ic.a
: sold to Crada

10 sold iL U.S.

I ta- prepare a final report of these findtags, in che near future.
Telex vilS he st e We, to decar-ioo If ey of the 17 -Uls, sold
to them were impLanced nd/or explatad. If explanted, copics of the
Roden FSZ's U11 be obteid. A- cpleea- listiog of the 251 pacers
vtth pertinent infornation itedsed. La be.Ln fELalized.

,4�A 'JS

Cord'& !17/11111�1

,A-ff 0&4- 9 rx-j
4,
&,V UAIkA

T
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To: Adam Trujillo. HFR-4200

Date: September 6, 1984

Memo of Second Ad Hoc Committee Meeting on August 30, 1984

Attendees:

Mervin Shumate. Director, Enforcement Policy Staff (HFC-20) Chairperson
Walter Gundaker, Director, Office of Compliance (HFZ-300)
Maurice Kinslow, RFDDO Region IV (NFR-41)
Michael Landa. Associate Chief Counsel for Medical Devices (GCF-l)
David Bryant (HFO-400)
Joan Davenport (HFC-25)
Howard Schloss CHFC-25)
Bil Damaska (HFZ-320)
Tom Moore CHFZ-320)
Robert Skufca (HFZ-70)
John Samalik (HFZ-321)
Glen Rahmoeller (HFZ-45O)
Don Dahas (HFZ-450)
Adam Trujillo (HFR-4200)
James Casey (HFR-4575)

Subject: Enforcement Strategy for Cordis Corporation, Miami, FL

This ad hoc committee meeting was held to consider agency strategy for
Cordis Corporation in light of CDRH'a health hazard evaluations of several
Cordis medical devices identified by ORL-DO during their recent
establishment inspections.

The Center's representatives briefed the attendees on the nature of the
problems/defects associated with the various Cordis medical devices, and
the basis of the Center's proposed actions aimed first at protecting the
public health and, secondly, at correcting the violations. This briefing
included a comparison of the significance and extent of Cordis' problems
with other similar situations. The Center advised us that Cordis' problems
appear to be serious and of a general nature, i.e., poor manufacturing
practices Involving several types of products which have been distributed
to a large patient population.

The discussion next focused on hazard assessments and strategies for those
Cordis products requiring immediate action and then on those requiring less
urgent action or follow-up.

The following was agreed to during the meeting:

1. CDRH will draft by c.o.b. Tuesday, September 4, 1984 a letter from Mr.
Villforth to Cordis setting forth what CDRH believes needs to be done
with respect to the various violative devices and inviting the company
to meet promptly with FDA to arrive at a plan of action to eliminate
the hazards and correct the violations with the degree of speed FDA
believes is indicated for each of the following:
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Page 2 - Ad Hoe Committee Meeting August 30, l98S

.) various pacemakers subjected to g5a analysis involving temperatures
of 115 C.

.) Lambda & Theta series pacemakers with the printed wiring board
problem

.) Lambda & Theta Series pacemakers not having iediate burn-in,
resulting in EBD

.) various pacemakers donated to charity when they do not meet Cordis'
specifications

.) pacemaker programmers with incorrect instructions for use and
software

.) torque control balloon catheters separating because of bonding
failure

) Gemini Model 415 A pacemakers with cross-talk problem

) Multicor Kini-Gamma Model 340A pacemakers with
polypropylene-protectad feedthrough and no 510(k) submission

.) pacemakers with polypropylene feedthrough with potential for EBoD and
sudden output cessation

.) Orthooor II having potential for false sensing due to
electromagnetic interference and which was exported with improper
animal testing

2. CDRN will distribute the draft via electronic mail and, if necessary,
reconvene the principal representatives (i.e., Walt Gundaker, Merv
Shumate, Arthur Levine and Maurice Kinslow) to review and revise, if
necessary, the draft letter.

3. The letter, as approved by the principals, will be issued by Friday,
September 7, 1984. If this deadline cannot be met, the agency will
begin prompt action for those products which should be subjects Of
Class I recalls.

4. CDRH will notify the (two) foreign countries receiving Cordis' Orthocor
SS device which has not been approved for investigational use or
marketing In the U.S., that the export approval is being withdrawn
because Of potential for EDB and sudden output cessation.

5. Following this August 30th meeting, the principals will brief their
respective office heads on the strategy developed in this meeting.

6. The Q5P inspection will be targeted for mid-September with intentions
of limiting it to one month.
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Page 3 - Ad Hoc Committee Meeting August 30, 1984

7. A recent bio-research monitoring inspection of CordiSa Orthocor II
pacers disclosed poorly conducted animal studies. The report Is being
reviewed by CDRH. A bio-research Inspection of Orthocor I pacers,
which have an approved IDE, will be scheduled, but not until after the
GNP inspection.

8. Mr. Shumate pointed out that the apparent violations are so far ranging
and serious that everyone should be aware of the potential for criminal
prosecution and conduct themselves accordingly. For example any
substantive discussions should be reduced to writing for the record.
Everyone was advised to make certain they routinely copy Tom Moore who
will be the repository for all activities. Further, the committee will
be available throughout this investigation to deal with questions
involving policy, priorities and strategies.

/s/
Joan E. Davenport

Draft:JED:gbd:8/31/84
Revised :9/4/84:Landa

DamaskaY/undaker
Truj;llolKinzlow

RT:Draft :gbd :9/4/84
lnit :DHlryant :9/4/84
Revised:Shumate:9/4/84

cc: All Attendees
HFC-l tHile)
HFO-2 (Ottes)
HFC-30 (Brisson)
HFC-25 R/F
5CF-1 (Levine)
HFA-224

Received via DEC 9-7-84:dar
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NOr'nan I Weldon, Ph.D., President
Cordis Corporation
10555 West Flagler Street

1am2i, rlorid. 33172

Dear Dr. Weldon:

As yo0 are well aware our Orlando District Office ha. been conducting
a serties of recent inspactiono In your Miami manofacturing fasciity. TheCenter for Devices and Radiological Wealth (CDOd) bas reviewed and evalua-
ted the informtio. obtained during the&e inspections and I would like to
call to your attention a nusber of serious health concerns.

1. Canma Models 308A 333B7, 333D7. 334k. 336A/B 
3
37A. 4

1
OZAfR Cesint

Hodel i~S/l 5 quScor Models 233 FiC; and Theta Models 2 2A Zlbg.
and 1 237:

The FDA -inspection revealed thb approximately 251 of these pacemakers
had j!Sn subjected t o _ testing involving high temperatures

/f%'-t -~ of WC or above. I spIte of the pacemakers and their internal com-
ponents being subjected to elevated temperatures for undetermined
periods of time they were distributed and approximately 150 were im-
planted. Some sf these paceaakers -ere reworked by replacing the
battery cells with cells which had not be subjected to the high
temperatures reached during tbel teat. The rest con-
tamted battery cells which ware subjected to the elevated t emperatures
during the test. Sbsequently. explanted pacemakers
revealed f1 lures due o early battery depletion (Z8D). We understand
that you have stopped this practice.

In our opinion, pa-emalers subjected to high temperatures for undocumented
periods of time may result In serious adverse health consequences in pace-maker dependent patients as a result of ltD and sudden no output fatilure.
We reconmend that all physicians and hospitals to whoa these pacemalers
have been distributed be imaediately infor,.d of this serious potential
problem and pacemakers not implanted be recalled. You should also consider
advising physicians of the need to make an assessment of whether selective
explants are a prerequisite for those pacemaker. implanted with the non-
replaced batteri. VWe reqneat 1001 accountability of all pacemakers
subjected to the test at elevated tenperatures.
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Page 2 - Nornan R. Weldon, PhD

2. Lambda Series Models 188AB7 / ,90A1, 205AfB. 208 215 235, 236; Thet-
Series Models 221AWY sod 217; Stanicor Q-t38B7; Stnicor B-241:

These pacemakers have had failures because of failed printed wiring
boards and because early batteries were not burned-in as required by
Cordia specifications. Many of these pscesakers have been distriboted
and implanted (1) with defective printed wiring boards that had not
been modified In an effort to correct the failures by fillin the open
plated throogh-boles, and (2) vitbout subjectiag the ellP to
inediste burn-in as required. DistributIon of pacemakers vi these
defects bhs resulted in complaints of sudden no output and EBD, re-
sulting in a 2-31 failure rate.

The correction was not reviewed by FDA since no 510(k) premarket notifi-
cation was submitted describing the problem or the resulting modifications.
Based on the data that we have obtained, we believe that these deficiencies
expose pacemaker dependent patients to potential serious adverse bealth
consequences a a result of sudden no output failure.

It iS our opinion that the prior Product Updates which you have issued were
not adequate to warn physicians of these serious probleos. Ye, therefore,
reconmend that you promptly notify all physicians snd bospitals of these
serious problems.

3. Various -Charity' Pacemakers:

The FDA inspection revealed that between January 27, 1982 and
June 12, 1984 your fire distributed at least 29 out of specification
pacemakers as charitable contributions to physician These were
apparently supplied free of charge and without a warranty. This
practice constitutes distribution of adolterated pacemakers under the
Federal Pood, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C) and must be discontinued
iwmdlitely.

We reconmend that you identify any additional out of specification pace-
makers sad recall those not implanted. In addition, we reqoest that you
determine the Implanting physician for each of the out of specification
pacemakers and assure that each physician, if different from the physician
receiving the pacemakers, has been notified of the out of specification
ctatus of the unit implanted.
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4. Pacemaker Frograser Models 255 A III and 256 IAW;

Many of these programaers may have instructions for use and software

which do not match, thereby causing confusion on bov to program Models

233? and 415A pacemakers. This confusion includes program stats that

may falsely indicate end-of-life battery conditions. This deficiency

nay result io unnecessary explantation and replacement of the pace-
makers, exposing the pacesaker patient to the risk of sdditional

surgery.

We request that you submit PMA supplements for all revisions advise us of

any other pacemaker model numbers affected, and stop distribution of these

progranaers and revisions (softuare) until the supplements are approved.
We recomend that all physicians and bospitals that have these progracmers
be notified of the problem.

5. Gemini Model 415A Pacemaker:

Of the approxinately9 pacmaker5 Implanted ID the clinical study.

ve understaod that -c osstlk Is a potential problem with the 190

lnuestigational pacemakers Implanted with too non-Cordis leads. The

problem has occurred iu pacenakers wvt h when

two non-Cordis leads were used. When some non-Cordis leads -ere used.

.it appears that body fluid leaked into the connector. The

and the presence of body fluid in both cavities of the onnector

result In an unanticipated -crosstalk.

FDA was not notified, as required by the provisions of tbh investigational
device reZuletions, of tbe unanticipated adverse device effect (21 CYR

812.150) of this -crosstalk. In addition, neither your fire'. 1983 IDE

Progress Report nor your 1984 Yinal IDE Report adequately discussed the

crosstalk couplaints that Cordis received.

It appears that inappropriate inhibitlon of the ventricular channel because

of -crosstalk' way result In significant health consequences in pacemaker

dependent patIents. We request that you submIt complete d.cunentation of

all clinical complications relating to Gesini and Sequicor paceakers to

Include the brand and model number of each pacemaker lead a.sociated with

cosplications, to the Center. We recommend the issuance of a -Safety

Alert by your firm to .11 investigators that were involved in this IDE.
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6. Multicor )Xini-Cama Model 340A Pacemaker With
Protected Battery Feedthromgh:

These pacemakers are being manufactured and distributed without &ub-
mission of a S10(k) notification.

We request your firm stop narketing this device until a 310(k) ts submitted
.on this pacemaker and battery, and a substantial equivalency decision is
made.

7. All Pacemakers Wit _P tPtcted Battery reedtbiongh:

These pacemakers nay have the potential for EBD and sudden no output
failure due to inadequate sealing of the battery feedtbrongb. No
SlO(k) premarket notification was submitted wbeef " a.s
originally incorporated as a battery feedthrough protection; ad we
have not completed our review of your recent 510(k) submission for this
change .

Therefore, we request tba you stop dsrribution of all pacemakers in stock
thst contain protected battery feedtbrough until a substan-
tisi equivaleny decision im made by FDA. In addipion, we requeat that y
continue to provide monthly reports concerning the effecti .ness of

protected battery feedthrough. We are also requesting tOata-
Cumulative survival of Caoa pacers with protected cells and unprotected
cells at 12. 24, and 36 months be provided to the Center.

8. Torge Control "alloon Catheters, odels 530-712, 530-713, 530-722
530-723, 530-724, 530-812. 530-Bi3, 530-822, 530-823, 530-824:

These catheters may have the potential problem of separation of the
tip fro. the catheter body due to bonding failure. Tis potentiel
defect represenot a poteotial ha-ard of catheter embolization. The
FDA investigation revealed that your firD implemented a mew inspection
jpj__c Eure of Si after finding the problem of

No 510(k) prenarket notifiction was submitted for this modification wbicb
FDA believes could affect the safety of this device. The FDA investigation
xevealed that there was a significant increase in the rejection rate after
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the new inspection procedure was ssplemented. However, there are a number
of catheters In stock that have not been tested by this procedure which are
being distributed. We request that you atop marketing these catheter6 and
teat all of the catheters currently in stock by the new Inspection pro-cedure. In addition, prior to redistribution of all catheters, submit a
510(k) premarket notification which will include a failure analysis,
comparative tests using the new and the old procedures and an explanation
of how the prevention of such failures will be assured.

9. Ortbocor Ii, 284A Antitachycardia Pacemaker:

Based on the data that FDA has, it appears that Cordis did not submi
conplete animal testing on this device and that Cordis has not oUmplled
with Good laborstory Practices in conducting the animal studies. It
appears that this pacemaker y have a potential for
false sensing due to electromagnetic Interference.

On August 17 and December 19, 1983, Cordis requested approval to export
this pacer to the Netherlands and Venezuela. The Center approved the
request on Noveuber 14, 1983 and April 30, 1984. That approval is hereby
withdrawn until complete animal data is submitted for review by the Center
and a new export approval Is Issued. Therefore, you must immediately cease
exporting these pacemakers, and ye recommend that you recall all of them
not yet implanted.

Please respond within five (5) days as to wbat action you intend to take
to comply with out requests and recommendations. If you wish to meet with
the FDA to discuss this letter, please contact Lr. Willian B. Damaska at
301-427-7218. A meeting will not be necessary If, at this time, you inoti-
ate appropriate corrective actions.

In conclusion, I must say that the problems referred to In this letter
appear to reflect a corporate practice and a pattern of serious disregard
for the requirements of the Federal Pood, Drug and Cosmetic Act. I do
request your prompt attention and appropriate action on these matters.

Sinnerelyors.

/ ohs C.Vl ot
rector
nter for Devices
and Radiological Health

cc: William V. Murphy, Jr., M.D_
Chairman of the Board
Cordis Corporation
10555 West Flagler Street
Maind, Florida 33172
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w &ra ndwrn bO..RfaNTCWT

Wft AX 0 CAt TW

*; S~rvixy Iwestigsetor. ffR-4S75
riai stsi&ent Rst DAM Septater 10, 1984

::r--est;.gatocs, MR4575 XEr.: ._.
ami Resident R'st lCSS W. Fls:1t St.

ri;i FL '727Z
* It-deliery Cf Letter raa
.r. Villferth to D, Wldon,
tlrdis ObrporatiJ, dted
Sete 7, 1984

Cn Sqpetter 7, 1984, %e were reested bL 3Sprviaory IrqestigatL Jats A.
C-ey to deliver a letter date S ~t 7, 1984 Er. Johe C. vijUrrtn,Diretor, National Canter S= Cisves and ;tdiologic eLth (attad~et 1)
.. QLsey had info=d us that tre criginal of the fct4.1e axy of tfle lette:we mrc tO ^r . frr,1 Sl&an, PrtoidcriL, ond Cmief ERxecrtive
a'ficer, Crdis CrPx-tion, ws beirq air OcPressad on Septer 7, 1984.;irce the letter stated that Dr. W.1 i five days to rerd to the
ietter, he -a beirg prvided with a crpy of the letter as s. as pxomsible.

At ;cPmately 3:45 p m. on Septemb#e- ?, 1984, we arrived at OrcdlsCbrpxrat ton. Si roentd to see r. -ldqn ard sere told by the -ec-eptice'.st
t-Idt Dr. Weldo was railble to sext viti us at the present ti me t !!.
32-r2d ss n, recutive trice Presidert, culd meat with us. ?t.PeR-sbe n met us alocg vith Sr. 3m tz. Pagors, vice Presidtmt, CoratePerdit Burne, in t. Pagones' office. [. sershe~ton reaffned that Dr.4-don ws wtrwailable at the preset time, ochervise he would have seen us. AXbotooopy of the letter to Cr. Weldn s given to toth t5. rsheon mr.R . t. S nrtson was asked if Dr. Weldon u.culd he available later on.P't. bershe-n stated he did rnt krxw but ha wzld ntacrt Dr. Welde to find.ut wten he wuld be a- ale.

ee 10, 164

Crrdis has al;Erys beeci pnided an ocr-uity to raersnd 'e cti
;:stiona1 NOe-vat inrs. .Tl46.- ha 1- .

3 Fes t It

I.FzrF' I

*71: !LZ-1
._2: M:-32O tied 9/10/84)
. e.: MaA- E-4209/
.: '-- faxed M :-;-200 9,'10Za4

-1VUJ.- S-s;w &.Li'M~ - I& I. ; W' -

CrI&-430 District

.. ,, . _ . _ . _ . .
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Pt-. rseron ard Mt. Peqxne pr ceeded to reed tbe letter. ?t. 3
e~m~nted, as be read the part4on of the letter pertainiog Pr the ballc

tiped cathers, that t* felt the 4gen's position es riLe as there
b-e bee conly ne dp-int'.- Bth lS. a and Ir. P s cented
that ty didnot believe that haed read resdia' re # to t es
exprd by FMa during inspectiom, ad in some instares, ardIs bha cat
,et resepoded to e of the c e expressed in the letter suzh as. the
rtoccr 1I situation ard the crosst.lk problem. ?w. sersberai stated ttl4t

be did rot feel * w ercy cbeing ojetive in tde rveets that were --de
in the letter. M. sershenson stated that tbe fi= 'oul bave to stady the
letter in detail d thn repare the fi'ras rci s to teh latter. Mr.
iershmi ea told that FM did rnt ert an ; I te repxnx ard that the

oly reasn or ur visit %as to hlnz-delver the letter to E:. W-ldm. Pm.
Earsbzmon sMtod that he wculd cmntz Dr. sieiimo to see if he culd meet

with us.

SX1ru thereafter, Mr. r sae retirned aid stated that he hbd been in
ontact with r. Wldm erd he %Iid be abla to meat with us. W p Fome6ed to

Cc. 1sIdn's office and both ?w. PEgooes and .r. Srs:hensn again stated that
they felt the Ageny had rot adwjLv reriewed Ordis' respoes and had not

oben jctive in tbeir evaltion of the areas or cern. In partiular
. -. B=erneo stated that the action rqsted by F-LA c--im the
and ta pxers extrae in that thse pEao bad a 92i tive
ssvival after 7 years.

Ir rett . w-loxn in his office at tegmimataly 4:05 p.=. aod lrwt.Lagtoc
Spenioli infoorsid him that ue '.er preidbn hir with a fac ;iile cpy of a
letter issued tra Pt-. Villforth's office ibich requested that he amid C:d
CGporation respx; within five days. Dr. w1d3 asked 4h= the five day
period srarted. investigator S lanioli fifzeed his that he did r=t ba., but
that be could contact Mr. WlKliam teieska at the te-lepbone n :mbr S=ared in
de letter.

rr. 'ei p5tcueded to read the letter ard rcm-ted as he fir-sbed rce-img
it, 'Thies L s t.' Dr. odn aded that we ozild quote hi= on tht' after
be cbservad irWtigytOC tlkrgs takirg nstes. �.S .ld- apperod tp be
dstremsA amd upst and stated that he hbd blt cmmt of the mmber of
.ecsls beirg reqested by FML Se also clmPairid ab-It ths r to
r--tfmY= distribrtia of tre Cstherr 7 aid the Perke PC07rwec. E.
*Ln stated 1bat's agoixg on here? Ace 'e rnv Y s ort of t'.c2- DC.
*str fthen statd, 1 drt't believe we hve been treated fairly or

00u; taly'. Irrestigmo= S atloli stated to rr. fiellon that awn irxididuals
a, the Oke.r fcr ?Wical Devices bad ereie.ed t~* zireect firdigs5 ad
X'if'ent-s obtained ft= Ctsd5s and alse the Ordis rvpses and hl reached
te e ::l.ics stated in the lettar. Dr. 1s .- erjected that yes FM had

--, : thoee records and other reods rtezeiv-d frd rE:n:on-I; aszce6 as
-~zi. 'D. Wid*on then stated that be better nct =_ke any aod!=ion cments

pxtm speaking wtll an attorney as be orted las t citing
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P- 6 c Gtted aIan that ho did rot belie EA F- hi beeo objeL-_Ie in
.to did rot veal that FA had rnrj the r-i-t

,,j$-Cxtied s en pcztixty to ex pr ,:, .;+ .* _ e
:i ;s cited is the leter that cordLs had tD r- t~er1 to. h
_roii2e tbat srd had no- yet respox.ed to D F 483' that r:a to

x-zrx e dxp ecj in the lette-r.

-. Feres cas it Donl tueS:, Divisim nf h _ d
i.-iead in the preparaticn of the letter. Lanstioatcr SpArII in;D d ?r.
i3zs that ht believed that ?t. na & La dac reviev cz
;Zc8is rnocts. ?!!. Ptcrnes them stated, aparetly to Dr. il.cn and to fr.
irsb&cenon, tbat M. C20ey also partlt d in tbe discijesicas beld at OCD
c:N-ceirniirV the Crdiz aituaticn .

Or. Wldon stated tbht the fi= %.ould base to rewiew the letter and Ecvpre a
rerse. D. sidcdn ws offered ?#. VU.16t'S tele&e ntzer. Wtiolay
Cr. WlI stated he had ro inention of speakiug vith j-. Vlfartht Foeve,
ir then erked fcr the telepbtx ra numer %&icih v5 proidal by Inr sgtrc

l-vfY iator ioanjoli stated that ore of the *o pihe of the letter given
M ?-=. s n d . Pa?==s was intedcd for Dt. WtLl P. ? by,
2-. of tle Boerd. r. I~ldn reped by stating tat 'Er. MIpby, as
-- <*stezey, (S',ea r 6, 19&4) no longer bad aiy manaeret role in the
oqo'y. DflestIgatoc Rpnioli asked if Er. n.irtpy bad uiy rerpsibh ity

respect to o-rations Of Cudis. E.-. stated nt Lae
r-a: FlA is in ted in. Er. Wlo tben aced that be ould prroide .
?,zfiL a cx' of the letter.

* # 1tk~ d**arted tr. Wldo's office alorg rith ?Ir- Be xnx aid ?. Pacres
%' escm-b us to tMe loby. ?M. aSrmixi again epsedi his disbelief in
-- COxtants Of the letter and add that Cdi3s wuld have Wx wi*er their

xI inare respond to FO.

'Actor SWai~

Itt J ' Ttnlk
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:i C20 L' I S. i 2 'S £11 enor Drive .120
:c- D-- - :-tC 75C-C! Crla:~o, EL 228309
iCC A-:CP.Z{~rAA~ (303) 335-3e30

_': 2- . - . S/14,1E-1,27 & c
-- TnJ'.-1 C ;T~~~ieA......i~;16427

i:., . : .R- . . ,*. Facenaker Manufacturer

-Jir;s Corporation S AEA SCT _a

C -'.7I ACDzess.Ls --c.~ Ft PK! -- :>r_:
l 2_ 3 '4. Flatlar St. Sz-e

. sCA X ~~~~~~~::> -C: Ts.-

i t 33_:7Z SaIe

:. he Acencv as not notffed cf s:cr.f:crct ni:f-cationrs to two^
cx-errnal Vientricular rainage Set, a ;re-m-ercnent cevice, by s-.eans of a
-(^k) rtn-.issicn.r

2. pac.akers, Paiccl 261, were assaanlcd and e>r::crt-d to incluIe the
c ~r- try,, cz:., 5tatteries. Tne ace ~tur bicc. wes S".:ped, wit> '.c

2c05acor as a k:t- These cac-rs ; iere ±nr. testLc . h..e fi'.. dues not
ev i-'-ier a T:A, 52(1) or e. cr. a:=roval fr those cacre-kers.

3.Fh' firrn fa'led tc acocciatelv nctify rhysiciars cf the rcssible
7-zzi-:nt '.t tazarc: trvor:ed in usino oeacr-tcers subjecter t- cas

£ -r h..s~s at "S C, in.ludirnc rnacna:,ers with and _it,.cut rernaoed-
.aztcrics. In :2/5/E.3, the Ir=, stcpped aalvaocir the pacerakers "ut did
rct nct:fy chysicians until 10/4/P4.

a. Acditionally, ti'.e firn has rot notified physicians of .he
-,tcntial health 'hazarc ornccrnirc .cden (Ccrdis DEu ) norufactured
zac'.a.crS L.at -arc Sc'e'Cc- to cas aunalysis at Us c a et C"rt'
Corpcraticn, miia'n, Florida (e;rrcximatelv 18O additicnal racers are
in-olved).

4 m. nnri t.e 7123-6/16/34 inrspecticn, ccnplete records of pecerakers
sutrnece( c to 115 C gas analysis were requested. Vwe fin. failed to

oenti'fy 176 gpaa pacenaksrs ranufactured by the Rden facility of Cordcs
flhro.a and analyzed at 115 C in Mimsi, Florida fran 2/26/80 to 12/27/83.

5. T~horq, twas nO vail ition stioics' done on canakerssubject to as
/ at 115 tosi'~dht o d'rto he iseat li5d prtcr to s,'i nt to de ozine fr ubiectin-g. r

cs any Lnalgnncticns. Also tb fi= was 7.is/ent
,. in reacirg battertes of pacens'kers a'aect to Lie gas analysis.

6. TMe firm cannot locate all travel cards (device history records)
concerning pacerakers subjected to gas analysis to 115 C; therefore, the
actual disposition of tre pacesnakers is unknown, i.e., solc, implanted, or
scrac da. jI -. I r 2t ) r jt" ;p J ¶ AP $J.

,¢:,:= _;, o \5 v> ]! {v e. SyT'r !*

'OQ- F0c 4*2 171 CAAIC ECirCA MAY 6E U5fC. INSPECTIONAL OBSSRVATiONS PCGE I C5 PACeS

F.TC3 SCACE .P__eS ACM CA ,T is rp-~, - ryp.)
SEE REVERSE -FC'S 55 ,/ /
OF TH'S PACE -. , t sA | Stephen J. Tunks, lnvestgator
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:cP&R-.s>-t; -E'n.rs( -.- Ao tE5 :
:tO _ ~--A-_:ER. 722 La ke E~ll-nor ,~rive :120

-;cc,~: ruc ~u':~s' s 8 r'e-do. -L 328t.9

TO: - - 5 ' - - w- 5- '1113;'½ '0I , 1? 10164177.:,LL C' -S-,M,~iJ._ . fl :AS-L..SMML N: .AtTLF~ X'I -~~~~~~~~~-I

Z ,LC r - - -I /'pcnpe CV*nIi t zCpze
MM^ NAu( %AMC CF F!AA. 2A-AC cr w- .NMPAc7a

Cordis Corporatzo: Sane
M-9LFl ACALMSS - ~Mtr ACCMM.. CF P.FAI ESPCStZ

10555 Th Flatter Sr. Sane
: fl AN: A7At C:, Tfl *.At

! '"-¾, FL 23172 Sane
4 ?R-0 AM. .CM CF"u - !r .!: 00c C1erMAC:

7. Cn 12/5/33 Cord<s Corpration stecoed salvacirx wcCC''ahors subjected to
- an~alysis at 115 C; tnicr. If;y contin~uec to sell sa.1v3ed pacn-.a>rs

nh underwent gas arnlysis at 115 C exarplud by: 3320-2252 released on
6/13/84 ane 3330-,181 released on 5/10/84.

3. The .;Arn failed to dootnent the date that they atoroc- s~alvaeim ait
;acecicers wr.cn i-ad been sitjcczed to eas analvsis at LIEc C. t.e f:rt
also failed to adecuatelyv ccotent tne date that they rtopred testimn
crL.ed C. battery cells at llS- C.

9. There is no pass/fail cr-iteria for th.e cas analysis restlr-g,: :-.

10. The following lhsted deficiencies rertain to Cordis' 20 battery cell
experinrent coneucted frac 12/2-12/7/83 arnd reprted in a February 13, 1984,
rnem entitled 'lnvestication of Field Return Pacer 233F-9549" and in a
Secterzer 20, 1984, repert entitled "Ga Analysis Pacer ir-esticaticn'.

a. 2re-e was not any pretccol or written instrvcticns for conducting
the test. _ r. - f a t- ,o

b. The infocoaticn recorded in the laboratory nnebok for repcrting
the exanination of each battery cell is not consistent.

c. The notebock entries are undated, the start/stop times wtre not
listed and the oven used in the test -as not arnotated.

d. -lhe notebook entries indicate that arng pacers were in the sane
oven at the sa~time, i.e., pacers at 115 C for S hours, ll5° C for
24 hours and 125 C for 15 nours. The arplcyee could net explain Fow

she detc=inec which pacer was subject to which tanperarure and .ow
two different trmperatures were evaluated at the same tine in the sane
oven.

SEE REVER5E .: , SOF THIS PAGE X .m§$ f_ Stephen 3. Tvnks, Invenigaror
FORA FOC 482 f12/fl) AMVEJA E'_TIC. M- ME 5tC:. INSP ECTIO4AL OBSERVATIONS PACGe 0 °S PACES
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I E _ ' * El- ; ~ _ + N Z _, _ A . S E R. S_

= *- _Ej- - -_ J IE ;7') Lake _I:erc- ;r:e -- ,

(2C') SIS--OO' I
- .n&c .'5DYI:S CW_ C~£T:SS Atc>: _pt";sT.$s . iZC.-~cy C.; .=hL=sA

. it _ .- =.. - , : 9. ''7 E 17

I -, -?;t._ : ~ . /_ < ace.:aker '!anuf-acturer

'leAI. NsA DA.'t C' 7:RM. SN lClt C _':T IF - 9Z

Cord's Cor-aoration Same
ST;SEr ACP,.At PLE£T A:ZASS S:r SPL' :TS '.SPrt-:

i; Elaeler St. Sae
C.T A.I C STAT. C pI

Mi! d F!r 33!, 2 Sze |Misal, YL Z 0g Sane-

e. The Blue f over used in enc exorrLnent did -t -zve a te-reraturo
rccerdinr device. The evcn as never calibrated at the tamerature
usec for this crx-re nt. w-rc as no heat distribueicn stuov on the
even. The thera'teter in the oven na(
o,ver been cal1ifratcW. The roadir, cf the tt-er'aeror ecs not

reccrcL-d :n the caL '.orkroock at ith tOr'e of test.

!1 2-e a cllcwia-g listed deficiencies ,ertrin to a gas analysis study
perf=7-ed in 'arch ;580 and reported irn an Artl 10, 1220, 7ercrarcLrt
cnt:Ceo "Pacer holsture pnalvsis at 1150 C" and in a Ss-tecer 2C, .9i4,
retort entitled "C-as Analysis Pacer Investication."

a. ITere was no protccol or Instructions for ccndouctrr the tests.

b. There is no raw laboratory data or workxooks for the tez-st.

-. -t/2 V2C/S4 reocrt states =-at th-ere was rno evicenc c f da-cr cr
acversc effect tor zte nr3tic Nasttarius wen in fc:t the
fatteries were only visually exanined. zccording to the Elovee
cerforinc the testlrc, the batteries ere neither cut open for
setarater exanination nor civen an electrrcal test after exposure to
115 C.

d. The finm could not locate travel cards (device history records)
for the 16 paeakers whose circuit asser3Ilies wier rerortedly testee
at 930 C, therefore, the actual dirsition of the paca-aakers is
utmkrcwn, i.e., sold.

12. The battery analysis report 23-04262 dated 7/18/84 and the lab
workbook containing t.he raw data does ncot give the 233F pacemaker serial
nusber frn which the batteries were ranmoved. Additionally, the raw data
in the wcrkbk was undated aid written in pencil. Mfle result of this
failure was that Cordis Corporaticn confused the testinm results concerning
two pasceakers aid erroneously reported that pacenaker 233F-8C46 did not
have relted battery separators.

IcMr-tCYU!Ws} SG~tCAAC I tuPL SuE"I 'IOID cT.7L sr P- 7,,.
SEE REVERSE / . , /
OF THIS PAGE / . !Lt/ 'fi__ * Stephen J. uka., Ivestigator

FORe PtA Fr3 . 1 71 E.SICS oii...Y of J. INSPECTIONAL OBSERVATIONS "rE -, OP 2- -AGES
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ob no. 02S;0i
Ihsns FiL 332-5700. USA. COOl i
'elepIQ`O305 5512000 co PO :t
e'es 68111i2

September 17, 1984

John C. Villfortb
Director (rFX-I)
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
8757 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Villforeb:

This letter documnets the information that Cordis intends to
present at its meeting with you on September 18, 1984 in response to
your letter of September 7, 1984. We appreciate your meeting with us to
discuss these issues.

As you may knov, the Orlando District Office inspected Cordis
almost continuously between December 3. 1983, and August 10, 1984, and
has presented ten different sets of FD 483 Irvestigational Observacions
to Cordis. Cordis has been reviewing all of these observations
carefully and so far has provided to FDA point-by-point responses to six
of the FD 483 reports. Also, as a result of these reviews, Cordis has
initiated a nouber of improvements in its policies and procedures.

Cordis believes, however, that some of the FDA observations were
incorrect or drew the wrong inferences. The Cordis point-by-point
responses were intended to clarify facts as to these observations, but
Cordis is concerned that its responses have sot been completely
understood or considered by FDA. Also, FDA has had no opportunity co
consider Cordis responses co the last four FD 483 reports because they
have not yet been submitted. At the meeting and in this letter Cordis
plans to present and discuss information which it believes will clarify
the various situations addressed in your letter with the purpose of
reaching agreement as to the issues involved and as to what actions
Cordis should take to meet the Agency's requirements.

Cordis appreciates and shares FDA's concern about the potential
health consequences of the situations under discussion and will take the
appropriate actions to minimize any adverse effects. Hoiever, Cordis
also wants to avoid taking actions which may have been requested as the
result of incorrect or incomplete information and which are not
necessary or beneficial to public health.

The following coents address, in the same order, each of the
topics included in your September 7th letter:
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1. Heat-Stressed Pacers

Cordis is concerned about the unintended exposure of 251 pacers to
temperatures of up to 1250C for 8 to 24 hours. This error resulted from
a change in the test temperature at which gas analysis was conducted
from 37

0
C to 115C. This change was implemented to improve the accuracy

o gas analses for moisture. The change in temperature, however,
was not communicated adequately to the manufacturing group, who
continued to salvage the pacer circuit, and sometimes the battery, as
they had appropriately done when the analysis was performed at 370C.

When the error was discovered, Cordis discontinued the practice and
studied the effect of this heating on the reliability of the pacer
components. In Cordis' judgment, the heating had no adverse effect cn
any components or on the service life of the pacers involved, as
explained below. Under the circumstances, while Cordis regrets that
this exposure to beat occurred, it believes it would be a disservice to
persons in whom these pacers were intplapted to overreact to this
situation.

purpose of these "burn-ins" is to eliminate "infant mortalities" and
improve reliability. Therefore, Cordis believes that additional heating
during gas analysis had no adverse effect on the pacer circuits.

No crimped battery cells were salvaged and used after gas analysis,
but some hermetically sealed cells were. Eovever, Cordis has examined
the components of such cells exposed in an experiment to 125

0
C for 15

hours or 1150C for 24 hours and found no anomalies. Also, there was no
significant decrease in the electrical capacities of four cells which
were subjected to the high temperature gas analysis.

One early battery depletion in an implanted pacer occurred after
only three months of implant, but this failure appears to have been
caused by unusual excessive heat which melted away the battery
separator, resulting in electrical shorting and early depletion. The
appearance of this separator was completely different from that of
separators recovered from the eight other early depletion cells or from
cells deliberately heated to 1250C for 24 hours, all of which had no
evidence of such melting.

Except for this one shorted battery, the time to depletion ranged
from 12 to 44 months, with an average of 27.6 months. All of the
battery depletions occurred in pacer units which were included in the
Cordis notification on Gara cells, and their failure appears to be
based on the failure mechanism as described in that notification and not
due to heat exposure for gas analysis. Further, most of these
depletions were detected by a rate decrease in normal monitoring and
replaced before failure. Except in the case of the shorted cell
described above, there is no evidence that sudden no-output failures
have occurred in the heat-stressed pacers.
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The cumulative survival of 92.41 a: 37 months for the beat-stressed
pacers, including the notification Ca=& units, also indicates that
reliability has not been seriously compromised by the gas analysis heat
stress.

Cordis agrees that appropriate action should be taken to minimize
any potential health hazard. 10O1 accountability of the heat-stressed
pacers is being provided to the local FDA inspectors, and all units
distributed and noc implanted or returned will be retrieved. Because of
the good reliability of these units despite exposure to heat. Cordis
recomends chat the monitoring physicians be informed of the situation
not by a recall or notification, but by means of a "Safety Alert" which
recomoends consideration of prophylactic replacement in pacer-dependeat
patients and monthly monitoring of others. Since the batteries are the
only components which could be adversely affected by beating, Cordis
reconmends that this alert be sent only as co chose units not included
in the Cama notification and vith unreplaced batteries

2. Lambda Series and Theta Series Pacers

There have been no early battery depletions in Theta series pacers.
Also, the early battery depletions in the Lambda series pacers were woc
due to lack of burn-in as required by Cordis specifications. All of the
batteries were burned-in as specified at the tine of their
manufacturing However, the burn-in process -as later changed to
i=prove voltage stabilicy, and this change was subsequently found to
have eliminated early battery depletion in the unics made after it was
implemented.

The printed wiring board failure mechanism manifested itself only
after about four years of implant so that che corrective actnn of
filling the unfilled placed-chrough holes -as not implemented until many
units had been implanted.

The overall rate of failure for Lambda series pacers has been
fairly constant for the past three years, and is now about 0.09Z/month
for model 190A, the Lambda series model with the most implants.
However, since the oldest of these pacers have been implanted for almost
nine years, this rate will be increasing as bacteries begin co deplete
because of normal wear-out.

'While Cordis did not submit 510(k) noei'icacions for the change
requiring the filling of placed-through holes or for the change in the
battery burn-in process, Cordis did inform the FDA about cbese problems
with copies of two Technical Memoranda and five Product Updates which
were sent to che FDA at the tine each was provided to physiciaos. Also,
Cordis discussed these failure modes with Mr. Dahms, as suarized in a
December 9. 1982 letter.
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Cordis believes that the general mailing of two Technical Memoranda
on early battery depletions and five Product Updates on early battery
depletion and printed -icing board failures to alt 15,000 physicians on
Cordis mailing list has adequately notified implanting and monitoring
physicians of these problems since these pacers have net their original
predictions for reliability. Those predictions were based on expected
failure rates for the various components. Vhile failure rates have been
higher than expected for batteries and printed wiring boards, these were
offset by the lover than expected failure rate for hybrid circuits, and
the overall performance of chese pacers has met predictions.

Cordis plans co publish a new Product Update for all pacer models
in October. Since the oldest Lambda Series pacers are approaching nine
years of implant, the begining of normal wear-out depletions and the
resultant decrease in reliability of old Lambda series pacers will be
discussed in the Update. Cordis believes that a notification concerning
Lambda and Theta series pacers is not warranted because their achieved
reliabilities have met the predictions, physicians have been kept
informed by the Cordis publications and the Lambda pacers are sow, after
almost nine years, entering the battery wear-out phase, which would in
any event require more frequent monitoring. (See Figures 1, 2, 3)

3. "Charity" Pacers

Cordis has discontinued the donation of pacers that were slightly
out-of-specificacion or out-of-date and will retrieve any that have not
been implanted. These units were donated as a public service at the
request of physicians who had patients who needed pacers but had no
funds or insurance to cover the coat. At the time of shipment, Cordis
notified each physician about the specific out-of-specification
condition of each pacer. Incidentally, Cordis did not benefit from this
practice by treating these units as "charitable contributions" for tax
purposes-

Cordis believes that the practice of providing functional but
slightly out-of-specification pacers for indigent patients is desirable
provided that the discrepancy is snall and that the physician is
imformed about the out-of-specification condition of each pacer.
However, Cordis understands FDA's position and will not resume such
donations until it has developed a procedure that is acceptable to the
FDA. Also, Cordis will notify all monitoring physicians, other than the
physicians who originally received them, about the out-of-specification
status of each implanted unit.

4. Proerarmers. Models 255A IIt asd 256 lA?

Each programer is shipped with general instructions for use, but
the specific instructions for progra--ing model 233F and 415A pacers
vith progra=ers having different software revisions are included with
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each pacer. rn addition, the revision level identificacion is included
in each software revision so chat the user can call up and read the
revision level on the programer display and refer co the correct
matching instructions.

Model 233F and 415A Pacers are equipped with a "back-up" pacing
node in which the pacers pace VOO at a rate of 52.5 ppm at end-of-life
or if a component fails. However, electrocautery, defibrillation or
similar procedures can cause these pacers to go into this "back-up" node
inappropriately. The original pacer-specific progra er instructions
explained how to turn off the "back-up" mode in nodel 255A ;1I and 256
IP programmers with software revision levels 3004 and X.09, and that
the "Stat Set" in these units will not turn-off the "back-up" node.

Soft-are revisions 3005 and 3006 for programmer Model 255A enable
the user to turn off the back-up node with the "Stat-Set" button in
addition to the procedure used in the prior software revision. Wben
software revision 3005 was incroduced, the pacer-specific programming
instructions were revised to include the use of "Stac-Set" as an
additional means to turn-off the "back-up" mode. However, since Model
255A programmers with software revision 3004 and modcl 256 tA
programmers with softvare revision XO09 were still being used by
physicians, a labeling addend= was included with each pacer to warn
that the "back-up" mode could noc be turned off by entering "Stat-Sec"
in these programmers. Therefore, the programmer instructions being
distributed provide information that matches all of the software
revisions that have been distributed, and there is no confusion on how
to program model 233F and 415A pacers if the instructions are followed.

The only unnecessary explantations occurred during the early part
of the clinical investigacion because the "back-up" mode occurred
inappropriately, and che physician did not turn off the "back-up" =ode
and put the pacer into a normal pacing node. Cordis knows of no
instance in which explancacion occurred due to a mismatch of
inscructions and softvare. As explained above, appropriite inatructions
were provided to the physicians at all tines.

The "back-up" =ode is a feature of the following pacer models:
415A, 418A, 233F, 6, ML, CR. and 402A. All of these pacers are shipped
with instructions that match all available programmer software
revisions, and there is no problem in matching the instructions co the
programmer soft-are revision level being used.

The FDA approved the 7MA applicacion for the model 415A pacer which
included the pacer-specific programming instructions for the model 255A
programmer with software revisions "3005 and higher". However, Cordis
will submit PtA supplements for software revisions 3005 and each future
revision of software for model 255A tII programmer as requested. No
further software revisions are planned for model 256 IAP, since this
model has been obsoleted. Cordis does not believe that aither
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notification of physicians and hospitals or stopping distribution of the
prograomers is warranted since there is no "mismatch" between labeling
and pcogrammer software revisions.

5. Gemini 415A Pacer

FDA was not inmnediately notified of the "cross-talk" phenomenon
because the FDA approved Instructions for Use for Model 415A pacers
addressed the problem under the heading of "Inappropriate Sensing and
Stimulation at High Output Settings. " Although the term "cross-talk"
was nor used, the description of the phenomenon and the instructions for
restoring normal pacing are appropriate. In fact, nine of the ten
instances of "cross-talk" encountered in the cliaical investigation of
1028 model 415A pacers were comtpletely corrected by following the
instructions for correction of inappropriate sensing. Replacement of
the ventricular lead was effective in the one instance where
reprogramming was ineffective in correcting the situation.

"Cross-talk" was not discussed in the June 1983 ID' Progress Report
because at that time the problem bad not yet been recognized. Cordis
does not understand why the FDA considers the discussion on cross-talk
in the Final IDE Report to be inadequate. The disssion thoroughly
discusses the phenomenon, the roles of the anodal rings and competitive
leads in exacerbating the problem, the incidence of the problem and the
means used to correct the problem. Thus, since each clinical
investigator and IRS Chairman has received a copy of this final report,
Cordis believes that they have been adequately notified and that no

'Safety Alert" is required.

6. Mu'ticor "Minc-Ca-a" Model 340A Pa-er 'th ?oloroscvlene Protected
3asterv Feedthrough

Cozdis did not file a 510(k) notification for model 340A because it
believed that reduction in size of the battery and pacer case could cot
affect safety or effectiveness relative to the model-337A from which it
was derived and which bad an approved 510(k) notification. The

reliability of model 340A has been excellent with a cNulative survival
of 99.6% at 38 months.

Cordis understands that the FDA has adopted a new, more stringent
posture regarding 510(k) notifications and will discontitue distribution
of node! AC0A pacers until a 510(k) nottficatton is approved. However.
these small pacers are very desirable for use in children and frail
elderly patients. Cordis hopes that some procedure can be arranged to
obtain FDA approval to supply units to physicians for such patients
while the 510(k) notification is in the submission and approval cycle.
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7. All Pacers with Polvoroovlene Protected Battery Feedthroueh

Osn une 22, 1984. Cordis wrote to Mr. Trujillo to summarize the
data vhich verified the effectiveness of the polypropyleoe feedthrough
protection sod to explain why Cordis did nrot stop shipment of pacers
with polypropylene battery feedthrough procection. The data clearly
showed the effectiveness of polypropylene in protecting against early
battery depletions. Since that time, Cordis has provided monthly
updates of that information which have concinued to confirm the
effectiveness of the polypropylene feedthrough protectior..

The 510(k) notification concerning polypropylene protection was
submitced on April 5, 1984, and at the request of FDA, Cordis submitted
a summary on June 5, 1984. On August 20. Cordis received a letter from
Hr. Chissler requesting unspecified additional information. Further
inquiry on August 22 established that the requested addittonal
information had already been provided when Cordis sent copy of the
August 13 monthly Cara update to Mr. Dahms on August 15, i984.

As requested, Cordis is providing the cumulative sur ival for Ga=a
pacers with Polypropylene protected and unprotected ceIls at 12 2' nd

36 months (See Figures 4, 5) and will continue to provide monthly
reports to the FDA.

Cordis recognizes that FDA now requires 510(k) aotif'cation. for
changes which in the past were Judged by Cordis not to require
notifications, crn 1980, Cordis did not submit a 510(k) notification for
the addition of the polypropylene feedthrough protector because it
considered feedthrough glass corrosion, which the char.; was incer.ded to
prevent, to be o-ly a potentral =echasr.al problem. About two years
ater, Cordis learned that the change greatly inproved Carma pacer

reliability by also areventing early battery deplerion. tn view of the
continuing excellent reliability of Gamma pacers with the polyropyiene
feedchrough protector. Cordis questions the appropriateness of FDA's
.equest to stop shipment of these pacers on the basis that the
retrospective 510(k) notification has nor yet received FDA concurrence
more than five months after its submission.

8. Torsue Control Balloc Catheters, Catalog Sos. 530-712. -713. -722
-723. -812. -813. -822. -823. and -S21

Cordis disagrees that there is a potential problem of separation of
che cip from the cachecer body due to bonding failure. tnere have been
no failures in the use of approximately 7500 units of the above catalog
items. The only failure occurred during the use of a custc- torque-
control balloon cacheter with a complex tip shape made on special order
for a specific physician.

After receiving the report of tip failure, Cordis audited the
inventory of corque-control balloon catheters by subjecting samples to a
descruccive pull-tesc. All saoples vet the minimum specification of 7
pounds .

56-653 0-86-24
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Tse booked probe -as substituted for the straight probe based on
the assurption that it would be more effective in detecting voids in the
fuse joint. However, use of the hooked probe conenced after a three
mouth biatus in torque control balloon catheter production. This start-
up situation contributed to the increase in reject rate noted vhen the
change to the hooked probe was made. Thirty-five hooked probe rejects
were tested and all passed the destructive pull-test with values from
10.5 co 12.4 pounds proving that there is to correlation between the
hooked probe test and the security of the eip-co-body bond.

Cordis urges the FDA to reconsider its request to stop marketing
these catheters because there have been no failures reported for these
catalog items, the catheters in stock have passed a rigorous destructive
pull-test audit, and the increase in rejects after implementation of the
hooked probe test has been determined not to be due co more effective
detection of defective tip-to-body bonds.

Cordis did not submit a 510(k) notification for the hooked probe
test because the change could not affect safety or effectiveness. la
view of the above discussion, Cordis hopes that the FDA also vill
yithdrav its request for a 510(k) Notification. The method for
preventing failures has been discussed with the Investigators; it relies
on good control of the tip fusing process. The absence of additional
failures verifies the effectiveness of the controls used by Cordis.

9. Orthocor It. 28
1
4A Antitachlcardia Pacer

Cordis reported in IDE GS40004 the results of all animal tests
performed in accordance with a protocol designed to verify that the
nodel 284A macer functions in viv:o acccr!=g so :;s specifications, is
safe and functiors predictably with extreme paraneter combinations and
co identify any undesirable interactions between the pacer and the
heart. Although these animal tests followed most of the requirements of
the GLP regulations, they did not adhere strictly to all of the
requirements, as explained in the tDE.

The animal testing cited in the IDE was done on four dogs in
accordance with the protocol described above. None died during or after
the tests as a consequence of the testing. Three of the 'our dogs -were
sacridiced deliberately because the surgery to insert leads and pacers
was not aseptic. The fourth dog was ro: szccificed because its
ventricular lead had been implanted aseptically eight months earlier,
and it was to be used for additional tests unrelated to the model 284
pacer.

Three additional animal experiments were performed on one dog each
ia December, 1983, at Massachusetts General Hospital; in January. 1984,
at Miami Heart Institute; and in February, 1984, ac Dr. 5ild's Animal
Hospital in Miami. These experiments in surgically infarcted dogs
constituted sn attempt to create a good animal model to demonstrate
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pacer respoone to spontaneous tachycArdias. The animals were infarcted
by ligation of coronary arteries and tying off a senent of the heart
near the apex, which made them prone to tachycardia and fibrillation.
Two of the animals -ere sacrificed on conclusion of the exploratory
experiments and one was sacrificed later. Hone of the deaths resulted
from the experiments with model 284A pacers. The Cordis Research
Department issued a formal report in mid-february, 1984 on these
particular tests.

In retrospect. Cordis believes the report of the one test prformed
prior to submission of the IDE should have been included with the
submission and the reports of the other two submitted later. These
reports will be subritced as a supplement to the IDE. It is Cordis
opinion that they do not affect the conclusion that the Orchocor II
pacer should proceed into clinical investigation.

After reviewing the observations on the electromagnetic
interference testing of Orthocor II, Cordis decided to repeat the
testtng. This was performed on two Model 284A pacers at the Martia
Marietta Aerospace facility following Cordis specification 95;0042 in
all respects. Both pacers net the requirements for EXI resistance at
all pulse modulation races with no false sensing.

Cordis has exported only a few Orthocor It pacers to qualified
investigators for clincial research puroses. Four units have been
implanted and reports concerning the effectiveness of three of the unics
have been received. The results have been uniformly excellent. In all
three cases, every episode of tachycardia was successfully terminaced by
the pacer and the need for drug therapy was eliminated.

Cordis has discontinued further export of model 2$4o pacers and is
preparing responses to the deficiency letzer and tre :: 480 reps:;
relating co IDE CG40004 which it believes will satisfy the requiremencs
for reapproval of exports to the Secherlands and Venezuel a-d approvai
of the IDE. Meanwhile, in light of the information presented here,
Cordis is of the view that retrieval of the few unimplanced Orchocor LI
pacers that were exported for investigational use is not justified

Cordis sincerely hopes that this information and our meeting with
you will resolve the issues raised in your letter and demonscrite that
Cordis does not disregard. but serious>y strives to meet all
requir ements or the Federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act.

Si r. I yours

r_ o Rm .2 eldon
President

Harold Hershensom
Executive Vice President



CUMULATIVE SURVIVAL OF LAMBDA AID THETA SERIES PACERS

(AS OF AUGUST 31, 1984)

CUMULATIVE SURVIVAL(l)
BATTERY

MODEL IIIPLANTS Al.L FAILURES DEPLETTOIO PUB

188A7 3958 97.0 97.5 100.0

188B7 1119 98.2 99.8 99.3

190A 21853 89.5 94.7 95.7

190E 1791 92.4 97.7 95.3

206A 4450 95.7 98.8 98.8

208A 404 94.6 100.0 96.9

215A 121 98.8 100.0 98.8

235A 292 100.0 100.0 100.0

236A 145 100.0 100.0 100.0

217A 6003 99.6 100.0 100.0

221A7 1411 96.9 100.0 97.5

221B7 2567 98.7 100.0 99.0

238A7,B7 723 99.7 99.9 100.0

21.1 369 100.0 100.0 100.0

WITH POTENTIAL FOR PWB FAILURE

AT
MONTH

88

59

100

84

75

70

57

61

47

61

70

64

64

45

MONTHLY FAILURE RATE
BATTERY PWB

0.0351 0.000

0.004% 0.0061

0.0392 0.0452

0.029% 0.050%

0.017% 0.001%

0.000 0.006%

0.000 0.019%

0.000 0.000

O.000 0 .0 0 0

O.OOD 0.000

0.000 0.036%

0.000 0.013%

0.003 % 0.000

0.000 0.000
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MINUrES OF MEEUWZG

Participants: FDA Representatives

James Benson, Deputy Director, CDRH
Welt Gundaker, Director, Office of Compliance, CMIS
William Damaska, Director, DCO/CC/CERH
Leonard Stauffer, Chief, Recall & Notification Branch, CRME
Merv Shunate, CRA
Edwalrd Atkins, CRL-W
James Casey, CRL-EO/Miami RP
Fred Hooten, DCP/CORS
Robert Skufca, CEH/CURM
Arthur Levine, OCX
Michael Landa, OX
Roger Schneider, CST
Glenn Rahmoeller, ODE

and

Cordis Coro. Reoresentati

Harold Rershe , Cordis Corp.
Ricnari Morey, rifu,3 and Becker
Norman Weldon, Ph.D, President, Cordis Corp.
John Pagones, Cordis Corp.

Date: September 18, 1984

Subject: Villforth Letter of September 7, 1984, Sent to Cordis
Corporation, Miami, Florida

Mr. Gundaker opened the meeting with introductions and discussed the
subject letter using the main points of the letter i.e. the situations
identified as serious health concerns, as a format. Each of the identified
problem areas were discussed, as follows:

1. Heat Stressed Pacers

The firm's representatives discussed the problems of heat stressed
circuits. They claimed heat stressing for circuits is no problem
because it is a comcn practice to heat soak circuits. They agreed to
provide FfA with a draft safety alert letter by September 21 to inform
physicians of the problem because of their failure to replace batteries
which were subject to the heat treatment.

2. Lambda Pacer Problem

The firm's representatives stated that the prior technical memos were
adequate to inform physicians of the problem. They agreed to send all
the technical memos and product updates to us by September 21 and de-
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lineate those items which specifically addressed the problen. We
agreed to re-evaluate ocur position regarding the adequacy of the pro-
duct updates after reviewing the smAzdtted material. Mr. Benson stated
that the 510(k) issue is still open for Lambda pacers.

3. 'Charity' Pacers.

The firm's representatives agreed to notify U.S. Physicians, and to
stop domestic and foreign distribution and to check records for
additional Cbarity' Pacers.

4. Pacemaker Programmer

The firm will submit all the labeling and instructional information
associated with the three products to FDA by Septaziber 28 for review.
They also requested an abeyance on the cessation of shipping program-
mers. We agreed to allow distribution while we review the subaitted
material. They also agreed to submit ID's and PMA's by October 12.

5. Gemini 415 A - Crosstalk

Instructions for generic crosstalk problems were contained in final rme
reports. The firm's representatives agreed to submit a draft medical
device alert by October 5.

6. Mini Gamma (used for the elderly, debilitated and children).

The firm's representatives agreed to stop shipping the Mini Gamma and
to submit a 510(k). They will submit a request for interim use on a
case by case basis.

7. Polypropvlene Feedthrnxuh

The firm presented data which they believe shows that the cumilative
survival rate for protected feedthroughs is better than unprotected.
We will complete our review of the 510(k). The firs requested permis-
sion to ship 400 pacers with polypropylene feedtbroughs which are
currrently in stock. %l did not agree to any distribution until
further evaluation of the 510(k) is o=pleted.

3. Balloon Catheter

The firs claimed that their test was inappropriate. Ib withdrew our
request for the cessation of marketing. le prcmised to inform the firs
if we decided that they needed a 510(k) for the testing procedure.
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9. Orthocor

The firms representatives contended that the dogs used in their study
were deliberately sacrificed. The firm is going to submit animal data
to support their IDE. Wb agreed to reconsider their request to reins-
tate the permission to export upon completion of the review of data
submitted.

Leornard J. 8 5u f
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Leonard Stauffer
James Benson
Walt Gundaker
Merv Shumate
Edward Atkins
James Casey
Fred Hooten
Robert Skufca
Arthur Levine
Michael Landa
Roger Schneider
Glenn Rahmoeller
Harold Hershenson
Richard Mrey
Norman Weldon
John Pagones
Bill Damnaska
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AISESDEES CORDIS - FDA MEETING 9/18/84

ReDresent inq

DCO, Recall and Notification Br.
Ceputy Director, CDRH
Director, Offfice of Ccmpliance
ORA, FDA
ORL-DD
ORL-DO/MIA-RP
OC, C:P, MOAB
OHH, CDRH
OGC

CST
ODE
Cordis Corporation
Kleinfeld, Kaplan, and Becker
Cordis Corporation
Cordis Corporation
rCO/C//CMRH
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PtoCffice So l525700
m4.an. Rnoda 33152. U.SA

refer WTal2

September 20, 1984

Mr. William Damaska
Director, Division of Compliance
HFZ 320
Bureau of Medical Devices
8757 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Damnaska:

The following summarizes the actions and schedules which Cornis
has agreed to as the result of our September 18, 1984, meeting.
Please let me know if there is any discrepancy between our summary
and your own.

1. Heat Stressed Pacers

Cordis will draft the following documents concerning pacers inadver-
tently heated for gas analysis: 1) a letter containing a description of
the problem and monitoring recommendations for all physicians
monitoring these units; 2) an additional letter for physicians fo'low-
ing any units which were also included in the Garmma nonri cation:
3) at Dick Morey's suggestion, a "hazard analysis". using the FDA
format; and 4) the percentage of units which were included in the
Gamma notification. All of the above will be delivered to Mr.
Damaska at the CDR!, through Dick Morey on Friday, Septermber
21, and directly to Mr. Casey in Miami.

Although the FDA left the decision to Cordis, we agreed to include
all heat-stressed units in this notification whether or not the bat-
teries have been replaced. This will probably tnvolve about 150
units, of which about 70 do not have replaced batteries.
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Mr. Willieam Dinaeka.
#2 - September 20, 1984

2. Lambda. Theta Paceta

Cordcs will provid* copies of the Tecnidcal Menoranda and Updatee
r-eatlng to these mcdels rnarzed to higbllght diSecijeons of the
battery depletion and printed wiring board problev to Mr. Danruska
and Mr. Carey. These also will be delivered by Mt. Morey aD
Septeznber 21. In addit.on, we will submit a draft of the October
Update which will include a discus aon of the Impendizg end-of-life
depletions in Lambda model pecers to Mr. Darueka. Mr. fahmoeller
and Mr. Casey for review and comrent ae soon me the draft Is ready.

3. Carlty Pacers

Cosdis has discontinned donations of out-of-apecification pacers end
will notify by letter any nonitorins physicians who were aot the
original recipients of the out-of- epeatio. condition of the pacers
they are ronitoriag. In addition, Cordis wilS Identify ary additional
out-of-speciflcation charity pacers aot previously identillad to the
FDA and provide that 1nfortin, along with the draft of the letter
to Mr. Da~mzka and Mr. Casey for review and comment. The
question of developing a mec!anzism for donating ont-of-spcificatioa
pacers was aot resolved. hot the FDA is willing to entartain recom-
me-dations.

4. Prorraysm rs

FDA will bold their stop- shipmnt request in abeyance until they
lave had an oppornuniy to review the following informatloo which
Cordis will provide Lo Mr. Damask-aand Mr. Casey by Septamber
2S 1) a simmple explanation on how physicians are able to match
prograrming instructions and progranmer soafwa-e revisIons.
and 2) so acctnting of the software revision levels in prograrnmer
Is the field.

In addition. Cordis will prepare and amnbt PMA supplerments for
Model 233F and 415A pacers for all of soi-ware revision levels not
included In the original PMA sobroissions by October 12.
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Mr. Wiliar Damacsk-
#3 - September ZO. 1984

S. Gerdnii "Croastalk"

Cordla will proside to Mr. =amn.asks and Mr. Canay by Octobor S
a draft leter to motifr all M. D. I followinr Gemini units i-th th.
dual arode -tugs about thle additional potential for crosstalk in those
u::its.

6. Mipi.Garrn Pacers

Cordis ban discontinued thipsent of the tuni-Garr.ma pacers until
the S10(k) is submitted and approved by FDA. FDA may consider
approval of sbirpments for individual emergency cases. but no
specific agreement wee reached cm this point.

7. Pacars with Polvoropvlene Protected Battery Feediroyuahs

Cordis agreed to stop shiprmett of all units with polypropylene feed-
thrnugh protectors until FrA approves the S=k) submitted in April
of 1984. Cordis will provide informration about the number of
onarantined units and their "use before dates" to Mr. Rahmoeller.
Mr. Beasor and Mr. BrItato to encour-ge quick approval.

Cordis also agreed to continue the monthly report to Mr. Case 7
concerning the rellability of the polypropylene protected batteries.

S. Torcu--Controlled Balloon Catheters

The FDA withdrew tbeir request to stop shipments of this product,
and Mr. Gundaker will decide whether or not a 510(k) is required
for the change to a hook probe test.

9. OrLhocor f

As requested, Cordis 'as stopped further export of Orthocor "
pacers until the response to the YD483 repot relative to the
Orfbocor MDE is completed and sent to Mr. T-uWILfo. 'r addition.
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Mr. Willian Dafaska
94 - September 20, 1984

Cordis must respond to Me deficiency letter regarding the IDE
by October Z0, 1984. However. Doctor W7eldsm will request, by
letter to Mr. atmaikca. renewal of the espoen license for Investi-
gatonal USe only.

Sincerely yours.

Hal-old Hershenson
Executive Vice President

1Mzmdb
cc:
JSames Benson
Richard S. Moray
John X. Pagones
Norman R. Wald=n
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iaALTH HIAZARD EVALUAIZON

DATE: September 20, 1984

1. PRODUCT: Heat-Stressed Pacers - 179 units distributed between 1980 and

1983 - 217A, 221S7, 233F/G, 237A, 308A. 333B7/D7, 334A, 336A/B. 337A,

40WA/B. 415A

2. MANUFACTURER OR FIRM: Cordis Corporation, Miami, Florida

3. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION AMD USACE: Cardiac Pulse 5enerators

4. REPORTED PROBLEM, INCIDENT, DEFECT, DEFICIEHCY, MALFUNCTION OR FAILURE:

Inadvertent exposure for one to 65 hours to temperatures up to 127C,

which exceeded specified temperatures for normal processing. Normally

the maximum temperatures to which the hybrid circuit, the pacer circuit

assembly and the battery are exposed are 125C, 95 C and 54C, respectively.

5. NUNMBER OF ADVERSE EFFECTS, DISEASE, INJURIES OR DEATHS THAT HAVE OCCURRED

FROM USE OF THE PRODUCT: None

6. TECHNICAL EVALUATION' Product salvaged and re-used inappropriately

after high temperature exposure for gas analysis. Test exposure of

batteries to 125-C for r5 hours revealed no anomalies or loss of electrical

capacity. Implanted pacers have achieved a cumulanive survival of 92.4Z

on 37 months. There have been no component failures other than twelve

early battery depletions, eleven of which were due to unprotected battery

feedthroughs and subject to a Class I notification and only one was related

to this high temperature exposure.

7. MEDICAL EVALUATION: Remota possibility of no output failure which would be

a hazard to pacer-dependent patients.

8. IDENTIFIED RAZARD OR RISK RESULTING FROM USE OR EYPOSURE TO THE PRODUCT:

There has been only one early battery depletion which appears to be related

to excessive heat and there was no associated adverse clinical consequence.

Therefore, the only risk arises from latent, undetected heat-induced

defects which may cause pacer malfunction with time.
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9. CLINICAL CONSEQUENCES THAT MAY RESULT FROM THE HAZARD: There is a potentl.

adverse clinical consequence if a hear-strcssed pacer implanted in a

pacer-dependent patient suddenly fails in a no-output mode. However,

with monthly monitoring and consideration or replacement in pacer-

dependent patients as recoimended by Cordis, there should be no clinical

consequence except that related to the replacement surgery.

10. CONDITIONS OR FACTORS WHICH MAY CONTRIBUTE TO OR REDUCE THE HAZARD CR RISK:

The Cordis Safety Alert should reduce the hazard by recommending monthly

monitoring and consideration of prophylactic replacement in pacer-

dependent patients. Further, the batteries, which are the components

most likely to be heat-sensitive, were replaced in 109 of the 179

heat-stressed units which were distributed. Also, 35 of the 179 units

were included in the Cordis Class I Notification concerning Camma pacers

with a potential for early battery depletions with the same monitoring

recommendations as the Safety Alert relating to heat-scressed pacers.

Ii. PROBABILITY OF ADVERSE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES RESULTING FROM USE OR EXPOSURE

TO THE PRODUCT: Remote

12. SUMMARY: There has been only one failure in the 179 units distributed

chat could be attributed to excessive heating and there was no associated

adverse clinical consequence. The probability of adverse health

consequences is remote, particularly if the reco~mendations in the

Cordis Safety Alert are followed.

PREPARED BY: A
Harold Hershenson,
Executive ,ce President

Johzn No Paglnes

Vice Presiddnt
Corporate Product Assurance
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ADDENDUM TO THE HEALTH HAZARD EVALUATION
OF SEPTEMBER 21, 1984

Further review of available data leads to the conclusion that the only
failed beat-stressed pacer, 233F-9549. which failed due to melting of
the battery separators, was exposed to a higher temperature than the
rest of the heat-stressed pacers and thus the probability of similar
failures of heat-stressed pacers is small:

a. Pacer 233F-9549 failed after 3. 5 months of
implant. The other heat-stressed pacers
have been operating for up to 51 months of
implant (see attached histogram). If any
other units had been heated to a temperature
high enough to melt the battery separator.
other failures would be expected to have
occurred since this mechanism would lead
to a short implant life. Therefore, it
appears that the high temperature exposure
ol Parm/ -95319 was unique.

b. Eleven Gamma batteries In heat-stressed
pacers failed due to electrolyte attack on
unprotected feedthroughs and were cut open
for analysis. None showed evidence of
separator melting of the type seen in the
battery from Pacer 233F-9549.

c. The temperature necessary to melt the Pellon
battery separator was determined in the laboratory
to be about 1400 C. Since the ovens and heating
blocks used in the gas analyses were set to 1150 C.
the heating which caused melting of the battery
separator in Pacer.233F-9549 was probably due to
a unique high temperature excursion of either an
oven or a heating block.

d. The gas composition in Pacer 233F-9549 was
uniquely high in methane, 10. 4 mole %. The
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Addendum to the Health Hazard Evaluation
of September Z1, 1984
Page S2

next highest concentration of methane was Z. 7 mole 7.
and most of the other heat-stressed pacers had less
than I mole 7. The only conceivable source for
methane in a pacer is heat degradation of organic

y J9,t/ materials in the pacer. Since Pacer 233F-9S49 had
*tb,>/ much more methane than any other heat-stressed

pacer, Cordis concludes that it was heated to a
higher temperature than any of the other heat-
stressed pacers.

Only one other heat-stressed pacer, Z33F-10160,
with more than I mole % of methane was released
and implanted without replacing the battery, This
unit was implanted September 9. 1983. and is still
operating satisfactorily.

s ^>9 e Cordis Europa in Holland 4iir4ibuted 18Z pacers
which had-been subjected to gas analysis. Most of
these units were analyzed at 1150 C. and the bat-
teries had been replaced during rework in all except
19 units. There have been no failures of any kind in
th group, and 158 remain implanted.

This additional information supports the summary of the September 21, 1984,
Health Hazard Evaluation which states that the probability of serious adverse
health consequences is remote. Thus, the Cordis Notification on Heat-
Stressed Pacers should be classified as a Class N. not a Class I. Recall.

CORDIS CORPORATION

By: z ~ Z~
Harold Hershenson
Executive Vice President

HH:mdb
Attach.

October Z3. 1984
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0 7o OCTOBER 18. 1984

HONTHS PACERS
I 1 I
2- 1
3 4 000w

4 10
5 1 *
6 1 *
7 2 **
8 8
9 3 ***

10 3 **

it 3 ***
12 5 *****

13 3 *
14 5 0000*

S5 3
16 2
17 5 *****
18 6 ***0
19 7
20 5 *****
21 3 ***

22 3
23 2
24 5 *0000
25 6 ****

26 1 *
27 3 *
28 1 *
29 3 *

3.0 2
31 0
32 2 **
33 3 ***

34 2 *
35 4 ****

36 1 *
37 2 00

38 6 *'****
39 1 *

40
41 1 *
42 3
43 1
44 1 *
45 4 ***

46 2 **
47 2 **
48 1 *
49 l
50 1 *
51 1 *

TO TAL

SIGNED:
DATE: yo ,I A Ft *v

SUMMARY
TOTAL BEAT STRESS PACERS

NOT IMPLANTED 15
TOTAL IMPLANTS

EXPLANTS 27
NET SETILL M'.'LTED
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Date October 16, 1984

o B. Hershenson, Executive Vice President

Flom D. C. hacCregor, M.D., Vice President, Medical Research _4Z

S4jbiect Health Hazatd Evaluation of Heat-stressed Pacers

I am writing in response to your request for a professional opinion
regarding the Health Hazard Evaluation which was subaitted to the FDA
on 179 heat-stressed pacers diseributed between 1980 and 1983.

The Health Hazard Evaluation clearly states the problem. As a
physician, I consider chit to be minor in that only one premature battery
depletion has resulted to date and the data suggest that further failures
are unlikely. It, therefore, is my opinion that the possibility of these
pacers causing serious adverse health consequences is very remote. The
situation barely warrants being classified as a Class Il recall.

At one point during my ten years' experience with over 3,000 pacer
implants, I examined the morbidity associated with 191 unpredicted pacer
failures which occurred over a four year period (see reference). Of the
191 patients, 145 (76%) were totally asymptomatic. 35 (18%) had minor
symptoms and only 11 (6%) had sufficient symptoms to require a temporary
pacing lead, this being the relatively pacer-dependent group. There were
no deaths between the time the pacer failure was identified and its
subsequent replacement.

It is generally quite sufficient for physicians to monitor these
patients monthly, either by office visits or by telephone monitoring. I
also agree that in the rare instances of total pacer dependency,
prophylactic replacement should be performed. These patients can easily
be identified at the time of surgery or postoperatively by pacer
programeing and/or overdrive suppression.

with this axperience as background, I feel confident that the problem

under discussion can be fully addressed in a Class II recall. I also
think that it would be unreasonable for the FDA to use a Class I
designation because of the needless morbidity, and possibly mortality,
which would result from less experienced physicians over-reacting to the

situation, not to mention the needless anxiety which the affected patients
would suffer.

continued...
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H. hersheneon
October 16, 1984
Page two...

As requested. I an also enclosing a copy of my curriculum vitae for
your reference. Please feel free to contact me for additional information
if required.

Reference: MacGregor, D.C., Noble, E.J., Morrow, J.D., Scully, d.E.,
Covvey, H.D., and Goldman, B.S.: Management of a Pacemaker
Recall, Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery
74:657-667, 1977.

DCM/nf
Enclosure (Curriculum Vitae)

cc: J. N. Pagones, Vice President. Corpora~e Prc-4uct Assuranc*
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._>" -October 18, 1984

Mr. John H. Samalik (HFK-113)

Center for Devices and
Radiological Health

Food and Drug Administration

8757 Georgia Avenue
Room 1248
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Samalik:

As you requested, this wll provide an agenda for our

meeting with the Health Hazard Committee on Wednesday, October

24, 1984 at 10:00 a.m. As you know, the purpose of the meeting

is for Cordis to present its views as to why its recent

notification on heat stressed pacers should not be classified

as a class I recall.

The company plans to make a brief technical presentation

explaining the nature of the problem involved with the heat

stressed pacers and presenting data on the failures.which

have occurred and the likelihood that further failures will

occur. This will be done by Harold Hershenson, Executive

Vice President of Cordis.

We also plan to present to the Committee a written

evaluation of the medical implications of this situation by

Dr. D.C. McGregor, Vice President of Medical Research, Cordis

Corporation. In addition, an outside med cal consultant,

Dr. Ross Fletcher, will make a presentation to the committee

on the medical implications of the notification.

If you have any further questions, please let me know.

Yours very truly,

Richard S. Mory
Counsel for Cordis Corporation

RFSM/jlr

cc: Harold Hershenson
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.Nomn R. Weldon, Eth.D, President
Gordis Ccrporation
10555 West Flagler Street
Miiai, Floriua 33172

Cear Lk. 'Weldon:

'Oe have reviewed the information submitted in your firm's letters of
Septer 20, 26, and 27, cocerninr the Ltrod and 'Teta pacers
with early battery depletion and printed wiring board
problemai the software revisions tor pacer pro;r=*rs? and the
out-of-specification -charity pacers with the proposed draft letters
xoncerning these pacer3.

Wa have the follovtng nents to offer:

1. Lamia and Theta Pacers with Carly Battery 22pletion and
Printed Wiring aoaaro Problers.

It has been and still rwains fM's opinion tnat Technical
eieEoranda and/or Product Upiates are not adequate eans of.
notifying pysicians : potentially hazaroous proolems with
pacakers. These notices are not aequataly flagge1d and
highlighted, do not state the problam, and do not declare what
a3cUon the physician should take tu protec-t the patient. In
addition, there are no mans provided for a response to assure
that a physician reaa these notices.

te are still requestintg that you inmem3iately notify all
physicians .oi tnese potential prcbcacm. A draft of your pro-
posed notiiication letter, and list of addressea. shauld be
submi^ttc-i .or review.

2. Software h-evisions for Pacer ?roqraswers.

Ws understand that all pacer-specific instructions supplied with
movJeis 233F and 415A contained an addendun which informs users or
the procedure for turning off the 'back-up' rode. Ilkwaver, we
are still ouncerned that a number ot programnurs were distributed
without adequate programing instructions. This oculd result in a
patient with eiothr of trnese p'acer in tna 'back-up" mode not
being reprogramod because a Physician (not the original
implanter) did not navA the eppropriate instructions and
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Page - 2 Norman 1. Weldon, Ph.D. Prasident

revisions (e.g., 3005 lovel sftware). The physicians and/or
hospitals that received these programmrs sould be inediately
notified of the problem. Also, please confirm that the addendum
was in fact sent to all users and not Just with those pacers
distributed after a certain date.

3. Cut of Specification 'Charity Facers.

Ns are awae of up to 33 of thew pacers which were manufactured
and distributed by Cordis. These includei

(a) Ninuteen (19) pacers you notified us of in vour letter of
Septer 27;

(b) Tn (10) additional pacers that the 'Use Xefore Dte' was
extended and sent to Dr. Littleford; and

(c) Ebur (4) other pacers disonvered during the Cctoter 3-5,
1984 FP inspection.

W are extremly concaned that other out-of-specification pacers
have been distributed which are not being considered by Ccrnris.
he believe that surely there must Le sone way that cordis can
check their files to systematically identify all 'dharity'
pacers. Please notify us of your intention to -nake a cat lata
search and when it will be canpleted.

Regarding the 33 pacers identified (except the one returned), it
is requested that each doctor that received then, and any mz-i-
toring physician who was not the original receipient, be notified
of the out-of-specification conrition of each pacer.

WJe consider the ten pacerm that had their 'Use i1efore Cate'
extended and sent to Dr. Littleford, as our-of-specification.
These ten pacers are to be included in your tirm's letter to
recipients of the pacers provided to tr. Littlefora unless your
fire can provide us with oopies of all test data to prcve they
met all specifications.

We have no objection to you using the pr&Axv:c I.ttsr format for
the pace-r todel and serial nunter whose out-of-specitication
parmeter is *wutput current'. 'Pceition sensitivity', or ^3U
rate- if tfhat is the only owt-or-3-scificaricon Lerster tnat
eacn specified pacer has.

We are not, juawver, satisfied with the proxl%-d .etter concc-rn-
ing the outdated pacers. Th letter tails to recxuest rr-tuin o.
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all non-iPlanted pacers, and does not State what effect(s) an
outdated pacer has on its perfomnance. In addition, the state-
ment, *...Cordis is cnfident that these pacers will provide
excellent service..." appears to be misleading since it contra-
dicts the precaution statemnt, 'to assure maxinmu service life,
pacers -Mt be implantod before the 'use before date' on the
pacdage label", found Ln the pacers' Instruction for Use book-
lets.

We s.Xgest redrafting afther letter correcting these
Deficiencies.

Please respond within five (5) days as to what action you intend to ta~ce
to cc"Ply with our requests and recommernations.

For your added infomation, a 5ld(K) precaret notification will not De
required for the cnanqe to a nook prure test for tLr TarqueCctnLMiie
Bailoon Catheters.

Sincerely yours,

Falter E. Gindaker
Director
Office of Caopliance
Center for Devices and

Radiological Health

cc: r. John 14. Pagones, Vice President
Corporate Product Assurance
Cordis Corporation
10555 West Flagler Street
Hi1i, Florida 33172

JHS:10-4-84; Initial;LWS:10-4-84; R/D:rqc:l0-4-84
REVISICSS:TM:10-10-84;JSAMALIK; R/D:bss :10/AI/d4
Initial:RAS:10-12-84; Caxnents:0. Datns:10-15-84; ORL-W/1U-16-b4;
Revised:JHS:10-16-u4; R/D:rgc:10-17-84
Znit:JHS:10/17/84; LJS:10/17/84; ABHolt;10/18/84
T/F:nh: 10/19/84

FRANCI - 471

cc: HFZ-300 HFZ-321/3 HFR-41 HFR-4200 HiFR-4575, HFC-20 (M.Schunate)
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ME.MUW4NOUM O} MEETING

firm: Cordis Corp.
Miami, EL

Participants: CD1H

John a. S-maik, DCO, aFZ-321
Leonard J. Stauffer, DCO, HPZ-321
Dooald F. Dabas, ODE. 8F2-450
Robert A. Skufca, OhP, 81Z-70
Walter L. Scott, OTA, KFZ-250
Wliliam H. Midgette, OST, HFZ-135

and

Cordis Corp

Harold hershenson, Exec. Vice-President
kichard Morey, Attorney, Kleinteld, Kaplen 4 Serker
Ross Yletcner, M.D., V.A. Medical., Washington. D.C-

Date: October 23, 1984

Subject; Theta and Gamma Series Pacemasers (Heac-Stressed)

This meeting was requested by Mr. Morey to discuss the potential
classificstIon of Cordis' action o0 the subject pacers.

*-s~ ~4' .n Ut1_~55 1ilX- n~ghiIaaf a I, in:
hershenson promiaed to provide woatever information Cordis hbs on file on
the seven patients that expired (tirm'a memo dated August 31. 1984).

Dr. Fletcher indicted that based on the informartioo he has reviewed, he
Considered the present problem as a minor one, but worth watching.

The meeting was concluded with an agreement that the Cencer would
-reevaluate its own and Ele firm's health hazard evaluations.

John H. Samalik

Attachkents

JS:11-13-84; RD:BS:11-13-84; Initial:WJS:11-16-84; F/C:8R:11-20-84
cc: All CDRB Attendees BFA-224 BFZ-321/3 HFO-510 HFR-4200(ORL-DO)

HF2-4575(MIA-RP)
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October 31, 1984

Mr. William H. Damaska (HFK-11O)
Food and Drug Administration
8757 Georgia Avenue
Room 1248
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Damaska:

Although I understand from our telephone conversation
today that a further Cordis Product Update is not considered
by the agency personnel reviewing this matter to be
adequate to notify physicians of the defects in Lambda
and Theta Series pacers, I am sending you a copy of
the completed Product Update for your records.

I am advised that Cordis nonetheless will promulgate
this Product Update to the medical profession in line
with its continuing commitment to publish such updates.
It will be sent to all physicians on Cordis' mailing
list as soon as the printing, mailing, etc. can be
accomplished.

Cordis continues to believe that this update
provides adequate information to the medical community
in light of the following factors:

1. The general knowledge about the Lambda and
Theta defects prevalent in the medical community
based on information received from Cordis
in the form of prior technical memoranda and
product updates.

2. The fact that the Lambda and Theta defects
continue to occur at such a low rate that
the Lambda and Theta Series pacers meet their
predicted reliabilities except for one model
which is only .004 below its predicted reliability
of .906 at 101 months.
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Mr. William H. Damaska
October 31, 1984
Page 2

3. The lack of any new information concerning
the Lambda and Theta defects or the rate at
which they occur beyond what has previously
been published to the medical community by
Cordis.

We also point out that FDA has been aware of these
Lambda and Theta defects for three years. 'We see no
basis for the agency now considering this situation
to require a notification in the absence of new information
suggesting it is more serious or occurs at a higher
rate than previously reported.3 The issuance of a
notification under these circumstances raises the
possibility of confusing the medical profession into
thinking erroneously that there is a new and different
problem with Lambda and Theta Series pacers than that
with which they are already familiar. In addition,
the value of periodic product updates, which Mr. Gundaker
recognized during our meeting on October 24, 1984, is
severely undercut if they are not accepted by FDA as
a means of communicating some adverse as well as favorable
product information to the medical community.

Finally, the recently promulgated medical device
reporting regulations recognize the principle that is
not necessary to report defects described in the product
labeling occurring at no higher frequency than the frequency
indicated in the labeling. Since the Lambda and Theta

Series pacers essentially meet the reliabilities predicted
in their labeling, the defects involved here (which
result in the same type of no output failures predicted
in the labeling) certainly do not involve a situation
which should be announced to the medical community as
a new and alarming development. Instead, their regular
reporting within the context of product updates should
be considered adequate and appropriate.

For all these reasons, Cordis continues to believe
that the information provided to the medical community
in the enclosed Product Update and in prior updates
and technical memoranda is adequate, and that no specific
notification on the Lambda and Theta Series pacers is
necessary.
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Ki-.IF nEL K&PLA39 AND BEcICB

Mr. William H. Damaska
October 31, 1984
Page 3

I look forward to hearing from you on this matter
after you have consulted further with Mr. Gundaker.

Yours very truly,

Richad S.More
Counsel for Cordis Corporation

RSM/jlr

Enclosure
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Product Updat'c
to 'N (1) ~~~~~NUMBER 17 OCTOBER, 1 3..

IMPORTANT!
PACER

MONITORING
INFORMATION

This update provides current achieved reliability
data for use by monitoring physicians in the
management of patients with Cordis pacers. It
also contains reco endations for any special
patient management actions which may be indicated
for malfunctions reported for particular models
of Cordis pacers.

The achieved reliability of each model has been
calculated by the standard cumulative survival
method from the data in the worldwide Cordis
pacer registry. The achieved reliability for
each model of pacer has been tabulated, along with
the predicted reliability published in the labeling
for the model, adjusted for the time achieved by
the oldest implants.
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LAMBDA SERIES PACERS

AU models of the Lambda Series pacers have met or exceeded
their predicted reliability except for Model 190A which is 0. 004
below its prediction of 0.906 at 101 months. However, half of
the total malfunctions of Model 190A and 190E units were due to
printed wiring board defects which have resulted in 0. 035,, inter-
mittent or sudden no output failures per implant month in these
models. Cordis, therefore, recommends that monitoring
physicians consider prophylactic replacement of Model 190A
and 190E in pacer-dependent patients after three years of
implant.

The oldest implants of Models 188A/B, 190A and 190E have
been in service more than seven years and should be routinely
monitored for normal end-of-life battery depletion. These
impending depletions are readily detected by a rate decrease
of twvo or more beats per minute. The pacers continue to
operate for several months at the lower rate plateau. provid-
ing ample time for routine pacer replacement.

56 653 0-86-25



COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND ACHIEVED RELIABILITY
FOR LAMBDA SERIES PACERS

…________________________________________________________

Average Predicted Reliability*

Malfunction Best Lower

Model Rate %/Month Estimate Bound

188A, B 0.032 0.963 0.916

190A 0.097 0.958 0.906

190E 0.090 0.965 0.920

190F 0.009 0.97Z 0.936

206 0.029 0.969 0.914

208

215

235

236

0.038

0. 02z

0. 000

0. 000

0.971

0.975

0.974

0. 978

0.920

0.932

0. 930

0.939

Achieved
Reliability**

.977

. 902

. 922

. 994

. 957

. 956

.988

1.000

1.000

Adjusted for time.

Calculated ly the cumulative survival method from the Cordis Pacer Registry as of 9/30/84.

At
Month

89

101

85

67

76

71

60

62

53

**
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THETA SERIES

All models of the Theta Series have achieved reliabilities which exceeded
their predicted reliabilities. However, about 70°7* of the malfunctions of
Models 22IA7 and 221B7 were due to printed wiring board defects which
have resulted in 0. 024% intermittent or sudden no output failures per
implant month in these models. Cordis, therefore. recommends that
monitoring physicians consider prophylactic replacement of Model

ZA7 and 22IB7 units in pacer-dependent patients after 18 months of
implant.

Comparison of Predicted and Achieved
Reliability for Theta Series Pacers

Average
Malfunction
R - of MA MA- +

217A 0. 006

ZZIA7, B?

232A, B

237A

0. 041

0. 000

0. 006

Predicted Achieved A:
Reliabilitv* Reliabilitv*a Month

0.969 . 997 6z

0. 964

0. 9 59

0.949

1.000

. 99 7 56

* Adjusted for time.

* Calculated by the cumulative survival method from the Cordis
Pacer Registry as of 9/30/84.

---vucs zare vI. *^qonU-4-1
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GAMMA SERIES

As discussed in the April, 1984, Product Update, Gamma batteries

manufactured prior to November, 1980. have exhibited a high incidence

of early depletions after 24 months of implant. Cordis distributed a

December 5, 1983, Notification and an April 18. 1984. Notification

Update to physicians which recommended monthly monitoring of
Gamma pacers with these early batteries and consideration of

prophylactic replacement in pacer-dependent patients.

AU models of Gamma pacers manufactured with batteries made in

November, 1980, or later have achieved reliabilities which exceed

their predicted reliabilities.

Average
Malfunction
Rat GLIM o-thModel

Notification
Units
333B7, 334A
336A/B, 337A
3 4 0A

308A
333B7/D7
334A
336A/B
337A
340A
402A/B/C

0.410

0.030
0.018
0.017
0.026
0. 013
0.032
0.017

Predicted Achieved At
Reibiv I, f-* iit month

0.958

0.972
0. 968
0. 968
0.968
0.965
0. 962
0.986

.688

.987

.988

.981

. 983

. 992

. 983

.998

56

37
42
43
43
46
39
19

* Adjusted for time.

** Calculated by the cumulative survival method from the Cordis Pacer

Registry as of 9/30/84.
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PHYSIOLOGIC PACERS

AU models of the Sequicor and Gemini Series of physiologic pacers have
achieved reliabilities which exceed their predicted reliabilities.

The theoretical battery service life for Models 233D and 233E pacers is
24 months because of the relatively high current drain of their circuits.
As recommended in the instruction manuals for these models, they

should be monitored for normal battery depletion after 18 months of
implant. As expected, battery depletions have occurred after an
average of 24. 1 months. However, the achieved reliability of these
models, aside from these normal battery depletions, exceeds the
prediction based on expected random failures, as indicated in the table
below.

Average Predicted Reliabilityt
Malfunction Best Lower Achieved** At

Model Rate %/Month Estimate Bound Reliability Month

233D/E 0. 730 0. 147 0.000 . 583 35
Z33D/E*** 0. 063 0.977 0. 969 . 982 35
233F 0. 019 0. 997 0. 984 .99? 23
233G 0.035 0.998 0.991 .997 14
415A 0.031 0.996 0.982 .994 27

418A 0. 000 0.999 0.996 1. 000 6

* Adjusted for time.
** Calculated by cumulative survival method.

4'*5 Calculated without normal battery depletions.
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.

7,- es - -- --

November 20, 1984

Mr. Walter Gundaker, Director
Office of Compliance (HFZ-300)
Center for Devices and Radiological Health

8757 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Reference: 1. Letter of September 27, 1984 from Pagones to

Dama ska
2. Letter of October 22, 1984 to Weldon from

Gundaker (Holt)
3. Meeting on October 24, 1984 between Hershenson

and Gundaker

Dear Mr. Gundaker

At the above-referenced meeting, Cordia provided information

concerning its position on the three topics cited in your letter

to Dr. Weldon (Reference 2, above). This letter and attachments

constitute our re-proposal on "Charity" pacers in light of

concerns expressed in your letter of October 22.

Cordis previously reported to FDA that 19 out-of-specification

pacers and 10 extended use-before-date pacers bad been donated to

physicians for use as implants in indigent patients. One of the

nineteen out-of-specification pacers was returned unused and

subsequently employed for animal work. During a subsequent FDA

inspection of October 3-5, two additional donated pacers were

discovered--not foui as stated in your letter of October 22.

These two pacers were given to a local physician, who sent them

to Guatemala for implant. We have requested that the physician,

Dr. , University Medical School,

attempt to obtain information on the names of the patients and

the monitoring physicians in Guatemala.

The actual number of donated pacers is, therefore, 31--not 33--

and the net number of donated pacers is 30 since one of the

pacers was returned for subsequent use in an animal. To the best

of our knowledge, this number (30) is accurate. In accordance

with your request of October 22, Cordis initiated a comprehensive
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review of pertinent -manufacturing and distribution records dating
back to late 1981. The review of manufacturing documents
revealed that 74 individual pacers vere dispositioned on MRR's to
"Scrap-possible Charity candidate." Review of all sales and
shipment records, both from the computer and hard copy, show that
31 pacers from these 74 units had been donated. This is
documented on either a no-charge sales order or a Cordis "Request
for Packaging and Shipment" order. Even though there was no
evidence that the remaining 43 pacers had been donated, we
reviewed our pacer registry files on implants and found no
evidence that the remaining 43 pacers had been implanted. And,
finally, we reviewed all letters to physicians who received
donated pacers and found no evidence of pacer serial numbers
other than those previously reported to FDA. Therefore, Cordis
believes that the number of donated pacers (30) is accurate.

With reference to these 30 donated pacers, Cordis has, as
previously agreed and stated, informed each doctor that received
them of the out-of-specification condition of each pacer and will
further request, in those instances where we do not know the
names of the monitoring physician and patient, that this
information be provided to us.

Cordis further agrees to include. ea out-of-specification pacers,
the 10 pacers sent to the late Dr. that had their "use
before date" extended. These ten pacers and ten others with
expired use-before-dates were all sent to Dr. in
Poland. While the 20 pacers donated to Dr. by Dr.

have expired or extended "use before dates", we do not
believe our proposed letter to Dr. is misleading in
stating "Cordis is confident that these pacers will provide
excellent service." Even though the use-before-date on some of
the pacers had expired or was extended as long as 14 months past
the initial use-before-date, the service life has not been
affected significantly. For example, Pacer 217A-7586, listed in
the Table 1, Charity Pacer Implants, was outdated by 14 months at
the time (June, 1984) it was given to Dr. for further
donation to Dr. . Based upon actual circuit drain
measurement of over 2,600 Model 217 circuits in manufacturing,
the average circuit drain on the shelf is 3.83 microamps. The
circuit drain at maximum current output is 11.4 microamps. This
results in a reduction in service life from 15.5 years to 15.1
years even with the 14 month extension. Similarly, Pacer
237-7247 was given to Dr. six months after it was
outdated. Based upon actual circuit drain data from
manufacturing on over 5,700 Model 237 circuits, the service life
is reduced from 15.4 to 15.2 years, even assuming maximum output
current during implant. Pacer 333D7-3676, while technically
outdated a few days at the time of its donation to Dr.
in June, 1984. has a projected service life of 7.5 years, based

.2.
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on actual circuit drain data from over 1,500 333 circuits. This

estimate is actually in excess of our original theoretical
calculation service life for 333D7 of 6.8 years. With respect to

the 10 333D7 pacers that had use-before-dates extended to August,
1985, calculation shows, again based upon actual circuit drain
data from over 1,500 333D7 circuits, that the operational service

life of such pacers, even when extended to August, 1985, is 7.0
years, slightly in excess of our original predicted service life

for this pacer. The original service life predictions on these
pacers were developed with very conservative current drain
numbers. Actual current drains, based on thousands of production
units, are lower. this is the reason "out-dared" pacers still
have service lives equal to or in excess of original
calculations. Appendix 1, attached to this letter, describes in

detail the calculations and data that were used to derive these
numbers.

In view of the above, we believe that the statements in our
proposed letter to Dr. are not misleading relative to
service life. Our redrafted proposed letter to Dr.
retains our assurance that the pacers will provide excellent
service with the further statement that the maximum service life

has been reduced only slightly even though the pacers are beyond
their original use-before-date.

The other letters in the attachment have not been changed since

FDA has previously agreed with their format and content.

A copy of this letter has been provided to Mr. Casey. We look
forward to your review and trust that we can resolve this matter

of "Charity" pacers in the manner we are now proposing.

Sincerely,

John N. Pagones
Vice President
Corporate Product Assurance

Attachment

.3.

/
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M;ami FL 3302-5700 US A. i&\si
leiepthone 0-55)-2000

Taer68111. 12

November 30, 1984

Mr. James Casey
Supervisory Investigator
Food and Drug Administration
6501 N.W. 36 Street, Suite 200
Miami, FL 33166
Dear Mr. Casey:

Cordis is submitting this letter in answer to your request for an interim
written response to the FD483 Investigational Observations presented to Cordis
at the meeting on November 15. A full detailed response to the FD483 will be
prepared and submitted to you on an erpedited basis.

Cordis appreciates the constructive tone of the FDA's review of the FD483 at
the November 15 meeting and the emphasis by FDA on timely, voluntary
implementation of corrections and iiprcvi-c :!. Cordie will make such
corrections and improvements in response to the FDA observations as rapidly as
possible, giving priority to those areas which were of greatest concern to the
Agency. Indeed, some corrections and improvements had already been
implemented prior to delivery of the FD483 based on recommendations from the
Cordis Regulatory Affairs personnel who escorted the FDA investigators during
the inspections. Since November 15, Cordis has completed many additional
corrections and improvements. The attached summary describes these initial
responses to the FD483 observations. Of course, Cordis will continue to
review the 133 observations in detail and will provide FDA with a complete
point-by-point response, including all corrections and improvements made or
scheduled to be made to meet the Agency's concerns.

Cordis management is committed to continuous improvement in the quality of
Cordis products and services. The FD483 observations will be used as
indicators of needed improvements. The FDA's observations therefore have the
full attention of everyone in Cordis management, and the necessary corrections
and improvements in response to the observations are being given highest
possible priority. Also, the Cordis Board of Directors is actively monitoring
Cordis' response to the FDA's observations. As you know, Director Patricia K.
Woolf, Ph.D. attended the November 15 meeting with FDA to review the FD453.

In addition. on December 3, 1984, the Cordis Board of Directors will consider
two basic modifications in the management of the product assurance system.
First, the Board will consider the appointment of an independent quality
auditor to perform quarterly reviews of the Cordis engineering, manufacturing,
product assurance and quality control activities at both the divisional and
corporate levels according to an audit plan to be established by the Board of
Directors. The independent quality auditor would perform a function analogous
to that performed by the independent financial auditors in the finance and
accounting functions. Second, the Board will consider the appointment of a
standing committee to be designated the "Quality Assurance Committee". The
Quality Assurance Committee would be responsible for establishing the scope of
the quarterly reviews; for hiring the independent quality auditor; for
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periodically reviewing quality' issues with the internal quality auditors, the
independent auditor. and supervisory personnel within Cordis, both with and
without Cordis management present. The Board's Quality Assurance Committee
would recommend to management, as appropriate, modifications in procedures,
changes in emphasis or changes in leadership.

To provide an objective review of current operations for management and the
Board and to augment its internal audit group, Cordis engaged the services of
two MU consultants. One is William W. Hines, Ph.D., a Georgia Tech
professor, who, as a member of an FDA advisory panel, helped write the device
GMP's. The other is Bernard T. Loftus, a retired FDA official who helped
write the drug GMP's and was responsible for their interpretation and
enforcement while at FDA. These consultants started their own GNP and quality
assurance audits of the areas inspected by FDA on November 5, 1984 and are
advising Cordis as to appropriate responses to the FD483 observations.

These changes, plts the "Commitment to Excellence Program" described below,
are designed to give Cordis the most complete and most strongly emphasized
quality assurance program in the medical device industry. They should also
insure that FDA's present concerns are promptly remedied and provide an
internal system to help prevent similar situations from occurring in the
future.

Cordis has initiated the following improvements in systems, records, training
and discipline:

1. "Commitment to Excellence" Program

After months of planning, this program was initiated in the Implantable
Products Division in July, 1984 ard will begin in the Angiographic
Products Division in December, 1984. The purpose of this program is to
achieve excellence in all activities, including product design and
specifications, purchased material, process capability and control,
manufacturing and training with the goal of providing higher quality,
more reliable products. The program involves all Cordis division
personnel by soliciting information about problems and ideas for
corrective actions.

Also, the program provides an excellent means of communicating to all
levels of the organization the vital importance of Cordis products.
anagement's philosophy about quality and the importance of each

employee's job in achieving high reliability and high quality. Further.
as part of the program, the reliability engineering function has been
reorganized and strengthened to improve preproduction design analysis to
identify and exploit opportunities for improved reliability.
Additionally, a commitment to expanded use of computer-aided-design
(CAD) to improve design accuracy is a major part of the Comitment to
Excellence program.

In addition to the beneficial effects of identifying and correcting
specific problems, the program already has provided some system
improvements in areas covered by FDA observations:
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a. Limitations on the use of Material Review Records (MRR) for the
release of rejected materials without a validated change in the
specification.

b. Reduction in the use of Temporary Authorities (TA) and elimination
of extensions of TA's.

c. Requirement that any "use-as-is" 'MR release be approved by the
Division President or, in his absence, the Executive Vice
President or President.

d. Recently eliminated use of "Conditional Releases".

2. Battery Manufacture
The entire battery manufacturing area has been thoroughly cleaned,
painted and refurbished to a "like-new" condition. In addition, since
most of the observations in the November 15 FD483 concerned battery
manufacturing, the initial activities of the Cordis GM? consultants, Dr.
Hines and Mr. Loftus, concentrated on this area. To respond rapidly to
the FDA's observations and suggestions from the consultants, a Cordis
Task Force has been established to review all elements of battery
production and to institute necessary changes and improvements in this
area. rTe Task Force bas been concerned particularly with
specifications, operating and testing procedures, maintenance and
housekeeping, training and records. The attached summary of initial
responses to the FDA's observations describes a number of changes and
improvements already put into effect by the Task Force in the battery
manufacturing area. Further improvements will be scheduled and put into
effect as rapidly as possible, consistent with appropriate docnentation
and control.

3. Specifications

The November 15 70483 includes several observations which relate to
acceptance of materials which originally failed to meet their
specifications. The materials were reviewed by a Project Engineering
Team and accepted on an approved Material Review Record (MR2) or on a
Temporary Authority (TA). Many of these rejections and subsequent
acceptances are the result of "guardbanding".

"Cuardbanding", a coemon practice in many industries, involves the
establishment of specifications for components and work-in-process which
are tighter than required by the specifications for the final product.
Such "guardbanding" is intended to assure that the final products will
always meet their specifications and to direct management attention to
"near miss" situations. However, "guardbanding" also results in rejects
which are subsequently released because they are within the final
product specification. "Guardbanding" is clearly creating regulatory
problems for Cordis which far outweigh any possible benefits.

Cordis is reviewing specifications to assure reasonable tolerances and
to eliminate "guardbanding". Unnecessarily tight specifications result
in the rejection of materials which are later approved for use when the
specification is recognized as being unrealistic. The revision of
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specifications is a monumental job, but whenever a rejection is judged
to be unnecessary, a properly documented request to change the
specification will be submitted. Thus, specifications will be revised
as needed, rather tbaa all at one. In addition, all specifications for
new components for implantable products are nov reviewed by a senior
reliability engineer to ensure that they are realistic.

4. Policies and Procedures

The FDAs concerns about certain Cordis policies and procedures have
been evident in the observations contained in several of the fourteen
PD483's presented to Cordis in the past year. Cordis agreed that
improvements vere necessary to assure that these policies and procedures
addressed the FDA's concerns. As a result, certain policies and
procedures have been revised or are in the process of revision.

Writing and implementing revised Cordis Standard Procedures (CSP's) and
Cordis Operating Procedures (COP's) are major, time-consuming tasks.
After an initial draft of a policy or procedure revision is prepared, it
is reviewed and thoroughly discussed by the directly involved personnel
to assure that the revision is practical and enforceable. Also, the
effort involved in interfacing with the FDA over the past year has
delayed completion of some of the needed revisions because the same
personnel vho must review and approve the new procedures were directly
involved in responding to more immediate FDA questions and concerns.

In the May 31, 1984 letter to Mr. Trujillo, Cordis explained that it
recognized the need for changes in certain policies and procedures.
Some of these changes have been completed and the others are still being
reviewed:

a. CSP 14-01-05. Product Assurance Audits - Completed and sent to
Mr. Casey on October 8. 1984.

b. CSP 11-03-01. Control and Reporting of Technical Data - Completed
and sent to Mr. Casey on October 8, 1984.

c. CSP 14-08-02. Product Service Reports - A draft was completed to
incorporate changes to address FDA concerns, but its publication
was delayed to add additional procedures to assure compliance with
the Medical Device Reporting regulations. These are included in
the attached draft which is in final review.

d. COP 14-03-04. Control of Discrepant Material - The attached
working draft vas prepared after extensive study by a task force
and is now in review.

e. CSP 10-02-03. Product Documentation Change Control - Several
changes concerning validation of changes, limitations on Temporary
Authorities and docament releases are being reviewed by a task
force and a draft revision will be prepared soon.
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5. Project Engineering Teams (PETas)

Although Cordis management believes that it is aware of the effect on
quality of the decisions made by the PET teams and documented by MlR's
and TA's, it plans to make changes to address the FDA's concern
expressed in Observation 133 of the November 15 FD483. Some of those
changes are reflected in the revised Cordis policies and procedures
described above. Others relate to the composition and authority of the
PET' a.

PET's were designed to assure that every product decision is a consensus
of the engineering, manufacturing and quality organizations. A specific
PET is assigned to each product development project to develop the
product and document the development in a device master record. PET's
are also assigned to various production areas to initiate, validate and
approve changes.

The PET concept has worked well. However, Cordis is reviewing the
education, training and experience requirements to assure that PET's are
composed of qualified representatives. Also any change in the design,
manufacturing processes or testing relating to a product released under
an FDA approved 510(k), DE or PHI submission will require approval by
Corporate Regulatory Affairs to assure that required submissions to FDA
are made. Further, as indicated below, any decision to use rejected
materials "as is" will require concurrence by the Division President,
or, in his absence, by either the Executive Vice President or the Chief
Executive officer.

6. Sterilization

Cordis employs an "overkill" sterilization method with percmeters that
are effective in sterilizing highly resistant "biological indicators"
that are distributed throughout each sterilization load. These
"biological indicators" consist of plastic syringes containing spore
strips, innoculated with 106 spores per strip and inserted into the
space between the sealing rings of the rubber plunger tip of the
syringe. The sterilization resistance of these "biological indicators"
is evidenced by the fact that their "D" value is 30 minutes in contrast
to "D" values of a few minutes for typical biological indicators. Thus,
Cordie in confident that all Cordis products have been sterilized
effectively.

Nonetheless, Cordis is addressing FDA's concerns about the
preconditioning and sterilization equipment. After an initial review of
the observations, Cordis discontinued further use of the two-pallet
Vacudyne sterilizer until some necessary modifications are made on the
unit. To assist Cordis in making the necessary changes rapidly and
completing the revalidation studies, Cordis has engaged a gas sterilizer
consultant, Mr. Robert Stack. Mr. Stack has more than 20 years of
experience in designing, building and validating ethylene oxide
sterilization equipment.
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7. Failure Investigations and Corrective Action

Several of the FDA's observations related to the need to assure that

investigations are made promptly and thoroughly after analysis

establishes the cause of a product or component failure and that the

results of the investigation and say corrective actions are documented.

Cordis has always performed failure investigations as a basis for

considering corrective actions to prevent further failures or to prevent

sny adverse health consequences from potential failures of distributed

products. However, Cordis will improve the documentation of these

investigations and the decisions on corrective action. The revised

Cordis policies and procedures discussed above contain new requirements

to insure the necessary improvements in documentation.

8. 510(k) and FMA Submissions for Changes

In several of the observations in the November 15 FD843, FDA expressed

concern about changes which were made by Cordis without prior FDA

approval of a 510(k) or PM supplement submission.

The preamble to the 510(k) regulations indicates that a manufacturer is

the 'person best qualified" to decide which changes could significantly

affect the safety or effectiveness of a device and that a 510(k) is not

required for "every change in design, material, chemical composition,

energy source or manufacturing process.. ". Also, in the past, FDA

officials speaking at trade meetings, discouraged the submission of

510(k)'s for changes. Cordis has used its best judgment in submitting

510(k)'s in the absence of any more definitive guidelines. Within the

past year, however. FDA has changed its policy to require submission of

510(k)'s in situations for which they previously were not considered

necessary. Cordis will take the FDA's more stringent current policy

into account in future decisions on whather to submit a 510(k) for

changes.

Cordis will also review changes more critically relative to decisions on

whether to submit PMA supplements. However, it would be helpful if FDA

would become more receptive to PMA supplements for changes in effect.

Although such supplements, which do not require waiting for FDA approval

before implementation of the change, are allowed by the regulations, the

FDA Device Evaluation groups actively discourage such supplements except

for labeling changes.

As you know, FDA has established task forces to review 510(k), IDE and

?MA requirements for FDA approval of changes. Cordis is working with

hIMA's industry task forces to develop recommendations in these areas

for FDA.

Cordis notes that it has not completed its point-by-point responses to six of

the thirteen FD483's received prior to November 15. However, as agreed to by

the FDA personnel at the November 15 meeting, Cordis will consider response to

the November 15 FD483 as the highest priority. Many of the observations in

the six unanswered FD483's were addressed in the September 7, 1984 letter from

Lr. Villforth, and subsequent correspondence and Cordis actions have made the
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responses to those observations less critical. Cordis vill, of course,
complete the responses to those earlier FD483's after completing the responses
to the November 15 FD483.

We hope this response demonstrates Cordis comitment to make the necessary
corrections and improvements in its operations suggested by the Sovember 15
FD483 voluntarily and rapidly. We velcome any suggestions by you and others
at the Agency as to how best to accomplish this task.

Sincerely yours

ran R. Weldon
President

Attach.

cc: Will-am F. Jooten
Adam J. Trujillo
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(1-4 D.EDARTMENT OF HEALTH& HUMAN SEDVtCES

Memorandu rn
Pubbc Healh S5o

oD December 3. l984 FoodandDrugAdm

h- Acting Director (IFR-4200)
Orlando District

5o. DiStrict Conlluslon and Enforcement Strategy MHrr Cordia Corporation
10555 W. Flagler St.
Miami, Fl 33172

To Direotor, Office or Coopijance (HFZ-300)
Center for Devices and Radiological Health

1. PURPOSE A"D BACKGROUND

The purpose Of this docucent is to provide updated tnspectional findings,

propose an enforcement strategy bosed on recent Orlando District

inspections of the Cordis Corporation, and to Identify pending issues for

the upoosng Ad Hoe Committee meeting scheduled for December 5, 1984.

Orlando District submitted a mseorandur dated July 10. 1984, to Director,

Office of Compliance. Center for Medical Devioce (HFZ-300), w.ich

requested the formation of an Ad Hoe ReTiew Committee and provided an

overview of our involveenat with Cordis ao of June 30, 1984, ncluding

background, anonymous complaints, inspeotional findings, the firm's

responses, Pending-dectaLions,- .and enforcament options. VY have attached a

copy of this meoorandum for your reference (attachoent 1).

This memoranduc vill supplement and update the issues identified In the

July docurent.

II. IliTERVIER YI FORHER E PLOTEE

Orlando District personnel traveled to
to interview [Cordls En.plcyee] Regulatory

Affairs Coordinator, Cordlo Corporation, and obtained en *Dtenaive

affidavit relating alleged safety problems with products; product defects;

significant design changes for products without Agency awareness; omission

of data and adverse test results from required subisosions to the Agency;

falsification of information; uso of the Temporary Authority (TA) and

Material Review Record (HER) systems for releasing questionable or

borderline components; making significent design changes In pacers to

enable the use of out-of-speaification pacers without notifying the

Agency; marketing a lead through packagiog oonftliration without FDA

approval; under emphasining problems conveyed to physicians in Product

Updates by *massaging^ the statistical data base; iaplanting new pacer

products In hueans prior to submission of an IDE; nd other statements
which reflected on the firm's overall lack of compliance an nwillingness

to comply with the Agency's laws and regulations. Copies of this

affidavit have been sent to the Ad hoo Committee members.

. .

wwnn
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Orlando District has been able to document a number of the allegations
made by [ employee I . An outline of the allegations made in the
affidavit and their current status as to whether they have been verified,
unverified, not investigated, or require further investigation is

submitted as attachment 2. [employee] handled and signed off on the
majority of ther IDE, PHA, PHi Supplement, and 510(k) submissions from
Cordis to the Agency between June 1981 and June 10, 1984 is willing
to review any of the documents was involved with while employed at
Cordis to point out omissions and how the Agency was misled.

II1. INSPECTIONAL FINDINGS

Orlando District's involvement with Cordis began on December 3, 1983.
Inspections in December 1983 and January, February, and March 1984,
covered the early battery depletion (EBD) Gamma pacer notification,
determining the cause of the EBD problem. identifying additional pacers to
be included in the Gamma notification, evaluating an internal Cordis audit
report of the battery manufacturing area submitted anonymously to the
Agency, conducting a GNP inspection of battery manufacturing, documenting

the health hazard of sudden failure, and collecting evidence to support a

possible 518(b) recommendation.

Our inspections disclosed that Cordis did not submit a 510(k) notification
on either the polypropylene or polyimide feedthrough changes incorporated
in the design of the lithium batteries (Gamma) which they manufacture.

Our involvement at Cordis during the months of April through August 1984
concerned investigation of two anonymous complaints, received by the
Center in March 1984, one of which made numerous allegations. Our
investigation was conducted by initiating several different inspections
which confirmed the majority of the anonymous allegations including the

Lambda and Theta printed wiring board and EBD problems, the software
revision/update problems with pacer programmers, the "crosstalk" problem
with the Model 415A pacer, and the deficient data on the Orthocor II,
Model 284A Antitachyeardia pacer which was prompted by the second
anonymous complaint. These problems are referenced in the Center's
September 7, 1984, letter to Cordis signed by John C. Villforth. Director,
Center for Devices and Radiological Health.

These inspections also identified several additional areas of concern
including the heat stressed pacers, distribution of out-of-specification
charity pacers, lack of 510(k) submission on the Mini-GaGma pacer (Model
340A), the high rejection rate for the torque control balloon' tipped
catheters due to bonding defects, and the questionable polypropylene
protection of the battery feedthroughs for all batteries in the entire
product line of Cordis pacers currently being distributed. Each of these
safety concerns were also included in the September 7, 1984, letter to
Cordis.

Our inspectional visits to Cordia during the months of August and
September 1984 were directed primarily to obtaining documentation and
updated information on the nine safety concerns identified by the Ad Hoc
Committee and listed in the Center's September 7, 1984, letter to Cordis,
as well as verifying the September 17. 1984. written response trom Cordis.
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A. GMP Deficiencies

An inspection, as suggested by the Ad Hoc Committee to determine current
compliance with GHP's, was conducted between October 12 and November 15,
1984, and disclesed signIficant GMP deviations in battery manufacturing.
The battery operation was inspected by Victor Spanioli, Orlando District,
and Ira Leonard, Physical Scientist, WEAC. Overall our inspectional
findings disclosed deficiencies and a continuing lack of control in each
of the below listed quality assurance areas. Many of these were
identified as deficiencies by the Special Master appointed by the Court as
follow-up to the November 1975 Injunction recommendation. At that time,
the Special Master (and the Court) advised Cordis that corrections were
required in the following areas:

1. Component Specification and Engineering Inadequacies

2. Inadequacies in Formal Documentation of Manufacturing and
Inspection Procedures

3. Inadequacies in the Control of Procured Components and
Materials

4. Inadequacies In Product Identification and Configuration
Management

5. Inadequacies in Traceability, Test Integrity, and the
Information System

6. Inadequacies In Material Review Board and Waiver Procedures

7. Inadequacies in Statistical Spling and Testing Procedures

8. Inadequacies in the Calibration, Operation and Maintenance of
Manufacturing Equipment

9. Inadequate Housekeeping and the Failure of Employee(s) to
Follow Formal, Internal Cordis Procedures

Inspection of Battery Production

The current inspection of the firm's Power Source (Battery) Manufacturing
operation revealed that the firm is nct in compliance with CGMP
Regulations. The more significant observations include the following:
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1. Inspectional personnel responsible for examining Gamma cell
lid assemblies, which includes evaluation of the polyimide
coating, were not able to routinely accept or reject the
assemblies based on the criteria specified in the Operation
Sheet.

2. The "Conditional Release, procedure continues to be used to
release components pending completion of the required
testing.

3. The firm had inadequate controls in place to prevent silane
(an adhesion promoter used to enhance polyimide application
to glass feedthrough insulators) from being used prior to 12
hours or subsequent to 20 days after its formulation as
recommended by the vendor.

4. The firm has not documented the results of their
investigation relating to the EBD rate in cell lots 4280 and
4380.

5. The firm did not conduct adequate follow-up when In-process
pull tests revealed an unacceptable cell feedthrough pin to
current collector welds. An adequate follow-up may have
prevented the implantation of a pacer that had failed because
of a feedthrough current collector weld defect after being
implanted for 7 days.

6. Specification changes are instituted in production without
adequate qualification and approval.

The firm produced approximately 15,000 Gamma and Super Gamma
cells that had feedthroughs coated with "diluted polyimide"
prior to notifying the Agency of this change and prior to
completing qualification testing. These 15,000 cells are in
quarantine and the firm intends to destroy them.

7. The firm implemented a specification change which reduced
polyimide thickness after it was determined through high
temperature testing that thickness, rather than voids within
the polyamide. is the critical factor in long term
reliability. The revised specification differs from the
recommendations of the analyst evaluating the high
temperature study failures. Moreover, the individual
performing the polyiaide thickness measurement was not
performing the measurement in accordance with the
specification because he had not been included in the
distribution of the revised specification. A re-examination
by the firm found all previously examined lid assemblies
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reportedly conformed to this specification. The FDA audit,
however, determined that lid lot J1884-R did not meet the
minimum thickness requirement. These nonconforming lids were
assembled in approximately 146 cells under battery lot number
4284B. These cells are currently under quarantine, and
Cordio has agreed to notify FDA of the disposition of these
cells.

Frank Fischer, President, IMplantables Product Division, stated that FDA
will be notified prior to destroying these cells. Also, Cordis shipped
1,060 Gaamma cells manufactured with the unapproved diluted polyimide
application process to their Roden facility in the Netherlands which
reportedly are under quarantine and are to be destroyed at the foreign
location.

In addition, the firm manufactured approximately 3,000 Theta 1/4 Pi cells
using diluted polyimide. However, the qualification tests for this cell
resulted in approval of the process change. A 510(k) and/or PMA
supplement were not submitted to FDA concerning these changes. The Theta
1/4 Pi cells have been incorporated in pacers and some of these are being
distributed.

In order to facilitate a review of GHP deficiencies as they relate
specifically to the battery manufacturing area, we have extracted those
items from the Inspectional Observations that relate directly to battery
(power sources) manufacturing, attachment 3.

Pacemaker Production

Inspection of the pacemaker manufacturing area disclosed that all accepted
hybrids did not always meet specification. Therefore, Cordis increased
burn-in time for hybrids which initially failed specifications. Cordis
currently has hybrids and flex circuits valued at approximately $2 million
in quarantine storage which failed specifications or the YT-1 (End of
Life) testing. In addition, Cordis has a large number of flex circuits in
inventory which they intend to rework by adding a hybrid. The firm's
newest hybrid, which reportedly corrected VT-1 problems, was not properly
validated. The firm did not conduct all required validation tests,
reduced sample size, and modified some validation tests. Additionally,
the firm failed to notify the Agency of these changes.

Other inadequate validation includes the qualification of Celgrad
(polypropylene) used as the battery cell separator material, extending the
'use before" dates for approximately 650 Model 333D7 pacemakers
manufactured in the fall of 1982 through the use of three separate TA's,
ETO sterilization of pacemakers, and heat distribution temperatures in
ovens.
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One lot of reed switches initially failed receiving inspection but part of
the lot was released by the Material Review Board. Of the 846 reed
switches released, 12 failed in pacemakers which were distributed,
including four pacemakers which had to be explanted. Also one pacemaker
failed in-vitro tife test which had this same reed switch lot number.

The firm's investigations of returned pacers are inadequate. If a
component fails, the firm does not investigate to determine if there is
any correlation between component lot numbers as exampled above, or known
pocket infections to sterilization loads. Also, the firm fails to
document what corrective action, if any, was taken to prevent recurrence
of the failure.

B. Polypropylene Protected Feedthrough

The polypropylene design change included in the pending 510(k)
notification may not adequately prevent corrosion of the glass feedthrough
which may lead to EBD due to self-discharge. This is a time-related
problem which may affect and significantly shorten the service life and
normal end-of--:fe tndicator of the batteries.

The most recent cumulative survival for EBD as of November 5, 1984, in all
Gamma pacers containing polypropylene-protected cells is 99.4% versus
74.6% for Gamma pacers containing unprotected cells which were subject to
the Gamma notification. for the same time period of 47 months. Currently,
there are 34,889 implanted pacers with polypropylene protection. There
have been 41 EBD's from this group (.12%). In comparison the cumulative
survival with respect to EBD for pacers with batteries from cell lots 4280
and 4380 at 46 months, is 96.0% and 97.05 respectively. Seventeen (17) of
623 implants from cell lot 4280 and six of 551 implants from lot 4380 have
experienced EBD (a failure percentage of 2.73% and 1.09%, respectively).

The in vitro life test data seems to parallel the field performance of
cell ots 4280 and 4380 in that there has been three out of five (60%)
EBD's in lot 4280 and two out of four (50%) EBD'Os in lot 4380 involving
reserve cells stored under 115K ohm load at 37 C. Additional random
depletions have occurred in Gamma reserve cells from lots 4480. 5080,
1481, and 2581.

Significantly, the firm has reported on the recent failure of one out of
ten (10) calls undergoing special high temperature testing from lot 3481
(having polypropylene-protection) that was stored at a temperature of 600
C for 299 days. The projected time to failure at 370 C for this cell is
calculated at 48.6 months.

Cordis submitted a listing of extensive testing for voids in the polyimide
feedthrough coating after the current GMP inspection was concluded. The
Agency was not previously aware of all these tests. This listing was
provided to CDRH (HFZ-450).
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C. Crosstalk Problem

Cordis issued a Product Safety Alert on Potential Crosstalk in Early
Gemini 415A Pacers with Dual nodal Rings on October 23, 1984. The
crosstalk problem was described in our July 10, 1984 memorandum.

D. 510(k) Notifications

Cordi3 submitted a combined retrospective 510(k) notification on April 4,
1984, for both the polypropylene and polyimide battery feedthrough
changes, as verbally requested by the Center on December 7, 1983. An
Equivalence Suary concerning 510(k), K841414, dated June 5, 1984, was
submitted by Cordis. This 510(k) is still under review by the Center.
Cordis has physically withdrawn from sale 48 pacers-from their salesmen of
various models which incorporated polypropylene protected feedthroughs in
their battery cells. However, Cordis did not recall pacers on consignment
and not yet implanted. Further distribution of 108 additional pacers in
inventory which incorporated the polypropylene feedthrough has been
discontinued pending a response by FDA to the 510(k) submission.

Cordis has not su bitted a 510(k) on the Mini-Gamma Model 340A pacer. The
firm has physically- withdrawn from sale 31 Model 340A pacers from their
sales force. However, they did not recall pacers on consignment and not
yet implanted. Further distribution, except for those pacers on
consignment, has been discontinued pending submission of the 510(k).

Cordis has failed to submit a notification to the Agency of the changes
initiated to correct the printed wiring board used in tne Lambda
pacemakers Nos. 208, 217, 221, 232, 235. and Theta 237. Also, Cordis did
not notify the Agency of the immediate burn-in change to correct the EBD
problem In Lambda and Theta pacers.

On November 14, 1984, the District provided to Cordis Corporation a
listing (see attachment 4) of approximately 20 products being marketed
which may require either a 510(k), IDE, PMA, or PMA Supplement submission
to the Agency. The Center has previously been notified of these products
and Cordis has submitted a response dated November 21, 1984.

E. Other Products Causing Adverse Reactions

Cordis has not notified the Agency in a timely manner of potential health
hazards associated with defective or failed devices or of significant
design changes. On more than one occasion the firm has made design
changes or modifications to their products to correct a problem but
continued to distribute their inventory of the affected product without
the corrected modification, i.e., unprotected battery feedthrough, printed
wiring boards, et al.
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1. Printed Wiring Board and Early Battery Depletion

In the Center's letters dated September 7 and October 22, 1984, Cordis has
been requested to send Notification Letters to physicians concerning
failures due to'Taled printed wiring boards and EBD. The firm maintains
that Product Updates are sufficient notice to the medical coemunity.
Coamunication between the Center and Cordis on this point is continuing,
but the firm has verbally stated that they do not intend to notify. The
most recent Product Update, Bunber 17, October 1984, mailed on November 9,
1984, does not list all pacer models which the District has identified as
being affected by the printed wiring board problem which can lead to
abrupt failure. Also, the Product Update does not mention the EBD problem
associated with the Lambda and Theta pacers. The most recent Product
Update for the Lambda and Theta pacers is flagged 'IMIPORTANTI PACER
MONITORING INFORMATION'. However, the District does not believe that this
constitutes adequate notification to assure that the monitoring physician
was notified to assure that proper monitoring will take place where sudden
failure of a defective product may be involved.

Orlando Dlstrit balievez that 2 definite haezrd exists with the Linda and
Theta pacers with the printed wiring board and EBD problems and proper
notification should be made under section 518(a) of the Act.

2. Polyurethane Leads

Orlando District has completed the recent field assignment on polyurethane
and collected samples (84-374-543/4) of the extruded polyurethane tubing.
We have not received a written response to our recall recommendation
endorsement and May 9, 1984, memorandun regarding 235 cardiac leads
(Models 332-745 and 322-760) and 195 spinal leads (Model 691-102)
manufactured with the Texin MD 85A polyurethane. Also, when the clinical
study of cardiac leads manufactured with Texin MD 85A polyurethane
containing 30% barium sulfate was terminated, the firm could only account
for 64 of the 177 leads distributed/manufactured. One hundred thirteen
(113) leads remain unaccounted for.

3. Heat-Stressed Pacers - 0amn and Theta Models

Two hundred thirty-one (231) pacemakers were subjected to gas analysis
testing involving a temperature of 1150 C or above for undetermined
periods of time. In spite of this, the pacers were distributed and
approximately 150 were implanted. In some pacers the battery cells were
replaced with cells which had not been subjected to the elevated
temperatures. The firm has initiated a notification to physicians and
hospitals to advise them of the potential problems with these pacers and
to recall any pacers which have not been implanted [recalls Z-059-5 (Theta
Models) and Z-060-5 (Gama Models)]. However, the firm notified Cordis
Europa, Roden. Holland. on only 19 of 183 heat stressed pacers distributed
in Europe.
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4. Charity Pacers

In FDA letters to Cordis of September 7 and October 22, 1984, the firs was
advised that FDA, was aware that at least 33 pacers which did not meet all
specifications were donated to charity. The firm responded that 10 pacers
should not be included because the 'use before' date had been extended.
The firm was requested to notify physicians of the out-of-specification
condition of each pacer shipped to or being monitored by them. We also
requested the firm make a file search to identify additional
out-of-specification pacers which may have been distributed.

By letter dated November 20, 1984, to CDRH, Office of Compliance, the firm
stated that only 21 out-of-specification and 10 extended use before date
pacers had been donated as 'charity pacers.' Of these, one had been
returned to the firm and had been used 'in an animal." Therefore, 30
donated pacers appears to be accurate. The firm further stated that each
physician who received them has been informed of the out-of-apecification
condition of each pacer.

The firm's previously identified letter states that a review of records
revealed an additional 43 pacers that had been dispositioned as
'scrap-possible charity candidate.' Cordis is unable to determine from
their records the final disposition of these 43 pacers. Further
investigation by Orlando District investigators is necessary to determine
if these pacers were distributed, reworked, or actually scrapped.

5. Pacemaker Programmers - Software Revisions

All pacer specific instructions supplied with the Model 233F and Model
415A contained an addendtu which informs the physician of the procedure
for turning off the "back-up" mode. A number of physicians and hospitals
having Cordis programmers were not furnished adequate software revisions
to allow them to properly program the 233F and 415A models to get the
pacer out of backup mode by pushing the 'Stat-Set" button as stated in the
labeling for the pacers.

The firm is sending addendums to instructions to all programmer users but
does not plan to issue a notification on this problem. The firm has
submitted PMA supplements as requested by CDRH.

6. Orthocor II Antitachyeardia Pacemaker Model 284A IDE

Export approval has been withdrawn and complete animal test data has been
requested. Orlando District feels that the IDE inspection was
comprehensive in nature and that there are additional significant
deficiencies in addition to the incomplete animal test data.
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7. Complaint Files - Missing Information

At least 57 Cordis complaints have been identified which were located in
Cordis' legal department but were not included in the regular consumer
complaint rile accessible to FDA. Cordis has refused to allow FDA
investigators to review their legal files. Cordis has provided
photocopies of selective documents which they identified as source
documents which most often do not contain complete Information. We were
unable to determine if: (a) all complaints were provided by Cordis and
(b) whether significant information on each specific complaint has been
withheld. We have identified inconsistencies in complaint tabulations
which Cordis has provided.

B. Inadequate Failure Investigation

Cordis has failed to investigate numerous product failures. Also, Cordis
has stated that it is not company policy to investigate patient deaths to
determine if their device was involved unless the device is returned to
Cordia or the physician or another individual registers a complaint.

F. Possible Obstruction - Failure to Notify FDA

Several incidents have occurred that raise questions regarding
management's intent to comply with the statute and regulations enforced by
FDA:

1. A memo from John N. Pagones, Vice-President, Corporate
Product Assurance, addressing a task force assignment to
investigate the battery depletion problem in Caama cells and
Gamma pacers was revised prior to being given to FDA to
eliminate eight comments pertaining to specific areas to be
investigated.

2. Failure to log, document investigations, and evaluate
complaints and potential or actual lawsuits as adverse
reactions.

3. Failure to submit 510(k) notifications for significant
changes in device design such as the polypropylene or
polyimide protection added to the glass feedthrough of the
Gamma cell. Cordis implemented another change in feedthrough
protection (diluted polyimide) without notifying the Agency
and started full scale production prior to this change being
fully qualified.

4. Failure to provide complete information with 510(k)
submissions on the Gamma pacers and polyurethane leads.
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5. Failure to advise FDA within 10 days of adverse reactions
relating to crosstalk in the Gemini pacera as well as other
adverse reactions.

6. Failure to provide complete and accurate data in their IDE
submission for the Orthocor II pacer.

G. Cordis Responses

Cordis management has stated that decisions made on the design and
marketing of the products Initially, as well as the changes instituted
afterward, were made with the current state-of-the-art technology. They
maintain that hindsight should not be used in evaluation because the
problems were not evident, but developed over a period of time. They
contend that the unprotected glass feedthrough problem constituted
state-of-the-art technology that could not be prevented. Cordis
management believes that the polypropylene and polyimide corrections have
solved the feedthrough degradation problem. En general they maintain that
the firm strives to comply with Agency regulations and GMP's.

Cordi3 has submitted four written responses during our investigation. On
June 1, 1984, Cordis representatives prepared a written response dated May
31, 1984, to District personnel in Orlando. The response consisted of two
volumes of documents, speaking to GMP13 and other violations and their
correction or disagreement with FDA-483 observations relating to the Gamma
pacers. The second response dated June 2, 1984, was presented to Miami
Resident Post personnel. This document contends that pacers containing
cells with polypropylene protected glass feedthroughs are safe and
effective. The third response to Inspectional Observations of April 6,
1984, May 15, 1984, and April 27, 1984, was received by the District on
July 2, 1984, and is undergoing review. The fourth response to the IDE
inspection was dated August 10, 1984, and is also undergoing review.
Copies of all responses have been provided to CDRH.

Cordis has not responded adequately to each of the safety concerns
contained in the September 7, 1984, and October 22, 1984, letters from
CDRH.

H. Pending Evaluations

Copies of the inspection reports and exhibits have been forwarded to the
Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) as completed. In
addition, ORL-DO has submitted the following documents to update or
recommend action by the Center.
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1. On May 9, 1984, we submitted a memorandtn to CDRH, Division
of Compliance Operations (HFZ-323), requesting review and
evalution of an inspection concerning polyurethane pacemaker
leads. The inspection conducted March 15 - April 6, 1984,
disclosed that the firm continued distribution of
polyurethane (Texin MD85A) leads that had been released but
were made of materials that did not resist surface cracking.
We have not been advised of CDRH's evaluation.

2. On June 27, 1984, we submitted a memorandum to CDRH, Office
of Compliance (HFZ-300), requesting evaluation of our
concerns that Gamma pacers containing batteries with
polypropylene protected glass feedthroughs may fail due to
EBD. We also requested consideration be given to
disapproving the pending 510(k) notification and advising the
firm to cease marketing Ginma pacers containing batteries
with polypropylene protected feedthrough3 pending submission
of further studies to demonstrate effectiveness. We have not
been advised of CDRH's evaluation.

3. On October 16, 1984, a memorandum from the Miami Resident
Post dated October 12, 1984, regarding comments concerning
the September 17, 1984, letter from Cordis to Hr. Yillforth
was endorsed to CDRH, Division of Compliance Operations
(HFZ-320>. This memo requested a written reply regarding the
exportation of Model 261 pacer, that did not contain the rate
limiting (runaway) circuitry, as to whether this constituted
the shipment of a component or a finished device. This pacer
undergoes full final electrical testing at Cordis, as a
normal pacer would. The firm claims the product shipped to
Uraguay is not a finished medical device. We have not been
advised of CDRH's evaluation.

4. Orlando District has requested guidance on approximately 600
pacers, Model 333D7, manufactured in October, November and
December 1982, whose 'use before- date was extended until
August 1983 through the use of three separate TA's. We have
not been advised of CDRH's evaluation.

I. Responsibility

Although our documentation to date does not identify any one individual to
have acted with intent to manufacture and distribute adulterated and
misbranded devices, the problems encountered, combined with the decisions
made to continue marketing Class III uncorrected devices that later
developed serious problems, are indicative of severe deficiencies in
management's ethics and control of operations. We believe the firm's
reliance on "state-of-the-art" as a defense for not properly addressing
these problems. is unacceptable.
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Our most recent GMP inspection disclosed that substantial changes have
been made to reduce the use of Haterial Review Records ("RR's) and TA13
and the firm is currently preparing a document to explain the changes
which have been made or they intend to make in the area of implantable
devices.

J. Monitoring of Components

The recent GMP inspection also disclosed that Cordis has several lots of
components which were rejected, did not meet specifications, did not pass
qualification testing. or were authorized for shipment by Cordis even
though they did not meet the vendor's final specification. Orlando
District will monitor the final disposition of the following components:

1. Approximately 15,000 Gamma cells valued at approximately
$500,000 which were manufactured with the unapproved diluted
polyimide application process and did not qualify for
release.

2. Approximately 1,677 hybrids which did not meet the vendor's
final specifications or Cordis test specifications, and
approximately 644 flex circuits that did not meet
specifications (Cordis may attempt to add a small hybrid to,
to bring them within specifications). These are valued at
approximately $2 million. .

3. Approximately 146 battery cells, lot 4284B, which were
rejected after a third examination of a cross-section of the
lid lot revealed that the polyimide coating did not meet
minimum thickness specification.

IV. DISTRICT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REGULATORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS

Orlando District recommends that the Ad Hoc Committee consider one or more
of the following options:

1. Referral to the U.S. Attorney for a Grand Jury Investigation
to establish individual responsibility, obtain records, etc.
Prior to Grand Jury investigation, [ employee ] should be
afforded the opportunity to review the IDE's, PA 's, and PHA
supplements which had a part in submitting while employed
by Cordis Corporation for the purpose of identifying
falsified and deliberately misleading information.

2. Consideration of citation under section 305.

3. Consideration of section 518(b) of the Act to order refund
or replacement costs to patient recipients of one or more of
the following:
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a. All Gamma pacers that contain batteries with unprotected
feedthroughs.

The 6200 Gamma pacers containing batteries with
unprotected feedthroughs that were distributed tfter
November 1980, when polypropylene protection was added
to cells used in Gamma pacers.

b. The 30 out-of-specification pacers donated as 'charity"
pacers.

c. The approximately 25.000 Lambda, Theta, and Stanicor Q
end R pacers which may fail due to unfilled plated
through holes on the printed wiring boards.

d. The heat-stressed pacers distributed.

4. Notify firm In writing of problems and a meeting with the
Center or District to discuss voluntary correction/consent
agreement concerning compliancc with current GMP's and
resolution of any pending problems listed in this memorandum
or the Center's letters to the firm.

5. _Conslderation under section 515 of the Act to withdraw
approval or the FlA ror the Gemini and Sequicor pacers under
(e)(1)(A). (e)(1)(8). and/or (e)(1)(C).

6. Consider nonapproval of the pending 510(k) notification
concerning the use of polypropylene and polyimide protection
to the battery glass feedthrough until additional studies
have been completed to demonstrate its safety and
effectiveness. This application has been pending in CDRH
since April 1984.

7. Advise the firm regarding the inadequacy of the
polypropylene protection and consider asking the firm to
notify physicians on cell lots 4280 and 4380. Reportedly,
all pacers incorporating cell lot 4180, whether protected or
unprotected, were included in the Ga notification.

8. Require that Cordis expand their physician notification to
include the 164 heat-stressed pacers in which the batteries
were reportedly replaced by the Roden facility prior to
distribution or implantation.
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9. Request that the firm submit a 510(k) notification promptly
and that all pacers incorporating cells with the diluted
polylmide that are not yet implanted, Including all those on
consignment, be recalled and all inventory on hand be
withheld from distribution.

10. Request Cordis to notify physicians of the pacer programmer
software problem and that they initiate steps to assure that
all programmers in the field be furnished updated software.

We believe these options should be discussed during the Ad Hoc Committee
meeting on December 5, 1984, with a view toward determining a final
regulatory strategy for Cordis Corporatio(,g)

Ernest L. Briazon
Acting Director
Orlando District

Attachments

cc:
HFC-20/Shumate
GCF-1/Levine
HFR-41/in slow

First Draft: Casey/Spanioli/Rinc/Tunka/Miceli/mal 11/21/84

Second Draft: ER/ERA/CCH/JJN/dar/11-2B-G4

Third Draft:dar/11-30-84

3rd Draft Distribution:
MFZ-300
FP-41/Kiualow

EFB-4200/EB (2)
UFR-4240/ZRA/JJM
EFR-4250/CCR
HFR-4M75/JAC

Final idar:12-3.44

final DeIcd (12/4/84) to:
HFZ-300/(Wridaker
HFC-20/Shumate
GCF-lJLevine
EFR-4l/xnalow

bec (Final):
HFR-A200/AJt/M.B/EI File
0FR-4240/ER1/JJH/CB File
BFR-4250/CCH
HFR-4575/JAC
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[Please see above item in chronology for Attachment 1,

July 10, 1984 Memorandum]
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ATTACHMENT 2

ALLEGATIONS OF [ Cordis Employee ]
September 21, 1984 Affidavit

Memorandum dated September 28, 1984, endorsed to Orlando Compliance Branch
October 19, 1984, discusses the statements made by [ employee ] in

affidavit signed on September 21, 1984. The following outline
coincide's with the items discussed in the affidavit.

la. (Pages 3-6): Based on the investigation completed thus far, it
appears that Cordis has properly rejected circuits that did not
meet YT1 and VT2 requirements. However, our limited resources
have not allowed us to investigate this area thoroughly.
Additional work remains to be done regarding adequacy of
qualification which led to the selective usage of circuits that
appeared to be stable and the rejection of those citcuits that
were not stable. Not verified.

lb. (Page 12, #9): 415A case regarding depleted battery - This may
have been confirmed but the depletion was due to a circuit
malfunction unrelated to early EOL indicators. We have not seen
any failures at Cordis regarding early activation of EOL
indicators contrary [ employee ] position. Tanenzaft states
that he is unaware of such failures. We may need to question
Schwoebel, Pagones, Leetmaa, Weinberg and others to definitely
confirm or refute this allegation.

2. (Pages 6-9): Allegations regarding Orthocor II - Orlando
District has conducted an IDE incpection of the Orthocor II
Model 284, and our findings generally supported the allegations
within the affidavitJ[ employee ]stated that would review
Orthocor II submission or any other Cordiz submission so that
can identify information that was not accurate or complete.

3. (Pages 9-10): Deficiencies in the Material Review Record System
have been confirmed. A specific example cited by [ employee ]
relating to the use of substandard hybrids used in Sequicor D/E
pacers has not been investigated. Investigation may rot be
warranted as the majority, if not all of these 2-year pacers,
have reached the end of their service life.

4. (Page 10): Changes authorized by IA's and not notifying FDA of
these changes. This has been confirmed during the recent GMP
inspection and previously.
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5. (Pages 10-11): Allegation of falsification, manipulation, and
omission of data regarding IDE/PKA510(k) submissions to FDA.
Any prosecution recommendation should consider affording

t employee Jan opportunity to review submissions has personal
knowledge asout.

6. (Page 11): Allegation that the firm deliberately hid complaints
from FDA has not been verified. Approximately 58 complaints
located in the legal department, not accessible to FDA, were
identified during our inspection.

Allegations that firm seldom considered a complaint to be a
hazard is accurate. Firm's policy has changed and a more
stringent definition of the term "hazard" is in use.

7. (Pages 11-12): The "crosstalk" complaint not reported to FDA
has been verified. Mr. Hershenson stated that he was not
involved In the decision not to notify FDA of the complaint,
contrary to [ employee I allegation.

8. (Page 12): Overdrive pacing at greater than rates of 300 using
the 415A has not been investigated due to our limited resources
and other priorities.

9. (Page 12): Discussed as item lb above. With respect to Cordis
not reporting failures in IDE/PMA submissions occurring outside
the United States, this was confirmed during the crosstalk
investigation.

10. (Pages 12-13): The allegation regarding the 402 pacer 510(k)
not being accurate has not been evaluated. The allegation that
out-of-specification circuits were used In 402 pacers because
they were 510(k) devices has not been investigated.

11. (Page 13): The allegation of the development and marketing of
the Multicor S and other "salvaged' pacers has not been
completely investigated. Cordis has listed an I"S type pacer in
their literature index available to salesmen. However, Cordis
has stated that this represents a new Gamma pacer which is the
subject of a 510(k). This has not been confirmed or refuted.

12. (Page 13): Allegation of the distribution of a variety of
programmer software for Gemini based pacers has been confirmed.
This is an issue discussed by the Ad Hoc Committee. The Center
should review this item and discuss whether or not further
follow-up Is necessary. For example, all programmers do not
contain the most recent EPROM which would include the most
recent software revision.

5-65s3 0-86-- 26
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13. (Pages 13-14): The allegation that programmers were marketed
that contained the wrong foreign language EPROM s has not been
investigated.

14. (Page 14): The allegation that Cordis did not submit a complete
PRA for the 233F has not been evaluated. This should be
addressed by CDRH, Division of Cardiovascular Devices.

15. (Page 14): Item 15 was confirmed. 1

16. (Pages 14-15): Item 16 and 17 had been previously investigated.

17. The reasons for the testing criteria stated to FDA differ from
the reasons stated by [ employee ] Additional investigation
is required to confirm or refute this allegation.

18. (Page 15): Item 18 was confirmed.

19. (Page 19): The shipment of out-of-specification circuits Was
confirmed. However, the use of circuits that did not meet
specifications was not confirmed.

20. (Page 15): This was confirmed.

21. (Pages 15-16): This was confirmed.

22. (Page 16): Not investigated.

23. (Page 16): Not investigated.

24. (Pages 16-17): Not investigated.

25. (Page 17): Confirmed by Stephen J. Tunks.

26. (Page 17): Not confirmed based on verbal statements. Not fully
investigated through a records review.

26a. (Page 17): Confirmed - 200 cell study.

27. (Page 17): Consultant visited Cordis in early 1984. Confirmed.

28. (Page 18): Not investigated.

29. (Page 19): Not investigated.
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30. (Page 19): Concur with observation as often times, due to time
constraints, background data would not be requested. However,
we have not been able to confirm that certain documents were
specifically removed by Mr. Schwoebel or Mr. Pagones prior to
requested informa ,ion being provided to FDA. However, we
suspect that this may have occurred. Probably would require a
Grand Jury to find this out for certain.

31. (Pages 19-20): Not investigated.

32. (Pages 20-21): This area has been fully investigated and
[ employee I allegations are basically correct with the exception

of the comments relating to the reasoning behind selecting the
feedthrough as being the cause of EBD's. The feedthrough
failure michanism was identixied as being responsible for EBD's
not because it was self-serving, but because that appears to be
the actual failure mechanism.

33. (Page 21); Have not seen any EOL problems with current Super
Gama cells being manufactured. Due to resource and time
constraints we have n6t fully investigated if the initial Super
Gama cells manufactured had EOL problems or whether they were
used in manufacturing pacers.

34. (Page 21): Reference to changes in the Theta 1/4 Pi battery
relate to reduction in electrolyte. This has been previously
investigated and confirmed. With respect to Super Gamma cells,
that did not have an EOL period, being used in 233GL and 418
pacers, this has not been investigated. Reportedly, based on
verbal accounts, those cells were not used in production.

35a. Problems with the interactive programmers have not been
investigated.

35b. Confirmed by Investigator Stephen J. Tunks.

36. (Page 22): Investigated by Stephen J. Tunks and confirmed. The
Crawford Cell System used to conduct EhI testing had not been
validated. Also, this EMI testing had questionable pass/fail
criteria.
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37.
and
38. (Page: 22-24): The polyurethane leads with Texin MD85A

polyurethane manufactured by Mobay Chemical were investigated
and a complete report was provided. The clinical trials were
completed prior to IDE regulations being in effect. Therefore,
Cordis never notified FDA of problems. Objections during the
two inspections were that the implanted Texin ND85A polyurethane
degraded in rabbit muscle testing. Complainta received during
the clinical trials were never entered into the complaint file
and excess leads distributed during the clinical trial were
never recovered. Also, the firm continued to sell some leads
after they knew the results of the degradation testing. The
firm has never notified physicians of these potential problems.
Texin MD85A polyurethane was used in Atrial J leads. Elcor
ventricular carbon leads and spinal leads.

Cordis has never referenced any carcinogenicity or toxicity of
the leads. This carcinogenicity was not investigated. Nobay
Chemical should be contacted and Cordis investigated regarding
carcinogenicity of the polyurethane. According to Cordis,
carbon filled leads were discontinued because they were too
difficult to manufacture and multifilar leads corrected the lead
breakage problem. The Atrial J and spinal leads were stopped
due to degradation in rabbit testing. The polyurethane issue is
pending at the Center. This issue was not addressed in r.
Villforth'3 September 7, 1984, letter to Cordis.
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D'C - 6 je4

iUchArd S. NMrcy

Klelnield. "plia an 6Sczer
L1U Ninecconth Street, N.W.
Wasaington, D.C. 2UU.Mo

Dear Hr. ?orey:

This Is In response to your letter to Mr. Ullitae K. 1Mm-sua dated October
31, 19d4 rejarding the need tor Cord!& to notify pnysicisno of defects in
Lambda and Theta pacers.

The information providec in tce producc updates is, as you describe In your
letter, in the tor 0s -general knovwedge about the Lambd4 and Theta
pacers. The overall thrust of the updates seems to emphasize the positive
aspects ot the portornsnc. ot thu pacers as La indicated by the title
Aciieved Reliabilicy ot the Labd- (or Tbeta) Series Pacers. While we

recognize that specific issues of tns Lambda Series updates, &.S., the
April 19d1, October 1982, and April 1983 issues do rsference the sudden no
output nature of the printed wiring board failures we also observed that
there was no discussion of thia In the Apr1l 1964 issue. The macs Series
updates no reference the sudden no output pronla. In the April and the
November 1I83 Issues but there is no reference to the problem ia the
subeuquenc April 1964 issue. In all cases the intoruation is not
Igblighted or mphasized &d. thererore. dowe not adequately alert trn

physicianas to the potential problem.

We cannot e5ree wvtb you that FDA has been aware of the Lombda and Theta
defects tar three years. Our records sbow that your December 9. Ib82
letter to Mr. Donald Dab- indicates that malfunctions of the slectron
circuit might occur suddenly without warning. however, the data
available currently indicatas that this, in fact, has occurred. Letters to
individual Faa reviewers vith copies of product updates which have already
been sent to pbysician- :- not an acceptable alternative to either (a)
ofticial notification to FDA ot a device t-liure or (b) a premarket
notification to FDA when the tailure mode leads to a change in the device
that is intehnded to correct, tor xampie, a design problem.

itegarding your come.n ctat these defects would not be reportable under
the new medical device reporting regulations, again the key to the anfcer
Ls sudden no output t-alur-. Since the labeling does out address *udden no
output we would expect a tire to report this failure to FDA.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERItCES

Ms have &&*1 asked the mbars a o.r Circulatory 9ystem DevIces panel for
- opinion regsrdiog the oversll adequacy of p riodic notic*s issusd by

snetecturere co physicians or other bealth profeeionale. The concensus
nf the Panel was that identIfyTiv dae-ce fsi.uras along with other
intorymtion La product updates is net an cceptable slteruativs to
provLding specific recall letters to physicians.

In sumry, think that due to the poeostial health risk associated with
*udd-s no output defects, al physicia s should be notified. We &agai
request e draft of the propoued notifIcation letter tor revie.

Siocerely Mourm.

Walter Z. CunCdakr. Director
Office of CompLianco

Center tor Devices and
Radiological Goalth

prep:*tM;11/14/84; MavjsCd:wg:Diji6/84. THM:I/19/84; VUID;II73/54;.
ABH:Li/26/64 iUi 11127/84; TM:L2/3/84 f:Ui~6di\s
s~vlsod:CL~lIZ.3/8A; CGAA:1123184; DJ:i2/318&; F/C:RZ:12/4/84

cc: lorazn R. Vaedon. Ph.D.. iPresident
Cordie Corporation
10555 Weat Flagler Street
Hind Florids 33172
4 FZ - S

HFZ-300 nZ-321 ELFZ-3z3 RFZ-40 HrC-20 (M. Scbhuate) aLn.-4i
HFI-4200 H-i-4575

ILE
1f 0 PY~

-

OM= -� �= D- C-C. I=�� Dl�Zac � I I I
I I I- f 0 - - -::I

. _
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?e^.: r:5-Vlce

December 14, 1984

Mr. Walter Gundaker, Director
Office of Compliance (HKZ-300)
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
8757 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring. MD 20910

Reference: (1) Letter of October 22, 1984 to Dr. N. Weldon from
W. Gundaker (Holt)

(2) Letter of November 20, 1984 from J. Pagones to
W. Gundaker

Dear Yr. Gundaker:

I have enclosed copies of the various letters that we have mailed
today to physicians in connection with the "Charity" pacer notification.
After recent discussions with Mr. Casey, we have labeled the letters and
envelope DMPORIT~iN PACER NOTIFICATION. The content of the letter to
Dr. has been changed to reflect the requirements expressed in
your letter of October 22 to Dr. Weldon.

We have recommended to Mr. Casey that this notification be considered
Class III and trust that this will be the ultimate decision.

Sincerely,

ha N. Pagone\
Vice President
Corporate Product Assurance

JNP:mda
Enclosure

cc: Mr. 1. Casey
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Liic'>I~~~~~~~~~~~ i S.' re

A! '42 !-nr-!t-nft;) Stlr: r_ 11 f.ij.

ior '1* *\f

Th.s is in repl- to your letter o0 F;-bfr 11, I9'~ to
Mr. Silliam F. rlae5,a rrarding thn Cordis Por&rcrr III an(.
thI: prOPcSiL letter to acCrany the r,-w p 'r~ni nstructions.

WS believe that ineadeaate prranminge instructions r.ay result in
unnercessary pacer PqmIantstion and replacownt exoosing the patient to a
=derate risk that is Associated with any suroical intervention.

With this in mind, we think it is i-ortant that the Cordis cover letter
state the nroblem in the first paracqrph. The currcnt draft does not do
this, in fact, the possibility of risk: is not r-entiortd. wa have indicated
s-ested changes on the enlosed draft.

Th-* FM% plans to c]essify this action as a Safety Alcrt and the letter
should be labeled as such, (e.g. 'CORDIS PrPAM2m III SAF= A=-).

I* do not believe that the problem with the Cordis otrasmnier is similar to
the issue whidc yoa referred to in your Dacewber 11 letter. The
labeling in the Cord.i situation is inadequate bcause it does not provide
adequate directions for use. Th3 labeling was adequate. The Problem
resulted from user misinterpretation. The situaticz was cocrounded
because the dialysate was prodzced and labeled by another fire al-so under
that fima's label. Therefore, had no a trent direct respcnsibility.

1Fe note that even thogh the -letter was considered by FD to be a
voluntary corrective action, the fi£ d begin their:letter, warning -

.injury. t* think this is an aproptiate way to begin a letter which
is intetded to notify health professionals of potential hazards.

Sincerely yours,

-2alter E. C.1mdaker, Director
Offioe of Ccirpliance
Center for tvicces

and Xadiolcoical Health

Enclosuir

cc: !oL-flan R. feldcn, Ph.D., rir~rdt
Cort'is Cornoratic-n
10553 p;ast F'a^!e St-Ot

, Floridz _3172
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it~~~~ -- c. .1,lA :

:- C}IN:LD. PKALAN- AZND BZCXZR . .

trtC" O. 5.',R WASRnNGTN. D. C. ZOO36

January 16, 1985 / t! -

Mr. William H. Damaska (HFK-liD)
Food and Drug Administration
8757 Georgia Avenue
Room 1248
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear xr. Damaska:

This will acknowledge Mr. Gundaker's letter of January 10,
1985 replying to my December 11, 1984 letter to you concerning
the Cordis rograer a the propose letter to accompany
the new programming instructions.

We enclose a further revised draft of the proposed letter
for your consideration. Cordis disagrees with the suggested
addition to the earlier draft enclosed with Mr- Gundaker's letter
as being factually incorrect. However, it has modified the
letter to accomplish the same purpose of alerting physicians to
possible problems based on not understanding the limitations of
the programmer software. We request prompt consideration of
this new draft so that the instruction may be sent out as soon as
possible.

Cordis appreciates the agency's decision to classify this
action as a safety alert rather than as a notification or
recall. However, Cordis still does not understand the basis for
distinction between this situation and the situation which
apparently has not been classified even ads a safety alert by
FDA.

Cordis disagrees with Hr. Gundaker's letter that its prior
labeling was inadequate in not providing adequate directions for
use. That labeling clearly required the user to set the correct
pacer modal setting on the Programmer III before using it
to program a particular model pacer. In the one incident known
to Cordis, the physician failed to follow these directions and
attempted to reprogram a pacer with the programmer set to
program a different model pacer. When the programmer did not
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KLEIN-rIJ5. IKAPLAS AND Brcxxa

William H. Damaska (HFK-lie)
January 16, 1985
Page 2

reprogram the pacer under these circumstances (as it should not),
the physician performed an unnecessary explant operation.

In Cordis' view. this situation is not significantly
different from the situation. In each case, there were
adequate directions for use which were violated due to user
misinterpretation. In each case, an injury to a patient resulted
-- in the situation death and in the Cordis situation only
an unnecessary explantation. While Cordis could understand both
of these situations being classified as "safety alerts," it
is unable to see any reason why the Cordis situation should be so
classified if the incident was not.

Cordis wishes to expedite conclusion of this matter and
transmit this information to the users of Programmer III.
Accordingly, it is willing to send out the enclosed draft letter
as a 'safety alert,': if the text is otherwise acceptable to FDA.

Please let us know as soon as possible how to proceed.

Yours very truly,

Counsel for cordis Corporation

RSM/Jlr

Enclosure
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. P C R A N' - !
SAFETY ALERT

NSWA- I.NSTRC7-iNS F-R PRCCiM.ti S, CCR3_5.:ACEP.Z TWI M

PROCAGRAClER II;. MODEL.'55A

:ear Doctor:

Cordis has received a rexort oi a: unnecessary pacer

reelaretlent after an unsuccessful.attenpot to reprogrram the 'unit -with

a Programrmer 111, Model 255A, set to the wrong pacer model. This

error =as possibly caused by the physician not understanding the

limitaticne of the programnner software which could not provide the

correct mrodel setting for prograrring the pacer involved, In ar

effort to prevent urnecessary pacer replacements due to such m-is-

understandings. Cordis is sending this letter and the accompanying.

"Instructions for Progranrin-.g Cordis Pacers' to all users of

Programmer III. Model.255A. to sunplement and clarify the general

instructions provided with.the Programmer and the specific prograsmming

lastruer.ons provided with Cordis pacers.

The capability of ea 5c Programmrver flunit: is controlled

by software contained io.a memory, chip and m-ay be revised by replacing

the chip with another conftiriog revised softWare, To date, four

ci; erent eoftwa.e revision. have been released for Prograrnm-mer I.

asd Prograr.niers vith all revisions in current clinical use.
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br~e snecf.ic software re-isi3t in each Fr:: a e- r :s

readily deter,.i-ed from the Prograrimer display, as are :ne pacer

.caeis -which zar. be prog-ra'sned with that software re-ision. Also,

the scf.ware provides the =cnu of prograxrnmtble param.eter values for

eachn oel. The ner supple-entoay Progra=m-er instractiOns explair

te pregrazrrd-Ag capabilittes of all available software revision levels.

Thus, knowing the prograt;-er softare revision level fromn-its display.

the user can determine frorrttese instructions the pacer models that

can be progra.mmed.

Cordis telemetry pacers have a "back-up" mode which is

not revealed by telem-etry and must be verified by an ECG. The "back-up"

=ode (VOQ at SZ. 5 pprni indicates component malfnocttofl or battery

depletion and, in such cases, cannot be turned off with the Programnmer.

The "back-np" mode also kas been activated inappropriately by electro-

cautery. defibrillation. electrical interference, high tem.perature or

connection of a lead. In eucb cases. the "back-up" mode can be turned

off and the pacer reprograrnmrued to a normal pacing mode. The new-

supplementary iotntctions explain which softwa-re revisions enable a
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-:DOsrarr.aner t11- tu.n ofte ''ack-.p .. e i= ::-ese cses anrd

.r-Dvde the a-propriate .-3tructions for each revision 'ever.

-leate circulate .i's letter ard the new s~p: eentary

i-.s:ru~t::: to all nersozrei who use the ograrr.rr U!. Then.

'-e- .'.e i. C.cr:ics .with the Prvgrar.r.er for readp reference. If

yc_; no longer have a Frograsruner ill unit or have any ;nesticns abort

this letter or the new inatructions, please call Cordis Costorner

Service. tol" free, at i: 800: 327-8085 or, in Florida, ': 80C: 432-6565.
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Bebruary 21, 19R5

Certified Rail - Return Receipt Requested

Norman R. Weldon, Ph.D., President
Cordis Corporatlon
10555 West Flagler Street
Miami, Florida 33172

Dear Dr. Weldon:

We have reviewed and evaluated all the data for Gamma pacers with
protected and unprotected battery cells submitted with the December 21,
1984 and January 30, 1985 letters by Mr. John N. Pagones of your
company.

Based on the analysis of reserve cell life test data, pacer life test
data, and field performance data, it is our opinion that pacemakers
containing polypropylene protected feedthrough batteries from Lots 4280,
4380, end 4480 expose pacemaker dependent patients to the risk of
serious adverse health consequences, as a result of early battery
depletion (EBO). We recommend that all physicians and hospitals to whom
these pacemakers have been distributed be immnediately informed of this
serious potential problem and any pacemakers not implanted, including
those on consignment, be recalled. We request 100%o accountability of
all Zaz~a pacemakers czntaining naztery :ells from Lots 1220. z380, and
4480.

Please respond within five (5) days as to what action you intend to take
to comply with our request and recommendation. You have an opportunity
for consultation under Section 518 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act (FD&C) on this matter. We believe that this situation presents an
unreasonable risk of substantial harm to the public unless corrected in
the manner suggested. Notification under Section 518(a) of the FD&C Act
is necessary to eliminate this risk and no other provision is available
under the Act to eliminate this risk. If you wish to meet with the
Center for Devices and Radiological Health on this matter, contact John H.
Samalik at 301-427-8110. A meeting will not be necessary if, at this
time, you initiate appropriate correction action.

Sincerely yours,

Walter E. Gundaker, Director
Office of Compliance
Center for Devices
and Radiological Health
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cc:

Mr. John N. Pagones, Vice President
Corporate Product Assurance
Cordis Corporation
10555 West Flagler Street
Miami, Florida 33172

Mr. Richard Morey, Attorney
Kleinfeld, Kaplan, and Becker
1140 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Prepared: JSamalik 1/23/85
!Nit:LJStauffer 1/23/85
draft:RR:1/24/85
Init: Donald Dahms 2/8/85

WHDamaska 2/11/85
ABHolt 2/12/85
WGundaker 2/12/85

Reviewed: Orlando District 2/14/85
t/f:db:2/21/85

cc: HFZ-300 HFZ-321 HFR-41 HFR-4200 HFR-4575 HFC-20 (Shumate) HFC-162
HFZ-70 HFZ-450 HFZ-320 (Moore) HFA-224
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FEB 2 2 95

Norman R. Weldon, Ph.D., President
Cordis Corporation
10555 West Flagler Street
Miasmi, Florida 33172

Dear Dr. Weldon:

As you are aware, Cordis is now recalling certain Theta and
Gamma series pacemakers because they may have been heat
stressed, and have the potential for early battery
depletion. These actions were classified by FDA as recalls
and assigned numbers Z-059-5 and Z-060-5, respectively.

We understand that Cordis is recalling all heat stressed
pacemakers which were manufactured in the United States.
However, we also understand that an additional 183
pacemacers were manufactured by Cordis in Roden, the
Netherlvnds, and only 19 of these (those which had not had
heat stressed battery cells replaced) were recalled. The
remaining pacemakers were apparently shipped back to Roden
for distribution, even though the circuitry may have been
damaged by excessive heat.

We believe that regardless of whether the heat stressed
pacemakers were distributed in this country or other parts
of the world, they should all be recalled because of the
health hazard involved. We therefore request that you
extend your recalls to include all exported pacemakers.

By copy of this letter we are notifying the Government of
Netherlands of this situation.

Sincerely yours,

Walter E. Gundaker, Director
Office of Compliance
Center for Devices

and Radiologccal Healeh
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Page 2 - Noman R. Weldon, Ph.D.,

cc:. Mr. Juhn N. Paaones, Vice Prcident
Corporate Product Assurance
Curdi4 Corporation
1G555 West Flaqler St.
*Miami, Florida 33172

Dr. H. A. H. Suyberbeyk, Director
Office of Medicines
Medical Appliances and Infectious Diseases
Ministry for welfare, Health and Cultrial Affairs
Directorate - General for Health
P.O. Box 439
2260 AK Ludachendam, the Netherlands

TMcQre:nh: 1/7/U5
InitcWHDamaska:1/22/85
Init:ABHolt:1/31/85
init:WEGundaker:2/1/85
T/F:nh:2/6/85

cc:
HFZ-300, HFZ-321/23, HFR-41, HFR-4200
HFR-4575, HFC-20 (Schumate), HFA-224
HFZ-320
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February 22, 1985

Director, urlancc District (itFS-4200)

)hqueut for &rnd. Jury lnveatigatio, Firm;: Cordia Lorporaktlo
klimil, Flor±e

Grfice of apl1ifnoa (lFZ-30U)
Cter.t2r for Deviceb anG Pdialooj;c&l health

Urlendo ristrict recommends tkbt tlh Food sac Wrt A&inlstration (FMf)
rLquLeS. i Grbnd Jury invtstifinlon of ttLe Cordis Corporation Lc
iVvz tc thL rducLio, ano ciistributlon of defective pwomatrs &De

by former aidplopeea of tne tirL that there are -&let,) probleas
it~h Cordis prodwuts and omission of data from required submzlaions to thk

fenc), as bell as other allegationb. Ihe ckan Jury ahould Caso
deterine izidv'iuul respcnalbility for ay .ioltIou of the law LTitaz
16 ano zl).

KISTORY OF BUSlKLS!

Coroi Corporution, a florida corporatio *stabl'G i la I, 1.s
anufact~urer of medicl Gevioes Wit.t Swul Ale& In FY6-44 of oar $20o

miliion. The firm is pmariily coernad with the developmot &no
manufacture of cardiac pacemakers. The fir alo munuactures pacemaker
le&o:, *Oni~nrLphY OkTztetera, DeIUroacience produwts. and accesacrles. ket
saaes IL 4Bardlc pacemakers alone were i130 million As F1-84. CorLs
pbcesukara sacrtAt for epproxataly 20S Of the damagtic ket. rd 15: of
tUe ridwje iaket. Toe eorporatior employs approxiately 2,2W pmple
Ir itts domestic eeraLion.

ISDIVIDULL BESONSIBITIJT

Willaa. P. iurphy, Jr., X.D., Chairman of the boaro

Dr. hWrpy md sIr. Weldoe saard rassap ibilty for Zb. operatld ot the
corporation util Up**mbor 19M. incs that Lima. Dr. arpshy has been
less active In the day-to-day operatlma of the rfm. OIr. ilurpby two b1n
prImelIly Involved U te rastb and 4weltopst Mt -9wSa Vpreiutu -N
pubi le ralatiam xfth the mod Ilea comnmi4. It appe3in N 'OW wsra*
in the operateo of ordIs brpbr.Us .. tiwiabid l the 1aa
several yers. DVrxj a ti9t1rb S rry t915,k. -iwpV stated he
had not been lolvad in the aey operat of b'Elm for the
past 6 or 7 yers. W. irphy retired at he ePA of Jauatry 295 but Vill
tor~tinue to ect a a con6s1itht to the Waord of Dreotors.
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Norman 8. Weldon, Ph.D., Chief Executive Offloer and President

Dr. Weldon is prebeutly the moat responsible individual at the rir. He
is at his office or a day-to-cay bbals and iL involved in tne daily
operations of the fire. Ha ata been president of Cordis Corporatiou sLne
July 1979. Az an euxiple of his rehponsibility, he stated Lbat be has
final authority to approve or disapprove a reoll bythe fire. Also ie is
the final authority for approval of 1roduct updates before tbay are
issued.

Harold ferabeneor, Executive Vice President, end former Preaidcnt of the
Anjiographic Division

Mr. Hershenson is repoasible for COrporate Prodiut isbursuoe, bbulatory
Affairs, cliniccl research, management information systas, facilitlie and
facilities planning, safety. saentenanoc of the Cordlb Stendara C4eratinl;
Procedures kanual, and he acts as liaison with the plant In Roden, The
betherl&nds. he directed the Anglagraphic Mvision prior to Ibvemer
198t. Mr. Mersbecson reports directly to Dr. Waldon.

John W. Pagones, Vice President, Corporate Product Assurance

W. Paones is responaible for quality assurmnoe end regulatory arfairs at
the corporate level. *r. Pagones reports to hr. berahennon.

Each of the above officers has represented the Cordis Coporation In
meetinga with FDA (at headquarters and distrist levels). with
investigators during inapections, and Issued Instructions to eubordinate
employwes bich wre carried out. Mbwyer, our inspection& have not
establiabed reaponsibility for potenitial violations of Titles 18 mmd 21.
Noreover, our Inspections have not conclusively estabilahed if product
defecta were the result of overt, deliberate mote or from negligence We
believe tUat a Grand Jury Investigation ins neesary to establiah the
oulpability of the varioue officers aor the alleged violations.

IUOIWCUS COPLUUT

betwen September 1953 *W Maro 1984 the Ienooy received tWas anonmous
ooplaints regarding Cordis managment,. mutfoturli* procedures, and
problm witb marheted d developmental products.

1. an lbNmer 1. 1983, the PiisbIn of Capliaoa Omrpatins
CUfT116), enter for MJ oas end Indlolegina lalath (CB),
furnished -81a M*tllt 8o Intemel- CerdLs morw m
ded Septaber 21. t983, sbjet pecial dIt - ma
battery Cell. pletion, vb _en reoetved a-lnaty.
Mis docuodet descr4bed 134 premature ve pacer early
battery depletioos and included an Internal audit of Cordist
manufacturing. testing, and relese of t= battery cells in
use during 1980. Inspection generally confirmed the
observations in the internal audit reports however, none of
the deficiencies warc Identified as the specific cause of
early battery depletion (E8D).
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2. Cn Harch 15, 1984, thu Ainision of Cardiovascular Devices,
CDUa (HFZ-450), provided Orlando District with an ancyIs
cozpiaint oonsistin, of an undated letter, poatoarked
February 29, 1984, along with apprws:mately 26 groups of
documents. In sumary, this complaint alleged that Cordia
Corporation bas no aense of moral responsibility or Interest
In p.tient safety, and tbbt executive eonwaement oonstantly
mandates that inferior products be produced without regard
for quality or Federal law.m It auwested that the FDL
investigcte the fira's haterial Review Record (CRR) aysta
and the Model 190A pacesmuers wtich have a "deadly hidden
flaw in tbem." Inspection revealed that hodel 1901
tWni-Stanicor pacers, and other similar models, ban
experienced a oalination of malfunctions including early
battery depletion, reed swItct failures, and printed wiring
board failures.

3. Cc March 26, 1984, the Oiief, Bioreeearch and honitoring
branch, Office of Compliance, CDR&, (KFZ-341). provided
Orlando District with an anonymous complaint postmarked
February 28, 1984. which alleged that Cordil' Orthocor
hntitachycariCs Nodal 284i pacer as plagued with problems,
and wan very susceptible to false triggering by
electromagnetic Interference (EhI) which may result In
patient death. The complaint further alleges corporate
officials were awr. of the flews Shd that they had altered
test date and changed reports to reflect that the pacer
woria. This omxplaint concerns ID Aimber C840004 for wiich
CDRb sent a deficiency letter on Februwry 13, 1984. Tin ID
suppleasent wsa deemed approved by CDKU an or about Oatober
1984 because lagislative built-in time frames wre exceeded.
CMSH has requested additional scieatLfic data frca the firs.
The matter of the Orthoowr II ktiteahycardis pacer li Still
under review by CDM.

N3lPECTIOIAL FINDINGS

Several Inspections wre initiated betten eceober 3, 1983, and Kvembor
15, 1984, to investigat, these all1gatIons and to dtermire the tirm's
compliance idtb the Federal Food, Drug, and Cmetic At and regulationa.
Thics Lestigatlon has revealed the following significast problem weacs

1. Printed Wiring Uoard Failures

Printed wiring boards we compooed of alternatieg layer of
fiber clotUh and polyster resla. The board is coapletely coated
with a pbol epoxy. Using a patters for the particular board
desired, copper is layered on the boarcd holes mra drilled
through the board, and the board Is etched for the appropriate
design. There is no epoxy In the holes but copper is sprayed
into the holes to plate the surface. The purpose of the holes
Is to divert electrical pathways around obstacles in the
circuitry (eg., a capacitor). The printe wiring boards are
mace at 0.018 inob end 0.031 Lich thIckness.
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The faiure o Lbda ad Theta pacemiars due-to defecLa In Van
printed wiring boards was Lavesti&Bted during Inspections of
April 16 - hay 15, 19&4, asd Wy 2 - Jun 5, 1954.

Inspections revealed that certain Lambd and Tbe%. SaleS pacera
had salfuaotiooed because of fuilure of the printed wiring boero
end this malfunction hN4 resulted in sudden Oncoutput' failure.
The failures occurrec in pacers equippec with a printed wiring
board with unfilled plated throuib bole anmd a criaped D-cell
bettery. The firm determired ttat the battery gave off
diozolene vapor which as absorbed by the printed wirilng bobrd.
This caused the board material to expano, tausini, the copper
layer In umfilled plated tbroumh boles to crack. be2 flow of
electricity stopped when the crack went caspletely around the
hole, causing a sudden no-outyut failure. This fiilure
mecbanisc la peculiar to the 0.031 inch thick board. khy tnis
failure mode lnvolven only the 0.031 inch thick board Ms ,not
beet investigated by the firm.

A sudden *O-output' failure of these pacers coulo have an
adverse health consequence, particularly to pacer dependent
patients. Such a udjder, fallure tld oeuse the heart to beat,
at Its Intrinsic rate, probably os low as 35 to 40 beate per
minute in a pacer dependent person, ihict, i, turn could result
in cardisc arrest.

we inspections revealed there were at least 809. pac-r failures
worldwide due to the printed wiring board failures. Theae
failures o9"urred In Hbdels 221A and 221U (Thet& series) and
190k, 190E, 208, 215A, and 18881 (Linbda series). The largest
number of failures, 690, occurred in the lbda Onni-Steanloor
Model 190A. Uleo, there were other models subject to tUs
failure wode ("rpod 3-cell battery with open plated through
boles In the printed wiring board) In hich mo failures have
beea reperted. 3hese were Landa fHdels 235L. 235.% 236U7,
2367, 2367,i ad 241.

Un- Septembor 22, 1980, the fire isuod & modifiction to the
manfotwr'i procedure (Documtatlon Chonge 1tie 916M#4)
iloh called for tilling all tnfilled plated tkroqg holes in
all printed wiring boards wit moldier. This mrodriiat~on
apaFers ho have eorrected this problem. however, at the time of
this oae tthere arne approximately 2.200 Loa1_ awd Mte
eow is AUihsd goods "oak witb unfilled plated tlrowb

bolms. Instead of reproassafg these pso4rc to torreet the
deft.ed the firm, reportedly based em ryvSew by a PET, decided
to disribute the pooers without oorrmtIng hms Cheommntatnlos
Mange otie f16244 states Ouse up finiaset goods Inventory*).
Then pacers were distrlbuteo between Septder 19t0 aM hAguat
1983.
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In diacussing this situation on May 14, 19B4, witb Norman L.

Wteldon, Ph.D., president of the firm, kw stated it ws Comn
knowledge throughout the electronics industry that plated
througb holes In printed Kirin& boards must be filled. la= he
founo out that such holes were not beonc tiled, he ordered thes
tilled. he £add at that time there was Do discusion of a
recall or physician notificetion. he alao said if aoaoeone had
recomended that finished pacers In inventory be resrkad to
fill any unfilled holes, he wuld have approveo that
reooendation.

between August 15, 1975, and April 196C the firs issued
Technical Kemorande and Product Updates ra~erding this
situation. In letters to the firm datec September 7 and C&tober

22, 19&4, the Center for Devices and iedioloaic5l hesith
requested that thL firs aer notification letters to prysician
concernLag the printed wiring board failures. At a meeting witb
CDRH on September 19, 194, representatives of the firm (Weldon,
Hersbennon, and Pagones) refused to as"ue a actificetlon to
physicians saying the lachnicial N-oranda amn Product Updates
are sufficient notioe to physicians and the modic: comwuity.
by letter dated December 6. 19&t, the agency advised Gordis that
product updates and techiical meoranda are not adequate to
alert physicians of the potential problem. 7he fir. ws
requested to notify physicians of thSi problem by an appropriate
notifioation. 2y letter dated January 25, 1985, frrQ the firma
attorney, Richard J. lbr*y, the firm Wred to issue a safety
alert on thia problem. The draft 'Pear Wtor letter is being
reviewd by CD1h.

Two samples wre oollected to docueent the shipment of
wuoorrected pacers sbsequent to 8eptaber 22, 1980, when the
firm began filling the boles;

1. DOC 84-37T-546 - Documete the shipent or thirteen (1,.)
hodel 190A paoer& tram Otobor S. 1980, zbrowb February 13,
1981, to vrioui consignees.

2. MC 8t-374-547 - Document the shipment of a Stalocor Theta,
w/ 2217T-4999, to Colums Vgional 1spital, Columia,
Miasouri, msco wa invoiced on hercb 5, 1982. is pacer ws
Implanted cc February 25. 1982. and ozplwtod an Au&st 24,
1983, because of ao oftput. *nalyais rayesled the printed
wiring bowr bad 'a ormakd plated theowgh bole. This pow
ws shipped after the nrs begam to il the open platad
througb hass tn pers on the production line.
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SS . Hest-Stressed Facers

During the inspection of April 16 throgh June 26, 1984, an FD
invest1~stor learned that a Corals hodel 233F Sequicor 11 pacer
failed 3 Woothb after Implant. The pacoer had seer eubjected to

a higb teperature of approxlastely 115 C (239 F) during a gas
aalysis procedure. This failure waa investigateo aurmng tne

Inspections of July 23, 26, 30. and 31; August 3, 6. 10, end 16.
1964; asn September 14, 16-21, 27, Cetober 1-3, 5, 9, and tC,
1984.

The investigation revealed that soe pacers have been subjected
to tigh beat,. reworked *and then Implanted. Rome with the
oriir.1& batteriea and some with batteries replaced. One Gme
and one Theta pacer are randcaly selected each weeka " weld
quwliflcation 6nd gas analysis samples. The bas analysis
involves preconditioi ing by holaing the pacer in an oven at 1150
C for up to 24 hours (in one Case a pacer was held for 65
bkura) .The pacer beousing or can is punctured and the internal
moisture is determined The can is then cut open and the weld
is examined. Following the weld examinatlio the pacer my bt
reprocessed mad the batteries and circuitry ray be zalv'eed
rather than *crappec or they may be replaced.

Gana pocers utilizd for gsa analysis were first preconditIosec
at a temperature of 115° C In Marob 19&0 after bItIal
qualification disclosed no probles. Frior to August 1980 the
Gse battery was reportedly routinely replaced. Reportedly.
the firm did not replace the Game battery between August 1980
and 4ril 1982. In April 1982, the firm &Sit began replacing
the Ga battery in gas analyzed pacera a continued tei
practice until a problm -s discovered. "DRuM quality
control personnel were not consistent La their rework
procedures, It la difficult to docunt which paers 41d or did
not receive replaced &a batteries. irdis a provided
conflicting data and failed to ocuet the exact dates or
reasons for these changes.

According to the nlre, Deta pacero were preeseditloted et 3? C
prior to Kara 1983. Sise the battery could tolerate that
temperature witbeut adverse effects there was so nd to replace
the battery. An undocumented change ocourred an harht 6 1983,
whec tkm laboratory bega beating the Mto pamra to 115 C, Is
spite of the fact that tbe ngiaesru spec oetif oatlas gtas
these batterin should mot be hld et _blt pratre
exceeding 54.5 C (130° 7. The decla o Loovase th
preconditioning temperature was made by Uarold Deraftemeom.
Ieportedly, this ebeaig wea t ommu ted to prodtiotn
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peraonnel. Therefore, production rsveo to reoPLace trw Cattery

in beat-stressaed pacers until they became aware of the chnane on

December 5, 1983.

Th reprocebseC pacers were placed in flnished goods inventory

sad distributed. soe with original batteries whtic were exposed

to 115° C temparatures ror atenoeC period, and same with

replceaent batteries. A total of approxinetely 254 pacers were

gas analyzed and expsead to this nigh tetrprature; 225 Gammi

pacers a 29 Theta pacers. A feb of theme pacers with

beat-streased b"tteries were dLstriuted thro%4h June 1984, or

up to 6 months arter learning of the problea in Decnber 1983.

Pacera knaLlyzed at 115 C
(e6 of December 8, 1983)

Glla Replaced Cells Yct hSPlIaC

Total Pacera
Paoers Sold Implanted Explanted Implanted Explanted

254 179 97 11 64 7

The firm failed to validtoe the above-4escribef pocess and bad

no documnetation of the ffect beatin 115 C av o

the pacer components. Also. there was o witten procedure for

conduting the gas analysis. Including the pr ooaeitloaiag or

rerroces5ifl or these pacers. The oven used to preconditioa tan

pacers was never validated and tne actual tperatures reached

during the beating operation ware rrely recorded. :caetimas

the temperature may have azoeded 115 C.

Three eamples were collected to gociment ts pacera expased W

tm 115 C temperatur prior to g&a analysis:

1. DDC 04-266-852 Is ibdel 233F-9549 Saq"eer II Theta
par. shipped to the Lkhivrsty of

Cs)Lfornia, on or fo July 29, 19J3 s

implanted with the or41ma batteries which were

subjected to 115 C teperature. 5he pacer alled

three U) soaths after Implant and it was expltd

god returned to bIerds Orp. Aalysis of this Ver

by Cordis revesled that the P.1105 Epc roJypil)
separators In the battery ells had malted. *apprsestl

allowing the emode and cathade In the sagtive oeU to

eoae in contact and abort the battery.
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2. WC C5-374-555 Is Nbdel 233F=-04; 3equlcor 11 u ltn
wa shipped to a Cordis Salespersoa at laulawille,
Kentucky, on July 29, 163. but retrieved beforb
Implantation. Analysis by the ftra revealed thc
Fellon separator in botl, celi of the battery showd
evidence of Oalight eltisg in both calls.*

3. WC 15-374-556 Ln a del 333D7-41t1 3tunilcor (Gama)
pacer which was selected for 8as analysis cn November
17, 198, and wmo analyind on Nvember 19, 1982. Cm
Pay 8, 1984, the 'use before Cute' was extended to
August 1985. On June 2L, 1964. the pacer was shipped
to Morial IHqpital, Indna .
This sample documents that the firm distributed
beat-stre3sae pacers with replaced batteriesa.

The firm began replacing all batteries Lo gas anelyzed pacers oL
December 5, 19E3. lbw, only the hybrids re salvaged.

The firs has issued a notification to physicians and lopitals
of the potentiai proble wsth these pacers and has recallec any
4Qe:ti4ally manufactured pWaer& exposed to gas analysis ioicb
were act Implanted recialla 1-059-5 (Theta mocels) and Z-GVG-5
(Gamma models)].

Suring these inspections Ml& learned that Cordis also pertormed
gas analysis on 183 pacers uanufactured at the firm's plant i
Weden, The Netherlands. The firm clais that the bden plant

replaced all batteries In beat-strisse pacers except for 19
pacers, whIc contain their original battery. Cordis has

eluded thee 19 paonra In the recalls. Ibwever, the firm has
refused to Inolude in the recall the 1U64 dan miufactured
-p a exposed to high temperature and whioh have replaced

batteries. Pacers wdth replaced batteries are Included In Lhe
rpeall of domeatically iniutintured pacers.

Fra ithe aove It appea that Cbrdi* Corporation did not
appropriately oontrola the gas analysis and reprocessing of
poacrs *xpomd to 115 C taperaturea. T laoratory made a
alge In the tnp'ature at hiiob paers were preconditioned
vdthout adequate tritten a*utorization and suisaquently failed
to cmtmnicate that change to appropriate personnel. The result
_Ja business as vBsu l la thet some batteries which night have
be advesely affeoted by the higue tperatue were not
replaed Md wre Implanted. -

D Ceo ision to increase the teuperatre at idich pacers ware
preconditioned weD made by harold Strahenson. LxeoutLve
Vice-President, on )brob 5, 1980. Mm decision to selvage or
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acrap batteries exposed to the elevated temperatures was not
-oo0loualy made by managment *in£ the incre In the teat
teaparature was not omilosete4 to prodution personnel and
there was no chan4e on the prodution line. There is no
evidence that otUer officers were awere of these decisions.

III. Charity Pacers

C AJn 5, 1984, an FD investigator vlsited the office of
ISD., Mui, Florid*, to perform a recall

effective1esa check on recalls Z-064/067-4 (Gamma paoera
recalled du to early battery depletion). The investigator
learned that one pacer, Cordie Omni-Stanicor (Gamma) S/mi
334-7127, hod been donated as a Ocharity' pacer by the Cordis
Corporation. I!e physician was aware that the pacer was
*lightUy out-of-speciticationO sad because of this the pacer
was not covered by the warranty. Wis partiouler pacer bad been
implanted cn April 15. 1982, I a patient wo e *charity
ca," wc returned to hi. hems in Guatemala following recovery

from the surgery.

Im issue of scharLty pacers was covered during inspection& of
the Cordis Corporation en July 23, 26, 30, 311 Aust 3, 6, 10,
and 16, 1984; and Otober 3-5, 1984.

The Inspections disclosed that it, was Cordis practice to donate
pacers to hyaicilaus for Implantation lato patients outside the
Unitad States who could not *fford to pay for the pacer&. This
practice was initiated In January 1982 by Dr. Weldon, acoording
to lichard A. folowitz, Manager, Quality Asaurance
Lmplantablea. Typically the pocer was 6minimally out of
specifisation lb e acceptance criteria and was vt Govered by
the usual wrraty. Wen a pacer wts found to be mInimally out
of apecification the device histoy record (DR3) was marked to
lodloate the pacer aiould be scrapped. 7he umit ond the MR

-were forwarded to a Project Inginsring Tom (PET) for a
determination as to the disposition of the pacer. If It Ws
decided that the pacer was a candidate for donation tb. DU1 and
the tirIl Seview bord (MRS) *re marked *for charitable
Implast.' O the NOl tis& tftatment La usually followed by "(M.
Vold" requirment).8 The pacer us them stored wth other
chrity candidates to *wait a request for a charity pacer from a

Dt urnov instaces the final disposition of the pacer Could
mot be detemiced Review of records by or investigators and
the firm indicates that T4 units have been dispositioe as
charity c didates. Of theae, 30 were actually distributed to
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}h ]!tia ns s ar -dzris T.?ae te- rta - r r - I ow
reaacns (_e D= 84-268-851). Of the 29 docnated pacers, 9 wre
minimally out of specificatlor, 10 Mm tieir nin before drte'
(LRD) extenced, end 10 fid passed tbfr EiD. Mm fire, aould cot
acooumt for the dispaoition of the 43 remaining pacera initially
arearksed as acrap for possible chrity donations. The firm has

Po witten procdure deacribing the criteria for 'minlally out
of specifioation pacers which may be dispositioned for donation
to charity.

The firm has agreed to a CDAI suggestion to recall al1 charity
pacers which have not been implanted and to assure each
physician has been notiflec of tb. out of specificatior status
of each implanted umit. The firr has not yet Issued the recall
letters.

5ample DOC 84-26-851 docuents the donation of a charity pacer.
This 14ltioor Gamm peac, S/9 337TA-554, wa subjected to final
electrical testing au October 14, 1981. Mia pacer wa found to
be out of apecifioetlon for hkaeraina &enaititity (the
specification La not less than 4.5 at 40 k , while the test
reault wan 4.6) end wa diapositioned a a charity candidate.
On or out April 5, 1983. this pacer %as donated to

K. D., I Florida. for
charitable Implantation. Approxzlately one (1) month lter, Dr.

returned the pacer to Cordia without explanation. The
pacer wes eventually shipped to n utnaied dSg testing facility
in kIrth Carolia

IV. Extension of '*Us before' DA

The "use before date" (tMD) Is the latest allowable date for
implantation, celculated from the month of power ource
Installation. The firn had between 500-600 odel 333D7 pacers
%iiih It Intended to export to foreign coumtrsa as the pacer&
were soaring the UBD. The engineering apecification for
calculation of the LSD (9510031) allowed br an extension of lb
months provided the pacer met all test pamters when retested.
IhDwver, rather than do all of the testing required by
specification *9510031, the firt Laitiated three Temporary
butboritims (TA's) which alinleated the requirement for meeting
all fnsl -lotrlosl -test parmeters e the 500-600 pacers.
ibportedly, the first LA. (070967), approved ln Ibcmber 1963.
-w Impossible to 'd. *ai Us ttest ws to be aomplished
vitbeot opning' the peolage and reportedly ao pocers wmre tested
under thin T.L. D tw remalning a' were requested by
Stephen 1. Vedast Ph.D., Manager, Megulatery Affairs, and
appr*ed by ths PET team I= April 1984, au June 19S4. These
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T'. abbrev itMo Dthe. Fmste or exiniF- fl - D tR t aa
for the pulse Interval and am x-ray for depleted battores. Cb
tne basis of a determination that the pulse interval waB Within
the bootptable range end the battery was not depleted, the UBD
of these 50O-600 pacers was extended to July 1985 Cluoe before
August 1965'). Approxiately 30 of these pacers were initially
aesignsteo as early battery depletion pacers following the
initial a-rays. The firm revised its specification for
extending the UBD in 1984 and permitted extension of 24 months.
However, thbe pacers in question were extended as long as 32 or
33 wnths. Al:hough these 50C-6O0 pacera were intepoed for
export only, our investigation bAs disclosed that the pacers
werc also distributed domestically and a few of these were
dispositioned as mcharity paoers.0

%he abbreviated tests used to extend the UbD in TA 7076 and TA
70736A as not valioated as an appropriate prooecure to extend
the UED and theoretical calculations of battery life were not
cobduted on my of thes pacers after the fir decinec to
extend the UBD.

Semple DOC B5-374-556 documents a pacer with an extended oB)D.
This Stanloor Gac3 pacer, SfY 333D7-4181, was manufactured it
hovember 1982. On Ibvember 17. 1982. this pacer mg selected "

a welaflualifizati-smpla and mm subjected to gsa analysis co
Ibvember 19, 1982. Mm fnal testing ws acoomplisbed on
December 16, 1982. and the paoer w. released an December 27,
1982, with a sus before date" of Jwe 1954. OIn My o8 1984,
the use before date was extended to August 1965 and the pacer
was released agai on Ohy 10, 198. on June 26, 1984. the pacer
was shipped bt hespital Indisma,
and presuably was Iplaunted.

V. Polypropylene/Polyolae, Protected Fmodnmu!

Inspection& from Deceuber 3, 1983, tbrougb Kay 1, 1984.
revealed that In Nmember 1979, Gords CorporatIoe slItted a
510(k) presirt aotitioetinor for GOms _rise pacers that
contaibed a hezutieally =eled lit~ei louprlo sultIde battery.
Emb pacer contains Ong battery, each mae up of tw gmm
oells. The cell bas a poaltive l*ad (teedthrMu pi) Skiah
passs from te -Uside to Ue oviide of th -.sel tWO~b a
gass feedthrgh, whiob insulatas the poit$ve loa from the
ocll cotainer, wich actsto the Pestirs terilfa.

ID Jun 1980, testilg by the tire uncverom earrosim and low
resietaoce la the lass f odtbroWb. Corrosion Of the ~SI" was
creating a lithium bridge betwees the anes and eathode
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permitting an electrical ebort, thereby depleting the battery of
Its energy. Ucually, Obe0 c.ll depleted and this caused the
pacer to malfunction. In October 1980. in an effort to solve
the corrosion problem, the fira changed the Ga cell
manufacturing procedure and added the application of a
polyprop~ylen sleeve to the glass foedthrouh to protect St frm
elctrolyte attack. The polypropylene was replaced by a
polyimide coating In May 1982, because It reportedly afforded
better glass protection ad was easier to apply.

In O tober 1980, when the fin began applying polypropylene to
the glans fredthrot4h, tti re had approximately 6,000 pacer&
with G&es cells with lmprotecteo glans faedthrogh;s in finished
stock or In the process of being manufrctureo . Uase pacers
were not reworked to add polypropylene protection but rather
were distributed *az Is' throgh August 1983. Thre 1s no
evidence that asugests that corporate officers were aware of the
potential for early battery depletion in Gma cells with
unprotected teedthroughs in 1980. however. there was
Information mailable to them that, If properly ewaluated, could
have prevented distribution of pacer& with cells with
unprotected glass ftedthrousgh. Ihis Informatloft as n the
f0rm of a study of 200 OC# cells initiated by Lordia in
October 1980 ad discontinusd in Cctober 1982. Uls study
ahvwed t seen time to failure of GCms cells with unprotected
feadtbroughs wa 32 montha. however, the study was not
evaluated ustil July 1983.

O May 15. 1985, at th eonclusion or the April 4 through Hay
15, 1984 Inspecton, *maqgent professed mbereamat that the
200-cell study had not ben evaluated In a timely menner.
Harold Derabon, tzsotive VIe President, aid that had th
study been evaluated sooner, a decision may have bee made to
rework tb. pers with muproteoted feedthroughs Sn finishedstock rather tham eotinua dtatrlbuting thbm 'e" is.*

Wb Us firm begin reftivizS a alnafiomt nmber of reports of
pacer falt£are 4w to euly battery depletion in aid 1983, a
decision was made to Istu a notication a the paeos_ with
batteries with unprotoeted gleas foedthroughs (recalls
Z"64-M67/A). This xtification tauds through battery lot
number 418C, approxinately balf of wich have Iaproteeted
feedthmaghs sad half of ebla hws palypropyjam protected

m firM has mumitte4 date a bthb showa tlat battery lots 4280ad 4310D Ctbe firut omplete lots vith polypropylene proteotioa)
wre Incoerporate4 la 1,1T4 impl=W pacer. O these 45 have
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filed, 36 da--o aw tyw bti-yj 8e1ieUiY ilo, there 1ave
been a total of 166 railures of pacers witb battery lotS 4280
and later, of hiob 51 were aue to errly battery depletion.
Therefore, CMh ban prepared a letter requesting Cordis to issue
a notifloation on pacers with batteries oontaining cells fro
the firat three lts with polypropylene protected feedthroughs
(battery lot numbere 4280, 4380, end 4480). The letter has not
issued to Cordis yet.

DOC 84-374-482 Gocuments the July 27, 1962, shipmeut of
O(ni-Stmoicor (teams) pacer, Wt 334A-11141, containing cell
feedthroughs which are protected by polypropylene. Cordis bekan
coating the feedthrougbz with polylmide on )ty 19, 1962.
Hboever, pacers whicb were in the process of assaebly or Which
were In finished gooaa inventory were iot reworked but were
distrlb tec.

mC 84-374-484 documents the sale on January 14, 1581, of an
Cmui-Stanicor (Ga) pacer, SA 3341-0307E ihiock hed battery
cells with Unprotected glass f edtkroughs. This pacer weas
delivered to lbspltal, In -, Texas, eveS
though Cordia began protecting the feedthrough witk
polypropylene In Catoer 1980.

VI. Failure to Submit 510(k) MotIfioation, Premarket. Approval
Applications, and Supplements

In several instanoes Cordis Corporation made a decision that it
was unn oerssy to advie FDA of ohangee in procedurns or
*mnufacturwig operations by submisions of 510(k) notifications,
FIA'a or supplacents. The followLrig _e pacer& %&I-h were
arwsted or modified end hicb were not reported to the aency

as required,

A. hultioor GaCe Model 3401 (KiD-Gama)

The firm began distributin of this pecar In Februry
1981 withit suhaission of a 510(k) notifioation. ]he
firm has sold 495 Hodel 340A pacers domeaticully u
361 in foreign eontriea. t firm did not feel this
p80w us sagnifiatly different frrn other _s
m*dels to warrant notificationa. 51(k)' bad been
previously WfiLtW.*ed Gams IWdels 336A. 3368, a
3371. -be primary 4ifferme betmeae the models -
that the 340 in mler -boo a battwhich is
aprrutlately 50s Ustin amd capaelty of the other
Gam pFacers.
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-<n -. leAtter -lo o ~lnlfort~; -Wr-loFr W
dated September 1t, 1984, Sgned by W. i"ldon aud W.
bershensoa, the firm greed La discontinue
distribution of the Model 340k pacer until a 510k)
notification was approved. 'this was confirmed In a
letter to Wilim bamusba, Director, Division of
Cmaliance COerations, CDfM, from h3r. ibrshannso dated
Septamber 20, 1984. by letter to hor in 1. Weldon,
President, dated January 29, 1985, Walter LE Oundaber,
Director, Offine of Copliance, CDR, requested that
all Kini-Gamae pacers ibicb are OD connignment and/or
are not implacted be retw-Ded to Cordis.

Zstribution of this psoer is documented by ample DOC
84-374-485.

B. Stanicor Theta Models and Oni-Stanicor Lambda Models

Cn Septeber 22, 1980, the firm decided to fill plated
throgh oles in printed wiring boads wth solder In
order to correct nudden *no-output" failures lo wt4
end Lambda pacers. (5e. eading *1. Printed Wiring
Board Failures'.) The firm never submitted this
modification to the FDA by means of a 510k)
notification.

C. Gadni 4151 and Boquioor 23 ?"r&

Froe June 1984 through Bepteaber 1984, the firm
changed the formulation of the polylande material Lo
use by dilutng tUs polyhlhae with additional solvent.
Ihis 'diluted polylaide' s then applied to lass
teedthrogha of Thata 1/4 Pt 4.lls. Mm dIuted
polylaide was developed to reduse the viscosity of the
material so that void formation durg IurLM wtuld be
redomed. hUprtedly, aproximetely 3,00 eolls %are
manufured wiu lds that bad th diluted material
applied In *iter sinle or doible oosting oparctions.
These cells were moed In manufacturing and
ditributing 984 Nodal 233 2q6Vonr U end 589 Model
415 Geminim pacer&. Tbee posers ware *autatured

ewon though FRA supplaments tre act subaittod to IM
describing the tormula obe and even. theagh tus tr
had been advised of the agnitecae of Sfedtbrov
chawes to 1983 ad -1984. lb fat, they bad bew
requested to submit a etrospeotive 510(Ck)
ctifiatioCO a foetemugh oelges na 20ber 1983.
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D. Polypropylene/Polymiloe protottec Fesdthrouaha

Inapections of tbe firm disclosed the firm was
experiencln early battery depletiona in sa pecers
with Hermetically sealed, lithiu.-cupric sulfide
batterita. The firm issued a notificatlon or Docember
5, 19b4, for approximately 11.000 Gat serwts pacere
with batteries manufactured between avember 1979 md
October 1980. The notification isueg because of
early battery depletior associated with aelf-diacbmrge
due to corrosion of the glass feedthrough (recalls

064-4 througt In0674 Gltocoer 19bW, the firm
modified the feeathroxuh to inclule a plypropylene
inaulst,or designed tc protect the ;leas frog
electrolyte attack. The feecthrough design was
cbaned ageir, in Pay 1982 and consiated of replecing
the polypropylene with a polyciide ooetlig because
reportedly polyimide wes easier to apply and afforded
better protection thbs polypropylene.

Oordis Wrporation bad submitted a 510(k) prmermint
notification on the original 0Ga pacer without cell
feedtbrough glass protection. However, the firs
feiled to aubvit updated 510(k)'s covering the
polypropylene or polyislde protoction until requested
to do so by CDilH Co December 7, 1983. The firm
finally ateitted the requested data on April 4, 198d,
end Equivalence S ary 41414 n June 5, 1984.
Fee documaents are currently under review by R

Vll. Possible Obstruction of FDA in!Mection

FD inspection of January 17 - April 2, 1984, revealed that
Cordis fored a task forve t imestigate the probim of early
battery depletison In Game aeries pitera. Q D~cmber 3, 1983,
the FDA iavestigator requested a oopy of the teak foree
asignent. Oh l inber 7, 1983, he ws given a one-page
smorandtu by Nr. agones entitled "C% e Vls nd Gaes
Pacers - Task Foroe dated August 19, 1983, and signd by Joka
1. Pagones. Vice President, Corporate Product Assurnoe. The
sawo wa addressed to m"bers of the task force and oter
manament people.

D January 24, 1988, the Investigator was told by Frank
Cregorlo, Senior ReSulatory Affeirs Coordinator, that the
original asaigzent morandumn issud by llr. Pagoes was a
two-pge memorandum dated Awust 19, 1983. The investigator W&
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flrnlsbed~ W of<p tbe -tw-page 40ocent by H. GregorloC
reportedly on the instructions of W. Pagones. The or ginal
memorandum liste eight areas %hich the task force ws directed
to consider eand investigate. These eight points 1e been
deleLec from the memo copy given the investlAtor in December
1983.

Our Investigation of this masIter revealed that tr. Pogonts had
Oreviaed" his orlginul memo on or about December 1. 1bly , after
the task force bad completed its invest4ztiov. IW. Ps4ones
revised the memo on his own initiative. There Is no evidence
that higher management instructed him to revise thec memo or In
fact knew of the revision until after the fat-. h. Pegonea
stated that ht 'asbbrevietedo the original memo to general terms
to emphasize the primary purpose of thd task force, i.e, to
dafine and to determine the Cause of the problem.

bie believe hr. Pagoncs' purpose In not proevdinr the original
aesignment memo was to obstruct the FDA Investigation of early
battery depletlons In GeCa series pacero and, therefore,
charges under Title if (1001 and 1505) shoulo be considered.

VIII. lodel 284A Orthocor 11 Antitecbyeardia Pacer UIDE 40004)

An anonymous compliint ws received on Mrcb 5, 19P, by the
Center for Devices and Radiological health alleblng the firm was
experiencing evere problems with this pacer Th. complaint
stated management was aware of rt problems and had altered test
data end changed reports to Indicate that the pacer work.

The inspection of this device was made cc June 20, July 3. 913.
17-20, 31, and August 1-3, 6. 7, and 10, 1984.

Tb. Inspection failed to confirm tast test data an reports had
been altered In my way. 1D iapection did reveal that ecac
statments In tUs ID£ applioatain were not ompltely accurate.
For exmple. in reporting the results of tests in dogs the
report states that there were no episodes of &trial or
ventricular fibrillation even duing deliberate attea*.s to
stress the dog's ventricle. bwsver, the fra' a records shw
that e dog tested at the Massachusetts Osneral Ibapital, lbston,
Massachusetts, experienced several episodes of ventricular
fibrilistion. Also, tre applicatIon states that the circuit
assemblies at life toat requirements. The circuit assmblIes
wre not tested In accordance with the test protoool nd ae of
the circuit assemblies did not meot specifications (two
assemblies were out of specifications In 13 parmeters). Two
paoer& failed the defIbrllatio test yet tx IDE application

5f-s3 0-86-27
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states that pacer parameters ware uwchanged a ter defibrillation
teatini. The IDL application dated January 18, 19b8, rurtr
states there were no safety problemsand Othe software: programs
met test requirements.' The qualification of tin pecer oftwere
ws not actually copleted until July 9. 1FB4.

IM b4DGD4 was deemed approved ln Dctcber 1984, and CDiRH bas
requested additlonal aclentific date from the firm. The matter
of tbe Orthocor Ii poo r is still uicer review by CDER.

IX. Coupliance With CiHP's

Inspections of the Cordis CDrporatloo In 1974 and 1975 revealed
deficiencies whic cemonstrated tbet the firm's operations were
ret in a state of control. In 1975, the FD recommended a
Injunction in order to prevent adulterated devices fro rescbhin
the uarletplace. The Court appolnted a *peclal sster to reviev
the facts concerning the tiir' a anufacture of pacabakers. INe
pecial Master advl.ad tUe ourt that corrections were necessary

In the following broad areas

L Componet specifications and engineering inadequacies.

BE Inaequacies In forual dooimentation of *aDufactwia
and Inpsectional prooedur-&.

C. Inadequacles in the eontrol Of procured einpOna a1d
*aterials.

D. Inadequacies in product ioentirination and
oonfIgwvrtlon managmeat.

E. Inslaquacles in tanebility. test Integrity, and Ut
inforestina system.

F. Zaadequaciear mssaral rview board and walver
prontdures.

C. Inadaquacieas L statistical sapling and testing
prooadures.

L Inadequcies in toe Ocalibration, operation, and
*&IU MSeS of mamuftacLrin equiPast.

. Inadequate h aeb r ping tlU rfalwis of plofeaO
to tollow fotual Laternal brtis prooeduea.

Inspaotions lpnee 19T5 have revealed WI defIciOSCisS 1ieh
appeared to be iolated Instanocas -n t thu routine ractice
of the fir.
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-~hfl4--dept -iAWctWon 4o *valUt - tUs f 4S -r-*Urr4t, 4copl iance
with CO4P regultsions umm wdertsacen between Cctaber 12 and
-bveber 15, 1984. his inapection was saomplisbod by Orldc
District investigators 0lon6 with personnel from VEiC, CDRH. and
ORO. The inspection diecloado that wile deviations from
rer~ulstiona existed, the firs appeared to be in overll
ow pl anoe. Jebever, the inspection found that significant
deviations froaw CGK? regulstiofl existed in battery
manufacturing i many of the esam areas delineated by the
Special hester In 1915. Because of Corrections made and the
interim respons by the firm, an FDL id lbo Committee, meeting
on December 5, 19S4, decided not to pursu ao injunction on
current G4NP deficiencies but to reinspect in 3 to c months.

Since the current Investig&tion began in Decber 1983. we have
beer, evalunting the firm's compliance with GoFrs ,iich were In
effect aince 1976. In this revisu we have observed one
deficiency Whice stands out am baS (in effect throL";eut the
operation at Crdis, which l the Use of che Project Engineering
Teas (PET). Mterial Irvieu Comittee (M0C), and the Material
keylaw Boar4 (tNB). The PET. MPC, snd KRI are committees Set up
to rlsiew discrepant materials, referred to them by a Product
Quzalty Tea, which do not meet specifioationg = to decide go
their disposition. The decision eJy be to acrap, use as is, or
change a specification or procedure tc fit the situation.

In Using this Committee system, esecutive management has
relinquished control for making critical decisions to these
groups of ongineers and lcwer-level managere. The decision.
tade by the PET. MDC. and MRB ao not require formal executive
mangement review. In fact, executive mrageneet eawreness of
thise decisIons is not documented. The deoisioas made by the
PET, MM. or HIS are p%9 Into effect lamediately and reportedly
are not reviawed at my higher level or *anugmert. The only
review oocurs if the members of a PET cannot concur on
dispositio of material. The review process wuld then aova to
the next higber level, the MUI. If tba Bambera Of the WIC
oannot *oocur o disposition, the decision wulD then go to the
MIB. The denisions and the reasons for the decisions are poorly
docu.eutod and In some Instances are not doOtmented.

An exmple of this we& tbe apparent decision to distribute
approximately 2,200 Lmbde and Theta pacer$ 1n finished goods
1mftory 'eoirtAlnig printed wiring boards aith unfIllad plated -

through hole, after a decision ws wafe to fill al plated
tWrouh bols with solder.
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Another significent deiciency isn t hc area of review and
evaluation of omplaints. ZAspeotie of Airil 16 - Jum-26,
1984; and July 23, 26, 30, 31, August 3, 6, lo, and 16, 1984,
revesled that not all complaints received by the Cordis
Corporation are reviewed, evaluated, and maAintcned by the
formally designated coplaint file imit.

Throughout this investigation, the investigators had been
evaluating the firm's normal complaint handliag sysatm - the
generation of complaint forms (Product bervice Reports or
PS5'I a). On June 12, 1984. the investigation revealed that a
number of complaints, in the fom of lasuuits or notifications
of intention to sue, were being maintained tn the legal
department and were not receiving the kind of review,
evaluation, and follow-up oontemplated by the regulations.

On a.ne 12, 1984, Frank egorki, Senior Iegulatory Affairs
Coordinator, was asked by the investigator to provide a listing
of a1l lawtuits involving produmt failure or alleged failure.
lb provided the imestigator a list of 49 complaints being
maintained by the legal epartent wich had not been handled
thro45h the normal complaint system and P5's bed not been
completed fcr thea. by June t5, 1984, PSR's had been completed
for 22 of the 49 oomplaints. On August 10, 1984, the
investigator requested that Mr. Gregorteo -l.*0-tte-rev-iew-of-th
source doocments on a speLfic complaint (PSR P-619) w 6i15 was
on file In the legal department. hr. Grorlo responded that
the legal files were aoefidentiel amd ha sould not allow review
of this file.

baring the recent GM? Inspection of OWtober 12 through havember
15, 19-4, o FDA Investigator again requested review of the
complaints on file In the legal department. W. hershenson
stated that a general rev iew would met be allowed &ie the
files wYre not considered mouce documents by brFdL. o
Otober 24, 1984, joke Pagoaes gave the Investigator a letter
dated Ontober 24, 1984, and sgned by Daiel C. hell, the firm's
General Conaal, wihich stated that selected source dooments
would be provided to FOL.

th hevmber 2. 7, and 1 3, 1984, the source doo4e00tz for 59
omplaints on file in the legal department were provided to the

investigaher *.. of thefi omplainta' bd been 1"GOoeamed
thrugb the oeal complaint spytem and elther a PU nor *
normal follow-up bad bee soouplIshed at the time W beame
awore of the complaints So Jun 1984. 123 film kw& now
reportedly completed bbrwiated Product larvine heports on
these 59 Complaints. In *any a s the P ie inoplet (e.,
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lecks mdel nunber) or the -SR o040AlUns lnformatioA tVWeti not
in the source docanent(a). The oomplainta Involved Injur1t8,
hazards, and deaths, due to failures of pacemakrs, leads,

catheters, and other devices. The incidence& eoplainod of
occurred betwen 1975 and 19U4.

Cordis (Frank Gregorio, Harold Herahenbon, and Daniel G. hall)
hwve refused to allow FDA investigators to review the legal
files in general or the complete filee for the specific
cm.lets identified to FU. The documents provided to FDA do

not ealways contsir necessar) informetior. to evaluate the
complaint or to determine the firs's evaluation of the
complaint.

Our review of the complaint ayseaw at Cordia reveals it to be
inadequate. A GranC Jury investigatLion abould detemiine:

1 mThat all coplaintS have been properly handled ad
ev al ated .

2. hat each complaint has been furnished to FQ&.

W. khether complaint Information was lntanticn2all
withbelo from FDA as alleged by employees of the
firm.

INTERVIEWS WITH CURRENT LFORMER EMPLOUES

Orlendo District haa Interviewd aeveral current and former mployees of

Ccidi& Corporation. These Individuals say be potential witnesbes before a

Grand Jury. The individuals interviewed are listeo below along with a

ahort u ry of the Information given to FDA Inveatigators.

1.
[ employee ] was Interviswd by frlmodo District personnel
between September 17 a*D 20, 198. at

i. Thia intervlew resulted in taking an
exteosive afridavLt from [ employee I In wioh alleges a
nmber of potential problem re". Sae of the allegationa
ure confirmed durin& oxr Inspeetions, sme were a monfirmed,
ard others Vere not ineatigated due to time end renourot
constraints. lhe eost iaitncint allegation tat as not
investigated eoarmned :quicor, Gelmn, #DM Xutioor 402
pacers having a problem with a sbortoned end-cf-life
Indicator due to a oubnation of defeots in the electroelfs
of the paar.

[ employee ] lpoyed by tt Grdis~ Orporatich

baegn employment as an
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Associate legulatory Affairs Coordinator, end after 1 nar be
tma promoted to legulatory Affairs Coordinator. leportedly

duties included the coordination or submissionD of
Presarket Approval Applications (Pk). lnvestigbtional Device
ELemptions (tE), anc pre-%arimt notification a*ubiszions
[510(k)]. His aubmisuions were routinely reviewo, ard
aosnetimes modifieo, by Josepb J. bchuebel, kanager,
Reg;a1tory Affairs, John k. Pagonea, Vice President,
Corporate Product hAsurance, arcv possibly others.

[ employee I aUegea tkht Herold hershemaon. Jorm Pfigone3,
and Joseph Sohwoebel were aware of the intentional
falaification, canipulation, and maiasion of date submitted
in support of FKA's, IDE'a, and 51O(W'.
faited that in view, it Wab cowpany policy to use
deceptive practices in order to bide information or mlaleoW
the FDi. said this attitude waa caused by the hlshly
competitive market presaures in the pnooeaker industry. Ce
of thrae practices ilude cialsion of unfavorable test
data, ocission of findings fron reports, and faiure to
perform all qualification testing but mtatin it had been
done.

[ employee ] kas stated cmplained about 1na.curacies in

Tporary Authorities, Documentation Change hotloas, and FDA
subaieions; yet as forced by Mr. Pagonce an W.
5ahweobel to sign tbhm wbon was treatened with los of
his job. lso. -- wes told to not file supplements to PKA's

and 510( notifications when - Iew they were required to
cover changes in the product.

[ employee J bea offered to review any PKA, ID, or 510(k)
notificatioa which s involved with iW~le employed at

-Cordis Corporation for the purpose of identifying false data,
atetemeent bere hs knoiledge of emitted date, and data

intended to oalead a reviewer.

2. [Cordis Employeells oarreatly employed by the Cordis
Corporation as a amaior bgulatory Affairs Coordinator.

[employeelis a forom FMD Investigator.

CG uguswt 27. 1982,[ employee I visit" the Meal 1Ssident
Vast offceo and 1md *abort diascusio with FbA _mploees,
({c xase _ a nd ' .. awk-Typist Lourdes Peretz Sj Ulo).
telling them of problems bad onounterad at the fro.

aid the firm mc reluctant to rejeot inoeming raw startala
tbat did ot meet specifications. ' -stated bmt oft
specifications were revleed and broadene so that the
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material uld peas inspecton. kccordiog to [employee],
verbal omplaLnts way mt be recorded and m written
complaints re not filed in the compluint system.

hie hae no attampted to interview [employee] outaide of a
statutory inspection since - is a current employee of the
firm, anld asne we feel would refuse to discuss the firs
or answer questions. Ibever, [employee], as a hegulatory
Affrirs person, has attended internal meetings and aould
testify before the Grand Jury on responsibility of
individuals and how decisions are reached on renulatory
matter&.

3, [Cordis Employee], former manuger, megulatory Affairs, was
interYiewed by telephone on Junuary 9, 19e4, end April 10,
1984. w. [employee] loat heown emloyer wea Xeletronics,
Denver, Colorado, L paoemaker manufecturer. An FDA
investigator wzs told by - employee ] that r. [employee]
hed left Teletronica for Employsent with a irLm kown as
Peoesetter, somewhere in California. however, this
information too not been confirmed. A nmber of areas tm
diacusas ooooerning Cordil' operations. W [employee] ade
everal -allegotions including that the firm wa aware in

aid-1980 of the glass teedtroWb eorroaion Uiloh led to
early battery daplatiom In Ga panera; the alteration of
the Gam* Task Force asagzent osino by *. Ngoess; and tbat
the firm gave incoplete and Lnacurate Information to FDA.

Unknown to the Investlgtor, the telephone conversation of
April 10, 1984. wes tape recorded by Yrremployee]. We
learned later that he played the tape back to an unid-atited
person, currectly amplored by Cordis, who reported the
coeversation tW CDrOL executive management. W. [ employee ]
also raportod selected portiaan of tbe onversation te Dr.

-Waldon e[_employee J.

I We believe other oewreat end former employ~a cea be
subpooaaad to testify am their noledge of decisions, Gordis

uooedus, and reaponbLilty.

COIDIS IESPO1SS

Cord ismagmeat Mas stated that deaisions suds on the deIga mi
arbotiag of the p %atz sIttlly, as wel s the ohage Stated
afterwrd, were made i4the ab iurrest state-of-the-at taohlus" .
*astaoa that hindsight ahould not be asad In egaliatloa because the

1_oblems wre met evident b&t deVeloped aer a perid :of tlA". tey
contend that the unprotected glass f.edthrougb problm coestituted
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state-vi-tbe-art tecuo1lg- that could not be prevented Cor.- -1
managmont believes that the polypropylene ano polylsmde corrections have
solved the feedtbrouh degradation problem. In genera.l they maintain that
the firm strives to comply With 4ency regulstions and OP's.

Cordis bas submitted aeven written responses durting or Investigation. Mw

June 1, 1984, Cordis representatives presented a writ-ten response dated
KAy 31, t184. to District personnel In Orlando. The response consisted of
two volumes of documents, spa&"n; to CIP's and other violations and neir
correction, or disagresemet with FDAi483 observations relating to the
Gina pacer.

The second response dated June 2, 1984, Was preserted to hisaml husaent
Pos. personnel. This document contends that pacers contaitLn cells with
polypropylene protectea glans feedtrouhs wre safe and effective.

The third response, dated June 2, 198C. relates to polyurethant leads and
FDA-4t's presentec on April 6 mad Way 15, 1984; nd the to F!-483
presented cc April 27, 198l, relating to anlographic catheters. with
respect to polyurethane leads the firm's response states They do not
consider surface cracking ia a significant risk about which piysLciws
soulJd be notified. The issues resgarling all polyurethane leads are usder
consideration by a CDRH tak force. With respect to the ala obaervaticca
on sh~iogrsapic catheters, the response described steps being t4ahen to
correct the deticience ls.

The fourth response is dated August 9. 1984, and responds to t F>-483
presented on June 5, 1984, oovering tbe Inspection concerning railure of
printed wiring boards in lmbda and Theta pacers. Ie reapon states
thct althoigh the firm decided to 1. wiplated through boles with solder.
finished goods wsre not reworled becasue the failure rate ws low.

The (rirt response dated Oitaber 22. 1984, oor&W th inspection of Jima
20 to August 10, 1984, which ws as IM inspection of tba hbdel 284U
Orthooor II, entitachycardi, pacer. Tbe IDt baa beetdremd approved.

DTe sixth response wee dated lovembw 30, 19U, and Ls " anterim response
to the FDL-483 presented at the conclusion of the Ohtob 12 to lwr
15, 194, QKP inspection. Ibe response briefly outlines correctis -ioh
have or will be mide to oorrect GNP defisieniesa. A detailed response to
be submitted at a later date Is prised.

The seventh response is a volumionus document a d Li the detailed response
prmised regard Ing tko FD-483 issued at the conoluSIoA Of tmo rameet
GNP Inspection of Ostober 12 to bovbe 15, 1954. this JMUt_ 14. 1985,
response wa received ea Janury 15, 1985, and is under rewlAU.
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INTERSTATE DOCU10N7ATIZOI

A11 of the samples subzitted with this recommendation were collected at

Cordis Corporation. All aeples are acocpanied by an invoice which shows
the pacers were shipped to consignees outslde the State of Florida, with
the exceptien of DOC 84-26S-51, which was shipped to Dr.
Miami, Florida. Iteoords of izterstate movement wre not svavlable at the
Cordis Corporation. 6eportedly pacers are sahipped by either U.S. Postal
Service, Federal Express, or lnited Paroel Service.

We will document the interstat, nature of the ahipments by visiting the
consignees and obtaining records and affidavits from them. If this fails
to adequately dooment the eaplee, we vill docuOent the interstete
movement of psoer components.

EXIBITS

Attached to this ameorandim as exhibits are the following:

Exhibit 1 is a list of tbe establiahment inspectios conduct"ed at the
Cordis Corporation between December 3, 1983, and Nvemnber 17, 19&4.
Copies o al.l ta e tt inspection reports with exhibits have
been submitted to CDkh (HFZ-32C) vd will not be resubmitted with this
recoamendation.

Exhibit 2 is a list of currently onoing recalls by Cordli.

SALWLES

Attached re the following -apl c leotion reports on uiibo this
recoeandation is basedt

DDC b4-26&851, Ibddl 337A .lt4ioor Qa pacer, doomeeats a * arityO
pacer.

DDC B1 2686852, hedel 233F 3Squicor II pacer, docuaents a heat-stressed
pacer shipped with the original batteries after oorreations were nda In
production.

MDC 84-374-482. hedel 334 OnniStanicar ra pacer, docmnt a pao er
with polypropylewe protected feedtbrotgb shipped after feedtkroubs were
protected with polyinl4e.

MC 84-374i-48, Ndal 334A Sni-atanloor &A poer, doo ants a pea e
with uiproteoted ftedthrough sipped after ftedthreo S wre protected by
pol ypropylene.

DIC 84-374-485, Model 340A N~ultLcor Ges pacer, documents a mo-cald
Opediatric- pacer wbhib was distributed vithout submission of 510(k)
notitication.
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DOC 84-374-546, Ibdel 190A Oni-Stanicor Lambda pacer, docuents a jacer
with a printed w1ring boar vith unfilled plated throiUh b". This
pacer was shipped after the decision as mace to fill the kolea with
sold er .

DOC 84-374-547, Model 22187 Stanicor Theta pacer, documents a pacer ith a
failed printed wiring board.

MC 85-374-555, Podel 233F Sequicor 11. documents a beat-stressed pacer.

DOC 85-374-556, hodel 333D7 t Stsolor amma, docwieuts a beat stressed
pacer and a pacer with, an extended USO.

SUMMO

In 1975, Cordis Corporation was wrned tiat their operatlon requirec
strengtbening In several broad areas in order to asiure that pacemakers
hich were not adulterated or .1.brmndec were beLcg nariated. Inspectiona

fron 1975 through December 19g3 demonstrated complianoe with the CUIF
regulations for medical devices. Deficiencles wre found but they did not
appear to be more than Isolated instances and did not represent
significant 04P problems.

Since Deber 3. 1903, 15 isapections have been made at the Cordib
Caporation. These inspection& show tbat adulterated and misbranded
paoesakerc hnve been distriDuted by the firm. Inspection has *beow that
pacers (Gun and Thet.) bave failed atter being exposed to tem4peraturea
of Ia15 C for eateaded periods of time (batteries la then paoers should
not be exposed to beat in excess of 54.5° C); pacers (Lbda aend heta)
have failed due to failure of the printed wirlng boards, causing a sudden
no-output failure. and hundreds of Gins peaers hbae failed due to early
battery depletion. Also, pacera hove bee changed aignifioactly NW have
been aerk~ted without submission of 5tO(k) premarket notificetion,
supplemental 510(k), or supplmenStal MA's.

Sines December 1983, the firm bas tltitated ftie (5) recalls,
ootificetions, or safety alerts involving sore ths 14,000 paommalrs,
3, S oetheters, and 935 catheter sheaths. FD1 inspected the eathter
production operation boten April 4 and 27. 19, ano a. i M"t
problems wre oserned.

Orlado RatrIct believes that, al or the bove demonstrate violeisa of
ths Federal Food Ir, and beaU. lt -for atoth the fir ah d be
x "seoute4. Ibwevor, ow Inspectons hot. failed to elloit ovidunee thet
the offior& of ths .wpratim had direct responsibility asd bImowlee of
thas wiolations. bre Is no evidence that the dividual(s) responsible
for the operation of this flm hod direct prir wledge of the
distribution or violative paoealcers. Howver, managesent baa the
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respnsitblity to control op$rstion, essure quality. evluate problems
aod complainto, axd conforu to good manufacturing practices. Unlea tbe
agency is willing to proceed witS a prosecution of responsible lnalviouals
by rely.ng on the Perk deciator, we believe that a Crand Jury in tbe best,
forua for obtahlfnin evidence of their reoponsibility.

The Grand Jury should determine whether the violations found were
unintentionel on ne part of manageent or whether the vicletoDnf Were the
result of deliberate, intcttlonal ects to violate the law.

ie believe the aiency ahDUle tahe advantage of the offer of Cordia' foruer
employee, , to review the 510(k) notifications, pre.ariet
approval uppaicatioaa. supplemients. and Investl4Stional deVIDe exacptiona
which prepareC while an emplyee of Cordis. can tben testify before
the Grand Jury concerning ereas in tlhoe documents ut.ich oontuin false
inforationr, manipulated Cata, and data which as intentionally omitted.
Title 18 charges sty reault if the greow Jury obtalina OvIutne to
corroborate the Sllesatinns.

John J. Kiceli
Copliance Offxictr
Orlando District

Eawan . Atkins
Director, Compliance Bracb
Orlaendo District

Ada J. ITrujlo
District Dlroetor
Orlando District

GCF-1 /Lav In
M-200/3humate
FC-320/DamaskB

iB§"1-/Knlow
HFR-4575
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bec:
-iFR-42G0/AJT/IFile .Fl*--

HIFR-4240/ JJH
mapg- also IC-R- .
Eraft :JJM/dar/1-7-85
Redrafted: JJK/dar/1-11-85
DEC'd to HFR-4575/Ca3ey 1-11-85
Redrafted: JJN/dar/1-28-85
Redrafted :JJK/darT/2-1-85
Redrafted: JJM/dar/2-iiz 7-8
Redrafted :JJX/dar/2-15-84
Redrafted: JJM/dar/2-20-85 .
Final :AJT/ERk/JJM/dar/2-21-85

JJM 001/2
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Ew:ILr 1

,j1ST OF EIR'S OF COPDIS CORP. VITH MAIN TOPICS

December 3-22, 1983 - EBD In GCam paoers; battery manufacturiog
operation.

January 17-April 2, 1984 - Continuation of previous Jnspectlon; evclution
of polypropylene and polyloide coating of gla" feedthrogh Inaulators In
Gm coll; alteration of Aueust 1S, 19B3, taak foroc memo.

Maerch 15-4pril 6, 1954 - Polyurethane lead.

April 4-27, 1954 - hecallec anbiographic catettera.

Lpril t114y 18, 1964 - EBD 'in C Pacers; 200 Csa call study; hodel
34Ci Vini-Gam- Pacer.

April l-My 15, 1984 - Polyurethane leads; baloon-.t4p~ed cathetera;
complaint ha-Mling systeu; P'US.

prJl 1&_-une 26, 1984 - Investigation of second anonymou complaint.
Handling of caplainta by the legal deprtment; cr-ostzalk in Geini hodei
415A pacer.

hay 22-June 5, 1984 - ?rint d wiring board, reed swdtoh, and CBD failures.

My 31-June 20, 1984 - Model 55 and 256 progr eral Nodals, 233 and 415A
pacers,

Jhine 20 - August 10, 19U4 - SIS C840004, Crtboewr ntltachycardla Pacer.

July 23-August 16, 1984 - Charity paceroS onplaint handling by the legal
deparmant ha bt-streand pacers.

August 31-Cktober 12, 1964 - Cromm-talk; %£E Hadal 415 Paa_.

September 14-0Otober 10, 1984 - Beat-atreaud pacers; Modal 261 pacer kit.

October 3-5, 1984 - Aoountb~lity of charity peacr.

actober 12-1brber 15, 1984 - C4?P laspectlon.
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EXHIB IT 2

2eclls - Produt IbLifcations - Safety ALerts

Z-OX6-4) Gea series pecers (33?B7, 334L, 336k, 336F, 337A, and
Z065-A) 340A) ort8ning lithium batterles * ufactured In 179
2-066-*) thrmuh October 1980. Because of early battery depletion
Z-067-4) due to self-diacharge.

.146-4 ) Ducor Ahgiograph" Catheter because or leakage at the
Z-147-4) hub.

Z-059-5) GmaCand Teta series acera because the paoers were
Z-060-5) beat-strensed to 115° C.

M401-5) Gemini Model 115A series peera because of croastalk.

1-113-5 5-Freach Catheter Sheath beoause the lumen as not lare
*nougb to prmit entry of the 0.032 inch guidewire
euppiled with U* catheter.
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t~~~ ,t ,< g

The Director
Food And Drug Administration
Washinaton D.C.

4 ~~~Corts~cr owa~n

Pos. O1!ice Se. 370428

namfi. RForda 33137. U.S.A.

JY _ , _ 9 e Telehoxe 305 578-2000

Feb 25,1985.

SU3 : Unsafe Products Manufectured By CORDIS CORP.

Dear SIr,

The battery used In Pacemaker is not safe.We have
lots of problems of leak. They recently used some battery
reJected for above reason. I am in taskforce for documenta-
tion for battery. This looks to me a coverup to show the
F D A that we are doing something as recommended by your
Inspectors. Some of the pacemakers do not function per
their claims. Some times orders come from top management
to use some quistionable batteries reJected by quality
control. As per my opinion they are playing with human
life. 3'DA should investigate this area thoroughly. This
should be treated as confidential otherwise I loose my
job.

Bicexely Yours

C.K.

C.C. Consumer Association. (Pacemaker)

eD)
r -3-1.-
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1 Fr1RAT1NT (O! HEALTH & Il \ i' ti it tR El,.c e.!- 1l )

5 o5 :: - g A .. - -

S-., Sv. .j MD 2090

FEB 2 8 Sa,

.vNoan R. 'Weldor, iph.D)., President
Cordis Corporation
10555 Wst Flagler Street
Miami, Florida 53172

iDer Dr. Waldcn:

he have reviewed the draft 'Daar Doctor' letter that Mr.Richard M5orey
sent to us on January 25, 198S, regarding Lasdia and 7heta series pacers.
We note that over an approxsateo eight week peciotd there have been28 reports of explants or Lamda and Theca series racers due to sudden nooutput or intermittent output reported to us under the iedical DeviceReporting rule. Because of the significant nieiber of explants reported as aresult of the potential for sudden no output we do nrkt helieve your
prorposed ovuunication can be considered a sefety alert aS recomrendeJ byMr. .Worey. We consider this csstinication to be a recall and the letterand envelope should be flagged lrrportant: Pacer Recall."

*4a believe it is important eke the problem be stated in the first paragraphwhenever physicians are being .;erted of significant health hazards.
Further, the listing of the data for 'Printed Wiring iloard Failures' and"Feasibility" data on page twv of your draft detracts fmn the significanceof the notification. Tlherefore, we recoesni that the tiata on oage t'e beommittdii.

re. are 'Nncernred that your draft letter noiy x leur 'sniLs nf .ice.rs
l9OA. 1903, 221A7, and 22187). 1lhe printsi uirin -.ris n iti osen plated

throujh holes used in carbiinatinn with the cni-pel D cell ,ett.tr4 T armpresent in nine additional nudels (18887, 238A, 215, 235A, 2358i 236A7.23S37, 23887 and 241R). Sicilar failure-, (apprnxi:rztely *leren) haveocc'ired In it least five of these additioinal ,kL(s (188;37, 208A, 2.15A,235A, and 2358) and ,e have no reason to tsl-ve tiat iin; lain failure,, cilln.t ocur in the remainin,; fiur neidels. 7t2rcef ire, "-- recomnend that thesenine additional 1,%mbda and Thseta models ix :ncl;;de,1 hy a rcofasondatrln ofsonthly Inintoring.
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Page 2 - Norman R. iseldon, Ph.D., President

kt have Suggested changes and deletions in trh enclosed draft and reconwend
that all physicians and hospita1s to whcom these pacemakers have been
distributed be imsediately notified of this serious putential problem.
Further, any pacemnakers nut irplanted, incl,1ing those on ccnsirnnnt.
should be recalled.

One remaining question we have concerns the Uetails ot your Cor)diS Patient
Protection Agreement. Please tell us what this progran% inclia'es. Ores it
pay for .conitoring And aedical replace&mnt casts, etc?

Sincerely yours,

Walter tor
Office of Crpliance
Center for aDvicos
and Radiolugical Health

cc: ,Mr. Harold Hershenson, Bxecutive
Vice President
Cordis Corporation
P.O. Box 525700
Miani, Florida 33152

Richard S. Morey
Kleinfeld, Kailan and Bec-kur
1140 19th Street, N.W.
Washirwton, DC 20036
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ImPORrANTr: PACER RECALL

P~TrENLAL SUMDCw LCSS OF crrPur aN LAIBEA SERIES PACER MODELS

190A, 190E, 18887, 208, 215, 235A, 2358, 236A7, 236B7, 238B7,

AND IN MEXA SERIES PACER MODEL 22LA7, 241A, AND SERIAL

NU8ERS BELOW 12,000 of THEMA SFRIFS MODEL 22187

Dear Doctor:

Cordis is distributing this information to specifically inform all
physicians who are monitoring patients with the above model pacers of the

possibility of sudden no output failures. These failures may also be

characterized by intermittent output, rate decrease, intermittent pacing

and sensing and loss of capture and sensing; therefore, Monthy mnitoring

is essential. Furthertmore, since the loss of output has occured suddenly

in a significant number of units, Cordis recommends consideration of

prophvlactic reDlacement of 190A, 190E, 221A7 and serial numbers below

12,000 of Model 22187 E acerDendent ptients.

The sudden loss of output in these listed mcdels has been determined to be

caused by failure of the "plated-through holes' which connect the two sides

of the printed wiring board. Other models of Cordis pacers are not

susceptible to this failure mechanism because their designs do not include

;lated-through holes or because the plated-through holes are filled with

solder to prevent failure of the plated conductor.

The nor-ml Cordis Patient Protection Agreement will apply to any unit

removed prophylactically even if it is found to be functioning within

specifications when returned to Cordis. if you have any questions

regarding this notification please call James Fortino in Cordis Custoaer

Service, toll free, at 1-800-327-2490, Ext. 2019. Within Florida, please

dial 1-800-432-6565.
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ACAYI A. MampA

March 7, 1985

Mr. William H. Damaska (HFK-1l0)
Food and Drug Administration
8757 Georgia Avenue
Room 1248
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Damaska:

Following up on our commitment at yesterday's meeting, I
enclose a revised version of the notification on Lambda and Theta
series pacers.

As indicated during the meeting, Cordis is very concerned as
to how FDA intends to classify this notification for inclusion on
its enforcement report. It is Cordis' position that classifying
this notification as Class I would be unreasonable and inappro-
priate in view of the prior notifications of the problem to the
medical profession through Cordis Product Updates and due to the
relatively low and steady level of reported defects.

We particularly note that, since FDA reportedly determines
classification based on the situation before issuance of the
notification, the prior notices to the medical profession and the
evidence (sample PSR's) submitted at the meeting that physicians
are aware of and acting upon these prior notices should be taken
into account in determining the appropriate classification.
Under the circumstances, we submit that this should be classified
no higher than a Class II recall.

As indicated at the meeting, Cordis will also prepare a
health hazard evaluation concerning this notification and submit
it for agency consideration as soon as possible.
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Kx.muEz~m, YAP r.m &2 Bzcxim

Mr. William H. Damaska
March 7, 1985
Page 2

If you have any questions about this matter, please let me
k~now.

Yours very truly,

Richrd S.Morey 7

Counsel for Cordia

RSM/Jlr

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Hershenson

3ll

_; oh .,~- -a,! .

-r. , ' _ _ -iS

,1¢,,g_ o/
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A91. 12470t7 USA. U UM 04;

4 612 ObsW 6811112

WORTANT MMCAL DVICE NOrTPICATION

PO sTLAL SUDDmi LOSS OF OUTPUT IS

LMMDA stRSs PACER MODELS 190A and 1903

TH3TA SUEIS PACEE H0DE. 221A7 and.

tSMA SERIES PACE XDDEL. 22117 WIT SERIAL.ANUSERS.

SE"~ 12.000U-

Dear Doctor:

Cordis is distributing.this notifiCation to inform-all physiclans.wbo
sre monitoring patients with the above models .-bout the possibility of
sudden no output failures it a small, but significant, number of these

pacerg (see.addendum). The sudden less of output in the listed models
bha been determined to be caused by failure o, unfilled."plated hrbougb-
boles" which connect the two aide. of the prinred wiring board.

Cordia recom ends Proehlactit re acemenr of Model 190A, 190E, 221A7
and Sesrial umbers bVy 12 000 of Model 2257 pacerr In pacer-deveadent
astlete.

Cordis first reported a lo lvael of no output failures in Model 190A
and 190E pacers in the *pril, 1982. issue of its semi-sanual Product
Update which is sent to aboat 15,000 physiciane and the Pood and Drug
Atinitcratiou. The occurrence of aimilar nO output failures In
Yodels 221A7 and 22137 was first reported in ths April. 1983. Product
Update. Cordis. i.the October. 1984. Product Update recommended
considaration of prophylactic replacement of these nodeal in pacer-
dependent patients.

Tbe Cordie Patient Pratection Agreement will apply to any unit of the

above models removed prophylactically even If it is -found to be
functioning within specification, when returned to Cordis. Cardia
regrats any Inconvenience this notification may cauee you or your
patients. f you have any questions regarding this notification,
please call. Cordia Cuatomar Service, toll free, at 1:800:327-8085
(or 1:500:432-6563 in Y3orida.)

Attach.
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ADDENDUM

Printed. Wiring. Bard Fallure*

I par implant I of implants
month to data

0.050 3.53

0.065 4.Z4

0.043 2.48

0.018 0.82

Reliability, All. FaS lures

Predicted 4c4ievad At
* ** Month

0.898 0.598 105

0.918 0.900 89

0.966 0.962 75

0.969 0.972 68

* Based on prediction at tims of introduction-, adjusted for time.

** Calculated by the cumulative survival method irom- Cordid Pacer
Regstry an of ?ebruary 1, 1985.

A** Serial.tunmers less tban 12,000.

Muds4.

190A

190E

22IA7

221B7*"-
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Prep:JNScalik:3/8/85, Initial±LJStauffer:3/8/85; WEDamaska:3/8/85
f/D:RRobinaon:3/8/85; Ititial:RASkufca:3/11/85; ABHolr:3/12/85
WFGundaker:3/13/85; F/C:RRobinsor:3/25/85
cc: BEZ-300 HFZ-320 EFZ-321 HFC-20 (1S. Schumate) HPC-162 ZR -41

ER-4200 E8£-4575

Mr. aichard S. Morey
Kaisafield, Kaplan and Becker
1140 inaeteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mtr. Morey:

This is in reply to your letter of March 7, concerning Cordis' revised letter
on the Lambda aod Theta series pacers, and the classification of this action.

Based on the data submitted on these pacers at our 'larch 6, meeting, it is our
opinion that the Lambda Series Models 138B7, 20RA, 215A, 235A and 2358 should
be included in the proposed letter vith a recomeendation that pacer Dependent
patients be closely monitored. (Please see enclosed draft for suggested
changes). We realize that the number of failures for these models are
substantially less than the failures for models which are being recommended
for prorhylactic renlacement. 2awever, ye belIeve that the -nocntrtal for
failure has been demonstrated.

As to the classification of this action, ue plan to classify it as a Class I
recall. As was stated in our meeting, all actions involvine recalls are
evaluated based on situations before the issuance of anv type of notification.
Therefore, we disagree with your argument that nrior notices reduce the
ootential health hazard of sudden no output failrar. The notices man have
made the medical profession aware of the problem, hut did not have the impact
of a recall letter.

Sincere~7yours,

Ann B. Halt

Walter Z. Gundaker, Director
Office of Conpliance
Canter for Devices and

Radiological PRealth

Enclosure

cc: Norman t. W~eldon, Ph.D., President
Cordis Corporation
10555 'est Flaglar Street
Miami Florida 53172

Mr. iarold Pershenson. aeccutive
Vica President
Cordie Corporation
P.0. 

9
nx 525700

.liami, Florida 33152
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OrTMLNLSIUMfl LOSS OP OUFlTF3T

L1M!DA SffIES PACER MOEnS 190A and 190Z 1S?, 7o , ,Cg l X 15C5

=TA SEMES FACER 'MODflX221A7 and

TSRTA Sv URS P^CiR SWDW. 2213? WIT! SER'IA 1-L>'VflS
5U0 12,000

Dear Doctor:

Cordls is distributeng. tbis notification to inform-all. phyafcles. wbo
are nonitzrlng ;at4ctzts -:h *he above nodels -bous the possibility of
sudiso ao output failures in a small. but signmIftcat, nurber of these
paceTs _ % .The sudden. lass of output im tts lIsted models
aa b"en deternined to be cased by failure o. unfilled. "?letad through-

holes" vhich connect the to aides of tb. prInted irng:,t Sboard.

Cortle reco= nds ,ornbvlectlc reeiacwenr of Model 190A, 190E. 22L&7
std Serial suofoers below 12,000 of Model 22137 zacers o Sacer-dne..adent

Cordis fr-s: reported a low ladl of no output falluzes '-n odel 190A
ad 1M0 pacers In te April, 1952. issue of IOs gs4-anual product.

Update vtich is sent to about 15,00 pbysic:ins and <the rood and Drug
Adnistration. The oczurrance of sinilar =a output failures In
ladels 221A7 and 22137 was f're: reported iz -o A9?i. 1903. -Prduct

Udatew. Cmrdls. irths October, 1981, Product Update rseco=nedad
crsidaraztil of propbylactic replaceenet of tbese =odls i' pacer-
dependent patIests.

r0e Cord's Pat-art Protect-on Agramant will appl to any -t-: of the
above aodels renswed pr-phyIsct:tally. even if 't is f-und to be
!uracoLcoIng withIn apecifLcation, when returned to Cordie. Cardls
r-eets e=y 'Ircnvarsacs this zato: faitcn ray cause you 0r yr
*psatents. ;S you have any gcsstaoas regarding this aotofictaton.
please caf. Cordls Customer Ser ice, toll free, at ':S0O:'27-dOS5
(or 1;5GOW432-4635 flor6da.i

Caon .qu. .¶acn..a~~sJ flqr paegj .gpe r Peawn w tJ m 4-,7, 2

Y14 Z35' .wr.o air; p,oec a cnod4 <..> sb.o vt,- n" z-*e f-l
lflaMC s<= L'e,,fc-ar'y Li22 r: - 1W -o4 te*'.3 s- :t- CIC .jo -
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March 15, 1985 -Ot U
t

Mr. William H. Damaska
(HFK-1101 Room 1248
Food and Drug Administration
8757 Georgia Avenue A ...
Silver Spring, MD 20910 hc , bd -=J

Dear Mr. Damaska:

As promised in my letter of March 7, 1985, Cordis
nas prepared a health hazard evaluation concerning the
notification on Lamda and Theta Series pacers. Two
copies are enclosed for your review and for FDA's use
in determining the classification of this notification.

if you have any questions about this, please let me
know.

Yours very truly,

S. Morey

Enclosure

RSM: eow
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_o.fa OCcepoamon Cardovascular instrunentationl,
PO. Box 25700

nta. RL 33102-5700. USA
Telepnone 305-551-2000
Telex 681112

Health Hazard Evaluation

Date: March 12, 1985

1. Product: Certain units of Lambda Series pacers (Models 190A and 190E)
and Theta Series pacers (models 221A7 and 221B7 through Serial Number
12,000).

2. Manufacturer: Cordis Corporation, Miami, Florida.

3. Product Description and Usage: All affected models are single channel,
ventricular pacers intended for use in patients who have bradycardia
due to sinus node dysfunction or heart block.

Model 190A is a programmable, unipolar pacer. Rate is programmable
from 60-100 ppm and output current is programmable from 2-9 mA. Modes
are programmable to VVI (R-wave inhibited) or V00 (asynchronous).

Model 190E is identical to 190A except that its rate is programmable
from 50-120 ppm.

Models 221A7 and 221B7 are nonprogrammable, unipolar VVI (R-wave
inhibited) pacers with a fixed rate of 70 ppm and a nominal output
current of 6.5 mA.

4. Reported Problem, Incident. Defect, Deficiency, Malfunction or Failure:
Sudden or intermittent loss of output due to failure of unfilled
plated-through holes" which connect the two sides of the printed

wiring board. While these units are typically meeting reliability
predictions made at the time of their introduction and adjusted for
time, there have been a small, but significant. number of no-output
failures because of this discrepancy.

5. Number of Adverse Effects, Disease. Injuries, or Deaths that have
Occurred from Use of the Product: Cordis is not aware of a death
directly associated with this failure mode. During the past three
years. there have been a few (approximately 12) reports citing syncope,
fatigue, dizziness, and faintness experienced by the patients. IZ. each
instance, the pacer was replaced successfully and the patient's
condition relieved.

We would consider these incidents as a temporary condition that was
alleviated without significant consequence even though these particular
incidents reportedly involved some pacer-dependent patients. There
have been two other reports involving either asystole or cardiac
arrest, requiring resuscitative measures by the physician. In both
instances, the pacers were replaced and the patients recovered.
Clearly these two incidents were more serious than the others but,
considering that there are 27,125 registered implants of these Lambda
and Theta units, the incidence of reported "injuries" is extremely low.
By far, the great majority of reported events involve no "injury" and
uneventful replacement of the pacer.
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6. Technical Evaluation; This failure mode has not occurred in other
Lambda or Theta models except in isolated instances. The potential for
this failure mode has been eliminated in other models by design changes
or by filling (soldering) the plated-through holes.

7. Medical Evaluation: The potential hazard to the patient whose pacer
develops an intermittent or sudden loss of output is bradycardia or
asystole as determined by the patient's underlying rhythm. In units in
which the unfilled plated-through holes do not present a problem, a
normal rate decrease with battery depletion (two or more beats per
minute) can be expected to occur and this can be detected by normal
pacer monitoring procedures.

8. Identified Hazard or Risk Resulting from the Use or Exposure to the
Product: The probability of serious adverse health consequences from
the use of these pacers is remote, except in the rare case in which the
patient's underlying rhythm is so inadequate that syncope or cardiac
arrest occurs (two such incidents reported to date In 27,125 registered
implants, many of which took place over seven years ago).

9. Clinical Consequences that May Result from the Hazard: Obviously, an
intermittent or sudden loss of pacer output in a very pacer-dependent
patient could result in adverse health consequences or death. In my
experience, however, the chances of this happening are extremely
remote. In fact, in an analysis of 191 unpredicted pacer failures over
a four-vear period. there were no known deaths between the time the
pacer failure was identified and successful replacement had taken place
(see reference).

10. Conditions or Factors which May Contribute to or Reduce the Hazard or
Risk: ID the unusual instance that a patient has demonstrated complete
pacer dependency (at the time of surgery or postoperatively by pacer
programming and/or overdrive suppression), prophylactic pacer replace-
ment should be performed. This action should also be considered if
normal pacer followup is impossible or impractical (uncooperative
patient, lack of monitoring capabilities, etc.). In all other
instances, it is in the best interest of the patient to monitor pacer
function at regular intervals, either by office visits or telephone
monitoring. Because most of the involved pacers have been in place for
several years, it is safe to assume that many patients are already
under intensified monitoring schedules purely on the basis of elapsed
time since implant.

As an additional precaution, Cordis has published a series of Product
Updates which have been sent to approximately 15,000 physicians listed
in the Cordis pacer registration database and to the FDA. The
plated-through hole discrepancy in Lambda Models 190A and 190E was
described in the Cordis Product Update of April, 1982 and in subsequent
Updates. The same discrepancy in Theta Models 221A7 and 221B7 was
described in the April, 1983 Product Update and in subsequent Updates,
the most recent being issued in October, 1984. The Product Updates
recommend that the physician consider prophylactic replacement of
affected units in pacer-dependent patients. Confirmation that
physicians have received, read and acted on the recommendations made in
the Product Updates is reflected by comments written in Out-Of-Service
Reports which accompany explanted units which are returned to Cordis.
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11. Probability of Adverse Health Consequences Resulting from Use or
Exposure to the Product: I feel confident that this is a situation in
which only a small number of patients will experience temporary or
medically reversible adverse health consequences (approximately 18% of
the patients who experience unpredicted pacer failure). Only 6t of
patients will have sufficient symptomatology to require a temporary
pacing system and, even in such cases, the probability of serious
adverse health consequeneas is extremely remote.

12. Summary: Provided that prophylactic pacer replacement is performed in
very pacer-dependent patients, any medical risk resulting from
intermittent or sudden loss of pacer output in the Lambda and Theta
pacers described herein is reversible and temporary, and the
probability of serious health consequences is remote. The Agency can
be assured that Cordis will continue to follow the effectiveness of its
Product Updates and will ensure that every effort will be made to keep
physicians managing patients with affected pacers informed about the
problem and its recommended management.

CORDIS CORPORATION

David C. MacGregor, M.D., F .C.S.(C), F.A.C.S., F.A.C.C.
Vice President

D lnf

Reference: MacGregor, D.C., Noble, E.J., Morrow, J.D., Scully, H.E.,
Covvey, H.D., and Goldman, B.S.: Management of a Pacemaker
Recall. Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery
74:657-667. 1977.
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March 26, 1985

Mr. William Damaska
(HFK-llO) Room 1248
Food and Drug Administration
8757 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Damaska:

This will respond to Mr. Gundaker's letter of March 15, 1985
concerning the notification on LamIda and Theta series pacers and
the classification of this notification.

Cordis disagrees very strongly with the Class I recall
classification announced for this notification in the March 15,
1985 letter. It notes that this classification was made without
consideration by the agency of Cordis' health hazard evaluation
of this notification which was sent to the agency on March 15,
1985, the same day on which Mr. Gundaker's letter was issued. A
copy of the Cordis health hazard evaluation and our earlier
letter transmitting it are enclosed again for your information.
In order to try and resolve the classification issue, cordis
intends to request a meeting at an appropriate higher level
within the agency to consider this issue further. I will be
in touch with you at the end of this week to discuss such a
meeting.

Cordis also has reviewed and further revised the draft
notification enclosed with Mr. Gundaker's letter. A new draft is
enclosed for the agency's consideration. The main change made
was to eliminate entirely from the notification Models 235A &
235B for which there had been no printed wiring board failures
after 66 months of service in field returns and only one such
failure among 17 pacers on life test. It is Cordis' position
that the possibility of failures for these modals is too remote
to justify recommending even increased periodic monitoring.
Another change was to move Model 221B7 (serial numbers below
12,000) from the prophylactic replacement category to the
monitoring category. An examination of the percentage failure
per implant months column on the addendum to the new draft
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Mr. William Dazaska
March 26; 1985
Page 2

notification shows a failure rate which is significantly lower
than the others for which prophylactic replacement is recommended
and consistent with the failure rates for the other models for
which monthly monitoring is recommended. Cordis has also
included the addendum with the notification because it believes
that providing precise information of this type is essential to
the monitoring physician. Finally, Cordis has titled the
communication as "notification" rather than a "recall" in line
with a long-standing agreement with the Bureau of Medical Devices
that "recall" is not an appropriate term for warnings about
implanted cardiac pacers.

Please let us have the agency's comments on the revised
draft as soon as possible. If you have any questions, please
call me or Harold Hershenson at Cordis.

Yours very truly,

Richard S. Morey
Counsel for Cordis Corporation

RSM/j lr

Enclosures
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18837, 190A, 1903, 208.A AM 215L
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~~ ~ ~~tThA SERIES PACER MODELS;,, e SlB A I}Dz

22UA7 AND S-.IAL NUMES 112,LO 12,000 OF MODEL 22137

Dear Doctor:

Cocdis is dietnibutin, this fotifiOetio to iflorm ill phyicians who
are vouitoriza patients with the above m=del about tha possibility of
sudden no output failures in a small. bi.t significant. zmher of tbose
pacers (see addendum). Thase failures have been determined to be caused
by the breaking of unfilled 'plated through-holes'e which coannet th&;po4 -,
*ideo of the printed wiring board after iO-ru-more zonthi of ivLsant for
the L7-bda ariues and IS or more montbs for th.sTheta Series.

Cardis rec>mends Dro 2hlactic re lacenant of Model 190% 1.90E and 22LA7
a cera in uacar-dependeut etionts STu den no output ' ilres have

occurred at a lower rate in pMdels 18837, 208A, 2I1A end in Serial
Nwboers below 12,000 of Xodel 22137. Cerdi1.Ecvnszds thAt waer-
dependent patiantz with tha-ei madel Igcars Monhyitored mnsthi .

Cordia firet reported a low level of no output failures in Model 190A
and 190! pacers in the April, 1982, iesns of its aami-annual Product
Update which Ii sent to about 15,000 physicians and the Food and Drug
Administration. The occurrence of similar no outpot failures in Models
221A7 and 22137 was first reported Lu the April, 1983, Product Update.
Corlia, in the October, 198k, Product Update recoseuded consideration
of prophylactic replaement of these modela in pacer-depeudent pstients.

Zither option A of the Cordia Patient Protection Agreement or a prorated
credit may be selected to apply to any uit of the above models rolved
prophylactically and replaced with a Cordis pacer, even if the replaced
pacer ia found to be functionsng within specification when returned to
Cordis. Crdis reFets any iucouvenience thi notification way cause
you or your patients. If you bars any quections regarding this
notification, please call Cordis Customer Service, toll free. at 1-800-
327-8C85 (or 1-800-432-4563 in Plaoda).

1ttach.
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Printed Wi r_ 3oad FaEirse. laLability*, All Pailores

Z/TmLpeat At
Month Z To Date Achieave Nnth

190A 0.050 3.60 0.697 106

1902 0,067 4.46 0.865 90

221A7 0.044 2.62 0.958 76

MODOLS 08.R VEICH MOWTLT HOWNI3.ZXG IS UCOV.ED
II PACn U 0ZMNET FATIU23

ftinte 3.iri Board Failure Reliability*, Altl ailuTs.

2/Imspct At
Month To Date Achibved Month

18837 0.011 0.53 0.979 85

208A 0.015 0.74 0.957 75

215A 0.017 0.83 0.989 63

2217** 0.013 0.32 0.972 69

* Calculated by the cumelative suoival method f:o: Cotdis &caIr RegsLtry
as of March 1. 1985.

Serial us20:s l1s. tha= 12,000.
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Lwar .-r. Morey;

This Ls *r acknowledge receipt ol your .larcri 15 lorter, addrsstet to
Hr. Damaska, containing twn COp1.:b Ot CordiJ,i ;,ieith Haziru ivaiuotIon

MI tre LssaaLmi tna Trih.:t Sdrics Pacerz.

Tnlze dara will b< cmnald.cred in our re~vjiew anu saiu4tInm%.

Sincerely yours.

Joun H. S3aaalik
Recall and n n::cozei:on ?ranch

Ccnter ionr Epvices

and.^ "id5l16lo~l- Upailtit

Prep:JdSaaiz1ik:3/29/85; lnitial :WhiDmasmsa;4/3/d5; JD:RKInblnson:3!j9/d5;
F/C:R~nbinzon:4/4/k%5

cc. HFZ-30u HFZ-32o kIYZ-321/3 iFA-224

4t/

S6653 0-86-28
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P R E L I M I N A R Y

"XMBDA AND THETA SERIES PACERS

NOTIFICATION DISZRIBUTION LIST

Total No. of pacers Involved in the notification 28,931

Monitoring Physicians/Pacers

United States 4813 - 17,489 pacers

Canada 167 - 1,427

Far East 207 - 479

Latin America 408 - 1,243 n

Cordis Europa 254- - 939

TOTAL 5849 21,577 pacers

Hospitals/Distributors .

United States 384 - 783 pacers

Canada 2 - 35

Far East 20 - 531

Latin America 23 - 297

Corals Europa 3 - 5.593 "

TOTAL 432 7,2'39 pacers

:ctal No. of pacers distrihuitel to Corits Sales (Mta-ri)

16 accounts - 20 pacers

Total ':o. of pacers dlatribuccd to Cori's Misc. (Miasi)

3 accounts - 95 pacers

lotal No. of V.A. hospitals Involved - 44 (Included In totals above)

:4mda/
4/19/Es
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May 31, 1984

Mr. Carl C. Reynolds
Acting District Director
Food and Drug Administration
7ZOO Lake Ellenor Drive, Suite 120
Orlando, FL 32809

Dear Mr. Reynolds:

Accompanying this letter are Cordis point-by-point responses to the
FD 483 Inspectional Observations presented to Cordis on April 2 and
May 15. 1984. on inspections relative to Cordis Gamma Series
cardiac pacers.

Cordis has studied the FD 483 reports and the background surrounding
the observations in them very carefully. Its responses not only address
the observations directly but attempt to address FDA concerns reflected
in the observations. Cordis Has included a copy of the observations
with its response and has included as exhibits copies of documents
referenced in the responses, to facilitate review by the FDA. Further.
duplicate copies of the FDA observations and Cordis responses have
been marked to indicate trade secret and other proprietary information
which Cordis requests not be released in response to Freedom of
Information inquiries. Cordis considers all of the exhibits to the
responses except Exhibits 35-1, 43-3, and 110-I to be nondisclosable
proprietary information.

Cordis has always strived and will continue to strive to comply fully
with all FDA requirements and to maintain a good working relationship
with the FDA. However, these inspections relating to Gamma pacers
spanned more than six months and seemed to start on a suspicious note.
This is probably due to anonymous allegations and Cordis documents
concerning the Gamma pacer which apparently were provided to the
FDA through an extensive industrial espionage activity. Cordis
realizes that the FDA is obligated to investigate all allegations and
information. regardless of their source, to determine whether there
have been any violations of the law. Cordis has cooperated completely
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with the FDA Investigations and will continue to do so. Cordis is
confident that no serious violations have occurred.

To help to place the observations and responses relating to the

Gamma series Notification and Cordis activities leading to the
Notification in historical perspective. Cordis is providing addi-

tional background information in this letter about the events which
led to the December S. 1983. Notification.

In addition, after reviewing the observations. Cordis has recog-

nized the need for improvements in some of its policies and
procedures. This letter describes significant revisions being
made in Cordis policies and procedures as a result of the
inspectional observations.

Cordis also notes that many of the observations relate to instances
in which individual employees failed to follow Cordis policies and
procedures. Cordis is addressing these failures by making its

policies and procedures more explicit and by retraining and
improving the training of the responsible employees.

A. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The FDA Investigators have tried to determine whether Cordis was

diligent and prudent in the qualification of the hermetic Gamma cell
and in responding promptly to the problem of early depletions of
Gamma cells. Their review was made, of course, after the cause

of the problem was established by Cordis. With the clarity of
hindsight, the relevance of certain data or events to the cause of

the problem now seems readily apparent. However, it must be
borne in mind that these events and data were not so obviously
relevant before the cause of the problem was determined, and
especially before it was realized that there was a problem at all.
The following review is intended to place these events and data in

the context of what was known when they occurred and the effect of
this limited knowledge on Cordis decisions.
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1. The Failure Mechanism

Although Cordis still has no direct evidence that it occurs in field
failures of Gamma cells, the failure mechanism appears to start with
the electrodeposition of lithium metal on the glass feedthrough
insulator. This is an unexpected phenomenon from an electro-
chemical standpoint because the voltage necessary to reduce
lithium ion to lithium metal is higher than any voltage generated
in a Gamma cell. However, this deposition appears to occur
through a hypothetical mechanism of underpotential electrodepo-
sition". Lithium metal is conductive and, if the deposit spans the
glass insulator, it can provide a path for self-discharge of the cell.
The reaction of water with corroded glass insulators with the
release of hydrogen gas indicates the presence of lithium. How-
ever, the measured resistance of feedthroughs with corroded
glass has. not been sufficiently reduced to confirm this failure
mechanism except in a few cells stored at very high temperatures.

Cordis has hypothesized (see the 510(k) submitted to FbA on April 4,
1984) that the lithium metal deposits on the glass, forming a con-
ductive path and causing self-discharge of the cell. The lithium
then reacts with the glass, causing corrosion and forming a non-
conductive lithium compound. Thus, low resistance will be
detected only if the resistance is measured before the lithium
disappears by reacting with the glass. The transient nature of the
conductive pathway prevents confirmation of the failure mechanism
by resistance measurement and led Cordis for many months to
consider alternative theories as to how self-discharge occurred.

2. Development of the Gamma Cell

The Uthium-cupric sulfide cell was developed by the DuPont
Company in the early 1970's to provide a cell which could be
stored in tropic heat or arctic cold for extended periods of time
without self-discharge. Cordis has manufactured cells for cardiac
pacers under license from DuPont since 1975. The original DuPont
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and Cordis cells were non-hermetic, crimped cells. They have been
used to power the Cordis Lambda and Theta series of pacers. Except
for some early depletions of the initial Lambda cells, which were
eliminated by immediate "burn-in of the cells after assembly, the
Cordis lithium cupric sulfide cell has demonstrated the best long-
term reliability of any pacer power source except the nuclear battery.
This high reliability in many thousand Cordis pacers has been
documented by the Bilitch reports on pacer performance published
bimonthly in the PACE Journal.

The Gamma cell was developed to provide a more compact,
hermetically-sealed power source for the new, smaller Gamma
series of pacers using the established lithium cupric sulfide system.
The hermetic design required the addition of a feedthrough and other
mechanical modifications, but the cell chemistry, which had proved
to be very reliable, was unchanged. The Gamma pacer was first
marketed in 1979 after qualification of the Gamma cell and Gamma
pacer and after approval of a 51(k) Notification by FDA.

3, Discovery of Glass Corrosion

Feedthrough glass corrosion in the hermetic lithium cupric sulfide
cell was first discovered by Chemist Stan Solomon of Cordis in
early August, 1980. Up to that time, there had been no self-discharge
in any DuPont crimped lithium cupric sulfide cells after nine years, or
in any Cordis crimped lithium cupric sulfide cells after five yearsof
storage. Also, there had not been any early depletions of Gamma test
cells stored under load. except for a few cells yhich were shown to
have been externally shorted by mishandling. Further, no Gamma
pacer had exhibited early battery depletion either in the Cordis
simulated use test or in clinical use. Thus, at that time, Cordis
had no reason to suspect that early battery depletion was a problem
in Gamma cells.

Although Cordis did not link the feedthrough corrosion to cell self-
discharge in 1980, it was concerned about this phenomenon and
investigated its significance by contacting its feedthrough supplier,
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Fusite. At Fusite's suggestion, Cordir contacted Sandia Laboratory

about a similar phenomenon discovered by Sandia in lithium sulfur

dioxide cells and obtained available information on Sandia's experience.

Cordis did not establish a relationship between glass corrosion and

potential Gamma cell early depletion based on the information known

in 1980. Although corrosion of glass feedthroughs in lithium-sulfur

dioxide cells was reported by Sandia Labs and found by Cordis in

lithiurn-cupric sulfide cells, Cordis was not able to find in Gamma

cells the lithium bridging discovered in the Sandia cells. Cordis

found that feedthrough resistances of Gamma cells were not

significantly reduced, except in a few cases in cells stored at
temperatures near or above the boiling point of the Gamma cell

electrolyte. These high temperature results were considered

abnormal and not relevant to the normal operation of the Gamma
cell at much lower temperatures.

Also, the lithium-sulfur dioxide cell studied by Sandia is significantly

different from the lithium-cupric sulfide Gamma cell. In the early

1970's, Cordis had evaluated a lithium-sulfur dioxide cell manu-

factured by Power Conversion, Inc. as a possible pacer power

source. Cordis abandoned this type of cell because the sulfur

dioxide leaked from the pressurized cell and attacked the electronic

circuitry. The lithiurn-sulfur dioxide cell also has a higher voltage

(2. 95 volts versus 2. 10 volts). Thus, because of the knowledge that

the two types of cells were quite different, Cordis did not expect

that the failure mechanism discovered by Sandia would necessarily
occur in the Gamma cell.

4. Addition of the Feedthrough Protectors

The addition of the polypropylene feedthrough protector to Gamma

ceUs in 1980 was motivated primarily by concern about the possible

loss of feedthrough seal integrity and consequent electrolyte leakage.
This possible failure mechanism was also reported by Sandia based

on corrosion in lithium sulfur dioxide cells. Cordis considered it

possible that corrosion could eventually extend completely through

the feedthrough and Indto loss of structural integrity. The
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possibility of early battery depletion was not given serious consideration
because of the lack of early depletions in the field and the confidence
Cordis had developed in lithium-cupric sulfide cells. Gamma pacers
previously made with cells having unprotected feedthroughs were not
reworked because Cordis considered the risk of sufficient corrosion
of the glass to cause failure of the seal to be low.

The polypropylene protector is effective, but not perfect. Its addition
has reduced the incidence of early battery depletions from about 9% to
about 0. 1% to date. However, the polypropylene protector depends on
a tight compression seal against the feedthrough ferrule, glass
insulator and center pin to be effective. Therefore, in August. 1982,
Cordis implemented an improved protector consisting of a coating of
polyimnide which actually adheres to the feedthrough components.

The Mini-Gamma cell, which is a smaller version of the Gamma cell
for use in the Mini-Gamma pacers, Model 340A, is still manufactured
with the polypropylene feedthrough protector. The configurations of
the feedthrough .omponenis of the Mini-Gamma cell do not allow the
polyimide coating to be applied in a manner which would create an
effective barrier against electrolyte contact.

5. The Early Depletion Problem

The initial explant of a Gamma pacer occurred in February, 1981,
and was considered to be a random failure. The second explant
occurred in July, 1981, and was also considered to be a random
failure. Considering the large number of implanted Gamma pacers
functioning within specifications at the time, classification of these
failures as random was appropriate, particularly since Cordis was
not able to determine the exact cause of the failures. AUl pacer
manufacturers, including Cordis, receive a small number of failures
which have no systematic cause and which are classified as random
failures, Such random failures do not signal the need for any notifi-
cation. Physicians are aware of the possibility of occasional,
random failures and monitor all pacers to detect such LaUures.
Random failures are also discussed in the labeling of Gamma series
and other Cordis pacers.
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If a significant number of failures occur for the same cause, they
are no longer considered random failures and a notification or recall
is initiated. Cordis has relied on a reliability prediction, prepared by
Cordis Reliability Engineering for each new pacer model before its
introduction, as a means for deciding if the incidence of failures has
become significant. Thus, if the achieved reliability determined
from monitoring of the Cordis pacer registry data for a particular
pacer model drops significantly below the prediction for that model,
Cordis notifies physicians about the situation and recommends an
appropriate course of clinical action. Prior to use of reliability
predictions, Cordis in 1975 issued a Notification on Kappa series
pacers when two Kappa series pacers failed because of pin-hole
corrosion through their hermetic, stainless steel cases. No
additional failures were ever reported, and the physicians and
patients receiving the notification were unnecessarily alarmed.
Thus, Cordis does not react to a small number of failures with a
Notification but analyzes each situation in terms of the applicable
reliability prediction to determine its proper course of action.

Cordis therefore did not notify physicians in 1981 about early battery
depletions in Gamma series pacers because the small number of
early failures were consistent with the reliability prediction for
Gamma pacers. It did, however, begin a series of investigations
to try to establish a failure mechanism for these failures. The
investigations were performed by Power Sources Engineering and
Corporate Product Assurance with consultation from DuPont,
M. 1. T., Sandia Labs, and Cordis feedthrough manufacturers.
Several hypotheses were considered in these investigations, and
two were pursued with particular vigor.

One such hypothesis involved the formation of a soluble polysulfide
complex of cupric sulfide which could migrate through the cell
separator and react directly with the lithium, thereby creating an
"internal" short and reducing useful cell capacity. Only one early
depletion has been attributed to this failure mechanism.
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The other hypothesis concerned the possibility that particles of
cupric sulfide could migrate from the cathode through holes in
the separator. resulting in a similar reduction in cell capacity.
This mechanism has been confirmed as the cause for only two
early cell depletions. However, to protect against this problem,
more stringent inspection of the Pellon separator material was
instituted in January, 198Z, and an improved separator material,
Celgard. was introduced In June, 198Z.

6. Gamma Task Force

In June of 1983. when the number of Gamma pacers returned
because of early battery depletion increased significantly, Cordis
intensified efforts to establish the elusive cause of early Camma
cell depletions. In August 1983, a Gamma Task Force was
assigned to define the extent of early Gamma battery depletions,
determine the cause and recommend any necessary corrective
actions. The Task Force reviewed all Gamma cell data and
discovered an informal study performed on ZOO reject Gamma
cells between October, 1980. and July. 198Z, which previously
had not been reported to Cordis management. These cells,
which had no feedthrough protection, were stored, with and
without resistive loads, at 10 different temperatures. Increased
temperature decreased the time until early depletion in these
cells. Unfortunately, in addition to the results not being reported.
there is no record of any analysis of failed cells from the study.
The Task Force found seven cells which had depleted after 22
months of storage at S00 C. Analysis of these cells detected
approximately 45% corrosion of the feedthrougb glass and almost
complete consumption of the lithium anode.

Cordis is embarrassed by the fact that the Z00 cell study was not
reported to management by the engineer who Initiated and monitored
the test or by the laboratory personnel who stored the units.
Although analysis of the depleted cells would probably not have
detected lithium bridging, the study provided evidence that early
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Gamma ceU depletions were directly related to the glass feedthrough
corrosion which probably would have helped Cordis establish the
failure mechanism earlier. If the results of this study had been
reported in July 1982 and Cordis had acted upon the information,
the shipment of 147 Gamma paccrs with cells without fcedthrough
protection could have been prevented. As explained later, Cordis
is taking corrective actions to assure in the future the prompt
reporting of all technical data.

The Task Force completed its review of all available information
about early Gamma cell depletions and issued its final report on
November 30, 1983. It concluded that reaction of the electrolyte
with the feedthrough glass insulator caused self-discharge through
a lithium bridge, followed by reaction of the lithium with the glass,
resulting in destruction of the lithium bridge and corrosion of the
feedthrough glass. This conclusion was based primarily on the
effectiveness of the polypropylene protector in preventing early
battery depletion, rather than on direct evidence of lithium
bridging.

7. Gamma Pacer Notification

As a result of the Task Force findings, on December 5, 1983,
Cordis notified all affected physicians about the problem and
recommended monthly monitoring of all Gamma series pacers
with cells made before the addition of the polypropylene protector
in October, 1980. Cordis records indicate that the Notification
has been more than 95% effective and Cordis is continuing its
efforts to increase its effectiveness. Also, Cordis is attempting
to find lost-to-follow-up patients to assure that all patients with
Gamma pacers receive the recommended monthly monitoring.

B. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Cordis has recognized the need for improvements in some of its
policies and procedures as a result of reviewing the FDA's obser-
vations. Although formal Cordis policies and procedures were in
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effect, the changes will make them more detailed and more effective.

1) Product Service Reports (PSR's) - CSP 14-08-02

This CSP will be revised to improve the processing of all three types

of PSR's. for pacers, for other sterile products and for repairable

products.

a) The PSR forms will be changed to solicit information

on the status of the patient and detailed information if

there is a device-related serious injury or death. The
PSR also requests specific information about whether or

not any reported injury or death is device-related.

b) All PSR's which report a possible hazard, injury or

death will be filed in a "Hazard Investigation" file

until investigation by the Cordis Customer Service
Department is completed. After completion of the

investigation, all zuch PSR's will be filed in the per_

mancnt "Hazard" file, even if the hazard was not

confirmed.

c) When an investigational product is released for sale,

Clinical Research will provide a summary of all

complaints received during the clinical investigation

of the product for filing in the corporate PSR filea

Subsequent PSR's relating to the investigational
devices will be filed in the corporate PSR files.

d) The Legal Department will assure that a PSR is

generated whenever it receives notice of a possible

liability suit alleging device malfunction.

e) A duplicate PSR file will be maintained at each
divisional or affiliate manufacturing site where the

Cordis product is made.
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f) All PSR's wiUI be numbered sequentially and logged
as received in a manner that assures good traceability
and accountability.

g) The Product Service Department will be required to
follow-up on all PSRs to assure timely analysis and
prompt reply to the user.

2) Control of Discrenant Materials - CSP/COP 14-03-04

The Material Review Record (MRR) form and associated policies and
procedures will be revised to:

a) Require that the basis for disposition of a discrepant
material be documented.

b) Require that the actual disposition be documented.

c) Require that before any deviation from an approved
specification or process procedure that is allowed
by the MRR is implemented, that it be qualified and
the completion of the qualification be documented.
or the reason why qualification is not required be
documented.

d) Require documentation of a decision on the disposition
of any parts or products made previously which might
be affected by a change authorized by the MRR.

e) Permit delegation of approval authority under defined
conditions.

3) Product Documentation Change Control - CSP 10-02-03

This policy will be revised to:

a) Require documentation of the qualification of any
change or the reason why no qualification is required
before implementation of the change.
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b) Require documentation of a decision on the disposition
of any affected part or product made prior to the
change.

c) Require Regulatory Affairs review of all change
requests for products which received FDA pre-
market approval (510(k) or PMA) to assure that
any required supplemental submissions are made
and approved by FDA before the change is imple-
mented.

4) Control and Reporting of Technical Data - CSP 11-03-01

This policy, currently titled "Technical Notebooks," will be revised to

require each engineer to:

a) Record all technical data generated in a complete
and understandable form.

b) Prepare a protocol stating the purpose of any
technical study undertaken. giving a complete
description of the samples and procedures to be
used and stating a basis for judging whether the
results are satisfactory.

c) Report regularly to two higher levels of management
on all results of technical studies, including a discus-
sion of the meaning of the results, a conclusion,
recommendations for future work, etc.

5) Product Assurance Audits - CSP 14-01-05

This policy will be revised so that a product problem investigation will not

be considered to be a Product Assurance Audit and records of the investiga-

tion will not be destroyed after the recommended actions are completed.
Such records will be retained as permanent records and will be available

to FDA during inspections relating to the problem.

6) Training

AU personnel involved with activities affected by these changes in policy

and procedure will be instructed in the reasons for the changes and, as
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necessary, will be instructed in how to comply with the new policies
and procedures.

The preceding information is intended to provide a better organized
and more complete response to the FD 483 reports than Cordis canprovide with point-by-point responses alone. If. after review of thisletter and the point-by-point responses, the FDA has any further
questions, please call or write Cordis for further inforrmation.

In addition to preparing the accompanying responses to the two FD 483'srelating to Gamma series pacers, Cordis is preparing point-by-point
responses to the two FD 483's relating to polyurethane pacer leadsand the FD 483 relating to the recent Cordis recall of catheters
because of leaks at the hub connector. Cordis plans to submit theseresponses to FDA by July 1, 1984.

Sincerely yours,

Wa .Seldon
President

Harold Hershenson
Executive Vice President
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(1) Cordis Standard Practice concerning 'Receiving and Inspection of

Incoming Material' dated September 20, 1983 (CSP 14-03-02) allows for the

"Gonditional Release' of components to production prior to the completion

of the required inspections. This practice may result in the acceptance

of finished devices having one or more marginal components due to economic

influences.

Cordis Response

Cordis disagrees that the practice of "conditional release" results in the
acceptance of finished devices with marginal components due to economic
influences. It has always been Cordis policy not to compromise quality for

economics and this policy applies fully to the use of conditionally
released material.

"Conditional Releases" of materials allow needed materials to be used in

production on a risk basis, when they are received too late for the normal
Receiving Inspection testing and release cycle to be completed. The Cordis
system for controlling Conditionally Released materials is defined in
Cordis Standard Practice (CSP) 14-03-02, "Receiving and Inspection of

Incoming Material" and Quality Assurance Operating Practice (QADP) 111-04,

'Monitoring and Controlling Conditionally Released Material" (Exhibits 1-1
and 1-2). These documents, which were provided to the Investigator, are

intended to assure that devices manufactured with such materials are not

released for sale before the conditionally released materials used in their
manufacture meet all specified requirements. If any conditionally released

material fails to meet specified requirements, the subassemblies or final

devices containing this material must be reworked or scrapped. Cordis does
not have any different or lower standard for acceptance of devices made
with conditionally released materials than for other devices.
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(2) The protocol for the qualification of Northeast Electronics Corp.,
Mi1 ford, CT., coined 1 ids with integral cut glass feedthroughs for Ga.'=la
cells (082-02-008) states that, as part of the acceptance criteria for the
lids, "There shall be no evidence of cracking, breaking, or loosening of
parts" . However, the qualification report summary states that "Three
lids, which had passed hermeticity testing, were found to have cracks in
the glass. The exact origin of these cracks could not. be determined."
The qualification of the Northeast Lid was approved by the Product
Engineering Team (PET) despite the lack of conformance with the
qualification protocol. No explanation is provided for the qualification
appr oval .

Cordis Response

Cordis agrees that the PET a roved the qualification of Northeast lids
with integral cut glass feedthroughs although three units had cracks and
failed to meet the protocol for qualifying Northeast Electronics
Corporation feedthroughs which states "there shall be no evidence of
cracking... for the lids".

All qualification test units had passed hermeticity, thermal shock, visual,
vibration and resistance testing as noted in the detailed QAQL worksheets
(Exhibit 2-1) and the insignificance of the cracks is discussed in the
Weidner mGmrandum (Exhibit 2-2). According to the PET mmbers, two of
wham are still employed at Cordis, the observed cracks in the three auits
were not severe and were considered unimportant. The PET.s rmain concern
was cracking which could cause loss of hermeticity. Since the units had
passed the hermeticity test, these cracks did not cause leakage. Under the
circumstances, Cordis believes that the PET made the proper judgment that
the cracks involved were not so severe as to fail the qualification of the
vendor. However, the PET should have docunented this reasoning when they
qualified Northeast feedthroughs despite failure to conform with the
protocol.

In retrospect, the PET.s judgment is confirmed in that approximately
100,000 battery cells with sealed feedthroughs from Northeast Electronics
have been used in pacers; none has failed due to loss of hermeticity or any
other failure mechnisma attributed to feedthrough cracks.
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(3) On February 13 1984, two 0 (O t) rolls were noted
stored horizontally partially inside a cardboard box with the upper
portion of both rolls in direct contact with the stockroom floor in
building 7G. A noticeable degree of dirt was present on the exposed

surfaces and edges of both rolls. Two other _ rolls without
protective covering were noted in the stockroom.

Cordis Response

The portions of the _ rolls found to be dirty during the MDA
inspection of the stockroon have been citgff and scrapped. Stockroom
management has been reminded to handleq_ rolls with care and to
maintain their cleanve. Also, Receiving Inspection management has been
cautioned to re-wrap _ rolls if the original wrapping is damaged.

rolls are cut into small squares for use in battery manufacture.
Each square is visually inspected prior to use inal sell, and soiled pieces
are rejected and scrapped. Therefore, no dirty has been used in
cell manufacture.
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(4) On February 15. 1984, at 10:20 a., the cupric sulfide powder
Production Log Sheet showed a pre-completion entry for step 70. (relating
to the addition of water after the reaction vessel heater is turned off).
The addition or the water was, scheduled for 11:20 a.m.; however, the
Production Log Sheet misleadingly reflected that the water had already
been added.

Cordis Response

Cordis agrees with the Investigator.s observation. The powder
manufacturing operator has been reminded of the requirement for recording
of processing times in the appropriate record only at the time an
operation is carried out, and warned that failure to maintain accurate
records would result in disciplinary action. A morandum has been sent to
all Power Sources personnel regarding this issue. (Exhibit 4-1).
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(22) Complaints pertaining to any hazard to safety are not imzediately
reviewed, evaluated, and investigated nor are they maintained in a
separate portion of the cziplaint file. For example-

Cordis Response
Cordis policy CSP 14-08-02, "Produrt Service Reports" (Exhibit 22-l),
details the requirements for receiving, evaluating, investigating and
documenting reports related to product performance. This Cordis system is
designed to assure that all incoming reports of alleged Product malfunction
or patient hazard are evaluated, investigated and fully docu=ented in a
timely manner.

The Product Service personnel first review the available details of each
complaint received and record them on appropriate documents. They also
judge, based upon their years of experience in dealing with medical reports
and product investigations, whether a patient hazard, injury or death
associated with the product has been alleged. If they conclude that a
hazard or injury may have occurred, Cordis policy requires that they
iinediately investigate the matter with the patient.s physician, hospital,
Cordis Sales Representative, etc. If a hazard or injury is confirmed,
they are required to notify the Vice President of Product Assurance at
once.

Contrary to the observation, Cordis does maintain a separate "Hazard File",
which the investigator reviewed in detail. It has always been Cordis
policy to place into that file all complaints in which a patient injury or
hazard has been associated with a confirmed device malfunction.
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(a) Product Service Report (PSR) Number 56498 concerns an individual
who :blacked out While driving car" whose pacer was "found to be
dead". The suspect pacer (334A-5938) was explanted on October 7,
1983. The PSR was completed by a Cordis salesman on October 12, 1983.
The pacer was returned to Cordis on October 18, 1983, and analyzed
November 7-10, 1983, with the conclusion that the pacer felled because
of early battery depletion (tEBD). A health hazard assesanent was not
initiated until December 3, 1983, when this complaint was brought to
the attention of Cordis officials by the Food and Drug Administration.

Cordis Response

Coreis agrees that PSR S6498 (Exhibit 22a-1) should have been evaluated
relative to potential hazard promptly upon receipt in accordance with
Cordis policy (CSP 14-08-02, Product Service Reports, Exhibit 22-1). This
oversight on the part of the Product Service Department was discovered in a
review of the Gamma pacer PSR file made in preparation of the Notification
and brought to the attention of the Vice President of Corporate Product
Assurance on December 2, 1983. He immediately ordered re-evaluation of
this PSR. The hazard evai.ation was completed and documented on December
12, 1983. On the basis of discussions with the attending physicians, it
was concluded that the patient-s condition was not pacer-related (Exhibit
22a-1).

The Cordis employee responsible for the failure to conduct a prompt
investigation of PSR S6498 was severely reprimanded. In addition, as
discussed in the responses to Observations 23b, 2S, and 27, the Product
Service Department has been re-organized and the PSR syster and forms have
been revised to assize more timely and effective evaluations of potential
hazards.
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(b) PSR Number 78621 concerns Pacer 334A-4214 that had a -rate
decrease" and also was reported to be a "Runaway at 160-170 ppm.- The
pacer was explanted on October 18, 1983, and returned to Cordis on
November 1, 1983. The pacer was analyzed on November 16, 1983. with
the conclusion that the pacer failed due to EBD. A health hazard
assessment was not initiated until December 16, 1983, after this
complaint was brought to Cordis' attention during this inspection.

Cordis Response

PSR 78621 (Exhibit 22b-1) was reviewed by the Product Service Department;
in their opinion it did not constitute a hazard, as asserted by the
Investigator. The PSR contained two contradictory statements: (1) the
pacer experienced rate decrease, (2) the pacer experienced a runaway at 160
to 170 ppm. It Is apparent fron examination of the EPI accoapanying the
PSR that the so-called runaway was caused by a brief episode of ventricular
tachycardia which was not associated with the pacer. Statements written by
the nurse on the M show that the patient was sleeping at the time, in no
distress, easily aroused, and denied any blackout, chest pain or shortness
of breath. Since the pacer was found to have failed due to early battery
depletion, which would have been manifested by a rate decrease, it was
concluded that the tachycardia was not pacer induced. In suunary, there
was no reason for the Product Service Department to consider this a hazard
report; however, the Product Service representative should have documented
the reason for not considering this PSR a hazard report.
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(c) PSR number 56152 concerns pacer 334A-6096 that was explanted onAugust 10, 1983, due to a rate decrease with a complaint that thepatient experienced 'dizzy spells". The pacer was returned to Cordisand analyzed on September 14, 1983. The pacer had a rate of 61.8instead of 70.0. The analysis concluded that the pacer failed due toearly battery depletion. No additional investigation haa beenconductedEto determine rf the dizzy spells were related to the pacer
failure.

Cordis Response

The Product Service Department reviewed PSR S61SZ (Exhibit 22c-1) whichcited "dizzy spells" and decided it was not a hazard. The pacer was
operating at 61.8 beats per minute when received by Cordis. That rate is
so nearly normal that, in the Department.s Judgment the pacer could nothave caused the dizziness. The pacer had been replaced tmeventfuhl ithanother Cordis pacer. ae nvnflywt

Observation 22c states that no additional investigation was conducted to
determine if dizzy spells were related to pacer failure. To the contrary,
to confirm the Department.s original conclusion that this was not a tienthazard, the Product Service Representative discussed this PSR with thea
physician, Dr. M. Z. Abbassi (See Exhibit 22c-l). Dr. Abbassi stated thatthe Patient came to the office for a routine checki, which disclosed thatthere had been a rate decrease. The pacer c eced prcxaptly thanharm to the patient, and Dr. Abbassi stated that he did not believe thepacer had been hazardous to the patient. thtedinoblevte
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(23) (a) Cordis Standard Practice (CSP) Number 14-08-02 dated December 15,

1980, states that -The Cordis employee who first receives an oral or
written report about the performance of a Cordis product shall
promptly write a Product Service Report (PSR) (see attachment)". The
attachment referred to is the Cordis in-house complaint handling form
and not the similarly named form normally completed by the explanting
physician or an associate. The majority of the approximately 248
complaints reviewed through December 31, 1983, did not include the
Cordis in-house PSR.

Cordis Response

As required by Cordis procedure CSP 14-08-02 "Product Service Report"
(Exhibit 22-1), employees who first receive an oral or written report
about the performance of a Cordis product promptly write a Product Service
Report (PSR). However, they do not write a PSR if one is returned with an
explanted pacer.

Cordis has two PSR forms. One is titled "Product Service Report" with the
parenthetical statement, "formerly called Out-of Service Report" lExhibit
23a-l). A copy of this form is packaged with each pacer and is used by a
physician to record pacer explant information for return with the explanted
pacer to Cordis. The other PSR form is the "in-house" form (Exhibit 23a-
21), used to report product performance for products other than pacers such
as catheters, leads, etc. On rare occasion, the "in-house" PSR form is
used to record a pacer report that is received verbally or to document
receipt of an explanted pacer returned without a completed PSR. The
majority of the 248 complaints cited in Observation 23a did not include the
Cordis "in-house" PSR because, in most cases, a physician PSR had been
received, analyzed and properly filed.

The investigator apparently interpreted the Cordis procedure to require
generation of an "in house" PSR even if a physician PSR had been
received. This is not the intent of the procedure and would involve
unnecessary duplication. CQP 14-08-01, "Processing of Returned Cordis
Products" (Exhibit 23a-3) describes the two PSR forms. CSP 14-08-02 has
been revised to clarify the use of the two PSR forms.

5&-3m 0-86-29
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(b) CSP No. 14-08-02 also states that Product Service "Alerts the
Vioe President of Product Assurance imnediately regarding any report
alleging injury, suspected related death, or a health hazard". The
Vice President of Product Assurance was not aware of the three
cOMplaints specified in Iten (1) nor is there any documentation
attesting that the Vice President of Product Assurance had been
alerted.

Cordis Response

As explained in the responses to Observations 22b and 22c, PSR.s 56152 and
78621 were evaluated by the Product Service Departent and were not judged
to be hazards; consequently, there was no requirement to inform the Vice
President of Corporate Product Assurance about these two PSP.s.

Cordis does agree, as stated in the response to Observation 22a, that the
evaluation of PSP 56498 for potential hazard was not investigated promptly
and that the Vice President of Corporate Product Assurance was not informed
of that PSR in accordance with Cordis standard procedure. Cordis has
reorganized the Product Service Department, and revised the PSR system and
forms to Insure more timely and effective evaluation of potential hazards
and prompt notification of the Vice President of Corporate Product
Assurance.
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(241 On December 25, 1983, it was brought to the attention of a Cordis
Sales Representative that Gamma pacer 334A-2511 had malfunctioned. Surgery
was scheduled at the Pembroke Pines Hospital. Pembroke Pines, FL., on the
following day. The Sales Representative visited the hospital on
December 26, 1983, and obtained the malfunctioning pacer. However, a PSR
was not submitted to Product Service by the Sales Representative and the
pacer was not sent to Cordis for evaluation until February 6, 1984.
According to attending physicians, the pacer failure resulted in the
patient's cardiac arrest.

Cordis Response

The observation is correct relative to the long delay by the salesman in
reporting the complaint and returning the pacer for analysis. The
responsibility of salesmen to comply with the requirements of the Cordis
PSR procedure was re-explained to the Sales Representative by the Vice
President of Corporate Product Assurance and the Manager of National Sales.

The Product Service Department first learned of the problem on February 1,
1984, when they received a letter dated January 17, .1984, from the
patient.s daughter. The Department generated a PSR and commenced
investigation immediately. The results of the investigation are documented
in PSR 79528, (Exhibit 24-1).

The investigation determined that the patient had been lost-to-follow up
since July, 1983. She had not responded to requests for examination by
either her family physician or the cardiologist. The cardiologist stated
that, given the fact that the patient.s status had not been monitored for
such a long period, it was not possible to determine whether her condition
was related to pacer failure.
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FDA Observation
(25) The PSR form is not designed to elicit specifically any adverse
arrects that may have been experienced by a patient as a result of a
product failure. Consequently, the Product Service Department cannot
readily determine if an Investigation is warranted to assure that patient
safety was not compromised.

Cordis Response

The PSR form for pacers (Exhibit 23a-l), has been in use, with minor
variations, for some years. It requests pertinent information on pacer
performance and patient status, including representative EXG records and
other information if the pacer is believed to be operating outside of
specifications. Cordis believes that the present form has usually provided
adequate information to make proper hazard evaluations. However, in
response to the observation, Cordis has revised the form (Exhibit 25-1) to
request specific patient status information to assist the Customer Service
Department in determining %tether further investigation of the clinical
complaint may be warranted.
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(26) As of February 1, 198L1. there were a total of 270 expired patients

that had Gamma pacers subject to the December 5, 1983, Gausa notification.
Prior to this inspection, no effort had been made to determine if the

recognized pacer early battery depletion failure mechanism could have

resulted in a patient death that may have been mistakenly attributed to

non-pacer related causes because a physician had no reason to suspect earty
pacer failwre.

Cordis Response

From experience, Cordis has learned that very 
few deaths of pacer patients

are related to pacer malfunction. Pacer patients are generally old

(average age about 70) and usually have a variety 
of medical problems in

addition to their need for pacer support.

Physicians know that any pacer, whether or not it is involved in a

notification, can fail at any time. For that reason, they monitor pacers

routinely. If a pacer patient dies, the physician always 
considers pacer

malfunction in his investigation into the cause 
of death. Whenever a

physician encounters a death which he believes may be pacer-related, 
he

almost invariably informs Cordis in a timely manner. Cordis investigates

all such reports thoroughly. If Cordis were instead to investigate every

report of a patient death, Custorer Service personnel would constanty be

involved in unnecessary investigations rather than concentrating on

reports indicating pacer-related deaths or other hazards.

Cordis confirmed the appropriateness of this policy by investigating 45

reports of deaths among patients with Gamma pacers. The Product Service

Department did not discover a single patient death that could be attibuted

to pacer malfunction. This investigation was summarized in a memorandum

of January 19, 1984 to Mr. Pagones (Exhibit 26-1).
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(27) Prior to this inspection, a health hazard analysis was not done for
the following Product Service Reports:

Product Service Date Pacer Model * and Patient Complaint
Report No. Received Serial * of Pacer

56499 10/18/83 334A-2348 "symptorss
75559 1/29/82 333B7-320 "dizzy spells"
56152 8/31/83 334A-6096 "dizzy spells"
77222 2/16/83 334A-3212 'fatigue"
77435 4/14/83 337A-246 'unresponsive

intermittentl y"

Cordis Response
The Product Service Department did evaluate each of the five PSR.s
referenced in this Observation (Exhibit 27-I through 27-5). Although the
PSRs contained information Which could indicate possible potential hazard
or injury, based on the total content of each PSR and their professional
experience, the Department judged that a health hazard analysis was
unnecessary in these five cases.

In response to the Investigator.s concerns, Cordis contacted the original
complainants and confirmed that none of the five reports represented a
patient hazard or injury. The results of these additional investigations
were provided to the Investlgator and are attached to the PSR.s.

Cordis has no changed its policy and procedures for handling PSR.s and has
instructed personnel to investigate all complaints with an indication of
possible patient hazard or injury unless they have been specifically
reported to be not pacer related. The revised PSR form specifically
requests the reporting physician to indicate whether or not death or
serious injury is considered pacer-related (See Exhibit ZS-1).
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(28) Cordis returned goods procedure requires that returned implantable
devices be held in the returned goods area until the initial paperwork is

processed by the Product Service Departmsent. As individual receiving

tickets are completed for each returned device, there is no system in effect

that can readily identify the status of each device, i.e., device in

returned goods area awaiting release to failure analysis, device sent to

failure analysis, etc.

Cordis Response

Cordis disagrees with the Investigator.s observation. Cordis has a
computerized system to track the status of returned implantable devices
through the failure investigation cycle. As detailed in CQP 14-08-01
(Exhibit 23a-3), a receiving ticket is prepared and sent to the Product
Service Department at the time the device is sent to decontamination. The
device remains in the decontamination area until Product Service completes
the associated paperwork and sends it to Returned Goods for attachment to
the device. In addition to this paperwork, Product Service generates a
computer "tracking record which traces the status of the returned device
throughout the investigation cycle. This tracking system enables Cordis to
locate and identify the status of any returned device. A copy of the
Returned Pacer Data Bntry Screen is attached. (Exhibit 28-1). If the
Investigator had discussed this observation with Cordis prior to inclusion
in the FD 483, Cordis would have provided Information about this tracking
system.
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(43) In an August 28, 1980 meoranduaa froe Stan Soloon to Mr. Dehaan, Mr.
Hart, Hr. Jimenez, and W. Withers, concerning a telephone conversation on
feedthrough reactivity held between Wr. Solaoon and W. Ben Bswaky, FuSite
Corporation, Mr. Solomon learned that Mr. Bowsky was aware of the
feedthrough reactivity in that Mr. Bowsky stated, "That seal degradation
was a electrochemical process involving exchange between the lithium and
the sodium and potassium of the glass."

In this conversation, Fr. Solomon informed Mr. Bowsky's that Cordis had
determined that the glass received from Fusite consisted of a crystalline
and a smooth phase with these glasses having different cmpositions.
Although Mr. &Bwsky stated that neither phase was preferentially more
reactive than the other, Cordis did not conduct any qualification testing
to specifically determine if one phase was, in fact, preferentially more
reactive than the other.

Mr. Solomon next contacted Samuel C. Levy, Head, Battery Progra, Sandia
Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, to discuss Cordis' findings with
respect to feedthrough corrosion and loss of feedthrough glass resistance.
ra. Levy stated that his studies involved a lithiua sulphur dioxide cell ini
which he discovered two failure mechanisas: stress cracking and the
formation of lithium bridges within feedthrough glass leading to
self-discharge.

(44) In a meorandum dated September 15, 1980, froa Mr. Soloaon and froe
Mr. DeHaan re.: "ltip Report on VYsit to Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque,
N. Mexico", one of the conclusions drawn in this report is that, "of the
two aspects of the corrosion reaction (1) vertical degradation leading to
potential stresses and mechanical failure of the feedthru, and (2)
formation of conductive bridges between terminals, it appears that the
latter is of more concern in the CordS cell system. Daluation of this is
essential for prediction of future integrity of all feedthrwus."

Cordis Response

The Investigator.s quotations frao the meorandun of August 28, 1980
(Exhibit 43-1) amd the trip report of September 1S, 1980 (Exdhibit 43-2),
are correct and reflect Cbrdis efforts to understand the interaction of
electrolyte with the glass feedthrough insulator in GaMa cells.

As recorded in the morandum of August 28, Mr. Bowsky.s statement
Concerning seal degradation referred to the results of Sandia Lab.s
investigations into lithium-sulfur dioxide cell failures. He did not state
that the Fusite feedthroughs supplied to Cordis were susceptible to such
degradation.
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Mr. Bowsky.s response to Cordis. observation that the Fusite glass had two
phases was not only that neither phase was preferentially reactive but also
that biphasic glass is more resistant than single phase glass. Further,
the increased resistance of biphasic glass to chemical attack is supported
by U.S. Patent 43083Z3 (Exhibit 43-3), issued November 10, 1980 to Ehnerson
Electric Co., the parent firm of Fusite, which states, "It has been
discovered that by using two or more glasses of distinctly different
electrical/chemical properties, the resistance of the seal to attack by
chemicals corrosive to glass can be greatly enhanced." Under the
circumstances, there appeared to be no need for qualification testing by
Cordis to determine if one glass phase was ore reactive than the other, as
suggested in this observation.

As both quoted memoranda indicated, the Sandia experience showed two
potential concerns with the Gmmna feedthroughs - mechanical failure and
loss of resistance due to formation of conductive bridges. Cordis studied
both potential failure mechanisms in the Gamma cell.

As to mechanical failure, Cordis studied Gamna cells stored at various
conditions and determined that the feedthrough glass insulator was attacked
by electrolyte, causing concern about eventual loss of hermeticity after
long service. Although Cordis fcund no stress cracking of Gamm
feedthroughs of the type described by Dr. Levy as a failure mechanism in
lithimn-sulfur dioxide cells, it added the feedthrough
protector because of concern that the corrosio6bservd might eventually
lead to loss of hermeticity.

As to the possibility of conductive bridges forming in the feedthrough,
Cordis studied and tested for this in 1980. However, in view of the
absence of a significant number of failures of RGMa cells at that time,
and the absence of any direct evidence that such conductive bridges formed,
Cordis did not identify this as a problem in the Gamna cell. Cordis still
has not been able to establish by direct evidence that lithium bridging is
a failure mechanism in Cmma cells as Sandia Labs established in the
lithian-sulfur dioxide cell. The almost complete absence of early
depletions in Gamma cells wit _ feedthrough protectors
provided indirect evidence on wTiiI ICordis based its conclusion in 1983
that lithium bridging caused the early depletions of Cana cells.
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FDA Observation

(45) Based on the above reports and other COrdis reports demonstrating
feedthrough corrosion and high feedthrough conductivity, polypropylene was
selected to protect the glass insulator fram lithium attack beginning with
Gamm cell lot number 4180 (October, 1980).

Cordis Response

Contrary to the Investigator.s observation, Cordis implemented the
polypropylene protector on G ama cell feedthroughs in 1980 to protect
against the possible loss of feedthrough structural integrity through long
term corrosion by the electrolyte. At that time, Cordis had no evidence
that corrosion of the Gma feedthrough glass at body temperature caused
high feedthrough conductivity or was related to self-discharge of aua
cells.

Although a lithium bridging model in a pressurized lithium-sulfur dioxide
ce1l had been reported by Levy of Sandia, it was rnt confirmed by Cordis in
Gamma lithium-cupric sulfide cells. Only four experimental cells stored at
the highly elevated temperature of 700C to 9OC, were found to have
lowered feedthrough resistance in 1980. Mmny other cells tested at various
lower temperatures had acceptable feedthrough resistance although glass
corrosion had occurred. Further, in 1980 there had been no early battery
depletions in implanted or in-vitro pacers.
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FDA Observation
(46) In spite of the data presented above and other information available
to Cordis which documented the internal discharge mechanism of Gamna cells
w&hich results in early battery depletion, approximately 6,327 pacers which
incorporated cells with unprotected feedthroughs were distributed from
November. 1980 through AJgust, 1983 after the Gamma cell design was
improved to minimize or eliminate feedthrough corrosion and loss of
resistance.

Cordis Response
Cordis disagrees with the observation that it had information before
August, 1983 docunenting the internal discharge mechanism which resulted in
early Gamma battery depletion. Although lithium bridging had been reported
in lithiun-sulfur dioxide cells by Sandia Labs in 1980, it was not
established as a failure mechanism in Gamma cells until November, 1983.
While glass corrosion was observed in the Gmm3a feedthroughs in 1980, it
was not found to cause loss of resistance except in a snall number of cells
stored at highly elevated teperatures. The nfeedthrough
protector was added to the Gar a cell in October. 1980 to prevent corrosion
of the glass because of concern that it might eventually lead to loss of
hermeticity. The effectiveness of the polypropylene protector in preventing
early depletions subsequently provided the evidence that loss of
feedthrough resistance must have occurred intermittently and caused early
Gmma cell depletion. However, Cordis did not reach this conclusion until
November, 1983.

The first explant of a Rena pacer for early battery depletion occurred in
July, 1981. If Cordis had discontinued shipment of Gam pacers without
feedthrough protectors when this first explant occurred, the shipment of
1115 such pacers after that date would have been prevented. However, at
that time, the early depletion was considered to be a random failure
because analysis had not established any systematic cause. Isolated,
unexplained failures are unfortunately experienced routinely by Cordis and
other pacer manufacturers, and neither Cordis nor any other manufacturer
considers such failures as justifying discontinuance of shipnent of the
pacer models involved.

In August, 1983, Cordis management learned of a study of Gamma cells which
had been initiated in October, 1980 and discontinued in July, 1982 without
any report of the results. The study involved storage at various
temperatures of 200 Gamna cells, rejected from production for various
reasons. By the end of the study, all the units stored at SOOC had
depleted in 21 months. This information might have helped establish the
cause of early Gamma battery depletion sooner. Assuming that Cordis would
have immediately discontinued the distribution of Gamna pacers without
feedthrough protection in July, 1982, the shipment of 147 such pacers
shipped after that date would have been prevented.

Cordis has reprimanded the Power Sources engineer who performed the Zoo
cell study without reporting the results to his supervisors. Also, Cordis
will issue a new corporate policy to assure that all technical data is
reported promptly to at least two levels of supervision.
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FDA Observation
(47) The use of to protect the feedthrough insulator is
questionable and mymtin all instances afford sufficient protection of
the feedthrough insulator to prevent corrosion and feedthrough loss of
resistance. Chemical ard Physical Quality Assurance report 0 23-03536 date!
December 10, 1982 states that "In a Fusite control complete potection ws
not achieved with mild corrosion occurring under the _
protector. This variability is consistent with previous Studies on
polypropylene protectors and accounted for the recommendation to use

s a mask." Cordis continues to use polypropylene protected
Fusite feedthroughs in the Mini-Gamma cells.

Cordis Response

Cordis disagrees that the use of to protect the feedthrough
insulator is questionable and may not in all instances afford sufficient
protection of the feedthrough insulator to prevent corrosion and
feedthrough loss of resistance. In all cases in which them
protector is sealed tightly to the feedthrough, little or no gla,,
corrosion has occurred under conditions known to cause corrosion of
unprotected feedthroughs. The protector was qualified in
several studies. (See CPCL Reportsz302060. 23-02066, 23-02203, and 23-
02710, Exhibits 47-1 to 47-4). In CL Report 23-3536 (Exhibit 47-5),
cited by the Investigator, the analyst noted "mild corrosion" after 14
days at 700C and observed that the protector was "not well bonded".

The effectiveness of the protector relies on mechanical
conpression to form a liqu iF al against the feedthrough conponents,
and it is evident that the seal will be canpromised if this tight
capression is not achieved. Hwever, only about 0.1% of the GMa pacers
with cells having feedthrough protectors have exhibited early
battery depletion, compared to about 8% of the Gamna pacers without such
protection.

Cordis continues to use the protector in the Mini-Gamma cells
because the physical shapes of the Mini-Gta lid, ferrule and feedthrough
in these cells do not permit an effective application of polyimide.
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FDA Observation

(109) A tw-page ameorandum dated August 19, 1983, fran J. Pagones. Vice
President, Corporate Product Assurance, to N. Welde, H. Hershenson, F.
Fischer, R. Smolowtz, B. NIickerson, K. Jones, S. Saulson, R Spencer, D.
Colbert, J. Schwoebel, D. Busp, R. Gjertson, D. Hart. 0. Jimenez, H.
Tataria, and P. Watson, titled "Gamma Cells and Gamma Pacers - Task Force"
which identified eight factors that the Task Force should consider or
investigate relating to the Gamma pacer early battery depletion situation,
Ws revised, on or about December 1, 1983. The revised memorandum (one
page); however, has the August 19, 1983, date and deletes the
aforementioned eight factors. The revised memorandum has the same
distribution as the original; however, W. Watson, denied receiving a copy
of this memorandum. The other individuals were not asked if they had
received the one-page memorandum. FDA requested the Task Force assigrment
mamorandun on December 3, 1983, and the one page revised memorandum was
provided by Mr. Pagones on December 7, 1983.

Cordis Response

The observation is correct that Mr. Pagones prepared a revised one page
version of the two page Task Force r-randun of August 19, 1983. This
version was made to delete portions of the memorandu -which were considered
tentative and no longer applicable in December, 1983. Mr. Pagones
erroneously prepared the revised memorandun with the original August 19,
1983 date and without any indication that it was a new, revised document.
The revised Meamorandum was given to the Investigator on December 7, 1983
by Mr. Schwoebel, former Cordis Manager of Regulatory Affairs. No copies
were distributed to the persons who received the original Memorandum. On
January 23, 1984, when the Investigator requested Mr. Watson.s copy of the
Task Force Assignment meoramndum, it was discovered that the one page
revision had not been distributed to Mr. Watson and a copy of it was
obtained for his files on that date. After further consideration, however,
the existence of the two versions of the memorandum was recognized by Mr.
Pagones to be incorrect and potentially misleading. Mr. Pagones brought
this situation to the attention of his management. It was decided that the
situation must be explained to FDA and this was done by Mr. Pagenes in his
merorandun to Mr. Spanioli of January 23, 1984 and his discussion of the
situation with him on January 24, 1984. Copies of both versions of the
Task Force Mesorandum and Mr. Pagones. written memorandum of January 23,
1984, are attached as Exhibits 109-1, 109-2 and 109-3.
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This situation represents an unfortunate error on the part of Mr. Pagones
Which was corrected by him as soon and as fully as possible. What occurred
was not consistent with Cordis policy and was not known to Wr. Pagones.
superiors prior to January 23, 1984. When it became known to management,
Mr. Pagones and others in the company were made aware that such practices
are not acceptable.
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FDA Observation

(110) Cordis Gala pacers notification letter dated December 5, 1983.
stated that early battery depletions had occurred in 2.1% of the pacers
subject to the notification. Ibwever, Cordis records shw that as of
Noveber 30, 1983, the early battery depletion rate was actuallyt 2. 5%.

Cordis Response

Receipt, failure analysis, review, input of data into the computer and
final statistical analysis of field returns takes approximately 20 to 30
days to complete. Cordis submitted the draft Notification Letter to the
printer on November 28, 1983. On that date, an October 31, 1983 suimary
was the last cceplete statistical analysis available on temma Field Returns
and it provided the 2.1% value quoted in the December S, 1983 Notification.

in retrospect, October 31, 1983 should have been stated in the Notification
letter as the date when the 2.1% value was determined. The April 18, 1984
update to the Notification (Exhibit 110-1) clarified this point, indicating
that the percent of failures was 2.1% as of October 31, 1983 and 7.5% as of
March-31, 1984.
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FDA Observation

(111) Examination of the nottfication/recall distribution accountability
data revealed that all pacers incorporating suspect cells had not been
identified. Further review of records by Cordis uncovered an additional 60
pacers that included suspect cells. Two of these pacers were C.ustom or
"Engineering Order" pacers - Model number W 306.

Cordis Response
Cordis agrees that on December 5, 1983, the date it mailed the Notification
to physicians, the Computer data base was not 10Gt accurate. As explained
to the Investigator, the data base had only recently been completed by
manual keying of over 2 million entries. Such a massive effort
understandably resulted in data errors which Cordis subsequently identified
and corrected as quickly as possible. Cordis provided the Investigator
with a copy of a 5 page report, sizmarizing efforts to correct the data
base and providing the correct results (Exhibit ill-1).
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FDA Observation
(112) The notification cover letter dated December 14, 1983, states that,
OInformation received from other physicians indicate that you are following
the additional patient(s) on attached list". This letter is misleading in
that the "additional patient(s)" were determined due to FDA evaluation of
accountability data and not from "Infonsation received from other
physicians".

Cordis Response

Cordis agrees that the December 14, 1983 letter to physicians, advising
them of additional pacers subject to the Notification incorrectly
reflected that the data had been obtained from other physicians. The
letter identified 41 additional pacers which Cordis. Product Assurance
staff had located through computer data base checks, which were accelerated
as a result of questions raised by FDA.
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FDA Observation

(113) Device history record (route-4iee4) for pacer 334A/l708 shows that
cells rr2 lot 1480 were used on May 2, 1980, and were replaced on June 4,
1980 by cells fro lot 1880. Ibwever, the computer printout dated December
5, 1983, titled "All Gasa Pacers with Batteries prior to lot 4280" shows
that pacer 334A/1708 contains cells frao lot 1480.

Cordis Response

This observation is correct. The original cells, which were from lot 1480,
were removed during a rework operation and new cells from lot 1880 were
installed. The change was not entered into the computer record for this
pacer. However, this pacer was already on the Notification list since bothsets of cells used were fron the Notification cell lots.

An extensive review of the data base for this type of problem was conducted
by Cordis after this error was discovered and additional unidentified pacer
cell replacements were found, resulting in an extension of the Notification
list.
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FDA Observation

(114) The investigation of the early battery depletion failure mechaniam

concerning Gamma Series pacers es it relates to processing deviations was

treited as an internal audit rather than a cnplaint investigation (as of

March 19. 1984, 574 confirmed and suspected coplaints had been received)

or as a device failure investigation. All official copies of the failure

investigation report were destroyed. After the firm had been advised that

the failure to provide a report of their Gama cell investigation wa8

considered to be an inspectional refusal, a copy of the report was

provided. This copy was provided even though Cordis had advised that all

copies had been destroyed.

Cordis Response
The investigation referenced in this observation, was conducted in

September, 1983 by a Corporate Regulatory Affairs Auditor at the request of

Wr. Pagones, Vice President of Product Assurance. The purpose of the

investigation was to identify any possible processing or component

deviations that could be contributing to the early battery depletion of

Gacm cells. It was published in September, 1983 and designated a "Special

Audit" by Mr. Schwoebel, former Cordis Manager of Regulatory Affairs.

Cordis internal audits are comprehensive and candid reviews of system

faults and are meant for internal distribution only. It is Cordis policy

to destroy all copies of audit reports after the conditions cited have

been evaluated and/or corrected.

All official copies of this "Special Audit" Report were destroyed per

Company policy more than 5 weeks before the FDA inspection commenced. When

the Investigator requested a copy of the audit report, he was given copies

of the destruction records (Ehihbit 114-1). An unauthorized draft copy,

clearly marked as such, was subsequently located by Mr. Schwoebel on

12/7/83. Retention of this draft copy of the report represented a failure

on Wr. Schwoebel.s part to follow Cordis procedures as to an investigation

which Mr. Scbwoebel had designated as covered by the internal audit

procedure. The draft copy nonetheless was provided to the Investigator by

Cordis to coply as fully as possible under the circumstances with his

request.

In retrospect, Cordis concurs with the observation that this was an

investigation of a field problem and should nDt have been treated as an

internal audit. In the future, such investigations will be maintained as

records pertaining to the devices being investigated and will be available

for FDA review. The Company policy on internal audits will be changed to

state that investigations of product copjaints or product failures will

not be classified as internal audits.
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FDA Observation
1. (a) On October 3, 1980, H. Tataria and F. Arbelaez, requested through
Service Regw #80-10-002, 302756 that a study involving 200 Gamma cells be
carried ouf by the Qualification Labor 8 tory 0 whereby 28 cel s eash were to be
stored at temperatures of 25 , 30 , 40 , 50 , 60 , 70 , 75 , 80 , 85 ,L90
C, with 10 cells in each group to be placed on lOOK load and the remaining
cells kept at no load. The Service Request description reads "Store the
Gamma cells as shown below to characterize feedthrough at different temp.
Read voltage once a week until 1.0 volt is reached."

Reportedly, no written reports were prepared concerning this study during
its duration. The study was terminated on October 7, 1982. As a result of
the large number of Gamma pacer field failures attributed to early battery
depletion in middle of 1983, this data was resurrected and evaluated as
described in a memorandum dated December 19, 1983, from R.D. Gjertson, which
states, in effect, that based on tge 200 cell test data, the predicted Mean
Time to Failure extrapolated to 37 C (body temperature) is 32.1 months.
This memorandum also states that, "Accelerated thermal life testing has
shown a very high degree of correlation to body use conditions."

there is no written documentation which explains why the data generated from
this 200 cell study was not evaluated until the Middle of 1983 considering
that significant data may have been available earlier.

The following chart lists exazples of the cells in the study that failed:

Temperature C _ Cell I Unloaded Voltage lOOK Load Date
Reading Voltage Reading

(Spec. 2.14-2.20)

50 194 2.076 10/15/81
50 191 2.097 10/22/81
50 220 2.083 10/22/81
60 434 2.078 4/30/81
60 387 .0180 6/4/81
60 320 2.099 6/18/81

70 200 2.062 12/31180
70 369 2.076 1/22/81
70 226 2.055 2/5/81
75 154 2.095 1/8/81
75 179 2.099 1/8/81
75 486 2.088 1/15/81
80 344 2.087 12/11/80
80 382 2.094 12118/80
80 406 2.094 12/22/80
85 93 1.994 12/1/80
85 410 2.085 12/8/80
85 70 2.075 12/8/80
90 311 2.082 12/4/80
90 128 2.092 12/4/80
90 304 2.080 12/8/80
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Cordis Response
Cordis agrees with the observation which describes a study conducted from
1980 to 1982 on 200 Ga cells stored at varying temperatures.

On October 3, 1980, Hr. Harshard Tataria, a Cordis power sources engineer,
instituted a study to characterize the effects of elevated tenperatures on
Gamna cell performance. He generated Cordis Service Request 80-10-002,
dated October 3, 1980 (Exhibit la-i), which requested the Cordis
Qualification Laboratory to store 200 Gaia cells at 10 different
temperatures and monitor voltage weekly until 1.0 volt was reached.

cording to r. Tataria, the test cells were all rejects fryn various
production lots. They had been rejected for defects such as feedthrough
glass cracks, bent center conductors, low electrolyte, etc., sane of which

may affect the validity of the results obtained. Mr. Tataria did not keep
a record of the lot numbers of the cells.

Daring the study, which began on October 6, 1980, Mr. Tataria occasionally
examined the results of the voltage measurements and observed that Gamma
cells stored at highly elevated temperatures (with or without load) dropped
in voltage, while cells stored at temperatures near body temperature
(370C) functioned normally. In a concurrent study, polypropylene
protected GMa cells (See Tataria mo dated September 4, 1981, Exhibit
la-Z), exhibited no such voltage drops. Mr. Tataria states that he
therefore- concludd-that-h-tghltemperatu&re a&ersely affects the life of
non-protected lithium cupric sulfide cells. Mr. Tataria also states that
he at saoe point orally informed his immediate supervisor (Mr. Deiann) of
his findings. Mr. DefHan does not recall any such oral report. In any
case, Mr. Tataria did not write a report to his superiors about his
findings as he should have done. Cordis is revising the policy on
recording and control of technical data to require periodic written reports
to two levels of supervision an all results of technical investigations.

In July 1982, the Qualification Laboratory discontinued the study.
Although the weekly voltage measurements had been recorded in a notebook,
neither the laboratory persommel nor Mr. Tataria reported the results of
this study to Cordis management at that time. The significance of this
study was not appreciated at that time because there were not yet any
appreciable niuber of field failures of Gmia cells. Again, the new Cordis
policy described above would have required a report be made in writing to
two levels of supervision.

In August 1993, Mr. Tataria brought the existence of this study to the
attention of the Cordis Gama Task Force which had convened in July 1983 to
investigate the increasing number of early battery depletions observed in
implanted Gamm pacers. Dr. Don Bunp of Cordis Power Source Engineering
immediatel examined the data to determine if the observed failure rates
followed Jhe Arrhenius Law. Although the time to depletion decreased with
higher temperature, the curve was not linear as predicted by the Arrhenius
Law (See Dr. Nmzp's graphs dated 8/9/83 and 8/10/93 (Exhibit la-3).

Had the test results been brought to the attention of Cordis management
prior to August 1983, they probably would have helped establish earlier
that the early depletion of Gana cells was related to corrosion of
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Cordis Response

unprotected feedthroughs. Cordis considers Mr. Tataria.s performance in
conducting this study seriously deficient and he has been severely
reprimanded.

In addition to requiring the prompt reporting of results to two levels of
supervisicn, Cordis is revising its policy concerning the collection and
reporting of technical data to require preparation of a protocol prior to
start of technical studies Which establishes the purpose of the study,
definitions of the materials and procedures to be followed, and a
definition of acceptable results.
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FDA Observation

Ib) Or the approximately 140 cells that were kept on this test until
failure only seven ware destructively analyzed to determine the cause of

failure. These seven cells were analyzed on August 18, 1983, and were found

to have in excess of 40% glass corrosion.

Cordis Response

In August 1983, the Task Force searched for cells from the study but the
only cells found were seven cells fron the SOOC group. These cells were

imiediately analyzed. CPCL Report 23-03877 (Exhibit lb-l) confirmed that
the cells were depleted. Feedthrough glass corrosion was detected but no
camse was established for the early depletions. This type of analysis
should have been performed on the cells as they depleted during the course
of the study. The new procedures described above would require that this
be done.
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FDA Observation

I (c) The batch number(s) of these cells Is not recorded with the test
data.

Cordis Response

Cordis agrees that the batch numbers of the 200 cells were not recorded.
However, the seven cells analyzed in April 1983 from the 500C population
were from cell lot 2280, as documented in the laboratory report. The Cordis
policy revisions discussed above will emphasize the need to record all
pertinent data.
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FDA Observation
2. (a) Production Delivery Slip dated November 3, 1980. pertains to the
shipment of 351 Gana cells (lot 4180A) from the battery eanufacturing plant
to the pacer production line. This lot included both cells with and without
polypropylene protected feedthroughs. Hbwever, the polypropylene protection
to the cell feedthrough was not approved until April 6, 1981, as shown in
the Qualiftication Laboratory Report (E80-10-003). There Is no documentation
to show that pacers manufactured with these cells wre not distributed prior
to the approval date of the polypropylene qualification.

Cordis Response
Twelve Ga pacers with cells having polypropylene protection were
distributed prior to formal approval of the qualification of the addition
of polypropylene protectors. The qualification tests of the polypropylene
separator were successfully completed as reported an December 17, 1980, in
CPCL Report 23-OZ203 (Exhibit Za-1), although the Project Engineering Team
did not sign the formal qualification statement for polypropylene on
hermetic cells until April 6, 1981.

The pacers which contained polypropylene protected cells should have been
quarantined until the qualification had been approved by the PET. Cordis
policy on docuentation control requires that any products made with
wiqualified cmponents shall be quarantined until formal qualification
approval of the cmnent is granted. Cordis will emphasize to appropriate
personnel the need to comply with this policy.
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Cordis Corporation Item 2
Post Othce Box 025700
Miami. FL 33102-5700, USA

Teoplrione 305-551t2000
Tetex 6811112

May 29, 1985

The Honorable H. John Heinz, III
Chairman, Special Committee on Aging
G-33 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Heinsx

On behalf of Cordis Corporation, I would like to comment for the record on some
of the issues raised during the Committee's May 10 hearing. Specifically, I refer to
portions of the testimony about Cordis presented by FDA Supervisory Inspector
James Casey and Investigator Victor Spanioli. Fairness and accuracy require that
the Committee also consider the Company's position on these matters. I Will
discuss each point in the order it was presented:

1. The Company acknowledges that it distributed 6327 Gamma pacers with
unprotected battery feedthroughs after October 1960, at which time the battery
design was changed by adding a polypropylene protector. However, there is no
basis for any infetence to be drawn that the Company knowingly, much less
willfully, marketed these products after it had reason to believe that they might be
subject to potential early battery depletion. Tbat simply was not the case.

As explained in response to the FDA's observation, Cordis engineers first
observed minor glass corrosion in Gamma battery feedthroughs in 1980. However,
extensive testing revealed that the corrosion, except in a small number of celis
stored at highly elevated temperatures, did not affect battery performance.
Because the first field failure of a Gamma pacer due to early battery depletion did
not occur until July 1981, Cordis could not have known of the potential for carly
battery depletion at the time the change was made in October 1980. The addition
of the polypropylene protector to the battery feedthrough was intended solely to
assute the continued hermeticity of the cell. While accomplishing that purpose, the
polypropylene was subsequently determined to produce an unexpected added benefit-
a dramatic reduction in early depietions of Gamma pacers with batteries
manufactured after October 1980. This fact, which did not become clear until
November 1983, provided the first conclusive evidence that the original Gamma cell
depletions were due to lithium bridging which caused intermittent loss of
feedthrough resistance.

Had Cordis discontinued shipment of the original Gamma pacers in July 1981,
with the first report of a field failure due to early battery depletion, 1113 such
units would not have been distributed. Howtver, the analysis of the ont returned
pacer did not establish a systematic cause and the problem, therefore, had to be
considered a random failure. Such isolated, unexplained failures are unfortunate but
not uncommon occurrences associated with all high-technology devices. Neither
Cordis not any other manufactuer discontinues shipments of product based on such
isolated failures. Tbe cause of the Gamma early battery depletions was not
established by Cordic until November 1983 because the mechanism was so difficult
to detect. At the time, Cordia took all appropriate seeps to deal with the problem.
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2. Testimony indicated that the Company had made no effort to investigate

the cause of death of any of the 270 expired patients who were paced by a Gamma

unit subject to the December 1983 notification. While true, this action is

consistent with industry practice not to invesgatt unless the physician reports that

the pacer may have malfunctioned and may have contributed to the patient's

problem.

Experience has shown that very few patient deaths are related to the

malfunction of a pacing device. Pacer patients are generally elderly (average age

is approximately 70 years) and many experience a variety of medical problems in

addition to their need for pacing support.

Physicians realize that all pacers, whether or not involved in a notification,

are subject to failure at any time. Therefore, moat monitot the devices routinely.

If a patient dies, physicians normally consider pacer malfunction as a possible

cause, and they notify the manufacturer as appropriate. Cordis investigates all

such reports thoroughly. If the Company were instead to check every report of a

patient death, its Customer Service personnel would constantly be involved in many

unnecessary and unproductive investigations. Investagative efforts ase better spent

focusing on the reports indicating likely pacer anomalies or other possible product

problems.

The appropriateness of this approach was underscored by a subsequent

investigation of 45 reports of death among Gamma pacers patients. This study wau

carried our by the Company's Product Service Department and provided to the FDA.

The findings indicated that none of the 45 deaths investigated was attributable to

pacer malfunction.

3. Messrs. Casey and Spanioli testified that, in August 1983, Cordis

management learned of an internal study of Gamma cells which had been initiated

in October 1950 and discontinued in July 198Z without the results ever having been

reported. The study involved the storage at various temperatures of 200 Gamma

cells rejected from production for various reasons. By the end of the study, alt

units stored at 50 C had depleted within 21 months. Had this study been reported,

the information might have been helpful in establishing the cause of the early

Gamma battery depletions sooner than was the case.

Cordis reprimanded the power sources engineer who performed the study

without reporting its results to his supervisors. Also, the Company has now issued

a new corporate policy to assure that all technical data is reported promptly to at
least two levels of supervision.

4. Messrs. Casey and Spanioli testified that they were informed by the

Company that all copies of an internal audit which they requested had betn

destroyed. They then testified that, pushed further, the Company subsequently

produced a copy.

The report in question concerned an internal investigation made in September

1983 to identify possible processing or component deviations thai could be

contributing to the eatly battery depletion of Gamma tells. Such audits are

comprehensive and candid reviews and, as is standard industry practice, are designed
solely for internal distribution. Further, once the conditions cited have been

evaluated and/or corrected, Company policy provides that all copies of the report

be destroyed.

.
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Consequently, all official copies of the audit report were destroyed, or
supposed to have been destroyed, some five weeks before the start of the FDA
inspection in question. When the FDA Investigator requested a copy of the report,
he was furnished copies of the destruction records. Subsequently, an unauthorised
draft copy of the report, clearly marked as a draft, was located. Although this
represented a failure by an employee to follow the Cordis procedures requiring
destruction, the Company provided the FDA with the draft copy to comply as fully
as possible with the Investigator's request.

In retrospect, Cordis concurs with the FDA Investigator's position that this
report concerned an investigation of a field problem and should not have been
treated as an internal audit. In the future, such investigations will be maintained
as records pertaining to the devices being investigated and will be available for
FDA review. The Company policy on internal audits has been changed to state
that investigations of product complaints or product failure will not ~e classified as
intetrnal audits.

5. In response to a question, Mr. Casey testified that, early in the summer
of 19$4, the FDA discovered a wiring defect problem in certain models of the
Company's Lambda and Stanicor Theta devices. In actual fact, Cordis issued its
initial warning of potential 'no output failures" by way of a Product Update in
April 1982. Additional Updates have been issued every six months since. Copies of
all sir Updates were sent to the FDA as well as to some 15,000 monitoring
physicians of record. Further, throughout this more than three year period, the
FDA has inspected and corresponded with the Company concerning this potential
problem. Thus, the problem was not "discovered" by the FDA, and certainly not in
the summer of 1984.

The Company's position on this situation was that, given the low incidence of
product failures and the fact that the cumulative survivals for these models met
their original reliability predictions, the Updates which it issued served as a
suitable means for notifying physicians of the potential failure mode. The situation,
in Cordisa judgment, did not occur frequently enough to justify a formal notification
or recall. Recently, Cordis complied with an FDA request that it issue a
notification on these devices. Nevertheless, the Company remains steadfast in its
belief that the need for this notification was questionable in light of the low-level
incidence of failures among pacers in the group.

6. Mr. Casey correctly testified that, in September 1980, the Company
initiated a process correction that eliminated the potential "no output' problem
associated with certain Lambda/Theta pacers. It was also observed that 2200 of
the earlier (uncorrected) units were subsequently distributed, the implication being
that the Company might knowingly have marketed defective or potentially defective
products. Again, that was not the case.

In September 1980, the Company issued a change order that required the
filling of all unfilled plated-through holes on circuit boards. At the time the
change was made, the Company had received just 10 verified plated-through hole
failures among the 22,659 190A pacers implanted for up to 52 months. Because the
incidence of these failures was low Qust one of every 2266 units) and because no
failures had occurred in any other pacer models at that time, Cordis determined
that the potential defect would not occur frequently enough to warrant stopping

shipment of or reworking pacers manufactured prior to the ptocets change.
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7. Testimony by Mr. Casey also revealed that the Company's Iegai files
contained 57 complaints not contained in its master complaint file. I would simply

like to emphasize for the record that, in response to the FDA's earlier observation,
all complaints received by the Legal Department are now transcribed onto the
appropriate Cordis form nd sent to the Product Service Department for processing

and filing in the master complaint file.

S. A concern raised by you, Mr. Chairman, related to the fact that some

7000 of the more than 30,000 Lambda and Thrts pacers sold over the years arc not

registered with the Cordis Registry. While this number includes some 6000 units
sold in foreign markets, as you observed, 783 of the pacers were distributed in the
United States. For the record, it is important to emphasize that registration
information is not easily obtained, despite the best efforts of Cordis or any other

company. Studies have indicated that some 5% of pacer. are never registered with

the manufacturer. Unless incentives are developed to encourage hospitals or
physicians to respond, such as the threat of withholding Medicare payment, the

proposed National Registry data--which must be supplied through company records-
will be equally flawed or incomplete.

Finally, it is my understanding that the Committee staff has requested from
FDA copies of all PD 483's related to Cordisb including the Company's responses. I
am concerned that presenting one without the other-i.c., including an observation
without the corresponding Cordis reply-could be misleading and possibly damaging

to the Company. Therefore, I respectfully request that the published Committre
report, to' thc extent it cites snecific PDA inspection observatons, includz i.n cvf;y
instance and in direct conjunction the appropriate Company response.

I will not claim that my appearance before the Committee was an enjoyable

experience. It was not, particularly under thr circumstances. Hopefully, however,
it was constructive for the Committee and for the interests of the Nation. I would

welcome the opportunity to continue to assist you and the Committee in any way I

can.

Sincerely,

r R Weldon
President

O


